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PREFACE

E. E. Hannum, Chairman
Manager, Applied Physics Laboratory

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

The Sixth EED Symposium was attended by approximately 325 people repre-

senting 126 industrial concerns, 43 Government agencies and 4 foreign countries

(England, Canada, France, and Isrzel). Four sessions were held onoTuesday and

Wednesday July 8 and 9, 1969, at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco.

The fifth session, classified Confidential, was held at the Treasure Island

Naval Base on-Thursday July 10, 1969,. The proceedings therefore are in two

volumes; this unclassified volume which contains 50 papers (over 850 pages)

and a Confidential one with 9 papers.

The first paper describes the explosive and pyrotechnic devices used on

the Apollo spacecraft which successfully landed the first men on the moon just

about one week after the Symposium. About 90% of the Apollo EED's were non-

destructively tested by neutron radiography; a new technique first reported

at the 5th EED Symposium held at The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia,

June 13-14, 1967. Papers 2-10 and 2-11 in these Proceedings are on the subject

of neutron radiography.

Also in Session Two were presented and discussed a number of testing

techniques and design aids which should prove very helpful to workers in the

field.

In Session One a number of interesting new developments are described.

In paper 1-2, Lockheed's "Super Zip" separation system evolution is traced

through various design improvements to the truly remarkable culmination. One

need merely scan the titles in t- T-b le of Contents to appreciate the wide

variety of new developments discussed at this meeting. It is also evident that

a great deal of the industry's EED effort has been aimed at combating hostile

environments which include lectromagnetic energy in the forms of RF, EMP, light-

ning, electrostatic discharge, ionizing radiation, high heat flux, and even

germs. Yes germsl

Spacecraft going to other planets must be sterilized to avoid the pos-

sibility of contamination by earth organisms. One EED has been shown to be
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capable of surviving the heat cycling of the sterilization-pr ocess (Paper 3-3).

Since most EED's were not designed with this problem in mind, we doubt if

many will be found suitable. However, Paper 5-2 describes a number of new

heat resistant explosives.

Paper 4-1 on laser initiation of explosives stimulated much Interest and

discussion which leads us to suspect that more work Is being done on lasers

than was reported at this meet!ng.

A nur',er of novel developments and studies were presented which include:

De.onation by remote flash (Paper 5-4);
Flueric ignition device (Paper 5-5);

Percussion-electric primer (Paper 5-7);

Liquid desensitized initiators (Paper 3-10); and

Solid-state initiator (Paper 4-2).

;n all, 52 papers were presented in 2 1/2 days and are printed In full

herein together with seven others (that were presented by title only) and the

edited (condensed) discussion recorded at the meeting. Also, for convenience,

the unclassified abstracts of the other volume are repeated in this volume.

Although this was our 6th EED Symposium, it was the first one held on the .-

West Coast and the first meeting to last more than two days. We will probably

pian for a three-day meeting next time, to be held In Philadelphia in 1971.
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1- 1 APOLLO SPACECRAFT PYROTECHNICS

By William H. Simmons

Manager, Apollo Pyrotechnic Subsystems

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

INTRODUCTION

At the Third Electroexplosive Device (EED) Symposium in Philadelphia

in 1963, the author presented a paper entitled "The Apollo Standard Ini- A

tiator (ASI)." That paper described a modular-cartridge concept using a

standard EED which was being adopted for the Apollo spacecraft. Concepts

F also were presented for the postmanufacture indexing of the initiator,

for the anticipated application of pyrotechnic devices to spacecraft

functions, and for a computerized data collection storage analysis system.

The pyrotechnic devices and their functions in the Apollo spacecraft

on a lunar landing mission (fig. 1) are described in this paper. During

the past 6 yea's, all pyrotechnic devices and systems have been tested

extensively on the ground, in unmanned flights, and in manned flights.

The last flight test objectives of the pyrotechnics were completed success-

fully subsequent to the Apollo 10 mission in May 1969.

The term Apollo Standard Initiator (ASI) was applied originally both

to the concept of a standard EED for Apollo spacecraft and to the hard-

ware, a speciflc dual-bridgewire initiator. Subsequently, a single-

bridgewire initiator was developed and now is the standard device on the

spaceeraft; the d.al-bridgewire unit is now obsolete in the Apollo pro-

gram. Therefore, "Apollo Standard Initiator," or "ASI," now represent

1-1.!



the concept, and "Single-Eridgewire Apollo Standard Initiator," or

"SBASI," describe the hardware. -

Other words and abbreviations used in this psqger-ikre clearlfied

beicow.

1. "Pyrotechnics" is synonymous with "explosive" and "ordnandie"

~(pyrotechnic device).

2i "Exploiive" includes both detonating and defiagtating mitekdals.

"High explosive" and "propellant" axre used to differentiate-between the

two types of materials, when hecessary

3. "Redundant" is used in the sense of "dual" rather than "super-

fluous."

14. "Spacecraft" (s/C) (fig. -2) -includes -thle fobllowing:

A-. The do6and And, service modules (csM),i which are abbreviated

c6niaind module (CN) and service module (WO~

b. the lunar module (114)

a.The spacecraft/lunar module adaper (SLA)

5. The Saifrn IVB (S-IVB) is the third stage of the laujich vehicle

(L't) which- ifiserts the spacecraf~t into traslunar trajectory,

GENEAL

The Apollo spacecraft and SLA incorporate ever 210 explosively 1o.ed

devices (including 143 electrically initiated cartr'idges of 19 different

types) in the most complex pyrotechnic system ever used on any flight

vehicle.



Most functions performed by spacecraft pyrotechnics are classified as 'crew

critical," because premature operation of the pyrotechnics or the failure of the

pyrotechnics to operate properly could result in loss of the crew. The few re-

maining functions are, similarly, "mission critical;" that is, failure could

result in an aborted mission or in an alternate mission. The high criticality

assigned to spacecraft pyrotechnic functions dictated maximum redundancy in py-

rotechnic systems and devices (fig. 3). Where practicable, completely redundant

systems or devices are used, as in the apex-cover jettison system. Where com-

pletely redundant systems are not possible because of space or weight limita-

tions, redundant cartridges are used, as in the canard thruster. Next in order

of desirability is a single cartridge with dual initiators, as in the parachute-

riser guillotines. The original dual-bridgewire initiator Vas developed to

provide an additional back-out step, a single initiator with dual bridgewires* (
interfacing the same explosive charge.

The electrical circuitry and associated control components, including the

batteries that supply power for logic and firing, are redundant. The pyrotech-

nic batteries and circuits are used only for pyrotechnic system firing and con-

trol. Firing circuits A and B sare completely independent and are electrically

and physically isolated from each other and from all other spacecraft circuitry.

Logic circuits A and B are similar, except in the earth-landing system where

additional redundancy is required. In the earth-landing system, although the

logic relay contacts are electrically isolated, the relsy coils A and B are

interconnected so that both contacts are pulled in by either logic A or logic B.

This system circumvents a single-point failure in either logic system without

compromising the isolation of the firing circuitry.
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Early in the Apollo program, the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) adopted

the concept of modular cartridge assemblies, based cn a standardized hot-wire

initiator. Whenever possible, this standardization principle has been extended

to cartridge assemblies at significant cost and time s avlngb. In addition, the

adoption of the modular-cartridge concept has enhanced confidence and reliability

of these common ccmponents/assemblies through increased testing and use (fig. 4).

Components, subassemblies and assemblies were qualified serially (that is, first

the EED, then each cartridge, then-each higher assembly, and so forth) to com-

plete systemas

Because the most critical area in any EED is the electroexplosive interface,

a common interface that is tested in a number of devices increases the confi-

dence in all devices using the interface. The SBASI providts such an interface

in a form that can be tested as a separate unit then tested again and again in

higher devices, assemblies and systems. In addition, because of the necessity '

to deve!cqp and alify only one EED, it was possible to test and understand

more thoroughly the chwaiAeristics of that device than woui4 have been possible

if a number of different devices had been develope. for the spacecraft.

Noninterchangeability of special-purpose cartzidges is ensured by using

different threads on the output ends and by uaing on the connector a unique

postmanufacture indexing technique which provides for special keyway combina-

tions. The indexing technique is covered by NASA-owned U.S. Patent 3,28T,031

and is available on a royalty-free, nonexclusive license basis for comercial

use. The technique can be used also on other nonpyrotechnic electrical con-

nectorsc

A family of special shielded connectors, which mate with the various SBASI

configurations and provide radiofrequency shield continuity, were developed for

1-1.14



the Apollo pyrotechnic systems. On the Apollo spacecraft, these connectors are

reserved for use on pyrotechnic circuits to prevent misconnection with other

electrical circuitry.

. IIn instances where the common use of hardware was not feasible, common

technology was used. For example, the opposing-blade guillotine which severs

the CM-SM umbilical (fig. 5) was the basis for the designs of the LM interstage

guillotine, of two guillotines for umbilicals between the 14 and SLA, and of

the LM landing-gear uplock cutter.

To ensure consistent quality and traceability of high-explosive materials,

only newly manufactured RDX and HNS high explosives are used. These bulk ex-

plosives are government-furnished material. RDX is supplied to NASA by the

Army, and HNS is supplied by the Navy. The materials are shipped directly to

the using supplier of explosive assemblies upon request to MSC by North American

\Rockwell and Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation.

Neutron radiography (N-ray) is a relativey new technique used to ensure

high quality of assemblies. In a number of instances, such as examining the

explosive core in a mild detonating fuse (MDF) for discontinuities, this te :-

nique is superior to X-ray. The relative opacity of the lead sheath and of the

explosive core to thermal neutrons is the reverse of that with X-rays. However,

the Pdvantage is lost when the MDF is bonded into a charge holder with a hydro-

genous material such as epoxy. Therefore, the N-ray technique is applied selec-

tively to Apollo pyrotechnics to supplement X-rays where appropriate.

All lots of all explosively loaded components and assemblies are non-

destructively tested and inspected on a 100-percent basis. The lots then are

sampled at random for destructive testing at each level of assembly. In addi-

tion, one unit from each lot of each device to be installed on a spacecraft is

I- .



fired at the Kennedy Space Center before each flight to ensure that there has

been no deterioration caused by shipping, handling, or storage subsequent to

lot acceptance.

The Apollo Pyrotechnic Data System (APDS) was established to collect and

analyze data on the spacecraft pyrotechnics. The system uses the couputer com-

plex at MSC and is now being modified to increase the capabilities. When fully

opere.tional, the APDS will be capable of storing and analyzing data pertaining

to the logistics, quality, and engineering aspects of all Apollo devices by

serialized parts, by lots, and by total population.

The inputs to the computer system are reports submitted on MSC

Form 1275 by all Government an4 Contractor activities which manufacture,

test, ship, install, or handle Apollo pyrotechnic devices. Each report

identifies the reported devices by part, lot, and. serial number. Para-

metric data on performance and tests ate reportable, as are shipp#ng

destinations, receiving inspections, allocation to spiolic spacecraft,

and so forth.

A typical logistics study from the stored data could be a printout

of the location of every cartridge in existence; such a report could be

used to locate all units of a specific lot to provide a basis for addi-

tional procurement or to '.freeze" a lot pending investigation of an

anomaly rela~4 k, that lot or part. Engineering studies of specific

performance parameters can be made to investigate lot-to-lot variations

and trends.

I'I .6



PYROTECHNIC FUNCTIONS ON A NORMAL MISSION

Pyrotechnic devices perform many and varied functions on a spacecraft. A

total of 218 explosively loaded parts, including 143 cartridges, are installed

on each spacecraft. The first pyrotechnic function in a normal mission, Jetti-

son of the launch escape system (LES), occurs approximately 3 minutes after

launch, and the last pyrotechnic function, main parachute disconnect, occurs

after splashdown. The pyrotechnic devices and locations in the spacecraft are

shown in figure 6. In this paper, the devices are discussed first as used in a

normal lunar landing mission (fig. 1) and then as used in aborted missions.

Latch Escape System (LES) Jettison

In a normal mission, the LS is not used and is jettisoned immediately

after second-stage booster (S-If) ignition (fig. 7). Simultaneously with

ignition of the tower-Jettison motor by dual igniter cartridges, a fran-

gible nut in the base of each tower leg (used to secure the tower to the

command module structure) is fractured by dual detonators (fig. 8).

CSM-Launch Vehicle Separation

The next pyrotechnic event, CSM separation from the launch vehicle, occurs

after translunar injection by the third (S-IVB) stage of the launch vehicle

(fig. 9). The four SLA panels are separated by redundant explosive trains on the

forward, aft, and inner and outer longitudinal splice plates (fig. 10). Pyrotechnic

thrusters powered by dual cartridges rotate each panel outwardly around a center

hinge. After a rotation of approximately 450, the panel hinges separate and

spring thrusters Jettison the panel.. At the time of splice-plate separation, a

.- 1.
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high-explosive-operated guillotine severs an umbilical between the 124 and one

SLA panel, a spring reel then retracts the umbilical arm to the panel for jetti-

son with the panel, and a high-explosive charge in a frangible-link disconnect

separates the SM-SLA umbilical just aft of the SM. The entire system is explo-

sively interconnected, vith dual detonators initiating the separation trains

and confined detonating cords connecting these trains to the SM-SLA umbilical

disconnect and to the LM-SLA guillotine.

LM-SLA Separation

After separation from the S-IVB, the CSM returns and docks with the Ul, an

electrical umbilical is attached to the IM separation firing circuits through

the docking interface, and the four frangible links that attach the LM to the

fixed portion 6f the SLA are fired (figs. 11 and 12). Because the detonators

in the links are located on the SLA side of the LW.SLA interface, a high-

explosive guillotine severs this umbilical bundle 30 milliseconds after -the

frangible-link detonators are fired.

I. Pyrotechnics

ZAll IX pyrotechnic functions occur during the next phases of the

mission which involve lunar descent, landing, and ascent. The LM devices

and locations are shown in figure 13. The relatively new explosive

hexanitrostilbene (HNS) is used in all LM high-explosive devices and in

the docking ring separation system of the CM. In all other CSM and SLA

high-explosive applications, cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) is used

because, at the time of initial system development, relatively little

information on HNS was available and the supply of HNS was limited.

1-1.8



114 Landing Gear Deployment

In lunar orbit and prior to separation of the LM from the CSM, the 124

landing gear is deployed by firing guillotines (fig. 14) which sever tension

straps that hold the gear in the retracted position. ken the straps are sev-

eredt springs deploy the gear to the downlocked position.

IM Main Propulsion and Reaction Control Systems

(MPS and RCOS) Pressurization

A number of normally closed explosive valves (fig. 15) are used in the TM

main propulsion system and in the reaction control system (RCS). The valves

pressurize propellant tanks by opening the lines to ambient and supercritical

helium storage ve'sels, prov1de for propellant tank venting, and perform can-

patibility functions. The valves are used singly or in pairs, depending on

their function; redundant cartridges are used when valves are not redundant. A

total of 16 valves and 22 cartridges are used for these functions.

The explosive valves in the descent propulsion s .tem (DPS) and in the RCS

are functioned and the systems are checked out prior to undocking of the 1M for

descent to the lunar surface. The valves in the ascent propulsion system (APS)

are fired during preparation for launch from the lunar surface.

1M Staging

On ihe lunar surface and prior to launch of the ascent stage, the 1M sta ges

are separated by an explosive nut and bolt (fig. 16) at each structural attach-

IA ment point. The interstage electrical circuits are deadfaced by two electrical-

circuit interrupters (fig. 17), and the interstage umbilical (electrical and

fluid lines) is severed by a guillotine (fig. 18).

1-1 .9



In an abort during descent to the lunar surface, actuation of the "Abort

Stage" switch initiates the staging and the pressurization of the ascent section

of the main propulsion system in an electrically timed sequence, the descent

stage is jettisoned, and the ascent stage then returns to lunar orbit to rendez-

vous with the CM.

IM Jettison

After rendezvous, docking, and U24 crew transfer to the CM in lunar orbit,

the IM is jettisoned by severing the docking-tunnel structure with redundant ex-

plosive trains (fig. 1). The docking-ring-separation charges and, associated!

long-reach detonators are the only CSM devices which use HNS high explosive.

CM-M SeML-ation- and SM Jettison

L Before the spacecraft enters the atmosphere of the earth at approxi-

mately 400 000 feet, the CM RCS propellant tanks are pressurized by helium.

which is released, by explosive valves of the same configuration as that

shown in figure 15. By using the RCS, the crew then orients the CSM to

separatio attitude. At separation (fig. 20), the critical electrical

circuits between the CM and the SM are deadfaced by electrical-circuit

interrupters (fig. 21), the CM-SM umbilical is severed by a high-explosive-

operated guillotine (fig. 5), and structural separation is accomplished

by dual linear-shaped charges (fig. 22) on each of the three tension ties

between the modules. The SM backs away from the CM using the +X thrusters

of the SM RCS.
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Earth- Landing System (ELS) 0Peration

Approximately 8 minutes after atmospheric entry (fig. 23),, the spacecraft

has descended to approximately 24 00O feet where the CM apex cover is jettisoned

by a redundant thruster system (fig. 24). As the cover separates from the CM,

a lanyak-operated switch fires a drag parachute mortar in the cover. The para-

chute prevents the cover from recontacting the CM or interfering with drogue

parachute deployment.

Two seconds after cover jettison, the two reefed drogue parachutes are de-

ployed by mortars (fig. 25). At "line stretch," the time-delay reefing-line

cutters in each parachute (fig. 26) are actuated and disreef the drogues 10 sec-

onds later.

Approximately 40 -seconds after deployment, the drogues are disconnected by

severing the risers with propellent-gas-operated guillotines (fig. 27) and the

three pilot parachutes are deployed simultaneously by mortars (fig. 25). The

pilot parachutes deploy the main parachutes, which inflate to a full-reefed condi-

tion. Main parachute riser deployment actuates six 8-second-delay line cutter3

which release spring-loaded deployment mechsnisms on two VHF antennas and on -

flashing beacon light to assist in recovery operations. At line stretch of the

main parachutes, four 6-second and two 10-second-delay reefing-line cutters are

actuated on each parachute, effecting disreef in two stages to lower the infla-

tion shock loading on the parachutes.

Immediately after splashdown, the thee aaf parachutes are disconnected by

guillotines in the parachute disconnect assembly (the "flowerpot") (fig. 27).
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PYROTECHNIC FUNCTIONS FOR ABORTS

Missions may be aborted at any time. However, special pyrotechnic functions

or sequences are involved only in the aborts occurring between crew insertion (man-

ning of the spacecraft on the pad) and orbital insertion of the spacecraft. Aborts

frjn the launch pad and at low altitudes require highly complex sequences of pyro-

technic events; the combination and sequence of events are functions of altitude.

To minimize risk to the crewt onboard automatic control, onboard manual control,

and ground control of abort initiation is provided.

From the pad to approximate3y 30 000 feet (fig. 28), abort begins with'the

following essentially simultaneous Wyiotechidic functions (T U 0).

1. CM-SM electrical circuit deadfacing (four circuit interrupters)
2. CM RCS propellant pressurizition (four exlosive valves)

3. CM RCS helium, fuel, and oxidizer interconnects (four explosive valeis)

4. CM RCS oxidizer dump (two explosive valves)

5. CM-SM structural separation (three dual linear-shaped charges)

6. CM-SM umbilical separation (one guillotine)

7. Launch escape motor ignition (two cartridges)

8. Pitch control motor ignition (two cartridges)

At T + 5 seconds, the CM RCS fuel dump is initiated by firing two more ex-

plosive valves. At T + 11 seconds, a thruster deploys canards in the LES to re-

verse the attitude of the CM for LES jettison and parachute deployment (fig-. 29),

and at T + 14 seconds, the docking ring is explosively separated and. jettisoned

with the launch escape tower to which it is attached by a tension tie.
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At approximately T + 14.5 seconds, the apex cover is jettisoned as in nor-

mal landing, and at T + 16 seconds, the drogues are deployed. At T + 18 seconds,

the RCS fuel and oxidizer lines are purged, and the residual helium pressurant

is dumped through four explosive valves.

The drogues disreef at approximately T + 2? seconds and are disconnected

simultaneously with main parachute deployment at T + 28 seconds. Recovery-aid

deployment, descent, and landing are the same as in a normal mission.

30 000 Feet to Normal LBS Jettison

In an abort from 30 000 feet to LES Jettison, the pyroqeq1ic functions are

similar to the abort described previously. Hqever, rapid Jettison of RCS pro-

pellant is inhibited, and tha propellants are disposed of as in a normal mission.

The time interval between events is changed slightly, and above 100 000 feet, the

crewmen may elect to Jettison the LES and follow normal landing procedures.

LES Jettison to Normal CSM Launch Vehicle Separation

After to;er jettison and prior to normal CSM separation from the launch ve-

hicle, missions are aborted by using the SM service propulsion system (SPS).

The CSM is separated from the launch vehicle as in a normal mission and, at crew

option, either normal entry and landing procedures are followed or the CSM aborts

into orbit with the SPS.

EED AND CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLIES

Three general types of cartridges are used in the spacecraft: igniter car-

tridges in rocket motors,, pressure cartridges in mechanical devices, and detonator
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cartridges in high-explosive systems. The number of special-purpose cartridges

has been minimized, and all but one type of cartridge electrically initiated. j
To achieve high cc¢:fidence in the critical electroexplosive interface, a

standard EED, the SBASI, was developed and qualified as an independent module.

By adding booster modules containing various types of charges, special-purpose

cartridge assemblies cxe obtained. The resulting spacecraft cartridge family

is shown in figure 30. The only nonelectric cartridge, that used to operate

the SLA panel thrusters is fired by confined detonating cords to in..rimize the

electrical circuitry and to ensure simultaneity in SLA panel separation.

The EED Module

The heart of the Apollo spacecraft pyrotechnic systems is the SBASI.

Early in the Apollo program, a dual-bridgewire four-pin initiator was

developed as the standard unit and was used in the ea.-ly development

and qualification of CSM and LM pyrotechnic systems. During the develop-

ment of the device and system, the following limitations of the dual-

bridgewire initiator became apparent.

I. Low interbridge electrical resistance ('haracteristic of conductive

mixes) imposed limitations on electrical systems design.

2. The body material (17-4PH steel) had inadequate impact resistance in det-

onator applications at low temperatures (below -650 F).

3. In the detonator and in some high-pressure cartridge applications, the

electrical pins in the EED could be blown out.

4. In the circuit-to-circuit mode, the initiator had high sensitivity to

electrostatic discharge.
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It also became apparent that the dual-bridgewire feature of the

device was not required because the necessary redundancy could be better

achieved at higher levels of assembly and, as a result, it was possible

to eliminate one bridgewire. Thus, the SBASI came into existence. The

SBASI retains the performance and desirable electrical characteristics

of the original unit and incorporates the following improvements.

1. The body material was changed to Inconel 718 for improved impact

resistance at cryogenic temperatures.

2. The wall thickness was increased for higher internal pressure

capability.

3. The electrostatic discharge survival capability was increased

from 9000 to 25 000 volts, and the spark gap providing this capability

was moved to the interior of the unit for enviromnental and contamination

protection.

4. A stepped Inconel 718 header was incorporated, with the contact

pins glassed to the header and the header welded to the boiy. This

design, together with the increased wall thickness, raised the internal

pressure capability to over 35 000 psi.

5. The technique for postinanufacture indexing of the connector was

incorporated.

In development of the SBASI, the body-header assembly was hydrostatically

tested, after repeated thermal shocks from -3200 F to 5000 F, to over 100 000 psi

without failure. In production, all units are tested to 35 000 psi. All produc-

tion units are also tested for electrostatic survival capability and leak tested

with helium to ensure proper hermetic sealing. Sectioned and exploded views of

the SBASI are shown in figure 31. The technical requirements and the physical
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configuration of the SBASI and the component parts are defined in NASA/MSC docu-

ments which comprise the SBASI procurement package. Space Ordnance Systems,,

Inc., developed the dual-bridgewire unit and the SBADSI. Subsequently, Hi Shear

Corporation was qualified as a second source of the SBASI. The units produced

by these two manufacturers have been tested extensively to ensure complete

interchangeability.

The capability of indexing the connector end of the SBASI after manufacture

is a unique and important feature which permits manufacture and stocking of the

unit in a general-use configuration and subsequently configuring any unit to

any of nine special keyway combinations to meet special requirementr. This

technique eliminates the need for stocking the various indexed configurations

which may be needed on short notice. With this technique, indexed SBASI can be

reconfigured if required.

The indexing technique consists of broaching two (or more) additional key-

ways in the connector at the time of manufacture. In the SBASI, the two addi-

tional keyways are in the 1 o'clock and 11 o'clock position with the master

ke~y~a at 12 o'clock and the other four ways at the normal positions of 3, 5,

7, and 8 o'clock (fig. 32). SBASI are procured and stocked in U.S. government-

bonded storage in the "all open" (xxO) configuration. However, no SBASI may be

shipped in that configuration without special MSC authorization because such a

unit will mate with any connector. Prior to shipment, two keyways are blocked

by staking appropriate keyways inwardly to within 0.001 inch of the inner sur-

face of the connector. Configuration xxi is normally found on initiators, but

that configuration is prohibited on the Apollo spacecraft; it is reserved for

developmental, experimental, nonflight, and rejected flight units. SBASI which

are rejected at any time can be restaked to this nonspacecraft xxl configura-

tion to prevent mating of any firing circuit on the spacecraft if a rejected
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unit is installed by mistake. The special indexing system on the Apollo space-

craft may not be used in any system other than pyrotechnics, thus preventing

possible mixups in the connection of circuits.

The complete part numbering system for the SBASI is shown in figure 32.

The first digit of the dash number indicates the flight status, the second digit

indicates whether a weld washer is instal.ed on the part, and the third digit

indicates the keyway indexing combination.

Another unique feature of the SBASI is the spanner-type torquing section

that is used instead of the usual hexagonal section (fig. 33). This feature is

used to prevent applying torque to the SBASI, with attendant damage to the her-

metic seal, when a cartridge assembly is installed in the spacecraft. Because

a special tool is required to install or remove a SBASI, only authorized per-

sonnel possessing this tool can perform this operation.

A third feature is the method of hermetically sealing the SBASI into a

cartridge assembly. A thin metal washer is welded to the underside of the

torquing section (fig. 33) during the preshipment configuration operations.

After installation of the SBASI into the cartridge, this washer is welded

around the outer edge to the top of the cartridge body.

For the Apollo spacecraft program, the SBASI is government-furnished equip-

ment to all cartridge manufacturers upon request to MSC by North American Rockwell

Corporation and Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation. MSC stocks the unit

in the xxO configuration with only the basic part number marked on the unit

(in addition to lot, serial, and so forth). Prior to each shipment, the re-

quired quantity of unite are staked, fitted with washers if required, marked

with the appropriate dash number, and tested nondestructively. Units which
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fail the shipping tests are reconfigured to xxl, color coded as rejected

flight units, and shipped to MSC for removal from the flight stock. Any V
SBASI or cartridge assembly which becomes nonflightworthy at any time can

be handled similarly.

The SBASI has a perfect reliability record to date; the SBASI and

its predecessor unit has not been known to have failed to fire when sub-

jected to the recommended minimum all-fire current pulse. The Inconel 718

body and header resists high-explosive shock loading at cryogenic tempera-

tures, and the autoignition (cookoff) temperature of the explosive mix is

well over 6000 F.

The SBASI and its predecessor unit have undoubtedly undergone more exhaus-

tive and extensive testing than any other initiators. More than 20 000 dual-

bridgewire units were used in the Apollo spacecraft development, followed by

perhaps 5000 to 6000 SBASI units. The extent of testing and use of the units

in non-MSC programs is not known with any degree of exactness; however, it is

known that the SBASI is being tested and used elsewhere in a variety of pro-

grams and is being considered for even wider use. MSC is vitally interested

in acquiring such information, especially test results which indicate areas

where improvements are desirable or which demonstrate acceptable characteristics

under extended environmental conditions.

The personnel of the MSC believes strongly in the standard initiator con-

cept and encourages the use of the SBASI, within the limits of its capabilities,

on other programs. The advantages of standardization have been clearly demon-

strated on the Apollo program where significant reductions in cost and devel-

opment time were re-lized. In addition, the demonstrated reliability and

confidence level in the SBASI are being significantly increased as the Apollo

flight program progresses because approximately 140 SBASI are flown on each

Apollo mizsion.
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The present SBASI design represents a stage in the evolutionary process and

will undoubtedly undergo modifications as necessary improvements are uncovered

Onr future programs. The present SBASI will be used ir. the Apollo Applications

Program. Each new MSC program will start with the then-current SBASI configu-

ration, with improvements being incorporated as required. Thus, the SBASI and

the ASI concept are dynamic rather than static end-of-the-line devices and con-

cepts.

Cartridge Assemblies

Modular cartridges (incorporating the SBASI as a component) are

used throughout the spacecraft and are designed for common-use where

possible.

The physical configuration, performance, and spacecraft usage of the Apollo

cartridge assemblies are shown in table 1. The SBASI is included because it ir

used as a pressure cartridge in one application. The indexing of the SBASI in

the cartridges is also sown. Cartridges with different outputs have different

threads where necessary to prevent improper installation, and those having 'the

same output but which are located close to each other in the spacecraft and are

fired at different times are differently indexed. Thua, the snie thread and

indexing may be used in various locations on the spacecraft,

Each cartridge assembly (except the SLA thruster cartridge) consists of one

or two SBASI and a cartridge body hermetically sealed together by the weld

washer. The Type 100 pressure cartridge contains no charge other than that in

the SBASI; the cartridge module is an adapter necessary to install the SBASI

in a small explosive valve. Right- and left-hand threads are used on variations

of these, and other, cartridges because of installation near other cartridges

with different functions or different firing times.
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The parachute disconnect assembly (figs. 27 and 34), known as the flowerpot,

provides an excellent example of the need for indexing initiators. Because of

the limited space available, only one cutter blade, powered by one cartridge,

could be used for each of the five risers. The maximum attainable redundancy

was to install two SBASI in each cartridge, one connected to each of the two

electrical systems. In figure 35, the connectors are shown mated to the SBASI

and the figure clearly illustrates the space problem often encountered in the

spacecraft. In this one case, the space was so limited that weld washers could

not be used because rhe washers would overlap. Therefore, the SBASI are epox-

yed in place end lockwired together. The necessity for correct connection of

firing leads is apparent because a mistake could result in disconnecting a main

parachute before deployment. To ensure circuit redundancy in each cartridge,

both system A and system B must be connected to each cartridge. As a result,

five cartridges with ten SBASI are in proximity where proper cartridge instal-

lation and connector mating is mandatory. The solution to this problem is shown

in figure 36. Proper cartridge installation is ensured by different threads

on the two cartridges,.and proper connector mating is ensured by four different

indexing combinations.

CONCLUSION

The Apollo spacecraft has a pyrotechnic system which is undoubtedly

the most complex ever used on any flight vehicle.

Undoubtedly the greatest innovation in the Apollo spacecraft pyrotechnic

systems is the use of a standardized initiator. This technique, with modular

cartridges and postmranufacture indexing of the initiator, resulted in signif-

icant cost reductions, shorter development times for higher assemblies, and

higher demonstrated reliability of the most critical area, the electroexplo-

sive interface.
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TABLE 1.- APOLLC SPACECRAFT CARTRIDGES

Variations, Kosinal performeanc-
Cartridge (cartridge SBAS! Cartridge I ob .Nuber

type dash dash thread Use i e
number) number (a) pi o.*jue Ty1* spacecraft

Pressure cartridges

Canard None 216 1-1/2 - 12 R 13 5CO 20 in
3  

C Canard thruster 2

Type I None 216 7/8 - 14 R! 14 500 52 cc V Droue parachute m ora

Type Il None 216 11/16 - 12 rH 11 200 8.9 cc V lilot and drag parachute 8
mortar

Type IV 0034 218 15/16 - 16 PH 2 2.0 8.8 cc C r4 PCS propellant valve 5

Type IV 0054 216 15/16 - 16 PH 2 250 8.8 cc C SM circuit interrupter 4

Type IV 1034 217 15/16 . 16 LH P 250 8.8 cc C CM NCS propellant valve 1

Type VI None 216 1-!/16 • 18 PH 14 500 4.8 in
3  

V I Apex cover thruster 4

Type 100 0121 216 11/16 - 24 PH 9 00) 0.5 cc C CM and I4 RCS helium 12

valve

Type 100 0122 212 11/16 2 2 LH 9 000 0.5 cc C CH RCS helium valve 2

Type 200 None .'16 3/ 16 LH 12 900 7.0 cc C CM circuit interrupter 4

Drogue disc None 252/253 13'16 - 20 PH 5 800 0.9 in
3  

C Drogue parachute discon- 2
(c) nect

Main disc None 253/259 1 - 16 RH 10 500 1.^ in
3  

C Main parachute disconnect 3

Electrical None 216 7/16 24 PH 1 000 10 cc C 14 circuit interrupter 4

circuit
interrupter

Explosive None 216 9/16 24 NH 6 600 2.7 cc C LM interstage separation 4
nut

Explosive None 216 1-1/16 * 18 RH 000 2.5 cc C 14 interstage system 4
4 bolt

SBASI Many 256 3/8 24 PNH 650 10 cc C Docking probe retraction 4

SLA thruster None (d) 1-1/lb - 18 RH 4 200 4 in
3  

C SLA panel deployment 8

Igniter cartridges

n'ype I None 216 5/8 * 18 NH 2 100 10 cc C Launch escape/ 4

pitch control motors

Type II None 218 3/14 16 RH 2 100 0 cc C Tover Jettison motor 2

IDetonator cartridgis

CSM standard 0007 216 9/16 - 18 NH 0.045 dcnt in aluminum Various on COM 26

CSM standard 0008 218 9/16 - 18 LU 0.045 dint in aluminum SLA separation 2

End type None 216 9/16 -18 NH 0.018 dent in steel I guillotine an6 landing 10
gear uplocks

Long reach None 216 5/8 18 NH 0.022 dent in steel Docking-ring separation 2

RM, right hand; LN, left hand. CTvo SRASI per cartridle.

bC, tlbsed; V, vented. dNonelectric cartridge initiated by confined detonating cord.
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LUNAR LANDING MISSION PLAN APOLLO SPACECRAFT
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE
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CM-SM UMBILICAL qIL.LOTIt,4kASSEMBL-Y I
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Figure 5
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APOLLO PYROTECHNICS AND THEIR LOCATIONS ON THE SPACECRAFT
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CM-SM STRUCTURAL CM-SM STRUCTURAL
SEPARATION SYSTEM SEPARATION SYSTEM, (CONT)

'iA JSI$APIDC-i

111O511MA1 SIAU
SO-APPED ARA

-V, IUPPORT

tA AZI. TJI ENSONI *LSDSP~E-~"itI STRAP

Figure 22(a) Iur 2(b

2E.FDT2,000 FT +.4 SEC ,.

REEFED~ ATr 24,00(b+2SE

3. DROGUE PARACHUTE SINGLE STAGE
DISREEF 10 SEC

4. MAIN PARACHUTE DEPLOYED REEFED VIA ILOT PARACHUTE
AND DROGUE PARACHUTES RELEASED AT 10,000 FT

S. MAIN PARACHUTE INITIAL INFLATION

6. MAIN PARACHUTE FIRST STAGE DISREEF 6 SEC
7. VHF RECOVERY ANTENNAS AND FLASHING

BTACON DEPLOYED $ SEC
B. MAIN PARACHUTE SECOND STAGE DISREEF 10 SEC
9. MAIN PARACHUTES RELEASED

Figure 23
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I4I
PARACHUTE DISCONNECT (FLOWER POT) PARACHUTE DISCONNECT (FLOWER POT), (CONT)

NOTE- ALL RISERS SHOWN AE
BUNDLES OF STEEL CABLES OkOGUE PARACHUTE MAIN PARACI4UIES

RISIR bROGUE

PARACHUTE

DROOUE PARACHUKE A

MAIN--SHEAU| PARACHUE 
PHN

010GUEGAS

Al ~ o'OCARTRIDGE A S

SECTION A.A GAS
GAS PRESSURE PRESSURE

CARIRiO-E CARTRIDOE

Fieure 27(a) Figure 27(b)

ABORT PROF.E - PAD TO 30,000 FEET
1. INITIATE ABORT

2. BOOSTER ENGINE CUT-OFF (AFTER 30 16 , 20
SEC RANGE SAFETY INHIBIT) 17

3. COMMANDERS EVENT TIMER RESET 14 2 SEC
AND STARTED 12 SEC--/

4. CM-SM UMBILICAL DEADFACED 1

5. CM-RCS PRESSURIZED O4 CEC
6. RCS CONTROL TRANSFERRED TO CM 12 5 SECSEC

sic 7. BATTERIES TIED TO MAIN Ot BUSES
8. CM RCS OXIOIZER DUMPED 22,23,24
9. CM-SM SEPARATED 1.8 SEC

10. LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR IGNITED I THRU 11

+1.7 11. PITCH CONrROL MOTOR IGNITED 15. APEX COVER JETTISONED
SEC 12. CM-SM SEPARATION 19. DROGUE PARACHUTES DEPLOYED

PYROTECHNIC CUT-OFF 20. CM RCS HELIUM DUMPED
13. CM RCS FUEL DUMPED 21. DROGUE PARACHUTES RELEASED AND
14. CANARDS DEPLOYED PILOT PARACHUTES DEPLOYED
15. EARTH LANDING SYSTEM ARMED 22 SPLASHDOWN
16. BAROMETRIC LOCK-IN 23. RELEASE MAIN PARACHUTES

17. TOWER AND DOCKING RING 24. SAFE SEQUENTIAL EVENTS
JETTISONED CONTROL SYSTEMS

Figure 28
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1-2 EVOLUTION OF LINEAR SEPARATION SYSTEMS
FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

by

I. B. Gluckman

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company

ABSTRA CT

A presentation is made of the history and evolution of linear

separation systems at LMSC, starting wih the IIDF concept

used on the Polaris and Agena, continuing with refinements

as used on fairings for the Vela and other government pro-

grams, and concluding with the SUPER*Z'P concept. Sys-

tems using Flexible Linear Shame Charge ad Zipoord are

also covered. Reasons for design changes and selection,

such as shock mitigation and debris containmenr are dis-

cussed. Separation films conclude the presentation.

INTRODUCTION

Separation of stages in missiles was accomplished until about 1957 almost exclusively

through release or severance of mechanical or pyro-mechanical devices which served

as attachment points between stages, and were located around the circumference of the

separation plane. The devices used were explosive bolts, explosive or release nuts,

pin-pullers, ball-lock systems, Marmon-type clamps, and other similar designs.
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These multi-point attachment and separation designs have been very successful and

are still being used in some applications. Towards the end of the last decade, however,

this concept began sharing the spotlight with a different approach, that of the Stressed

Skin or Linear Separation System which offered distinct advantages for some applica-

tions. The new approach consisted of a length of detonating cord installed around the

circumference of a specially designed continuous joint on the airframe skin, which was

an integral an- functional part of the structure. Separation was by cutting or fracturing

the skin. Various systems were developed: MDF (Mild Detonating Fuse) or MDC (Mild

Detonating Cord), Flexible Linear Shaped Charge, and more recently, LMSC Zipcord

and SUPER*ZIP. This paper covers some of the highlights in the evolution of these

systems over a little more than a decade.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF LINEAR SEPARATION SYSTEMS

Considerations leading to Introduction of the Linear Separation concept were primarily

reliability and simultaneity. By-products were weight reduction and lower cost.

The Relia',ility Model for a multi-point attachment system is a series arrangement

requiring successful operation of three or more Independent units, each unit most

likely using redundant initiators. Failure cf either unit can result In a catastrophic

failure. On the other hand, the Reliability Mlodel for a line: r separation system is a

single primary device, usually initiated by redundant Initiators. This analysla Is obvi-

ously ca over-simplification; nevertheless, it illustrates the basic difference (and

advantage) in concept reliability and the favorable simplicity of the linear separation

system,
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Instantaneous separation is an important factor in staging or fairing separation,

especially in large and complex vehicles, as angular movements must be limited to

prevent misalignment and possible mechanical interference during separation. Such

performance requires simultaneity of separation between the various attachment points.

In a multi-point attachment system using three or more independent units, the degree

of simultaneity is dependent on the functioning time dispersion between the various

units. The dispersion can normally be reduced by augmenting the current to the EED's,

substantially above the all-fire current. There are limits, however, to current -ala-

bility. Another method for dispersion reduction is selection of faster acting EED's and

mechanical devices. Even under the best practical conditions of electric current supply

and EED selection, a dispersion as low as that achieved with a linear separation system

cannot be assured. For example, a dispersion of up to 6 msecs is a practical design

criterion for a multi-point system. On the other hand, a total mechanical separation

time of less than 1 msec is automatically achieved in a 5 ft. diameter linear separation

joint by virtue of continuity of the single charge and high velocity of detonation (approx.

6500 meters/sec or higher). The simultaneity consideration, therefore, also favors a

linear separation system.

Weight reductions of the joint of approximately 50 percent and more were achieved in

changing to linear systems by simplification of the structural design. Such simplifica-

tion also resulted in cost savings.

On the other hand, it is recognized that the earlier llnear separation systems using

unconfined detonating cord generated debris and that the shock levels were sometimes

higher than with a multi-attachment system. These disadvantages were later overcome

or reduced by advance designs to be discussed below.
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This paper does not "ntenJ to discredit the multi-point attachment systems, some of

which are stili being use-i successfully. As with any otier equipment, trade-off studies

in depth are always necessary in order to select the proper system for the specific

application.

MILD DETONATING FUSE (MDF)

At Lockheed, the Polaris missile was the first major project to utilize the linear con-

cept for separating the first stage from the second. A frangible joint was designed

around 1957, uing magnesium-thorium alloy because of its light-weight qualities and

excellent brittleness. The joint (shown conceptually in Figure 1) used round detonating

cord, with lead-jacketed explosive core of 10 grains per foot. The explosive was origi-

nally PETN, then RDX, and several years later, HMX (9 grain core). The cord was

covered with a 10 mil layer of polyethylene for waterproofing and lubrication to facili-

tate installation. In those days, use of such a small core-load was considered rather

daring; it appeared that way to most designers who were used to the typical 100 grain

Corps of Engineers detonating cord. Nevertheless, based on manufacturer's represen-

tations and test results which indicated high reliability with core loads of 10 grains and

less, a decision was m-ade to proceed with a system based on a cord of this size. These

cords were identified then as "Low Energy Detonating Cord" (LEDC), and later as

"Mild Detonating Fuse" (MDF) or "Mild Detonating Cord" (MDC). The major suppliers

were Ensign Bickford, Dupont, and later, Explosive Technology.

The separation of the Polaris joint was effected by detonation of the cord which induced

a shock impulse, fracturing the center notch of the skin and forcing it outward; the

separated segments hinged around the two external notches which also fractured.
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The internal design of the joint was such that the roducts of combustion and lead debris

were forced outward with only a relatively small amount, mzaring inward.

The explosive system (Figure 2) consisted of a circumferential strand of cord as dis-

cussed above, with the two ends initiated by two EED's, each with an auxiliary explosive

lead and booster charge. Originally, a conventiona' type safe and arm device was used.

This device was later eliminated although the sane in-line fuze train design was retained

until the advent of EBW. The initiation of the cord was end-on. The system's reliability

analysis indicated that two failires were required for separation failure; e. g. , any two

of the following: defective EED(s), non-transfer(s) between donor and acceptor, or

interruption(s) in the cord.

As a result of highly successful use on the Polaris, the Agena, which had previously

used explosive bolts and pinpullers for separation from the booster, aaopted the 10-grain

RDX MDF system in 1961, with the exception of the iritiation system. The initiaticn

was end-on directly from two 100 milligram RDX detonators in lieu of the fuze train as

initially used in the Polaris. The two detonators were "potted" in an aluminum block

with a common electrical connector. This block was assembled on the vehicle to another

block which secured the ends of the l)F, so as to align these ends with the detonators.

This system has been used successiully in more than 250 Agena flights, including the

Gerini missions involving the Agena rendezvous.

FLEXIBLE LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE

About 1962, the increase in size of nose fairings for space vehicles required a more

effective and faster separation than the axial translation (cver the nose) heretofore used

which was accomplished by a single plane severance at the hase oydy, resulting in long
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periods of deployment of the separated structure. Penalties in overall system

performance of larger fairings suggested a clamshell design, separating at the base

and also longitudinally with sections hinging awray from the vehicle. This resulted in

less ,'orall time for jettisoning and avoidance of mechanical interfercnce problems.

The first progr':rm at Lockheed to consider the clamshell were the Vela and several

NASA projects. As there was constantly a desire to reduce both shock and contamina-

tion, especially in the proximity of sensitive optical equipment, it was felt that this

could be achieved by using a flexible linear-shaped charge (FLSC) of lesser cord load.

Several designs were generated using 5-grain and 7-grain per foot shaped charge cord.

In spite of successful beginnings, subsequent failures in propagation during full system

test indicated that additional development of system and/or product was necessary.

Tight schedules did not allow auch development and a decision was made to abandon this

approach in favor of the well-proven 10-grain rowid cord (MDF). Based on published

reports by various companies in the fields, it appears ibat the problems with this low I

core load linear shaped charge have since been resolved. There has been no occasion

to re-introduce this product (An low core loads) in LMSC separation applications. How-

ever, a strap cutter used for separation, consisting of a 40-grain per foot RDX linear

shaped charge, approximately 4 inches long, was developed and flown successfully.

FAIRING SEPARATION SYSTEMS USING MDF

Several clamshell design fairing programs have incorporated an MDF system. A typi-

cal design is shown in Figure 3. Both the circumferential joint and the two vertical

joints contain 10-grain MDF, the frangible section design being very similar to that

previously shown for the Agena and Polaris staging.
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The method of "nitiation was changed through a two-step evolution. The first step was

to use a deto'zator block on ench side of the fairing at its base. Each block (Figure 4)

contained ene terminal of each of the two semi-circular sections of the circumferential

joint and the lower terminal of one vertical section; the terminals were capped with lead

azide Ir aded booster relays. Two detonators (100 milligram RDX each) were used in

each block for side initiation of the relays. The upper ends of the two vertical legs used

shar,ed bottom detonators (170 milligrams each), for side initiation of the cord. This

system was successfully flown severals years ago.

More recently, however, with the advent of more effective detonators, another step was

teken towurds simplification by eliminating the booster relays and adopting direct side

initiation of the cord exclusively (Figure 5). This proved a highly reliable method and

is being used in several five foot and ten foot diameter fairing joints.

A program using d teii foot diameter fairing instituted a requirement for full redundancy

of separation systems, and the resulting design looked as shown in Figure 6. In this

case, two parallel, separate, and independent 5-grain HMX cords are routed in a con-

tinuous loop along the length and top of the fairing, all ends being initiated at the bottom.

Otherwise, the joint is similar to the mag-thorium joint previously discussed.

This same fairing also incorporates another type of frangible joint circumferentially

around its base. The circumferential joint (Figure 7) is made of beryllium panels,

backed by an aluminum extrusion. Two detonating cords are used, these being 2-1/2

grain RDX cord. This core load was found to be more than adequate as satisfactory

fracture was obtained with core loads as low as 1-grain per foot. The same circum-

ferential sepaxatiorn joint is also used for booster separation and was slected for rea-

sons of weight and anticipated shock reduction.
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DETONATOR DEVELOPMENT

As part of these programs, several EBW and conventional detonators were developed

to meet desired characteristics. EBW development being a special subject in itself,

peculiar to the Polaris, will not be covered in this paper.

The construction of the conventional detonators is of the two-pin connector type, in

stainless steel bodies for screw-in to the next assembly. The output charges are 100

to 110 milligrams of RDX with a high L/D ratio and heavy peripheral confinement.

3oth. 5 amp no-fire and 1 amp - 1 watt no-fire versions are available. A typical deto-

nator is shown in Figure 8.

Those detonators have proven quite reliable in side-initiating MDF (2-1/2 and 10-grain

RDX, 5 and 9-grain HMX) at air gaps from zero to. 3 inch and more. Bruceton testing

was conducted but was found to be unrealistic as the X in several cases that were tried,

was considerably above the maximum design gap. It was felt that intensive testing

within the configuration design limits but with slight exaggeration would be more mean-

lngful than a Bruceton. Additional tests were conducted with off-loaded detonators to

further strengthen the confidence in the reliability of transfer.

An Interesting problem that was investigated also in connection Wit h transfer was the

question as to whether partial disintegration of a detonator during its functioning had

any effect on the integrity and proper initiation of the cord. This question was raised

in view of the fact that a sleeve containing the excplosive was observed to be ejected from

the detonator during functioning and it wasn't known definitely whether this event oc-

curred prior or subsequent to initiation of the detonator base charge and MDF. Flash

X-ray techniques at LMSC's Santa Cruz Base were used for this investigation.
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The procedure was to mount the detonators in aluminum blocks on a steel plate. A

section of 10-grain/ft. MDF was placed under the detonator and taped to the steel plate.

Several initiation tests were conducted and radiographs were taken during each event to

determine location of the base charge sleeve at various times following detonation.

Oscilloscope photographs were used to verify the delay time of the radiographs. Two

of these radiographs after 12 psec and 120 sec respectively, are shown on Figure 9.

It is evident that full initiation of the VIJDF occurred long before ejection of the sleeve,

thus allaying any concern in this regard. As a matter of fact, based on intermediate

radiographs, the detonator sleeve did not leave at all prior to 31 psec, during which

time the MDF detonation progressed approximately 8 inches.

ZIPCORD

Parallel to the developments discussed heretofore, which were prompted by urgent

operational needs and thus did not allow for long lead times, other developments were

taking place mostly on company-spondored programs, and resulted in systems known

as Zipcord and SUPER*ZIP.

The two basic drawbacks of unconfined detonating cord were shock and contamination.

The magnitude arxd relative effect of these parameters varied depending on design and

circumstances. Many applic i could tolerate such a situation. Some applications

could not. In an effort to avoid jotential problems, steps were sometimes taken to

relocate shock-sensitive equipment, or to provide protection by installing a protective

gas shield behind the frangible joint (Figure 10). These perennial concerns suggeotoi

about eight years ago a design concept which encapsulated the detonating cord initially

in a flat metal tube and, subsequently, for reasons of flexibility and weight reduction,
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in a polymer tube. The concept, called "ZIP" or "Zipcord"l, can be described as

follows (Figures 11 and 12): The detonating cord functions in its normal manner. The

shock waves and sudden gas evolution and pressure rise cause the outer metal or poly-

mer jacket to expand thus performing work which, in this case, consists of fracturing

a frangible joint. After functioning, the integrity of the polymer jacket remains intact,

thus all products of combustion are contained. The rate of transfer (and amount) cf

energy from the cord to the airframe is also attenuated by the work done on the jacket.

Further attenuation is obtained through symmetrical design of separation joint, which

provides opposing and thus cancelling shock forces. A nonsymmetrical design is shown 4

in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows two strips of movie film, one of a joint separated by a

conventional unconfined cord (FLSC), the other by Zipcord. The elimination of debris

and gas ejection is obvftus. This development work was conducted over a period of

several years and lead to systems which were flown successfully in several DOD

programs.

SUPER*ZIP

The ZIP design with the polymer jacket had some limitations at high temperatures,

i. e., maintaining the integrity of the jacket when functioned at temperatures in excess

of 200°F. In early 1968 another company-funded effort to eliminate this limitation was

initiated. Parametric studies coupled with an extensive test program yielded an im-

proved design, named "SUPER*ZIP". The final design attempted to incorporate as

many of the more desirable features of the previtus concepts. A cross-section of a

joint incorporating "'SUPER*ZIP" is shown in Figure 15. It consists of a symmetriual

1LMSC PATENT 3373686 "Explosive Actuator"
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frangible joint which contains the SUPER*ZIP assembly, a flattened stainless steel tube

with an inner polymer matrix which, in turn, contains two 9-grain HMX MDF cords.

Either cord can provide sufficient energy to expand the polymer natrix, round the stee2

tube and fracture the notched plates on both sides. The second cord, which is incorpo-

rated for redundancy, is not affected by the functioning of .the ftrst cord and is thus

available as a backup, if needed.

A sealed detonator block was also designed to contain all gases. The initiation is with

two detonators on the side of the cord, in the manner previously described.

Tests conducted with this assembly at temperatures up to 350F, were successful with

complete containment of &ases.

Several successful demonotration testa of the SUPER*ZIP separation system were con-

ducted using a full scale fairing five foot in diameter and fifteen feet long. A short

movie showing such a test (and for comparison an MDF test) will be shown at the

end of this presentation.

At present, the system is being incorporated for both longitudinal and circumferential

joints in a fairing ten foot in diameter by sixty feet long for an Air Force Program.

Due to modular design and weight comparability, this system is readily adaptable

to other similar applications.

Shock reductions of approximately three to one can be expected by substituting the

SUPER*ZIP for a conventional detonating cord system (Figure 16). Thv maximum

peak acceleration response was reduced from approximately 275 g's for conventional

one cord system to less than 100 g's for SUPER*ZIP. Both were used on the identical

fifteen foot long fairing.
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CONCLUSION

The process of evolution of linear separation systems at LMSC haa taken us from the

conventional one cord MDF detonating harness as first used twelve years ago (Figure 17)

to the two cord MDF system, to the Zipcord, and finally to the SUPER*ZIP system, which

offers significant advantages in shock reduction, gas and debris containment, and high

reliability through redundancy. The SUPER*ZIP system is currantly being introduced

in a major Air Force program and is being considered for several others, both DOD

and NASA. Several fairings using the systems discussed above are shown in Figure 18.

In addition other applications are seriously being considered, such as canopy ejections

on aircraft.
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MDF (SINGLE SYSTEM)

POLYETFYLENEMATHRU
COVER -A-HRU

DOUBLER

LEAD JACKET

EXPLOSIVE ~-MD F

ALUMINUM
EXTRUSIONI

Fig. I

MDF EXPLOSIVE SYSTEM

MOF

DETONATOR BLOCK

Fig. 2
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FAIRING PYRO SEPARATION SYSTEM
UPPER DET BLOCKS FOR VERTICAL CUTTING TRAINS$

LOWER DZT BLOCKS
FOR 7ERTICAL CUTTING

- DET BLOCK FOR CIRCUMFERENCE CUTTING TRAIN

Fig. 3

VELA FAIRING DETONATOR BLOCK

Fig. 4 
'
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I FAIRING EXPLOSIVE TRAIN CONFIGURATION

1-A-lW-5 NIN NO FIRE DETONATOR
o (2-PIN CONNECTOR)

DETONATOR BLOCK (CR ES)

MOF BACK-UP HOUSING

L OET BLOCK 10 GPF ROX MOF
COVER PLATE

I NOTCHED JOINT STRIP

Fig. 5

MDF REDUNDANT SYSTEM

ZOTCHED MAG-THORIUM DOUBLER

Fig. 6
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BERYLLIUM JOINT
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Fig. 8
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SYMMETRICAL ZIP JOINT
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i
EVOLUTION OF LINEAR SEPARATION JOINTS
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1-3 A VISUAL MARKER SYSTEM

IFOR A MISSILE

P. K. Salzman

General Dynamics Pomona Division
Pomona, California

INTRODUCTION

It is often desirable to be able to locate the ground impact point

of a missile from positions remote from that site, for relatively long

periods of time after impact. One method of doing this is to carry aboard

the missile a quantity of pyrotechnic that produces a substantial smoke cloud

when deposit Aed in the impact area and ignited. This suggests the kinds of

questions that must be answered if a missile sub-system, a "visual marker"

system, is to be developed for carrying out the desired sequence of events.

That is:

What are the criteria for detecting smoke clouds as a function of

distance from the impact site?

How much pyrotechnic is necessary to insure the desired detectability?

What methods of deposition of the pyrotechnic are optimal?

How and when should the deposition be made?

How should the pyrotechnic be ignited?

What physical/chemical properties of the pyrotechnic (ie., resiliency,

burn rate, etc.) and of the delivery system are desired?

By answering these questions analytically and/or experimentally a set

of realistic requirements for the system can be developed and prt2iminary

design work begun. These le3d into system design and optimization studies

followed by feasibility demoastration tests.
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This paper discusses the development of a visual marker system for a

missile which was carried out in much the manner described. The program

culminated in a successful flight test of the final design.

MECTIVES AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The specific objective of the program was to develop a visual marker

(VM) subsystem to provide visual identification of the missile impact location

by depositing and igniting sufficient pyrotechnic in the missile impact area

to produce dense white smoke. The resulting cloud is to be 90% detectable

to the unaided eye for at least three minutes at a slant range of five

nautical miles.

Because of prior work and missile system requirements, certain constraints

were externally imposed on the system desiSn. They were primarily that the

smoke producing agent would be red phosphorous and that the VM system must

operate under the missile terminal flight environment; i.e., at impact

velocities of from 900- 2300 ft/sec and in the presence of a detonating

warhead (,v-00 Zbs of high explosive). It was further necessary that the VM

iystem require no activation scheme 3ther than warhead detonation (i.e., no

electrical/mechanical initiation) and that it be as safe as the warhead

itself.

Only limited space was available aboard the missile for the VM system to

be stored. This is shown schematically in Figure 1. It was also necessary

that the entire VM system be restricted to the free annular volume indicated.

Further, in this region of the missile, four fins were attached to the missile

body. Any scheme for ejecting pyrotechnic frora the missile would have to

consider the restrictive effect of these fins (Figure 2).
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TECHNICAL APPROACH AND RESULTS

Design Concept

A preliminary examination of the system requirements and restrictions

and the results of some of the preliminary studies discussed below led to

the "square can" design concept ilLustrated in Figure 3. Here the pyrotechnic

is contained in an inner can which is rapidly ejected from the missile by

detonation of a sheet of explosive placed between the inner and outer cans.

The maximum dimension of the inner can is fixed at the smallest chordal

dimension between fins to avoid their restrictive effects during ejection.

The inner can protects the pyrotechnic from the detonation products and colli-

mates the pyrotechnic beam to pre,4tntt excessive dispersion at ground impact.

The outer can is a structural body and seal for the system and provides enough

back-up mass (behind the explosive) to help accelerate the inner can to the

desired elect velocity.

The ejection explosive is initiated by a detonating cord which is

itself initiated by warhead detonation. The outer skin of the missile body

is cut open by a linear shaped charge also initiated by the detonating cord.

The red phosphorous based pyrotechnic is saturated with benzene (the

casting solvent) to aid in the ignition process which occurs by flame

propagation from the ejection explosive and/or warhead fireball to the pyro-

technic surface. Smoke is produced by oxidation of the red phosphorous.

A rubbery binder added to the pyrotechnic provides strength and resiliency

to the mixture and prevents break-up at ground impact. The remaining

materials in the pyrotechnic provide burning rate control.

For the system, the sequence of events is as follows: The warhead

detonation initiates the detonating cord. The detonation propagates to a

junction point on the VM outer can, which splits the oxplosive propagation.
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One leg goes to a flexible linear shaped charge which cuts the missile skin

away in front of the inner and outer can assembly. The other leg goes to

the high explosive sheet between the inner and outer cans. The high explosive

is initiated by a booster at the end of the detonating card from the junction.

The resulting detonation ejects the inner can from the missile and the

associated fireball ignites the pyrotschnic. The inner can, with its pyro-

technic contents ignited, impacts the ground and dcploys the pyrotechnic

contents.

Preliminary Studies

A series of preliminary theoretical and experimental studies were con-

ducted in an attempt to answer some of the questions posed above.

1) Cloud Theory

A theory of cloud formation was developed to relate the number of

pyrotechnic pieces and total weight required for a 90. probability of

detection at 5 miles as a function of dispersion of thobe pieces.

The cloud formation assumed is depicted in Figure 4 where d, represents

the dispersion diameter of the N slabs of pyrotechnic of weight wt. The smoke

rises at some average velocity v and for any given burn time has a maximum

diameter d.. Conservation of mass gives:.

we  W I =T I P v t b d, (1 4 01 +01 (

where: w0 
= weight of smoke in cloud, p =cloud density, v- average smoke

vertical convection velocity, tb =burn time of pyrotechnic, 0 d2 /d1 , and

= ratio of mass of smoke produced per mass of pyrotechnic burned.

Cloud detection depends on a number of factors; some are highly subjective.

This is illustrated in Figure 5 where a chain linking "detection" and pyro-

technic properties is illustrated. Below each part of the chain are indicated

the assumptions made in this study. The essential elements of interest are
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indicated by the heavy lines. The relation between detectability, contrast

ratio and size is summarized in Figure 6, which is based on theoretical/
1-3

experimental studies of physiological optics. In general: C =contrast

ratio= (Bc - )/B3 = B -l= I/c 1, where B is brightness, I is intensity

and the subscripts c and a refer to the cloud and background respectively.
-_Y1

For a non-absorbing cloud, = IO e where Ie is the source intensity, I
~2

is the thickness of the cloud, y is a coefficient given by n~ra Q,,, where

n is the number of particles per unit volume, a is the particle radius and

Qbca is the scattering efficiency. For the background I. =1 I where p is

the background reflectance. Combining these with the expression for C,

noting that It (di+ d) /2 = d (I + /2, gives, after rearrangement:

'II
n=ln C(+l) (a 2 d (I+0)Qo) (2)

Since the pyrotechnic is phosphorous based the main smoke producing reaction

gives 4P + 502-e 2P2 0s which is highly hygroscopic; P2 O + 3 H0 -- 2 V 04 .

Consideration of the stoichiometry of the reaction and absorbtion of water

from the air it is possible to show that nt 1.3 xlO' p where it has been

assumed that 2a, the droplet diameter, is O.Ip.i' 5

Choosing a 90% detectability level the appropriate curve in Figure 6

was fit to an equation of the form (C-. -) (d k,)R 2=k3 , where i, k,

1, n i and n. are constants.

Within the accuracy of the plot it was found that ni = 1= n2 and that

=0.4, k2 =8.0 and ,, =0.50. Thus:

C 0.4 +0.5/(di - 8.0) (3)
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Considering lateral diffusion it is possible to show that the cloud cone

exterior angle is approximately 78. From this it can be shown that

0, = d2 /d = I +v tb /
4 .7 1 d1 .

This, along with the equations for n and C can be substituted into Eq (2)

and the result solved for p. When substituted into Eq (1), along with the

relation for 6, this yields:

wCfNw'=vtd [l+(l+vt/ 4 . 7 1) l(2 +vt,/4.71 •*
5 2

1.3 x l0 Tra Qo, (4)

.ln (1.4 +0.5/(4 -8.0)) a].

Based on pyrotechnic composition and stoichiometry it can be shown that

f, 1 1.9. Assuming w' =35 gm and t = 3 min and noting from the literature that
4 7

vs4.5 ft/sec, Q, ,,Aa3.5 and O=0.032 (forest), Eq. (6) can be used to plot-

N vs. 4. The results are shown in Figure 7 where the total pyrotechnic

weight N w' is also indicated.

The lower bound in Figures 7 (and Figure 6) was chosen by consideration

of the other important cloud property shown in Figure 5; viz., size-resolution.

As previously indicated, cloud size depends directly on dispersion. Resolution

is dependent on the ability of the eye to see objects at long ranges. The

relation between resolution r, range R and resolving angle C is given by

a
r=R . For R=5 nautLc-1 miles, and l=17-60 sec, r is 2.5-8,7 ft. Hence

a cloud size or dispersion less than "6 ft should not be considered.

2) Pyrotechnic Geometry

An analysis was made of pyrotechnic geometry to assure that smoke pro-

duction would be effectively constant over the entire burn time tb. Assuming

"thin" rectangular parallelepipeds that burr on the "face-up" side only, the
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thickness y is defined by y0 =r, t, where r. is the linear regression rate

of the pyrotechnic. Conservation of mass gives w=P, yo h, 1, (t0 and 1,

are height and length respectively) which in light of the equation for

becomes: w' = P. rb tb h6 10 where P. is the pyrotechnic density. Another

relation between h. and I is desired to complete the solution. This is

found from the requirement that the smoke production rate be essentially

constant. Since rb is constant it is clear that S, the burning surface

area, must be constant for a constant rate. For a rectangular parallelepiped

y =y - r t (burning on one side only), h=h -2r. t, I=1 -2r t where y, h,y~0 -r whr yh

1 are the instantaneous values of thickness, height and length at time t.

Since S lh+2y1+2yhthis leads to:

Sl1 h0 +2v 1. +2y h - 4 rb t ( + h + 2y) +12rb t (6)

The condition for constancy within 100/6% can be shown to bet 1 ho +

2
6y0 (Io +h o )! 6 4yo . Combining this with the equation for w' leads to the

solution:

h, [(46P -w ') V(46P y' - w')2-144Py 3 w /12p. ye (7)

Clearly 1i ts determined from this result and the equation for w'.

Choosing 6 =46 (i.e., smoke production constant within 2.2%) and using

rb = 0.083 in/min.4 and p1 =1.76g/cc4 there results: y. =0.25 in, ho 2. 2 in 1.

which defines pyrotechnic geometry.

3) Probable Impact Location

9
An analysis was performed 1:o determine the probable impact point of

the VM payload with respect to the missile impact point (miss distance, A)

s a function of the missile terminal velocity (V,) and dive angle (y),
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the height of marker ejection (h) aud the marker ejection velocity ( 3).

Of concern here is that A be large enough so that the VM does not go in th3

hole that the missile produces at impact. It is anticipated that such an

event would tend to bury the pyrotechnic pieces and prevent them from burning

properly.

The geometry of the situation is shown in Figure 8. Assuming constant

velocities (no effective drag over the distances of interest) and straight

lines of flight (negligible gravitational effects) it can be shown that

A=h (V3/V,) [I/sinY (siny+(Vs/V,) cosy)1 (8)

Calculations for h = 100 ft and 50 ft, y = 30-60 and V= 900-2300 ft/sec

show that V, should be 200-400 ft/sec in order to prevent the VM from

"going in the hole".

4) Smoke Contrast Measurements

Fundamental to the cloud theory is the criterion for cloud detection

expressed as required contrast ratio vs. dispersion (Figure 6). Also the

theory predicted the number of pyrotechnic pieces necessary for 90%

detectability as a function of dispersion (Figure 7). Accordingly nine

tests were performed in which each of 30, 60 and 90 pyrotechnic pieces were

burned in 10, 35 and 100 ft diameter circles and the resultant clouds photo-

graphed at approximately 3 land miles. The tests were designed on the basis

of the theoretical results in Figure 7. Den itometer measurements of the

resultant negatives yielded values of contrast ratio which were corrected

to 5 nautical miles. The results are shown in Figure 9. These data indicate

the surprising result that C is only slightly decreasing with d for the range

considered. In the same way the increase of C with N is small and appears to

be approaching a limit near N = 90. ''
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The curve for P,= 0.9 from Figure 6 may be superiomposed on Figure 9

to show that the desired criterion is minimally satisfied for N -60

(,.5 lbs pyrotechnic) for d1 between 20 and 40 ft. Comparison of this with

the results in Figure 7 shows that the predicted value (N940 for d = 30 ft)

was reasonably close. The difference is probably due to cloud dissipation

effects (e.g., wind) neglected in the analysis.

Based on these tests the design goal of the VM system was chosen as

"60 pyrotechnic pieces (weighing a total of approximately 5 lbs.) dispersed

within a 30 ft diameter circle".

5) Diagnostic Test

Since the VM system is to operate in the vicinity of a warhead the

"environment" must be considered severe. The fireball, blast overpressures

(considered in a later section) and fragments both from the warhead proper

and from accelerated "hardware" within the missile, must all be considered

damage mechanisms that are detrimental to any VM subsystem operation.'

A detailed knowledge of this "environment" was determined by conducting

a diagnostic test on a mockup missile with a live warhead. The test instru-

mentation consisted of a number of pin probe rasteroscillograph systems. The

specific test objective was to determine the operational timing and velocity

of damage mechanisms. The instrumentation points and test results are

summarized in Figure 10. It was concluded that at some time between 0.83 and

1.64 msec a mass of high-speed (1000-3000 ft/sec) debris impacts the VM

location internal to the missile body. Warhead fragments did not appear to

be in or near the VM location in this time period.

Probe locations 2 and 20 follow the progress of the detonating cord

which is placed next to the warhead and provides the signal for VM operation.

Since probe 20 was activated at 0.48 msec froa booster initiation (probe 1)
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it is clear from the above result, that the VH must expel all its contents

out of the missile body in (0.83-0.48-) 0.35 msec to (1.64-0.48-) 1.16 maec.

Since the VM space allotment is -3 inches deep (see Figure 1) these times

imply a VM ejection velocity V. of 700 to 200 ft/sec. By adopting a con-

servative policy and considering the requ.rements of the Probable Impact

Location analysis, the system design requireLent for ejection velocity was

chosen as V. ; 500 ft/sec.

6) Gurney Constant

In light of the above result and the choice of an expulsion scheme

using sheet explosive an experiment was performed to determine 0, the constant

10
in the Gurney equation for the material of interest. The resultant value

was a- 8000 ft/sec. The expected ejection velocity of the inner can is

directly proportional to t.

The major conclusions of the preliminary study were that 1) 60 or more

pieces of pyrotechnic (35 gm each! -5 lbs total) must be dispersed in 30 ft

diameter circle to make the resultant smoke cloud 90. detectable at a slant

range of 5 nautical miles, 2) pyrotechnic pieces should be approximately

0.25"x 2.2"x 2.2" to insure constant smoke production over the entire burning

period, 3) VM ejection velocity should be 500 ft/sec to avoid damage by

debris accelerated by the warhead.

System Design Studies

In light of the results of the preliminary studies and the design concept

chosen, a seriee of theoretical and experimental studies were conducted to

develop a specific set of VM designs.

1
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1) Aerodynamic Analysis
11

An analysis was performed to evaluate drag, impact velocity and

flight path for a VM inner can after ejection from the missile. The effect

of warhead blast on the trajectories was aluo considered.

For the design concept in Figure 3, the drag coefficient C. vs. Mach

number for the VM was computed (to about 15%) and the results used to compute

the ballistic coefficient given by: B=w I /C A where w is the inner can

(plus pyrotechnic) weight (assumed to be 10 lbs) and A is the frontal area.

The range of results obtained is shown in Figure 11. The parameters affecting

VM impact velocity VI are its ballistic coefficient B, flight distance before

impact x and initial velocity V.. The latter quantities are given directly

2 2)1/2 -
from Figure 8 which shows that: VO = (Vs +Vs and x=h cac [y+ tan

(Vs /V,)]

The solution of the equation of motion for the VM, neglecting gravity gives:

_p x/2 B
V = V. e (9)

where p is the air density. These results are summarized in Figure 12 for

h=75 ft, a wide range of B's and forY =20 and 70 . The eject velocity V.

is assumed to be 500 ft/sec. It is clear that the VM may impact with velocities

from 1I000 to 2200 ft/sec. These results define the impact environment

suffered by the VM inner can and pyrotechnic and should help to determine

the desired physical characteristics of each.

The lift force on the '1K inner can tends to curve its flight path from

the straight line assumed in Figure 8. Acceleration normal to the marker

flight path due to lift is given by a =CAq/w where C is the lift coefficient

and q is the dynamic pressure ( p V ). Assuming a constant the error in

miss distance e. is given by:
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2 2
CA-at /2-S AP (Vt) /4w, :9 Ap (Vt) 4w, -t Apx 4w, (10)

Assuming CL t 1 and a maximum value of x (110 ft), 6A was computed to be

only 6 ft. By comparing Eq's (10) and (8) over the expected range of values

of V., 6 and h it can be shown that cAtO.i5A.

The blast wave from the warhead (-100 lbs of high explosive) will arrive

at the (known) marker location approximately 1.0 msec after warhead
15detonation. Since the marker is activated at 0.48 msec from warhead

-3
detonation it is clear that the VM moves only 300 x (1.0- 0.48) x 10 =0.26 ft

(3 in., Just clear of the missile skin) before being struck by the blast

wave. The velocity increment due to the blast wave is given by:

AV= (IR/A) (A !w,) where It is the reflected shock impulse. Based on the

2
known properties of the blast wave and an assumed scaling law for T

AVwas computed to be only .60 ft/sec,

2) Impact Analysis

A preliminary anAlysis was performed to estimate the effects of impact
13

on the VM inner can. A set of equations of motion describing the defor-

mation and penetration of the can was proposed. Brom this, the relations

among the velocities in the vertical and horizontal directions, the defor-

mation of the walls and their reaction to internal pressure were shown.

The reaction force of the ground upon penetration-was taken from an

established terradynamic equation. Based on these results and an energy

balance it was shown that can failure should occur for impact v6locities

,600 ft/sec.

3) Mechanical Design

Considering the "square can" concept (Figure 3), a number of more

detailed VM cans were designed to meet the system requirements developed

in the preliminary studies. The parameters varied in the designs were
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the outer can back plate and wall thicknesses, the materials and method of

attachment of the inner can and inner can top, the inner can top type and

the number of ribs (cross-wise) in the inner can

Outer Can: The outer can is designed primarily to provide sufficient mass

behind the explosive to maximize the inner can ejection velocity. In

addition, the outer can should provide a hermetic seal for the pyrotechnic.

For the former purpose the outer can material was chosen as steel and the

back wall thickness fixed at 3/4 in. Since the side walls need only provide

structural support and a seal, thicknesses of 1/8" end 1/4" were considered

to minimize weight (a maximum VM system weight was imposed on the design).

Inner Can: The optimum deposition sequence would be for the inner can to

be ejected at the desired velocity, remain intact with the pyrotechnic

inside until ground impact, and split open at impact depositing the (burning

pyrotechnic) in a 30 ft. diameter circle. This requires that the inner can

(and pyrotechnic) physically survive the shock wave and high temperature gas

flow associated with detonation of the ejection explosive. Both aluminum

and steel inner cans and inner can tops were considered. Since permanent

attachments are impractical after pyrotechnic loading, one of the inner can

surfaces must bc mechanically attached to the rest. Both top and bottom

mechanical attachments were considered. For the mechanically attached top

surface a number of designs for improved fleraral strength were considered

including top and bottom waffling,14 wrap-around lides4 and counter weighting.

To keep the inner can toggther cross-wise internal ribs were also

considered in the design.

4) Pyrotechnic Development

The pyrotechnic must survive a "severe" environment. The shock wave

produced by detonation of the expulsion explosive is of the order of
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100 -200 Kbare (1.5- 3.0 x 10 psi) and will pass through the pyrotechnic.

For purpose3 of burning rate control it is necessary that this cause a

minimum of mechanical damage. At ground impact the pyrotechnic must be

ejected from the inner can and land in the near vicinity without gros

structural failure. Further, the pyrotechnic must be ignited and remaiu

burning during the whole dynamic sequence. To provide the necessary strength,

flexibility ar'4 ease of ignition a new pyrotechnic mix was 
developed.2'

This consisted of a mixture of a well-known composition based on red
5

phosphorous and a casting solvent with good igaition qualities (benzene)

cast in a matrix of a Thiokol rubber (for strength and resiliency). The

major constituents of the base mix are red phosphorous (smoke producing

agent), manganese dioxide (burning rate control agent) and magnesium powder

(thermal source). The reaction scheme is as follows:

ce1 H+ 02 -uCOO +H 0 + Q (ignition)
,,flame

2Mg+MnO----2MXg0+Mn+0 +0 (major thermal source)

Q,

P(s)- -P (g) (sublimation)
QS

4PAS) + 50f-- 2 Ps 0, (oxidation)

PX 0 + 3% 0--..-2H3 P 04 (water absorbtion)

In general % >> Q1 and is the main thermal source for the sublimation

reaction. Most phosphorous oxidation takes place in the vapor phase but

some direct reaction with Mn0 probably occurs in the solid (liquid?) phase

according to:

4P + 5M o--- 2P2 05 + 5Mn
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The Thiokol rubber is not involved in the desired reaction scheme but

some burning apparently does take place with 0, or MnOs. It was fcund

that a) before ignition of the magnesium nearly all the benzene is reacted

b) about 30- 35% (by weight) Thiokol rubber (qualitatively) gave the desired

physic&. characteristics and c) control of MnO. content controlled the Mg

reaction rate and thus the phosphorous sublimat.ion and oxidation reactions

(i.e., MnO2 is the overall burning rate control agent).

For each of the mechanical designs considered a particular pyrotechnic

mixLure was considered. Variations were in the MnO, Thiokol rubber and

benzene content and the number of pyrotechnic pieces.

5) Impact Test

The pyrotechnic must survive a severe ground impact without structural

failure. As previously indicated the ground impact velocity is 1000- 2200

ft/sec. The inner can also undergoes this impact but structural survival

is not required; in fact an inner can failure sufficient to release the

enclosed pyrotechnic is desired.

Nine impact tests were performed to determine the effect of the expected

ground impact on the developed pyrotechnic and the inner can. This was

accomplished by accelerating pyrotechnic samples and a "scaled-down" inner

can (containing pyrotechnic) into No. 40 quartz sand using a gas gun. The

test set-up used is illustrated in Figure 13. Velocity measurements were

obtained from the Hycam camera (5000 frames per second) while the impact was

observed with the Millikan camera (500 frames/sec.). The maximum velocity

obtained in the tst series was ,%i100 ft/sec; the gun choked when higher

velocities were attempted. It was concluded that pyrotechnic survivability

was likely even near the upper end of velocities, bvit that more data were

necessary on inner can impact before an assessment could be made.
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6) Explosive Tests

The inner can is to be ejected at .500 ft/sec by the ejection explosive

(Figure 3) with minimum damage to the inner can azud pyrotechnic. Considering

the mechanical design and pyrotechnic types chosen, the design of the sheet

explosive was considered in three series of tests.

Parametric Study: A series of 16 tests were performed to determine the

effects of material (of the inner can top), gaps (between the explosive

and inner can top), perforation of Detasheet, initiation mode and plate

thickness (of the inner can top) on the Gurney Constant a of the Detasheet

A schematic of the test set-up is shown in Figure 14. Based on Sterne

16
unsymmetrical flat plate theory a specific combination of back-up plate

weight N, inner can top weight M, explosive weight C is sufficient to

determine the expected inner can velocity divided by 0 according to

v/e L( + x)3 (1 + x) + (N/M) (M/C) x + M /  (11)

where x=[C/M+J//M+2N/MJ Based on the actual velocity measurements

the value of o associated with Eq. (17) may be computed and compared to the

value determined previously.

An analysis of the results showed that the initiation mode, inner can

top material and thickness did not affect a while perforations and gaps did.

This is illustrated in Table 1 where the mean value of velocity for similar

conditions in the tests is shown.

Table I

Effect of Perforation and Gaps on O

Gap
0" 1/8" 1/4"

Non Perforated Detasheet 7250 -- 4530

Perforated Detasheet 5380 5710 4400
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The results in Table 1 indicate that the effective value of a approaches,

but is not equal to, the a for Detasheet itself. Thus the expected reduction

in damage to the inner can and pyrotechnic associated with the gap or

perforation of the explosive also will result in a decrease in the ejection

velocity of the inner can (see Eq. (11)).

Pipe Test: A mock-up VM was loaded and fired to determine the effect of

the shockwave generated by the explosive on the developed pyrotechnic.

The explosive was a 1/8" in. thick non-perforated 3heet of Detasheet. An

1/2" steel back-up plate and a 1/4" AJuminum inner can top were used. The

air gap was 1/4". It was concluded that the pyrotechnic would sur

shock loading of this magnitude under these conditions.

Can Tests: To develop a feasible VM system design the results of the

mechanical design study, the pyrotechnic development and the parametric

study must be combined in such a way that the system requirements are met.

Accordingly a series of twelve field tests were performed with the mechanical

designs and pyrotechnic compositions previously considered and with explosive

configurations with varying thicknesses, perforations and air gaps. The

measured inner can velocities (280 -600 ft/sec) were obtained from high-

speed camera coverage of the tests. When the can failed, the velocity

measured was that of the largest mass of debris. The results indicated that

-100% ignition occurred either if the Luer can holds together or the benzene

content is -20%.

From these results it was concluded that several VM systems and designs

were feasible in terms of the velocity and dispersion requirements and that

to determine the "optimum" design further studies should be performed.

However it was concluded that a two ribbed Aluminum inner can with a

mechanically attached, wrap-around steel top was superior to the others.

This is shown in Figure 15. The holes in the inner can were used to aid ignition.
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The major conclusions of the system design studies were that 1) the VM

inner can will impact at 1000 to 2200 ft/sec, 2) lift forces and the blast

wave from the warhead will not appreciably affect the expected miss distances

and velocities of the inner can, 3) inner can failure will probably occur

fcr impacts >600 ft/sec, 4) benzene, the ignition aid in the pyrofchnic,

is "burnt off" before ignition of the thermal source (Mg+MnO2 ), 5) -30- 35%

(by weight) binder is necessary gives the pyrotechnic the desired physical

characteristics, 6) burning rate control can be exercised by control of the

MnO2 content of the pyrotechnic, 7) the pyrotechnic will survive ground

impact at least to 1100 ft/sec, 8) the Gurney constant for the explosive

was lowered by perforations in the explosive and gap& between the explosive

and the inner can but not by materials, thicknesses and initiation mode,

9) the pyrotechnic will survive the shockwave from the ejection explosive,

10) ignition will be affected if the inner can stays together and/or -20%

benzene is used in the mix, 11) several VM systems designs considered were

feasible in terms of the velocity and dispersion requirements and 12) a

particular inner can configuration was superior to the rest; two ribbed

Aluminum can with a mechanically attached, waffled, wrap-around steel top.

Design Optimization Study

Most of the questions originally posed have been answered in the pre-

liminary or system design studies on a theoretical and/or experimental basis.

However the combination of design parameters giving the optimum overall VM

system design is not imediately obvious from the results obtained.

Accordingly a series of nine tests were performed with variations in the

inner can lid, explosive sheet configuration and thickness, initiation scheme,

number of pyrotechnic pieces and benzene content of the pyrotechnic. For the

inner can two lid lip lengths were chosen to determine if can survivability
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could be improved by increasing the inner can and lid overlap. To determine

if the inner can velocity could be increased while maintaining inner cai, lid

strength a waffle inside (i.e., the flat surface faces the explosive) con-

figuration was considered. Since the velocities obtained in the can tests

wett marginal with regard to the requirement an increase in the explosive

weight was considered. To help "shape" the inner can lid to minimize dis-

persion during ejection (in case the inner can failed) the explosive weight

was controlled by selectively cutting holes in the explosive. To control the

direction of passage of the detonation wave over the inner can lid and thus

"shape" it as above, several positions of the initiation points were considered.

Some evidence existed that enough gross breakup of the pyrotechnic

occurred at ground impact to substantially increase the number of pieces

burning on the ground. To obtain the desired number ("60) after impact, a

lesser number of larger pieces was considered in two designs. Benzene content

variations were considered to evaluate ignition between 0 and 25%.

An analysis of the test results indicated that an optimum system design

would be obtained by the final design parameters shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Initiation Mode: Initiate at edge of high explosive sheet

Can Choice: Long lip ribbed top plate with 1/16" gap between explosive and

top of ribs.

High Explosive: 0.250" explosive sheet with 2"x4" centered
hole. Total explosive weight of 183g.

Mix Choice: Benzene content= 8.0 +1.0%. Use 35 large pattern pieces.

It appears that initiation position is not significant and therefore the

simplest, most convenient case was chosen. It ws clear from the results that

the waffle insidewas worse than the alternative although the choice between

the long and short lipwas less obvious. The former was chosan because the
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better overall results were obtained in that case. Figure 15 shows the final

mechanical design. The center holed Detasheet was chosen because it appeared

to "shape" the inner can lid in a desirable fashion while holding down can

damage. Since more explosive is involved than in any of the prior designs,

the velocity should be closer to the required value. Because of the way

in which the pyrotechnic broke up, a smaller number of large pyrotechnic

pieces were chosen. An intermediate benzene content was chosen because it

appeared to give the highest percent ignition.

SYSTEM FEASIBILITY TESTS

Based on the design found in the optimization study four complete systems

were produced. The first one was tested to determine if the VH system was

"safe"; the second to determine if it would operate successfully in the

presence of a high explosive charge simulating the missile warhaed; the third

to determine if the system would meet the requirements in a static missile

with a real warhead; and the fourth to determine if the VM system would meet

the requirements under flight conditions with a warhead present.

Safety Tests

A series of safety tests were performed to determine the reaction of the

completed system to forty-foot drop, fast cook-off, and vibration per MI. E05272C.

From the results it was concluded that the VM system remained "safe" through

all tests since a) no benzene leakage was detected, b) no significant

shifting of internal components was observed, c) no chemical reactions

occurred and d) no gross structural failure of the unit were found.

"Iron Maiden" Test

The "Iron Maiden" consisted of a crude simulation of a missile consisting

of a cylindrical steel shell, a number of bulkheads and 121 lbs of Composition

B high explosive. The specific purpose of the test was to evaluate VM per-
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formance under static conditions in the presence of a simulated warhead and

to check-out certain test parameters for the subsequent test.

The test configuration was chosen so that the VM ground impact angle

would be the same as that occurring in an average flight case. From the

prior aerodynamic analysis the impact angle was estimated to be 660. For

the case of a missile terminal velocity V. of zero (i.e., the static case)

this ansle v:ill be obtained when the missile is tipped upward 300. Because

of the possibility of blast wave reflection from the ground interfering

with the VM, the center of the "Iron Maiden" was placed 10 ft above the

ground. The test set-up is shown in Figure 16. The pyrotechnic description

and test results are shown in Table 3. A pilot flying at 10,000 ft AGL at

a slant range of about 5 miles observed smoke throughout the test. From a

post-t!st area plot plan it was possible to show that the VM impacted the

ground at 600 (compared to the predicted value of 660) and bounced to a

position -12 ft from ground zero. The effect of the warhead blast on the VM

entry angle appeared to be very small. As expected, the inner can held

together although it was extensively dented. The mix survived the impact

without significant break-up and was mainly contained within the inner can.

This accounts for the relatively long burn time, small dispersion, and high

% ignition observed. Since the subsequent environments are considered more

severe this "excessive" containment was not considered a problem. It was

concluded that the VM could operate successfully in the presence of a

"warhead" and that the test set-up used was adequate for the test purposes.

"Pole" Test

The "Pole" test consisted of a dummy missile, with a live warhead (4100

lbs of high explosive) hung by ropes from a cross beam on a telephone pole.

The purpose of the test was to evaluate VM performance under static conditions

with a "real" missile and warhead present. For the same reasons the test
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configuration was chosen to be the same as in the "Iron Maiden" test. The

test set-up is shown in Figure 17 and the pyrotechnic description and test

results are shown in Table 3. A pilot flying the same pattern as before again

reported observing smoke throughout the test. From a post-test are a plot

plan it was shown that the VM ground impact behavior was also essentially the

same as in the "Iron Maiden" test.

The inner can held together again, but in this case the pyrotechnic

was ejected and dispersed over a large area. This resulted in a shorter

burn time.

Since the ignition was essentially complete and the pyrotechnic was

not contained, it appears that the warhead fireball contributes to ignition.

It was concluded that the VM system could meet the system 'equirements under

static conditions in the "real" missile warhead environment.

Flight Test

The ultimate measure of VM system feasibility is demonstration of

stccessful operation (i.e., meeting the system requirements) in a flight

test with a warhead present. This certainly represents the most severe test

condition and for the present program represented the final step in the

development program. The two previous static tests cannot be considered as

proof of VM feasibility since both were conducted under restricted conditions

(i.e., V. =0).

The pyrotechnic description and test results of the flight test are

shown in Table 3. As the ground impact velocity was considerably greater

than 600 ft/sec inner can failure and increased pyrotechnic breakup were 'I
expected. This led to the shortened burn time. Also, since the percent

ignition remained higher than in the static tests the proposed contribution

of the warhead fireball to ignition was supported.
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The mitsile launch aircraft pilot observed smoke in several passes

over the target throughout the test. Ground observers at approximately

5 miles from the impact site (or about I - 2000 ft above the site) observed

smoke throughout the test. Post test examination of the impact site showed

that the pyrotechnic had not "gone in the hole".

Based on the dispersion and duration data in Table 3 and the observations

made, it was concluded that the VM system designed can operate successfully

under realistic flight conditions with a warhead present.

An exampZe of VM smoke as seen from the air, is shown in Figure 18

which is an enlargement of one frame from the motion picture coverage of

the "Pole" test.
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1-4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SATURN V THRU
BULKHEAD INITIATOR

Loyd W. Corwin
Clarence S. Greenough

North American Rockwell Corp.
Downey, Ca]ifornia

INTRODUCTION

The Saturn V Launch Vehicle uses an exploding bridgewire design concept

employing onrly spcondary explosives to achieve ma.dmum safety from DR

and other stray energy sources. There is a sizeable number of items on

the Saturn V which must be initiated however, and using EBW devices

directly on all of these would result in a considerable weight penalty

due to the firinp units. Therefore, CDF (Confined Detonating Fuze) and

ordnance manifolds are used as a link between the EBW detonators and the

item to be initiated. There are 18 dual initiated solid propellant rocket

motors on the vehicle ehich are used during stage separation to control

the ullage in the main propellant tanks and to provide retro thrust. It

was therefore necessary to develop an initiator which would ignite these

motors while receiving its input from a CDF assembly. Feasibility test-

ing was condiited to investigate methods for accomplishing this objective

while overcoming the obvious problem of providing a seal capable of pre-

ventinp 2eakage of motor chamber gases back through the expended initiator.

Testing quickly pointed to the thru-bulkhead principle as the most practical

means of accomplishina this objective.

BULKHEAD TRANSFER MECHANIS4

Inasmuch as post fire leakage thru the expended initiator was believed

to be a possible stumbling block, it was elected to use an integral
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bulkhead, formed by machining the body directly from bar stock without the

use of welding. brazing. or bonding. This involved a substantial amoumt

of machining, of course, and for this reason free machining CRES AISI

type 303S steel was selected. Later developments proved this to be an

unfortunate choice.

It was believed that, everything else being equal, the greater the

sensitivity of the high explosive used in the TBI (thru-bulkhead initiator)

the higher the probability of successful detonation transfer while maintain-
(1,2)

inp the structural integrity of the bulkhead. As mentioned earlier,

only secondary explosives were permitted on the Saturn V, and this ground

rule went one step further inspecifying that no explosive more sensitive

than PETN could be used. This is admittedly somewhat ambiguous, but since

we were looking for the most sensitive explosive permissible, PETN was

clearly the only logical choice.

Sizing Bo& and Charge Cavities

Development testing of the TBI began with the sizing of the high explosive

chargG cavities. The first development tests were performed with the set-up

shown in Figure I. The initiator was required to mate with the standard

Saturn V CDF assembly which had not completed development at this time.

Therefore. a makeshift CDF asqembly consisting of 2.0 grain per foot CDF

with a DuPont X-349 primer crimped on the end was used to initiate the

donor charge. The CDF assembly was required, by specification, to have an

output equal -o the DuPont X-349. In an attempt to facilitate productin

loading. a donor charge carrier was used in conjunction with a thin wafer
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of PMPN which was pressed directly into the cavity to insure intimate

contact with the bulkhead. This arrangement appeared to create more

problems than it solved, however, and the carrier was dropped after a

few tests. Since shock sensitivity of the receptor charge was very

important to reliable functioning of the TBI, the receptor was made as
(3,4)

sensitiv as possible by pressing the PETN to only 1.0 gm/cc. density.

This also had a "spin'off" advantage in that it softened the output some-

what and therefore, hopefully, would make it easier to get down to a

deflagration in the initiator final output.

Only a few tests were rpquired with the set-up of Figure I to demonstrate

that the 3/A inch hexagon body would not confine such a large donor charge.

Inasmuch as it was required that the initiator body confine all exploive

effects and retain the CDF assembly after firing, the desig was modified

to that of Fivure 2. The donor charge was drastically reduced from 132 mp

to 42 mr and the body size was increased from 3/ inch hexapon bar stock

to 7/8 inch. Also, since cracking at the corners of the cavities had been

evidenced, a fPll radius was used on the cavity bottoms. It should be

noted tbat the authors do not necessarily believe that full radius cavities

are the optimim configuration, anymore than we believe that flat bottom

cavities are optimum. Full radius cavities permit the use of a thinner

bulkhead, however, they also produce a divergent shock wave which, every-

thine else being equal, demands a thinner bulkhead for reliable transfer.

It was not the purpose of the program to attempt to optimize this aspect

of the desipn. We did attempt, by appropriate statistical testing, however,

to optimize the bikhead thickness using this basic confimiuation.
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Sensitivity Tests

Initially. a bulkhead thickness was selected by intuition and a few

firinps were made with the set-up of Figure 2. This configuration

Arnear-d to transfer the detonation properly while meeting all require-

ments for cnnfinement and an intact bulkhead after firing. It was now

narpssa&r to optimize the bulkhead thickmess to achieve maximum reliability

of transferrine the detonation while not jeopardizing the integrity of

thp bulkhead after firinp. This was accomplished by conducting two

indenerdent Bruceton tests performed by varying the bulkhead thickness
(5)

while holdinp all PETN charpe parameters constant. It was hoped that

these tests would yield two curves as shown in Figure 3. If the two

c'lrves were separated sufficiently so that a bu2khead thickness could

be selected which could be shown to be 99.9% reliable, with respect to

both propopation and freedom from bulkhead rupture, then our non-

optimized bulkhead configuration would be sufficient for our purpose.

The first Bruceton test was performed with thick bulkheads to determine

the standard deviation and 50% point for propogation. The test sot-up

was Renera]ly similar to that shown in Figure 2. Ten (10) search units

were fired to determine the approximate 50% point, and then 32 specimens

were fabricated and fired at ambient conditions. The same procedure

was followed using 30 specimens with thin oulkheads. The expended test

snecimens were pressurized with 8000 PSI hydraulic oil and evidence of

leakave was used as the criteria for rupture. The following information

in Table I was calculated from the raw data.
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TABLE I

BRUCETON TEST RESULTS

BULKHEAD BULKHEAD
THICKNESS (INCH) THICKNESS (INCH)

TTFX (TRANSFER) (RUPTURE)

(1.) 50% PelJable Thickness 0.119 0.036

90% Confidence Limits 40.0018 40.0014

(2) Standard Deviation of 50% 0.0032 0.0026
Re2 iable Thickness

90% Confidence Limits 40.00185 40.005

(3) 99.9% Reliable Thickness 0.102 0.052
at 95% Confidence

Rased on these very encouraging results (Figure 4) an optimum thickness

of .075 inch was selected and used throuphout the remainder of the

propram.

_oad in p Problems

Somqtime after the Bruceton tests were completed two units imexpectedy

failed to transfer when initiated at -20°F. A very laborious failure

analysis was performed to determine the exact nature of the failure.

Units from the same lot as the failed units were successfully functioned

at -1000P to demonstrate that low temperature in itself did not produce

a marpina] condition. The upper limit (thick bulkhead) Bruceton test

was performed twice at -20'F; first with specimens similar to those

oripinally used. and second, with specimens having a low density (1.45)

donor. The results of the first test indicated no detectable change

from the oripinal ambient Bruceton test. while the low density specimens
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:'lelrld a thickness only about .010 inch thinner than the previous

results. A number of other more minor investigations were conducted

w~thout point.inr to any specific cause.

Tt was eventually concluded, but could not be directly proven, that

the cause of failure to transfer wat the presence of a rnall void

bht.wenn the bulkhead and receptor charge. To eliminate this, the

donor and receptor cavity surface finish was changed frow a 125 micro-

inch to a 64 microinch finish and the PETN charges were pressed in two

Increments rather than one. This Poppeared to resolve all transfer

problems as ovr 2000 units have now been fired successfully.

PRESSURE OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

As mentioned previously, the Saturn V uses a number of solid propellant

-ncket motors encompassing four (4) individual motor designs of varying

size and thrust. One type of upper stage motor uses% %. all non-metallic

irniter of limited structural strength, while the second stage ullage

motors employ a large pyropen type igniter. For this reason, NASA's

Marshall Space Flipht Center had wisely specified, in the early days of

the Saturn V program, an EBW initiator having a low pressure, high caloric

output. Fly the time it was decided to develop the TBI, all motors were

already under development with the EBW initiator. Therefore, the TBI

was required .o produce a pressure output envelope generally similar to

th- Fq,! initiator. It was required to produce 420 to 800 PSI in a

20.1 cc closed bomb volume with a maximum delay of 8 milliseconds from

time -f initiation to time of peak pressure. A relatively high thermal

4
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output of 950 calories minimum, which precluded the use of any coonly

accepted pyrotechnic mixture, was Also specified (Figure 5). Considerable

difficulty was encountered in meeting these output requirements.

Initial Testing

The first development test specimens with an output charge were fabricated

with a configuration as shown in Figure 6. It soon became evident, however,

that a grain type charge would not suffice due to its inability to meet the

8 ms delay time. A loose pyrotechnic charge consisting of pyrophoric

magnesium and cupric oxide in a stoichiometric ratio was tried tId. The

configuration (Figure 7) was generally similar to Figure 6, except that

the shock attenuator was removed and the pyrotechnic cavity was shortened

somewhat. This design solved the long celay problem; however, it was

discovered that when sufficient pyrotechnic was used to produce the re-

quired 950 calories, the peak pressure was in excess of the 800 PSI

allowable. Also, the peak pressure showed excessive unit to unit vari-

ability.

The relatively high pressure (1000 PSI) which this design produced was

to some extent intriguing, considering that the pyrotechnic itself is

gasltss. The PETN comjurtion products and tho air in the bomb could

account for only 30D to 350 PSI, assuming that these were heated to

roughly 2800*K by the burning pyrotechnic. It was therefore assumed

that the unexplained pressure was produced by vaporled.copper which is,

of course, a reaction product when the pyrotechnic burns. On the basis

of this, a 3-component pyrotechnic was evaluated.
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Three Component Pyrotechnic

Ferric oxide (Fe203) was added to the magnesium-cupric oxide mixture in

various ratios to provide a means of controlling the quantity of copper

vapor whiplix-sould be released upon reaction of the mixture. As mentioned

earlier, TBI bodies are costly and time consuming to fabricate, so in an

effort to expedite the development work, a ninber of relatively simple EMW

test units were fabricated as shown in Figure 8. The sole purpose of

these units was to evaluate the 3-component pyrotechnic and determine

the proper constituent ratios prior to loading it into TBI type test units.

A few tests were performed with the EBW set-ups, and it was shown that

in spite of the incorrect assumption about the copper vapor contributing

to the output pressure, the i (average) pressure could indeed be adjusted

by adjusting component ratios. Furthermore, the unit-to-unit variability

was exceptionally good and well within specification limits. A Mg/Fe2

03/CuO ratio of 27/35/38 was selected as optimum and a quantity of powder

having this composition was blended and loaded into a lot of TBI test

specimens. The subsequent test results when these units were fired for

p-t trace were far from encouraging.

Not only did the X pressure shift considerably from that which had been

experienced with the EBW units, but worse than that, the unit-to-unit

variability (scattering) increased a great deal. The latter difficulty

was blamed on variability in the output of the receptor charge as

opposed to the E3' initiated charge. A series of tests were run to con-

firm this. but the results were generally inconclusive.
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Fuel-Rich protschnic

This discouraging turn of events led us to sit down and see what could be

done with some theoretical calculations on vapor pressures, condensation

rates, and heat transfer rates within the bomb. We were able to show

rather conclusively that the copper vapor could not be the constituent

contributing to th6 bulk of the output pressure due to its very rapid con-

densation rate on the cold bomb walls. The magnesium vapor, on the other

hand. due to the mismatch between its mass and the mass of the bomb walls

and due to its much lows.- boiling point could significantly contribute to

the pressure output. This is particularly interesting from the standpoint

that a high pressure specimen would then be one in which the pyrotechnic

reaction did not go to completion, relatively speaking. Accordingly, it was

believed that the Y pressure could be controlled by blending powders with

quantities of magnesium in excess of stoichiometric. It was hoped that this

would also help stabilize the reaction in accordance with the Law of Mass

Action, in spite of any variabilities in the output of the receptor charge.

Some concern was held, however, for the fact that reducing atmospheres in
(6,7)

general are not particularly favorable for ignition.

A somewhat lengthy series of tests were run with units conforming to

Figure 7 and containing Mg/Fe 2O 3/CuO pyrotechnic having amounts of

magnesium up tu as high as 50% in excess of stoichioretric. Analysis

of the test results andexpended hardware indicated the following:

(1) the X pressure could be adjusted by varying the magnesium content;

(2) if roughly 15% of the pressure data were disregarded from any group

of firings, the remaining data showed fairly good grouping; (3) the

specimens which were responsible for the "bad" data could be distinguished

by visual examination of the expended bodies.
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The 15% disregarded data had the distinct characteristics of excessively

high pressure and long delay times. Figure 9 shows a typical normal p-t

trace compared to a typical "bad" high pressure trace. Rczmnation of

the expended specimen bodies showed an obvious difference in coloration

between normal and high pressure units. The pyrotechnic cavities of

normal units were veddish brown in color, while the high pressure units

were black. It appeared that there was a distinct difference in either

the degree to which the reactions had gone to completion, or in the

reactions themselves.

Calorimeter Studies

In an effort to better investigate the phenomenon, a codium peroxide

type calorimeter was modified to enable firing TBI specimens directly

into a special calorimeter bomb. It was also planned to extend this

set-up so that a p-t trace could be obtained for each unit fired in

addition to measuring the heat output. It was hoped that perhaps

some correlation could be found between the heat output and the pressure

output. Due to certain equipment problems, this secondary goal was

never achieved.

The results of the calorimeter tests were, nevertheless, of considerable

interest. Initiators loaded with stoichiometric powders produced

expected results, whereas those loaded with powders containing excess

amounts of magnesium produced quantities of heat in excess of theoretical.

The theoretical values in this case included possible exothermic reactions

with closure discs and the oxygen (from air) in the bomb. Several cali-

brations and other test set-up checks were performed until the probability

of experimental error was quite remote. These results appeared then to
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basically substantiate what had already been suspected; i.e., the pyro-

technic combustion was erratic and probably susceptible to peculiar side

reactions. The tests did little in the way of directly telling us what

should be done to correct the problem.

Use of Shock Attenuator

Reviewing what had been done since the beginning of the program to

achieve proper p-t characteristics, several facts seemed to stand out:

(1) no amount of juggling of the pyrotechnic composition or ratios had

been really beneficial in solving the erratic combustion problem. (2)

stable combustion had been achieved only when the pyrotechnic was

ignited by an EBW initiated PETN charge. (3) although variable output

of the receptor charge could not be confirmed experimentally, it is

obvious from a glance at Figures 7 and 8 that the pyrotechnic is highly

shocked by the detonation of the PETN charges. Perhaps the high pressure

shock front which precedes the burning front compresses and desensitizes

the pyrotechnic, making it especially susceptible to normal variations in
(8)

receptor output. It therefore appeared logical to separate the PETN and

pyrotechnic charges to some degree by use of an intermediate charge or a

shock attenuator. One type of shock attenuator had been used in the

early days of development in conjunction with bonded grain charges

(Figure 6). but unfortunately had been dropped after going to a loose

pyrotechnic.

Several types of both shock attenuators and intermediate charges were

evaluated and the result was a TBI with an air gap type shock attenuator

as indicated in Figure 10. The 25/75, Mg/CuO powder contains magnesium
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slightly in excess of stoichiometric. Over 1000 units have now been

fired without any abnormal pressures or delay times having been recorded.

POST FIRE BULKHEAD 1EAKA

As mentioned earlier, it is important that the initiator bulkhead not

leak after firing as this would permit rocket motor chamber gases to be

expelled back thru the initiator. Therefore, by specificatin, the TBI

was required to be subjected to two types of post fire leakage tests.

The first test required the expended body to be pressurized with 2500 PSI

nitropen at the output end. while the second test required similar pressuri-

zation with 7500 PSI hydraulic oil. Unfortunately, it was assumed early

in the program that the 7500 PSI oil test was the more severe of the two.

Partially for this reason and partially because of availability of test

apparatus, only the hydraulic oil test was performed throughout all but

the latter days of development testing. When the first group of expended

bodies were finally pressurized w.th nitrogen at 2500 PSI, it was dis-

covered that approximately one unit in three leaked. The leak rates were

quite small, being of the general magnitude of 10 cubic centimeters per

minute. Such small leaks could perhaps have been tolerated from a

practical standpoint; however, it was felt that an investigation of the

problem would have to be undertaken to determine the basic leakage

mechanism. Only in this way could the necessary assurance be gained that

an unacceptably large leak would not be encountered in the future.

Metallurgical Investigation

A number of expended bodies, representing both leakers and non-leakers,

were sectioned, polished, and microphotographed. The bulkhead areas

rhowed the expected twinning and slippage planes. They also showed the
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presence of void areas. Further investigation showed that the voids

were associated with non-metallic sulphide stringers present in the

metal. Sulphur is added to AISI type 303S stainless steel to improve

the machining characteristics, and for most normal applications, it has
(10)

no deleterious effects. It appears, however, if leakage in a TBI is

important, a body steel should be selected wLich is relatively free from

any type of stringers or inclusions, even though this may result in a

sacrifice of other desirable properties.

Although it appeared that a change of body steel would be the most direct

method of solving the leakage problem, it was considered undesirable in

this particular situation for the following reasons: (1) all testing to

date had been performed with type 303S steel and some doubt would be cast

on all test results if a different steel were substituted; (2) the new

steel, while solving the leakage problem,could possibly introduce a new

set of problems; (3) a number of completed initiators were on hand and it

was desired to rework them if possible as they were badly needed by the

people conducting formal testing on the various solid propellant motors.

Shock Wave Trap

A solution to the problem of providing a satisfactory method of rework

centered around the idea of reducing the bulkhead damage during firing.

Unloaded, unfired bodies were naturally 100% free of leaks. It was hypo-

thesized that a large percentage of the bulkhead damage resulted from the

shock wave reflecting from the exterior free surface and collapsing on

the bulkhead. If this were indeed the case, the shock wave could be

trapped at the free surface and hence prevented from returning to the
(9)

bulkhead area.
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The hypothesis was evaluated in the following manner: steel sleeves

of .020, .060, and .100 inch wall thickness were press fit onto the

cylindrical portion of 30 TBI's. When the units were fired, the

resultant compressive shock wave should theoretically encounter no

impedance at the steel to steel interface; however, the reflected

tension wave would be unable to cross this same interface. The

30 TBI's were fired and no leakage was detected,even with those

having sleeves with only .020 inch walls. Based on this somewhat

limited sample. the rework method appeared feasible. However, it

still remained to determine the optimum sleeve wall thickness. Now

all TBI devices, after firing exhibit an expansion of the high explosive

charge cavities and an accompanying shrinkage in the bulkhead thickness.

This degree of expansion and shrinkage can be used as a convenient

yardstick to assess general bulkhead area damage. Figure 11 shows

the results of plotting these dimensions versus sleeve thickness.

As can be seen. the curves appear to level off at roughly .060 inches.

Photomicrographs of the bulkheads tended to confirm this conclusion.

Based on this. and certain mechanical considerations, a .060 inch wall

sleeve was selected for retrofit of all units.

Hundreds of units have now been produced by this same method and with

the design as shown in Figure 12. While the sleeve was successful in

reducing both the frequency of the leaks and the size of the leaks by

about two orders of magnitude, Jt did not entirely eliminate the problem,

and it was found necessary to permit a leakage rate of 1 cc per minute.
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CONCLUSIONS

The development program demonstrated that a CDF-TBI system is an

entirely practical and reliable means of accomplishing motor ignition.

It appears that it is somewhat more difficult to achieve a desired

pressure-time profile with a TBI than it is with a conventional initiator.

This is probably due to the detonation to deflagration transition which

must take place at the high explosive-pyrotechnic interface.

While this program was not successful in completely eliminating the

post firinp bulkhead leakage, it is believed that this would not be &

problem for any future program. The simple expediency of initially

selecting any one of the several clean, tough, void-free steels (e.g.,

type 718) would no doubt preclude any leakage.
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TBI MATING CDF ASSEMBLY

REQUIREMENTS:
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 7
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1-5 A RELEASE MECHANISM FOR STORED HIGH PRESSURE GAS

by

L. G. Bach and L. G. De Grace

The Bendix Corporation
Missile Systems Division

Mechanical Engineering Department

INTRODUCTION

The mechanism discussed in this paper is a simple, electro-explosively

powered release valve for high pressure gas stored in a hermetically sealed

container. It was designed to replace two valves used to release two sources

of high pressure (2150 and 4150 psi) nitrogen in subsystems of a missile.

The replaced valves utilized many elastomeric seals which frequently were

sources of leakage. This leakage required a 60 day maintenance and replenish-

ment cycle, causing a constant problem with spare parts and maintenance not

only of the missile subsystems, but also of the shipboard high pressure charging

equipment.

To eliminate these problems the systems have been modified to provide a

minimum service-free period of three years. Development of the release mechanism

was the essential key which made this possible. Although two valves were

designed, the concept and essential parts are identical for both. The differences

are primarily in packaging configuration.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Hermetic Seal

Previous investigations indicated that designs utilizing elastomeric seals

exhibited sufficient rates of leakage that they could not confidently be used

for storage periods of more than 18 months at the required pressure. For
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periods greater than this, hermetically sealed storage trnks are necessary.

Therefore, the release mechanism requires a hermetic aeal.

Instant Release

Missile requiremnts dictate that the stored nitrogen be released virtually

at "first notion" from the launcher. Acceleration sensitive devices are used

to detect this motion and to initiate release action. One system was activated

by an electrical signal from a "g" switch to a solenoid valve, the other was

activated by a direct-acting, acceleration sensitive valve. Activation of the

new valve nad to be by similar acceleration sensitive devices, and have a total

response time of less than 0.2 second.

Packaging

Logistics and cost dictated that the new release mechanism could not impose

any major redesign of other system or missile parts. While not significant for

other applications, two implications of this requirement are of general interest.

Electrical Power Limit: 10 amps per device at 26 vdc

Size: small (approx. 2 in3 )

Weight: low (approx. 1 lb)

Contamination

Clearances of 0.0003 to 0.0005 in sliding parts of the systems using the gas,

allow virtually no contamination of any kind. Therefore, the release device

itself could not be allowed to generate contamination, a potential problem when

considering the breaking of a hermetic seal.
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Reliability

Both systems are essential for a successful flight. Therefore, their

reliability must be very high. A goal of .999 @ 95% confidence was established.

DEVELOPMENT

Initial Considerations

Previous investigations had shown that for single-shot applications such

as this one, electro-explosive automatic valve designs are much less complex

than mechanically operated valves, due to the high power-to-weight ratio of

pressure cartridges. Suitable off-the-shelf valves were sought for this

application. Designs examined in detail typically had two objectionable

features. Nitrogen release was accomplished by a shear failure of a barrier,

rupture of a diaphragm or equivalent devices. These methods of releasing

nitrogen can generate possible contamination in the form of small particles.

Such contaminants are an unacceptable reliability hazard in this application.

The second objection was that one of the subsystems would have required

extensive modifications and elastomeric seals would still be needed.

It was decided to attempt to use a rupture tube concept, but to control

the rupture process so as to reduce the possibility of objectionable

contaminants.

The Concept

Figure 1 shows the basic elements of the concept which was developed into

the final design. An off-the-shelf pressure cartridge is used to power a

piston, which strikes the end of the tube causing a tensile fracture at the

notch in the tube. The end of the tube folds back about the "hinge", releasing

the stored nitrogen. The hinge-notch combination is the key, since it forces

the rupture to occur in tension by allowing the piston to produce a bending
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moment about the hinge. Tensile failure of the tube at the notch. rather than

a shear failure greatly reduces the possibility of generating contamination.

Rupture Tube Design

The groove configuration is the critical parameter in the mechanism design.

It must withstand the pressure to be stored with the same proof and burst

marglns as the pressure vessel, yet be cap&ble of consistent fracture with a

reasonably low force.

The relationship between notch root thickness and tube burst pressure

was determined for Types 304, 321, and 446 stainless steel tubes with 0.291

T. D. nominal. These qteels were selected first for welding compatibility

with the storage tank materials, and secondly for notch sensitivity. The

I.D. was selected to provide the required flow area. Figure 2 shows the basic

notch configuration. Burst pressure test data is shown in Figure 3.

As seen In Figure 3, the experimental data showed some variation from

the calculated values of burst pressure versus notch root thickness. This

was due to variations in the amount of work hardening during machining and

varying sharpness cf the notch. The calculated values were based on an

ultimate tensile strength of 90,000 psi which is approximately the same for

the three materials tested. Type 304 stainless was chosen because it provided

the cleanest notch fractures.

Based on pressure test and fracture bending moment data, a nominal notch

root thickness of 0.0125 inch was selected. This value provided a more than

adequate burst pressure of 16,500 psig. The large margin in notch root

thiclkness provides for safety when handling pressurized storage tanks, and

allowance for manufacturing tolerances.
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The hinge is made by making an Indentation in the tube before th2 notch

Lb machined (see Figure 4). TAhe hinge n ot only provides a strong point about

which the tcp of the tube bends, but also serves to retain the end of the

tube. This eliminates the possintlity of contamination being generated by a

loose tube-end striking the inner surfaces of the retaining body.

Several tubes were fractured by applying a force to the free end of the

tube. Microscopic examination of the fracture area indicated an extre mely

uniform cutter-like edge on each half with no signs of chipping or slivering

of the material. The static moment required to cause the notch to break was

found to be approximately 150 inch-pounds, including approximately 10 in-lb

to bend the "hinge." The tube was pressurized during the tests. Variations

in tube internal pressures between 2000 and 4300 psig did not significantly

affect the value of the fracture torque.

Determination of the rupture tube configuration permitted the sizing of

the pressure cartridge load and piston effective diameter needed to break the

tube in flight.

Piston and Firing Chamber Design

The firing chamber and piston designs are based on the desire to utilize

a small, standard, inexpensive cartridge to power the device. The prototype

piston and chamber configuration are shown in Figure 5.

The chamber had to (1) be strong enough to withstand the required pressures,

(2) permit the piston to travel far enough to completely open the tube, (3)

retain the piston after firing to prevent it from striking the walls of the

device's body, and for safety in the event the device was fired outside the

body of the mechanism.
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Available space, the limitation on changes to existing hardware, and

pressure (structural) safety requirements dictated the following key size

relationships:

Notch Dube Lever Arm 0.381 + 0.022 in.

Active Piston Area 0.125 in2

Minimum Total Piston Travel .250 in.

Nominal Chamber Volume 1 cc

The bullet nose of the piston provides a solid, point contact, such as

would be obtained from a ball peen hammer. The O-ring prevents the products

of the cartridge combustion from entering the nitrogen passages. The conical

section of the piston fits into the conical section of the chamber, which

acts as a stop for the piston.

Pressure Cartridge

An approximation of the piston pressure required to break the notched

tube was made by the use of high-pressure-nitrogen/solenoid valve combination

to simulate a pressure cartridge. A minimum value of 2400 psi was obtained.

The pressure cartridge selected for the release mechanism activation was

supplied by McCormick Selph Associates. The unit is simple in design and

similar cartridges are available frcm several sources. The basic cartridge

was developed to produce a pressure of 3600 t 500 psig in a closed chamber

of 2.0 cubic centimeters. The load weight was modified slightly to produce

the required pressure for this application. It provides a peak pressure of

4000 ± 1000 psig within 10 milliseconds in a volume of one cubic centimeter,

when a minimum firing current of 4.5 amperes is applied. The five minute
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minimum no-fire current is 1.0 ampere at 160°F and the 0.050 second sure-fire

current is 3.1 amperes at 750F. The minimum post-firing resistance is

specified to be no less than 1000 ohms, The cartridge has demonstrated that

it meets these requirements with 99.9% reliability at a 95% confidence level.

Cartridges were also tested for mechanical strength. Four cartridge

shells were subjected to a burst pressure test with hydraulic fluid. Failure

of the installation O-ring seals of two shells occured at 9700 psig. The

remaining two shells withstood 10,000 psig, the limit of the testing device,

for a period of five minutes. Three cartridges were pressurized with nitrogen

to 2150 psig. The purpose of this test was to ensure that the cartridge

hermetic seal could withstand full systems pressure during special factory

test. Visual examination after five minutes at pressure showed no sign of

closure failure. Bridgewirt resistances measured before and after the test

showed no signiflcant change.

FINAL DESIGN

Performance Tests

Pressurization system tests utilizing the cartridge activated release

mechanism demonstrated satisfactory performance after two minor problem

areas were corrected. First, was the inability of the hinge to consistently

hold the end of the tube after aitzvgen release. This was found to be due

to work hardening of the hinge material during fabrication. A simple

annealing operation after fabrication eliminated the problem.

The second problem was the inability to consistently develop sufficint

energy to rupture the tube, if the piston was positioned against the tube

prior to firing. Occasionally this even happened with cartridges having
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125% loads. As a result of this finding, the spring clip arrangement shown

in Figure 6 was Rdded to the piston. Its function is to position the nose

of piston 0.1 inch away from the tube prior to activation. This provides a

consistent chamber volume and insures that an impact load will be applied to the

t, be.

The basis for this solution was a review of the previous nitrogen powered

test data. This review showed that in all cases the minimum pressures required

for tube rupture were obtained with the piston retracted from the notched tube.

Further tests showed that a nominal 0.1 inch separation between the tube and

the piston was optimal. The spring clip releases the piston by slipping out

of the groove rather than by shearing off. Hence only a small additional load

Is imposed by the clip.

During the program, 37 system activation tests were made uming the pressure

cartridge activated release mechanism. The cartridge system has un activation

time of approximately sL milliseconds, well under the 0.2 second permitted by

the prior system acceptance test speciftication. Activation time was measured

from the time current was applied to the cartridge bridgewire to the time the

regulator outlet pressure started to rise. No indication of contamination

either from the rupture of the tube or products of combustion noted in ar of

the tests.

Environmental Tests

Two complete systems were subjected to the following environmental test

program:
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1. Temperature Cycling 20 cycles: 2 hr. @ _400F; 2 hr. transition
to 160°F; 2 hours 0 !6,OF; 2 hours transition
to -4oOF

2. Random Vibration 17.4 g's RMS 20-2OO cps; 6 minutes in each
of three mutually perpendicular planes

3. Boost Shock 25 g trapezoidal pulse, rise time 0.019 sec.
hold time 0.036 second. One longitudinal
shock

4. He.ndling Shock 50 g half sine pulse; 0.011 second period;
1 shock in each direction, mutually perpendi-
cular axes

After the completion of the environmental tests, each system was given

an operational test, using missile Lircuits to energize the pressure cartridge

to show compatibility.

Visual examination of release mechanisms and nitrogen storage tanks of

each system made after completion of the performance tests showed that all

performance requirements were met.

HERO CERTIFICATION

Design data has been submitted for certification that the pressure

cartridge ignition circuit is not susceptible to Hazards from Electromagnetic

Radiation to Ordnance (HMO). These systems are presently being tested in an

overall missile HERO program.
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1-6 VACUUM DEPOSITED THIN FILM BRIDGES IN ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES

by
J.R. Craig, Sandia Corp., O.M. Schroll, Sandia Corp.

C.E. Simpson, Unidynaics/Phoenix, R. Blackshire, Unidynamics/Phoenix

INTRODUCTION

The increasing sophistication of requirements for electro-

explosive devices has quite naturally led to an evolving

development of manufacturing technology. Of prime importance

in this technology is the development and production of new

concepts of ignition bridge systems. The subject of this

presentation is one of the most promising of these new develop-

ments - the Vacuum Deposited Thin Film Bridge. Over the past

several years the Sandia Corporation and Unidynamics/Phoenix,

a Division of UMC Industries, Inc., have collaborated in the

development and production of several types of electroexplosive

components employing thin film bridges.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In designing aiy bridge system, attention must be given to
thermodynamic factors such as the heat transfer from the bridge

material to the surrounding media, the available heat sink

within the allowable design geometry, and the thermal-time

characteristics of the bridge system. In wire and, to a con-

siderable extent in ribbon systeme, the major portion of the

heat transfer is along the bridge into the contact pins and

then into the surrounding media. Relatively little heat is

dissipated in other directions because of the mall surface

area of the wire and the uncertain contact between the wire

and its surroundings as it expands during heating. The typi-

cally poor thermal conductivity of the explosive surrounding
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the wire adds to the problem of heat dissipation. Since wire r
and ribbon bridges are rigidly constrained only at the welded

or soldered end points, thermal expansion and movement occurs

during exposure to environments such as thermal cycling or no-

fire conditions, resulting in variations of bridge charac-

teristics within a unit and between otherwise similar units.

With a film bridge design, however, the film is strongly bonded

in intimate contact with the header and therefore is not sub-

ject to such movements. Also, since a film bridge is in more

intimate contact with the substrate, heat is dissipated more

readily, resulting in a lower temperature gradient and conse-

quently a higher no-fire capability within a given component

configuration. No-fire power capabilities of two to three

watts can be achieved for electroexplosive devices containing

dual film bridges and primary explosives such as lead styphnate

or lead azide.

The thermal-time characteristic of the bridge also is of

importanCe since this factor directly determines the bridge

efficiency under both no-fire and all-fire conditions. The

initial temperature rise rates of both wire and film bridges

are equal, both being controlled by the thermal mass of the

conductor. However, as more heat is generated, the film temper-

ature rises at a slower rate than that of the wire because the

film transfers heat to the substrate faster. This relationship

is shown graphically in Figure 1. The effects of a constant
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current pulse in a film bridge are very similar to those in a

wire/ribbon bridge except that the no-fire power level of the

film bridge can be substantially increased, thereby reducimq the

all-fire/no-tire power ratio and providing a greater design

latitude. This is possible because (1) the large surface area

of the film and the intimate bond between the bridge and the

substrate increase the heat transfer capability, and (2) the

heat transfer characteristics of the film are more stable than

those of wire or ribbon configurations.

H The capacitor discharge firing sensitivity of a film bridge

can be varied rather widely. This type of firing pulse is

JI usually delivered in a few microseconds and the sensitivity

! is primarily a function of the thermal mass of the bridge

element since little energy is dissipated in this short time.

It is also significant that the capacitor discharge sensitiv-

ity is substantially independent of the no-fire capability,

which is a function of area and heat transfer characteristics.

FILM BRIDGE PARAMETERS

The physical and electrical properties, and hence the functional

characteristics of thin film bridges depend on the following

parameters: composition of the metal deposited, substrate

(header) composition and surface conditions, temperature of

substrate, composition and pressure of the bell jar atmosphere
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during deposit, and the rate of deposit. The following para-

graphs discuss these parameters and point up some general

approaches that have been used to achieve production controls.

Bridge Material

The process of vacuum deposition is capable of fabricating films

irom an enormous variety of materials and many have been con-

sidered for the ordnance bridge application. Table 1 summarizes

an evaluation of several likely candidates.

Substrate (Headsr) Material

Conventional orinance device header materials (glasses and ce-

ramics) are, in general, suitable for thin film bridges. For one-

ampere/one-watt no-fire devices employing priwaries such as lead

styphnate or lead azide, the bridge area required for a glass

substrate is approximately 0.0036 square inch, or 0.045 inch by

0.080 inch. For a ceramic (AI203) substrate, the area is

approximately 0.0006 square inch, or 0.025 inch by 0.025 inch.

Either of these dimensions will fit nicely between 0.040 inch

diameter pins on 0.094 inch centers in single or dual bridge

designs. The use of a material with high thermal conductivity,

such as beryllium oxide, would be required only in a very

unusual application.

A polished surface finish is necessary for achieving desirable

product uniformity and a high process yield. However, it is

not a technica necessity. Surface cracks from grinding and
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voids or cracks in ceramic-to-metal braze innerfaces are

critical defects. Cleanliness is also a critical factor and

requires thorough processing.

Units in production at Unidynamics utilize both glass and

ceramic substrates. For processing simplification, glass-

to-metal seals with flush bridging surfaces are preferred

over recessed designs, and separate ceramic substrates to be

assembled after bridging are preferred over brazed ceramic

headers.

Deposition Variables

Several variables are of significance in the vacuum deposition

process. Those which are of primary concern are substrate

temperature, deposition rate, and residual atmosphere in the

vacuum chamber. Substrate temperature affects the mobility

of the atoms as'they condense onto the surface and largely

determines the degree and type of crystalline structure in the

metallic film. Deposition rate and residual atmosphere compo-

sition and pressure also influence the crystal structure by

controlling the absorptior of gaseous inclusions into the film

during its formation. This controlled inclusion of gas atoms

is of considerable importance in determining the electrical

properties of the film, e.g., resistivity, temperature coeff.-

cient of resistance, and stability.* The interrelationship of

*Stability as used-Here is defined as the percentage change in
resistance during a 24 hour anneal at OO F in air atmosphere
or its equivalent.
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these variables is complex and not thoroughly understood. .

Figure 2 illustrates the general nature of the relatioiship

between stability, depo:sition rate, and substrate temperature

at a particular chambrr pressure for a chromium film. At a

different pressure the pattern will be reshaped. Figure 3

illustrates the relationship between temperature coefficient

of resistance, stability, and z-!istivity.

VACUUM DEPOSITION EQUIPMENT

The major equipment used for thin film bridging at Unidynamics

is shown in Figure 4. At the far left in the photograph is

a laminar flow clean bench for handling clean headers and for

header and tooling storage. At the right is a commercial

thin film evaporator. The instrument console contains (from

top to bottom) a deposit rate controller, vacuum gauge, auto-

matic pressure controller, resistance monitor with manual and

automatic shut off, current meters, and a substrate temperature

controller. Bridging tooling for one device is shown on tne

table beside the bell jar.

THIN FILM BRIDGE PRODUCTS

Unidynamics/Phoenix has produced a number of electroexplosive

devices employing vacuum deposited thin film bridges. The

figures on the following pages present design and performance
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data for some of these devices, as follows:

Figures 5 and 6 - Detonators

Figure 7 - Squib

Figure 8 - Actuator

In addition to producing these devices, Unidynamics has con-

ducted several thin film programs for special test applications

and advanced research.

TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULTS OF

SEVERAL POTENTIAL FILM BRIDGE MATERIALS

TEMPERATU RE
EASE OF MECHANICAL CHEMICAL TEIET RE

METAL FABRICATION PROPERTIES PROPERTIES RESISTIVITY COEFFICIENT STABILITY
____ ____ __ ____ ___ ___ _ __ ____ _ or RESISTANCE

GOLD GOOD GOOD GOOD LOW HIGH GOOD

PALLADIUM GOOD GOOD GOOD LOW HIGH VERY GOOD
ALUMINUM GOOD POOR t GOOD LOW HIGH GOOD

COPPER GOOD POOR POOR LOW HIGH GOOD

SILVER GOOD POOR POOR LOW HIGH GOOD

CHROMIUM DIFFICULT GOOD GOOD MEDIUM LOW GOOD
NICKEL/CHROM. DIFFICULT GOOD GOOD MEDIUM HIGH LOW GOOD

OTHER ALLOYS DIFFICULT GOOD GOOD LOW TO HIGH LOW TO HIGH GOOD

PLATINUM DIFFICULT GOOD GOOD LOW HIGH GOOD

NICKEL DIFFICULT POOR GOOD MEDIUM VERY HIGH GOOD
TANTALUM DIFFICULT GOOD GOOD MEDIUM HIGH LOW GOOD
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FIGURE 1
GENERAL TEMiPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS
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DISCUSSION

Surface finish of the substrate is not critical for deposition of thin

film bridges but a smooth surface is desirable to obtain uniform bridge quail-

ties including a tight spread in electrical resistance. Direct deposition

has been made on glass and ceramic materials as sealed in a header. The

ceramics were first sandblasted to remove scale. The usable yield in this pro-

cess is less than in the case where surface preparation is made, but the pro-

cess will work.

Pin connections are made by means of a conductive silver-bearing epoxy

cement. While the amine cured expoxies are used in some explosive devices,

these amines may have adverse effects on specific explosive materials.
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1-7 PRESSURE D1-7 P~SUR-CONTROLLED

ROPELIAI.--ACTUATED DEVICES

V.W. Drexelius and M.L. Schimmel
McDonnell Aircraft Company

St. Louis, Missouri

INTRODUCTION

Propellant-Actuated Devices (PAD) are used for aerospace applications to

perform a variety of functions including personnel ejection, canopy removal,

and parachute deployment. Generally, theoe units exhibit high-peak breech

pressures and associated structural reaction loads. McDonnell Aircraft Compaun

has recently developed a parachute catapult (patent pending) which operates at

controlled, unifonm pressure (high piezcmetric efficiency) permitting a sig-

nificant increase in performance flexibility.1'2 Prior tc this development,

the following factors prevented or discouraged a more extensive use of PAD.

(1) Part of the weight advantage of PAD is offset by the substantial

structure required to withstand the impulsive loads.
3

(2) A second disadvantage is the relatively long developaent time nor-

mally associated with PAD. Reference (4) details a typical program,

employed by Frankford Arsenal, in which a minimm of 24 test firings

are made with "boilerplate" moc'ls before prototype, or flight weight,

evaluation begins. Computer programs for predicting performance have

been suggested as a means of expediting PAD design. 5

(3) PAD generally must perform satisfactorily over a wide range of am-

bient temperatures. Thus, the PAD output must be adequate at the

lowest operating temperature, while the weight of the device itself

as well as that of supporting structure is determined by the pressure

and loads associated with the highest operating temperature.
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The design principle of the KcDonnell pressure-controlled device, *dich

essentially eliminates the above disadvantages, is based on use of urushable

honeycomb to control operating pressure within narrow limits. The use of

similar honeycomb elements to quantitate explosive output was described at the

Fifth Symposium on Electroexplosive Devices. 6 The pressure-controlled PAD

design is presently being used for recovery parachute deployment of the F-1l

Crew Module, built by McDonnell under contract to General Dynamics Corporation.

When incorporated into the M dule, the device fulfilled requirements for in-

creasing the velocity of parachuts deployment by 50 percent without modifying

support structure or increasing catapult operating pressure. Ballistic prin-

ciples involved are illustrated in the following sections by comparing the

design, development, and performance of both the original, conventional F-1l

catapult, and the presently employed pressure-controlled catapult.

CONVENTIONAL CATAPULT
The initial catapult requirement for the F-1l Crew Module was to deploy

a 115-pound recovery parachute at a velocity of 30 ft/sec. The catapult was

of conventional design, and its development and performance are described in

order to provide a baseline for comparison with the pressure-controlled cata-

pult.

Design

Figure 1 illustrates design of thA initial F-1l Crew Module catapult.

Initiation is accomplished by redundant Shielded Mild Detonating Cord (SMDC)

inputs which deflect P. deformabla firing pin to fire the #49 primer. The primer

ignites zirconium, barium chromate ignition material, which in turn ignites black

powder for initial pressurization, and 5.5 grams of double base, multiperforated

granu ar propellant- typical of that used in similar catapults. Combustion

pressure acts on the head of the inner barrel, and part of the combustion gases

is ported through the pressure bleed passage to thi5 annulus between the inner
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and outer barrels to enhance snubbing at end of stroke. The inner barrel is

attached to a parachute pan which transmits force to the parachute throughout

the catapult stroke.

Develoment

The problems encountered during dovelopment were typically a result of the

wide range of operating temperatures, -65- to 2001, combined with the require-

ment for a minimu weight design. Pressure-time curves obtained over this tem-

perature range (Figure 2) illustrate the nature of the problem. When the catapult

was fired at +200F, a pressure spike of 3000 psi resulted. The design nf both

the catapult and support structure was based on this value, even though the

catapult generally operated below 2000 psi. While the pressure spike could be

reduced by increasiv%,S tie initial free volume, this resulted in unacceptable

ignition delays at -65 "F. The curves shown in Figure 2 were considered an

optimumtrade-off, and the design was released for qualification testing.

Perforumce

Qualification testing consisted of a total of 60 catapult firings, divided

between high, low, and ambient temperatures, after exposure to various military

environments. These included vibration, shock, temperatur cycling, 6-.foot drop,

humidity, salt spray, and sand and dust. Results of these tets are tabulated

in Figure 3.

PRESSURE-CONTROLLD CATAPULT

Shortly after qualification testing of the 30 ft/sec catapult, F-ill Crew

Module systens tests showed that parachute deployment characteristics were not

optimized over the entire escape envelope. Specifically, more rapid parachute

opening was desired at "Zero-zero" conditions; that is, initiation of the escape

system when the Crew Module had no forward velocity and was at ground level. An

investigation of various alternative means of accomplishing more rapid parachute

opening concluded that minimnu redesign and weight penalty would be incurred by
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increasing the parachute ejection velocity to 45 ft/sec. However, the required

50 percent increase in velocity is equivalent to a 225 percent increase it n

catapult energy output. Because Crev odule structure supporting the catapult

had already been designed and fabrication begun, it wa most desirable not to

exceed peak structural loads imposed by the 30 ft/sec catapult. uamination of

the pressure-time curves of Figure 2 reveal a moderate piescmetric efficincy.

If the criteria of no increase in structural reaction loads were to be achieved,

the piezcmetric efficiency of the ballistic system had to be increased. The

conventional meth I of increasing this efficiency includes the selection and/or

development A L--buning propellant to provide a square-shaped pressure-time

curve. Generally, this requires a considerable expenditure of time and funds

and results in a greater variation in performance over the temperature extremes

because of burning rate-temperature sensitivity. Previous work a McDonnell 7

showed that using precalibrated crushable honeyccmb elements to measure output

of propellant cartridges resulted in combustion taking place at essentially

constant pressure, Udependent of ambient temperature. Accordingly, 4 honey-

comb element with crush characteristics as illustrated in Figure 4, vas selected

for use in the 45 ft/sec catapult in an attempt to control operating pressure at

a level no higher than the maximum experienced with the 30 ft/sec catapult, thus

eliminating the need for structural redesign.

The pressure-controlled catapult is shown in Figure 5. The design changes

required were: 1) increase the cartridge prope"'la it ) 4A% A V.Vuyc

element and sliding ionier piston, and 3) lengthen the inner and outer barrels

in order to accommodate the honeycomb element. Pressure control is achieved by

crushing of the honeyccmb Aien the pressure above the piston results in a load

greater than the honeycomb can withstand. Since, as shown in Figure 4, after

initial crippling, the honeycomb crushes at an essentially constant load for
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up to 75 percent of its free length, use of the honeycoub within Those limits

closely regulates catapult pressure.

Doveloirnnt

Figure 6 illustrates typical pressure-time curves obtained during extreme

temperature test firings of the pressure-controlled catapult. Note the increased

piezometric efficiency and resulting absonce of the pressure spike previously

found in the high temperature firing of the conventional catapult. This elimin-

ated the need for structural redesign. More initial free volume was provided

by the design of the sliding inner piston, and the rate of pressure rise is con-

siderably slower than for the conventional catapult. Possibly, incorporation of

the honeycomb element eliminates, or at least reduces, the need for initial free

volume.

Performance

The pressure-controlled catapult vas subjected to the same qualification

program as the conventional cataplilt. In this case, however, the required

parachute ejection velocity Mas 45 ± 10 ft./sec. The catapult successfully

passed qualification with the performance tabulated in Figure 7. Of particular

importance is the evidence that catapult performance showed no statistial dif-

ference over the environmental temperature extremes. A significant difference

exists in the extent of honeycomb crush and therefore in the energy absorbed by

the honeycomb at the three temperatures. These differences may be accounted for

by the rates of heat transfer from the combustion gases into the catapult tubes

at each temperature. That is, at -65 0F, the rate of haat loss into the tubes

is quite high, and there is little excess energy to be absorbed by the honeycomb,

while at -f200 0 F, the rate of heat loss is much less, and more energy is absorbed

by the honeycomb. The burning-rate versus taperature sensitivity has also been

significantly reduced over conventional applications.

A photograph of the pressure-controlled catapult is shown in Figurb 8, and

a tabulation comparing it to the conventional catapult is shown in Figure 9.
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OTHER APPLICATIONS OF PRESURE-C MInDU

AdjUstable Oulyut Actuator

Controlling PJD operating pressure with crushable honeycomb provides a

degree of flexibility not usually available. For exAmple, Figure 10 illustrates

how the output of an actuator may be adjusted by selecting a honeycomb element

of the desired crush strength. No change in cartridge is reqtuizd. At the

outset, the cartridge should be sized for the largest expected out-pt require-

mtnt. If later nystem tests indicate that a lower output is required, a weaker

honeycomb elemei.t can be substituted thereby minimizing redisign, retest, and

requalification.

Pefulated Pressure Source

Many aerospace applications require a source of regulated high-pressure gas

which is commonly supplied by a pressurized gas bottle equipped with an explosive

valve to release the gas and a pressure regulator to deliver the gas at the

desired presure. The design shown in Figure 11 cmbines the above three fune-

tions in a single device vhich provids regulated gas pressure frca i cartridge.

" The use of crushable honeycomb in PAD provides a means of controlling oper-

ating pressure and resulting struatinal loads ithin narrow limits.

" Ballistics are simplified because the propellant is burned at a constant,

predictable pressure.

" Output variation at extreme temperaturer is reduced or eliminated,

" PAD output can be varied by selecting a hoseyccmb element of the desired

strength. No cartridge change in required.

" This design technique also may be used to provide a source of regulAted gas

pressure.
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Figure I - Conventional Catapull Design
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Figure 2 - Conventional Catapult Development Firings

TEMPERATURE (0F) PARACHUTE EJECTION VELOCITY (FT'SEC)
AVERAGE HIG3H LOW [STANDARD DEVIATION Or)

-65 27.4 33.3 20.0 4.0

70 29.3 35.9 21.6 3.6

200 30.5 J38.3 22.0 4.5

Figure 3 - Conventional Catapult Performance
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"BOTTOM OUT"
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V HONEYCOMB DESCRIPTION
2000 OUTSIDE DIAMETER 1.60 IN.-
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Figure 4 -Honeycomb Crush Characteristics
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TEMPERATURE PARACHUTE EJECION VELOCITY AVERAGE HONEYCOMB
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AVERAGE HIGH ILOW sTAN6ARD DEVIATION (a)

-65 44.2 48.5 4 I.F 2.1 1.0

70 43.4 45.5 37.8 2.12.

200 44.2 47.6 40.4  2.3 .

Figure 7-Pressure-Controlcd Cata pult Performance
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1-8 DETACHED ELECTRODE ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES*

By D.H. Chamberlain and R.H. Stresau

R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc., Spooner, Wis.

INTRUDUCTION

A "detached electrode electroexplosive device" doesn't

look like an electroexplosive device (Figure la). It is

more like a stab or flash initiated primer or detonator,

from which it differs only in that the sensitive-end closure

disc is generally thinnor and of a high resistivity alloy.

By itself it is not an electroexplosive device. Only when

it is contacted by an external electrode of suitable design

(Figure lb) does it assume the properties of an electro-

explosive device.

The concept of the d'atached electrode electroexplosive

device was disclosed by the R. Stresau Laboratory to the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, in November 1964.

Interest was expressed at that time but, due to the lack

of specific applications, no task was assigned under the

then existing contract to reduce the concept to practice.

*Based on work p3rformed for the U. S. Naval Weapons Center,
Corona Laboratories Corona, California under Contract
No. N00123-67-C.-0506.
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A few internally sponsored experiments yielded interesting

results, some promising and some discouraging, during 1965,

1966, and 1967.

Toward the end of 1967 a task was assigned by the Naval

Weapons Center, Corona Laboratories (successor to the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona) to study the feasibility

of extending the concept described above to include stab

as well as electrical sensitivity. The results of this

investigation are given in Reference 1. The promising

results of this investigation led to the assignment of a

task to study the feasibility of an application to a

specific safety and arming device (of the type commonly

referred to as the "Mickey Mouse" safety and arming device

because of an imagined resemblance to the watch of that

name). This study has been reported in Reference 2.

In late 1968 an "internal arming electric detonator", based

on the concept described above, was proposed, and a few

experiments have been performed to develop design criteria

for such a device.

In this paper an effort will be made to convey the data

regarding detonators based on this concept which have been

obtained to date.

DETONATOR DEWCRIPTION

Design and Construction 4
Depending upon the properties desired and the conditions
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under which it is to be used, a detonator in accordance

with the general concept outlined above might be of any

of several designs. However, all of the detonators used

in this investigation (except a few which were the subject

of very preliminary tests) were of the construction described

bt~tw.

The typical detonator of this investigation had a case of

stainless steel hypodermic needle tubing, one end of which

was closed by a very thin disc of stainless steel secured

to the case by means of a 3600 resistance seam weld. The

flash and priming charge, a stab-sensitive priming mix,

was loaded directly against the closure disc and the load-

ing completed as shown in Figure 2 and 3. In most experi-

ments, sswing needles were used as combination electrode-

firing pins.

Initially, the stab-electric detonator was the small unit

shown in Figure 2. This unit proved very i.teresting,

but it was suggested that the detonator be made with

dimensions more similar to those of the Stab Detonator

I-55. It was then decided to try a unit to fit design3

under current consideration* as shown in-Figure 3. To

obtain a proper weld of the 0.0001 in stainless steel

film to the tubing, ten 300 mfd condensers charged to 290 V

were discharged through the detonator-holder electrode

(Figure 4) and the brass foil electrode. The unit was
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then placed in a die and the stainless foil was punched

cleanly from the tube, leaving the end covered. When

loaded, the detonator was plbced foil end down on a per.

fectly flat base to preclude tearing of the stainless

steel. When loaded, the units are handled gently due to

their stab sensitivity.

Explosives Tested

Explosive materials tested included RD-1333, PVA lead aside,

dextrinated lead azide, silver aside, NOL-130 priming mix,

NOL-130 priming mix made with materials of extra fine

particle size, RDX, and NOL Varicomps. Descriptions of

these materials are as follows:

1. RD-1333 (H) lead aside purchased from Hanley Industries,

St. Louis, made in accordance with the recipe of Dz. Taylor.

RD-1333, which is made in a carboxy methyl cellulose

solution, has properties similar to those of FVA lead

azide.

2. RD-1333 (D) lead aside purchased from E. I. DuPont De

Nemours & Co. in June, 1967.

3. PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) lead azide purchased from the

Olin Mathiesen Chemical Co. in July 1960 and certified

by that company to be in accordance with MIL-L-3055 (dated

30 Sept. 1945) and amendment #1 (dated 24 March 1952) and

E. C. 0 23505-S-ANR. Polyvinyl alcohol load aside is a
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patented proprietary preparation of the Olin Mathiesen

Chemical Co.

4. Dextrinated lead azide purchased from DuPont in June

1967, and certified by that company to be in accordance

with IdIL-L-3055 (dated 30 Sept 1945) and E. C. 0 23505-S-ANR.

5. Silver a.zide (H-4) purchased from the Hanley Industries

in Nov. 1967. Microscopic examination of this material

indicated that its particle distribution is from 2 to 50AA.

6. Silver azide (H-1) purchased from Hanley Industries

in Aug. 1966, having a particle distributio of less ;han

2/A

7. RDX (X-334) Type B, Class A, furnished by NOLiWhite

Oak; made at Holston Ordnance Works by the Bachman process.

8. RDX (X-334) Type B, Class E, furnished by NOL/White

Oak for general use in connection with work for NOL/Corona.

Class E RDX per specification must pa.s a No. 325

mesh screen. Microscopic examination of this material

indicates that its distribution ranges from a few to 44/A,

which will just pass the No. 325 screen.

9. RDX (E-2) purchased from Canadian Arsenals Limited

(their batch E-40) in Aug. 1964. This material is certified

to meet the requirements of U. S. Specification MIL-R-00398C

(Ord.). Microscope examination shows it to be appreciably



finer than RDX X-177, ranging up to about 25 maximum

particle diameter.

10. NOL-130 Priming zix, mixed in accordance with the gtandard

procedure and compositions with the following exceptions:

a. Antimony sulphide-antimony trisulphide, red tech-

nical grade, quality control Code #5; Bell Co, Rutherford, N. J.

b. Barium nitrate - Mallinckrodt Analytical Reagent,

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis. Meets A. C. S.

specifications.

c. Lead Azide - RD-1333 (H) lead aside (see i. above).

11. NOL.-1 D extra fine particle size priming mix, mixed

in accordance with the standard procedure and compositions

as in 11. h'ove, with the following exceptionsA

a. The barium nitrate is hand shaken for 20 min, using

a U. S. No. 140 sieve. Only the portion passing through

the sieve is used.

b. The lead aside is polyvinyl alcohol le*. side

that has been milled for 16 hours.

c. The antimony trisulphide is passed through a U. S.

No. 325 sieve.

(It is noted that this mixture and procedure did not

prove to be more sensitive electrically nor was the stab

sensitivity as great as that of the NO YIt VrifLTg mix.)

12. Varicomps, RDX/calcium-stearate binary system explo-

sives furnished by NOL/White Oak for general use in con-
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nection with work for NOL/Corona.

13. Lead styphnate, normal lead styphnite purchased from

Olin Mathiesen in 1962 and certified to applicable Lilitary

specification. Milled 24 hours in a ball mill with glass

marbles.

&Y.PUIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Pulse Sensitivity Test

Pulse sensitivity determinations were made by m3ans of

Bruceton tests (as described in Ref. 3), using the capacitor

discharge circuit shown schematically in Figure 5, in

which the controlled variable was the voltage to which

the capacitor was charged. The mechanical arrangement

(Figure 6) consisted of a needle electrode held by a

"s, esaw" holding device. In this test a detonator was

placed in a brass electrode holder iich was placed on a

steel witness block. The needle electrode was lowered

against the stainler3 steel top of the detonator. Approx-

imately 8.5 grams were placed on the drill rod section of

the needle electrode holder to ensure proper contact. Two

types of needle electrodes were used, sewing needles

which have a point radius of 1.5 mils and steel phono-

graph needles which have a point radius of 3 mils.

The experimental arrangement shown in Figure 7 was intended

to simulate the safety and arming device colloquially re-

ferred to as "Mickey Mouse" and similar to that shown in

Ref. 4. In this fixture, leaf spring type electrodes
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(Figure 8) were inserted and clamped into position. The

rotor was rotated to the armed position and the detonator

tested.

The leaf spring electrode (Figure 8) had an adjustable

angle () to which the tip of the electrode could be bent.

There were two angles (a.) to which the electrodes in these

tests were adjusted; they were 450 and 700.

Steady State Current Sensitivity

The mechanical arrangement for the steady state current

sensitivity tests was the same as that with the pulse sen-

sitivity test (Figure 6). For the steady state tests only

sewing needle electrodes were used. A Bruceton test was

used in which the current was applied for one minute or

such shorter time as it took to fire. It should be noted

that the detonator holder and witness block served as heat

sinks in these tests.

Stab Sensitivity Test

Stab sensitivity determinations also ware made by means

of Bruceton tests (as described in Ref. 3), in which the

controlled variables were weight (0.1 oz) and height. In

these testst a loaded detonator was placed in a Delrin

holder, which was placed on a steel witness block (Figure

9) on a Varicomp sample (Figure 10) which was on a witness

block. This unit was placed under an electromagnet, the

firing needle insertedq and tho firing chamber closed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pulse Sensitivity

Pulse sensitivity was found to vary with flash charge

material, input end closure disc thickness, and electrode

configuration.

Results of these tests are given in Table 1. Unfortunately,

(from the point of view of fundamental research) the exper-

iments which were performed were in groups, each group

being directed toward evaluating the applicability of the

concept to a specific application. For this reason, as

may be noted in Table 1, there was some tendency to change

more than one variable at a time. For example, there are

no .data whereby NOL-130 priming mix can be compared with

the lead styphnate or the silver azide flash charges in

detonators of the same dimensions. However, it would not

be expected that the thermal sensitivity of NOL-130 would

be greatly different from that of lead styphnate or silver

azide, and in most practical applications the differences

in the pulse sensitivity of the detonators loaded with the

three explosives tested are essentially equivalent.

The effect of the larger point radius of the phonograph

needle electrode was expected to result in a higher thres-

hold energy than was observed with the sharper sewing

needle, as might be predicted from Equation 7 of the

Appendix. However, as may be noted, it resulted in a more

sensitive though more variable combination. It is believed
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that a detailed investigation and analysis of the geometry

of the contact would yield an explanation of this apparent

reversal. It is of interest to note that, when a combination

leaf spring electrode such as is shown in Figure 8 is used,

the angle between the point and the surface is of critical

importance. The results obtained with such electrodes

(Figure 8) reported in Table 1 seem to be consistent with

Equation 7 of the Appendix.

The energy requirement of detonators with a one mil thick

end closure, as may be noted, is over 80 times that of

similar detonators with an end closure of 0.1 mil thick

rather than 10 times as would be predicted from Equation

7 of the Appendix. The several factors which contribute

to this apparent discrepancy are:

1. The Appendix ignores the axial distribution of

the current and heat in the end closure disc, assuming a

circularly symAmetrical distribution.

2. The cooling time of the thicker disc is probably

shorter than that of the thin disc, and at the same time

the condenser discharge time was increased by a factor of

8 so that heat losses from the hottest spot during the

discharge must be appreciably greater.

3. The lower electrical resistivity of the end

closure, which serves aa a bridge element, increases the

importance of series resistance at contacts and elsewhere

in the firing circuit.
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Steady State Current Sensitivity

Dimensions of steady state threshold firing current were

made for detonators of the dimensions shown in Figure 2

with input end closure disc thicknesses of 0.1 and 1.0

mils. The mean threshold firing current for the detonators

with 0.1 mil thick end closure was 0.71 amperes and that

for the units with 1.0 mil end closure was 2.55 amperes.

Stab Sensitivity

The mean stab sensitivity obtained from a 20 shot Bruceton

test was 0.093 in. oz with a standard deviation of 0.0128

in. oz. In this test, sewing needles were used as firing

pin's. This sensitivity (about 20% of the energy require-

ment of the M-55 detonator) is attributable to the combinaticn

of the very thin cover disc and the very small firing

pin point. Previous experience with the same priming mix

loaded at tde same pressure indicates that most of this

is the result of the firing pin dimensions, which are

smaller than those of the firing pin usually used with M-55.

The sensitivity of primers without covers is essentially

that of the M-55 and is not affected by the application

of covers similar to that in the M-55.

Applications

Detached electroexplosive devices are smaller and potentially

much less expensive than other electroexplosive devices
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because of elimination of the "header" or "plugs" through

which electrodes are introduced. In addition, since they

do not acquire the properties of electroexplosive devices

until the electrodes are apr)lied (which can be part of the

"arming" process) they are safer against prematurely applied

electrical signals than other electroexplosive devices

(with the possible exception of exploding bridgewfre devices).

These properties can be applied in any of a variety of

miniaturized fuzes and safety and arming devices suchas,

for example, the internal arming electric detonator shown

in Figures 11 and 12.

Their adaptability as stab sensitive devices makes it

possible to use them in applications where a mechanical

back-up is desired in an electrical firing system. Such

an application is illustrated in Figure 11.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIENDATIONS

It may be concluded that detached electrode devices

of electrical input characteristics similar to those of

existing electroexplosive devices used in ordnance are

quite feasible and that such electroexplosive devices have

several advantages over oter types of clectroexplosive

devices which should give them a wide Yange of applicability.

The relationshIp between the characteristics and the

(jimensions which would be expectbd to affect them has been

shown experimentally to be somewhat more complex than was

predicted on the basis of a 2 dimensional model of current
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and heat distribution and considerable study will be

necessary before such devices can be designed with accur-

ately predicted input characteristics other than those

which have been observed and reported herein. A practical

design of electrodes and detonators has been demonstrated.

It is recommended that detached electrode electroexplosive

devices be considered in future designs where electrical

initiation of explosives is required. At this stage, it is

also recommended that close liaison be established and

maintained between fuze designers and those engaged in the

design and development of the detonators.
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Appendix

DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY IN AN ANNULAR
EED FILM-BRIDGE ELEMENT

For single-pin electroexplosive devices, the simplest possible
electrode arrangement is coaxial and, where film bridges are to be
used, the simplest bridge configuration is that of an annulus connect-
ing the coaxial electrodes. Since, in wire bridge devices, it has been
found that the threshold energy requirement is generally proportional
to the volume of the bridgewire, it is reasonable to suppose that the
general threshold condition for initiation can be expressed in terms
of the "energy density" (assuming that the energy is deposited by an
electrical pulse of duration short in comparison with the time required
for significant redistribution of the resulting heat by conduction or
other heat transfer mechanism) in the bridge element. For an annular
bridge element of the kind described above, the energy density (dq/dv,
where dq is the quantity of energy deposited in a differential volume,
dv, of the bridge element) can be estimated as follows:

The total energy delivered to the bridge element is equal to:

Q = i2 dRdt (1)

where

Q = energy deposited

i = the instantaneous current

dR = an element of resistance

dt = an element of time
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Assuming that the resistivity of the bridge material is constant,
the resistance dR of the circular increment of the bridge element at
radius r and width dr is given by:

dR = 2 -dr (2)
21T rT

where p is the resistivity of the bridge material and T is the thickness
of the bridge element. In terms of the "action integral" A= idt,
equations (1) and (2) may be combined:

Ap _r Ap (3
2W -T- -T n -(3)

r1

where r1 and r2 are smaller and larger radius, respectively.

(4)
dr 2-rTr

and, since dv = ZrTdr,

dq_ Ap ,(5)

dv 2

For threshold firing conditions, the maximum energy density
that at r has a value.De, which is a characteristic of the combination
of bridge and flash charge materials, is expressed as

D dq Ap(6)
e dv 2rT)3De  - -(2wriT)

Ap = De(2rrIT)

Substituting in Equation (3),

2r
Q 2r TD In-- (7)
t e r2

4
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MECHANICALLY LIMITS; ONLY ONE
SWITCH CAN BE CLOSED AT ONE TIME

CHARGING SWITCH
/-O#M ERCURY FIRING

Stl I T CH

S.T DETONATOR

ELECTROLY1IC
CAPACITOR
O.5uF

FIGURE 5 PULSE FIRING TEST CIRCUIT

ELECTRODE COPPER DRILL ROD-FIRING PI N \CRADLE CONNECTOR

BRASS ELECTRODE DETONATOR

0.1 in.

0.75 in.

\STEEL WITNESS COPPER CRAQ LE

BLOCK (SEE SAW)

FIGURE 6 ELECTRICAL SENSITIVITY TEST SYSTEM
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1-9 DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW-COST DETONATOR
FOR PRECISE SYNCHRONIZATION

GIORDANO MELANI
USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21005

INTRODUCTION

Explosive tests involving the use of high-speed instrumentation

such as framing cameras, streak cameras, and oscilloscopes require de-

tonators to have a functioning time which is reproducible to within

about + 0.1 usec. The detonators must function with this precision

when used with various lengths of firing cable. In practice it may be

used either singly or in parallel with other detonators, hence, the

functioning time should be relatively insensitive to voltage. In addi-

tion they must be sofe to handle, have a reasonable shelf life, and be

as inexpensive as consistent with desired performance.

Prior to 1962, the standard Army detonator M36 met most of the

above requirements (except that it had an uncertainty in functioning

time of about + 1.0 psec). The M36 detonator contained mercury fulmin-

ate enclosed in a gilding-metal case. By 1962, the supply of M36 de-

tonators which had been manufactured in 1945 was nearly exhausted and

those remaining showed serious deterioration in their performance

characteristics.

The M36A1, which contained lead styphnate as an igniter, super-

seded the M36. However, experience at the Ballistic Research Labora-

tories (BRL) with M36A1 detonators drawn from Army stock showed their

performance to be erratic with variations in functioning time as large

as 20 Usec. Since the M36AI detonators drawn from stock were quoted
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at a cost of $0.31 each, it was assumed that they were manufactured

under a large quantity contract. When a sample was tested from a

current small production run (see Table 1), the functioning times mea-

sured from 4.1 to 7.0 usec giving a range of 2.9 psec. However, the

price was in the neighborhood of $3.50 each in lots of 5,000.

For a period of time, groups at BRL found it necessary to con-

struct exploding bridgewire detonators* for shots requiring small vari-

ations in functioning time. A number of companies were approached to

make such detonators on a commercial basis but were either uninterested

or else submitted price estimates comparable with the cost of exploding

bridgewire detonators made at BRL. A thorough canvas of all possible

sources was made to have more M36 detonators manufactured or else to

develop a modification of this detonator. The only response came from

the Flare-Northern Division of Atlantic Research Corporation at West

Hanover, Massachusetts**. This report describes results obtained durirg

the development program and gives functioni.ng-time data for samples of

the detonator, designated as ARC NND-211, taken from current production.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The Functioning-Time Test

The functioning time of the detonators was determined by using an

occilloscope to measure the time interval between application of the

high voltage firing pulse to the detonator and the emergence of the

detonation wave from the output end of a plastic bonded RDX booster

*The George Washi .gton Research Laboratory Quarterly Progress Report

No. 20, Contract No. DA-18-064-404-CML-165, Project No. 4-04-14-021,
Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland.

**Mr. Lewis Bettancourt of this company contributed substantially to the
developments here reported.
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and then subtracting the travel time of the detonation wave through

the booster. The high voltage pulse was monitored by means of a

Tektronix Type P-6013 capacitive voltage divider (1000:1 attenuation),

while the emergence of the detonation wave was detected by means of an

ionization probe on the end of the booster as shown schematically in

Fig. 1. The probe consists of two double-cotton-covered No. 38 copper

wires twisted together and connected to an RC circuit such that when

the highly ionized detonation wave emerges it discharges the charged

capacitor through the resistor and the voltage across the resistor is

displayed on the scope. For good time resolution the signals were dis-

played on a Tektronix 555 dual beam oscilloscope, and a typical record

is reproduced in Fig. 2. The upper beam was used to display both the

high voltage firinig pulse and the ionization probe signal, the two

being mixed by means of a Tektronix Type Z differential amplifier.

The lower beam was deAayed by an accurately determined time so as to

record only the ionization probe signal on a faster sweep, thus allow-

ing a more accurate determination of the time at which this signal

occurs.

Due tb the sensitivity of the scope to stray electrical impulses,

operation of the scope in the immediate vicinity of the high voltage

firing unit causes an uncertainty of + 0.03 Psec in the starting time

of the lower beam, and the determination of the functioning time is

uncertain by this amount.

Development

Both the M36 and the M36A1 detonators had an igniter compound
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around the bridgewire, followed by a lead azide charge and then by a

secondary explosive base charge. Since there was sufficient energy

available in the firing circuit at BRL to explode a 2-mil Nichrome

wire and initiate powdered PETN directly, it was thought that consid-

erable simplification and improvement could be achieved by eliminating

the igniter compound entirely, and using the bridgewire to initiate

lead azide directly. The first two tests verified that this approach

yielded a reliable functioning time detonator (see Table 2).

These first two lots of ten each were of crucial importance in

that they indicated immediately that the concept for this new detona-

tor was feasible. An examination of Table 2 shows that a considerable

amount of information was obtained from these two small lots, for in

addition to demonstrating feasibility, the data indicate which of two

types of t. Lide gives the better performance. The range in func-

tioning times (hereafter called the range) is 0.40 Usec with Lot No. 1

as compared with 0.15 usec with Lot No. 2, when fired thru 15 ft of

RG58A/U coaxial cable with A 1 f charged to 5 kV. This same ordering

occurred when two detonators were fired in parallel thru 50 ft of

RG58A/U cable using 5 kV, giving a range of 0.40 psec for'Lot No. 1

versus 0.20 jsec for Lot No. 2. In addition, some initial confidence

was obtained that the functioning time was not a strong function of

voltage, since dropping the voltage from 5 kV to 3 kV resulted in the

functioning time increasing from 2.50 to 2.80 psec. Also, firing two

detonators in parallel through a single 50 ft cable reduces the voltage

delivered to each detonator. When this was done, the functioning time
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increased to only 3.08 Usec compared to 2.50 psec for a single detonator

fired through 15 ft of cable. Finally, a single firing was also made

to show that these detonators would function from a low-voltage firing

source (6.3 v AC). This test showed that, in addition to being useful

for precision work with a high-voltage circuit, these detonators would

also be satisfactory for use with a low-voltage battery or hand generator

circuit when timing is not critical.

The next four lots of detonators were made using the better lot of

lead azide; however, the bridgewire diameter was varied by a factor of

2, from 1.0 mil to 2.0 mils. Each lot contained 10 detonators, all of

which were fired singly using 5 kV through 15 ft of RGS8A/U cable, so

as to furnish enough data for statistical analysis (see Table 3).

It can be seen that both the range and the estimated standard devia-

tion (o)* decreased as the wire diameter increased from 1.0 mil to 2.0

mils, with indications that both were leveling out in the range between

1.75 mils and 2.0 mils. Attention is drawn to the single high reading

in the 2.0 mil group, which deviates 15 a from the average. At the time,

the high reading was attributed to an unknown fault in either the firing

or recordi'ng circuits.

In the remaining four lots of detonators, which were made using the

better lot of lead azide and 1.75 mil bridgewire, the bridgewire was

either unplated or gold plated (for ease in assembling), and two diff-

erent loading pressures were used. Examination of these data, Table 4,

*"Statistical Manual. Methods of Making Experimental Inferences".

C. WV. Churchman. Pittman-Dunn Laboratories, Frankford Arsenal,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.1951.
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shows that there was no great effect from any of these variations.

Attention is again called to the single large deviation in Lot 9,

cause for which is unknown. The conclusion from these four lots (nos.

7, 8, 9, 10) is that either loading pressure is satisfactory in combin-

ation with either unplated or gold-plated bridgewires.

Initial Production

After completion of tests on the first 6 lots, a production con-

tract was let for 10,000 detonators. The specifications of this can-

tract covered only the performance of the detonator in its ability to

satisfactorily initiate a plastic bonded RDX booster pellet within a

certain maximum functioning time (less than 5.0 psac) with close toler-

ances on the allowable spread in the functioning time distribution.

Sampling for acceptance testing on the production contract was

set at 1 percent; but, for the manufacturer's aid and guidance, two

pme-production lots of 50 and 51 detonators were tested in their en-

tirety. Results obtained with the pre-production and production lots

are illustrated by the graphs in Figures 3, 4, and S.

As can be seen, these tests were conducted to measure a variety

of performance'characteristics. But for present purposes, attention

is concentrated on all firings of the first pre-production lot through

15 ft of RGS8A/U cable at 5.kV as given in Figure 3. It is observed

that two detonators had functioning times which deviated by about 3 a

from the average.

At the time, it was strongly felt that these long functioning

times could be attributed to faults in the firing cable which lowered
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the voltage delivered to the bridgewire and hence increased the time

required to initiate the lead azide. A second pre-production lot was

obtained from the manufacturer who also undertook to improve production

controls on this lot. Figure 4 displays the results from this lot. It

is evident that the large deviations of the first pre-production lot

have been avoided, giving a normal distribution curve with a = 0.05 usec.

Results from a production lot of 5,000 are given in Figure 5. Here,

it is evident that the sample is quite well represented by a normal

frequency distribution with an average = 2.49 usec and a = 0.07 usec.

In terms of deviation of individual detonators from the lot average,

it can be seen that 50 percent of the lot can be expected to have a

deviation of less than 0.05 psec, 2 out of 100 will have a deviation of

0.15 usec, while 2 out of 1,000 will have a deviation of 0.21 psec. The

above performance is for single detonators fired from 4 pF charged to

SkV through 15 ft of RG58A/U cable. Mhen the firing voltage is lowered

to 3 kV, the functioning time for siaigle detonators through 15 ft of

RG58A/U cable increases 0.2 usec to 2.7 Usec, and if 2 detonators are

fired in pa-rallel from a single 50 ft length of RG58A/U with 4 PF charged

to 5 kV, 'then the functioning time increases approximately 0.7 usec to

3,2 psec.

Current Production

Further improvements in the detonator have been made since its

initial development. The DC current which it will withstand has been

increased, and it has been designed to be immune to electrostatic dis-

charges from the human body*.

*"Electrostatic-Insensitive Detonator for Precise Synchronization", Boyd

C. Taylor, this Symposium.
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Also, experience has been gained in manufact.uring and in production

quality control of the item. The end result. is that the detonator

has exhibited a consistently reliable performance to date. Figure 6

is the functioning time distribution of a random sample from a current

proJuction contract. It is obvious that production control is excellent

and that the distribution is a normal one.

Dimensions, cost, and functioning times of the current model are

listed in Table 5.

SUMMARY

The need for, and development of, a reliable and inexpensive

detonator for precise synchronization have been described. The ARC-

NND-211 detonator which resulted from this program presently costs

$1.895 each in lots of 15:000. It has a functioning time of 2.42 usec,

with an estimated standard deviation of .045 psec when fired through

15 ft of RG58A/U coaxial cable from a 1 PF capacitor charged to 5 kV.

This functioning time is not highly sensitive to voltage since lowering

the voltage by a factor of 10 to 500 v increases the functioning time

by only a factor of 2 to 5.58 psec. In addition, the detonator can be

fired from a loii voltage source such as a hand gun.

This detonator utilizes many of the components and techniques

developed for the Army M36A1 .detonator, and consequently, benefits

from this source. The main departure from the M36A1 construction is

the use of a heavier bridgewire, which when either electrically heated

or exploded, initiates the lead azide directly. An additional depar-

ture was made from M36A1 specifications in that the present detonators
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were not made subject to the environmental tests that are required

for acceptance of the M36A1.

Further development of this detonator to render if imune to

electrostatic discharges from the human body is described in a com-

panion paper*.

TABLE 1

Detonator : M36A1
Source : Flare-Northern Division
Voltage : 3 kV
Cpacitance: 4 PF

Functioning Deviation

Time (lisec) (usec)

4.1 -1.3

4.7 -0.7

4.9 -0.5

S.1 -0.3

5.4 0.0

5.5 +0.1

5.8 +0.4

5.9 +0.5

7.0 +1.6

Average: 5.4
a : .8

Range : 2.9

* "Electrostatic-lnsensitive Detonator for Precise Synchroni.ation",
Boyd C. Taylor, this Symposium.
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TABLE 2

Detonator Experimental, Lots 1 & 2
Source :Flare-Northern Division
Voltage Various
Capacitance: 1; uF

Functioning Deviation Firing Conditions

Time ( psec) (iisec)

Lot 1: 2.8 -- 3 kv, 15 ft 1G58A/U

2.3 -0.2 5 kv, 15 ft RG58A/U
2.5 0.0 5 kv, 15 ft RG58A/U
2.5 0.0 5 kv, 15 ft RG58A/U
2.7 +0.2 5 kv, 15 ft EG58A/U

2.9 -0.2 5 1w, 50 ft RG58A/u
2 Dets in Parallel

3.0 -0.1 5 kv, 50 ft RG58A/U
2 Decs in Parallel

3.1 0.0 5 kv, 50 ft RG58A/UJ
2 Dets in Parallel

3.3 +0.2 5 1w, 50 ft RG58A/U
2 Dets in Parallel

Lot 2:

--- 6.3 v (AC), Fired O.K.

2.8 -- 3 1w, 15 ft RG58A/U

2.5 -0.10 5 1w, 15 ft RG58A/U
?.55 -0.05 5 k1w, 15 ft RU358A/U
2.65 +0.05 5 kv, 15 ft RG58A/U
2.65 +0.05 5 1w, 15 ft RG58A/u

3.1 -0.05 5 1w, 50 ft RG58A/U
2 Dets in Parallel

3.1 -0.05 5 1w, 50 ft RG58A/TU
2 Dets in Parallel

3.1 -0.C5 5 1w, 50 ft RG58A/U
2 Dets in Parallel

3.3 +0.15 5 kv, 50 ft RG58A/U

2 Dets in Parallel
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TABLE 3
Detonator: Experimental, Lots 3, 4, 5 & 6
Source : Flare-Northern Division
Voltage : 5 kv
Circuit : 4 pf Low Inductance Firing Unit, 15 ft RG58A/U Cable

Functioning Deviation Functioning Deviation

Ti'e (psec) (psec) Time (psec) (psec)

Lot 3, 1.0-mil Bridgewire: Lot 4, 1.5-mil Bridgewire:

2.42 -.07 2.46 -.07

2.46 -.03 2.51 -.02

2.46 -.03 2.52 -.01

2.48 -.01 2.52 -.01

2.50 +.Ol 2.54 +.Ol

2.50 +.Ol 2.54 +.Ol

2.50 +.l 2.54 +.O

2.52 +.03 2.54 +.Oi

2.54 +.05 2.58 +.05

2.56 +.07 2.58 +.05

Average: 2.49 Average: 2.53
.04 C : .03

Range : .14 Range : .12

Lot 5,1.75-mil Bridgewire: Lot 6, 2.0-mil Bridgewire:

2.60 -.03 2.60 -.07

2.60 -.03 2.62 -.05

2.60 -.03 2.64 -.03

2.62 -.01 2.64 -.03

2.62 -.01 2.64 -.03

2.62 -.01 2.66 -.01

2.62 -.01 2.66 -.01

2.64 +.Ol 2.66 -.01

2.64 +.Ol 2.66 -.01

2.68 +.05 2.94 +.27

Average: 2.63 If Discard High Reading:
a .02 Average: 2.67 Average: 2.64

Range : .08 a : .10 a : .02

Range : .34 Range : .06
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TABLE 11

.' it").: axpcrir~t~i, Lots '1, 8, 9, . 10
,' , :'1,u'e-.ortnerr, Division

, ' -, , rV
1,i, low nductance Firing Unit with 15-ft HG58A/U Cable

r ,Functioning
,ev iat ior Time Deviation

List".) (usec) (psec)

,t ,ol d rI t' ed, ow I resore: Lot 8, No Plating, Low Pressure: *

(. ) -. ,) j2.52 -. 04
0 2.52 -.04

.- .. ' 2.52 -. 04
2,53 -.03

,.,l-.,0, 2.5, -. 03
. -. o! 2.56 .00

0, .1O2.60 +.0l
2.60 +.Ol;

0) . 2.61 +.05
2.62 +.06

ver'"e:,. .5 1 Average: 2.56

pgc : . o0 iRange : .10

Lot 0, Gold lat.ed, High } ressxu-e:* Lot 10, No Plating, High Pressure:*

2. h -. 1,2 2.53 -. 02
2. 50 -. 08 2.53 -. 02
2.53 -. 05 2.53 -. 02
2.5 -. Olt 2.54 -. 01
2.5o -. 02 2.54 -.01
2.58 :)0 2.55 .00
2.59 +.01 2.55 .00
2.61 +.03 2.56 +.O1
2.8; +.26 2.58 +.03

OMITTING 2.84:

Average: 2.58 2.55 Average: 2.55
0 : .10 .05 a : .02

Range : .38 .13 Range : .05

*Loading Pressure: Final charge density is varied by this method.

TABLE 5

DETONATOR NND-211

DIMENSIONS, COST, AND FUNCTIONING TIMES

Diameter (in.) 0.285

Length of Body (in.) 0.532

Lead Length (in.) 6.0

COST, each for 15,000 Production Run $1.895

Functioning Time (usec):

Single Detonator, 15 ft RGS8A/U, 2.42
1 uF at 5 kV o a .045

Single Detonator, 1S ft RGS8A/U, 2.6
l uF at 3 kV a a .079

Two Detonators in Parallel fTom
Single Lead of 50 ft RGS8A/U,
4 PF at S kV 3.2
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1-10 ELECTROSTATIC-INSENSITIVE DETONATOR FOR PRECISE SYNCHRONIZATION

BOYD C. TAYLOR

USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21005

I. INTRODUCTION

By request of a user of the initial distribution* of the Atlantic

Research Corporation NN-D-211 detonator (ARC-211) the sensitivity of

these detonators to accidental electrostatic spark discharges was ex-

amined and the current design of the ARC-211 was developed. Since the

problem of static electricity hazard to detonators is not a simple .ne,

the investigation of this hazard was expanded to include considerable

detail, only part of which is reported here.

This investigation was organized to answer two basic questions

relevant to the electrostatic spark hazard to detonators. (1) What is

the source of the danger? and (2) How can the danger be minimized? The

answers to these questions produced by this investigation can be grouped

as follows:

(1) What is source electrostatic spark hazard to detonators?

(a) Electrostatic charge (energy) accumulated on human

body.

(b) Sensitivity of detonator to this energy

1) Across bridgewire

2) Bridgewire to case

(2) How can electrostatic spark hazard be minimized?

(a) By operator following established safety procedures

(b) By decreasing the sensitivity of detonator to electro-

static enorgy.

*"Development and Characteristics of a Low-Cost Detonator for Precise
Synchronization",, Giordanc Melani, this Symposium.
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1) Across bridgewire

2) Bridgewire to case

The present paper is concerned primarily with the solution (2)(b)

above, "decreasing the sensitivity of detonator to electrostatic energy."

In the author's opinion, many laboratories and installations lo-

cated in normally humid regions have had so little trouble from static

electricity in the past that their personnel have not become familiar

with the electrostatic spark sensitivity of commonly used electric de-

tonators, and have tended to forget or neglect safety procedures to pro-

tect against this hazard. However, operations using electro-explosive

devices are now being coiducted under many unusual conditions, both in

the field and in the laboratory, where static accumulation is possible.

Furthermore, such unusual conditions seem to be growing in number.

In addition, the use of synthetic fiber clothing is increasing,

and in many cases this clothing will readily generate static electricity

if it is untreated for static suppression, For instance, as shown by

repeated tests, if an ungrounded individual removes a plastic raincoat,

he acquires sufficient electrostatic energy to immediately initiate an

M36AI detonator. Explosive setups are becoming more complex and exotic,

with considerable use of static generating plastics. There are many

situations where personnel making the setup and detonator hookup can be r

'out of physical contact with an electrical earth ground unless this

point is kept constantly in mind.

II. RESULTS

A. Sensitivity of Detonators to Static Electricity
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1. Tests with Static Electricity from Human Body and from Equiva..

lent-Circuit for Human Body.

To convey some idea of the sensitivity of ARC-211 and M36AI

bridgewire type detonators to static energy stored on a human body and

discharged from this body to the detonator by means of an air spark,

the results in Table I are presented. For these particular experiments,

shown in Fig. 1, the subject was insulated from a 2 ft sq aluminum

ground plate by 0.25 in, thick polyethylene plus leather soled shoes.

The capacitance to ground of the subject, measured by a Kay-Lab Micro-

Miker Model 402A operating at 1 MHz, was 150 pF. Electrical contact to

the subject was by means of a 1 x 1 1/2 in. metal plwte strapped to mid-

forearm and connected by wire to a 1/2 in. diameter metal rod held in

the hand. The subject was charged to a positive high potential by

bringing the metal rod into contact with a terminal connected to the

high voltage power supply through a 33 MQ resistor, voltage on this

terminal was indicated by an electrostatic volmeter. The subject was

then discharged to the detonator by quickly moving the metal rod about

2 in. to another terminal connected by insulated cable to the detonator.

The two cables connecting the detonator to the apparatus were 6 ft

lengths of insulated core of RG58A/U coaxial cable, with the measured

capacitance between cables being 50 pF. Three pulses were applied to

the detonator at each voltage level until either the detonator fired or

withstood three pulses of 20 kV, the maximum voltage used in these tests.

Usually in testing detonators for sensitivity to static discharges

from the human body, the human body itself is not used, but instead it
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is approximated by an equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitor and

a resistor in series. Various values for the circuit constants, as well

as for the maximum voltage of the accumulated static charge, are given

by different investigators. For the limited purpose of this paper, the

equivalent circuit consisted of a 500 pF capacitor charged to 20 kV

maximu with a zero ohms series resistor. This combination was an ex-

tremely conservative one in that it delivered much more energy to a low

resistance bridgewire than would an actual human body charged to the

same voltage. Results obtained with this circuit are shown in Table 2.

As for the problem of establishing a realistic equivalent circuit

for the human body, several considerations should be mentioned. First,

there is the problem of measuring the dynamic resistance of the human

body for a high-voltage discharge (generally to one hand). This re-

sistance differs greatly from the value of 5,000 ohms or so accepted

for electrocardiographic recording. Second, there is the problem of

specifying the resistance of the air spark which is the means by which

the energy stored on the human body is transferred to the detonator.

Third, there is the difficulty of determining how to treat the possi-

bility that thd electrostatic energy stored on the human body might be

transferred first to some intermediate object and then to the detonator.
If the dynamic resistance of this intermediate object is appreciably

lower than that of the human body, this process can result in deliver-

ing sufficient energy to initiate the detonator in circumstances where

it could not be ipiated by a direct discharg3 from the human body.

As noted in Table 2, the human body equivalent circuit was dis-

charged by means of a SC22 hydrogen thyratron switch tube which has
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TABLE I

SENSITIVITY 3F DETONATORS TO STATIC ELECTRICITY
FROM HUMAN SUBJECT

CHARGING VOLTAGE (kV)

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0
000 X
000 000 X

CASE TO B1W OO0 ox
000 000 X

ARC-211 000 000 X
original 000

design 000
ACROSS BW 000

000
000
000
000

CASE TO BW 000
000

ARC-211 000
current 000
design 000

ACROSS BW 000
000
000

000 X
000 X

CASE TO BW 000 X
000 000 X
000 X
000 X
000 000 X

M36A 000 X
AChOSS BW 000 X

000 X

NOTES: 1. 0 indicates "no-fire" to single voltage pulse.
X indicates "fire" to single voltage pulse.
BW = bridgewire

2. Human subject standing w/shoes on 0.25" thick polyethylene
on 2 ft. square aluminum ground plate measured 150 pF.

3. Electrical connection between charged subject and detonator
lead was by air spark to a 0.5" ciameter rod held in hand
with a wire connecting the rod to a 1.5 square inch metal
plate strapped to middle of forearm.

4. Capacitance between the two leads (6 ft. length each) of
insulated core of RG58A/U cable connecting to the detonator
was 50 pF.

5. Positive pulse applied to case with BW grounded.
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TABLE 2

SENSITIVITY OF DETONATORS TO STATIC ELECTRICITY
FROM EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR HUMAN BODY

(500 pF IN SERIES WITH ZERO OINS)

CHARGING VOLTAGE (kV)

2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0
000 X
000 X

CASE TO BW 000 X
ARC-211 000 OOX
original 000 X
design 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 000 000 000
ACROSS BW 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 000 X
000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000

CASE TO EW 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
ARC-211 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
current 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
design 000 000 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 000 000

ACROSS BW 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000

000 OOX
000 OX

CASE TO BW X
000 X

M136AJ 000 X
x
x

ACROSS BW X
x
x

NOTES: 1. 0 indicates "no-fire" to single voltage pulse.
X indicates "fire" to single voltage pulse.
BW indicates bridgewire.

2. Pulse was generated by discharge of 5C22 hydrogen
thyratron switch tube.

3. Capacitance between the two leads (6 ft.: length each)
of insulated core of RG58A/U cable connecting to the
detonator was 5P pF.

4. Negative pulse applied to case with BW grounded.
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appreciable dynamic resistance during a short duration pulse. To

further test the current design ARC-211 detonator, a 20 kV pulse was

generated by discharging the human body equivalent circuit by means of

a vacuum switch and this pulse was applied between the bridgewire leads

and the cable. The pulse was of negative polarity and the case was

grounded. A total of 30 units were tested in suczession, each subjected

to 3 pulses of 20 kV each, and none detonated.

The energy stored by a 500 pF capacitor charged to 20 kV is 0.1

joule or 1,000,000 ergs. If this circuit is discharged across the de-

tonator bridgewire by means of a vacuum switch, then most of this energy

I is delivered to the bridgerire and the detonator will fire. When this

j same circuit is discharged by a 5C22 switch tube, the energy divides

i between the dynamic resistance of the tube and the resistance of the

bridgewire with the result that insufficient energy reaches the bridge-

] jwire to fire the detonator.

2. Discussion of Results of Tests with Static Electricity.

These tests reveal the following about the sensitivity of

these detonators to static from the human body and from the equivalent

circuit.

(1) Sensitivity to static electricity from the hwnan

body (Table 1).

(a) Case to bridgewire mode

1) The sensitivity of the original design of the

ARC-211 was about equal.to that of the M36A1, both being in the neighbor-

hood of 7.5 kV, which is not a high voltage for accidental static elec-

tricity accumulation.
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2) The current design of the ARC-211 successfully

withstood the maximum voltage of 20 kV.

(b) Across bridgewire mode

1) Both the original design and the current design

of the ARC-211 withstood the max.mum voltage of 20 kV.

2) The M36A1 was fired by static charge of 7.5 kV,

which, again, is not a high voltage.

(2) Sensitivity to static electricity from human body

equivalent circuit (500 pF in series with zero ohms Table 2).

(a) Case to bridgewire mode

1) Again, the original design of the ARC-211 and

the M36A1 are about equal; both fired at about 5.0 kV with this circuit.

2) The current design of the ARC-211 was not fired

by the maximum voltage of 20 kV.

(b) Across bridgewire mode

1) The ARC-211 was insensitive to static pulses

across the bri.dgewire. The original design had one fire at 17.5 kV

while four withstood 20 kV, and the current design lot of five withstood

the maximum voltage of 20 kV.

2) The M36AI fired at 5.0 kV in this test, which

is not a high voltage for accidental static electricity accumulation.

B. Current Design of ARC-211

Discussions on methods to reduce the static sensitivity of the

original design of the detonator* resulted in two possible methods both

*Private communication, Mr. Patrick Cannon, Flare Northern Division
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of w1hich were siwple and inexpensive. Subsequent tests at Ballistic

Research Laboratories (BRL) showed both methods to be effective, in that

they render the detonator insensitive tc z series of five static dis-

charges from a 500 pF capacitor charged to 20 kV applied between the case

and bridgewire. Bot- methods depend on establishing a conducting path

between one of the bridgewire leads and the metal case, so as to limit

the potential difference that can exist between these two structures

during a static discharge and hence reduze the possibility of an electric

spark occurring in the interior of the detonator. Of course, the most

direct method of establishing this conducting path would be a metal link

from one bridgewire lead to the metal case. However, this would require

a major change in the manufacturing process and increase the cost appre-

ciably, so other methods were soaght. One method is the use of a con-

ductive epoxy applied between one bridgewire lead and the case after the

detonator had been assembled and crimped. Since this conductive epoxy

is difficult to apply quickly and precisely, the author determined by

test that another method using flexible conduc-ive paint* was more suit-

able. After the conductive paint has dried, it is given a coating of

insulating'varnish which serves to protect it. However, the conductive

paint patch remains visible through the varnish and this serves to

identify electrostatic insensitive detonators of current design.

An interesting and useful result from these tests is that the

conductive path established by the paint is fully effective in protecting

the detonator even when the continuity of the path suffers small breaks.

*Silver Micropaint, Type SC-13, Micro-Circuits Company, New Buffalo,
Michigan (Possible Alternatives not investigated).
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The results in Table 3 show that the conductive paint offered full

protection whether its initial resistance was high or low, In most cases,

application of five pulses from a 500 pF capacitor charged to 20 kV

served to open the path, but the protection afforded by the paint was

not affected. In a separate test, solvent was used to remove all vis-

ible traces of the paint, but the particles which remained on the sur-

face apparently offered a preferred path for voltage breakdown, and

still served to protect the detonator against static discharges.

Table 3. Performance of Conductive Paint in Protecting ARC-211
f.tonators Against Static Electricity*

Resistance of Paint (ohms) Effect of Test
Before After on Detonator

2 open did not fire

2 open did not fire

10 open did not fire

11 open did not fire

36 0.7 did not fire

40 open did not fire

90 open did not fire

120 0.4 did not fire

150 open did not fire

2300 open did not fire

The effectiveness of this conductive path in protecting the

detonator against a static discharge applied between case and bridge-

wire is also shown in Tables land 2 when one compares the results for

ARC-211 original design and current design, both samples being from

production lots.

*Note: Test consisted of applying five pulses between bridgewire and

case from 500 pF (charged to 20 kV) in series with zero ohms
discharged by 5C22 hydrogen thyratron.
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C. Functioning Time of Current Djsign of ARC-211

The functioning times of the ARC-211 detonator as it is currently

manufactured are tabulated in Table 4 along with the charging voltage

and size of energy storage capacitor.

Where the functioning time distribution exhibits relatively small

dispersion, the average functioning time, estimated standard deviation,

and sample size are tabulated. In other cases, only the raw data are

tabulated.

Attention is called to the fact that the functioning time of this

detonator is relatively insensitive to firing voltage. Lowering the

voltage from 5000 V to 500 V, a factor of 10, results in only approxi-

mately doubling the functioning time, from 2.42 to 5.58 psec. The de-

tonator is usable at voltages as low as 6 V and at this level its

functioning time is approximately 500 usec.

Specifications require that the detonator withstand 0.5 amp DC

for one minute, and survive 5 pulses from a 500 pF capacitor in series

with zero ohms discharged by a vacuum switch. The capacitor being

charged to 20 kV and the pulses being applied between the shorted bridge-

wire leads aid the detonator case.
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Table 4. Functioning Times of ARC-211 Detonators
Fired thru 15 ft of RGS8A/U Coaxial Cable

Voltage Capacitor Functioning Times
(Psec)

5000 1 uF 2.42
a = .045
N = 30

3000 1 UF 2.63
a = .079
N= 10

500 1 hF 5.58
a = 0.37
Na 5

300 1 PF 7.8 16.4
11.2 55.6
11.4

6 battery 470 530
510 640
520

Note: a = estimated standard deviation
N = sample size

III. CONCLUSIONS

1. The objective of designing and manufacturing an inexpensive

detonator immune to static electricity and suitable for precision

synchronization has been met. Two direct tests, one using the human

body and the other using a very conservative equivalent circuit for $he

human body (of 500 pF in series with zero ohms), have shown that the

ARC-211 of current design is immune to static electricity from the

human body up to at least 20 kV.

2, The technique of using conductive -.aint to est.blish a path

to harmlessly dissipate a static electricity discharge from the human
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body to an electric detonator has been developed and the value of this

technique has been successfully demonstrated in production lots of the

ARC-211 of current design.

2. 3. The desirable low-voltage characteristics of the detonator

have been retained, and it will function reliably down to 6 volts.

4. These investigations have revealed the complexities of

establishing a realistic equivalent circuit for actual electrostatic

discharges from the human body. When the very conservative equivalent

circuit of 500 pF in series with zero ohms is used, the safety margin

is over-designed in some cases. It is felt that more consideration

should be given to the problem of specifying a more realistic human

body equivalent circuit and incorporating it into military specifica-

ti.ons.
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Figure 1. Detonator Tests With Static From Human Subject.
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|-|IFURTHER ADVANCES IN MICROCIRCUIT BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY

D. N. GRIFFIN

PELMEC DIVIS ION
QUANTIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a sequel to the paper presented at the Fifth

Annual Symposium two years ago entitled "A Microcircuit Bridge

for High Reliability Electro-explosive Devices". In the

previous paper detailed information was pcez d on the design,

fabrication, and performance characteristics of the Pelmec

Microcircuit Bridge (MCB). Since that time several MCB con-

figurations have been developed and are incorporated in

series of electro-explosive devices that have been qualified

and are already in production. The purpose of this paper is

to provide a brief description of the various microcircuit

bridges and their applications.

REVIEW

The Pelmec Microcircuit Bridge is based on thick-film technology

as contrasted with thin film bridges of the type usually produced

by vacuum deposition. I will not attempt to describe the

advantages and disadvantages of the various types of bridges

since this was covered in the previous yaer.
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The Pelmec MCB consists of a moly-manganese film approximately

1 mL' thick sintered onto an alumina ceramic substrate.

Microcircuit bridge design and process details were given in

the previous paper and are also covered by U.S. Patent No.

3,334,205.

The basic MCB design configuration is shown in Figure 1. The

bridge itself consists of the necked-down portion in the

middle of the pattern approximately .002 inches wide by

approximately .020 inches long. This portion of the pattern

co.)ntrols the functioning characteristics of the bridge since

it is here that a hot spot develops when the firing current

is applied followed by burnout of the bridge. The remaining

portions of the pattern consist of the attachment points to

the connector pins and resistance leads from the attachment

points to the microcircuit bridge. This design approach allows

one to vary bridge circuit resistance and function time inde-

pendently since total circuit resistance can be varied by

changes in the resistance leads without change in the bridge

itself. This design freedom is shown graphically in Figure 2

in which several of the different development configurations of

the Microcircuit Bridge are shown.

Figure 3 shows the construction steps involved in attachment

of the connector pins to the header and to the bridge. After

sintering of the moly.-manganese bridge, a nickel oxide paint

is applied in the area of the pins and is also sintered in a

reducing atmo Jhere to form a nickel coating. The connector
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pins are then attached by riveting as shown in the middle view,

after which a brazing alloy is applied and the part is furnace

brazed. As shown in the top view, the brazing alloy flows

and forms a bond between the connector pins and the bridge,

wetting the bridge only in the area that is covered by the

nickel coat. The brazing operation simultaneously forms a

high-strength hermetic seal between the ceramic header and the

pins, and an electrical connection between the pins and the

bridge.

The MCB header shown in Figure 3 was used in the Pelmec Model

1353 Initiator that was described ip the previous paper. This

initiator was the first of a series incorporating the micro-

circuit bridge in an all-ceramic configuration as shown in

Figure 4. The Model 1353 Initiator consists of the alumina

ceramic header and a ceramic cup containing the pyrotechnic

charge. The header and cup are sealed with a filled epoxide

high-temperature resin that provides a hermetic seal that has

been temperature cycled from -3000 to +600°F without failure.

Because of the all-ceramic design the initiator is non-magnetic

and provides a hiqh degree of electrical isolation, as well as

resistance to temp3rature cycling limited only by the pyro-

technic materials and the epoxide seal. The use of alumina

ceramic instead of plastic materials for electrical isolation

of the pyrotechnic cavity also provides improved heat dissi-

pation, and consequently better no-fire characteristics. The

Model 1353 Initiator was developed as a thermal battery
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initiator, and can be used by itself or with a metal can closure

to provide a faraday shield. For most applications the can is

considered to be superfluous since the initiator is usually

installed in a metal housing in its final assembly.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

in the two years that have elapsed since the last symposium

microcircuit bridges have been developed to meet several specific

applications. The various configurations are shown in Figure 5.

The header at the top of the figure contains a 1-amp/i-watt/

.4-ohm bridge that was incorporated in the Model 1353 Initiator

just described. The three 'headers shown in the middle of the

fiquire all contain 1-amp/i-watt/l-ohm bridges, the first two

consisting of equivalent bridges on different size headers, and

the right hand header containing a dual-bridge configuration.

The header shown at the bottom of the figure carries a 5-amp/

1.5-watt/d6--ohm bridge. Applications for these various header

configurations will be described briefly in the following figures.

High Energy Initiator

Figure 6 shows the construction of the Pelmec Model 1435 High

Eme.;y Initiator. This item was developed for motor ignition

in the Air Force Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM), and it has

been qualified and is in production. The High Energy Initiator

utilizes a .06-ohm bridge that will withstand 5 amperes direct

current on 1.5 watts for five minutes without firing. The
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reliable all-fire current is 10 amperes dc for 10 milliseconds.

The initiator is an all-ceramic design similar to the Model

1353 Initiator except that the ceramic case is longer to contain

a larger output charge. A two-conductor shielded cable is

attached to the initiator which is enclosed in a metal can.

The wire braid shield on the cable is grounded to the can to

provide a complete electrical shielding of the initiator and

its wire leads. The initiator output charge is 175 mg of BKNO3

which develops a nominal pressure of 650 psi in a 9-cc chamber

volume.

Detonator

A one-amp/one-watt/one-ohm detonator has also been developed

for a destruct system for SRAM. This detonator, Pelmec Model

1471, is shown in Figure 7. The basic construction of the

detonator is similar to the high energy initiatc. except that

a one-ohm microcircuit bridge is utilized. The high explosive

charge is pressed into a metal sleeve which is contained in

the ceramic cup together with the initiating elements of the

pyrotechnic train'as shown in the figure. The completed ceramic

detonator is enclosed in a metal can in accordance with the

customer requirements. For many applications the ceramic

detonator could be used by itself since it is normally installed

in a metal housing in which case the metal can is superfluous.

The detonator output charge consists of 125 mg. of HMX, initiated

by Lead Azide, and produces a nominal dent of .025-inches in

the steel block dent test.
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Gas Generator

Figure 8 shows a gas generator that was also developed for

SRAM for use in pumping electrolyte into a battery system.

The generator utilizes dual 1-ohm microcircuit bridges having

1-amp/l-watt no-fire and 3.5 amp all-fire capability. This

design utilizes a 4-pin glass-to-metal seal. Three wire leads

are employed with one lead common to one leg of each of the

* two bridges. In this case the ceramic header is utilized as a

heat sink and a carrier for the microcircuit bridges with the

glass-to-metal seals providing the external hermetic and high

pressure seal. The gas generator output will displace a

nominal volume of 5500 cubic centimeters of fluid.

Pressure Cartridges

The Pelmec Model 1464 Pressure Cartridge is shown in Figure 9.

This cartridge is a large-volume low-cost item in use on a

Viet Nam type weapon system. The cartridge is a 1-amp/l-watt

no-fire device utilizing a 1-ohm microcircuit bridge on a

ceramic header. Because of the low cost requirement of the

application several novel design features have been incorporated.

The ceramic header with wire leads attached is encapsulated

in molded plastic as shown in the figure. The plastic also

forms a cup on the face of the header that is loaded with t"'e

initiating elements of the pyrotechnic charge. The header sub-

assembly is then pressed into the cartridge body together with

an O-ring. This configuration provides high-pressure environ-

mental seal that will withstand pressu2u ia excess of 20,000 psi.
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The header subassembly is in effect an electric match that

provides its own high pressure seal and is readily adaptable

to other applications.

The 1-amp/l-watt single and dual bridged headers shown in the

previously described designs have also been incorporated

into standard two-pin and 4-pin cartridges as shown in

Figure 10. These cartridges also incorporate a glass-to-metal

seal on the connector pins and are available with 1/2-inch,

or larger, mating threads.

CONCLUS IONS

The brief descriptions of the various electro-explosive devices

i given in this paper show that the Pelmec microcircuit bridge

has been reduced to practice and has been incorporated in a

complete EED product line. Superior electrical characteristics

of the microcircuit bridge have been demonstrated, as well as

its applicability to large-volume low-cost production.
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1-12'r DEVLDMMIT nF Am nOnmamr CIRCUIT RF FILTER
P. F. MOHRBACH, D. J. MULLEN

1, INTRODUCTION

In October, 1968 The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

(FIRL) entered into a contract with Martin-Marietta Corporation for the

development of an ordnance circuit RF filter. In essence this filter

was to be built into the backshell of a standard Bendix type connector

with 4 pins using minimum space and was to produce a worst case power

attenuation of 40 dB from 100 MHz to 10 GHz. In addition a number of

other design criteria were stated which included a series resistance of

less than 0.2 ohms, a shunt resistance of at least 50 megohms, a current

capacity of 20 amperes for 100 milliseconds duration, an RF power dissi-

pation capacity of 20 watts for 5 minutes iu both pin-to-pin and pins-

to-case and degradation of the rise time, 10% to 90% amplitude, of the

normal firing pulse no grnater than an increase of 2 milliseconds. In

addition, the design was to consider the normal space flight environments

although FIRL would not test for most of these.

After consideration of many types of RF filters we chose an

absorptive type, as opposed to one which depends on reflection. The

basic RF unit of the attenuator is shown in Figure 1. The constraints

upon this unit are as follows:

OUTER CONDUCTOR

INNER CONDUCTOR

FERRITE HIGH K CERAMIC SLEEVE

METAL SHIELD

Figure 1. Basic Ferrite Attenuator
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a) The ferrite must be of a special type exhibiting large
RF losses at high frequencies.

b) The high dielectric constant (K) ceramic sleeve is pri-
marily included to provide insulation resistance and
block the low resistance shunt peth between the two
condictors. The value of K should be greater than 1000
and the thickness of the sleeve should be no greater than
20 mills.

c) The metal shield is to prevent leakage of RF around the
ferrite-ceramic complex.

d) Good electric bonding is critical at all interfaces.

The final design was constructed with 5 of the basic units
assembled on each pin to obtain the necessary attenuation, and the metal
shield was carried along the entire length of the stacks to improve
heat dissipation. This complete assembly is shown in Figure 2.

2. TEST RESULTS

The prototype units were constructed for evaluation. The .

physical characteristics of these filters were as follows:

Nominal length including backshell 1-3/4 inches

Nominal length over leads (no backshell) 1-7/16 inches

Maximum ,liameter -11/16 inches
Weight (including backshell) -20 g/0.7 oz.

(without connector) -10.5 g/0.37 oz.
External finish Iridite
Series resistance, through leads -less than 0.007 ohms
Shunt resistance between pins -greater than 5000(measured at 500 volts) megohms

2.1 Worst Case Attenuation

Worst case attenuation is the minimum dissipative loss that
one can obtain from a unit under any input and output conditions. Methods
for determining this loss vary with frequency and magnitude of the loss,
but a typical system of the type used for the majority of our measurements

is shown in Figure 3.
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Tables 1 lists the dB values obtained on a typical leg of one
wc

of the prototype filters at several discrete frequencies. Note that from

10 MHz on down we can only state that the values are less than 10. This

is a function of the system resolution. Also at 9000 MHz values are

stated to be greater than 35 dB. This value (35 dB) represents the dynamic

range of the equipment at this frequency. Actual dB values for the filter

are probably much larger.

2.2 Terminated Power Loss (TPL)

Terminated Power Loss is the measurement of minimum dissipative

loss that a device can produce if its output is terminated in a known

impedance. This measurement is frequently valid for filters used in

ordnance circuits since such filters are frequently terminated in an

explosive device. It should be noted, however, that it is the terminating

impedance that must be held constant if the laboratory measurement is to

be related to an aztual application.

All the measuring systems for determination of dB can be
wC

easily modified to measure TPL if the termination impedance employed

is small in relation to 50 ohms, the characteristic impedance of the

laboratory measuring systems. In our measurementz disc resistors in

feed through mounts with the disc placed across the line were used

as terminations. The results on one of the prototype filters for

terminations of 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 ohms are shown in Table 2.

2,3 Degradation of Firing Pulses

To determine the effect of the filter on normal firing pulses

a constant currert pulse of 9 amperes amplitude and 100 milliseconds

-duration was applied to one leg of each filter. The Franklin Institute

Research Laboratories FILUP was used to supply the pulse. The output

of the filter was terminated in a high power, non-inductive, one ohm

resistor. The input pulse and the output pulse were observed on a

Tektronix 551 Dual Beam Oscilloscope using Type K plug-in units. The

results are shown on Figure 4. Ihese photographsare of course sub-

ject to interpretation, but even a harsh analysis of the figures indicated

very little effect on the rise time of the pulse or its amplitude.
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Table 1

WORST-CASE ATTENUATION
FILTER #46

Room Temperature

Frq Le dB Frq Leg dB Fe. Leg dB

0.1 A <10 50 A 36 5000 A >60
B <10 B 37.5 B >60
C <10 C 36.0 C >60
D <10 D 36.5 D >60

0.5 A <10 100 A 48 9000 A >35
B <10 B 50 B >35
C <10 C 48 C >35
D <10 D 50.6 D >35

1.0 A <10 200 A 58
B <10 B 58
C <10 C 56
D <10 D 59

2.0 A <10 500 A >60
B <10 B >60
C <10 C >60
D <10 D >60

5.0 A <10 700 A >60
.B <10 B >60
C <10 C >60
D <10 D >60

10.0 A <10 900 A >60
B <10 B >60
C <10 C >60
D <10 D >60

30.0 A 2000 A >60
B B >60
C C >60
D D >60
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Table 2

TERMINATED POWER LOSS (dB)
FILTER #45

Room Temperature

Leg 0.59 1.O 5.O F Leg 0.5o 1.O 5S.Os
WzwTw ~T TdnT Tw~ w TwT

0.1 A 19.1 15.2 2.0 100 A 57 61 54
B 19.6 16.3 6.1 B 62 62 59
C 8.0 4.9 1.8 C 57 58 55
D 7.5 5.3 1.1 D 56 56 53

0.3 A 5.7 5.2 2.5
B 6.5 2.5 2.0
C 11.3 4.0 2.0
D 1.5 2.8 0.8

0.5 A 3.0 T.1 0 200 A >60 >60 >60
B 3.6 3.4 0 B >60 >60 -60
C 3.0 .4 0 C >60 >60 >60
D 3.2 1.1 0 D >60 >60 >60

1.0 A 6.9 5.1 1.7 500 A >60 >60 >60
B 7.0 5.2 1.9 B >60 >60 >60
C 6.5 4.5 1.7 C >60 >60 >60
D 6.9 4.5 2.0 D >60 >60 >60

3.0 A 15.2 12.6 6.7
B 15.2 12.6 6.7
C 15.3 12.0 6.5
D 15.0 12.8 6.8

5.0 A 14.4 11.6 5.8 700 A >60 >60 >60
B 14.3 11.7 5.3 B >60 >60 >60
C 14.0 11.7 5.7 C >60 >60 >60
D 19.5 16.9 10.8 D >60 >60 >60

10 A 17.9 15.4 9.7 900 A >60 >60 >60
B 17.5 15.2 9.2 B >60 60 >60
C 17.3 14.5 9.2 C >60 >60 >60
D 21.3 18.6 13.1 D >60 >60 >60

30 A 32.5 29.6 26.4 2000 A >60 >60 >60
B 32.7 29.0 25.8 B >60 >60 >60
C 32.6 29.3 26.1 C >60 , >60 >60
0 34.2 26.1 27.9 D >60 >60 >60

50 A 42 42 40
B 41 41 40
C 38 37 36
D 36 36 35
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As a further check on this phase of the filter's effect on

firing pulses, ten McCormick-Selph pressure cartridges manufacturer's

P/N: PD6050129-505, received from Martin-Marietta Corporation were con-

nected in turn to the output of the filter and the standard firing pulse

of 9 amperes amplitude, 100 milliseconds duratim was applied to the input

of the filter. All units fired and the functioning times are shown in

Table 3.

2.4 Current Capacity

For this evaluation the same setup as used in Section 2.3 was

used except that the pulse had a 20 ampere amplitude for 100 milliseconds.

Prior to exposure to this pulse the resistance between the center con-

ductor of the filter and the case was greater than 5000 megohms. There

' wwas no change in this value following the application of the pulse.

Table 3

FUNCTIONING TIMES OF MC CORMICK SELPH PRESSURE 
CARTRIDGES

P/N PD 6050129

Pressure Cartridge No. Functioning Time
('milliseconds)

0013422 
1.764

0013446 2.360

0013445 2.228

0013444 1.747

0013443 2.201

0011963 1.628

0011964 2.472

0011962 
1.944

0011965 
1.919

0013022 
1.720

Average Functioning Time 1.998
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2.5 RF Power Capacity

The purpose of this test was to determine the response of thel

filter when 20 watts cf RF was dissipated in the filter for a period of

5 minutes. A special mount was constructed to permit RF power to be

delivered to the input the filter and still provide a minimum heat sink

on the filter. The oucput of the filter was unterminated. Neither

FIRL #45 nor FIRL $46 was used in this test. A thermocouple was attached

to the surface of the filter near the input end. A frequency of 5400 MHz

was used since it was the only frequency of the indicated test frequencies

which could deliver sufficient power. However, it was felt that this

high frequency would also represent the most severe test for the filter.

The results are shown in Table 4.

The filter was then tested to destruction to determine the

failure mode. The same test set up was used. At 25 watts/2150 C and a-t

30 watts/2600C some smoke was found inside the test chamber but shunt

resistance and attenuation remained unchanged. At 35 watts/3050C the

rubber that held the pins in the connector protruded about 1/8 inch from

t the end of the connector. However, measurements of shunt resistance and

attenuation still indicated no significant chanae. At 40 watts/3300C,

the test was terminated at 1 minute. By this time the rubber had completely

cleared the connector and measurements of attenuatinn could no longer be

made sipce the filter had essentially come apart. Measurements of shunt

resistance were as follows:

a) Pins-to-Case Resistance

Leg B - 5k &

Leg C - 4k Q

Leg D - 4k 0

Leg A - 200k Q

b) Pins-to-Pin Resistance

A to C - 200k f

C to D - 200 Q (intermittent)

A to D - 2M I
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Table 4

RF POWER CAPACITY OF FIRL #47

Surface
RF Power Temperature

wa tts)

0 270/800
7.5 750/1650

15 1450/2920

20 2000/3900

Shunt Resistance before and after all tests - >5000 megohms
Approximate attenuation at 100 MHz before and aftertall
tests - 50 dB.

Failure analysis indicated no specific point of failure in the

filter. The only conclusion that could be reached is that overall des-

truction occurre. awt this level and any circuit containing the filter

would have to be considered nonoperative and failure cataclysmic.

2.6 Impedance Measurements

Because it was felt to be of considerable interest in the long .

range view, impedance measurements were made on one of the filters. This

data is shown in Table 5. This data was obtained with the following:

a) General Radio Type 1606A or 916A RF Bzidge - 0.4 to 60 MHz

b) Geheral Radio 821-A Twin - Tee Bridge - 1 to 30 MHz

c) General Radio 1607A Transfer Function and Immittance Bridge -

25 to 1500 MHz

2.7 Temperature Tests

During the design phase on the filter, attenuation was checked

at -50°C/-60°F and +1000C/2120F. Results at that time indicated an

approximate loss of 10 dB at -50C and little or no change at 10000.

There is nothing in the final design that should change that data. Tests

were started on one of the prototype filters and the tests showed that at

a temperature of 1000C, attenuation at 50, 100 and 200 MHz showed no

significant change in attenuation over ambient conditions. However, dif-

ficulties arose at 900 MHz and readings as low as 47 dB were observed. --
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Table 5

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS ON FILTER NUMBER 46

Lee. Zg 1122

1.0 A 7.4 - J68.0 7.2 - J68.0
B 6.0 - j58.0 6.2 - J58.0
C 13.1 - j74.0 12.5 - J72.0
D 5.5 - j68.0 5.7 - J68.0

5.0 A 10.0 - JlO.0 10.0 - J7.0
B 7.4 - J9.4 8.7 - J8,1
C 7.8 - J13.0 11.0 - J8.0D 8.4 - J9.0 8.1 - J8.6

10.0 A 13.0 - J6.1 15.5 - Jl.4
B 12.4 - j4.1 14.0 -.J3.8
C 11M0 - j5.9 17.5 - Jl.4
D 13.5 - j4.8 13.3 - J3.6

30.0 A /.9 - J5.7 14.4 - J1.4
B 8.0 - j5.3 9.0 - J3.4
C 7.9 - j5.6 18.6 - J2.8
D 8.1 - j5.8 9.6 - J3.3

50.0 A 6.9 - j3.3 9.0 - J0.32
B 7.05 - j3.9 8.2 -'J0.53
C 6.94 - j3.1 18.6 - Jl.4
D 7.07 - j3.3 16.6 - jO.55

100 A 4.0 + j1.0 12.0 + J4.5
B 4.0 + jO.5 5.5 + j7.0
C 4.5 + Jl.0 14.0 + J4.0
D 5.0 + jl.0 6.0 + J6.0

200 A 4.0 - J6.0 10.5 - j14.0
B 4.0 + j5.5 5 + j17.0
C 4.0 + j6.0 11.5 + J14.0
D 4.0 + J6.0 5 + j16.5

500 A 3.0 + j19.0 12.5 + J45.0
3.5 + j17.0 7.5 + j47.0

C 2.0 + j18,0 13.0 + J40.0
D 4.0 + j18.5 6.5 + j44.0

700 A 4.5 + j26.0 21.0 + j62.0
B 3.0 + j24.0 15.0 + j75.0
C 4.0 + j25.0 24.0 + j63.0
L0 5.0 + j25.0 18.0 + j77.0

900 A 4.96 + j32.0 72.0 + j93.0
B 3.0 + j30.O 72.0 + jl20.O
C 3.0 + J31.0 67.5 + J84.0
D 2.0 + j33.0 52.5 + j120.O
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However, the main feature was highly erratic readings. A return to

ambient temperatures and shifting to other legs still produced very erratic

results.

This phenomenon has been observed in the past and we believe

is associared with the connector. The connectors of this type when they

have gone through a hundred or so connections and disconnections seem

to produce erratic results on RF determinations at frequencies above

500 MHz. The full reason for this has not been determined and is in fact

nOteven proven except by frequent observation.

As a quick check, however, a special version of the filter was

made up with a single 5 bead stack using identical materials and material

interfaces as in the backshell filter but mounted in a fixture with

regular RF connectors. This special filter measured greater than 60 dB

attenuation at 900 MHz both at ambient and 1000C. All testing on the

backshell filters was halted at this point.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(I

The present filter designed to fit into the backshell of a

standard ordnance connector appears to meet all of its specificatins of

a physical and electrical nature. In its present form, the filter

elements themselves add approximately 1/2 inch of length to the system

and overall size including the connector and provisions for attaching

and potting the input cable is approximately 1-3/4 inches. The weight

added by the filter for each explosive device is approximately 10 grams.

Series resistance, that is the resistance from the input of the filter

to the output of the connector, is less than 0.007 ohms while the pins-

to-case resistance is greater than 5000 megohw,,. Worst case attenuation

is greater than 40 dB from 100 MHz to 10 GHz and this level is apparently

maintainable over a temperature range of -500C to +100 0C. Although data

on this point is somewhat limited, the filter shows no s.Lgnftocant

deterioration of a normal firing pulse of 9 amperes delivered for 100

milliseconds. Currents of 20 amperes delivered for 100 milliseconds

have shown no detectable effect on any parameter of the filter, The

filter has absorbed 20 watts of RF without any detectable effect on

characteristics° No specific failure mode has been established so far
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at any of these required conditions; however, at the level of 35 to 40

watts absorbed in the filter, at which time temperatures of 500 to 600°F

can be expected on the surface of the filtei, failure occurs and must

be assumed at this time to catalysmic.

On the cautionary side, several points might be made, however.

For example, when and if 2G watts of power are absorbed in the filter,

surface temperatures can rise as high as 300OF with internal temperatures

even higher. How much heat could be transferred forward to the explosive

element and what the effect: would be is not known at this time. This

temperature Is for a filter with minimum heat sinking, however, and the

temperatures could vary greatly depending on heat sinking. Such techniques

as the addition of cooling fins to the filter could greatly reduce overall

temperature.

Little information exists at this time on the long term stability

of the filter. Similar filters which we have built in the past have shown

no sigificant shift in attenuation or resistance parameters over a period

of several years, but the particular combination of materials and con-

struction in this filters are unique and aging maust be considered.

There is also the continuing evidence of some degradation of

high frequency attenuation (500 MHz and above) as a function of aging and

temperature cycling which is not completely resolved. We have some reason

to believe that part or all of what we observe can be traced to wear

and tear in the connector, but this has not been clearly established.

Finally there is the problem of surviving the other environmental

tests. We do not expect any serious prdg1.m on this, but the tests must

still be conducted.
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ABSTRACTS - SESSION TWO

2-I The Second Law Applied to Pyrotechnic Systems J.I1. McLain

Thermodynamic considerations are recommended as an effective screening tool in the de-
velopment of pyrotechnic formulations. Use of maximum value of the heat of reaction Is
suggested to determine free energy and the maximum equilibrum constant for "gasless"
delay mixes that enter into nearly isentropic solid-solid reactions. For some reversible
reactions, crude app:oximations of the temperature of reaction reversal show good agree-
men' with calculated and experimental values in the literature. A suggested application
toward improving ,he emissivity of illuminant mixes is made as a result of these "tempera-
cures of reversal".

R. R. Sullivan,

2-2 Statistical Scanning Study of Explosive End Fittings .A. Moses, and G.R. Compton

The results of a study to evaluate end fittings for a confined detonating fuse are reported.
Two different modifications of three end fitting designs (called protruding, stepped, and
conical) are discussed on the basis of the results of a statistical scanning test program.
The end fittings are evaluated as both donor and acceptor charges. This report includes
an account of the effects of using Class 2 and Class 4 pentaerythrite tetranitrate and
loading pressures of 5, 10, and 20 ko,; tpe" square inch. The material and thickness of
potential end caps are likewise examined, o)Qnq with the results of tests performed to
determine whether assembly procedures degradc the detonating characteristics of the fittings.

2-3 Interior Ballistics of High-Low Propulsion Systems Otto K. Heiney

A first order high-low interior ballistic formulism is developed and theory correlated
with experiment. The high-low ballistic concept consists of burning propellant in a
high pressure plenum and venting combustion products in a controlled manner through
nozzles during and subsequent to propellant burn. The results of the aralysis indicate
that while the high-low phenomenon is outwardly similar to conventional interior ballistic
theory the response is fundamentally different in many respects. Experimentally de-
termined chamber and combustion plenum pressure time traces are compared to analytic digi-
tal computer predictions determined for an ]]-inch parachute deployment mortar currently
under development.

2-4 Nomographical Solution of Electro-Explosive Device Firing D. Peckhcn,
Time Equation D.E. Davenport

A review of existing solutions for the electroexplosive device design problem Is given.
Rosenthal's solution is expandcd and refined to permit the prediction of firing data

strictly from blueprint data. A set of nomographs Is presented to permit the rapid, easy
solution of the new set of equations. The new solution is compared against firing data
with excellent results.

2-6 Quantitative Predictions of EED Firing Characteristics D.E. Davenport

Previous papers have presented a mathematical model dubbed STATE (Space, Time Qnd Tempera-

ture Evaluation) for predicting the behavior of EEDCs based only on physical, thermal and

electrical characteristics of the components. The formulation has been shown to be very

good for predicting the change in functioning characteristics of a device with variation

of parameters such as bridgewire geometry or temperature coefficient of resistivity. The

present paper shows tVr quantitative agreement between the model and experimenta)'results
in time-to-fire and no-fire level predictions.
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2-7P Electrical and Thermal Considerations in the Design of R.J. Stresau
Electroexplosive Devices

This paper is a heuristic discussion of effects of reaction kinetics, states of aggrega-
tion, and parameter distribution as they affect initiation characteristizs. The dis-
cussion is largely concentrated in the area of hot bridgewire devices but includes some
mention of film bridge devices.

2-8 The Development of a Fixed Gap, Electrostatic Spark-Discharge L.J. Montesi

Apparatus for Characterizing Explosives

The sensitivity of explosives to electrostatic spark discharges is of major concern to
personnel working with explosives and explosive components. To meet the need for a
simple and reproducible apparatus that could easily be built and used to obtain comparable
results, new apparatus was designed. By following the construction specifications and
operating instructions, it should be possible now for independent laboratories to obtain
comparable results. The apparatus developed uses a fixed gap of OV050, a capacitor of
0.01 mfd, a !ine resistance of 100 ohms, and a point-to-plane spark discharge.

2-9 Experiments in Measurement of Output Energy of Electroexplosive S. Barron.
bevices Through Metal Deformation E.G. Pierson

Two experimental methods for the measurement of the output energy of EED's through metal
deformation have been employed. One method covers relatively slow burning charges to
medium brisance devices while the other is restricted to the range of brisance explosives.
The brisance type of explosive was tested with a modified version of the lead block
Trauzi apparatus. The second procedure involving equipment referred to as the Conax
Fnergy Monitor has been used in place of the pressure bomb for engineering evaluation and
quality assurance testing of rela.ively slow burning to medium-high brisance devices.

2-10 Use of Neutron Radiography for Visual Non-Destructive Examination C.R. Wilson and
of Ordnance Components W. Breakey

Neutron radiography has been utilized by Ordnance manufacturers, NASA and DOD agencies for
visual non-destructive examination of critical ordnance devices for about two years.
Several such uses are idscussed in this paper along with the benefits attained by using
neutron radiography. The present status of neutron radiography is defined and future
growth is expected to be significant. This paper also discusses the fundamentals of
neutron radiography inspection and explains the similarities and differences between
x-ray radiography and neutron radiography.

2-11 Non-Destructive Testing of Apollo CSM Spacecraft W.H. Knight and A.L. Hitchens,
Ordnance Devices by Neutron Radiography N.M. Ewbank and G. Gigas

Non destructive testing of Apollo CSM (Command and Service Module) spacecraft ordnance
devices has been accomplished by indirect and direct neutron radiography using a I
megawatt swimming pool reactor source. These examinations have shown discrepant loading,
internal debris and contamination. A process specification has been developed for neutron
radiographic testing and a certification program 'or n-radiographic film readers has
been established. This method has proven to be an extremely powerful technique for
analysis and portends much promise in the future development of new electroexplosive devices.
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2-12 Through-Bulkhead Initiator Design Margin Study Willi= B. Freeman

through-bulkhead initiatnr explosive trains (RDX) were studied in a parametric test
program which included rt ative measurements of donor output, shock attenuation through

steel bulkheads, and shock sensitivity of acceptor charges. Detonation velocity versus
column length was investigated in donor and acceptor charges. Data are presented and
test methods are described.

2-13 Dynamic Output Characterizai-on of Thrusting Type Pyrotechnic J.L. Lilly
Devices

Laboratory test procedures and equipments have been developed for performance characteri-
zation of thrusting type pyrotechnic devices. Work diagrams are developed to charac-

terize the output of devices and compared to space vehicle application work diagrams
to establish base line design margins. These work diagrams can then be used for assess-
ment of reliability models and degradation patterns of these devices due to storage,
changing environments, and vehicle aging, etc.

2-14 Instrumentation Control Charts S. Demskey

Control charts have become traditional tools in controlling a process through the statis-

tical evaluation of the prc 4uct parameters or dimensions. By considering the test meas-

urements o" 'one shot' devices as a process, these control charts can be effectively

used to control the test instrumentation as the test is being conducted. The sequence

of events leading to the present group of charts is discussed.

2-15P Information Sources for Explosives and Pyrotechnics Gunther Cohn

The great bulk of current technical information makes it difficult tc, keep posted. For

this reason, this paper reviews briefly the useful information sources in the freld of

explosives and pyrotechnics. Updating the paper included in the Proceedings of the Fifth

Symposium of Electroexplosive Devices, it includes: (1) mission houses, (2) Govern-

nent manuals, (3) Commercial publications, (4) Symposium proceedings, and (5) R&D

programs.

2-16P Explosive Detonator Shock Testing for Impact Sensors Joseph Robin KZein

No abstract.
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2-] THE SECOND LAW APPLIED TO PYROTECHNIC SYSTEMS

J. H. McLain
W. Alton Jones Professor of Chemistry
Washington College, Chestertown, Md.

Due to the increased requirements for performance

brought about by the exigencies of their use the develop-

ment of pyrotechnic formulations and end items have

placed the pyrotechnics engineer under some extreme

pressure.

Under these pressures it is not surprising some-

times that basic thermodynamic considerations are either

overlooked or neglected. This is not true in the

successful developments or they would not be successful

but altogether too much time and energy has been ex-

pended on empirical investigations of candidate formu-

lations which are doomed from the outset because they are

opposed to the laws of chemistry.

Perhaps thip situation arises because there are few

if any specific examples of application of these laws to

pyrotechnics in the literature. It is possible too that

the concept of entropy has been taught by the Carnot Cycle

or the methodological approach rather than the chemical

approach which stresses its chemical probability and de-

gree of randomness nature. Qualitative though this may
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be, it is essential to applications to these problems.

The second law, AG = AH - TA S, states that the

trend toward equilibrium in any system under given con-

ditions requires a maximum increase in entropy i.e., ran-

domness while maintaining a minimum free energy.

Two general applications of this law are

(1) Melting Point and Symmetry

Organic chemists have used with some success an empir-

ical rule which states that the greater the symmetry of a

compound the higher is its melting point. This is not strict-

ly true as can be seen from the following but is quite useful.

Compare two isomeric pentanes

CH3
f3CI 9.-ICH 3

H3C-C-CH3 H I H

CH3

neo-pentane n-pentane

at a temperature well below the melting point of either, which

for n-pentane is 143 K and for neo-pentane is 2560 K. As heat

energy is added to the solid the system in keeping with the

dictates of the 2nd. Law must gain as much randomness as

possible maintaining a minimum free energy. Thus neo-pentane
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because of its nearly spherical symmetry can achieve randomness

with very little expansion of the lattice by undergoing solid

state rotation, whereas nearly linear n-pentane in order to

achieve a similar freedom must expand its lattice to such an

extent that the lattice collapses and melting occurs. Thus

the melting of the neo-pentane can be successfully postponed

until a much higher temperature. if the liquids are hedted

still further of course boiling occurs and the substances

pass into the highest entropy state of all i.e. gaseous.

If there is little structure in either the liquid or the gas

the boiling points of the isomers* should be approximately

the same and the melting point-symmetry rule is quite accurate.

However a better way of picturing this process is by measur-

ing the liquid temperature range (Tb - Tm) of a substance

because if a solid is so symmetrical that it can obtain

all the degrees of freedom that it would possess as a gas

it will postpone melting almost up to its boiling point.

Some illustrations of this effect are:

Substance Tb - Tm

neo-pentane -9.5,
n-pentane " .

Troutons Law Sv = Hv Constant.

Tb
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Substance Tb - Tm

octane (2,2,3,3 tetra methyl butane) 4,3
n-octane 182. 0

butyl chloride tertiary 77.
n-butyl chloride 209.

ortho dichloro benzene 197.
para dichloro benzene 121.

cyclohexane 74.5 "
cyclohexene 187. o
cyclohexadiene 1,3 178.
benzene 74.6

(2) All spontaneous polymerization reactions are exothermico

The concept of entropy as a measure of randomness

is illustrated very clearly by this application.

All polymerization reactions can be written in a

general form as n(A - A).[-A-A-A-A-jn/2 in the course of

which the molecules are tied together and the degree of

randomness is decreased markedly.

Thus in the eqiiationLG = 6H - TAS theLS term

must be negative and when multiplied by the negative tempera-

ture coefficient becomes positive. Yet if the reaction

is to gc the dG term must be negative and this can be

true only if 6H is negative or exothermic. Thus any and

all polymerization reactions must be exothermic.
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The converse of this is of course that decomposition,

reactions are either endothermic or in the case of azides

et al explosive. Some examples --

CaCO 3-4CaO + CO2

NH4CI4NH3 + HCl

N2041-2NO2

Pyrotechnic Applications

Solid-Solid Reactions

Similar to the polymerization application it can

be seen that if two solids react to give two solids that

the change in randomness or AS approaches 0.* Thus the

TBS term in AG =11H - TrjS approaches zero and 4H must be

negative in order for the reaction to proceed.

The "gasless" delay mixes are very nearly isentropic

and for this reason the free energy and of course the

equilibrium constant are almost entirely determined by

theA H term. It can be expected then that the maximum

* The only difference from zero depends upon the Cp of
the reactants and products and this is almost negligible
by reason of the additivity of the heat capacities of
the atoms making up the simple states. (Kopps Rule)
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heat of reaction will in fact determine the 4G and the

maximum equilibrium constant i.e. stoichiometry. Heat of

reaction has been used based on this principle to determine

stoichiometry of pyrotechnic reactions. 1,2

Reversible Reactions

In the development of the HC, Type C Smoke Mix
3.

early in 1942 it was observed that the stoichiometric

mix based upon the following equation

Al + 3ZnO + C2Cl6 -)Al20 3 + 3ZnCl 2 + 2C (1)

was much too hot (melting the grenade can body), too fast

and too dark in color due to the carbon product. It

proved to be possible to utilize the reversible reaction

C + ZnO-*CO + Zn(g) (2) nH = + 57.1 kcal

to whiten the smoke and because this reaction is endo-

thermic, decrease the total heat output decreasing the

reaction temperature and increasing the burning time.

The net effect of usifig this reaction, inasmuch as the

zinc produced by it can react with more hexachlorethane,

(1) Spice, J. E. and Stavely, L. A. K. JSCI .68 348 (1949)
(2) McLain, J. H. Ind. & Eng. Chem. submitted for publication
(3) McLain & McBerty TDMR CWS Tech Command "Development

of HC type C Filling for the MB Grenade" (1942)
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if it is provided in the formulation, to make more carbon

to make more zinc and so on, is to decrease the aluminum

content. Thus burning times and depth of color could be

controlled by aluminum content.

Reaction (2) is fairly widely known inasmuch it is

this reaction which is used in zinc smelting. There are

others that are similar to it however that are less widely

known and the source of some confusion in the flare in-

dustry.

Application of the 2nd. Law shows that the enthalpy

term and the entropy term are clearly opposed so that al-

though the reaction

Zn + CO(g >C(s) + ZnO(s)  (3) 1H =-57.1 kcal

proceeds at ambient temperatures there will be some tempera-

ture at which the T&S term will outweigh the 4H and cause

the reaction to reverse.

Explicitly in LG =t H - TS the reaction represented

by equation (3) hasdH = - 57.1 kcal. The 4S term is

negative because the reactants are gaseous and the products

are two solids thus randomness decreases. The - TLS term

therefore must be positive. As the temperature is in-

creased the TUS contribution increases much more rapidly

than the 4H term decreases therefore there will be a tem-
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perature at which the TAS overcomes the exothermic heat

term.

Short of an exhaustive plotting of LIG vs T plots

worthwhile approximations can be made. For example in

this same system

ZnO + C-+CO + Zn(g)

L)H obtained from heats of formation and the heat of sub-

limation of Zn is 57.1 + 31.0 = 88.1 kcal. The SO values

are*

CO = 47 cal./iole-degree
ZnO = 11 cal./mole-degree
C = 4 cal ./mole-degree
Zn(g) = 38 cal./mole-degree

&S for the reaction as written is 70 cal./mole-degree.
88100

This 4 S o would require a temperature of 800 12600K or

987 C.

Although this is a very crude approximation because

the AS S and the 2H" arp. not the same at the higher tempera-

tures, it will be seeh later that good agreement with ex-

periment and with more refined calculations is obtained.

* Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 43rd. Edition

Chemical Rubber Publishing Company Cleveland, Ohio 4
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There are two more reactions of importance to

pyrotechnics that should be discussed.

MgO + C-\-CO + Mg(g) (4) L H + oHsub

T-F7TT + 36

A1203 + 3C >3CO + 2A1 (g) (5) + 320 + 75

SO values are MgO = 6.4 cal./mole-degree

Mg(g) = 35.5 cal./mole-degree

C = 4. cal./mole-degree

CO = 47. cal ./mole-degree

A1 203 = 12. cal./niole-degree

Al(g) + 39.3 cal./mole-degree

AS" for equation (4) = 72 cal ./mole-degree

,ass for equation (5) = 195 cal ./mole-degree

Calculated temperature of reversal for equation

(4) = 2130IK or 1857 C

Calculated temperature of reversal for equation

(5) = 24100K or 2137 'C

Upon checking in Mellor, Bodenstein and Schubart5

are quoted as measuring the temperature at which a mixture

(4) Mellor, J. W. "A Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and
Theoretical Chemistry" Longmans, Green & Co., London

(5) Bodenstein, M. and Schubart, F., Zeit. Elektrochem. Soc.
5, 207 (1904)
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of zinc oxide and carbon is converted into zinc vapor and

carbon monoxide as 1030°C which is in good agreement with
6

the 10220C cited by W. McA. Johnson.

7

Also in Mellor, Kowalbe and Grenfell found that

MgO is reduced to Mg by carbon at 19500C.

8
Dannatt and Ellingham have published a plot of

&G ° vs temperature a part of which is reproduced in Figure

1 of this paper. Temperatures of reversal can be read

from the intersections of the C + 02 4CO plot and the metal-

metal oxide system concerned.

Values from the D & E plot, those calculated in this

paper and the experimental values are summarized in Table

I below.

TABLE I
Temperature of Reversal

Reaction D&E Plot Calc this paper Exp't'l

ZnO + C-CO + Zn 960 987 1025

MgO + C -CO + Mg 1850 1857 1950

A1O- + 3C->3CO + 2A1 2100 2137

(6) W. McA. Johnson, Trans. Amer Electro Chem Soc. 5 207 (1904)
(7) 0. L. Kowalbe and D. S. Grenfell ibid 27 221 (1915)
(8) C. W. Dannatt and H.J.T. Ellingham, "Te Physical Chemistry

of Process Metellurgy", Discussions of the Faraday Society,
No. 4 (1948) p. 130.
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Dannatt and Ellingham state 9 "Although carbon is able to reduce

the oxides of even the most reactive of metals if sufficiently high temperatures

are employed, the disadvantages of operation at very high temperature may lead

to alternative reducing agents being preferred." For example, the C - CO line

intersects the Mg - MgO line at 18500 C thus above this temperature MgO can

be reduced by carbon to give CO and magnesium vapor. "This process presents

special difficulties (for smelting) owing to the tendency for the reverse

reaction Mg(g) + CO4 MgO + C to occur during the cooling of the gases

unless the temperature is brought down very rapidly below the boiling point

of the magnesium by 'shock' cooling "

Applications

There are several applications that can be made from the

combination of the D & E plot and the calculation of the temperature

of reversal such as approximation of a missing AS0  or A Hsub'

Of more immediate interest to the technology however

is that in illuminating flare mixes based on Mg, NaNO3

and Laminac mixtures the C + MgO-)CO + Mg reaction can and

does play an important role at the temperatures of the

burning flare. In as much as this reaction is highly endo-

thermic it causes th temperature of the reaction to be

decreased and affects the light emission of the flare ad-

versely, It points very strongly to using some other

binder than a carbonaceous material.

There is another interesting point from the D & E

(9) Ibid p. 138.
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plot. As can be seen the Al - A1203 line intersects the

Mg - MgO line at about 1650*C and this would predict that

Al would reduce MgO at this temperature or higher.

Conclusions are that the quick and easy calculation

using "hand book" data is quite sufficient to enable the

engineer to determine whether or not the temperatures that

obtain in a reacting system are sufficient to allow re-

versal of the reaction under study and that the data ob-

tained are of practical use to the design engineer.
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Figure 1. Standard Free Energy of Formation of Oxides:
Variation with Temperature
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2-2 STATISTICAL SCANNING STUDY

OF

EXPLOSIVE END FITTINGS

By: R. R. Sullivan, S. A. Moses, anI G. R.
Compton, McDonnell Douglas Asironautics
Compony, Western Division

ABSTRACT

The resu.ts of a study to evaluate end fittings for a con-
fined detonating fuse are reported. Tvo different modifi-
cations of three end fitting designs (cnl)ed protruding,,
stepLed, ani conical) are discussed on the basis of the
results of a statistical scanning test program. The end
fittings are evaluated as both donor and acceptor charges.

This report includes an account of the effects of using
Class 2 and Class h; pent-erythrite tetranitrate and load-
ing pressurcs of 5, 10, and 20 kips per square inch. The
material and thickness of potential end caps are likewise
examined, along with the results of tests performed to de-
termine whether assembly procedures degrade the detonating
characteristics of the fuse.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a statistical test program evaluating three different

explosive end fitting designs for use on the Spartan missile being maiufac-

tured by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Western Division, under

contract to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.*

Explosive transfer systems with mild detonating fuse (MDF) or confined

detonating fuse (CDF) are used extensively in aerospace vehicles. In these

systems, initiation of one end of the detonating fuse will, in turn, transfer

*The work described was occomplished under Contract DA-30-069-A.MC-333(Y),

Purchase Order 601312, December 1967 through I-arch 1968.
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the d,:tonation to the other explosive devices. If this fuse must be installed

.n several individual sections or lengths, it is common practice to cap each

end with an explosive end fitting to assure reliable initiation across any

intervening gap.

Since the first usoges of DF and MDF at MDAC-WD in the late 1950's, various

design concepts for end fittings have evolved. The first design was devel-

oped for progrw-,s that were the building blocks for the Spartan missile.

At the onset of the Spartan program, a missile-age old dilemma developed:

Should the program minimize testing by utilizing the tried and proven "flight

qualified" designs, or should the latest "state-of-the-art"' designs be modi-

fied to meet the Spartan missile constraints? After consultation with industry

and customer experts, it was decided to proceed using the flight qualified

designs. Basically, the design consisted of 2 grain-per-foot PETN MDF con-

fined in fiberglas overwraps and capped with a metal end fitting containing

2 grains of PETN for a booster. The MDF was allow¢ed to protrude into the

booster charge in the end cap to provide maximum contact with the PETN.

During the fall of 1967, flight qualified CDP end fittings failed to meet

reliabi]ity test requirements as measured by their ability to propagate from

fitting to fitting across sn overtolerance air gap. Figure 1 shows a typical

failure of the acceptor fitting. With this fitting, the PETN pressed into

the end cavity apparently detonated abnormally. The 2 grain-per-foot CDP

detonated for a distance of about 2 1/2 inches before dying out. After sev-

eral of these failures, it was decided to change "he design of the end

fitting. T e new design was based on highly successful work performed by

the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis and the U.S. Naval Ordnance

Laboratory, White OnRz, Maryland, in developing CDF end fittings for the
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Flll capsule escape system. Although that system uses explosives that are

more difficu]t to initaite than the PETN used in the Spartan, it was reasoned

that the same design techniques could successfully be employed with the more

sensitive explosive.

Both the old (protruding) and new (conical) designs are shown in Figure 2.

It should be noted that these end fittings may be either donor or acceptor

charges. When acting as a donor, the PETN is initiated by detonation of the

CDF lead. When acting as an acceptor, the output from the donor will jump a

gap and initiate the PETN which will, in turn, initiate the CDP lead. The

changed design resulted in a rather spectacular increase in the ability of

the donor charge to initiate an acceptor across an air gap. As shown in

Figure 3 with tne protruding design, failures occurred at somewhat under a

two-inch air gap. With the conical design firing down a steel tube, some

successes were achieved with gaps as great as 23 inches. Factors influencing

this improvement were investigated in a parametric test program.

Mistreatment of Confined Detonating Fuse

As a prelude to testing different end fitting designs, it was desirable to

determine if the CDF itself could have contributed to any of the problems

encountered during the gap-jumping tests. Could an adverse effect result

from the various manufacturing and handling procedures during assembly of CDF

or MDF into the end fittings? For these tests, it was decided to deliber-

ately mistreat the CDF or MDF to a much greater degree than was believed

likely to occur during its assembly into the end fittings. It was reasoned

that if these mistreated samples detonated satisfactorily, problems with the

fuse could be discounted.
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The effect of crimping a steel sleeve to the CDF was investigated for the

first series of tests. End fittings are normally crimped to the CDF with

the steel sleeves being indented to an outside diameter of 0.313 inch. For

these tests, five of the specimens were crimped in the normal manner and an

additional five were indented to an outside diameter of 0.275 inch which was

the smallest diameter that could be formed with the fixture used for this

purpose.

The test samples were X-rayed and it was determined that this extra crimping

did not crack or deform the lead sheath surrounding the PETU core. The fuse

samples were then placed on aluminum witness plates and detonated. Examina-

tion of these witness plates indicated that the excessive crimping did not

appear to affect the detonation.

In a like ma nner, tests were made to determine the effect of nicking approxi-

mately halfway through the lead sheath with a razor blade, of kinking the MDF

into a tight loop, ane kinking followed by a straightening operation. In

addition, tests were performed to determine whether the detonation would be

adversely affected when MDF was first confined in a steel tube and then passed

from this confined condition to an unconfined state. All these treatments

are indicated in Figure h.

All the test samples were X-rayed and detonated in contact with aluminum

witness plates. In no case could any adverse effect be noted.

Although it appears that CDF and MDF can be badly mistreated without affect-

ing the detonation, it would be unrealistic to relax any of the quality con-

trol or inspection procedures established for handling these materials.
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Discussion of End Fitting Designs

The statistical evaluation test program of the explosive end fittings was

designed to provide information on the importance of a relatively large

number of parameters. To keep the program to a reasonable size, only three

basic designs, as shown in Figure 5, were evaluated with the following items

maintained constant throughout the program:

1. The type of explosive: PETN.

2. The volume to be filled with explosive: 0.046 cubic inch

(75.5 x 10- 3 cc).

3. The outer diameter of the steel end fitting: 0.250 inch.

4. The diam.eter and length of that portion of the explosive load

which was closest to the end discs: 0.165 diameter by 0.165

length.

As the total explosive volume was the same in the three designs, this meant

that the "doughnut" surrounding the protruding MDF, the small cylinder in

the stepped fitting and the truncated cone in the conical design also

contained equal volumes of explosive.

The basic designs were modified in some tests so that the explosive could be

loaded into the cavity by one of two different methods. With some fittings

designated "without cup" the PETN was pressed directly into the hollow end

cavity in two increments. The metal disc was then bonded onto the end of the

fitting. These are shown in Figure 5.

With other fittings, a cup was fabricated by bonding an end disc to a hollow

cylinder and this was loaded with the main portion of the charge. A second

charge was pressed into the small cavity in the end of the fixture and the
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two parts were then maLed together. This latter method of loading is indi-

cated in Figure 6. With fittings loaded in this manner, any air gap that S

occurred could be between the explosive increments. With the fittings with-

out a cup there is a possibility of a thin air gap, no mnore than 0.002- or

9,003-inch thick between the explosive and the disc because of the bonding

material around the edge of the disc.

All designs were evaluated as both donor and acceptor charges in a series of

tests that will be discussed.

Donor Dent Block Tests

Two types of donor dent block tests were performed. The first of these was

to evaluate .the interface between the MDF and the pressed PETN and for this

series the length of the PETN output charge was reduced from 0.165 to 0.080

inch. This was done so that if a non-stable or low order detonation occurred

at the MDF-PET. interface, it would have less opportunity to build up into a

high order detonation in the short length provided. If a nonstable detonation

did occur, it would not make as deep a dent as alable detonation.

In general, these dent tests were performed in a manner similar to standard

tests described in MIL STD 331 with two major exceptions:

1. The donors and dent blocks were placed in the special test

fixture shown in Figure 7. This was done to attempt to

gain information relating the depth of dent to the trens-

mitted energy as determined by movement of the linear poten-

timneter. Unfortunately, no usable information was gained

from this part of the experiment.
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2. The fittings were fired without the use of confining sleeves.

These were omitted to eliminate any variation in dent due to

differences in the fit of these sleeves.

A thin film of silicone grease was applied to the output end of all charges.

This eliminated the possibility of an air gap in that region and also allowed

the shock to be transmitted more uniformly into the dent block.

The raw results of these dent block tests are shown in Figure 8. This figure

also illustrates the type of testing that was used to obtain maximum parametric

data with minimum tests. Each cell contains only two data points yet for any

one parameter, such as the 10 Ksi loading density, there are 12 individual

test points. Using analysis of variance techniques, the effect of that parame-

ter can be determined as can any interaction between perameters. An examina-

tion of these results show that in all probability, non-stable detonations

occurred with Class 4 PETN at the 5- and l0-Ksi levels with the protrading

design. When evaluated by analysis of variance techniques at the 99% confi-

dence level, the following results were noted with these half-length

fittings:

1. The stepped design appears to be the best of the three, especially

when loaded with Class 4 PETN.

2. The protruding design may result in a non-stable detonation in

the PETN output charge.

3. On an across-the-board basis there is little to choose between

Class 2 and Class 4 PETTY. This is also true when only the

stepped and conical designs are compared.
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4. With both classes of PETN, a loading pressure of 20 Ksi gives

significantly better results than lower loading pressures.

The second type of donor dent block test was to evaluate the output of the

various designs with full-length donors. The procedure was similar to

that used for the half-length charges employed for the MDF/PETN interface

tests.

The various parameters that were evaluated are shown in Figure 9 which also

gives the results of the dent tests. The figure also illustrates another

method used to minimize testing by factoring the matrix. The effect of using

full length charges war completely evaluated using the conical design. The

protrliding and stepped designs were only spot-checked to see if the results

varied grossly fro the conical.

As expected, th'ese full length donors produced deeper dents than the half-

length charges utilized for previous tests. However, as with the half-length

donors, the most significant test finding was the inferior results obtained

with the protruding design. In general, the results of the output tests

indicated the following:

1. Both the stepped and conical designs are superior to the

protruding design.

2. There are no significant differences between the stepped and

conical designs.

3. There is no significant difference between the two classes of

PETN.
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1. With Class 2 PT'N, a loading pressure of 20 Ksi appears to

give better results than lower loading pressures, although

the sample was too small to show significance. With Class 4

PETN, the 20-Ksi loading pressure does not produce signifi-

cantly better results than loading at 10 Ksi, even though both

pressures show better results than loading at cnly 5 Ksi.

From the results of donor tests, it was concluded that there did not appear

to be much choice between the stepped or conical end fitting designs or be-

tween Cass 2 and Class 4 PETN. However, because of the greater difficulty

in handling the fine-grained Class 2 material, it was recommended that

Class 4 PETN loaded at 20 Ksi be considered for donor chrages for future

designs.

Doncr Frapment Pattern Tests

The ability of a donor end fitting to initiate an acceptor across a rela-

tively wide air gap (for example, 1 inch or more) is directly related to the

energy and concentration pattern of the fragments produced by the donor end

disc or cap. This fragment pattern was examined by firing various donor end

fittings into a plexig.as target as shorn in Figure 10. As indicated, the

MDF lead attached to the donor was detonated by a commercial blasting cap.

Detonation of the donor charge broke up the end disc and projected it against

the target. The depth of penetration of the major fragment and the approxi-

mate size of the major crater were then measured.

The parpmeters investigated and the results of the fragment pattern tests are

shown in Figure 11. The diameter values shown are those of craters made by

fragments after breakup of the end disc and do not indicate the concentration

of the pattern.
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'The dianritcr of the largest individual craters made by fragments from

alu-minutn end discs ranged from 0.02 to 0.12 inch as these discs were frac-

tured Into i large number of small pieces. Even some of the 0.006-inch

thick steel discs were badly fractured with crater diameters ranging from

0.10 to O.3fR inch. Thbis ]asc diameter is actually greater than that of

the end disc and represents the impact area of at least three major fragments.

The most significant finding from the fragment pattern tests was that end

discs male fron, 0.006-inch thick stainless steel were definitely superior to

those madr frol thinner steel and aluminum. Figure 12 shows -epresentative

tiargcts impacted by a 0.003-inch thick aluminum, by a 0003-inch thick steel,

and by a 0.006-inch thick steel end disc. With each target, the pattern was

accentuated by darkening the surface pits.

As can be seen, the thin aluminum broke up into perhaps 500 to 1,000 particles,

each producing only a shallow crater. The 0.003-inch thick steel disc broke

Into 25 to 30 fragments, any one of which contained far greater impact energy

than the fine fragments from the aluminum disc.

Only eight out of fourteen of the 0.006-inch thick steel discs produced the

concentrated pattern shown in Figure 12. The fradments from these specimens

penetrated the target to a depth of between 0.050 and 0.106 inch, whereas

discs of the same thickness which broke into a greater number of fragments

penetrated to a depth of between 0.038 and 0.060 inch. The fac-t that some

of these discs broke up extensively indicates that the optimum thickness of

steel end disc may be greater than 0.006 inch.
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It is suspected that with end discs of the same material and thickness, the

breakup pattern is controlled by the shape of the detonation wave at the

interface as well as by relatively small variations in the smoothness of the

disc surface. One well-known technique for projecting an explosively driven

disc without breaking it up is to form the disc into a shallow dome with the

convex side toward the explosive. Although this technique was not evalu-

ated during the test program, it Is suggested for installations in which a

donor must detonate an acceptor across an air gap of two inches or more.

Unfortunately, the penetration data from the tests under disrcussion were so

scattered that no precise conclusions could be drawn regarding the relative

merits of loading pressure or design. It is interesting that in this

limited series of tests the protruding design with a 0.006-inch end disc

performed as well as the stepped and conical designs. However, there is not

sufficient evidence to select this design over either the stepped or conical

design.
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Alno of interest is the apparent superiority of the conical no-cup design

over the conical cup design. It Is suggested that this superiority is re-

lated to the small air gap that may exist between the explosive and the end

disc with the no-cun design.

As mentioned previously, it is possibic that a small gap exists in this region

because of the thickness of adhesive around the edge of the end disc. Such

an air gap would attenuate the shock wave passing into the disc resulting in

less breakup and greater target penetration. The use of similar shock-

attenuating devices is a techniqu. sometimes used to control the fragmentation

from explosive warheads.

Acceptor Dent Block Tests

Depending upon the separation distance of the donor and acceptor charges, the

acceptor may be initiated by high velocity fragments, impinging hot gases,

transmitted shock or possibly a combination of these mechanisms. For the

acceptor tests described in this section, an attempt was made to gain informa-

tion on the effect of initiation under various conditions. The tests were per-

formed using the dent test fixture previously described but in each case the

donor charge was of the stepped cup desi.n. Each donor incorporated a O.00 6 -inch

steel end disc and each was loaded with Class 2 PETN pressed at 10 Ksi.

One third of the tests were made with an 0.0625-inch thick plastic barrier

between the donor and acceptor. This barrier stopped (or delayed) the hot

gases and fragments and thereby allowed the acceptors to be initiated by

shock. An additional third of the tests were made with a two-incn air gap

between the donor and acceptor so that .initiation was the result of impact
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by high velocity fragments. The final third of the tests were made with an

0.150-inch air gap between donor and acceptor. For this group, the acceptor

was probably initiated by a combination of shock, hot gases and fragments.

As was the case with some of the donor tests described earlier, the acceptor

charges were only half es long (i.e., 0.080 inch) as a normal charge. Again,

these short-length charges enabled stable detonations to be distinguished

wore easily from non-stable detonations. Also, for these acceptor tests, the

metal components were cut off at the point where the PETN-MDF interface would

normally occur. This cut off face was placed in contact with the dent block

after a thin film of silicone grease had been spread over the end to ensure

contact with the surface of the block. The three test conditions are shown

in Figure 13. The results of the acceptor dent tests are summarized in

Figure 1h.

Probably the most interesting and unexpected result from this series of tests

was the formation of consistently more shallow dents when the acceptor was

initiated across a two-inch air gap. There appear to be at least two possible

explanations for This phenomenon:

1. The acceptor was initiated by a weak air shock ahead of the

fragments and, as a result, a non-stable detonation occurred.

2. More probably, the fragments penetrated some distance into the

explosive before initiating it and the shallower dents are a

result of initiating shorter columns of explosive.

In either case, the weaker output must be taken into account when a Bruceton-

type sensitivity test is performed in which the air gap is the variable, and

this adds one more complicating variable to such a test,
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Another interesting and une xpected test result was that the conical design

without cup gave significantly better results than the same design with cup.

Again, it should be pointed out that there is the possibility of a small air

gap between the explosive and end disc in the no-cup design and this may have

a bearing on the better performance. If an explosive is initiated by rapid

compression and heating of entrapped gas either in, or between, the explosive

crystals as has been postulated, it is entirely possible that the thin air

gap in the no-cup design is heated rapidly by shock wave or fragment impact

so that initiation occrs very near the surface. This would result in a

longer column of explosive being detonated and, consequently, a deeper dent.

Other results of the acceptor tests indicate the following:

1. The thickness or material of the end disc is not statistically

significant over the range tested.

2. The significance of the class of PETH is questionable.

3. 1here is no significant difference between the stepped design

and conical design, with cup.

I. The significance of the pressing pressure is questionable.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The -esults of the statistical scanning tests just described may be summarized

as follows:

1. The performance of end fitting donor charges is significantly

improved by use of 0.006-inch-thick stainless steel end caps

rather than caps of thinner steel or aluminum. The thicker

steel caps result in a concentrated pattern of high-velocity

fragments which should initiate reliable detonation of the donor

charge3 over an air gap of several inches.
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2. Even though fragment concentration and impact energy are improved

by use of a steel end cap, a half-length acceptor initiated by

high-velocity fragments has less out-. energy than one initiated

by shock. It is probable that this effect would not be noticed

with full-length acceptors; nevertheless, because of this unexpected

phenomenon, a statistical gao-jm-nping (Bruceton) test may not be a

satisfactory method of estimating the reliability of end fittings.

3. If the donor and acceptor end fittings are to be tlxt same design,

either the conical or stepped design is satisfactory and the

choice of which to use may be made on the basis of manufacturing

cost. Either of these designs is better than the protruding design.

h. For donor or acceptor end fittings, either Class 2 or Class It PETN

pressed at 20 Ksi is equally satisfactory. However, Class h is

easier to handle than Class 2 and should be selected for this

reason.

5. The procedures now used to assemble CDF into the end fittings

appear to have no effect on the detonaticn characteristics of

the fuse. However, the present level of control and inspection

should not be relaxed.

6. Design of a thin, low-density gap between the explosive and the

fitting end cap should be considered. With a donor, this gap may

help produce a more concentrated fragment pattern. With an accep-

tor, the gap may eliminate the reduced effectiveness of fragment

initiation noted in 2, nbove.
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7. The analysis of variance technique may be used to obtain signifi-

cant information about many parameters and parameter interactions

without expending excessive test parts.
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CONFINEMENT &

I.EAD CORE FROM CDF - STEEL SLEEVE

FIGURE 4
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END FITTINGS FOR TEST PROGRAM

PROTRUDING END FITTING
S , , .,END OF MDF MACHINED. PETN PRESSED

IN CAVITY. END DISC BONDED IN PLACE

CAVITY: .165 DIA X.213

STEPPED END FITTING

, PETN PRESSED INTO CAVITY IN TWO INCREMENTS.

END DISC BONDED IN PLACE
LARGE CAVITY. .165 DIA X .165
SMALL CAVITY: .078 DIA X .200

CONICAL END FITTING
PETN PRESSED INTO CAVITY IN TWO INCREMENTS

END DISC BONDED IN PLACE

LARGE CAVITY- .165 DIAX .165
CONICAL CAVITY{" 056 DIACI - 200 X.160
FIGURE 5

END FITTINGS (WITH CUP) FOR TEST PROGRAM

STEPPED END FITTING- PETN PRESSED IN SMALL CYLINDRICAL

CAV!TY AND INTO CUP, THEN

PARTS MATED

CUP---,

CONICAL END FITTING

PETN PRESSED INTO CONICAL CAVITY
AND INTO CUP, THEN PARTS MATED.

FIGURE 6
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L INEAR POT ENT IOMETER_.
SL ID ING ENERGY WE IGHT

DENT BLOCK /I

TESTTI

DENT TEST
FIXTURE ASSEMBLY HLE

COMMER ICAL I
BLASTING CAP D

FG RE I

RESULTS OF MDF/PETN INTERFACE, DONOR TESTS*

TYPE OF CLASS 2 PETN CLASS 4 PETN
DESIGN 5 KSI IOKSI 20KSI 5 KSi 10OKSI 20 KSI

PROTRUDING 18, 19 22, 21 26, 27 10, 9 7, 23 23, 22

STEPPED2525 2,2 2526 1,2 3131 2,2
(NO-CUP)252 282 252 192 313 322

CONICAL 2,2 8 1 2,2 1 2 2,6 2,2
* ~~~(NO-CUP) 2,2 8 1 2,2 1 2 2,6 2,2

*MEASUREMENTS OF DENT DEPTH X 103

FIGURE &
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RESULTS OF DONOR OUTPUT, DENT TESTS*

TYPE OF CLASS 2 PETN CLASS 4 PETN

DES! GN 5KSl 1 OKSI 20KSI 5KSI IOKSI 20KSI

PROTRUDING , 32, 30 - 26, 21 --

STEPPED

(WITH CUP) 36, 35 34, 33 -

CONI CAL

(WITH CUP) 29, 30 36, 33 40, 42 29, 30 39, 33 36, 37

* DENT DEPTH MEASUREMENTS X 103

FIGURE 9

PLEXIGLASS TARGET - X .,

DONOR- \ ."
SPECIMEN .

TAPE- ]

Nx

TYPICAL FRAGMENT
PATTERN TEST SETUP

MDF

-COMMERCIAL BLASTING CAP

FIGURE 10
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RESULTS OF DONOR FRAGMENT PATTERN TESTS

TYPE STEEL END DISC ALUMINUM END DISC
OF .003 IN. .006 IN. .003 IN. .006 IN.

DE.-'IG N
10 20 5 10 20 10 20 10 20

PO.- -- - 83 48 0 5 - -
PROT.

________ _ _ __ _ __ , ____1 _____ ____-- I

STEPPED - - - 85 48 6

(WITH CUP)

CONICAL 53 53 - - - - - 23 31
(NO CUP) H 1 - - - - - 11

CONICAL 40 24 53 60 98 5 9 24 20
(WITH CUP) )( H ) H A )(

1. ALL CLASS 2 PETN 3. * CONCENTRATED FRAGMENT PATTERN
2. VALUES = DEPTH (IN. X 103) 4. ( MANY SCATTERED FRAGMENTS

FIGURE 11.

TYPICAL PLEXIGLASS TARGETS FOR FRAGMENT TESTS

.. ,:- * . :| ,"

FIGURE 12.
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ACCEPTOR, DENT BLOCK TESTS

IIDONOR 
ACCEPTOR

f CLASS2PETN 10KSI

GAP PLC

CAP GAP CONDITIONS AND INITIATION METHOD1~ 1. 0. 15 A IR (SHOCK, HOT GAS, FRAG.)
2. 0.0625 PLEXIGLAS (SHOCK)

3. 2.0AIR(FRAG)
I FIGURE 13.

RESULTS OF ACCEPTOR DENT BLOCK TESTS

END DISC MAIL. STEEL ALUMINUM

THICK .003 .006 .003
CLASS PETN 2 4 2 4 2 4

DES IGN GAP 20KSI 20KSI 1OKSI 20KSI10 1KSI 20 KSI1 1KS 120 KS1 '10KS 1 20 KSI

20~ 21 2 524 23
PROT. AIR .15 20 25 21 23
(W U)PLAS 111622 3 24 622 4

___AIR 2.0 NF 16 1 17_20 2

w. 24 29 32 25
23EPE 27R 325 29 2862

(N CUP) PLAS1I16 22 25 25 25 33 24
AIR 2.0 24 19 18 1 20 22

1.ALDNR:SEPD(W. CUP); 06N SELLASS11 2, 24OKS2I2

FIUR 1 4. 1 2
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2-3 IN'ERIOR BA'.L:STICS OF HlcIGHLOW PROPUJLSION SYSTE~MS*

Je&Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, Czlif.

I. UNTRODICTION

'Pije basic interior ballistic prolblen of a conventional Jprope!Ianlt -actuated

system is to determine the energy release and corresponding pressure genera-4

tion by the burning of propellant in a variable volume. This volume is a func-

tion of an initial chiamber volume plus an additional volume exposed by the

movement of a phston whose motion is a known function of its mechanical response

Ii characteristics and the force exerted on its face.

el In contrast, the high-low system shown in Fig. 1 hias a iixed-volume,

high-pressure combustion chamber coupled to a var aW e -volume lower-pressure

action chamber where the payload is accelerated.

BF
E/

ii A
a ..- ,. I.

~D

Fig. 1. High-low system -

This paper presents 'tic results of one phiase of research carried out at thle

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, uinder Contract

No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Admini st ration.j
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The sequence of events of operation is as follows (see Fig. 1):

(1) Squib (A) fires into the closed high-pressure combustion chamber

(C) and ignites the disk propellant (B). L

(2) The burning of the propellant flakes further increases the pressur- i
until the nozzle clos.!rc diaphragm (D) fails.

(3) This allows gases to vent through nozzles (E) into the working cham-

ber (F), where the gases accelerate the payload (G) to the desired

velocity.

This high-low system allows the combustion and acceleration processes

to be uncoupled, because subsequent to the establishment of choked flow in the

nozzles, the chamber pressure is independent of projectile motion. The blow-

out nozzle closure eliminates any ignition problem by allowing the buildup of

'.;gh pressure before initiating nozzle flow. The resulting penalty associated

with the use of dual chambers is a slightly increased heat loss in the system.

Because of the interdependence of the various parameters in the high-

low system, closed-form solutions are unobtainable. Thus, the basic analytic

results are contained in Eqs. (8) and (21) in a form specifically tailored for

machine computation.

Section I! presents a mathematical model of the high-low ballistic pro-

cess and Section III discusse.. the technique applied to accelerate and launch a

parachute to be used as an aerodynamic deceleration systerm, a planetary

landing vehicle.

II, ANALYSIS

The solution for the pressure history in both the combustion and working

chamber, and therefore for the projectile motion as well, requires the coupling

2- .
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of state equations with a mass flow boundary condition. This effectively allows

the processes to be considered as independent in the quasi-steady state-type

analysis,

The equation of state for the combustion chamber is:

PV mRT (i)c

also

Fp RT (2)
P 0

where Fp is the impetus of the propellant, having units of specific energy

(ft-lb/lb) and is similar to the c of rocket propellants

RT c = -- (3)
F2

with
Y+ 

2 (2)Y' 4r (4)

where F is a flow factor and a function of the combustion products of the

propellant.
Then

dP dm
V = F (5)

dt c dt P

with V being the combustion chamber volume less the volume displaced by
c

the unburned propellant.
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"rho mass balance in the chamber is a function of th- input due to

proplliant combustion decreased by the outflow through the nozzles

(111 d mop dm N
= (6)

7t dt dt

d mp
d--t = PP r S B (7)

with r being determined as a function of pressure by a tabu ar look-up routine

and the burning surface a tunction of charge weight and prope lant web.

2
B P W

where CW is the initial charge weight less the weight of unburned propellant

lost through the nozzles. This can be approximated to be a sma1 fraction of

the gas flow, such as is done in recoilless rifle ballistics.

The expression for the rate of nozzle mass flow is that used for rocket

ballistics (Ref. 1) and is as follows:

dm PcAT
d PA= T(8)

dt C*

The propellant loss term can be most effectively defined as a fraction

of the gas nozzle flow such that

dmL dm
L= N

dt dt
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Equations (5), (7), and (8) then provide a solution for the high-pressure

side of the device whose operation is independent of phenomena occurring on

low-pressure side.

The solution for the low-pressure or action side of the device is through

a standard gun ballistic approach similar to that given in Ref. 2. An additional

te-em is required in the energy balance for the high-low system, however. This

is to account for the work accomplished by the gases in driving the ambient air

from the device. In a conventional gun with a small bore and very high pres-

sures, this effect may be neglected. In a high-low system with relatively

large bores and low pressures, this effect must be considered.

The energy balance for the low-pressure side will be

E 1  E2 + E3 + E4 + E5
1 2 3 4 5

where

E 1  energy put in system by nozzle flow of combustion gases

E 2 = translational energy of piston

E= heat loss to walls

E= energy required to accelerate unburned propellant and combustion

gases

E =energy required to remove ambient air from bore

To account for heat loss in the combustion chamber, a new impetus value

is defined where

FB = (1- 1) Fp (9)

which implies that

T! (1 - T)T
2-3.
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Then, at any point in the ballistic cycle, with A cross section of bore,

Vp = initial low pressure volume, and X = distance from X to pioton base,

Eqs. (1) and (2) give

Pp(Vp + AX) = m (10)T'
0

The Chemical energy transported will be

1 NCV(To -T) (11)
I N I

The translational energy of payload will be

1 2
E 2 = mBV (12)

The heat loss of the gases is proportional to the distance traveled, which

(Ref. 3) is roughly proportional to the square of the velocity. This heat loss

can then be approximated

E pm V(13)

Using a Kent form solution (Ref. 5) with high-velocity modifications

(Ref. 4) for the energy contai.ned in the accelerating gases and unburned pro-

pellant, it is approximated that

2
----- V (14)E 4 - 2 g6

with 6 :3 at low velocities and increasing at high velocities as the density dis-'

tribution becomes less uniform. This effect, and the variation of 6 with pay-

load velocity, is covered in Ref. 4.
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An effective mass may then be defined as

CW
ma = mB (15)

Due to the relatively large bore area associated with the high-low sys-

tem, the expansion work must be considered; this is typically ignored in a con-

ventional gun system. This expansion work is:

E 5 = PoAX (16)

Then 1 E+E +E 4+E= (1+ 1 V 2 + P AX (17)
E2 E3 E4  5  )m a

The term Y is defined by

R F B
(y -) ) (18)

CT

Then, from i'"s. (11), (17), and (18)

mNB----/=1( )(1 +3))maV + P oAx (19)

The temperature ratio is eliminated by the introduction of the equation

of state to give the basic ballistic equation

Pp(Vp+ AX) mNFB - (Y- II+ P) V2  (Y- 1)PAX (20)
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Because a differential form of the above equation is more convenient for

incremental computation, differentiating Eq. (20) gives

d P
d.. ( +AX m N  dV d.X dXd

dit +AX - F B - (Y- 1I + P)m PA--(Y-)PAdX
*- (VB +Aa dt dt dt odt

(21)

Equation (8) provides the high-pressure -chamber -to-low-pressure

plenum coupling relationship by defining the mass flow

dm PeA
N c T

dt *
c

Values for the three factors 4), P. and g are necessary for the use of

the above algorithem. These factors will vary within a small range depending

upon the nature of the system used. The term 4) is the heat loss in the high-

pressure chamber and is expressed as a function of total energy available.

The term P is the heat and friction losses on the low-pressure side and is

expressed as a fraction of the payload kinetic energy. The term is propel-

lant lost unburned from the high-pressure plenum and expresged as a percent-

age of the nozzle gas flow. Reasonable values will be as follows:

0. 02 :5 4) s0. 1

0.35 _ ps0.75

0. 0 5 - 0. 15

An app!ication of this analysis to the design and development of an I1 -in.

parachute mortar s covered in Section III.
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III. PARACHUTE MORTAR BALLISTIC DESIGN

An alternate method for soft-landing an instrument capsule on a planet,

other than the retromotor, is an aerodynamic deceleration system, or para-

chute. This approach, while less elegant than a retromotor, offers promise

of high reliability, light weight, and considerable cost savings. The following

describes the initial stages of a research effort designed to provide a ballistic

technology base for the future development of directly mortared aerodynamic

deceleration systems. Because of the large bulk and relative light weight of a

parachute, standard interior ballistic systems are inadequate and the high-low

approach must be used.

The initial heavyweight hardware used for prototype parachute mortar

simulation and analytic ballistic verification is as shown in Fig. 2. The high-

pressure chamber is illustrated with a sterilizable squib as well as with a

high-pressure piezometric pressure transducer. The low-pressure plenum

also has a Kistler fast-response crystal pressure transducer. The base of

the fiberglass sabot that supports the parachute, is shown immediately above

the high-pressure chamber.

A simulated parachute pack in its protective sabot is presented in Fig. 3.

Also shown in the figure is the heavy steel launch tube and sheer-off muzzle

cover. On the left is the combustion chamber and nozzle plate with brass blow-

out diaphragm and sterilizable squib. The gas obturation device used on the

fiberglass sabot is a simple O-ring which proved adequate for the prevention of

blowby.

The ballistic properties of the device are presented in Table 1.

These design parameters were determined by optimizing the theoretical

high-low interior ballistic computer program which was designed from the

mathematical model of the thermodynamic processes discussed in Section II.
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Table 1. Shot Characteristics

Item Ballistic properties

Propellant type M-10

Propellant web 0. 0U18

Chamber volume 50 in. 3

Plenum volume 4.5 in. 3

Charge weight 16 gm

Payload weight 25 lb

Muzzle velocity 135 ft/sec

A correlation between experimental and theoretical pressure time

histories for the combustion chamber is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows

the experimental data and theoretical -nalysis are in agreement at the start

and at the end of the ballistic cycle. A degree of difference is nr.iced in the*

center porticn of the firing. This is caused by the fragmentation of a fraction

of the propellant grains during combusticn and by lack of simultaneity of noz-

zle plug release. These effects both imply an initial higher pressure followed

by earlier web burnout and subsequent lower pressures. These effects are

apparent on the experimen:!il data plot. In general, however, the correlation

is certainly adequate for optiinization of ballistic design..

The parachute mortar shown in Fig. 3 has been successfully fired several

times with a dummy parachate, and once vertically with an operational chute.

Future firings will be with Ilightweight rather than heavyweight hardware.

The high-low concept lends itself to a wide variety of applications

because of its significant inherent flexibility. Fixing a payload weight, bore

diameter, and propellant type, an infinity of pressure time histories is possible

by altering the two chambez volumes, nozzle area, and propellant web. This ..
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provides not only the ability to alter the peak of the pressure time trace, but

also to reshape it completely. The pressur-. time history can be progressive,

regressive, neutral, or in possession of dual peaks. Associated with this

flexibility is the capability of operating the low-pressure action chamber at

pressures at which conventional gun propellants will not burn reliably and

reproducibly.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The high-low interior ballistic technique has been sufficiently investi-

gated to provide a technological base for the development of any required

propellant-actuated device to accelerate large-caliber, lightweight projectiles.

The thermodynamics and kinetics of the phenomena have been mathematically

modeled and computer-coded. A prototype parachute mortar system has been

. . designed, fabricated, and successfully tested. Should any future mission effort

require a parachute deceleration system, or other bulky package deployment,

a proven methodology is available.

NOMENCLATURE

A bore area

AT nozzle throat area

C W  initial propellant charge

C* characteristic velocity of propellant gases

CV specific heat of combustion products

Fp impetus of propellant

F B  recovered impetus of propellant

g acceleration due to gravity

ma effective propelled mass
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mB payload mass

m c mass in high-pressure chamber

mL propellant lost

mN propellant gas transported through nozzles

mp propellant burned

P chamber pressure

P plenum pressure

P ambient pressure
0

R gas constant

r burning rate of propellant

SB propellant burning surface

T gas temperature

T flame teniperature
0

To 0 recovered flame temperature

V payload velocity

V chamber volume
C

Vp •plenum volume

X payload travel

P bore heat loss

S chamber heat loss

g propellant loss factor

Y specific heat of propellant gases

6 density distribution factor

P propellant density

Wo propdllant web

r flow factor
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Fig. 3. Parrichute mortar components
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Fig. 4. Combustion chamber pressure-time plot ,
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2-4 NOMOGRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF

ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICE FIRING TIME EQ.JATION

By

'Herbert D. Peckham, Gavilan College and Donald E. Davenport,

Singer-General Precision, Inc. Advanced Products Division Link Group.

ABSTRACT

A review of existing solutions for the electro-explosive
device (EED) design problem is given. Rosenthal's solution
is expanded and refined to permit the prediction of firing
data strictly from blueprint data.

A set of nomographs is presented to permit the rapid, easy
solution of the n-w set of equations. The new solution is
compared against firing data with excellent results.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Present Theoretical Knowledge of Electro-Explosive
Devices

The widespread utilization of electro-explosive devices in

aerospace applications has given rise to new requirements of

reliability and theoretical knowledge. The manufacturer of such

devices is faced with the problem of predicting device performance

on the basis of incomplete experimental evidence, and of almost

no understanding of the physics of the explosive-electrical inter-

face. Since such predictions often involve considerable financial

risks to the manufacturer and nay involve serious time delays to the

buyer, the case for a theoretial tool to permit valid prediction of

EED characteristics is obvious.

The industry is in need, then, of an EED "equation-of-state".

Such an equation, or equations, should involve only trie basic design

parameters, and should enable the designer to accurately predict how

the device will resp6nd to an electrical stimulus before the device

is ccnstructed. An additional need for an equation of state is to

generate a theoretical knowledge of the physical processes taking

place. Such an understanding will inevitably lead to optimum designs

both in terms of reliability and of performance.
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The objective of this paper is to develop a valid, simple

EED equation of state. Then, a set of nomographs will be

constructed to permit the rapid solution of the equations.

B. Exact Solutions Available

There are several very good solutions to the basic problem.

These solutions represent different approximations to the true

electr'-explksive interface, and according to the accuracy of
the model, are characterized by rather involved computer solutions.

A good solution in closed form has been developed by Davenport

(R-ferences 1 and 2). This solution stems from a basic approach

outlined by Carslaw and Jaeger (Reference 3). The solution accounts

for the temperature dependence of bridgewire resistance and gives

good predictions of temperature versus time subsequent to a speci-

fic electrical stimulus. A computer is required to handle the

solution. The differential equation which describes the model is:

2 d F/d~l\ dT\ 2
p c' ( r dx) -92 = K !- ) . r

x + dx -1
(1)

I 2 R (i + T) dx

- (2 w r dx) [H (T - T ) ] + 16
0 4.186

In equation (1)

p = density of the bridgewire material, gm/cm3

c' = heat capacity of the bridgewire material, cal/gm0 C
r = radius of bridgewire, cm

x = distance along the bridgewire, cm

T = temperature of the bridgewire, 0C

t = time, sec

K = thermal conductivity of the bridgewire material, cal/cm sec0 C

H = radial heat transfer coefficient, cal/cm 2 sec 0C

TO  = initial temperature of the system, 0C
I = current flow, amps

R = bridgewire resistance, ohms

X = length of the bridgewire, cm
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This equation describes a constant current model. The equation

can be put in the form

dT d2T (
dt =  - V (TT) +a

where

K I2R____
pc' 2

p c a 4.186 c' r ipX (2)

(2
and 2 H I2R° c T

r p 4.186 c'r2  / P

The solution in closed form which yields temperature as a
function of poeition and time, taking T = 0 is:

0-N

inhh[xsAnhx +sinh (X x)

sinh X 2 2

sin (2n - 1) T x et [v + (2n - 1) 2 2 J4a F- e[X
n =1 (2n- I)I + x( )1

2

Equation (3) gives excellent results if accurate values of all

the parameters are known. The only disadvantage is that the

solution is in a form which is fairly difficult to interpret and

requires a computer. This solution will be utilized to refine

the simplified solution which is the objective of this paper.

Another solution has been described by Massey (Reference 4). This

solution is not given in closed form, and is a good deal more com-

plicated than Davenport's, requiring a numerical computer solution.

This solution gives temperature as a function of time, distance

along the bridgewire, and radial distance from the bridgewire

axis. Because of its complexity, this solution will not be

discussed further in this paper.
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C. Rosenthal Solution

The simplest solution to the problem and the one which

has had the most widespread recognition was developed by Rosenthal

(Reference 5) in conjunction with the U. S. Naval Ordnance Labor-

atory. His is a "lumped parameter" model described by the equation:

dT 2
c + y T =I R (4)

dtI V
where

c = heat capacity of the bridgewire

y energy loss rate per degree C from the bridgewire.

Other parameters are as previously defined.

If one assumes c and y are constants, Equation (4) can be

solved easily for the solution

IR 1 e- c N (5)

Several methods have been suggested by Rosenthal and othe.rs

for the empirical determir.Ation of V and c. The fact that the

device must be in existance before the empirical determination

of y and c can be accomplished is a serious disadvantage. There

are other serious problems in the model itself which will be

discussed in detail. The Rosenthal solution is given here

since it is the point of departure for the refined solution

which is the subject of this paper.

II. AN EXPANDED FIRST ORDER SOLUTION

A. The Rosenthal Equation

The differential equation describing the lumped parameter

model utilized by Rosenthal has already been given (Equation 4).

Several comments should be made regarding this equation.
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First, the power generation term on the right side of the

equation makes no provision for the variation of the resistance,

R, with temperature. The fact that this is a serious omission

can be seen easily. If the bridgewire is nichrome, with a temper-

atire coefficient of resistivity of 0.0001, and the required

temperature is 300°C ( a reasonably good value for lead styphnate)

the final resistance is 1.03 times the ir;-ial resistance.

Taken by itself an error of 3% does not seen serious. However,

as will be developed later, this does have significaniein firing

times. If the bridgewire is tungsten with a temperature coefficient

of resistivity of 0,0045, the final resistance is 2.35 times

the original resistance:

The first change, then, will be to replace R in Equation (4)

by Ro (1 + a T). Ro is the initial resistance at ambient temper-

ature, T is the temperature change measured from ambient, and a

is the temperature coefficient of resistivity of the bridgewire

material. Ayres (Reference 6) has discussed the factor a in the

analysis of EED's with the Rosenthal equation.

The second change in Equation (4) concerns the temperature.

Implicit in the first order, lumped parameter approach is the

assumption that the entire bridgewire is at the same temperature.

Davenport has calculated the ratio of /Ta utilizing the temper-

ature distribution given in Equation (4). T is the average temp-

erature of the bridgewire and Tmax is the maximum bridgewire

temperature. The ratio T/Tmax can vary from 1 to as low as 0.70,

depending upon the bridgewire material and configuration, and the

time after current is applied. Thus, this ratio is time dependent,

and must be accounted for in the differential equation. It is

extremely important to note at this point that if we use a

single temperature to characterize the entire bridgewire as is

done in Equation (4), this temperature must be T. On the other

hand, the temperature which determines the initiation of the

explosive is Tmax . This situation will be accounted for in

subsequent sections.
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B. Introduction of Basic Design Parameters

Making the substitution RO (1 + o TT for R and recalling
that T is the temperature which characterizes the entire bridge-

wire, Equation (4) becomes

dT 2 -
C R+T= (1 + aT) (6)

The term y in Equation (6) contains two terms. One is the

radial loss related to T, the other is the longitudinal loss

and is related to Tmax*

Equation (6) can be put in the form

dT + 1 12 (7)c + - R~

where

Y, = (Y - 12R ) (8)

Equation (7) is the same form as Equation (4). The solution

is immediately seen to be

a= (- e" t/tc) (9)

where tc = c/Y' (10)

The next task will be to "de-lump"the "lumped parameters"

c and y. As utilized to this point in the industry, c and y are
determined empirically from tests on the device. What is desired

here is to express these parameters in terms of basic design

information.

The first term, c, is the easiest to examine. It is simply

the "effective" heat capacity of the bridgewire and can be

expressed as
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where N is a factor introduced to take advantage of information

from Davenport's solution

= cross sectional area of bridgewire, cm2

j = 0.2389 cal/joule

The other factors are as previously defined in Equation (1).

For the present, N will remain undefined but will be discussed

in detail in the next section.

The other "lumped parameter" y, is simply the sm of the
specific energy loss rates through the two ends, and through

the lateral surface of the bridgewire. These specific energy

loss rates can be described by:

7 2MwK + HpX) (12)

where M is a factor which will generate the proper temperature

(-9 gradient at the ends of the bridgewire. This factor will be

discussed and defined in the next section.

p = bridgewire perimeter, cm.

Other factors are as previously defined.

We note the fact that M and H are both time dependent.

However, for the purposes of this report, they will be assumed
c onstant. .n fact, the reason for introducing N in the heat

capacity term was to correct for this.

C. Use of Information From Exact Solution

Recall the solution given by Equation (9) is in terms of

T. Of course, what is desired is the sclution in terms of Tmax
since this is the temrvrature which controls initiation of the

primer material. De ine 6 to obtain a simple approximation to

convert the form, oYD can proceed as follows:

= 2-4
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By using Equation (3) with t -- o, Davenport was able to

calculate the steady state value of 6. This is

1+ - cosh (LI)
2 sinh (AX)

6 = 2 () (13)
1 - sech (J)

where

S=i = if is assumed 0,

where

p = BW perimeter

W = BW cross section area

It is known, however, that 6 is actually time dependent.
Three facts are known. First at t =0, T/T =1. Second,

maxat t = , /Tmax.. =6 Third, the ratio changes rapidly initially

and asymptotically approaches 6 as t approaches a. Thus, a

function is required which will generate this behavior. It would
seem that the same fun tional relation which describes the variation

of temperature with time would be appropriate. Such a function

which has the desired characteristics is:

Tmax () (14)

Equation (14) can be solved for T and used to introduce

Tmax into the solution given by Equation (9). The result is

1mx< + (1 -etltC) (6 - I) 2 = IRo (i-e-tltc)

If this equation is solved for t, the time to reach Tmax ,

the result is
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t tln 1 (15)

, max (6 1) )j

Equation (15) is the desired solution. The only remaining
task is to define N in Equation (11) and M in Equation (12).
N will be defined first.

Empirically, it has been found that N = 2.24 6 (16)
gives a good fit to the data. In Davenport's solution, a constant

factor of 2 gave the best fit to the data instead of 2.24 6.
This matter should be investigated in the future.

Now M must be defined. The temperature gradient at the ends
of the wire can be computed from Davenport's solution (Equation 3)

by assuming t = and evaluating dT/dx at x = 0. Experience shows
that this approximation is reasonable for times other than t =
If this is done, the result is

dT I a /cs 'Aj 17'd7x X ,'. \sinh (A
x=0

The heat which flows out the ends of the wire according to

Equation (17) is

d-T I
t

According to the first order model, the heat flowing out

the ends of the wire 's
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M is defined such that these two terms are equal. Therefore

dTI K MKT
2 ---TWK = 2

_ 0

t = I
solving for M, the following relation is obtained:

M= dTI (18)
x=0
t =C(csh (uX)-~i

Define (cs = Lsn(gA,) in Equation (17) (19)

Thend = ( which, when substituted in
dxl 0

t =O

Equation (18) gives the definition of M.

M a (AK) 8 (20)

Now, the problem is to evaluate M in a fashion that will

produce a useable solution. The question, then, is the ratio

a/p.

If in Davenport's solution, see Equation (2), the approximation

= 0 is made, the result is:

12 R an 4H
pc. W X.I and -pcXd

From this the ratio below can be obtained:

I 2 Rd

V4A,) H

If the approximation a = 0 is made in Equation (9) and we

let t = m, we obtain

I 2 R Ty
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If this is substituted in the ratio a/v above, the result

is

a/ = j IHpX

But
M K + Hpl1

2
Also, if a = 0 Hp = K (see Equation 13)

Making these substitutions and solving for M, the value

can be obtained as follows:

2
M = (21).k_2

Equation (21) was tried in the solution and it was found that

for significant temperature coeffi'cients of resistivity, a good

data fit was not obtained. This should not be too surprising,

since it was formulated from equations which assumed a = 0.

Therefore, an extremely pragmatic approach will be taken to

correct equation (21) for a. Since the energy generation is

proportional to R, and since R increases as (1 + o Tx), it
max

might be reasonable that a better approximation would be to assume

that the leakage increases by the same factor. A simple correction

would be to multiply M by (1 + a Tma x ). Note that (1 + T )
(ax +( max)

is used for simplification purpose rather than the correct form

(+ T).

There fore

-2
M(1l+ aT )(22)

max

This was found to give a good data fit.
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D. Discussion of Approximations

A number of assumptions, and approximations have been

made to this point. These should be discussed in light of the

stated objective of this paper. Recall the objective was to

produce a simple solution which works -- one that does not

become lost in complexities. W1'at has happened is that first

order corrections have been applied to Rosenthal's originml equation

In working towards the values of M and N, the same corrections

have often been ignored. ,:)wever, M and N are themselves first

order corrections, so the noqlected corrections are second

order. It is -elt that this !s valid in light of the stated

objectives.

The validity of the approximations must be judged in terms

of how well the new equation works. This is not to say that

further investigations into the equation should not be made,

merely that a good, working, first ste;p has been obtained.

E. Recapitulation of Expanded First order Solution ,

The solution, expressing firing time in terms of the other

parameters is:

T
-t ln 1 - Tmax (23)c i 2 Ro

I RO Tmax
(6

where-

t C/v t  (24)

C 2.240 w Jc' (25)

ye i + HpX) I 2 RoC (26)
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M = UX + a T max) (27)

1- cosh (uX)

sinh (j)
62 (28)

i -sech ()(28

cosh (&IX) - 1 ( 9S sinh ()(9

=WK (30)

Equations (23) through (3) can be solved for the desired
results. In these equations

t = firing time at constant current, sec

c = "effective" heat capacity of bridgewire, joules/c
3o = density of bridgewire material, gm/cm

c'= specific heat of bridgewire material, cal/gm°C

S= length of bridgewire, cm

j = mechanical equivalent of heat = 0.2389 cal/joule2
w= cross section area of bridgewire, cm

K = thermal conductivity of bridgewire material, cal/sec cm0C

H = radial heat transfer coefficient cal/sec cm2 C

I = constant firing current, amperes

R= ambient resistance of bridgewire, ohms

= temperature coefficient of resistivity of bridgewire

material, °C-i

Tmax= increase in temperature above ambient required for

initiation of explosive, °C

p = perimeter of bridgewire, cm

III. A NOMOGRAPHICAL SOLUTION

A. Motivation for a Nomographical Solution

Equation (23) through (30) give the refined, simplified

solution to the basic problem. If a more accurate solution is
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required, and a computer is available, Davenport's solution can

be used. There is certainly nothing to prevent the designer

from using the equations developed in this paper in their

present form, however, nomographs have been constructed to

solve these equations. It is felt that there are compelling

reasons for using this approach.

The typical values of the factors in Equation (23; through (30)

are such as to make a power of ten mistake very likely. Nomographs

make it much less likely that this type of mistake will occur.

Most engineers like to use homographs foa this reason.

The nomographs are constructed to permit a reasonably rapid

analysis of a particular design. Most important however, is

that the effect of parameter variation can be seen clearly

using nomographs. This is difficult using the raw equations.

It is possible therefore, for the designer to acquire a "feel"

for the problem which will enable rapid answers to be obtained

as to how to meet specific specification requdifents, or Indeed

if the requirements can be met.

If the probldm is particularly important and merits the

investigative effort, the nomographs can be used to get a

solution, which can itself be subjected to computer refinement

using Davenport's solution.

B. Rearrangements of Solution to Failitu te Nomographical

Solution

The solution given in Equations (23) through (30) will now

be adapted to the specific case of a round bridgewire.

Equation (30) defines ;. The argument of the hyperbolic

functions in Equations (26) through (29) is IA. Thus, the

first step is to develop this. If the substitutions

p = f d and W = I __

4
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are made in Equation (30), and the expression is multiplied by X

the result is:
.1/2

M -.,/ (31)

where d = bridgewire diameter, cm

and other parameters are as previously described.

Next, Equation (27) must be put in the form to permit M

to be obtained. To simplify the expression, the substitution

below will be used.

A = (1 + a Tmax)

Equation (27) is in suitable form for nomographic solution

Lcosh. 1

[e so w f 4 d together with the definition

The substitution --

of 6 is used in Equation (25) to obtain

1- cosh (M)1 +

c =2.24- d2 2sinh (3)
4j ((33

cosh (2' )

The next problem is to evaluate y' as given in Equation (26).

Making the substitution

w = 4- and p = d

The result is

This can be put in the form
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+ (34)

where Kd2  -end leakage)
2j

* = Hd =(radial leakage)

= 12Ro a (excess energy input because of temperature coeffi-
cient)

In the event that Ro must be calculated, it can be derived

from the equation

R (35)

fr d 2

where p' = bridgewire material resistivity, ohm cm

Once y' is known the solution can be carried to Equation (23).

Two substitutions will be used:

I Ro (36)

+ h

andm = - ax ( 2a "" s, (-, - (37)

cosh(')

Now use the substitutions

and T tctc

Equation (23) can be put in the form

Tmax= (1 e-T) (38)
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From Equation (38) T can be obtained. The final equation

required to reach t is

t = (39)

The new set of equations solved by nomographs will be repeated

here for convenience

iA= X Y-) (40)

2X X

where A (1 + Tmax ) (41)

Lcosh (;A) - 1

1i 1i- cosh (Ai)

c 2 . 2 4 % d2 (PC,), \jAt
1 cosh ) (42)

2 M
2j (43)

0 H Ad (44)

4
4 A 2(45)

d22 R°  (46)

Y' = (47)
I2Rb

(48)

i+ 4a sinh (AX)

-max - 2 - lJ€.9

= + n (50)
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max  (I - T) (51)

1/ 1 _(52)

With the exception of Equations (47) and (50), a set

of nomographs is presented which will solve the system of

Equations (40) through (52).

C. Discussion of Nomographs

The nomographs solving the set of equations (40) through

(52)are contained in Appendix A. They are presented in the

same order as the equations above. There are two nomographs

(10A and 10B) for Equation (51) depending upon whether T is

- or +. In all the nomographs, the instrictions are self-explan-

atory. A work sheet to assist ir the conputation follows the

nomographs in Appendix B. Its use is also self-explanatory.

IV. COMPARIOON OF NOMOGRAPHICAL SOLUTION WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. General Discussion of Solution Characteristics

Several comments should be made concerning solutions

utilizing the nomographs. In the approximation used in the

nomographical solution H should not be dependent upon the bridge-

wire. As a first trial, H will be considered constant, independent

of bridgewire diameter. Subsequent investigations may indicate

that refinements in the treatment of H will be required.

For a given explosive, Tmax is an explosive constant, and

should not depend upon bridgewire material.

B. Data Jtilizing Platinum Bridgewires

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the theoretical nomo-

graphical solution and experimental firing data. The value of

Tmax is 3000C and H is 0.150. As can be seen, the agreement

between theory and experiment is excellent.

C. Data Utilizing Nichrome Bridcwwire

Figure 2 shows the comparison between theory and experiment

for nichrome bridgewire. As for platinum, H = 0.150, Tmax =

300 0C, with the exception of the 1 mil wire, the agreement is

excellent. The question of instrumentation accuracy arises

for very short firing times (less than 1 millisecond) and needs

to be investigated further. 2
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D. Comparison of Nomographical to Davenport's Solution

The nomographical solution has been compared to Davenport's

solution obtained with a computer. The agreement is very good

for both nichrome and platinum. The agreement justifies the

approximations that were made in the development of the nomo-

graphical solution. The excellent agreement with experimental

data verifies that a valuable and accurate new tool has been

derived.

E. Sample Nomograph Solutions

In order to provide the reader with a known solution, sample

calculations are presented in Appendix B for several bridgewire

current combinations. As one becomes experienced with the use of

the nomographs a complota function time current curve should be

generated in less than 30 minutes for a given header configuration.

DISCUSSION

The discussion brought out the fact that the firing temperature of 300°C

had been fitted empiricdily and that different firing temperatures would give

different firing tihes. Mr. I.Kabik of NOL cited their previous work with the

MK I Squib where 500C gave them very good agreement between calculated and ex-

perimental results using Prof. Rosenthal's equations. Rosenthal too solved the

equations in two waysone of which took into account the thermal coefficient of

resistivity. This work was discussed at previous EED Symposia.
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TABLE I Values of H
i .__ 3 2 1 .5

1 .001 .1o .15 .15 .70

2 .0075 .08 .12 .12 .5V

K - cal/cm
2
/cm/sec/°C

D - B/D diameter (in mils)

Case (1) Flush B/W on Glass - organic primary.e.g.,styphnate

Case (2) Suspended 8/W - organic primary, e.g. atyphnate.

TABLE II

B Holybdenuho

Pi , A AU. Tungsten Kovar Nichroma
Pmy - .0039 a - .0035 0 - .0033 a - .0001

Pb Styphnatj
(n or basic 2.20 2.05 1.99 1.03
Tmax - 300'C A (1 T max

Pb Azide I
Tma). 400C 2.60 2.4 2.32 1.04

ex

ix

1.4 - 4 _ _ I

00z _iIi_
1.0 __ _

.001 .002 .003 .004

TABLE I I

Temperature
Resist ivity Coef ficient

, C' p'c'M a

Au (hard) .602 2.24 .0038

Au lannealed) .602 2.23 .0039

Pt (hard) .669 11.62 .0032

Pt (annealed) .669 11.47 .0033

Mo (hard) .674 6.98 .0036

Ho (annealed) .674 5.15 .0047

0.6% Sb-Au (hard) .601 2.63 .0033

0.6% Sb-Au (annealed) .601 4.49 .0019

Ag (hard) .596 1.58 .0036

Ag (annealed) .596 1.50 .0038

Kovar (hard) .879 54.8 .003

Kovar (annealed) .879 48.8 .0033

Nichrose V (hard) .900 113.0 .0001

Nlichrocme V (annealed) .900 104.7 .0001

Pyrofuze (i-R) 10.30 .00175

Pyrofuze (10-R) 4.65 .0039

0 - density in gm/cc

C- - heat capacity in cal/gram

' resistivity in pi ̂ cs

a . temperature coefficient of resistivity
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APPENDIX A

Nomographs 1- 11
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APPENDIX B
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2-6 QUANTITATIVE PREDICTIONS OF EED

FIRING CHARACTERISTICS

By

D. E. Davenport and Herbert Reynolds

SINGER

Ordnance Products

INTRODUCTION

In previous papers 1, 2, and 3 the author has

presented a simple theory for calculating the performance

of an EED given only the physical dimensions and thermal

properties of the materials to be used in the design. This

theory has the virtues that it enables the prediction of per-

formance of an initiator before it is built and also enables

one to predict how small variations in the geometry or

materials of construction during production will affect the

performance of the initiator. Since the application of the

theory was somewhat tedious without a computer, more recent

work with H. Peckham (4) has reduced the solution to a series

of nomographs which are presented in another paper at this

symposium.

The remarkable fit to experimental data which the

theory has been able to give was all the more remarkable because

of some of the approximations which were incorporated which were

known to be matters of expediency at best. They provide a real

limitation to the theory since it is hazardous to apply the theory

outside the regions where these approximations have been tested.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a more detailed theory

which removes the worst of these approximations. The paper shows

that the more accurate approximations are simple to handle, given

(1) IEEE Symposium - Houston, 1965,
(2) Fifth EED Symposium on Electroexplosive Devices
(3) EED Symposium - Tarbes, France 1968 - Designing EED for Space

by D. E. Davenport and L. D. Pitts
(4) A Theoretical Description of a Radial Heat Transfer Coefficient

by Herbert D. Peckham, Gavilan College
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a computer, and that they eliminate the empirical nature of

the solution. These more accurate solutions also fit available

data quite well over a wide range of bridgewire materials and

geometries.

As presented in the original papers, the basic

approach'is to consider the actual header geometry shown on

Figure 1, teduced to a simple symmetric geometry, as shown in

Figure 2. One considers the electrical leads (pins) as infinite

heat sinks, since their temperature will rise only negligibly

in the normal 1 to 100 millisecond time-to-fire. Then (Reference 5a)

the heat balance equation may be written as:

pc(Ir dx)[ T = X +dxl r2_ l~r2
12I Rdx

- (21rdx)L H(T-T)j + (4.186) (X) (1)

In this equation:

p = density of the bridgewire material, gm/cm
3

c = heat capacity of the bridgewire material, cal/gm/°C

r = radius of bridgewire, cm

x = distance along the bridgewire, cm

T = temperature of the bridgewire, °C

t = time, in seconds

K = thermal conductivity of the bridgewire material,

cal'cm2 sec C/cm

(5) Carslaw, ii. ,. nndl S. C. Jaeqer "Conduction of Heat in Solids"

Second lI(tW io x[:0r1 Pr ss (a) Pages 149-150, (b) Ecqn 13.7 (6)
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H = an effective radial heat transfer constant

T = initial temperature of the system, °C

I = current flow, amperes

R = bridgewire resistance, ohm

= length of the bridgewire, cm

In the solution of this equation, (1), the power

input, I R, may be written as I2R (1 + a T) to include the0
effect of the temperature coeffici.ent of resistivity of the

bridgewire, a.

In this equation the term on the left hand side of

the equals sign is the rate of heat storage in the bridgewire,

the first term on the right hand side is rate of the longitudinal

heat leakage out the ends of the wire. The second term on the right

hand side is a linearized representation of the rate of heat

leakage radially from the wire and the last term is the rate of

heat generation within the wire. It is quite simple to generate

an analytical solution for this equation for the constant current

(or constant power) case by assuming that H is constant (i.e.

independent of time). Then the equation may be written as:

2
T 2t-k v(T-T O0) + a (2)

K I2Ro

where k=- ; a 12
p c 4.186 cr 2TpX

and2 H I2Ro
c rp 4.186 cr2  7P x
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The solution for the temperature distribution as

a function of time and space (taking TO to be 0) is

a sinh x + sinh (X-x)sinh X

0 [sin (2n-l) lex t + k(2n-l )221

-~ Xa le-L+~4 a

(2n-1)v+ k(2n-l)tT2] (3)
- 2

This equation expresses the temperature distribution

along the bridgewire as a function of time and, with the proper

choice of constants, will predict the temperature distribution

quite accurately during the first 100 milliseconds when our

approximation of infinite heat sinks for the pins at the ends

of the bridgewire holds.

The major difficulties with the solution are that it

requires use of a constant value of H (while it should be a time

varying function) and that in order t3 make the solution fit

experimental results it requires a value for the specific heat of

the bridgewire material that is approximately twice that of the

real material. It was suspected that these two deviations from

the real world were intimately related and so it was decided to

investigate the development of a solution which did not have these

shortcomings. What was desired was a solution which incorporated

H as the proper function of time and the specific heat with its

proper value to fit the experimental data.

H AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

As can be seen from equatiZon (1) the radial heat leakage

term is represented as the product of three terms (a) the surface

area, 2lTrdx, of an incremental length of the wire (b) the difference

in temperature between that of the wire, T, and the initial
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temperature, To , and (c) a constant, H. One may discover the

nature of H by comparing it with the form of the equation in

a bit more conventional form

Rate of Leakage = (Area) (thermal conductivity) (temperature gradient)

= (2frdx) (K) (3-) (4)
r=a

where K is the thermal conductivity of the material surrounding

the bridgewire and the temperature gradient is evaluated at the

surface of the bridgewire (i.e. r=a).

Thus, comparing the radial leakage term in (1) with (4) one

can say that H may be written as

K (VP)
T-To ( r) r=a

If the initial temperature is considered to be zero (or one

considers T to represent the increase in temperature), this may

be written as

H K (T)T (ar)
r=a

Thus H may be defined in terms of the wire temperature and the

temperature gradient at the wire surface.

The equations for the values of the temperature and the temperature

gradient at the surface of an infinitely long wire as a function

of time were derived by Herbert Peckham (Reference 6) from the

development by Carslaw and Jaeger (Reference 5b). The equations

resulting were:

(6) A Theoretical Description of a Radial Heat Transfer Coefficient
Internal Link Report
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002 2
2 - e -xu t/a)

r=a u3u) Ju)

2 2
^2-xu t/ad

~3 Ka UA (u)

rT 2 2 i

-r=a ; - ~ d

(u= (u) -a J(u)]+ [UY (u) -ay (u)

where "a" is the radius of the bridgewire in cm

Q is the power input (which cancels from the ratio)

2
a= 2 1 a p c/S = twice the ratio of the heat

capacity of a volume of surrounding material to the

heat capacity of a like volume of the wire.

K is the thermal conductivity of the surrounding
2material in cal/cm sec OC/cm

x is K/p c for the surrounding material

t is time in seconds

and the thermal conductivity of the wire is considered

infinite so that the temperature is uniform across the diameter.

The only variable which depends upon the material of the bridgewire

is a and since its effect on the results was negligble over the

range of a = 1/5 to a = 5, the solution was evaluated for u = 1/2.
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In order to compute these integrals nmmerically,

it is helpful to first transform them to integrals over a

finite domain. This transformation is easily accomplished

by introducing the variable defined by

1

then,
~1

2 Ka T
I(a,R) = 0 f(Z)dZ = Q r r=a

-2a
2 1 a

J(cR) = -- g(Z)dZ = a - Ir=a

where,
1/-Z\2

1 e- T)
f(Z) =

g(Z) =)

A useful method for numerical integration is Simpson's rule

which for a given partition

0 =Zo <Z<... n = 1

with

Zi - Zi-l = h, (i=l,2,...,N)

states that

f(Z)dZ= h[f(Zo)+4f(Z1)+2f(Z 2)+ ...+f(Zn) +O(h)
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with a similar expression for g.

The only apparent difficulty in using this method is

that of computing f and g at the end points of (0,1). These

points, however, are not singular points for in (3; app. A) it

is shown that

f(O) = ,/2, f(l) = 0

g(0) = gtl) = 0

Thus, once the formulas given in (4,pp. 369-370) for

computing the Bessel functions are borrowed, it is a simple matter

to obtain numerical values for the integrals I and J, and hence

for the function H.

The resulting numerical solution for H was fit with a

series of line segments as the simplest composite to use for

inserting H as a function of time into the problem. The line

segments were:

-.4679
H (E) 1 . 3 4 5 (!L.) .01 < X 0.1

a a

H =(L)1.460 (xt)--4323 0.1 :5s- 1
a a

H = (E)1.460 (xt)-3649 1 t

a a 1

H = (!i)1.088 (Xt) 237210 () 10
a

a 2a62a
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wire appears to be simply surrounded by explosive for the region

of interest. On the other hand if the wire is pressed hard

against the substrate so that it may even be fLVttened a bit,

the thermal conductivity of the substrate becomes important.

Now that we have an expression (or actually a series

of expressions) for H as a function of time we may return to

the differential equation arid insert these time dependent

values for H and see how we have changed the behavior of our

equation.

IGNITION TEMPERATURE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

A second correction to the equation which can be

simply included is to consider that the ignition temperature

as a function of time rather than taking it to be constant as

in our previous papers. The major difficulty is in establishing

the correct values which should be used.

The equation actually gives us the temperature of the

bridgewire as a function of time, and the assumption is made that

the ignition occurs when the hottest point on the bridgewire

reaches some critical temperature. If there is no "inert suziace

film" of low thermal conductivity between the bridgewire and the

explosive, then the critical temperature should correspond to the

temperature at which the reaction rate becomes very rapid.

Following the example of Friedman, (Reference 7),

Enig (Reference 8) and others, one might assume an Arrenhius type

relationship, so that a plot of the logarithm of ignition time

versus l/T gives a straight line. Then using the igniticn time

versus temperature data obtained for times of the order of 1 to 100

seconds, one may estimate the temperatures appropriate for 1 to
100 milliseconds.

(7) A General Thermal Explosion Criterion. Application to
Initiation by Imbedded Wires, M. H. Friedman, The John
Hopkins University

(8) Approximate Solutions in the Theory of Thermal Explosions for
Semi-infinite Explosives, By J. W. Enig
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A second approach is to attempt to measure the ignition

temperatures as a function of time in the millisecond region by

using a very small bridgewire with a large temperature coefficient

of resistance. The resistance of the bridgewire as a function of

time as it is heated by the electrical current, gives a smooth

curve which has a shape that is dependent on the current. At

ignition there will be a significant "knee" in the curve as the

energy from the decomposition of the explosive also contributes

to the heating of the bridgewire and thus to its resistance

increase. The presence of the "kneel, becomes quite predominant

when the bridgewire is of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 mils in diameter.

From the increase in the bridgewire resistance at the

time the "knee" appears, the average bridgewire temperature can be

calculated. Based on the above model a calculation of the maximum

bridgewire temperature may be made from the average temperature.

This is the ignition temperature for the observed ignition time.

At the present time it cannot be claimed that either

of these methods is very accurate because of the scatter in the

observed data on which the predictions are based. Our observations

for basic lead styphnate, which most of our experiments used,

showed only that the 1/T vs log t plot could be considered con-

sistant with our millisecond ignition time observations. Therefore,

we have used the 1/T plot to get a consistant set of ignition

temperatures versus times. The values selected are given in

Table I.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE AND CAPACITANCE FIRING PREDICTION

Finally, i-z should be noted, that since the solution is

to incorporate time dependent parameters, it can also handle the

case of a time varying current, I, which results for the constant

voltage and the capacitor firing cases. This gives the solution
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a true generality in its application and requires only a few

simple modifications to provide for the input parameters necessary

to calculate the CUrrent function.

THE SOLUTION WITH TIME DEPENDENT PARAMEPERS

With the introduction of the time dependent parameters of

H, I, and the ignition temperature, one can no longer obtain a

simple analytic solution such as equation (3). One resorts,instead,

to a numerical method which can be simply carried out on a computer.

The given initial-value problem represented by equation (1)

is a classic example of a non-linear parabolic type that can be

integrated numerically by the method of finite differences, or

some variation thereof. One simple process consists of replacing

the analytic derivatives by finite difference expressions which

are simply numerical approximations for the derivatives. A recursion

formula can then be developed which will allow numerical calculations

to take place over a lattice of mesh points starting with the given

boundary and initial conditions. The lattice cannot be arbitrary

but must be chosen such that the numerical solution is stable and

an accurate representation of the theoretical solution while at

the same time it must render the computation time feasible.

Fortunately, this procedure has proved to be quite adequate in regard

to these items for the initial value problem considered here.

This method of replacing the analytic derivatives

by corresponding finite difference expressions, is as follows:

Letting

bT_ T(x, t+At) - T (x,t)

2 T T(x+Ax,t) -2T (x,t) + T (X_-Wt)

bX 2  AX 2
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where Ax and At are small increments of the variables x and t.

In view of the definition of partial differentiation, this

process is certainly feasible if Ac and &t are small enough.

Now, let N be a positive integer and let x be chosen

such that there exists a positive integer M for which MbX = L.

Then a lattice of mesh points (or grid) can be defined whose

coordinates x, t have the form,

x = mAx m =o, i, ..., M

t = nat n = 0, i, ... s N

If T (mAx, nAt) is denoted by Tn  the difference

expressions may be written

Tn+l Tn

mni

Tn - 2Tn + Tn

2 T(mAx, nAt) 2  m-i
2Ax 2

and the initial condition becomes,

T = 0 for m =0, , M..,M

in
n T 0 for n 10, i ..., N

Substitution of these expressions in the differential equation

with a slight rearrangement of terms yields, at the point

(m2x, n6t)1,
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T2 n + At v(nAt}) Tn
m 2 2m

+ 2 (T m+ + Tm-l1

+ At ft (nAt, 77n)

This quation is called a finite difference equation and in

functicnal notation is of the form.

n+l nTn nTm = X i Tin,~

The recursive nature of this relation is clear and is illustrated

in the following scheme:

Tn+l

jm A

n  n Tn
T Mm m+l

For given n, three successive values of T, viz., T T
n . .n+l m - -, m ,
Tm+l will allow the prediction of a fourth, T . Thus,

starting with the initial conditions given above, a solution can

be generated over the entire lattice -- the accurazy, of course,

being contingent on the choice of x and At.

In uoing this method of numerical approximation, one should

also keep in mind the stability criterion for differential

equation of the form,

BT b 2T

-t -x--,-
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In (9; pp. 475-476), it is shown that for this partial

differential equatLon, the finite difference scheme is stable

provided that

S 1
6t

''his in euality should be used only as a guide for the more

goneral equations considered in this paper.

The finite difference equations given above have been programmed

for all three (cases) modes in FORTRAN IV for use as a study

tool on the IBM 360/30, 44 PS system. The functions s and V

are computed as foliows:

I. Constant voltage case, (Voltage E)

v(nAt) 2- (n t)
pcr

aE2

ji(nbt) aE

where

211

4.186 Tr cr2 pXRo

2. Capacitance firing (Voltage Ec on capacitance C with a

parasitic resistance R1 in series)

-211(nAt)
v (n~t) pcr

aE(nbt) 2
S(no6t)= i +

(9) Garabedion P. R. Partial Differential Equations,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. N. Y. 1964
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where,

E (nAt) = E (r(n-l) t)) /i 1 RtC -(Ro + RI )

with

E (0) Ec
1+ RI/Ro

and

a =
4.186 ff cr pXRo (I+UT)

3. Constant current (I)

v(nAt) - aapcr

A(nAt,Tm) = a =constant

2
I Ro 2

4.186 ffcr pX

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

In order to compare the predictions of this modified
theory with actual data, a series of measurements were made on a

glass header with a bridgewire length of 0.19 cm. The bridgewire

material and the bridgewire diameter were varied over the normal

range that one would expect to encounter in EED designs. The

explosive was limited to basic lead styphnate applied as a slurry

in a 0.050 inch deep cup and then dried.

The time-to-fire measurements were made with a photocell

which responded to the light output from the surface of the explosive.

These times will differ from ignition times by the time required

for the reaction zone to travel approximately 0.050 inches.
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In the case of the 0.15 mil tungsten wire the bridge-

wire length was only 0.025 inches (0.062 cm) and the slurry thickness

was less than 0.010 inches since a different header was used.

The presence of the "knee" in the cuive gave confirmation of the

ignition times for this small diameter wire and agreed quite well

with the light output from this thin slurry layer.

The data shown in Figures 4 , 5, and 6 show the

measured firing times as a function of current over nearly a decade

in firing current for each wire diameter. The three fitted curves

for each wire diameter were calculated from the theory using three

different values for the asstuned thermal conductivity of the

environment around the bridgewire.

It is seen that for nichrome (which has a very small

thermal coefficient of resistance) the curve based on a thermal

conductance, x, of 0.0003 cm 2/sec fits quite well for all three

wire diameters except in the region of very short firing times.

The disagreement at the short firing times may simply indicate

that the ignition time is 0.1 to 0.2 milliseconds shor~er than that

measured by the photocell because of the thickness of the slurry.

Each of the experimental points represents 3 to 5 measurements

which fall within the symbol excep- when a bar is incorporated

extending beyond the symbol.

In the case of platinum bridgewire which has an inter-

mediate resistivity but a high temperature coefficient of

resistivity, the agreement is qualitatively correct but the

data for the 2.5 mil case in particular seems to fall above the

curves throughout its length. That is the firing times are all

about 50% longer than predicted by the curve. For the other two

curves the data falls within 10 - 201A of the theoretical curve.
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Going to a material of high conductivity and high

temperature coefficient of resistivity such as aluminum results

in the data in Figure 7 In this case, it was anticipated

that there might be an appreciable "inert film of low thermal

conductivity" on the surface of the wire in the form of AI2 03,

No such effect is indicated by the limited data obtained.

Finally, going to a very small diameter and very short

Dridgewire we have the data on the 0.15 mil diameter tungsten

bridgewire presented in Figure 6 Here the data becomes quite

sensitive to the value assumed for the thermal conductivity of

the material around the bridgewire. Again, however, the value

of 0.0003 cm 2/sec for the thermal conductance fits very well,

over the limited range of measurements. (Experiments showed

no units fired at 0.09 amps and limited measurements at 0.2 amps

indicated a firing time less than 0.1 millisecond.)

DISCUSSION

The good correlation between theory and experiment

when the constant value of H is replaced by a properly time varying

function and the proper value of the specific heat of the bridgewl.re

is inserted rather than the empircally doublpd value: indicate

that the theory is quite well based. The remaining disagreement

observed in the case of the larger size platinum wire suggests that

there may still be deficiencies in the theory details which need

to be included. The most obvious omission is that of the temperature

drop encountered at the surface of the wire which heat transfer
people are wont to ascribe to thermal resistance at the interface.

The lack of any well defined theory for predicting

thermal resistance at the interZace would mean that such a

correction would have to be introduced more or less empircally

and would thus become another adjustable constant which could raise

doubts about validity of the rest of the theory. Furthermore,
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it would appear less likely to find such a phenomenon at the

surface of an inert material like platinum than the more

reactive nichrome, aluminum or tungsten. Perhaps extension of

the measurements to much larger bridgewire diameters such as 5 to

10 mils would help sort out the effect.

it would be of interest to repeat these measurements

with other explosives such as normal lead styphnate, lead azide,

si)ver azide, KDNBF and other primaries which have different

ijnition temperatures and buildup times. These measurements

are underway at our laboratories at this time.

4

APPLICATIONS

The two primary uses for such a theory is to be able

to rapidly design an initiator to be able to meet any specified

all-fire times or no-fire levels and then to be able to predict

the sensitivity of the design to various manufacturing variables

such as resistance range or thermal coupling of the bridgewire.

We presently have the model programmed for the computer for all

three cases (constant current, constant voltage and capacitance

discharge) and can run off a series of data on any selected geometry

in little more than the time that it takes to get access to the

computer. This proves to be of a great deal of assistance to the

design engineer when other than proven designs are called for.

The other major use for the theory is in inaking

possible nondestructive testing of initiators for their all-fire

level. This measurement, called the thermal rcoupling test (TCT),

depends for its application on the bridgewire having a significant

thermal coefficient of resistance. Then from the measurement

of the resistaice increase of the bridgewire caused by a low level

current pulse, the theory enables the prediction of the current level

which would be required to reach the firing temperature within
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the required function time. The presence of gaps around the

bridgewire, moisture in the bridgewire mix or other changes in

the thermal conductance environment of the bridgewire are readily

detected.

Using the TCT technique one can appreciably narrow the

functioning range of a given group of detectors. The selection is

limited to thermal coupling effects, of course, and would not

necessarily find defects such as degraded explosive or a nick in

the bridgewire unless the effect was large enough to be reflected

in the average thermal response. The method has a major advantage

over any other technique in that it can be applied to an individual

initiator without any specific historical data on the specific

initiator. Thus, it shows real promise as a field monitoring

technique as well as a production monitoring technique.

TABLE I TIME TO FIRE vs TEMPERATURE FOR BASIC LEAD STYPHNATE

Time Temperature

10 sec. 275^C

1 sec. 3000C

0.I sec. 3250C

u.01 sec. 3550C

.006 sec. 360cC

.004 sec. 365 0C

,002 sec. 375°C

.001 sec. 3850C

.0005 sec. 4000C

.0002 sec. 415 0 C

.0001 sec. 4250C
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ERRATA SHEET

Page 6 Note K is for materials around bridgewire

Not the K of Equation (1)

xt
Page S X-

a

Z instead of Z, in 0 = Z < Z, <--- < Z1 0 nl

Page 9 References

(3; app. A)

Reynolds, H. B., "Numerical Intergation of

Certain Improper Intergal Families Occurring

in Heat Studies", LIS/5560/HBR-ER-I, Singer-

General Precision, Link Information Sciences

Sunnyvale, California, January 1969

(4, pp. 369-370)

Abraanowitz M., and I. A. Stejan, "Handbook

of Mathematical Function AMS 55, National

Bureau of Standard, Washington, D. C., 1966

Page 11 Figure 3 - x = 1 x 10- 3 for 3 solid curves

Page 15 Final paragraph -

This method of replacing the analytic derivatives

by corresponding finite difference expressions,

is as follows:

Letting

6T = T(x,t=At) - T (x,t)
x At

S2T T(x+Ax,t) -2T (x,t) + T (x-Ax,t)
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Page 16 Second paragraph should read -

Now, let N be a positive integer and let x be

chosen such that there exists a positive integer

M for which MAx = L. Then a lattice of mesh

points (or grid) can be defined whose co-ordinates

x, t have the form,

Bottom of the page - subscripts are incorrect,

equation should read

Tn  n
T = Tn= 0 for n = 0, 1, ... , N

Page 17 x of first equation is really a of Equation (2)

page 4

AX should be Ax

Page 18 Reference (7; pp. 475-476) should be listed

as Reference 9

Pages 18 and 19, the "a" should be "a1" to

distinquish from previous a of Equation (2).

) v (nbt) = -2H(n6t)
per

Page 19 First three equations, Ro should be replaced by

Ro(l+aT) where T is the average temperature.

Page 20 First paragraph, first sentence - 0.015 mil

should read 0.15 mil.
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2-7P ELECTRICAL AND THERIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN

OF ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES*

Heuristic Discussions of Effects of Reaction Kinetics,
States of Aggregation, an !:-rameter Distribution as
They Affect Initiation Characteristics

by R. H. Stresau

INTRODUCTION

Considered cualitatively, an electroexplosive device is

auite simple. The "bridge," vn electrical resistor of

small dimensions which is surrounded by an explosive or

pyrotechni , is heated electrically to a temperature

which will result in ignition of the explosive or pyro-

technic. Efforts to derive rigorous quantitative equations

whereby the beha.vior of such devices may be predi3ted

reveal that such systems are in fact quite complex. A

complete rigorous analysis would have to account for geo-

metric configuration of the bridge system and surrounding

explosive or pyrotechnic, thermal contact with the sur-

roundings, reaction kinetics of the explosive or pyro-

technic (including effects of the state of aggregation and

intimacy of mixture) beat transfer processes in the pyro-

technic (also as affected by the state of aggregation and

intimacy of mixture partition of heat loss between radial

and axial components), thermal coefficients of electrical

resistivity and thermal conductivity, as well as the effects

of imperfections i4jich may be inherent results of manu-

*Based in part on work performed for the U. S. Naval
Neapons Conter Corona, California under Contract No.
X003.23-67-c-o568.
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facturing processes. A set of equations accounting for all

-of these variables would be impressive but relatively use-

less in view of the lack of much of the data which would

be necessary for its application. The acquisition of the

necessary data would require an effort substantially ex-

ceeding the total of all ictivities now engaged in electro-

explosive device research and development. In recognition

of these difficulties, various investigators engaged in

such work have derived equations based on simplifying

assumptions and from empirical considerations of experi-

mental data. These equations have proven to be quite use-

*ful to designers and others concerned with EEDs. However,

as with all equations derived from simplifying assumptions

or empirical considerations, they are in danger, which in-

creases with continuing successful operation of being

accepted as rigorous derivations of fundamental laws. Such

acceptance can result in promulgation of unrealistic specif-

ications and in the rejection of devices and design con-

cepts which, though entirely satisfactory from any practical

consideration of safety or functional characteristics, may

not behave "normilly'" (that is in accordance with the

2ccepted equations). The blind acceptance of such equations

also results in considerable wasted effort in attempts to

develop devices beyond the range of applicability of the

equations.

In the present report, consideration will be given to some
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of the factors which have been ignored in most mathematical

considerations of EEID. Where quantit.ative calculations

are not yet available, an effort will be made to make

heuristic predictions of the effects of factors which have

not been included in mathematical characterizations.

EQUATIONS (PIUBLISHED)

An equation which has served as the starting point by many

investigators considering thermal ignition of explosives

is the general heat flow equation to which is added an

"Arrhenius term" to account for the contribution of

heat to the system which results from the decomposition

of the explosive:

-E

where

K is thernial conductivity

p is density

C is specific heat

Q is heat of reacticn

Z is a statistical frequency factor

R is the gas constant

E is the activation energy

To the author's knowledge, no analytical solution of this

equation (1) has been attained. Numerical solutions have

been obtained for a number of special cases.1 & 2 In add.

ition, experimental data has been obtained which supports

the general applicability of the relationships implied in
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3, 4, 5
equation 1 to the initiation process, in one case 5 applied

to wire bridgq EEDs. Some of" the implications of these

relationships with respect to the design and to the

prediction of the behavior of EEDs will be discussed fur-

ther on in this report.

The equation which has been used most widely in recent

years in the characterization of EEDs is that which is

referred to as the "Rosenthal equation"6:
d,8

cp Ft +.. ... ... . . . .-- - - (2)

where C is the heat capacity of the bridge system

G is the temperature rise above ambient

t is time

(' is a heat loss factor

F (t) is time dependent I..o-ver input

This equation has been used quite successfully to character-

ize the input properties of a variety of electric initiators,

some of them under a wide range of conditions. However,

its use of lumped heat capacity and heat loss factor, as

well as the assumption of a constant threshold temperature

for initiation can lead to a considerable degree of confusion

if the equation is taken literall. y a-S a fu.ndamental state-

ment. Some of these difficulties will be discussed fur-

ther on in this paper.

In Reference 9 equations are derived for the calculation

of heat loss factors of bridge wire/flash charge systems
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of several idealized spatial configurations. Those which

are believed to be of particular interest are the following:

for a "long bridgewire" (assuming cylindrical symmetry

and the homogeneous explosive and ignoring end effects):

P/ 2 Lk -r e - -.-.-.-. . -. -. . . (3)InD2iDb

where
Pr is the total heat flux through the surface

e is the temperature difference between a

bridgewire of diameter Db and a concentric cylinder

heat sink of internal diameter D2

Irr is a "heat loss facto~tE

1 i:3 the length of the cylinder (and the bridgewire)

k is the thermal conductivity of the flash charge

material

For a "short bridgewire" assuming terminals to be "perfect"

heat sinks and radial heat loss to be negligible*

a ----- ----- (4)
Rb

where
kb is the thermal conductivity of the bridgewire

material

Ya is tne axial heat loss factor

lo is the resistivity of the metal of the bridgewire

Rb is the resistance of the bridgewire

For a film bridge on a thermally conductive substrate
(assuming the substrate to be large in all dimensions

concerned with the effective film bridge):
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P l /0m p.A-.-.-.- (5)

where Ps Is the total heat flux in a spherically divergent

flow

em is the maximum temperature rise

-is is the heat loss factor

kp is thermal conductivity of the substrate

Equations 3- 4, and 5 have been found to be quite useful

in the prediction of performance of EEDs. Of course, some

account must be taken of the deviation of real initiators

from the idealized configurations and conditions assumed

in their derivation. One such deviation is that bridge

wires are generally neither "short" nor "long" but some-

where in between. In a bridgewire in which both the axial

and radial components of the heat loss factor are signi-

ficant a can be represented by the equation:

4AKw * 2
Va A A ... .(6 )

where

A is the cross section area of the wire

Kw is the thermal conductivity of the wire metal

at any point along the wire

K r is the radial heat loss factor per unit length

L is the length of the wdre

,a is the axial component of the heat loss factor

The radial component of the heat loss factor ( W) can be

represented by the equation:

W~: 1  (L- 8AKW

2 a
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Zquation 7 has been simplified for tractibility but Ref-

erence 7 shows it to be applicable and also gives the

derivation of Equationi (6) and (7).

DISCUSSION

Equations 3 through 7 are for hot bridgewire devices. They

have proven to be quite useful In predicting the per-

formance of hot bridgewire electroexplosive devices used

in conjunction with the assumption of a constant "ignition

temperature" for any given flash charge material. It has

4 :also been found that the assumption of a constant

"ignition temperature" is quite useful in predicting the

minimum firing energy requirement for a pulse fired unit

when combined with the assumption that the energy of the

pulse is all used to heat the bridgewire uniformity

throughout its volume. However, it turns out that the

ignition temperature which must be assumed to predict

energy requirement under pulse firing conditions may be

two or thrge times as high as that required to predict

steady state characteristics using Equations 3 through 7.

For example, steady state bridgewire temperatures to

fire lead styphnate with a half mil bridgewire are close

to 5000 while bridgewire temperatures necessary under

pulse firing conditions are close to 10000.5 It should be

pointed out that these temperatures are based on both

theoretical calculations and experimental data whicn are

in good agreement. The reason for this apparent discrep-

ancy is not difficult to assign qualitatively on the basis
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of simplistic models. A self propagating reaction may

be expected to occur at any time when heat is liberated

by the reaction within a "reaction nucleus" faster than

it could be dissipated therefrom. In the case of a pulse

fired detonator, these conditions must be established

within the very short time that the bridgewire is hot,

whereas under steady state conditions the temperature of

the bridgewire is maintained while heat can accumulate

in a relatively large reaction nucleus. I the region

around the larger reaction nucleus, the "steady state"

condition implies equilibrium heat flow with much flatter

thermal gradients than exist 1n the region surrounding a

bridgewire suddenly heated by a short pulse. As a result,

the effective "heat loss factor" for the suddenly pulsed

bridgewire is much higher than that fc-" the same bridge-

wire under steady state conditions. As the result of the

higher heat loss factor and smaller reaction nucleus &round

a bridgewire heated by a short pulse, the reaction rate

must be much higher (requiring a higher temperature) than

that in the larger reaction nucleus, with a smaller heat

,loss factor around a bridgewire heated by a steady current.

If solutions of Equation 1 were available for both the

"steady state" and pulse fired cases, they might be expected

to agree quite quantitatively with the experimental data,

as they have in relating pulse energy requirements to

bridge-vire dimensions and activation energies of flash
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charge explosives. It is suggested that a good computer

program (sim-.lar to Enig's10 for marginal shock initiation

of high explosives) in which Equation (1), with appropriate

boundary conditions for a hot wire EED, is solved for a

variety of combinations of detonator des.gn and electrical

input parameters would contribute greatly tb the under-

standing of this type of device. Lacking the resources

for such a program, an effort will be made to draw some

qualitative implications from Equation (1) and the prin-

ciples it expresses.

Equation I expresses the following principles:
a

1. That in any differential volume of material, the
product of the heat capacity and the rate of temperature

rise is equal to the sum of the net rate of heat flow

into the volune tid the rate at which heat is evolved

due to chemical reaction in the volume.

2. That, at any point, the rnte of heat flow is

proportional to the temperature gradient.

3. That the rate at which heat is evolved is an

exponential function of temperature of the Arrhenius type.
This equation, or simpler equations based on siailar
cons,'.derations, have formed the basis for many quite

successful interpretations of thermal sensitivity data3 , 4

and theoretical considerations of the initiation process.l
, 2

The following discussion, though non mathematical, is an

effort to consider the hot wire initiation process in
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these terms.

If a pulse is short enough, it may be tentatively assumed

to heat a bridgewire before it has time to lose a
significant quantity of heat to surrounding material.

Based on this tentative assumption, the temperature rise

is given by the energy delivered to the wire divided by

its heat capacity. If, as implied in Equation 1, it is

assumed that heat transfer is proportional to the gradient

and the heat transfer coefficient of the flash charge

explosive, :hich is in good thermal contact with the bridge-

wire, the foregoing implies a finite temperature change

in a zero thickness of explosive and, thus, an infinite

temperature gradient and heat flow rate. This infinite

temperature gradient and heat flow rate is, of course,

the initial condition. The infinite heat flow rate results

in an infinite rate of change of the gradient and, thus,

after any finite time, the heat flow rate is also finite.

In an effort to obtain a quantitative idea regarding the

rate at which the bridgewire temperature and the heat

loss rate from the bridgewire vary with time, a few

numerical calculations were made for a typical electro-

explosive device. The device considered was one of the

general type which includes the Mk 70, Mk 71, M36, and

4M48, as well as numerous others which have threshold

firing energies of the order of 4000 ergs. The bridge-

wire of such a typical detonator is about 1/2 a mil in
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diameter by perhaps 40 mils long, The heat capacity of

the wire itself is about 4 ergs per degree Centigrade

so that, at its threshold firing energy, -he temperature

is about 10000 (if the temperature distribution is assumed

to approximate that for a steady state, with the outer

diameter (D2 of Equation 3) varying with time in such

a manner that the quantity of heat necessary to establish

the temperature gradient in the explosive is equal to

that which has been lost by the bridgewire). It turns

out that the proportional quantity of the bridgewire

heat, whicih has been lost to the explosive, is approx-

imately equal to the proportional excess of the effective

D2 over the bridgewire diameter, where these proportional

qua.ntties are small compared with one. That is to say,

when D2 is 1.1 times the bridgewire diameter (Db)

approximately one tenth of the heat in the bridgewire has

been transferred to the oxplosive. At this same time,

the heat flow rate from the bridgewire to the explosive

in a typical detonator of the kind discussed above is

calculated (using Equation 3) to be about 3 watts (or
30 ergs per microsecond). At this heat f'low rate, it

would take over 10 microseconds for the bridgewLs to

lose 10% of its initial heat to the explosive. Of course,

the heat flow rate before this time is very much higher

so that the time required to attain this condition would

be appreciably less than that calculated on the basis
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of a constant heat loss rate, but after only 1% of the

heat of the briagnwire had been lost the heat loss rate

would have been only 300 ergs per microsecondq at which

rate it would take over a microsecond to lose another

9% of its heat. These calculations thus indicate that

a loss of 10,1 of the initial bridgewire heat to the

surroundings would take place in between 1 and 10 micro-

seconds. A corollary indication is that it is quite

feasible to construct circuitry which will deliver a,

pulse short enough to heat the wire to the threshold

temperature for initiation of typical flash charge explo-

sive in a tIze sufficiently short that the heat loss of

the bridgewire during the pulse is negligible compared

with other errors and random and systematic variables in-

herent in the testing of electroexplosive devices.

Again referring back to Equation 3, it may be seen that

the inverse relationship between D2 of that equation and

the heat loss factor is such that when D2 is 1.1 times

Db, the blat los, factor is approximately 50 times that

when D2 is equal to 50 times Db (a typical ratio under

steady state conditions for EEDs of this general design).

The calculations are thus reasonably consistent with the

general exporience that detonators of this class will

fire on about 1/10 of an ampere and about 50 milliwatts.

For detonators which meet the one watt, one ampere, no-
12

fire criterion7 much higher heat loss factors are necessary.
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Where such large heat loss factors are attained by using

large bridgewires, the heat capacity of the bridge in-

creases almost in proportion to the heat loss factor so

that the times required to attain a given propurtional

relationship of the kind discussed above may be expected

to be of the same order of magnitude. On the other hand,

where an effort is made to retain the pulse sensitivity

of detonators of the characteristics discussed quantitatively

above while increasing the heat loss factors sufficiently

to meet the one watt, one ampere, no-fire criterion, the

the times, of course, are very much shorter, and there

is some question as to whether circuits of the kind

ordinarily used in the firing of detonators will deliveT

the threshold firing energy before a very significant

amount of heat has been lost from the bridgewire to the

surroundings. In partial answer to this question, it has

been found experimentallyll that detonators with flash

charges of lead styphnate to which thermally conductive

materials, such as aluminum or graphite, have been added,

have very nearly the same pulse sensitivities as similar

detonators with flash charges of pure lead styphnate,

although the heat loss factors and steady state firing

power requirement of detonators with flash charges of

the thermally conductive mixture may be many times those

of detonators with ptzre lead styphnate flash charges.
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Equation 2 includes a heat loss factor (Y) which is presumed

to be a constant for each electroexplosive device. As

the foregoing discussion indicates, the heat loss factor

is anything but constant, varying inversely with the time

after the bridgewire has been heated electrically. One

result of this is the substantially higher briddewire

temperatures required for pulse initiation than are re-

quired for initiation by a steady current. Ayres 1 3 has

noted that "heat loss factors," as calculated from alter-

nating current measurements by the third harmonic analysis,14

are higher than heat loss factors of the same detonators,

as measured by direct current techniques. This is to be

expected on the basis of the foregoing. While the effect-

ive or apparent heat loss factor tends to decrease with

time after the application of an electrical pulse, the

effective or apparent heat capacity of the bridge tends

to increase with time, as more and more of the explosive

material is heated.

As has been mentioned eairlier in this report, the bridge-

wire temperature required for pulse initiation is appreciably

higher than that for steady current initiation. This

was attributed to the very much larger heat loss facto?

and smaller reaction zone of the bridge system of an

initiator under pulse initiated ccnditions than under

steady state conditions. The smaller reaction nucleus

around a smaller bridgewire also results in a require-
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ment for a higher initiation temperature as bridgewire

diameters are decreased. 5t 15 This effect has been

quantitatively verified to fit a solution of Equation

1. A general solution of Equation 1 due to Gamow and

FinkelsteinI predicts that the natural logarithm of a

linear dimension should be approximately proportional

to E/2RTc where Tc is the critical temperature for

initiation. Plots of data relating reciprocals of temper-

atures associated with threshold firing conditions to

logarithms of bridgewire diameters yielded straight

lJes, the slopes of which reduced to activation energies

which agreed within 1% or so with values for the same

explosivres (lead styphnate, mercury fulminate, and lead

azide) obtained by entirely different techniques by

Henken and M:cGill. 4  This agreement continues to be very

persuasive evidence of the applicability of Equation 1

to electroexrlosive devices.

A rather interesting question is raised by the success-

ful applications of both Equation 1 and Equation 2 to

EED initiation processes. If the use of distributed

parameters and reaction kinetics as expressed in Equation

1 yields variable heat capacity, heat loss factor, and

threshold temperature for initiation for the same EED,

why does Equation 2 with Its lumped parameters and fixed

values of heat capacity, heat loss factor, and "ignition

temperature2" A partial answer to this question is
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probably the built in compensation of some of these variables

when the quantities are determined on the basis of

either destructive or non destructive tests of initiators

rather than by calculations using equations similar to

Equations 3 through 7. if, for example, the heat capacity

of the bridge system is determined using tne third harmonic

technique, the value obtained would generally be expected

to be appreciably higher than that of the bridgewire

itself since at the frequencies used in this technique

there would be sufficient time for appreciable heat

transfer from the bridge to the surrounding explosive.

If this larger heat capacity were used in the calculation

of the threshold firing temperature from the threshold

firing energy a considerably lower temperature would be

calculated than would result from the use of the heat

capacity of the bridgewire itself. From the practical

point of view as a user cf an EED, it really doesn't

make much difference whether the threshold energy for

pulse firing heats a larger quantity of material to a

lower temperature or a smaller quantity of material to

a higher temperature.

Although calculations beyond the scope of this paper

would be needed to demonstrate it, it seems probable

that the right combination of materials and dimensions

would result in an EED for which the interaction of the
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effects of distributed parameters upon heat flow and those

of reaction kinetics upon threshold firing characteristics

produces the same hyperbolic relationship between

threshold firing energy and power as would be predicted

by Equation 2 (with heat capacity (Cp) and heat loss

factor (*) calculated from experimentally determined

firing characteristics). It is not obvious, however,

that such a relationship applies generally, even to the

idealized systems which form the basis of most theoretical

calculations. It seems quite clear that real EEDs

with their complex configurations (as compared with the

idealized systems used in most calculations), non-

homogeneous materials, discontinuities of thermal con-

ductivity and specific capacity, and thermal coefficients

of many of the important quantities, in addition to the

effects of distributed parameters, and reaction kinetics,

would generally be expected to have much more complex

input characteristics (in 4ervqs of the response to

stimuli which are intermediate between the short pulses

for which the energy requirement approaches its minimum

and those which approximate "steady state" conditions)

than would be predicted by solutions of Equation 2.

The success of Equation 2 in predicting the behavior of
at least one type of initiator6 over a broad range of

input conditions, has inspired confidence in its

general applicability to EEDs. Two results of such
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a I,

confidence should be guarded against; (1) the tendency

to obtain sufficient data for a new device to determine

a heat loss factor and heat capacity and depend upon

the equation to predict behavior under all other con-

ditions, (2) the tendency to characterize an initiator

as "abnormal" if it does not behave as predicted by

Equation 2. The first of these tendencies could, of

course, result in a hazard, if an initiator accepted

on this basis turned out to be more sensitive than

predicted for some set of conditions to which it was

exposed. Failures are less likelyt because system develop-

ment usually includes establishment of reliability under

intended conditions of use.) The second tendency could

easily lead to the rejection of a device or concept

which would have proven quite useful if given more

realistic consideration.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Equations derived with the help ,of simplifying assumptions

have contributed greatly to the understanding of the

behavior of electroexplosive devices and are extremely

useful in their design evaluation and in the prediction

of such behavior. It can, however, be a serious mistake

to lose sight of the assumptions which have been made in

the derivation of such equations and to look upon them as

infallible and completely realistic representation of the
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conditions which result from the application of an

electrical signal to an electroexplosive device. It can

be useful, while using equations based on simplified

models, to consider, qualitatively, the effects of the

assumptions in terms of more general equations (which it

may be impractical to solve, quantitatively, for the devices

under consideration).
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2-8 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FIXED GAP ELECTROSTATIC-- SPARK DISCHARGE APPARATUS FOR CHARCTERIZING
. EXPLoSVS

Louis J. Montesi

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

1. The Navy is in the process of preparing a military

standard for booster type explosives. This stendard contains

a series of tests which if passed will qualify the explosive

as a booster explosive. There are eight tests proposed (see

Figure 1) one of which is the sensitivity of the test explosive

to electrostatic spark discharges. The development of the

apparatus for conducting the electrostatic spark discharge

K test is the subject of this paper.

2. A simplified and reproducible electrostatic spark discharge

apparatus has been developed. It has been described in the

set of Navy drawings covered by LD SE/SK 7062. The apparatus

has been used successfully for screening explosives, particularly

for distinguishing between the primary explosives and booster

type explosives. The development program consisted of several

phases:

(a) Construction of a prototype model for parameter

investigations

(b) Testing of explosives and comparison of results with

those obtained on the existing NOL/ERDE electrostatic spark

discharge apparatus
1-6
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(c) Documentation of apparatus

(d) Fabrication of a second apparatus by a macihlne shop

solely from the documentation

(e) RepetitIon of explosive sensitivity testing using the

second electrostatic discharge apparatus and comparison of

results with results previously obtained from.the first model

and, (f) Development of test procedures and operating

instructions for specifications.

3. The test procedure is now being documented, and it is

believed that independent laboratories (by following

specified construction procedures and operating instructions)

will be able to arrive at comparable results. This has not

been the case until now, because the various apparatuses

constructed by different test facilities and the test procedures

used, differ greatly and are not well defined.

4. The first model of the electrostatic discharge apparatus

built is shown in Figure 2. It consists, mainly, of a variable

high voltage power supply, an electrostatic voltmeter, a
discharge circuit, and a variable gap electrode arrangement

(Figure 3). This apparatus was used to investigate the effect

on sensitivity of such parameters as capacitor size, circuit

resistance, electrode gap size, and charge voltage.

28
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5. Ideally, we had hoped to build an apparatuy which, with

a particular gap, capacitor, and potential would initiate

sensitive primary and secondary explosives, but which

would fail to initiate insensitive secondary explosives

when the same gaps, capacitors, and potentials were used.

It should be mentioned, and probably stresse that the

apparatus was to be developel to determine the relative

static spark sensitivity of explosives and not absolute ene.gy

values. Therefore, the apparatus was developed with

simplicity and reproducibility in mind, not efficiency of

energy transfer. The apparatus developed, indee does have

energy transfer losses, we tried to minimize these losses

but only to the degree that the apparatus not become complex

and expensive.

6. The proposed military standard previously referred to

will establish criteria for the testing and acceptance of

explosives for use beyond a fuze interrupt;r. Since safety

is of major concern a fire was assumed in all our tests if

the explosive gave the slightest indication of reaction.

The factors used to determine reaction were:

(a) emission of smoke

(b) charring

(c) burning or explosion
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7. From our investigation of the apparatus parameters

mentioned previously, the following apparatus details were

arrived at:

(a) a fixed electrode gap of 0:050

(b) a capacitor of 0.01 mfd

(c) a test voltage of 10,000 volts

(d) a fixed line resistance of 100 ohms

With these conditions, we found that the primary explosives

wero initiated with a few thousand volts, and the secondary

explouivee nould not be initiated with 15,000 volts. This

wide separation was ideal for categorizing explosives as

primary or booster type as needed for the proposed military

standard.

8. During the development program, we found that:

(a) with smaller gaps, larger capacitors, or smaller line

resistances, the separation between fire potentials for

primary and booster explosives was considerably reduced.

(b) with larger gaps, smaller capacitors, and larger line

resistances, the voltage required for initiation of the test

explosives was increased to a level where special insulating

techniques would be required to nnimize losses and arcing.

9. in the electrical circuit used in the first experimental

odel, & Jenning's RE-6B vacuum relay switch was used to transfer

the energy to the test explosive. This zwitch was found to

have satisfactory energy transfer characteristics. The

capacitor employed was a General Electric 0.01 mfd, high

voltage, low inductance, energy storage discharge capacitor
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for oscillatory discharges. The spark was discharged through

a series resistor of 100 ohms, which was used to mininize

line changes that can occur and which normally would affect

the discharge characteristics. A microswitch was used to

energize the Jenning's switch to allow for subsequent

charging and discharging of the capacitor across the air gap.

The discharge charactwxiatics are those of a point to plane

discharge (See Figure 4). A phonographic needle was used

as the upper electrode, and a steel cylinder (3/4"diameter x

3/4"length) was used as the base electrode. A phenolic

sleeve was glued onto the base electrode to contain the

test explosive.

10. The fire/no-fire voltage of the explosives tested on

the prototype apparatus are given in Table 1 . Also shown

in Table 1 are the results of these sawe explosives tested

on the NOL/ERDE electrostatic test apparatus (reference 1-6).

This NOL/ERDE electrostatic apparatus is a duplicate of the

electrostatic apparatus used at the Explosive Research and

Development Establishment located at Waltham Abbey, England.

The NOL/ERDE apparatus was fabricated by Dr. Wyatt when he

was in residence at NOL as a visiting research scientist.

Unlike the fixed gap apparatus the ERDE apparatus has a

moveable arm electrode assembly arrangement. The discharge

(point to plaae) occurs when the stored potential is sufficient
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to jump the diminishing gap of the approaching electrodes.

(See Figure 5). The details of this apparatus are given in

the references cited.

11. Both apparatuses, in general, show a distinct increase

in the potential (volts) required for the firing of secondary

explosives. The fixed gap apparatus shows a larger increase,

but does not provide fine ordering of the explosives within

each category (i.e., primary or secondary). Some differentiation

into broader sensitivity classes can be obtained, if one

desires, by selecting several test potentials, for example

5000 or 10,000 volts. Test explosives could then be labeled

very sensitive, sensitive, and insensitive. In addition to

the explosives listed in Table 1, a large number of metal/

oxidant type mixtures was also tested on both apparatuses

and the stnsitivity ordering obtained was comparable.

12. Based on the results obtained in the developmsnt part

of this program;, a second test set was fabricated from ithe

documentation and drawings prepared during the first part

of the program. A number of additional safety features not

on the original model were incorporated into this design.

This second test apparatus is shown in Figures 6 through 10. A

schematic of the electronic circuit used in the static discharge

test aet is shown in Figure 11. Few problems were en'.ountered

during the fabrication of this model by an independent source.
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13. When the second model was completed In the shops, a

number of explosives were retested and the results obtained

were comparable to the previous results obtained with the

first apparatus. (See Table 2)

14. The last part of the program consisted of developing

test procedures for the military standard. This draft is

so far only proposed and might not be the final test procedure.

Basically, the teet consists of running a series of shots

at one test level. The actual number of shots depends on the

results obtained, i.e. the ratio of the fire/number tested as

the test progresses. Satisfactory performance is achieved if

no more than 0/20, 1/35, or 2/43 fires are observed. From

binomial statistics, these values give an expected no fire

probability value of 0.86 at 95% confidence level. Three

fires disqualifies the explosive as a booster material.

15. Li closing I would like again to emphasize the need for

having one standard simple, but yet reproducible static

discharge test set for testing explosives. Generating

minimum no-fire energy values on different apparatuses ii

not important. These values are good only for the apparatus

with which such data were generated, and can easily be

misused. What is important is knowing whether the explosive

material you are working with is "sensitive" to electrostatic

spark discharges, and to be able to compare data with and use

data from other laboratories. The test set developed and

described within wll. I believe, be capable of filling this need.
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16. The Navy recognizes this needs, and as a result, is

working in the direction of standarizing these tests for

the military specification on qualifying booster explosive.

A joint Army-Navy-Air Force group will also consider the

proposed standard for Department of Defense use.
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF EXPLOSIVE SENSIrTVITY

Explosive* Minimum 1o Fire Potential (volts)

________________ERDE/NOL 1 Fixed Gap(1 )

Normal Lead Styphnate (Milled) Sensitive (0.001 nfd) 2,500 (0.001 fd)**

Basic Lead Styphnate Sensitive (0.001 mfd) 3,000 (0.001 mfd)**

Poly-vinyl lead azide Sensitive (0.001 rtfd) 2,500 (0.001 mfd)**
Dextrinated lead azide 1,000 2,000**

Tetracene 1,500 3,000*
LEIR 7, 500(2) 15,000(2)

LMNR (Milled) 7,500 (2) 15,C00 (2)

Ammonium Perchlorate (A.P.) 7,500(2) 15,000 (2)

A.P./Wax (80/20) 7,500 (2) 15,000 (2)

A.P./Al (90/10) 2,500 2,500

PETN 7,000 15,000 (2)

RDX 7,ooo isooo (2)

HN3 IB 3,500 14,000
HNS 1I 4,000 -
DIPAM 4,000 15,000(2)

TETRYL 7,500 (2) 15)000 (2)

T=T".%/GRAPHITE - is,000 (2)

TETRYL/GRAPHJTZ (-325) 7,000 is,000 (2)

*Materials tested are regular explosive materials as used by the Navy.

(1)Unless otherwise specified, the fol.idng conditions exist:

Apparatus NOL/ERDE Fixed Gap

Capacitor 0.01 mfd 0.01 mfd

Iacrement
Voltage 500 volts 500 volts below

5000; 1000 volts above
5000

Voltage Maximum 7500 volts 15,000 volts

Electrode Gap Size Diminishes 0."050

(2)No fires observed at this level, no trials were made above this level.

**No spark discharge occurred at this level, fires observed above this
level.
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM BOTH FIXED GAP
ELECTROSTATIC MODEL

Model #2
Model #1 No Test Potential volts

Explosive Fire Potential ON0 10,000 115000

Normal Lead Styphnate 2,500 (0.001 Fired Fired HT
(Milled) mfd)*

Basic Lead Styphnate 3,000 (0.001 Fired Fired NT
mfd)*

PbN6  2,000* Fired Fired NT

A.P./Al (90/10) 2,500 Fired Fired NT

Tetracene 3,000* Fired Fired NT

PETN 15,000 NT Failed Failed

RDX 15,000 NT Failed Failed

L5NR (Milled) 15,000 NT Failed Failed

Tetryl (Pure) 15,000 NT Failed Failed

HNS-IB 14,000 NT Failed Failed

DATB 15,000 NT Failed Failed

*No spark discharge occurred at this level, fires observed above this level.

N.T.- Not tested at this level.-
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Fig. 1 SENSITIVITY TESTS FOR
QUALIFYING BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES

1. IMPACT TEST

2. BON FIRE [THERMAL) TEST

3. HOT WIRE TEST

4. VACUUM THERMAL STABILITY TEST

5. SMALL SCALE GAP TEST

7. FRICTION TEST

8. FLYING PLATE TEST

POWER SUPPLY

TEST CHAMBER

_ - ELECTRONIC
PACKAGE

I - " ,L

ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITOR
VOLTMETER 10.01 mfd) ELECTRODES

FIG. 2 FIXED GAP ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
APPARATUS, MODEL #1
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DEPTH GAUGEMICROMETER

TOP OF EXPLOSIVE
TEST CHAMBER

TEFLON .

INSULATING ARM
UPPER NEEDLE

TEST EXPLOSIVE ' o TEST CYLNDER

BASE ELECTRODE

FIG. 3 ELECTRODE TEST ARRANGEMENT, MODEL #1

TEST EXOSIVE PONOSRAPH NEEDLE

PHENOLIC ROG

TEST GA-O."050
BASE ELECTRODE
STEEL CYL!dDER

DIA. - 0."750
LENGTH - 0."750

FIG. 4 ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT-FIXED GAP
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE MODEL #1
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MOVABLE ELECTRODE CHARGING KiOB
ARM I

WEEDLE ELECTRODE (+J

BASE ELECTRODE(-

GRUN BAR

FIg. 5 AOL/ERDE -ELECTROSTATIC-IDISCHAR'GE, TEST - ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY
(SIDE VIEW)

POWER SUPPLY
TEST CHAMBER

ELECTROSTATIC
VOLTMETER ELECTRONIC

CAPACITOR
(0.01 rnfdj ELECTRODES

FIG. 6 FIXED GAP ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE APPARATUS-MODEL #2
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JU4AINGS VACUUQM
RELAY SWITCH

~.CAPACIOR

S(0.01 mfd)

CHARGE LIGHT MICRO SWITCH
FIG. 9 ELECTRONIC PACKAGE (FRONT VIEW)

JENNINGS VACUUM \
RELAY SWITCH

MICRO SWiTCH CAPACITOR
(0.01 mfdj

)FIG. 10 ELECTRONIC PACKAGE [TOP VIEW)
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2-9 EXPERIMENTS IN MEASUREMENT OF
OUTPUT ENERGY OF ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE
DEVICES THROUGH METAL DEFORMATION

BY
*DR. S. BARRON AND EDWARD G. PIERSON
CONAX CORPORATION, BUFFALO, NFW YORK

INTRODUCTION

The search for a reliable and economical means of measuring

energy outputof explosives and electro-explosive devices (E.E.D.)

seems to be endless. Such measurements are desirable not only from

the viewpoint of quantitative evaluation of given weights and types

of explosives, but also with regard to uniformity in quality con-

trol. When explosives are manufactured in quantity lots, it would

be beneficial to have a simple inexpensive method of controlling

their consistency.

Conax Corporation has for many years used a considerable num-

ber of E.E.D.'s in electro-explosive operated devices, such as

valves and actuators. A photograph of a combination valve, in-

volving four explosive operations, is shown in Figure 1.

Until recently, the pressure bomb with its piezo-electric trans-

ducer had been used at Conax to evaluate the consistencies of burning

rates of various EED's. The pressure bomb is subject to a number of

irregularities. Confinement has a marked effect on the burning rate

of explosives and consequently the resulting peak pressure. Trans-

*Professor of Chemistry: S.U.NY. College at Buffalo-Consultant to

Conax Corporation
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ducers rated at 75,000 psi statically may not survive the shock

accelerations associated with pressures of 20,000 psi.

In addition, under certain conditions we have found that two

statically calibrated transducers pressurized from the same bomb

cavity were widely divergent in their readings. Unless two transducers

agree in their dynamic readings, little credence can be given to their

accuracy.

Therefore Conax Corporation realized the need for improved test

methods and hence engaged in two sets f experiments to find more

acceptable methods of testing our E.E.D.'s. These experiments both

involved metal deformation. One was centered around the Trauzl lead

block application while the other involved a projectile penetrating

its target.

A search was made of the published literature pertinent to our

applications. It is described below. The lead block method was

first selected because of published recommendations for its use in

the measurement of brisance.

LITERATURE SURVEY-PRIOR ART

Two properties are usually considered in relating the effective-

ness characteristics of explosives. One is the brisance or shattering

power as distinguished from total work capacity. The other is power

of an explosive determined by the rate at which heat energy is liberated.

The total work capacity of an explosive is a function of the total
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available heat liberated at the instant of detonation. Tests such

as sand, plate dent, lead block, and fragmentation measure the bri-

sance of the explosive charge. The calorimetric bomb measures the

heat of explosion in a manner similar to that used to determine heat

of combustion without further addition of oxygen. The heat of ex-

plosion is expressed in calories per gram and hence represents use-

ful work capability.

At this point, we will review some of the published data on the

matter of energy measurement of explosives as they relate to subject

experiments.
1*

As recently as 1963, V. J. Menichelli stated that evaluating

the output of explosives and explosive components, and in particular,

measurement of output, is most difficult. Because parameters of

temperature and pressure exist for such short periods (nanoseconds),

elaborate, costly. sensitive equipment is required and hence analyses

have yielded to the measucremst of destructive or damage effects from

explosives. He cites typical tests such as t,- bent nail, lead disc,

steel dentsand bomb, compressed springs, shearing rods, movement

of mass through some distance, the pressure bomb test, etc. But he

points out that until more work is performed on understanding the

mechanism of initiation in fixed geometries, it is likely that out-

put testing will follow the same approaches of the past.

2
Lothrop and Hendrick performed several studies which had as

their objectives the relationships of performance of explosives with

1* Superscript numbers refer to the bibliography at the end of this
paper.
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structural composition. Of particular interest is the use of

"oxygen balance" in measuring the power of explosives. The term

oxygen balance relates to the percentage of oxygen required for the

complete conversion of the carbon and hydrogen present in explosives

to carbon dioxide and water. A zero balance would indicate that

exactly the proper amount of oxygen was present, a negative balance

would indicate insufficient oxygen, a positive balance would indi-

cate that excess oxygen was available. It is of interest here to

note how this phenomena is evaluated through the use of the lead

block test and the ballistic mortar test. These data are shown

clearly in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The Trauzl lead block

test in their report is described as a classical method and de-

pended on measurement of the expansion created in a block of pure

lead by a given weight of explosive under confinement. Since

"power and brisance vary concomitantly", they stated that their

separation is not of great importance as long as caution governs

such data as an absolute measure of power. The ballistic mortar

test is considered to be uncomplicated by brisance (unlike the

lead block test). Deference is made to the ballistic mortar

method because the work of expansion is measured in absolute me-

chanical units. The results of both of these methods are granted

to be useful, and as might be expected, the lead block data are

much more extensive for reasons of economy. Of their 13 graphs of

test results showing power and brisance as affected by oxygen

balance, 9 were plotted from lead block data, 3 from ballistic
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I

mortar data, and 1 used the sand crush test data.

3
Rinehart and Pearson , state that the lead block test measures

the distension effect of a given weight of explosive when detonated

under moderate confinement in a standardized lead cylinder. The in-

crease in chamber volume is used as the measuring value. Some data

for comparison of brisance, and relative power measured by the bal-

listic pendulum, and Trauzl lead block tests are shown in Table 1.

Cook4 applies various fundamentals to the reliability of bal-

listic mortar and Trauzl-block methods "which comprise the only

methods of strength determination that have yet been used to any

appreciable extent in commercial explosive technology". He states

that the ballistic mortar is not a reliable method for determining

field strength of high explosives, but does show good reproduci-

bility, and that theoretically, the Trauzl block provides an ex-

cellent measure of available energy(power He recommends the lead

block for a reliable determination of available energy under high

loading density. In other words, the mortar is limited because of

shattering effects and care must be exercised in testing explosives

with regard to both their type and amount to be tested.

The Aerospace Ordnance Handbook5 states that testing of aero-

space ordnance is a specialized technology within the broad field

of ordnance. The accuracy and adequacycf the test depend primarily

on the equipment used to perform the test. For example, in the

case of a squib, many factors enter into the measurement of peak

pressure, wave shape, and rise time, such that the transducer it-
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self becomes a most important variable. (This bears out our above

remarks regarding simultaneous use of two transducers).

A more recent method of energy measurement has been developed

by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation 6 (now McDonnell-Douglas) through

the use of a honeycomb cartridge. They state that their Energy

Sensor measures the output of explosives via the amount of crush of

a honeycomb element. "It measures the explosive output of detonators,

squibs, and power cartridges, and bears a linear relationship to

energy output". Individual honeycomb sensing elements are calibrated

prior to use and outputs arectained in inch-pound, mechanical work

units.

An extensive analysis of the lead block Trauzl method was per-

7.
formed by Gordon, Reed, and Lepper in conjunction with their ex-

periments using this method. In the standard Trauzl test, 10 grams

of explosive, together with a detonator, are placed in a well in a

cylindrical blockof lead, covered with sand, and fired. The net

expansion thereby ensuing is used as a measure of energy. The

many results obtained with explosives are compared to TNT as a

standard. Since the temperature of the block at the time of firing

is the major effective variable, it can be seen that precisely con-

trolled tests are readily accomplished.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE LEAD BLOCK

Since diazodinitrophenol (DDNP) is a "high" or detonating ex-
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plosive exhibiting good brisance characteristics, it was selected

for the base charge in the lead block tests. Three nominal weights

were used; i.e. 60 mg, 120 mg, and 170 mg. The ignition mix for

each charge weighed about 80 mg and was composed of potassium

chlorate, lead styphnate, and some DDNP.

Attempts were made to manufacture lead spheres for these tests;

a diameter of 3 inches was selected similar to that in reference 7.

An aluminum mold was constructed in two halves to accommodate the

lead pouring. However a considerable amount of difficulty was en-

countered in that after each cooling, deep wells would form in each

sphere at the fill location. It was then decided to change to lead

cylinders. Thereupo,, cylindrical lengths of commercial lead of

2.5" diameter were utilized and were cut into sections 2.5 inches

in length each. (See photograph, Figure 4). This greatly simplified

the problem.

Holes (0.29" diameter) were drilled centrally into each cylinder

to a depth of 1.25 inch. Each block was numbered and the volume of

its drilled hole measured by water displacement, and recorded.

Tests were conducted by inserting each charge into the drilled

holeof the lead cylinder and sealing it by pouring 1.3 grams of

sand over the charge. The unit was then placed in the test cell and

fired with the loading end up, using a uniform firing current. After

each firing, the volumes of the expanded holes were again measured

by water displacement and the net (increased) volumes recorded. A

cutaway of the cylinder showing the effect of the detonation of a
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120 mg charge can be seen by referring to Figure 4 again.

From. these tests, the standard deviations were calculated for

the three classes of charge weights and the results were plotted in

terms of frequency distribution versus net volume for the three base

charge weights of 60 mg, 120 mg, and 170 mg, in Figures 5, 6, and 7

respectively.

The frequency distribution curve of Figure 5 shows that a mean

net volume of x of 2.210 ml. was obtained for the 60 mg. charges,

nine such tests having been made. It further indicates that 68% of

the net volumes based on l fall between values of 2.175 and 2.245

ml. The 95% spread between + 2 r"falls within + 3.16% of x.

The frequency distribution curve drawn from the results of tests

on the 120 mg charges is shown in Figure 6. The mean net volume,

x, is 3.47 ml. Seven tests were performed with this weight of

charge. The value of 1r here is 8.7 x 10-2 ml. and hence 68% of

the values can be expected to fall between 3.383 and 3.557 ml. The

95% spread based on 2,c falls between 3.296 ml. and 3.644 ml. and

is within + 5% of x.

The data obtained from testing ten 170mg charges are plotted

in Figure 7. The mean net volume, x. is 5.05 ml. The value of i

is 3.7 x 10-2 ml. and hence 68% of the charges can be expected to

have net volumes between 5.013 and 5.087 ml. Based on 2 , it can

be expected that 95% of the net volumes will fall between 4.976 ml.

and 5.124 ml. which are within + 1.4% of x.

These results show that good consistencies have been obtained
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with the lead blocks when measuring sample lots of explosives with

high brisance characteristics.

EXPERLmENTS WITH THR CONAX ENERGY MONITOR

EQUIPMENT

A second group of experiments in EED energy measurements con-

ducted at Conax Corporation employed a projectile and its deformable

metal target. This device, shown in Figure 8, is known as the Conax

Energy Monitor hereinafter referred to as the CEM. Its operation

closely simulates the manner in which EED's are used to power Conax

explosive-operated devices with their high metal-to-metal inter-

ference fitted rams. The high interference fit provides minimum

initial volume confinement which promotes faster burning of the

explosive charge with resultant higher peak pressures. Referring

again to Figure 8 it can be seen that the assembled device consists

of brass projectile, aluminum monitoring disc, gun barrel. anvil,

body and EED test specimen.

The important factors in this design other than low cost are: - -

(1) The uniform flared sealing lip which provides initial resistance

to breakaway movement of the projectile until a high rate of

combustion is well established. (The breakaway force required

is 363 pounds or 4,700 psig pressure).

(2) Control of the initial void volume between seated projectile
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and EED is held to .003 + .0006 cu. in.

(3) Vydax dip lubrication of the brass projectile and the 17-4 PH

hardened gun barrel minimizes frictional losses as the projectile

moves one inch thereby increasing the confining gas cavity by

.0769 cubic inch. (The frictional energy required to compress

the 0.321 diameter flare while moving one inch through the

0.313 in. diameter gun bore approximates 2-1/3 foot-pounds when

measured with a load cell and recorded on an X-Y plotter) Tests

of samples of Vydax in a pressure bomb demonstrated that this

lubricant added very little fuel effect to the combustion.

(4) Uniform hardness of the brass projectile is assured when the

major flare diameter produced by a 2,000 lb. load transmitted

through the 0.672" diameter ball, as shown in Figure 9, falls

in the range of 0.320 - 0.325".

(5) The 6061 aluminum alloy monitoring discs are annealed to produce

a deflection of 0.120 inchps when Vydax lubricated and pressed

with a 2,000 pound fcce between two 1/4" diameter ground and

polished steel balls. By maintaining -roper hardness of the

projectile and the monitoring disc, che ratio of their re-

spective metal deformations is constant.

(6) Recoil energy conservation is achieved by firmly fastening the

anvil to the gun barrel by means of the body member. Any

acceleration of the anvil is toward the projectile. Therefore,

maximum deformation of the monitoring disc results without the

need for massive anvil and gun barrel components.
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TESTING

EED energy testing with the CEM is simple and direct. It is

simple in that only a 1/4" steel ball and a 1" micrometer are required

to measure the resultant deformation of the monitoring disc. It is

direct in that by referral to a conversion chart, equivalent foot-

pounds of energy versus deformation can be obtained. The energy is

calculated from the equation 1/2 my2 .

Figure 10 shows how the steel ball establishes a firm, repeatable

position in the fired disc cavity for ancverall micrometer reading.

The micrometer readings before and after firing, while allowing for

the 0.250" ball diameter, yield a differential which becomes the

penetration measurement.

Data for the conversion chart was obtained from 14 EED firings.

EED's with six different Loadings were used. Included were exzremes

of the lowest and the most powerful units. The projectiles were

carefully weighed prior to each firing. Velocity measurements were

desired immediately prior to impact. A special CEM whicn differs

from the device described above only by virtue of an increased body

length was used in order to measure velocity over a greater distance.

See Figure 11 which Ehows both the latter and the standard device.

After the projectile leaves the gun barrel in the special de-

vice, it travels 1-1/4" before impact on the disc. In this 1-1/4"

of free travel are located two parallel nichrome contact wires, one-

inch apart, to be broken by the projectiie. Initially 0.003" diameter
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when installed, they are drawn in tension so as to be of uniform

resistance 1just below their breaking poin.:). Teflon guide bushings

were used to maintain the i exact spacing. The breaking of the wires

when contacted by the projectile applied sequential pulses to an Atec

microsecond counter to produce a time differential.

These velocity measurements were used to calculate energy as

stated above. These energy values with their related penetration

measurements were then plotted on log-log graph paper to produce the

straight line conversion chart shown in Figure 12.

CONCLUSIONS

In plotting the straight line conversion chart, based on metal

deformation, projectile mass, and velocity measurements, it appears

that there may be some discrepancies in our wire break method of

velocity measurement. One of the 14 points for this chart could

have been in error by 5-1/2% in microsecond timing. All others

were well within 2-1/2% of anticipated velocity based on penetration

correlations. The curve should not be extended in either direction

without additional velocity measurements.

Improvement in the microsecond timing might be possible by the

use of laser beams and photodiodes in p:lace of the tensioned wires.

A counter capable of 1/10 microsecond increments would have been de-

sirable when it is realized that the one microsecond pulser can pro-

duce better than a I possible error when the total count time is as
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low as 86 microseconds. The possible effects of errors due to

timing can be minimized statistically by increasing the number of

tests used to establish the conversion chart.

It should be noted that the energy values shown on the conversion

chart do not include the 2-1/3 foot-pounds of energy dissipated by

the projectile as friction and deformation of the flare diameter while

travelling in the gun barrel.

Portability of the equipment permits power output tests to be

run with safety and uniformity at any location. Once the conversion

chart has been prepared there is no need for any instruments other

than the micrometer.

Brisance of the explosive is not a requisite for the EED's

used in this device. It can be applied to deflagrating or detonating

charges within structural strength limitations. The maximum energy

that the 0.6 inch thick monitoring disc can accept is 350 foot-pounds.

More data on BED behavior can be obtained using this equipment

or a modification of same if electronic instrumentation is added.

For example, if it is desired to measure the time from application

of firing current to initial projectile movement, an accelerometer

can be attached ti 'ie gun barrel and its output, together with the

firing current, can be recorded with an oscilloscope. With more

elaborate instrumentation, the history of projectile acceleration

with respect to both time and projectile travel can be measured.
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SUMMATION

For comparison purposes, a frequency distribution chart has

also been prepared for the CEM using the 170 mg base charge primers

employed in the Trauzl lead block tests. See Figure 13. We can

now compare the relationship between the 2 q and x values for the

two methods of test in whizh milliliters have been displaced in

the Trauzl block test and depth of penetration as well as foot-

pounds of energy are the related units in the CEM.

In the former test, the 2cT deviation represents 1.4% of x

(ml.) while in the CEM, this ratio is calculated to be 3.76%.

A frequency distribution curve has been plotted as Figure 14,

for the data obtained from firing 37 samples in the CEM. They

were taken from five different manufacturing lots which accounts

for the higher sigma value; 120 mg. charges were used.

Table 2 has been prepared below to make some further com-

parisonsof the two methods of test. It compares DDNP primers at

three different weight loadings. The ratios of the energies cal-

culated in foot-pounds using the CEM device is precisely in agree-

ment with the ratio of the total weights of the explosive charges

while the ratios of the net displacements shown in the Trauzl

lead block tests fall off rapidly as the charge weights decrease.

This indicates that the lead block tests depend upon brisance

effects and thac not all of the charge exerts a detonating force.

On the other hand, these data show that the CEM utilizes all of
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the available charge, regardless of its nature, and hence becomes

a more valuable device for our purposes. The lead block tests would

appear to be more appropriate for evaluation of large charge weights

of detonatable materials and not for small EED's.

A photograph of some of the stocked components of the CEM,

such as projectiles, monitoring discs, and replacement gun barrels,

presently used in our tests, is shown in Figure 15.
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TABLE 1 EFFECTS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES (REF. 3)

(ANON, MILITARY EXPLOSIVES, TM 9-1910, TO 11A-1-34,

DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY AND AIR FORCE, WASHINGTON, D. C. (APRIL 1955) )

RELATIVE RELATIVE
BRISANCE MEASURE BY POWER POWER

EXPLOSIVE -"-FROM FROM
SAND PLATE FRAGMENTA- BALLISTIC TRAUZL LEAD
TEST DENT TION OF PENDULUM BLOCKTEST SHELL TEST TEST

(% TNT) (% TNT) (% TNT) (%. TNT) C% TNT)

TNT 100 100 100 100 100

Ammonium nitrate - - - - 56

50/50 Amatol 81 - 82 122 124

Composition A-3 107 126 150 132 -

Composition B 112 131 139 133 130

Composition C-3 112 114 133 126 115

Composition C-4 117 115 - 130 -

Explosive D 78 - 99 98 -

Haleite Z09 121 134 136 122

50/50 Pentolite 114 121 131 126 122

52/48 Picratol 94 100 102 100 -

Picric Acid 101 107 - 109 103

PET' 129 127 145 170

RDX 124 131 - 150 170

Tetryl 114 - 121 128 129

70/30 Tetrytol ill 117 117 120 -

Torpex 122 120 126 134 131

80/20 Tritonal 97 93 91 124
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TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED FROM THE
LEAD BLOCK AND CEM TESTS

DIAZO PRIMERS TRAUZL LEAD CEM TESTS
BLOCK TESTS FOOT-POUNDS

BASE TOTAL % OF ML. 7. OF FOOT- ENERGY

CHARGE CHARGE TOTAL DISPLACE. ML. DISPLA- POUNDS, %
MG. MG. CHARGE CEMENT 1/2 MV2

250 MG. 5.05 ML. 182 FT-LB.

= 100% = 100% = 100%

170 250 100 5.05 100 182 100

120 200 80 3.47 68.7 144 79.2

60 145 58 2.21 43.8 106 58.2

4

FIGURE 1: CONAX COMBINATION VALVE WITH
FOUR EXPLOSIVE ACTUATORS
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2-10 USE OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY FOR VISUAL NON-DESTRUCTIVE
EXAMINATION OF ORDNANCE COMPONENTS

C. R. Wilson, General Electric Co.
W. P. Breakey, McCormick Selph Corporation

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

This presentation describes the use uf neutron radiography for

visual non-(lestructive examination of ordnance devices. Before beginning,

we will cover briefly, 'just what is neutron radiography? " To do this, I

will compare it with x-ray radiography. As you all know, x-rays are

absorbed by objects at a rate depending on the density and thickness of the

object. The denser and thicker the object, the more difficult it is to pass

x-rays through the obje-ct. An x-ray negative, therefore, allows the

inspector to view on filrz- 'he density and thickness variation of the object.

Neutron radiography is quite different from x-ray radiography. To

explain this difference, I will introduce you to a less known physica(

property of matter called cross section. You are probably more familiar

with such physical properties as melting point, freezing point, density, etc.

Cross section is similar to these basic properties of matter and all elements

have a cross section just as all elements have a density. CGoss sections

of elements are in units called barns, which vary randomly and are com-

pletely independent of the density. It is this less known property of matter

that makes neutron radiography different from x-ray radiography, thus a

neutron beam is attenuated by an object at a rate depending on the cross

section and thickness of the object and this rate of attenuation is independent

of the object's density.

Figure 1 shows some common elements and compares x-ray attenu-

ation rates with neutron beam attenuation rates to demonstrate just how

different these two radiographic techniques are.

Notice that neutron attenuatioil rates are truly independent of density.

For example, hydrogen, the least dense of all elements, attenuates neutron

orders of magnitude better than lead or tungsten, which are among the

heaviest elements. Also note, x.-ray absorption rates vary about a factor

of 30 from the lightest to the heaviest elements, whereas neutron beam
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attenuation rates vary about a factor of 2000. This unique capability

allows neutron radiography to image broad changes in materials and

produces a negative with wide ranges of contrast.

To further compare x-ray radiography with neutron beam radio-

graphy, let's look at some actual radiographs.

Figure 2 shows radiographs of a toy train. Notice how well the

dense metal components show up in the x-ray such as the steel track, the

lead weights in the engine and coal car, and the steel wheels. On the other

hand, these features are less dominant in the neutron radiograph, but

notice how clearly nylon gears, rubber traction rings on drive wheels and

the plastic engine structure stand out - items difficult or impossible to

distinguish except in a neutron radiograph.

The basic mechanical process for taking a neutron radiograph is

similar to that for x-ray radiography. The object to be radiographed is

placed in a well collimated neutron beam. The neutrons are attenuated at

different rates depending on the type of material present and its thickness.

The resultant image is recorded on conventional x-ray film using either an

indirect or a direct transfer foil screen. At our facility, General Electric

Vallecitos Nuclear Center, we use both methods, but prefer the direct

gadolinium transfer foil because of the inherent better resolution capability

of this technique and the very low gamma field in the neutron beam.

General Electric Company was the first commercial supplier of Neutrography*

Service and are leaders in this new technique. Our facility routinely pro-

duces very high resolution radiographs, 14" x 17" in size. Figure 3 shows

the typical rese~ition that can be achieved at our facility. The slide is

great"ly enlarged and these small holes are about 0. 7 mils in size.

The use of neutron radiography as an inspection tool in the ordnance

industry is becoming a standard practice where zero defects are of para-

mount importance. At present, NASA and DOD either require or are

investigating the requirement of neutron radiography inspection of ordnance

components on critical programs and components.

Service Mark of the General Electric Company.
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USES OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY AT McCORMICK SELPH

McCormick Selph, headquartered in Hollister, California is a

supplier of a wide variety of ordnance components for many critical NASA,

DOD and commercial contracts. They have put neutron radiography to

effective use in establishing standards and assuring zero defect products.

McCormick Selph, as a leader in this field, has selected the following

slides to illustrate the many uses of neutron radiography they have adopted.

Figure 4 shows three time delays. The housing in this case is

aluminum. Of particular interest is the small gap (shown by the light line)

between the lead azide and lead styphnate charge in the unit at the left. This

gap is also visible in an x-ray provided the unit is in the center of the beam

and lined up properly. The center unit, however, shows a contaminant,

probably epoxy (shown by the dark line) between the same two charges.

This defect would have appeared as a small gap in an x-ray. The unit at

the right is part of a failure analysis study made by McCormick Selph on

this unit. Shown here is the result of a low yield detonation, which burned

out the explosive in the transfer charge and silver sheath MDF, but failed

to have enough force to rupture the shell and transfer over the gap to the

next transfer charge. Other items shown in this figure are lead sheath

Small Column insulated Delay (SCID), which are the looped objects near

the center of the device, Notice how well the explosive core is imaged com-

pared to the lead sheath. Also shown are "0" rings and other hydrogenous

substances in the parts,

Figure 5 shows several transfer connectors. In this particular

figure, che units on top have been purposely contaminated with stearic acid.

The botm unit shovws stearic acid contamination which is just barely

visible on the tip of the transfer charge at the far right.

Figure 6 shows McCormick Selph's press pressure standards. The

standards are arranged in groups of two and are arranged as follows,

starting from the left:
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Pair Number Press Pressure, psi

1 2 5, 000

2 2o, 000
3 15, 000

4 10, 000

5 5,000

6 2,500

As this figure indicates, the explosive density in ordnance components can

be vlsually checked by ner3tron radiography. We reduced the information

in this figure to densitometer rea.dings and plotted this against press pres-

sure and as shown on the graph in Figure 7, we received a fairly smooth

curve which is quite steep at the higi-er press pressures and then leveling

at the very low press pressures. The slight scattering of data is probably

due to our difficulty in making an exact center line reading on these

cylindrical samples.

It is also possible to use neutron radiography to determine the

moisture content of explosive mixes. We were unable to prepare standards

and reduce the data for presentation at this time, but we are confident

moisture can be detected by this technique. It won't be possible, however,

to tell the difference between Dress pressure and moisture as both will

appear the same on a neutron radiograph.

Figure 8 shows McCormick Selph's Through Bulkhead Initiator (TBI).

The units at the left have been loaded in the normal fashion with a ram pres-

sure of 363-373 pounds force. The output explosive mix is a Ti/CuO mix

and is not visible in a neutron radiograph because of its low neutron attenu-

ation properties. rhe units in the center are loaded with the same amount

of explosive, but in this case, the ram pressure is 400-410 pounds force.

As you can see, the cavities are not completely full and it is obvious the mix

has a much higher density than in the units at the left. The unit at the right

is loaded in the normal way and in this particular unit, we loaded the output

cavity with a 99% Ti/CuO - - - 1% GdO mix so the charge would be visible

in the neutron radiograph. As shown, this slight addition of 1% gadolinium

oxide (GdO) is ample to give a strong indication of the presence of this mix.
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We calculated that as little as 0. 5% GdO addition could be used success-

fully to image this mix in the TBI. Gadolinium oxide is quite inert and

acts and looks much like alumina but has a higher density. The small

additions needed to provide an image in a neutron radiograph should have

little or no effect on the function of the device. Short and long term tests

should probably be conducted to prove this point.

Figure 9 shows several pieces of nominal 8 grain/ft lead sheath

SCID. Notice that the lead appears as a faint outline in the neutron radio-

graph and the powder core is readily visible. The two top SCID lines have

been purposely drilled out on both ends and residual powder in this area

can be seen clinging to the lead walls. The powder in the middle unit was

completely drilled out and then attempts were made to fill it again to

demonstrate the appearance of a low density load. As shown, the low

density areas are clearly visible in this neutron radiograph. The second

unit from the bottom is the control unit and the bottom unit shows what

appears to be a void in the explosive core. This is actually a lead plug

and hence, is not viaible in the neutron radiograph. High energy x-ray

inspection, however, would have picked up this type of contamination.

Figure 10 shows several samples of a simulated severance

assembly booster with a ferrel cavity and booster cavity. These samples

vith ourposely induced defects made by McCormick Selph, were radio-

graphed with both x-rays and ne,&-ons for comparative purposes. All

the built-in gap defects are visible in the neutron radiographs whereas

only a few are just barely visible on the x-ray radiograph.

Figure 11 shows several detonators made by McCormick Selph for

the Saturn Vehicle. The detonator at the left has been left unloaded as a

control unit. The two detonators at the right are loaded units included for

comparison purposes. Note the difference in shading between the loaded

and unloaded units. The fourth unit, SN 2119, was the subject of a failure

analysis study. The failed unit shows a large void in the prime charge

cavity which is the area indicated by the arrow LC. The void in the failed

unit gave an indication prior to opening the unit that the bridgewire had
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burned with sufficient energy to expel the prime charge, even though the

detonator case was completely int-.ct. Also visible is a crack in the

phenolic prime charge cup as indicated by the vertical arrow.

SUMMATION

The use of neutron radiography as a failure analysis tool as well as

a production inspection method has proven invaluable in many, many cases

as it allows the investigator an opportunity to observe the internal details

of a part prior to cutting into the unit and risking the loss of vital information.

Neutron radiography as a visual tool for nondestructive examination

of ordnance components is becoming more a standard practice every day.

We have shown here today some of the many places where McCormick

Sc.lph has put this new tool to work to assure their customers of zero defect

components.

Figure 1. Absorption Coefficients

Element X-Ray Neutron Beam

Hydrogen 0.280 48.5

Beryllium 0.131 0.50

Boron 0. 138 24.0

Aluminum 0.156 0.036

Titanium 0. Z17 0.119

Iron 0.265 0.,141

Nickel 0.310 0.213

Copper 0.325 0.095

Zirconium 0.710 0.047

Silver 1.05 0.24

Cadmium 1.09 11.2

Gadolinium 2. 08 84.0

Tungsten 2.88 0.058

Lead 3.50 9. 034
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DISCUSSION

It is difficult to explain why certain matera*= tend to be opaque to

neutrons and others nearly trarsparent. The property is a physical one like

the freezing point of water. Presently, there is no answer to the reasons fcr

neutron absorption; there may be some day.

The energy level required to proJuce damage in semi-conductors is on the

order of 10 neutrons/sq cm/second.

Neutrons are collimated by r'n holes most often, but tubes are also used.

Neutrons are produced in a nuclear reactor. Neutron radiograp'.y produces almost

one-to-one size scales on film plates and in this respect the technique is

superior to those of X-rays which are of diverging beam.

Stop motion neutron radiography is being worked on by Mr. Charles Porter

at Oregon State. Currently the facilities described cannot produce stop motion.

i2
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2-11 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF APOLLO CSM SPACECRAFT ORDNANCE DEVICS

BY NEUWT RADIOGRAPHY *

W. H. Knight and A. L. Hitchens

Space Division

A Division of North American Rockwell Corporation

Downey, California

N. M. Ewbank and G. Gigas

Atomics International

A Division of North Americau Rockwell Corporation

Canoga Parl:, California

1

Nondestructive testing of Apollo CSM (Command and Service Module)

spacecraft ordnance devices has been acccmplished by indirect and direct

- -neutron radiography using a 1 megawatt swimming pool reactor source.

These examinations have shown discrepant loading, internal debris and

contamination. A process specification has been developed for neutron

radiographic testing and a certification program for n-radiographic film

readers has been established. This method has proven to be an extremely

powerful technique for analysis and portends much promise in the future

development of -)w electroexplosive devices.

* Work supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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INTRODICTICN

Neutron radiography is a relatively new anca-ytical and inspection

technique rapidly gaining in variety and scope of applications, especially

by the aerospace industry and defense contractors. It is new enough that

standards of nomenclature, technique, and reporting methods have not yet

* been prepared, although it is anticipated that in the near future

standardization will be initiated in the American Society for Testing and

(1)Materials (AZ,'M), or the American Society for Non-destructive Testing

(ASNT). For the present purposes of this paper then, we will use Webster's

New International Dictionary (Second Edition) unabridged definition of I

radiography. Thus, (n3utron) "radiography is the art, practice, or act of i

making pictures produced upon a sensitive surface, as of a photographic

plate, by some form of radiation other than light," and, in this example,

the radiation is produced directly or indirectly by the interaction of an

uncharged particle of mass slightly greater than the proton with some

material. The picture produced will, of course, be a negative, that is

the density of ths image will be inversely proportional to the absorptivity

of the material located between the neutron beam and the sensitive surface.

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY -

Where the internal details of various materials or components are of I

interest, and where other non-destructive (NDT) methods such as ultrasonics,

liquid penetrant, thermal examination, magnetic particle, and eddy current

are unable to provide the inspection desired, radiography is a general

technique considered. Neutron radiography has become an important complement

(1) Neutron Rndiography Standardization Through the use of the American
Society for Testing and Materials Facilities.
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to the more common x-radiography (x-ray) technique. There is a marked

difference between the electromagnetic (x-ray) and neutron attenuation

characteristics of certain elements (and in most elefnents comprised of

several isotopes there is a wide variation of neutron attenuation

characteristics of isotopes within the e'.ewent), this is one reason why

neutron radiography (n-ray) results in vivid images with good resolution in

many cases where x-ray cannot be used effectively.

In its general approach, n-ray inspection is very similar to x-ray

inspection. The basic physical properties of the various elements result

in a significant difference between the effectiveness of these two approaches

when examining certain combinations of elements and materials. Although the

mass absorption coefficients of different elements for x-rays generally

increase directly proportional to the atomic number, the coefficients for

thermal neutrons show no such proportionality, rather a "shotgun" pattern

in a mass absorption vs atomic number plot can best describe this relation.

The variation of neutron absorption coefficients for isotopes of the elements

may be illustrated by considering the properties of the element uranium. For

Uranium-238 the coefficient is approximately 0.02, whJle the coefficient for

the uranium isotope that is commonly used for nuclear fuel, Uranium-235, is

1.9. Thus, the ability to differentiate between the isotopes of uranium can

be very important in the nuclear ordnance area. In normal ordnance it serves

as an example of an approach that might be useful in developmental studies.

Attenuation of electromagnetic radiation (x-rays) is determined largely

by the electron density of the material being examined. In most applications

of a practical nature, the x-rays undergo a scattering rnaction with the

atomic orbital electron cloud. The density of a matrial is, in general,
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directly ppcpnrtional to the electron density; therefore, x-ray attenuation
4A

is also proportional to the density of the material. Neutrons undergo two

main types of reactions with atomic nuclei: absorption (capture) and

scattering. The mass absorption coefficient for neutrons is thus a function

of both the scattering and capture probabilities for each element. Hydrogen

has the highest :icattering coefficient, bi.le some isotopes of boron, cadmium,

samarium, and gadolinium have unusually hign neutron capture probabilities.

For this reason, hydrogenous or boron-contai3ng material!s can be delineated

by n-rays from other elemaents in many cases w'. - .x-rcy practices aue

inadequate. It is thus possible to deline -te a hydrogenous (organic) or

borated explosive sealed in a metallic container and to project an image of

the explosive having excellent resolution and contrast, thereby distinguishing

between 'he charge material, the imperfections therein, and its container.

Current n-ray films do not as yet have the apparent crispness of x-rays

because the organics are not normally machined as are the metallic portions

that are revealed by x-rays and the fi lms available are optimized for x-ray

techniques. It appears that for ce::tain converters the bulk of the n-ray [
iiage may not penetrate the entire depth of an x-ray emulsion. As a

production technique, neutron radiography is in its infancy*(- 3 years) and

extensive improvement in the areas of portability, speed and resolution can

be expected.

The first step in preparing for n-ray examination of a new material or

set of devices is to perform a preliminary analysis of the method and

exposure combination most likely to achieve the specific goal desi'ed. Among

the many factors to consider during this step are whether to use th,: direct

or indirect method of obtaining the image. Both direct and indirect method

is normally used for production work at AL.
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With the direct method, a casette is made containing (from front to back)

an opaque cover of aluminum or magnesium, an x-ray film with the emulsion on

the back side, and a converter foil all sandwiched in a light-tight container.

Gadolinium is one of the better converters for this purpose. The foil is

exposed to the differentially absorbed neutron beam and serves as a converter

screen, emitting radiation which exposes the film. The cover plate is trans-

parent to the beam and has no measurable effect on the beam. The x-ray film

scatters some of the beam but the scattering is rather uniform over the film

and does not seriously affect the image. The neutron beam alone will not

produce an identifiable image on the film in the time of the normal exposure.

The gamma beam (x-ray) associated with the neutron beam does leave an image,

therefore the final image is a combination due to x-rays and n-rays. Because

of this x-ray component, films produced by this method give the illusion of

being sharper than the indirect method produced films.

For the indirect method, non-prompt emitting converter foils are placed

in the differentially absorbed and scattered neutron beam (which scattering
I

is caused, of course, by the specimen in the beam prior to the foil). After

a suitable exposure of a few minutes the irradiated converter foil may be

transported to a dark room and exposed between two films. This part of the

technique is known as auto-radiography, in which process the films are

exposed by the differential radiation pattern emitted by the converter foil.

Thus in the indirect method the film is not exposed to neutrons or the

"noisy" enviroiLent associated with the Interfering gamma radiation in the

neutron exposure flux. The indirect method is the only method known for the

radiography of radioactive specimens and is the method employed for the

majority of the ordnance work at Al.
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If neutron radiography is to be an industrially practical reality from a

time and cos;t standpoint, a high-flux source of well-collimated thermal

neutrons with prefcrably a low gamma (or x-ray) background is required. A

thermal neutron is an uncharged particle with a very low energy (about 0.025

electron volts at room temperature). At the present "state of the art" only

a reactor can provide the population of neutrons required for routine examina-

tion of parts in a practically realistic time scale. Several good facilities

for performing neutron radiography are located at AL. The Shield Test and

Irradiation Reactor (STIR) located in the Santa Susana mountains in

Californin is the reactor normally used for high volume inspections. A

cutaway view of the reactor is given in Figure 1.

Neutrons are born in the fission process with a high energy level

(usually over one million electron volts) and are called fist neutrons.

Abrorption coefficients of the elements for fa*1 neutrons form a curve very

similar to that for x-rays; therefore, fast neutrons are not generally

effective in discriminating between the various elements. The fast neutrons

are 'slowed down" by passing through a material such as pure carbon that

will reduce the energy of the neutrons with only minor reduction of neutron

population. A certain amount of collimation takes place in this operation.

The amount of thermalization can be determined in a number of ways. One of

the easiest and least expensive methods uses a determination of the cadmium

rntio. Cadmium effectively absorbs all neutrons with an energy of less than

1.0 ev with little effect on higher energy neutrons. Two gold foils are

exposed to the neutron beam and one of the two is wrapped in cadmium (a soft

metal). The radioactivity levels of the two foils are counted and the ratio

of counts is termed the cadmium ratio. The higher the ratio the greater is
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the population of the thermal neutrons. The cadmium ratio of the neutrons

provided at the target by the STIR averages around 10.

The high power level of STIR and the attendant high thermal flux

permits exposures of large radiographs, either singly or in sets, in short-

time periods. The reactor is capable of operating steady state at a power

level of one megawatt, but a typical exposure of 5-10 minutes is made at the

400 kilowatt operating level since this results in a thermal neutron flux of

about 4 x 10 neutrons per squared centimeter per second at the target area.

The test vault in which the exposures are made is about 40 ft by 20 ft

by 30 ft high. The rack of specimens baing exposed can be positioned

perpendicular to the neutron beam as shown in Figure 2. For small Apollo

ordnance devices, 10-20 sets of devices are normally exposed simultaneously,

each set mounted on an fl-inch by 14-inch plate. Separate mounting devices

are used for larger specimens such as Apollo explosive trains (ten or twelve

feet in length).

PROCESS SPECIFICATION

The production work performed at AI is entirely North American Rockwell

wcrk in support of the NASA Apollo program. Preliminary engineering work

was performed to provide input for the preparation of a process specification

that could be used as a guide by both engineering and quality and reliability

(2)
assurance groups. The possibility of damage to the explosive was also

(2) MA-0222-0003A, "Neutron Radiographic Inspection of Apollo Ordnance,"
A. ULttchens and P. Reese, Space Division, North American Rockwell,
12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California 90241.
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investigated and found in general to be no problem 
of consequenc.

The specification, North American Rockwell, MA-02222-0003, covers the

procedures for neutron radiographic inspection of Apollo ordnance deices

to provide additional assurance that the pyrotechnic mixture is present

and properly ori 'nted and uniform from simple-to-sample. Specifications for

ordnance equipment, handling storage, inspection procedures, and repackaging

were already in effect.

The above specification also covers the details, limitations, and

assignment of responsibilities relative to the actual neutron exposure.

Full traceability is required. Numbers and letters as required to maintain

lot and serial traceability (as required per component specification-part

number, serial number, lot number and manufacturer's code number) must be

identified with the test article to permanently identify the test article

with the radiographic plate.

The integrated neutron flux per exposure by specification must not be

greater than 1010 neutrons/cm2 per exposure and gamma exposure dose must no+

exceed 103 roentgens per exposure as measured by instrumentation Vaose

calibration is traceable to National Bureau of Standards certification. If

more than one exposure is made, the total exposure for explosive components

and devices must not exceed 3 x 1010 neutrons per square centimeter and

3 x 103 roentgens of gamma or x-ray.

(3) Atomics International Internal Letter from N. M. Ewbank dated October 4,
1967, "Review of Radiation Effects on Explosives as Related to Neutron
Radiography."

(4) Trip Report by N. M. Swbank, "Symposium on Radi&tion Lffects on
Propulsion Systems and Explosives, February 7, 8, and 9, 1968 at
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory."
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Two positive prints of the neutror radiographs are obtained; however the

radiographs are not exposed for a printing optimum density. Quality Control

inspection interpretation is made on the neutron radiographic negative and

the quality Control personnel require a dense negative. The prints which

are limited to about 10 per cent of the density scale range of a film are

used in a data pack to show the engineer at the installation point that the

part has been neutron radiographed and inspected. It had been observed that

engineers and technicians do not look at negatives; while they do look at

prints. A major problem during the first half-year was keeping enough

rejected prints available to satisfy souvenir hunters.

fINSPECTION CERTIFICATION

A film interpreter certification program was initiated at both AI and

Jthe North American Rockwell Corporation Space Division (SD). After long

hours of discussion among research, engineering, production, and qualitz

assurance groups, it was decided that the most important qualification for

a film interpreter was a past history of performance as an inspector (x-ray)

with demonstrated flexibility to adapt to the peculiarities of neutron

radiography. Past experience with ordnance would be helpful because at that

time acceptance/rejection gauges 1ad not been developed for neutron

radiography. At the present time these are slowly evolving. It was agreed

that the interpreters would have to be trained in the nuclear aspects of

this relatively new procedure. The book, "Neutron Radiography" by Harold

Berger, Elsevier Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1965, was used as the basic

text (actually the only text available). Instruction was a cooperative

effort of the ordnance group, reactor operations group and research group.

Instructions covered about a four-month period and achievement testing was
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performed, both at AI and SD. By the end of this period the engineering

studlies had been completed and we were ready for routine inspection of Apollo

ordnance.

INSPECTIO? 
RESULTS

1.. Discrepant Loading

The ability of n-ray quality control inspection to verify the presence

of explosive loading non-destructively, as well as the ability to assess

discrepancies in the loading such as voids or inclusions, explosives outside

of design areas, etc. is readily apparent from the viewing of the radiographs,

Figures 3 through 7. In practice, considerations of high cost and schedule

impact make it inadvisable to radiograph the subject again at "/2 orientation

to preclude any possible error due to anomalies in film, printing or develop-

mont. A discrepancy in loading may take the form of a discontinuity between

initiator and other charges. In practice, engineering gauges must be set up

and used to set a lower limit on acceptability standards to avoid excessively

high rejection ratios.

2. Non-Explosive Discrepancies

It may occur in practice that a foreign inclusion may be present in, or

a non-explosive supporting material may be absent from a region of interest

in an explosive device. Or, as mentioned under the previous section, the

discrepancy may involve a discontinuity (sometimes as a separation) between

parts or separation in the tame continuous entity as shown in Figures 8 and

9. Such non-explosive discrepancies are not difficult to locate in presently

supplied ordnance devices due, in part, to the sensitivity of the neutron

inspection techniques. Sometimes residual protective greases applied by a

device case supplier are not thoroughly removed by the manufacturer loading

the device; such irregularities are easily seen in the radiograph. Other
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discrepancies involving epoxy, silver solder, sealants or "0" ring materials

are also vividly aparent.

CONCLUSIONS

That neacron radiography can be a most effective tool for the non-

destructive inspection of explo.ive devices han been well substantiated here

by example. Present day production facilities can use neutron radiography

where the requirements of high reliability can justify the attendant costs

involved. A :;uitable large reactor facility operating at high capacity can

minimize these costs. In the area of research and development for the

explosives industry the utility and value of this technique cannot be over-

estimated.

As has been mentioned in this paper, state-of-the-art improvemerts in

sources, converters, detectors and display systems will make neutron

radiography a tool of increasing power, utility, and scope for the future.

SHIELD TEST AND IRRADIATION (STIR) FACILITY

OVERHEAD CRANE _

REACTOR
ROOM LABORATORY

CONCRETE SHIELD PLUG

.7.-7

VIEWING WINDOW
BRIDGE 23 CONCRETE STRUCTURECRANE B CONCRETE STRUCTURE

,,.- S IE LD TE ST l
ROLLU ROM FSPREACTOR COREDOOR I ,

SHIELD TEST CARRIAGEBORAL q DENSE CONCRETE STRUCTURE

THERMAL COLUMN -FISSION PLATE CASK

Figure 1
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SPECIMElf IXPORB1 TEST RACK
Figure 2

NEUTRON RADiOGRAPHY OF SOLID ROCKET MOTOR FUEL

Figure 3
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DISCUSSION

In order to reduce costs it was suggested that a portable neutron source

be considered. This suggestion was countered with the statement that pictures

can be made with radioisotope or accelerator sources but the quality of pic-

tures taken in this manner suffers.

The time required for taking pictures with a typical radioactive source may

be as long as six hours. Large volume of work can make neutron radiography cost

comparable to X-ray.

The motor cycle sequence was made usinn indium. Gadolinium foil has been

used earlier but has been abandoned in favor of indium because of costs.

It was mentioned that NASA has neutron radiographed about 90% of the parts

used on Apollo. Such things as voids in foam used to back up MDF could be de-

tected using this technique. The use of neutron radiography was highly recom-

mended,

It was further added that detonator faults were readily detected by neutron

radiography that could not be seen using conventional X-ray methods.

42
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2-12 THROUGH-BULKHEAD INITIATOR DESIGN MARGIN STUDY

WILLIAM B. FREEMAN

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION

The design reliability of a through-bulkhead initiator explosive train

was studied from data gathered in a parametric test program. The initiator

is shown in figure 1 and consists of: 1) an RDX donor charge which is

initiated by an exploding bridgewire; 2) a steel body containing a bulkhead

which passes the shock output of the detonating donor charge without

rupturing; 3) an RDX acceptor charge which is initiated by the shock passed

through the bulkhead; and 4) an output charge which is initiated by the

acceptor charge and is used for ignition of solid propellant. The reliability

of such a design hinges on the margin that the shock transmitted through the

bulkhead exhibits when compared to the shock sensitivity of the acceptor

charge. The design margin study described in this paper was precipitated

by a number of random failures that occurred in a series of several hundred

initiator firings. These failures to transfer detonation through the bulk-

head were not related to fabrication errors, contamination, or environmental

conditioning. The study shows that the original design, which had been

formulated on an intuitive basis, was definitely marginal. However, the

study also shows that highly reliable designs can be formulated if correct

tests are conducted to estahlish an adequate energy balance between the

shock transmitted through the bulkhead and the sensitivity of the acceptor

charge.
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GENERAL APPROACH

The through-bulkhead initiator concept was broken down into three elements

(donor, bulkhead, acceptor) as shown schematically in figure 2. The conditions

at each of the two interfaces between the elements were studied by conducting

three series of tests which produced relative measurements of:

1 Donor charge output;

2 Shock attenuation through steel bulkheads;

2 Shock sensitivity of acceptor charges.

The program included approximately 450 firings. The effects of changes in

charge length, density, RDX particle size, bulkhead thickness, bulkhead

material, and acceptor charge diameter were studied.

Throughout this paper, test results and interface condition are expressed

in terms of "pressure". It must be emphasized that this is an arbitrary use

of a term to conveniently define a shock pulse entering or leaving the inter-

face under consideration. The pressure values shown were computed from

approximations based on steel dent test results or on copper crusher gage

compression calibrations. As such, the values are highly dependent on the

test method and the absolute values may not compare well with pressure

readings obtained by other methods. However, the values are adequate for the

purpose of the overall study program because they are only used to show the

relative effects of variations in the explosive trains which wert tested.

Detonation velocity versus column length was investigated in RDX donor

charges initiated by an exploding wire and in RDX acceptor charges initiated

by through-bulkhead shock. A resistance wire technique was used and con-

tinuous plots of reaction front position versus time were obtained. These

plots were used to determine the minimum column length required to reach

stable conditions in the donor and acceptor elements.

*McCormick Seiph Associates, Inc., holds U.S. Patent 3,238,876 entitled

"Method for Through-Bulkhead Shock Initiation."
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SXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

1. Donor Charge Output

Pressure generated by donor charges were established from steel dent test

data. The general arrangement for each donor charge test is shown in figure 3.

All charges studied were 0.175 inch diameter columns with high density sections

pressed in steel confining sleeves by a one increment stop-loading techniqusi

Charge weights were held within plus or minus one milligram of the desired

weight. The low density section (adjacent to the bridgewire) of each charge

was loaded to a density of 0.9 g/cc with 62 milligrams of EBW grade RX which

2has a specific surface area of 4150 cm /gram. The bridgewire used for initiation

in each test was gold with a diameter of 0.0015 inches and a length of 0.040

inches. The following variables were studied in the high density section of

the donor charge:

1 RDX grade (specific surface area)

1270 cm2/g, 4150 cm2/g, 4650 cm2/g

2 Charge length, .090, .125, .175 inches

SLoading density, 1.55, 1.65 g/cc.

High density sections loaded in two increments were also tested but results

were not significantly different from the single increment tests.

Dent blocks were grade 1020, ASTM A108 steel, Rockwell hardness B70 to

B95; dents resulting from detonation of the donor charges were measured

according to MIL-STD-316.

For each possible combination of variables, six test shots were fired

and the resulting dent values were averaged for use in the pressure approxi-

mation. The average dent value for a particular set of variables was converted

to detonation velocity using an empirical relationship (figure 4)
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taken from the U. S. Army Explosive Uharge Desig Handbook . Theae
(2)

velocities were used in the approximation

Pd= .00987 P D 2

where:

P = detonation pressure, atmospherea

p = density, g/cc

D = detonation velocity, meters/second

to estimate the equivalent donor charge output pressure.

Results are shown in figure 5, which is a series of plots of donor charge

output pressure, Pd, versus the length of the high density donor charge

section. A separate curve is shown for each RDX grade and loading density.

Thase plots consitute the reference data tht will be used in the bulkhead

attenuation measurements.

Based on the results of the donor charge tests, four charge designs

spaced through the range of pressures obserfed were selected for use in

dettrmining shock attenuation characteristics of bulkhead materials. The

designs selected wore:

Charge design, Pd, K bar
EIgh density section

1.55 g/cc .175 x .090 90
4650 cm2/g

1.65 g/cc .175 x .090 104
1270 cm2/g

1.55 g/cc .175 x .175 121
4650 cm2/g

1.65 &/cc .175 x 175 146
1270 cm2/g
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2. Shock Attenuation Throu Steel Bulkheads

Pressure transmitted through a steel bulkhead and entering the interface

between the bulkhrad and the acceptor charge was determined by detonating

a donor charge on one face of a bulkhead and measuring the resulting com-

pression of a copper crusher gage in contact withthe opposite face of the

bulkhead. The general arrangement for each of these tests is shown in

figure 6. Test bulkheads were slipfitted into steel alignment tubes and

were supported by a steel sleeve on the downstream face of each bulkhoad,

Donor charges Vere prepared as described in the preceding section and then

were pressed to contact the upstream side of each bulkhead. Each loaded

alignment tube was installed in a holding fixture and a copper crusher gage

was adjusted and supported to contact the downstream face of the bulkhead,

The following bulkhead materials and thicknesses were tested:

Material (Stainless Steel) Thickness, inches

Type 302 .125, .150, .170

17-4 PH, H1150 heat treat .125, .150, .170

17-4 PH, H900 heat treat .125, .150

Each combination of material and thickness was tested with all four of the

donor charges selected in the donor iharge output tests described above.

For each possible combination of variables, six test shots were fired.

Copper crusher gages were 0.2225 inch diameter x 0.400 inch cylinders

purchased from Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. Tarage table 326

furnished by Olin Mathieson, relates permanent deformation to incident

pressure. After each test firing, the compressed length of the crusher
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gage was measured and the corresponding pressure value from the Tara*

table was recorded as Pt. the pressure transmitted through the bulkhead.

Values for each set of variables were averaged and the standard deviation

was calculated,

The transmitted prassure data (Pt) were plotted against various

arbitrary functions of donor charge output and bulkhead thickness for each

material in a cursory search for a near straight line transfer function.

The relationship finally chosen was a plot of Pverus P1/3

where: t

P= pressure entering bulkhead/acceptor interface, pounds per

square inch

Pd= donor charge output pressure (pressure entering the donor/bulkhead

interface), Kilobars

t = bulkhead thickness, inches.

Results for type 302 stainlesa stel bulkheads are shown in figure 7

and are typical of results obtained with all of the steels tisted. For each

set of variables, an average value of Pt.'.is plotted along with a plus and

minus three sigma spread. Because no gross differences were noted among

the three materials, data points were combined, disregarding material

difference.

Straight lines were fit to the data, resulting in the overall transfer

functi6n shown in figure 8 which relates pressure transmitted through a

stainless steel bulkhead to donor charge output and bulkhead thicknes.
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Shock Sensitivity If Accept Chgares

Sensitivities of two acceptor charge designs were determined by Bruceton

testing with fixed (0.175 inch diameter) RDX donor charges and incrementally

varying bulkhead thickness. Knowing the output of the donor charge and the

thicknesses of the bulkheads, the through-bulkhead transfer function

(figure 8) was used so that the sensitivity of each acceptor charge design

could be expressed in terms of Pt, which has been defined as the pressure

transmitted through the bulkhead and entering the bulkhead/acceptor interface.

The general arrangement for each of these tests is shown in figure 9. Acceptor

charges were pressed into steel confinement bushings by a one-increment stop-

loading technique. Charge weights were held within one milligram of the

desired weight; pressed charges were flush with both ends of each bushing.

Bulkheads were slip fitted into steel alignment tubes. The close fit between

the bulkhead and alignment tube prevented blow-by from the donor charge.

Acceptor aud donor charges were inserted into the alignment tubes and were

pressed to contact opposite faces of each bulkhead. Each loaded alignment

tube was pooitioned on an aluminum witness plate so that the downstream

face of the acceptor charge was in contact with the plate. In this position

the acceptor bushing supported the bulkhead. After each firing, a dent in

the aluminum plate was used as the "Go" criterion to indicate that the acceptor

charge had been initiated.

All donor charges had high density sections loaded with 1270 cm2/g RDX

pressed to a density of 1.65 g/cc in a .175 x .175 column. Donor charge

.output tests described above have established that the output (Pd) of this

design is 146 Kbar.
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The shock pressure (Pt) incident on the acceptor charges was vwaried

on successive tests in the Bruceton series by varying the bulkhead thickness

in 0.01 inch increments. Unfortunately, this does not correspond to a

uniform increment on the Pt scale. Nevertheless, the Bruceton calculations

were made in terms of Pt (from transfer function, figure 8, using Pd = 146 Kbar

and t = test bL.lkhead thickness) rather than in terms of the bulkhead thickness.

Judgement was exerciced in selecting the values of increments for use in zhe

standard deviation calculations.

The shock sensitivity of an acceptor charge design is identified as Pa

which is defined as the shock pressure corresponding to the 50% firing point

in the Bruceton test. Thus the terms Pa and Pt have the same units and they

can be compared to each other on the same relative scale.

Bruceton test data and calculations are shown in tables 1 and 2. Acceptor

chart designs which were tested are described below along with their sensitivity

values.

Config ration A Configuration B

Design

0DX grade 4150 CM2/g 1270 cm2/i

Loading density .97 g/cc .97 g/cc

Dimensions .055 x .250 dia. .219 x .125 dia.

RDX weight 42 mg 42 mg

Shock Sensitivity (K psi, relative scale)

Pa (50% firing prob) 31.9 23.9

Pa + 3 (99.87% firing prob) 51.6 25,2

Pa - 3 (0.13% firing prob) 17.1 22.5
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" 4. Detonation Velocity Versus Column Length

Reaction front velocity (deflagration or detonation) in each element of a

typical through-bulkhead initiator explosive train was determined by a method

based on work described by Pitts ( The initiation of low density explosive

ch:arges by relatively weak shocks begins with a deflagration phase during

which the velocity of the reaction front increases. It acce±erates until

reachii. -he stable velocity characteristic of the detonation phase. The test

charges were similar to the: 1) low density section of the donor charge; 2)

high density section of the donor charge; and 3) acceptor charge, except that

the columns were long enough to ensure that each test charge would reach

detonation velocity. Each test charge was initiated by the method used to

initiate it in the actual initiator design (e.g., the acceptor test charge

was initiated through a bulkhead).

i! The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 10. High resistance

j. wires were placed along the inside walls of brass cylinders. The wires,

which were 0.0012 inch diameter nichrome (450 ohms per foot) with enamel

insulation, were shorted to one end of the brass cylinder but were insulated

from the cylinder along the length to be studied. After the wire was installed

in a test cylinder, the explosive was loaded to the desired density by stop-

loading in 0.250 inch increments. Final length of the explosive column was

1.188 inches in each test.

A constant current was applied throvgh the high resistance wire to the

brass cylinder during each test. As the reaction front progressed through

the explosive column, the wire was progressively shorted to the cylinder.
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Thus, effective resistance, and consequently the voltage, was a function of

reaction front position at any given time. This change in voltage with time

was presented on an oscilloscope which was triggered by the electrical pulse

to the exploding bridgewire which initiated the explosive train. Velocities

and stabilization conditions were determined from the oscilloscope traces.

In the case of the low density donor charge section and also in the acceptor

charge test, the stabilization distance was confirmed by distinct changes

in the expansion and fracture patterns in the brass cylinders. Complete

fragmentation of the cylinders used in the high density donor section tests

* prevented a similar comparison for that element.

Oscilloscope traces for each explosive train element are shown in figure

11. Results are summarized in table 3. All charges tested required a run

of 0.17 to O.2C inches to reach steady detonation conditions. Only one grade

of RDX, 4150 cm2/g, was tested.

DESIGN ANALYSIS

The data gathered in the experimental program permit a straightforward

analysis of the design margins in a family of RDX loaded through-bulkhead

initiators. The margin of Pt, the pressure transmitted through the bulkhead,

over P , the pressure required for acceptor charge initiation. is the critical

area from a reliability standpoint. In addition, the length of tne acceptor

charge should allow the reaction front to build to stable detonation velocity

to insure reproducibility.

Figure 12 summarizes the analyses of two designs. Configuration A is

the design shown in figure 1; configuration B is a proposed high-reliability

design based on observations in the experimental program. The interface
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conditions are shown in terms of pressures on arbitrary scales as defined

in the experimental program. The donor charge output pressure, Pd' for

each design was determined from figure 3; the pressure transmitted through

the bulkhead was determined from figure 8 and the aCceptor charge sensitivity,

Pa' corresponds to the Bruceton test data for that particular charge design.

The ration of Pt to Pa for each design is indicative of reliability.

P /P
t a

Configuration A 0.97

Configuration L 1.45

Thus, configuration B shows a large margin of Pt over Pa and this design

is considered reliable. Test history of configuration A confirms the low

reliability indicated by a Pt/Pa ratio of less than unity.

Design reliability can also be evaluated from figures 13 and 14. Here,

tho Bruceton test data for the acceptor charge is plotted on probability paper

as firing probability versus pressure transmitted through the bulkhead, Pt.

The plus and minus 3 sigma values of Pt. taken from figure 8 for a given donor

charge design and bulkhead thickness, can be evaluated against the pressure

required to produce a given firing probability. This technique shows (figure

13) that configuration A is unreliable even with the highest Pt values

probable in that design. Figure 14 shows that configuration B should be highly

reliable even with the lowest value of Pt probable in that design.

The acceptor charge length of configumation A is 0.055 inches. According

* to the velocity tests in the experimental program, this is considerably less

than the column length required to build velocity to stabbe conditions in the

acceptor charge. Configuration B acceptor charges are long enough to achieve

steady detonation; this was confirmed by the deformation patterns observed in

the acceptor charge confinement bushings during sensitivity test.
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CONCLUSIONS

A series of tests requiring simple instrumentation provided wifficient

data to estimate the performance of a family of RDX loaded throvgh.-bullbead

initiators. Acceptor charge senitivity values are referenced to an arbitrary

standard. The usefulness of the data can be expanded by testing other

acceptor charges or other explosives and referencing the data to the same

standard copper gage compression scale. The type evaluation presented, or

its equivalent, should be imperative for any through-bulkhead initiator

design if good reliability and a sound design basis are desired. The type

of testing which has been described also should be used to determine the

acceptability of various explosive material lots which may be used during

the manufacturing life of a particular design.

The experimental program confirmed that the shock sensitivity of RDX

is significantly affected by its specific surface area. The relationship

of donor charge diameter to acceptor charge diameter also influences acceptor

charge sensitivity.

Obviously, more sohpisticated instrumentation methods such as streak

cameras, quartz transducers, etc., could be used to perform the same types

of tests with greater accuracy. However, the evaluation proram which has

been described was designed to provide a general undarstanding of the

through-bulkhead detonation transfer mechanism with a minimum of capital

investment.
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DISCUSSION

Post-fire pressure requirements for TDi are 5000 psi of nitrogen with no
F *,.noticeable leakage under water. It was i~eitloned that the~ final design had a

0.150 inch wall, considerably thicker than earlier models- some fissurer were

evident after metallographic working and polishing that extended about 1/3

of the wall thickness; none have ever penetrated the wall.

F Similar tests have been mace over a number of years using units with no

acceptor charge. The same incipient spall line and no blow throughs.

TABLE 1 BRUCETON' EST RESULTS

KKJiat: 146 KBAR

0.0 : 3.0 x o25 oi. .9 0)2, 415 cm 6 18

0U.10 31.0NSS oaraol

d.~) 26. o 0

x = ~ic: Ft r ingmte
j,4-~ ~~~ aceio not 1initiated 0 11 1 . 1 6171 . oiiN2

inc160 n .0 fro V 29 to 35 361

0F7 3 1. om Pt 02 to 2922

0.9 27.7 X 0210

o = ) =ceo 31.9 (50nFrinipoaailty

p +0nrenn = .5 fro P 4.93 t 3

+= 1.7 -rom =t 14.8t2

PFa = 577-2 ( A _1.6 (99.87 (5irin g~ probability)

Pa -30 = .17.1 (0.13% firing~ probability)
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TABi,;S 2 BRUCETON TEST RESULTS,
ACJE.'TOR CONFIGURATIONU "F'

OZ,.OR: 11,6 KBAR

2
A'-E2TOR: .219 x .125 Dia, .97 g/ll, 1270 cm /g RDX

jiULK',, T.-! CKNE!X- - VARIABLE

t o

A:o :4
1 N N 2

-" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x o i it; iN

0.210 25.0 x x 2 0 1 2 2

0.220 24.0 x 3 0 0

0.230 23.0 o 03 0 0

5 2 2
N A B

x = acceptor initiated
o = acceptor not initiated

Pt increment 1.0

a 24.0 + 1.0 (A - 1) 23.9 (50% Firing probability)
N 2

= 1.62 (1.0) (NB-A2  *.029)

N
2

0 = .44 (standard deviation)

30 z 1.32

P, + 3a = 25.2 (99.87% firing probability)

Pa - 3a = 22.5 (0.13% firing probability)

TABLE 3

Velocity Test Results

Length To Configuration "A"

Density Stable Seach Stable Design Velocity At
RDX Initiation Velocity Velocity Length Design Length

Charge (g/cc) Method (Meters (in) (in) (Meters/Sec.)
Sec)

Low Density 0.9 Exploding 5,620 0.20 0.175 5,100
Donor Section Wire

High Density 1.55 Low Density7,800 0.17 0.125 5,130
Deaer,8ect. Donor Sect.

Acceptor 0.97 Donor,Thru 5,640 0.18 0.055 2,600

Bulkhead
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2-13 DYNAMIC OUTPUT CHARACTERIZATION

OF

THRUSTING TYPE PYROTECHNIC DEVICES

J. L. LILLY

General Electric Company
Space Systems Organization

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

SUMMARY

The high output to size/weight ratio of explosively powered thrusting devices

make them very attractive for many spacecraft applications. The inherent "single

shot" characteristic of these devices, however, puts a great premium on intelligent

application and particularly on relistic applications testing. It is very important

if high reliability is to be attained to characterize the interfacing mechanisms as

well as the thrusting component. A realistic testing program must, therefore, con-

sider the dynamics of how the output of the thrusting components is developed and

equally important how the energy developed is used in the particular spacecraft

application.

INTRODUCTION

Many explosively actuated components may be classified as thrusting type devices

in that the core element of the mechanism is a driven piston. By this definition

piston motors, dimple motors, pin pullers, bolt cutters, cable cutters, valve

actuators, separating nuts, separating bolts, etc. may be all classified as thrust-

ing type devices.

At General Electric Space Systems Organization we want to demonstrate by test

the design margin or lack thereof built into each spacecraft explosive powered thrust-

ing device application. It is also desireable to determine the design margin with as few

tests and expenditure of explosive components as practical. To accomplish these

ends test equipment and procedures have been developed for i asuring the output capa-

!ilicy of thrusters end how much of this output is used for a specific application,

hence the title of this paper Dynamic Output Characterization of Thrusting Type Devices

and Applications. 2-13.1



ThRUST -iG DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

Generally speaking, the output testing and evaluation of these thrusting components

follows the sequence described hereinafter. The testing described assumes the

structural compatibility and safety of the thrusting actuator and its explosivt

cartridge has already been established by analysis and test.

* Determine the opposing load required to stall the thrusting piston at end

of designed stroke and mid-stroke positions.

* Determine maximum thrust deveioped for the following test conditions.

Piston stalled in zero stroke position

Piston stalled at end of designed stroke position

Piston stalled in a mid-stroke position

* Determine reaction loads for the thrusting device fired under no load condition.

THRUSTING DEVICE OUTPUT EVALUATION

* Evaluate thruster output data for compliance with component design require-

ments.

* Evaluate effects/impact of stall thrusts, stall loads and no load reaction

data obtained on design of interfacing mechanisms and equipments.

* Adjust thruster output characteristics as necessary by either modification

of the actuator or by adjustment of the power cartridge explosive charge.

* Fire a control sample of thrusting devices for the record to confirm stall

thrust and loads data.

The testing described above is performed in a thruster test stand schematically

illustrated in Figure 1. The test stand is basically similar to one dev,loped

at Frankford Arsenal for testing Propellant Actuated Devices which is described in

Ordnai.ce Engineering Handbook ORDP 20-27. A photograph of the Space Systems Thruster

Test Stand is shown in Figure 2. The output of the load cell and the displacement

transducer are recorded usually on a dual beam oscilloscope or a recorder as thrust
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vs. time and displacement vs. time. A typical scope picture is illustraten in

Figure 3. From this data curves of (thrust vs. stroke) and(thrust vs. tire) -an

be directly plotted and supplied to the mechanisms and structural design enneers.

THIUSTING DEVICE TEST EVALUATION

Since starting this type of thruster evaluation at Space Systems a number of

interesting problems have been uncovered. You will recall that a prerequisite to this

testing program was that the thruster/squib structuaral compatibility be established.

During stall thrust testing we have blown pins in both glass and ceramic headers,

ruptured both cartridge cases and thruster casings, ex.ruded "0" rings and collapsed

piston rods. During no load testing numerous pistons have not been retained in the

thruster as specified. Therefore, it is highly recoimmended that all test stands

include enclosures for thrustersundergoing test.

Data developed on this test stand has been useful in many ways. It has for instance

been used to:

Develop data for adjusting the initial free volume in actuators to modify

thrust for quick fix situations.

Ascertain capability of alternate thrusters and their compatibility with

existing mechanisms.

Establish lot to lot device output variations for a single vendor or

multiple vendors.

Establish qualification of new or alternate vendors to produce specified

output characteristics.

Verify device output after long periods of storage for flight certification

Table I for example shows output for a linear actuator thruster at the be-

ginning and after a 2 year storage period.
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Certify that two lots of rod cutters by different manufacturers, one

fabricated in 1963 and the other in 1968 had the same output. The

cutter was modified by replacing the blade with a piston of the same weight

as shown in Figure 4 for these tests. The results are tabulated in

Table II and clearly show the rod cutters havz he same output capability.

In summary the thruster test stand for dynamic output characterization of thrust-

ing type devices has proved t be an extremely useful tool for:

Developing thruster design data

Trouble shooting failures

Surveillance of manufactured items

Surveillance of aging and storage

Recertification of lots

Ascertaining design margins

SPACEr.3AFT APPLICATIONS

All too often the ordnance engineer is faced with an incompatibility of the ordnance

device and the interfacing mechanisms and structures. More often than we may like

to admit the component design loads and operating envtronments are intuitive engineer-

ing estimates based on limited static and environmental analyses and tests. Reliable

and trouble frce spacecraft applications must be based on firm information. Therefore,

ordnance applications testing and characterization must logically follow device

and component testing.

ORDNANCE APPLICATIONS TESTING

Applications testing must simulate as closely as possible actual spacecraft conditions.

It is not enough merely to simulate conditions and fire go - no go type of tests.

At Space Systems testing must provide monitoring and measurement devices to adequately

evaluate the performance of the ordnance powered subassembly. During a functioning

test we must not only find out how much of the available energy is used up but also

the manner in which it was used. A further requirement is to ascertain the effects
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of thruster and mechanism reaction loads on the structure and associated equipments.

Testing sequences can and will vary to suit certain mechanisms but in general may

follow this typical sequence.

* Determine by test the effect of thruster firing Qn mechanism and structure for

the following test conditions.

Mechanism locked in zero stroke position

Mechanism locked at end stroke position

Mechanism placed in mid-stroke position

Mechanism placed in position so thruster completes stroke under nao load.

* Determine thrust and/or reaction vs. time for each of the mechanism positions

listed above.

* Determine shock pulses in associated structure for each test where practical

* Determine thrusting device load vs. time for each test where practical.

* Fire control same tests with mechanism loads set at 50%, 100% and 150% of pre-

dicted spacecraft loads.

* Determine how much of the available thruster output is used for each test.

* Evaluate structural integrity of the spacecraft application

* Determine design margins for the spacecraft application

The test equipment required to perform spacecraft applications testing must of

necessity be peculiar to each application. This equipment and the results obtained

may be bast explained by citing an example of testing accomplished.

LINEAR ACTUATOR (PIN PULLER) APPLICATION

The pin puller illustrated in Figure 5 wns developed to meet the following requirements.

Stroke - 0.5"

Pull Pin Diameter - 0.25"

Peak Thrust - 1200 lbs.

Application - pull pin 0.3 inches against a constant side load of 1500 lbs.

applied in double shear
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The pin puller was first tested in the previously described thruster test stand and

determined to have the output capabilities shown in Figures 6 and 7. For evaluating

the spacecraft application as a pin puller the test stand illustrated schematically

in Figure 8 was designed and used. In this test stand load cell A is used to record

the side load applied to the pin while load cell B records the pull load as the pin

is pulled through the clevis/tongue assembly and the stroke is monitored by a linear

transducer. With this data available thrust vs. stroke and thrust vs. time plots

can be developed and compared to the previously determined output capabilities of the

pin puller. The average pin puller output used to pull th pin under a 1500 lb. side

load is plotted in Figures 6 and 7. The excess capability ot the pin puller is readily

evident. Tests were also performed with 150% overloads and with various lubricants

and clevis/tongue materials. In the tests just described the pin puller setup used

was not designed to release the tongue from the clevis. Subsequent tests were per-

formed with a short pin which released the tongue from the clevis for evaluation of the

release function. Furtler testing is currently being planned to evaluate thrust and

pull load on clevis and tongue assemblies that have been assembled under load for

long periods ot time and have been subjected fo various environments.

With the many small and rugged load cells available to the pyrotechnic engineer today

dyrqmic testing of explosive powered devices and mechanisms is quite feasible in most

applications. The data obtained therefrom is invaluable in:

* Developing mechanisms design data

* Trouble shooting failures

* Surveillance of manufactured items

* Surveillance of aging and storage

* Ascertaining applications design margins

* Certifying ordnance equipment for flight
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LINEAR ACTUATOR (THRUSTER)

OUTPUT TESTS

TABLE I

1966 1968

TEST NO. WORK (IN LBS.) TEST N0. WORK IN LBS.

1 287 1 302

2 293 2 316

3 285 3 293

4 301 4 296

5 286 5 285

ROD CUTTER OUTPUT TESTS

MANUFACTURER A MANUFACTURER B

TEST NO. WORK (IN LBS.) TEST NO. WORK (IN LBS.)

69-7 1200 69-6 1140

69-9 1180 69-8 1060

69-11 1130 69-10 1130

69-13 1170 69-12 1090

69-15 1190 69-14 1050
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DISCUSSION

A note of caution was added concerning the need for intelli9ent use of

systems such as this where inertial, fictional)and force loading are mixed.

Excessive cylinder inertia, it was pointed out, could make a good device

look bad.

The problem of accurate presentation of pressure in the presence of shock

loading was brought out. This problem became evident when two gauges wiere

used in a single chamber; they disagreed. The speaker claimed the loss of one

pressure crystal as the only problem evident to him in three years of testing.
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2-14 INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CHARTS

S. DEMSKEY

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY - RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS

1.0 Summary

This paper describes the evolution, interpretation and application of statis-

tical control charts for evaluating instrumentatio, performance during the testing

of ordnance devices.

Three charts are used, and they are:

1. The range (R) chart

2. The difference (d) chart, and

3. The average (X) chart.

When the test statistic, R or d, falls on or outside the control limits, an

assignable course of variation in instrumentation performance is inferred. There-

upon, corrective action is taken which complies with standard control chart pro-

cedures. With the X chart, however, the test statistic is expected to be outside

the control limits and corrective action is taken when more than half of the X

values fall inside the limits.

Thus the most desirable situation occurs when the R and d charts are "in

statistical control" and the X chart is "out of statistical control", which results in

a firm balance between control and sensitivity.

If the measurement process falls out of control or loses sensitivity, then the

instrumentation failure is assumed to have an assignable cause and the test is stopped
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to find the cause. If one considers the high cost of some "one shot" devices, then the

cost effectiveness of the recommended control chart applications is quite high.

2. 0 Introduction to Control Charts

Traditionally, statistical control charts have been used for controlling a mass-

production manufacturing process. Engineering wise, a process could be defined as a

set of operations performed by people and machines which modifies the original material

and increases its economic value. Statistically speaking, however, a process is

quantified by the confidence interval of a statistic. For purposes of illustration, let

us consider the statistic known as the mean.

For a standard X chart

CL's = X+3S/4" X.-A 2 T

where

CL's are the confidence limits of X, the grand mean and the confidence interval

is defined by either 3 S/-or A2 R,

where S is the standard deviation

n is the individual group sample size

3 represents the normal deviate associated with a confidence value of 0. 9973

or the complementary risk of 0.0027.

R is the average range which when multiplied by A2 a control factor, yields

the confidence interval.

The range calculation is preferred because of the simpler calculations.
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Now, let us compare process control limits obtained from a control chart and the

specification limits which are ordinarily of greater concern to engineers.

Specification Limit

Process Limits

Mean X X 3 S/4i" X 3 S

Process Limit

Specification Limit

Figure 1. Comparison of Specification Limits and Process Limits

It is apparent that specification limits are much wider than process limits and the

degree of exceedance depends on the individual group sample size. From the opera-

tional point of view, the plotted value of the average which falls on or outside the

process control limit is a signal for possible corrective action. In other words, time

and/or options are still open for correcting the process so that the values of the in-

dividual units (whose values comprise the mean) will continue to remain within

specification limits.

From the statistical point of view, the mean is a preferred statistic because of

its robustness; that is, the distribution of averages is normally distributed, regardless

of the distribution of the individual units.

By considering the measurement of "one shot" devices as a process, the control

chart can be effectively applied to control the test instrumentation as the test is being

conducted and as each test unit is fired.
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3.0 Evolution of Control Charts for Instrumentation

The question that arises, however, is why we are concerned with this application.

The story begins several years ago when the two channel readings straddled an ex-

tremely tight specification for total impulse of a rocket.

This situation led to an Instrumentation Variation Analysis because of Reliability/

Confidence (R/C) requirement on the parameter. The effect of the Instrumentation

Variation Analysis always leads to an increased R/C estimate as will now be shown.

The basic reliability formula, assuming a normal distribution is

K = (SL - X/S

where SL is the specification limit

T( is the calculated mean

S is the calculated standard deviation

The higher the calculated K, the higher the R/C estimate and the smaller the S, the

larger the K.

The effect of the magnitude of S may be demonstrated. Let us imagine that we

have test fired four motors and have used two instrumentation channels (C1 and C2) to

measure the total impulse.

S/N C1 C2 d

1 d1

2 d2

3 d3

4 d4

X1 X2
s S1 S2
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Since each unit yielded a single value of total impulse, then any difference d,

that is observed must be due obviously to a response difference in the instrumenta-

tion. If we cover up the C2 and d columns, then it is also intuitively reasonable that

the calculated standard deviation, S1 , reflects not only the motor variation but also

includes some instrumentation variation.

By using only one channel, there is no direct method of separating these two

effects. By using two or more channeis, however, it is possible to separate and

estimate the contribution of each of these factors. This is seen, briefly, in the

following formula.

2  2  S2
S total Instrumentation +  hardware

by direct by

calculation subtraction

Now since the standard deviation for the hardware, SH , must be less than the

total standard deviation ST, then

IIKH, (SL - X)/S H] > [KT (SL - XR)/ST]

It follows, therefore, that the R/C estimate for KH is greater than that for KT.

After this type of analysis resolved the problem to everyone's satisfaction, the

design engineer asked if I could develop a statistical control chart; its purpose would

be to alert us to the problem as the test was being conducted, rather than becoming

aware of the problem after the test was completed.
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This question led to the development of two of the three control charts described,

namely the R and d charts.

The range, R, chart is used to measure and control the degree of consistency

between the two (or more) channels.

The difference, d, chart is used to measure and control the degree of bias in the

two channel readings, i.e., the tendency for one channel to yield higher readings more

frequently than the other channel.

In its first application, the R chart detected a saturated transducer when the fourth

motor in a test series was fired. Subsequently, the R chart was again useful when a

post mortem analysis detected a r~or reading; in this test, an oscilloscope and a digital

counter were used as redundant instrumentation. The interesting factor that emerged

at this time was that, contrary to expectation, the "outlier" was obtained from the

digital counter.

The final chart, X, was developed as a result of testing pressure cartridges.

Again, the objective was to obtain a preliminary R/C estimate from development

tests. The data was presented in three groups A, B, and C. The parameter con-

sidered was peak pressure. In group A, the units were subjected primarily to

ambient environments and no periodic calibrations were made. Group B consisted

of units which had been used for sensitivity tests which have no effect on the peak

pressure: also static calibration measurements were made after the firing of every

fifth unit. Group C consisted of units exposed to temperature extremes and again

static calibration tests were conducted after every fifth un-,o,
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The subsequent application of the analysis of variance to estimate the instrumen-

tation variation necessitated the rejection of the Group A data. The reason was that

the statistical mean square for the instrumentation was greater than the statistical

mean square for the hardware. If the sensitivity of the instrumentation was to

be an order of magnitude better than the hardware, then the situation would be the

reverse.

The control charts, R and d, were then calculated for the Group A data as a post

mortem. The results were that all the values fell inside the control limits. The only

indication of a problem was a "run" of eight values on the d chart. It then became

apparent that a control chart analogous to the F test in the analysis of variance would

be useful. This is the X control chart. Although this chart parallels the analysis of

variance, it requires an inverse interpretation. With the standard control charts, R

and d, a point falling on or outside the control limits signals a non-uniform condition.

With the X chart, a point on or outside the control limit parallels a significant F test

and is indicative of instrumentation sensitivity necessary to discriminate between the

test units.

When the Group A dala (no periodic calibration) is subjected to the X chart,

all the values fall inside the control limits. Thus, the use of control charts would

have detected the lack of instrumentation sensitivity very quickly as the test was

being conducted. When the Group B and C data (periodic calibrations) are sub-

jected to the X control chart analysis, most of the values fall 'n or outside the

control limits. The three control charts provide a firm balance between control

and sensitivity.
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In addition to the interpretive difference for the X chart, another difference exists

with the instrumentation control charts; it is the fact that the control limits are based

on the cumulative sample size, this a decision is possible very shortly after testing

begins. inder standard control chart procedure, 20-25 subgroups under normal

operation conditions are necessary to estimate the centerline and control limits before

the process can be evaluated.

4.0 Conclusion

The procedures, multiplication factors for simplifying calculations and Oample

forms are given in the Appendix; it will eventually become an independent document for

implementing these procedures.

Our experience indicates that this application of statistical control charts is a

useful supplement to standard calibration procedures. The reason is that the instrumen-

tation is constantly being evaluated during the entire test, thereby preventing costly

error and delay.
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APPENDIX

GUIDE MANUAL FOR USE OF

INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CHARTS

1.0 Objective and Summary

This report provides statistical control chart procedures for destructively tes'ad

hardware which are applied as the test is being conducted.

Control charts have become traditional tools in controlling a process through the

statistical evaluation of the product parameters or dimensions. By considering the

test measurements of "one shot" devices as a process, these control charts can be

effectively used to control the test instrumentation as the test is being conducted.

The data used are the duplicate values obtained from redundant instrumentation which

are customarily used to assure that at least one observation be retained for each.

The charts and their control objectives are as follows:

1. The range R, chart is used to measure and control the degree of consistency

between the two redundant instruments.

2. The difference, d, chart is used to measure and control the degree of bias in

the two redundant readings, i. e., the tendency for one unit to read higher more

frequently than the other unit.

3. The average X chart is used to measure and control the degree of sensitvity,

i. e., the capability that aifferences between the redundant instruments'

readings should be smaller than the differences between the hardware units.
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Interestingly, the desired situation occurs when the R and d charts are "in

statistical control" and the X chart is "out of statistical control", which results ih a

firm balance between control and sensitivity.

If the measurement process falls out of control or loses sensitivity, then the in-

strumentation is assumed to have an assignable cause and the test is stopped to find the

cause, if one considers the high cost of some "one shot" devices, then the cost effective-

ness of the recommended control chart applications is quite high. When calibration

firings are available, control charting of this information dovetails to assure even a

higher degree of control over the test measurement process.

2. 0 Data Collection and Reporting (DCR)

The following requirements add to, but do not cancel or modify, any other DCR

requirements.

Each unit test fired should be identified in submitted data sheets by:

1. Date

2. Instrumentation (e. g., transducers) serial nmber

3. Test condition - temperature level, etc.

Data for each static calibration should be identified similarly by:

1. Date

2. Instrumentation serial number

3. "R" step leve, etc.
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Copies should be included in the Test Report.

Factors are given (Enclosure 1) which reduce most of the calculation effort.

Also provided are sample charts and data forms which may be copied. See

Enclosure 3.

One question which may arise is, why the Control Chart multiplication factors

have not been preprinted on the data forms. The reason is mib:irg data, "out of

control" results, etc. Some comfort may be had when it is realized that the major

effort is required with the first 20 ,units. At this point, the control limits should

be established and the already simplified calculations are reduced even more.

3. 0 Statistical Control Charts

Since lost data from destructively tested equipment is irreplaceable, redundant

or redundant types of instrumentation are commonly used in industry to assure that

at least one observation is obtained for each firing. Although this procedural

objective is obviously worthwhile, it does not extract the maximum available value

from the data.

By considering the sequence of test measurements as the output of a manufacturing

process, then statistical control charts can be an effective means of assuring reliable

measurements while the test is being conducted; this contrasts with the post mortems

which cannot associate a suspect measurement with either the hardware or the
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instrumentation. If we consider the cost of some destructively tested hardware, i. e.,

rockets, electro-initiators, then the cost effectiveness of the statistical control charts

becomes high.

3. 1 Relationship of Control Charts to Measurement Objectives

The measurement objectives of any test may be defined in terms of consistency,

Oas-free and sensitivity. Their definitions are:

Consistency - capability of redundant instrumentation to provide differences be-

tween readings which are constant and within random variation as controlled

by the R chart.

Bias-free - capability of redundant instrumentation to provide the differences be-

t ween readings which yield an average value of zero, within random variation.

Bias exists when one instrument always yields higher readings than the other.

This is controlled by the d chart.

Sensitivity - capability of redundant instrumentation to yield differences between

readings which are smaller than the differences of the hardware being tested.

This is evaluated by the X chart.

3. 2 Comparison of Control Chart Methods - Instrumentation vs. Standard

The use of redundant instrumentation actually creates two sources of measurement

variation (Vm):

1. VB or SB2 is the variance due to the differences between the redundant in-

struments, i. e., between channel v ariation.

2
2. V or S is the variance due to the difference between repeated measurementsw w

of the same instrument, i. e., within channel variation.
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When testing destructively tested hardware, it is obvicus that only VW can be

measured, at the present state of the art, from static calibration tests. When dynamic

calibration tests become available, the present procedures will be improved and up-

dated.

Since only VB is available, it is defined as the experimental error for instrumenta-

tion performance.

All control chart instructions which follow are based on sub-group sizes of two

units, although extension to any number is easy.

The confidence levels given are at the 95% (5% type I or alpha risk) level instead of

99.73% (3a) limits; although 3a limits are economically reasonable with a consumer

goods, mass production process, these instrumentation procedures are concerned with

short runs under R&D conditions.

Since testing of destructively tested devices will not ordinarily permit sufficient

test data for calculating initial values of the control lines, as required by standard

variables charts, the values of the control lines and limits are calculated from a cunu-

lative sample size (Reference 1).

If control charts are applied to static calibration data, then a sequence for applying

and interlacing two control charts is given in Enclosure 2; that is, the Calibration/

Instrumentation (C/ chart is used to supplement the Hardware/Instrumentation (H/I)

chart. The instructions in Enclosure 2 are self-explanatory. Another alternative would

be the Difference Control Charts given in Reference 2.
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4. 0 Control Chart Procedures for Between Channel Variation

Step by step instructions for calculations follow in the next section.

4. 1 Control Chart Calculations

The combined data and calculation sheet is given as Enclosure 4A. The control

chart form is given as Enclosure 4B and should be adjacent to the data form in actual

operation.

The following explain the columns given in the data form by column number:

1. Line - line number - for convenient reference purposes

2. f - Degrees of freedom; also the cumulative number of tests with two re-

dundant units only.

3. X -Datum or reading for channel #1

4. X - Datum or reading for channel #2

5. R or d - The calculated difference between X1 and X2 with sign; a plus (+) sign

is not written, but if d = (X1 - X2 ) is negative, the minus sign is re-

corded. The test unit value without the sign (+ or -) is recorded on

the R chart and with the sign recorded on the d chart.

6. IL RI - the sum of the absolute values of the R or d values

7. R /R/divided by the cumulative number of hardware units tested. R is

the centerline of the R chart.

8. Sum X + X2 - self explanatory

9. X - Sum (X1  X2 ) divided by 2 or any other number of redundant data. The

unit X is recorded on the X chart.
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Columns 9., 10. and 11. are used to calculate the cumulative average. Ordinarily,

the cumulative sum would be obtained and then divided by the cumulative alumber of ob-

servations; this, however, would lead to an inconvenient large number of digits in the

cumulative sum, so the infrequently used calculations of columns 10., 11. and 12. are

given to calculate the cumulative average X. See Enclosure 3 for the derivation.

10. -Ax = X - X i e, the difference between the present units average

(Xi and the previous cumulative average (X

11. AX is divided by the cumulative number of units tested (ni).

12. Xi, the cumulative average is obtained by adding A X/ni algebraically to the

previous cumulative average X (i1)" The term "algebraically" Is

emphasized because the difference may be positive or negative. Xi

is the centerline of the X chart.

13. F #3 is the control chart multiplication factor for the X chart given in En-

closure 1.

14. F #3 (R) is the product of F #3 (Step 13) and R (Step 7). It is the confidence

interval for the X chart.

15. LCL(X) is the lower control limit of the X chart. Its value is X - F #3 (R)

16. UCL(X) is the upper control limits of the X chart. Its value is X + (F #3) (R)

17. F #1 is the control chart multiplication factor for the R chart given in En-

closure 1.
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18. UCL(R) is the upper control limit for the R chart. Its value is the product of

F IF1 (Step 17) and R (St3p 7).

19. F #12 is the control chart multiplication factor for the d chart given in En-

closure 1.

20. CI is the confidence interval for the d chart. Since it is added to and sub-

tracted from a theoretical value of 0, the "no-.bias" condition, it is also

'.he upper and lower confidence limit for the d chart. Its value is the

product of F #2 (Step 19) and R (Step 7).

21. Comments are recorded as necessary on the chart.

4. 2 Control Chart Interpretation

1. As soon as the calculations are completed for each unit, plot these unit values,

i.e., i, d and X on the appropriate chart for comparison with the centerlines

R, 0 X and, more important, with the statistical control limits.

2. If any of the R or d values fall on or outside the control limits, then an assignable

cause of variation has been detected (with an Q. or 5% risk, of course). The test

should b3 stopped and if the cause is diagnosed, corrective action should follow.

3. If more than half of the averages fall inside, then a lack of sensitivity has been

detected and corrective action is required.

This statistical result parallels the application of an analysis of variance although

the signal for corrective action is opposite to that of standard control chart procedures

as exemplified by the R and d charts. The statement is often made that "our instrumen-

tation is an order of magnitude" more precise than the hardware, and the X chart can
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support this contention. It would seem reasonable, however, to take any remedial

action with this chart starting with the third test unit, because of the size of the F #3

factor.

4. Periodically, exactly the same readings are obtained with both channels and

"out of control" results will manifest themselves in subsequent R charts but

obviously not in the X charts. In this case, some judgment must be used for

test continuance. It is also possible that if too many false signals of "out of

control" or "lack of sensitivity" occur, this to be indicative that the in-

strumentation system is more stable than our experience would indicate. In

this case, justification should be made and the two-sided 2% (one-sided 1%)

alpha limits should be used. In no case, however, should the two-sided 0. 27%

(0. 147% one-sided) alpha, or more lenient limits, be used.

5. If no assignable cause can be found after the control charts signal a problem,

it is recognized that schedules might force a continuance of testing. The risk

taken under this course of action is obvious. If schedule permits, then the

application of the Calibration/Instrumentation Control Chart is recommended

per Enclosure 2. Also advisable under these conditions would be more frequent

static calibration runs.

6. When test conditions are changed, caution will have to be used. For example,

if gas generators have been subjected to 70 F and 160 F temperatures, we can

expect the X to show a shift if we test the 70°F units first and follow up with the

160°F units. The R and d charts should not necessarily detect a shift but they
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could. When control chart shifts are associated with this cause, then the calculations

will have to start at the beginning.

4. 3 Formulas for Control Chart Factors

Since it is assumed that an insufficient number of hardware units for test will be

tested for )btaining standard values of X, R and their respective control limits, only

the formulas for cumulative sample sizes (Reference 1) will be given. Also, "standard"

formulas will be given for contrcl charts based on static testing.
4 /

4. 3. 1 Control Charts - Modified for Cumulating Sample Size

Range Chart

C L ( td d.IR 1i t 0 55/ 2) R
R I ta/2': 3' 2LEl t 1-

1 0. 756 t( 1 2 JR (formula 1)

d Chart

CLdO0t [t0/ 2 (1.41) (R)/d*2 )]

CId 0 E1.41 (t/2 )/d*21 R (formula 2)

X Chart

CLX (t / R/d*2 ) - + ( 1/2= (

(formula 3)
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4. 3. 2 Control Charts - Standard

The formulas that follow are applicable to the C/I Charts wherein at least 20 static

test runs can be performed conveniently before the actual hardware units are test fired.

If an R stepping procedure is used, that is a range of weights is used, then the difference

between the standard value and the response value can be used.

Given 20 sets of data with 2 observations each, the control limits at 95% con-

fidence (2-sided) are:

Range Chart

UCL R  D4 (0.975) R = 2.48 R (formula 4a)

LCL = D4 (0.025) R 0.00 R (formula 4b)

d Chart

CL= 0'± t (2S 2 ) 0 (1.96) (1.414)
d (0. 025) 2

10.7[ 7 ] = 0 • 2.45 R (formula 5)

X Chart

CL- X ±t S/Vn X*t (R/d*2i-

= R [t/2 /(1 414 d* 2 ]

1.23 R (formula 6)
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4. 4 Supplementary Control Chart Methods

in order to sharpen up the discriminating capability in predicting and diagnosing

process shifts, %arious supplementary techniques are applied; with the following

methods, the plotted points do not even have to fall on or outside the control limits.

lPerhaps the best knox\n bupplementary technique is the "run" or successive number

of points above or below the mean.

4.4.1 "'iuns"

The use of 7 consecutive points is the "run" boundary, generally used in the control

of a mass production ,.onsumer goods process. Considering the "run" length and its

associated alpha risk,

Run Length Alpha

7 0.0078

6 0.0156

5 0.0312

4 0.0625

it is reasonable to reduce the length for an R&D measurement process. The value of

5 is recommended as a warning limit but 6 is designated as an action limit.

4.4.2 "Yardstick"

A supplementary technique which is optional for instrumentation control charts,

but is worthy of mention, :s known ,.3 the "yardstick". See Reference 1.
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A "yardstick" is defined as the minimum difference between two successive

points which is associated with random or sampling variation. In other words, if the

vertical distance between two successive points (X, d, or R) is equal to or greater than

the length of the "yardstick", then this is equivalent to an out-of-control point, that is,

a process shift is predicted. As in the application of "run" theory, both points under

corsideration may be inside the control limits.

Range - YR

1. fy = 0.9 (n-i) (m) 0.9 (1) 2 = 1.822 0,2.

2. SR = R (D4 - 1)/3 = R (3. 267 - 1)/3 = 2.267 R/3 0.756 R

3. S- = SR (as number of ranges per group is 1)

4. YR = twice half interval - 2 Z 0. 05 S-

= 2 (3. 05) (0. 756) R = 4. 61 R (formula 7)

Means

1. Sx = R/d*2

2. S = SX/./'n = SX/1.4

3. Y = twice half interval = 2 Z 0.05X 2(3.05) S-

S

= 6.1 1.4 = 4.31 = R (formula 8)
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5. 0 Other Methods

The preceding techniques can be deviated from, provided prior approval is ob-

tained from the responsible development engineer and statistician. Other techniques

which have been recently developed and which could be acceptable are geometric moving

average and cumulative sum charts.

ENCLOSURE 1 (1/1)

R MULTIPLICATION FACTORS BY FORMULA NO. (F#)

FOR TWO REDUNDANT INSTRUMENTS

F#1 F#3 F#2 F#8

No. Groups, ta! 2  t / 2 r m1l]1/2 1.41t
m , fr n=2 d 2 1-0.756 tt 1+0.756to 4. [ ' j

(Ce= 0. 05) 2X/ X/2 d L2mJd-d
m'~f 2 22

1 12.706 1.41 0.00 9.61 9.02 12.72 3.06
2 4.303 1.28 0.00 4.25 2.91 4.74 3.37
3 3.182 1.23 0.00 3.41 2.12 3.65 3.50
4 2.776 1.21 0.00 3.10 1.81 3.23 3.56
5 2.571 1.19 0.00 2.94 1.67 3.05 3.62
6 2.447 1.18 0.00 2.85 1.59 2.93 3.65
7 2.365 1.17 0.00 2.79 1.53 2.85 3.68
8 2.300 1.17 0.00 2.74 1.48 2.78 3.68
9 2.262 1.16 0.00 2.71 1.45 2.75 3.72

10 2.228 1.16 0.00 2.68 1.42 2.71 3.72
11 2.201 1.16 0.00 2.66 1.41 2.68 3.72
12 2.179 1.15 0.00 2.65 1.40 2.68 3.75
13 2.160 1.15 0.00 2.63 1.38 2.65 3.75
14 2.145 1.15 0.00 2.62 1.38 2.65 3.75
15 2.131 1.15 0.00 2.61 1.35 2.61 3.75
16 2.120 1.15 0.00 2.60 1.34 2.59 3.75
17 2.110 1.15 0.00 2. G0 1.34 2.59 3.75

18 2.101 1.15 0.00 2.59 1.33 2.58 3.75
19 2.093 1.15 0.00 2.58 1.32 2.57 3.75
20 2.086 1.15 0.00 2.58 1.31 2.55 3.75
* 1.960 11.13 0.00 2.48 1 1.23 2.45 3.81

Note (1): d3 /d 2 - 0.8525/1.128 = 0.756

Note (2): For standard control charts, i.e. , at least 20 runs" are performed and the factors used are

those lor f =
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ENCLOSURE 2 (1/1)

PROCEDURE FOR COMBINING INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL CHARTS,

TEST HARDWARE (H/I) WITH THE STATIC CALIBRATION (C/I) CHARTS

Instrumentation Control ('harts Commients
Sequence Iadne'

er Clbraion IC/1) (11/1) If all points are in control If point is out of control

I a) 10 consecutive ---- 1) Set up standard values for A) re: Setting up C/I chart.
measurements (20 pairsl ---- C/I chaz te htejet and recalculate

averages & limits
2 a) Unit i1 2) Start 1l/1 charts 13) re: li/i Chart. Stop
:3 --- b) Unit 62 3) Continue H/1 ,harts I testing and try to Identify
•1 ---- c) Unit #3 4) Continue H/I charts 1 and correct caisc. If
5 ---- d) Unit h.1 5) Continue H/I chart- I cause Is not apparent, go

6 ---- e) Unit k5 61 Continue 11/1 charts i to C/I chart.
7 b) 2 measurements ---- 7) Continue C/I chart C) re: C/I Chart. STOP

4 calibrating and try to

I Identify and correct
cause, If cause is not

apparent continue with
calibration measurements

' until value reaches mean
I or a point on other side
I of centerline before pro-

ceeding to hardware
testing. There may be
a carryover due to dyna-

i mic response of hard-II I ware.
8 .... f) Unit #6 8) Continue ll/I ch Irt
9 g) Unit #7 9) Continue Il/1 chart I

10 ---- h) Unit N8 10) Continue li/i chart
11 -- #ult#9 11) Continue 11/i chart
12 ---- W - 1.1x 410 12) Continue Il/1 chart
13 c) 2 measurements I, 13) Continue C/I chart

ENCLOSURE 5

REFERENCES

1. H. Hotelling, "Multivariate Quality Control.. ." in Techniques of Statistical

Analysis, ed. Eisenhart, Hastay and Wallis, McGraw-Hill 1947.

2. A. J. Duncan, "Quality Control and Industrial Statistics" R. D. Irwin, Inc. 1959.
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ENCLOSURE 3 (1/i)

DERIVATION OF FORMULA FOR

CALCULATING CUMULATIVE MEAN (X)

(Note: Since X and X2 refer to data of redundant instrumentation, the value for each unit

tested is referred to as X, whereas the cumulative average for n units tested is referred

to as X).

(n-1)1. Xi-I =  iI n-
1=1

n
2. E X , /n,

i=1

(n-1)
3." (n )(X ) = + x

1=I

(n-1) -

4. XnX- r xI x -1=1

(n-1) _

Cm

- = (n-1) __ (n-1)-

6. ( -1) =  1 X (-) n 1)1 (ii- (-l)

(n-i) (

7. n. 1 X(i-1) i +

8. n=X ~j) (n-i (1 ) (~ 1

i i i ( i1

9. but n(,_1 ) + 1 n, and

(n -1) _

10. n X = - X(- 1)

11. - EAXI X(-)(ni)
nI nI 
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2-15P. INFORMATION SOURCES FOR EXPLOSIVES AND PYROTECHNICS

by

Gunther Cohn
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

The great bulk of current technical information makes it difficult to

kezp posted. Each year it becomes a greater chore to keep abreast of new

publications, or for that matter, of old ones that have been updated.

For this reason, this paper reviews briefly the useful information

sources in the field of explosives and pyrotechnics. Updating the paper

included in the Proceedings of the Fifth Symposium on Electroexplosive

Devices (at The Franklin Institute, June 1967), it is again arranged by in-

formation sources, even through the type of information they furnish is

mixed: some furnish data, some publish documents, some answer questions.

The redder will certainly find it rewarding to become familiar with any of

the sources listed that he has not dealt with W. the past. This is not

only a good way to learn about what is currently available but also to

keep abreast of planned documents.

1. THE MISSION HOUSES

No review of information sources would be complete if it would not

start with the government agencies whose mission calls for R&D in the area

of interest: the mission houses. Defense, NASA, and AEC all have agencies

that are responsible for a particular piece of hardware or for research in

the area of explosives and pyrotechnics. The advantage of going to the

mission house is that they (1) have people who can answer a question or who

can direct you to a place where the answer can be found, (2) have good tech-

nical libraries stocked with documents in their field, and (3) publish reports,

catalogs, indexes, and other documents of current interest. The best start-

ing point is to consult your own librarian. She should be thoroughly familiar

with all of the standard so-irces 3nd should know ordering procedures.
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2. GOVERNMENT MANUALS

The gvver--ent is still the most prolific publisher. Defense, as well

as NASA and AEC publish formal manuals for their material. Most series have

their own index for easy searching. The recent and planned manuals are:

0 Military Explosives, Department of the Army and Air Force,
TM9-1300-214 (Army) or TO llA-1-34 (AF), November 1967.

This comprehensive manual has been completely updated from the 1955 edition.
It is a useful reference for general and technical information on military
explosives and prooellants. Among the 3ubjects covered are descriptions,
properties, tests, handling methods, theory, and use. Bibliography, index,
270 pages.

* Properties of Explosives of Military Interest, Army Materiel
Command, Engineering Design Handbook, AMCP 706-177, March 1967
(AD-814 964).

This handbook listing the properties of explosives that are of interest
to the military has been enWvftd, updated, and revised. Formerly with 80
entries, the new edition lists 110 explosive compounds and mixtures. Tabu-
lated data include sensitivity to friction, impact, heat; performance charac-
teristics or effectiveness in weapons; physical and chemical properties;
methods of preparation, synthesis or manufacture. References.

* Explosive Trains, Army Materiel Command, Engineering Design Handbook
AMCP 706-179, March 1956, AD-462 254.

This text on explosive trains was written as an aid to ammunition de-
signers. It covers fundamental principles of explosive reactions and theory,
design considerat!ons of all the diverse explosive elements including main
charges, and related considerations of environment, fabrication, and evalua-
tion. Glossary, references, index.

* DOD Contractors' Safety Manual for Ammunition, Explosives and
Related Dangerous Materials, Dept. of Defense, DOD 4145.26M,
October 1968. Super. Oocuments, $l.50.

Primarily written to cover the provisions for DOD contractor operated
plants, it serves well others who purchase, ship, or handle ammunition,
explosives, and related dangerous material. Both mandatory (shall, must)
and advisory (should, may) rules are covered. The healthiest chapter deals
with manufacturing: processing, assembly, and disassembly of ammunition
and explosives. Definitions, references, index, 180 pages.

* Navy Transportation Safety Handbook, Naval Ordnance Systems Com-
mand, OP 2165, Fifth Edition, Vol. 1, November 1968; Vol. 2,
Februa,; 1969.

This handbook deals with the transportation of ammunition, explosives,
and other dangerous articles. Volume I covers administrative requirements,
preparation for shipment, procedures for inspection, safety regulations,
disposal and other instructions. Volume 2 is a tabulation of standard am- 1

munition shipped.
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. Fuzes, Army Materiel Command, Engineering Design Handbook,
AMCP 706-210, Reviked. In publication: Fall 1969

Prepared as an aid to ammunition designers, this handbook presents both
theoretical and practical fuze data. Extensive changes were made to update
this volume from the 1960 original. Illustrations and test data of sample
ammunition items were brought up to date. The treatment of electric fuze
actions was greatly enlarged and new chapters were included on design con-
siderations and guidance. Glossary, references, index.

* Fuze Catalog, Dept. of Defense, Military Handbook 137. In pub-
lication: Fall 1969.

This catalog is a complete revision and update of the Army, Navy, Air
Force Fuze Catalog published in 1959. A complete store of military and
technical information of all fuzes and fuze explosive components (both
standard and developmental), it covers detailed design and performance
characteristics. Three volumes, 1500 data sheets (classified).

SExplosives and Explosive Devices, by Gunther Cohn, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Technological Survey
NASA-SP- . In publication: Fall 1969.

This critical review was written to inform industry Qf (ASA's contribu-

tion to modern technology in this field. Covered are explosive devices,
low and high explosives, incendiaries, and related materials. Becduse most

* of today's devices are electrically initiated, the survey, also covers
power sources, instrumentation, circuits, and prevention of radio-frequency
hazards. Glossary, references, manufacturers' list, 66 pages.

* Design of Ammunition for Pyrotechnic Effects, Army Materiel Ctmmand,
Engineering Design Handbook, Part Four, AMCP 706-188. In pub-
licacion: Summer 1970.

A practical engineering reference for the design of pyrotechnic ammunition,
it emphasizes terminal effects and engineering aspects. This handbook is one
of a five-part series, the other volumes having already been published:
Part One: Theory and Application (AMCP 706-185), Part Two: Safety, Pro-
cedures and Glossary (AMCP 706-186), Part Three: Properties of Materials
Used in Pyrotechnic Compositions (AMCP 706-187), Part Five: Bibliography
(AMCP 706-189).

I * Hardening Weapon Systems Against RF Energy, Army Materiel Command,
Engineering Design Handbook, AMCP 706-235. In publication:
Spring 1970.

This handbook describes the design techniques that will help protect the
weapons system against radio-frequency energy, static electricity, and light-
ning. Design techniques are illustrated for a variety of subsystems. Glos-
sary, references, index.
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3. COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

in recent years, manufacturers' catalogs have improved greatly. They

now contain worthwhile technical information, performance data, and other
useful notes. Catalogs are available from the manufacturer for the asking.

Why not send for them? There are also a couple new books and periodicals.

* Military and Civilian Pyrotechnics, Herbert Ellern, Chemical
Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1968, $15.

This volume serves both as a primer for newcomers and as a general ref-
erence handbook. Considerably updated over the first edition (1961), it
enlarged civilian (commercial) aspects including matches, fireworks, thermite,
spontaneous ignition. Glossary, references, pyrotechnic formulations, in-
dex, 464 pages.

0 Chemical Warfare, Pyrotechnics and the Fireworks Industry, by
T.F. Watkin et al, Pergamon Press, Long Island City, N.Y. 1968.

This small but valuable contribution is divided into three parts which
correspond to the three divisions of the title. Part I evaluates chemical
warfare from its introduction into battle in 1915 through Its future po-
tential. It gives a detailed account of the nerve gases and problems as-
sociated with them. 110 pages.

Radio Frequency Energy, A Potential Hazard in the Use of Electric
Blasting Caps, Institute of Makers of Explosives, 420 Lexington
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017, Safety Library, Publication No. 20.

This booklet is designed to give the commercial blaster an appreciation of
the hazards associated with initiation of electric blasting caps by RF
energy and guidelines which should permit safe operation when in close
proximity to RF sources. The booklet contains tables of safe distances
and data on common RF sources.

a American Pyrotechnist, Max P. Vander Horck, Editor, 6359 Wunderlin
Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92114. $5/year.

An educational and information pubiication for all fireworks enthusiasts,
this monthly publication is dedicated to the advancement of safety, skill,
and artistry in pyrotechnics through communications. Twelve pages/issue,
started January 1968.

* explosives and pyrotechnics, Gunther Cohn, Editor, The Franklin
Institute Research Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
$15/year.

This monthly newsletter covers explosives, pyrotechnics, and their devices.
Designed as an information network to serve all those interested in the
field, it covers new developments, publications, events, and reader con-
tributions on explosive technology, safety, circuitry, handling, and related
information. Four pages/issue, started January 1968.
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4. SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS

To date we have held at The Franklin Institute five symposia on

Electric Initiators and two HERO Congresses on (Hazards of Electromag-

netic Radiation to Ordnance). These meetings were sponsored by various

military agencies and each was attended by over 300 representatives of

government and industry. Their proceedings serve as a review of the

state of the art. Copies may be obtained from the Defense Documentation

Center. A (U) indicates that the proceedings are classified Confidential.

Proceedings Date DDC No.

1st Proceedings
Electric Detonators Sept. 1954 AD-066 001

2nd Proceedings
Electric Initiators (U) Sept. 1957 AD-153 579

3rd Proceedings
Electric Initiators (U)* Nov. 1960 AD-323 117

4th Proceedings
Electric Initiators Oct. 1963 !U) AD-350 150

Oct. 1963 AD-440 764

5th Proceedings
Electroexplosive Devices** June 1967

1st Proceedirgs
HERO Congress (U)* May 1961 AD-326 263

2nd Proceedings
HERO Congress May 1963 (U) AD-342 306

May 1963 AD-417 172

*Summarized in "Electric Initiators: A Review of the State of the Art,"
by Gunther Cohn, The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Report
LM-A2357-12, November 1961 (AD-266 014).

"*Order from The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Philadelphia,
Penna. 19103, $10.
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5. R&D PROGRAMS

We at The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories have been engaged

in research relating to explosives and pyrotechnics for over twenty years.

We would be pleased to talk with you if you need further details. Contact

Mr. E.E. Hannum, Manager, Applied Physics Laboratory, 215/448-1236. The

following are a few samples of our efforts with EED's.

6 Prediction of Pyrotechnic Performance. For Picatinny Arsenal.

Data from experiments with magnesium/scdium nitrate flares were organized
for computer retrieval. Relationships determined between composition
parameters and output characteristics can then be used to predict the
performance of similar compositions. (C881)

* Sensitivity of Carbon Bridge Detonator to RF Energy.
Commercial project.

The occasional premature functioning of electric fuzes on an assembly
line was investigated to pinpoint the problem. A thorough RF evaluation
of the carbon bridge indicated the difficulty to lie in both the sensitive
electric detonator and the energy source. No mishaps have occurred after
recommended changes in procedures were instituted. (C1985).

* Estimation of the Peak Output Voltage8 of TV Antennas Due to
Lightning. Commercial project.

The peak output voltage of typical TV receiving antennas due to lightning
strokes was analyzed to determine the effect of lightning on circuit
transistors. The electric field response was plotted. (C2137)

* Computation of RF Hazards. For NASA

Methods were examined for analyzing the potential RF susceptibility to
electrical components and systems used in typical space vehicles. The
resu!t was a compilation of the computational and analytic methods for

analyzing RF hazards as well as the philosophy, applicability, and limi-

tation of this approach. (C2210)
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2-16P EXPLOSIVE DETONATOR SHOCK TESTING FOR IMPACT SENSORS

Author: Joseph Robin Klein

Operation: Re-entry System Department
3198 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

A. problem involved in the design of inertial switches for use as impact sensors

is the duplication of the acceleration to be experienced by the switch and switch

response to this acceleration. When the inertial switch is to be used to sense

impact in an impact fuzing system the overall problem is increased in that the

switches response time is an added factor to the success of the fuzing mode.

In addition, the actual characteristics of the switching operation mLLs te de-

termined to ensure compatibility of the switch and related circuitry. Chatter

and contact bounce become important factors in design or selection of an inertial

switch. To assure switch performance that will satisfy the fuzing systems re-

quirements, it is imperative that the switch in question be subjected to the

closest approximation of the actual shock expected at impact.

PROBLEMS OF PRESENT TEST METHODS

Heretofore, the testing of impact switches has been divided into two techniques;

(1) the individual switch in the laboratory and (2) the complete fuzing system

in the field or in flight. The least expensive of these two methods is the testing

of the individual switch with standard laboratory test equipment. Although there

are many laboratory methods and shock application test machines that can be

used for this ptxiose, they are limited to relatively slow shock applications and

* The author is now employed as a Senior Engineer at Fairchild Space and Defense

Systems, Copiague, New York.
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small magnitude shock levels. Most laboratory shock machines are limited in

their applications to about 3000 g's, with a minimum pulse widthof 200 micro-

seconds whereas many impact shocks experienced by present day vehicles ex-

ceed the 3000 g, 200 microsecond shock pulses.

The second testing technique has been used in order to determine impact switches

response to shocks realistic of those experienced in actual usage. This has in-

volved field tests using a rocket driven sled to create the higher accelerations

and faster applications of acceleration with time. Usually this involves the

installation of the switches in simulated vehicles, a costly and lengthy pro-

cedure. Other tests have involved a projectile which is fired into a simulated

structure containing the switch.

Today's usage of impact switches demands greater reductions in response times;

in addition it has been necessary to not only test to a specific threshold, g level,

but also to define the rate of application of the shock, the dg/dt value. For

example, in one application an inertial switch was required to operate after

experiencing a shock loading of 350 g's applied at the rate of 500 gt s/microsecond.

Since this degree of shock loading is out of the range of present shock machine

capability, a new test method was pursued. The goal was a new test method which

would permit reliable and economical testing of inertial switches subjected to

multiple and varied shock inputs. Such a test method was determined and em-

ployed.

DETONATOR TESTS - APPROACH

The approach that was chosen was the use of high energy detonators to deliver

the high shock levels at the rapid rate required. These detonators, or blasting

caps, consist of a sealed metal or plastic shell in which there is an explosive
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charge and a plug element with a bridge wire for electrical initiation. An initial

series of exploratory tests were run in which two types of high energy detonators

were fired against a fixture. The two detonators used were the Dupont E-77 and

E-96 detonators containing 3. 2 grains of PETN and 4. 1 grains of RDX respectively.

A piezoelectric accelerometer mounted on the fixture measured the shock input

delivered by the detonators. The E-77 detonator provided initial dg/dt rates of

175 to 250 g's/microsecond with peak acceleration up to 2500 g 's. The E-96

detonator with its larger charge supplied dg/dt rates up to 850 g's/microsecond

with peak g levels exceeding 3250 g's before the acclerometer trace exceededi the

limits of the simple instrumentation.

TEST PROCEDURE

As this preliminary series showed that the detonator tests were a feasible ap-

proach, a series of tests were run on three inertial switches. These inertial

switches are a normally closed switch. One contact is held against a stationary

contact by magnetic and spring force. When the accleration on the contact's

mass overcomes the combined magnetic and spring forces, the two contacts will

separate -nd the circuit will open. The three switches had thresholds of 700, 1000

and 1500 g's. Four different detonators of increasing energy output were used in

the tests. Illustration 1 shows the test setup and electrical circuitry used. The

detonators were mounted on a steel plate in contact with an aluminum cylinder.

At the opposite face of the cylinder, a piezoelectric accelerometer and an inertial

switch were mounted equidistant from the center of the cylinder. The cylinder was

suspended as a pendulum, two feet from the center of rotation. In order to obtain

simultaneous time records of the F'hock output and inertial switch opening, the

accelerometer and inertial switch outputs were fed into the two channels of a

dual beam oscilloscope. The light output, or flash, of the exploding detonator was
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detected and used to trigger both traces of the oscilloscope.

The detonators used to generate the shock loads were the Dupont E-94, E-77,

E- 1B (8), and E-3B detonators. They were selected according to the quantity of

explosive contained in order to vary the shock inplxt and the magnitude of the

acceleration produced. Due to the rapid damage of the steel plate from the

detonators, a new plate was used for each shot.

The last series of tests involved the firing of a particular detonator, the Dupont'.

E- IB (8), against twenty inertial switches in order to determine spread of re-

sponse times from switch to switch and thus be able to predict with greater con-

fidence the response times of all switches of the particular design. In addition,

the repeated tests with the same detonator would show to what extent the shock

input could be held constant for a given detonator.

TEST RESULTS

Several terms were used to describe the resultant accelerometer traces in the

tests. A typical accelerometer trace is shown in Illustration 2. There is a time

lag from detonation (start of trace) to the first acceleration recorded. This is

the time required for the shock wave to travel the length of the aluminum rod to

the accelerometer. The accelerometer trace usually showed a slignt acceleration

and then the full shock four to five microseconds later. This first vertical deflection

of the accelerometer is felt tc be the action of the steel cover plate coming into

full contact with the cylinder as a result of the detonator shock. It is of sufficiently

small energy that its effect can be ignored. Therfore, for dg/dt compatations,

the average slope of the initial large digression fr.om the zero acceleration was

used. The inertial switch response time was defined as the time from the initial

major trace deflection to switch opening.
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The series of tests that were run on the varied threshold switchies and several

detonators showed some interesting relationships. In several casec, relatively

fast response times were observed for comparatively low initial and/or peak

accelerations. The rate of increase of acceleration (dg/dt) seems to have

been the primary factor governing the response time of the switches rather

than initial or peak accelerations. This is evidenced by an examination of Graph

1 which shows response time as a function of dg/dt until it approached a minimum

response time band. Similar results could be shown for the other switches although

more energy or higher dg/dt values would be required to produce a similar curve.

Table 1 lists the dg/dt values from the four types of detonators to indicate the

range of shock inputs delivered by the various types. As shown in this table,

consistent dg/dt values of 300 g's/microsecond or greater could be obtained

by using the E-1B (8) or E-3B detonators.

The final series of test involved during one type of detonator (ElB 8 ) against

two groups cf switches, each group containing ten switches. In addition to deter-

mining the varibility of response time from switch to switch, this series of tests

gave data on over Z00 firings of the E- 1B (8) detonator. Graph 2 shows the dis-

tribution of the resulting dg/dt value. Although there were ten firings that resulted

in dg/dt rates below 300 g's/microsecond, seven of these occurred in the first

twenty firings. At this point it ws uecided that extreme care must be taken to

control the orientation o" the detonator to the face of the fixture. The tests con-

tinued with the detonators held to a position of 900 + 50 to the face of the fixture

and only three of the following 182 shots yielded less than 300 g's/microsecond.

Typical traces are shown in Illustration 3. The oscilloscope traces also showed

that the shock lasted for an average duration fo 20 microseconds.
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CONCLUSIONS

The early tasks involving detonator shock loading showed that high accelerations

and rate of applicaaon of these accelerations were obtainable from standard

explosive detonators. This allowed inertial impact switches to be tested to

the high acceleration and dg/dt levels associated with high velocity impacts.

The following series cf tests demonstrated that the shock pulse could be varied

to give shock inputs from 150 to over 2000 g's/microsecond depending on the

detonator used. The pulse undoubtedly could also be varied to obtain particular

pulse shapes by modifying the fixture to be used. The final series showed that

use of a particular detonator-fixture combination yielded shock rates consistently

over 300 g's/microsecond. The shock pulses usually were of 20 microseconds.

The results of the explosive detonator shock tests have shown that high velocity

impact shocks can be simulated inexpensively and quickly in contrast with the

previous methods of projectile and rocket sled tests. It is quite probable that with

further testing, the scope of these tests could be extended from the component

level to the system level and quite possible to complete vehicle level. The detonator

shock and fast shock loadings are encountered, such as simulation of shock waves.

For these reasons, the explosive detonator test methods hold high promise as

future test procedures that could increase the designers ability to simulate any

shock pulses he may encounter in his product's usage.
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Table I dg/dt Valves vs. Type of Detonator

Detonator E94 E77 E IB(8) E3B

Trial dR/dt Valves - R's/microsecond

1 400 450 1100 480

2 370 250 220 1350

3 320 180 1000 320

4 480 220 850 1000

5 350 530 1000 600

6 280 220 720 710

7 350 90 770 410

8 415 780 220 590

9 550 B5 970 960

10 390 330 650 940

11 360 630 690 540

12 255 550 540 880

13 175 73 450 1100

14 390 480 650 1100

15 190 030 200 1100

Average 345 367 669 805
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ILLUSTRATION 1. EXPLOSIVE SHOCK TEST SETUP
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ABSTRACTS - SESSION TIHEE

3-1 Safety of EED's in the Naval Electromagnetic F.J. Chesteran
Environment

The paper describes the current practice in the Royal Navy of ensuring that EEDs are
safe when being embarked and in operational use. The special problems arising when new
weapons and new high power transmitters are introduced are outlined, and the methods of
monitoring and passing the information to the Navy are discussed.

3-2 A Broadband RF Filter/Attenuator Plug for Wire Bridge Theodore Whasha1Z,
Electroexplosive Devices PauZ P. Pohrbach

A broadband rf filter/attenuator plug which replaces plastic type plugs in EED's has
been developed. The filter/attenuator incorporates a novel approach to shield the
materials within the plug which provides broadband rf protection. Typical dimensions
are shown for one type EED. Worst case attenuation data indicate, this type appreach can
provide adequate rf protection for wire bridge or coaxial type EED's. Some specific
aspects of design are discussed. Curves and data are shown for two designs utilizing
different attenuating materials from various manufacturers, and some design considerations
are discussed.

3-3 Sterilization-Environmental Testing of Initiators Laurence J. B&ment

Three types of initiators, developed for space applications, were subjected to six dry
heat sterilization cycles (135 0C - 36 hrs each), mechanical, and electrical environments.
The as-received performance of the initiators was compared to the performance of units
subjected to sterilization and mechanical environments. Results of various non-destruc-
tive, electrical and functional tests of these units indicate that two of the three units
tested are promising candidates for use in interplanetary missions.

3-4 The E.M.i. hazard Measurement System W.L. Watton and W.B. Scwnaton
Presented by W.S. HalZ

The system described was developed for the British Ministry of Technology, for use in
EMC trials of complete guided weapons. An instrumented inert EED replaces each of the
live ones for which information is"required. A signal voltage derived directly from the
inert device is converted into modulation of an audio frequency carrier. This low fre-
quency signal is coupled electro-magentically through the skin of the weapon under test.
Once outside it is converted into an audio signal which is piped to a remote decoder/
inidicator unit where the audio signal and its modulation are further processed resulting
in a meter reading calibrated in terms of equivalent dc signal at the detecting EED.

3-5 Discharge of an Electrostatically Charged Human John T, Petrick

The common mechanisms for charging of the human and the duration and magnitude of that
charge are discussed. The exact nature of the discharge produced when a charged human
is grounded and methods of simulatirg that discharge to determine the electrostatic sensi-
tivity of electroexplosive devices are explained.
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3-6 Experiments in the Protection of EED's from Electrostatic
Discharge E.G. Pierson

Safety in the handling and application of EED's now specifies that such devices success-
fully withstand a 25 KV potential from a 500 picofarad capacitor applied between bridge-
wire and case. What do we do with the many qualified EED's that would fail to withstand
this test? Redesign and requalification might well be probibitively costly. We have
developed an inexpensive electronic component that can be relied upon to form an alternate
preferential path for nigh voltage discharge that will safeguard handling and application
of these devices. While conducting high voltage static discharge testing, we have ob-
served an interesting phenomenon that changes the bridgewire resistance.

3-7 Plain Talk About Electrostatics L.D. Pitts

Electrostatic discharges may have many significant effects on the safety and functioning
of EED's in production, handling and applications. In this paper a number of aspects of
electrostatics are pointed out and discussed briefly. These include the significance of
electrostatic sensitivity tests of explosives and pyrotechnics, electrostatics in EBW
design, application to RF sensitivity, protective devices, evaluation of different cases
of series breakdown and production facility hazards.

3-8 Initiation of Electroexplosive Devices by Lightning Harvey S. North

Experiments were fielded to study the effects of lightning-induced electricity on electro-
explosive devices, when exposed in typical field setups. The data from these studies
shows that most electrocxplosive devices can be initiated by the electric fields associ-
ated with lightning and give some Indication as to distances at which these fields were
hazardous.

3-10 Liquid Destnsitized Initiators Robert W. Heinemann

This paper presents a novel approach to initiator safety. It is well known that explosives
are desensit!zed by liquids. Could wetting the initiator make it safe to handle? To
evaluate this Idea, test detonators having porous caps were immersed in inert, volatile
liquids. After a few minutes, they could Pot be initiated.

3-1l Instrumentation for Making Broadband Measurements on Jack G. Rewitt. Jr.
Electroexplosive Devices

Measurements are necessary to determine whether ordnance subsystems can be certified to
conform to range safety specifications for accidental initiations. These measurements
require special wideband instrumentation and sensors which (1) can be used to establish
electroexplosive device sensitivities for all modes with a minimum of statistical firing
tests and (2) can detect stray energy in an ordnance subsystem with a minimum of perturba-
tion. Various instrumentation techniques including thermal energy sensors, microwave
diodes, wideband microcircuit amplifiers and microstrip transmission lines are evaluated.
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3-1 THE SAFETY OF ZEDs IN THE NAVAL ELECTROL&NEIC 3TINMMNT

UNOLS3IED

by

F.J. CHESTERMAN, .ENG., M.I.E.E.
RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER

ADMIRALTY SUWACE WEAPONS ESTABLISHNT
(PORTSDOWN, COSHAI, HANTS., ENGLAND)

ABSTRACT: The current practice of ensuring that EEDs are safe when being

embarked on board ship, and in operational use is 4Usaribed. The

methods of monitoring, measuring and passing the information to the

Navy, when new weapons and new high power radars are Lantroduced

are discussed.

A. TRODUCTION

1. A modern warship has special problems in this field. Many high power

radiators and many electro-explosive devices (IEDs) are assembled on a

metal superstructure in a comparatively small volume.

2. Weapons and radars can also be airborne in fixed wing %iroraft and

helicopters; both operating from the ship and ftying in the vioinitjy of

the ship. Therefore a warship represents possibly the biggest concentra-

tion of explosives and electromagnetic sources that is assembled in one

volume. As an example the possible transmitters and EDs for a

warship are shown in Table 1.

B. ,GERAL

i. Tha safety aspects of BEDs are considered separately as follows:-

(a) Transit, embarkation.

(b) Mounted on ovm ship for operational use.

(o) Ships alongside or ships in company.
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2. Other spects of safety which have a bearing on the policy of dealing

with (a), (b) and (o) and are normally considered with them are:-

(i) Safety of personnel.

(ii) Reliability of weaponz.

(iii) Electrical shocks and r.f. burns.

(iv) Electrical transients (switching transients in firing circuits).

In this paper (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) will not be discussed 4 detail,

and the emphasis will be primarily on REDs in electromagnetic fields.

C. INTRODUCTION OF A NEW WTAPON AND NEW RADAR V THE PLINT

1. Up to the present time the record of safety in the Royal Navy has been

very good, and this has meant a slow evolution of measurement techniques

and a small eVenditure of resources.

2. The best way to study the machinery of safety is to oonalder a new

missile and a new radar, which are on the drawing board.

This missile and radar will eventually ome together and be fitted in a new

class of ship.

39. In figure ' it shown the sequence of events. A sost importeat stage is

the scrutiny of the ship layout or antenna rig, This is the drawing board

stage and the positions of antennae enad explosive devices can be easily

Taried. Safety for personnel can also be injected at this stape, and a

good layout pays handsome dividends when the ship or ships are built.

i . There are three stages of measuremnt:-

(a) Bare Missile (Hanllng, Transit and hmbarkation).

(b) Oim Ship ,vironment (Operational Use).

(o) Ship Alongside (Ships in Company).

stage (a)

The bare missile is subjected to the strongest possible field In every

band that is available or !A use in the Services. These fields or power

densities have been specified, ard it is part of the contract with the

makers, that the missile will be safe with a safety factor of 20 dB In

these fields. -13-1.2



The missile is hoisted in front of a radar in the field maxima; it is

rotated in the horisontal plane, aad suspended nose down or up, to test

for polarisation sensitivity whenever possible.

The 20 dB safety factor is specified to take account of:-

(i) Variation in the firing lavel of the fuse.

(ii) Deterioration of the missile in Service life.

(iii) Errors introduced by the method of measurement and the site of

measurement (site effect).

If a missile is already in Service and a new radar is introduced then the

missile will be measured either by the makers or by the Navy Department,

depending on the state of the contract.

Stage (b)

Own Ship knvizonment. A Ship Trial is done for the first of class or first

fitting. The missile is mounted on its launcher and switching sequences

and the orientation of the launcher are varied. All radars are beamed

on to the missile if possible, and sal communication transmitters are on.

Several frequencies are radiated on each coamincation antenna, the frequencies

being chosen and spaced so that any possible resonances in the miea3le are

excited, e.g 0 I to 20 Mz seven spot frequencies.

The aim of this trial is to ensure that the missile is safe in its own

ship enviro nent with a safety factor of 20 dB.

Stage (c)

Ship Alongside. This trial is carried out in a similar manner to the Own

Ship Trial. The radiation is from a ship alongside. In general antennae

are counted high and tend to "look over" or not illuminate a missile

launoher in their own ship. Also some high power radars are fitted with

cut outs to prevent superstructres and working spaces from being illuin-

ated on own ship. Therefore a missile on its launcher can be subjected

to a higher power density by a ship passing alongside or in company.
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D. METHODS OF IRSURMNT (WIRE FUZES)

1. Heat Sensitive Paint

The paint is applied to the actual fue wire, and the fuse assembled into

the EED. The device is then subjectel to the electromagnetic field.

The fuze is then removed and inspected under a microscope, if the paint

has melted the weapon is unsafe, if the paint has not melted a direct

current is passd through the fuze and increased in value until the paint

melts. Depending on the paint used and the anbient teperature, the melt

power is calculated, and safety factors of 14 to 20 dB are usually

obtained.

2. Vacuo Junction

The Vacuc Junction replaces the fuze, it has a bridge wire with a thermo-

couple in thermal contact, but not electrical contact with the wire. The

temperature rise is measured by the change in thermal e.m.f. generAted by

the thermocouple.

3. Acoustic Link/Thermistor

A Thermistor is attached to the actual fuze and is connected in one arm of

an audio frequency bridge. The change In resistance of the Thermistor

causes an out of balance current to flow through the primary of a split

transformer, the primary half of which is attached to the inside skin of

the missile. The secondary half is located on the outside of the -Asuile

skin and is connected to an acoustic transducer.

The acoustic tone is taken away from the missile by a plastic tube, to

another transducer which converts the tone back to an electrical signal.

The reason for changing to an acoustic signal is to minimise the r.f.

perturbation of the external r.f. field, i.e. there are no wiree connected

to the missile.

4. These methods of measurement axe summarised in Table 2.
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5. Methods of Measurement General

Conducting carbon composition type igniters are measured with diode

rectifyin /d.o. amplifier circuits. The measuring circuits have been

built into actual primers and the detected voltage level is related to the

firing threshold level.

6. When the measuring devicesa so far described are being used, the electro-

magnetic field environment is measured in terms of mW/cm2 or V/M. Thus

data is acquired about the relationship between the fiold external to the

missile and the energy reaching the fuze. This data enables ssessment

of hazards to be made for subsequent fittings by analogy.

7. Standard laboratory and analytical techniques are also used in the

assessment of hazard stages. Measurements are made of the physical

constants of the electrical circuits of eleotro-explosives:- V.S.W.R.,

Transmission Loss, Impedance, Inductance, Capacity and Resistance. Data

acquired in this manner is used in classical or numerical calculations.

Analysis is normally carried out from the radiator to the fuze, and

involves calculating the eleotromatnetic field at the ED, and the response

of the EED to that field. In general calculations are always oheoked by

trial and measurement, so that experience and confidence are gained in the

methods used.

8. A photograph of a typical fuze is shown in figure 2. It can be seen that

the two brass conductors which support the actual bridge wire, effectively

form a parallel plate transmission line. Resonances can be measured in

the actual fuse at microwaves, and the reflection coefficient varies by

as much as 20 dB. Figure 3 is a comparison of an actual fuze with a

Vaouo Junction, measured on the same bench under identical conditions.

This figure (3) shows that at one frequency (4.5 GHz) the fuze accepts

25 dB more power than the Vacuo Junction.
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E. MORUMATIG? PROMJLGA2D TO THE FLUT

10 The general aim is that there are no hazards or restriotions for BEDs when

being embarked or used opsrationally on board ship. In the past if a

device was Radhas unsafe the frequency or band and the safe distance to

the radiator was specified. The ship would thus make local rules for

safety.

2. The present praotice which is not complete will be as follows:-

(a) The speoification of safe (20 dB) power densities or field strengths

in all bands for bare missiles.

(b) The specification of safe (20 dB) power densities or field strengths

for missiles on laumchers.

(c) The specification of all radars in use in the Navy, plots of power

density against distance, and specification of safe distances from

commnication transmitters.

3. Figure 4 shows a typioal radar power density plot and Table A figure 4 shows

some figures of power density safe level that could be measured for a

missile. By projecting these power densities on the curve the safe

distance can be obtained. Plots have been published in the 7loot of all

radars In use. Curves for now radars and new BDs wi be published as now

devices are ntroduced.

4 . The curves and power densities should cover all situations i.e. a helicopter

carrying an anti-submarine weapon lnding on a frigate or a ship with a new

radar fitted comning longside.

5. The future trend in radar and oommioation design appears to be towards

higher power. Since World War 11 powers have increased by ten tiaes, and

although there have been improvements in ordnance design, the problems will

undoubtedly beocme more severe. This is particularly trie from the hazards

to personnel point of view.
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F6 igure 5 in a plot of various bands and "dish" sizes for a mean power

radiated of 5 M. This was plotted for personnel hazards and safe

distances of 1000 ft. are not unlikely. The efforts of ths power valve

designers in designing coherent sources, mean that power sources can be

engineered into matrix arrays. It should also be remembered that the

radar designer who wishes to increase the power tranamitted, to double

the detection range, must increase the transmitted power by sixteen times.

7. Commnication transmitters, at present, are specified with a safe distance

for EEDs. In ganer&a the problems are not sereous as the radiation tends

to be omi-di-eotional, and not a pencil bean as in radar. However the

fields around shipboard radiators of this kind are oonplex, so that clear

out curves of field strength cannot be issued as in the case of radars.

V. WIDER ASMCTS OF SAFETY

.*The following aspects of safety have been discussed:-

(a) s in trauisit and embarkation.

(b) E0s in use.

(o) EIs illuminated by some radiation external to the ship.

2. The question then arises whether there is any situation where hazards could

occur. Unfortunately there are, and they we in situations whih require

international co-operation an fonlows: -

(i) EEDs in transit by air or ship around the world, The carrier does

not know what envroanat he is passing through. The UK has started

to produce a specification for the transit of ElDs in a world-wide

environment as 4 first step In tLb- problem.

(ii) A warship passing a land based transmitter - exarcising with ships

of another Navy - or two warships of any nctionality pze'iu close

to each other. It is in the mutual intere ats of all countries that

there is no danger to personnel or XEDs.
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G. CRCLUSIO28I

. The practice of safety and methods used to ensure safety have been

described and discussed. The methods have proven satisfactbry and have

reduced the risks to an acceptable safe level under conditions of

operational activity.

2. Although the safety record is good it does not appear that restrictions

can be relaxed, as the continuing trends in electromagnetic engineoring

are towards higher powers, and the problems win tend to become wmre acute.

TABLE I

TYPICAL WARSHIP

Electromagnetio Sources Bleotro-explosive Devices

Long Range Surveillance Radar N Long Range

Medius Range Acquisition Radar O Short Range

2 of Tracking Guidance M Radar Gun

Short Range Navigational Radar Anti-submarine Mortars

Airborne Rad Flares

Satellite Comuniatios Airborne Weapons

S CommunicationAirborne sI Cm~uio~tonArmy Weapons

Navigational Aids
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.1

Advantages Disadvantages

H SENSITIVE PAINT

1. No perturbation of r.f. 1. Go-No Go test.

charcteristic of fuze. 2. No oori inuous indication of

2. No wires added to fuse or missile, actual level of pick-up.

3. No modification of missile. 3. Requires repetition of trial with

4. Convenient to use on a launcher. paints of varying melting points

5. Safety factor 14-20 dB. to bracket the pick-up level.

VACUO JUNCTION

1. Safety factors 20-30 dB. 1. Wires added to fuze and missile.

2. Measurement of level of piok-up. 2. Necessary to mount recorder or

indicator inside or outside

missile.

3. Perturbation of electromagnetio

field.

4. Wires inconvenient when trzining

launcher.

5. Necessary to modify missile

internaly.

6. Does not simulate fully the r.f.

characteristic of fuze.

1. Effectively no perturbation of 1, Plastic tubes inconvenient when

r.f. characteristic of fuse. traning launcher.

2. Safety factor 20-30 dB. 2. Acoustic pick-up on tubes.

3. Measurement of pick-%p level. 3. Some internal modification of

missile necessary.
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3-2 A BROADBAND RF FILTER/ATTENUATOR PLUG FOR
WIRE BRIDGE ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES (EED's)

Thoodore Warshall, Artillery Ammunition Lab, Picatinny Arsenal

Paul '. Mohrbach, Franklin institute Research Labs

Introduction:

As a method to protect electroexplosive devices (EED's) against radio

frequency (RF) energy, a broadband rf filter/attenuator plug which replaces

plastic type plugs has been developed.

The T24EI Electric Detonator is an example of an EED on which this

approach has been attempted. Using samples from different manufacturing

production lots, a comparison is made between the Picatinny Arsenal (PA)

design and a black-box design.

Background:

Four groups of filter/attenuator plugs from one manufacturer were

measured over the frequency range of 0.1 MHz to 10 GHz. Due to production

delays, a minimum number of the PA design, was not available for comparison

purposes. So that a v-.lid comparison to the four groups evaluated could be

made, a sample number of the PA design filter/attenuator plugs were constructed

by the Franklin lastitute Research Laboratories (FIRL). Using a special test

fixture the evaluation for Worst Case Attenuation and Insertion Loss was made.

This was done to demonstrate (until additional production samples became

available) that the specified attenuation level (Worst Case) could be obtained

with this design. It was also thought this would serve as a standard against

which filtep/attenuator plugs of various construction and manufacture could be

compared to.

Discussion and Test Results:

The plugs were placed in groups for identification purposes and marked

as follows:

Group 1 Initial Production

2 Early Production

3 Current Production (Mfr A)
3-2.1
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4 Latest Production

5 PA Design (FIRL) STANDARD

6 PA Design (Mfr B)

Group 1

The data on Group 1, Figure 1 was established by IIRL on contract

DAAA21-68-C-0275. Although this is an insertion loss curve rather than worst

case, it illustrates what effect plug variation can have on insertion loss.

The top curve represents the maximum insertion loss obtained while the bottom

curve is the minimum value. The qide variation in insertion loss at individual

frequencies is an indication that the impedances of the plugs are not consistent.

The construction of the plug was not uniform, and was confirmed later by X-ray

photographs.

The circles containing an X are wnrst case values that were taken at 10,

20, 50 and 900 MHz. The spread in attenuation (Wc) values at 50 MHz and 900 MHz

is 10 dB and these values are below the worst case specification level which is

shown as a dashed line.

Group 2

The data obtained on Group 2 is shown in Figure 2. The two graphs

represent the samples exhibiting the maximum and minimum worst case attenuation.

Note, the sample with the greatest attenuation does not meet the specified level

over much of the spectrum.

To illustrate how the attenuation varied from item to item at a given

frequency, we have plotted all of the readings taken at 500 MHz. A rather uniform

distribution from 10 dB to 20 dB occurs, indicating poor control over plug parameters.
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Group 3

A plot of Group 3's data is given in Figure 3. Once again we find

that the spread in data is quite large; however, there is a definite improvement

noted when compared to Group 2. One sample did exceed the specified attenuation

at several frequencies, and the distribution is Gaussian rather than uniform.

Group 4

To determine if crimping could damage the filter/attenuator plug when it

is inserted Into the detonator housing, we first measured the worst case

attenuation of plugs at 100 MHz and 2 GHz. The plugs were then inserted into

a detonator housing and crimped. They were later remeasured at the same

frequency points of 100 MHz and 2 GHz.

The plug data before and after crimping is recorded in Table 1. The

crimping procedure did not produce any change in attenuation at 100 MHz;

however, at 2 GHz all of the plugs exhibited at least double the attenuation.

(As can be seen by noting the data from Group 3 at 100 MHz and 2 GHz) the

attenuation values for Group 4 is the same as those of Group 3 at the two

frequencies tested, which substantiates the fact that proper contact within

the case ID is paramount, if proper values of attenuation is to be achieved.

It is our though that the pressure applied during the crimping operation

has produced a better contact between the "S" spring and the ID of the case.

Since Group 4 plugs are from the same lot as Group 3 plugs, it was not expected

the attenuation would be larger for Group 4 samples than samples evaluated from

Group 3 at the same frequency of 100 MHz and 2 GHz (see Figure 3).

The major problem with the group of plugs evaluated was that the "S"

shaped spring inside the attenuator case was not soldered or welded. This can

be seen illustrated in Figure 4. Note the potting compound has pushed the lst,

spring away from the outer case.The results of the loose spring are shown by the

decrease in the attenuation data at 2 GHz (Table 1).
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Statistical Analyses:

The data from Group 1, 2 and 3 were analyzed by statisticians at Picatinny

Arsenal to determine if some correlation between worst case attenuation and

insertion loss could be shown. Attenuation (Wc) and Insertion Loss (IL) data

on the filter/attenuator plugs were plotted as a function of frequency to

determine two frequencies at which the plug could be tested and still show

an empirical relationship between the two types of measurements, Wc and IL.

No statistically valid relationship could be established due to lack of

significance of the correlation coefficients at the 5% and 1% probability

levels; however, an attempt was made to select two frequencies on the basis

of (a) tight distribution for both Wc and IL, (b) the Wc data being well below

te 25 db lower specification requirement, and (c) being from two different

critical regions of the curves.

On this basis, Group 2 indicated 100 MHz and 2 GHz, while Group 3 was

tighter at 3 GHz than at 2 GHz. Thus, the critical frequencies by the

above are 100 MHz and either 2 or 3 GHz. The plotted points reflected the

averages of 50 measurements from Group 1 and 3 and 25 measurements from

Group 2.

General Conclusions:

The goal was to measure a number of production filter/attenuator plugs

and attempt to establish a correlation between Insertion Loss and Worst Case

attenuation of a black-box design from manufacturer "A" and establish the

possibility that MIL-Std 220A could be used in production testing of filter/

attenuators. As indicated, the large variation in Worst Case Attenuation made

it impractical to establish a comparison level when Insertion Loss measurements

were attempted. In fact, the insertion loss spread was so great (Figure 3) that

correlation was impossible.
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Construction and Testing of Filter/Attenuators (PA Design):

]Due to production delays, only a few of the PA design filter/attenuator

3 plugs were available. It was therefore decided to construct an additional

number nf these plugs at The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, evaluate

their performance and compare them for worst case attenuation to the four groups

evaluated. This would not only demonstrate that the specified attenuation

could be obtained with this design, but would also provide a standard against

which plugs of various construction could be compared.

Group 5

The PA plug design is intended to be a mass produced item. Since we

were building laboratory quantities, it was found expeditious to build and

test only the attenuator assemblies rather than the entire plug. The plug

differs from the attenuator assembly only in the positioning of the wires

and in the addition of a silicone sealant. It is not felt that these small

differences will significantly affect the results of our evaluation.

The PA plug design incorporates two novel features: (1) the arrangement

of the wires and solid stLte materials upon the ground-shield (2) the manner

in which the ground-shield is constructed from two specially formed pieces

of sheet stock. As neither feature had previously been studied, it was

decided to proceed in two phases. First, the attenuator configuration was

evaluated and its ability to attenuate established. This was accomplished

by assembling the components on a one piece ground-shield which was milled from

solid materials. Secend, a group was constructed using the two piece ground-shield.

Assembly of either attenuator is the same except for the ground-shields. Results

were the same for both types of ground-shields.
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Ordinarily, grounding and shielding are completed by the detonator

case which is crimped into contact with the ground-shield. However, it is

not possible to ,measure attenuation with the plug inside the detonator case

since the lead wires are not accessible at the output. This difficulty is

overcome by providing a brass sleeve into which the attenuator assembly is

electri-ll., connected. The outer diameter of the sleeve, is selected to

fit the measuring fixture. Assemblies using the one-piece ground-shield

are carefully cemented all arounid their circumference.

The assemblies are cemented only where the tabs make contact. This

is done to simulate a worst case production condition and allow comparison

between this and an optimized sample.

Measurements of PA Design (FIRL Constructed) Filter/Attenuator Plugs

Worst Case Attenuation:

Worst Case Attenuation was measured for the PA Design filter/attenuator

plugs and the results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5. It can be observed

that the attenuator assemblies with one or two piece ground-shields are

practically indistinguishable at all frequencies except 9000 MHz. The fall-off

in attenuation at the high frequency is usually attributed to leakage oF the

RF energy through the device as a result of incomplete or inadequate shielding;

however, in this situation we feel that the problem is in the attenuation

measuring system. Specifically, the inability of the matching units to transfer

the energy at this frequency due to multimode propagation . The coaxial line

that is used during the measurements is assumed to support only TEM propagation.

We suspect, however, that other modes do exist at 9 GHz which results in incorrect

attenuation values. Because of this uncertainty, the 9 GHz vales should not be

considered as valid data
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It should also be noted that the particular size, configuration and

highly reactive electrical properties of this design and similar ones for this

plug put very heavy demands on the matching systems and while the best general

type systems are being used there may be excessive losses in the measuring system

which would make the worst case attenuation measurements appear high. The

problem is being investigated at this time.

Two samples are cemented to their outer sleeves only at the

tabs, and might, therefore expect to be especially prone to leakage. They are,

however, no different from the other specimens in this respect. This would

seem to indicate that attachment to the outer sleeve is not so critical as

was first supposed.

Insertion Loss:

Insertion Loss was measured and the results are shown in Table 3 and

Figure 5. Very little ,if significant difference ,is noted between the one-piece

and two-piece ground-shield assemblies. Since these assemblies require a different

mount than the plugs evaluated in Group 1, a direct comparison of the insertion loss

data for Group 5 (th, PA Design) and (Group 1) is not made.

However, as is evident, the Inertion Loss data for Group 5 (Fig.5) compared

to Group 1 (Fig 1) shows no large variation and is uniform over most of the

frequency band. At no point do the Group 5 values fall below

the minimum level for either Wc or IL.

Group 6

The samples evaluated as made by manufacturer "B" showed they met

the specification level (Wc) requriements. Figure 6 data is for a filter/

attenuator plug manufactured in accordance with Picatinny Arsenal detailed

drawings.

The basic approach to attenuator construction encompassed by the PA designed

filter/attenuator plug, and demonstrated by either ore-piece ground-shield

or two piece ground-shield samples, and by Figure 6 appears to be entirely

satisfactory.~3-2.7
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Fig. 4 S Spring Pushed Away From Outer Case (Manufacturer A)
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Table 1

EFFECT OF CRIMPING

A B A B

Sample No. 100 MHz 100 MlIz 2 GHz 2 GHz

102 23 22 9 27
103 "26 24 11 27
104 18 19 4 29
105 22 22 12 28
106 21 17 9 27
107 21 21 12 27
108 22 22 9 26
109 21 21 9 27
110 23 22 9 27
11 l22 22 9 26

112 23 23 9 26
113 22 22 12 25
114 22 21 12 28
115 21 21 6 26
116 20 21 20 27
117 22 20 11 28
118 22 22 5 28.
119 23 21 11 27
120 23 21 9 27
121 23 22 12 27
122 14 22 6 28
123 20 18 11 27
124 18 20 9 28
125 22 23 8 26
126 20 20 I1l 27
127 21 20 9 27
128 22 22 9 27
129 22 23 9 26
130 21 22 12 27
131 21 21 12 29
132 22 22 9 27
133 21 20 14 28
134 22 21 10 26
135 20 21 6 27
136 21 20 9 28
137 21 20 9 28
138 21 18 10 25
139 20 19 12 27

140 19 20 4 27
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Table 2

WORST CASE ATTENUATION PA DESECN ATTENUATOR ASSEMBLIES

Power Loss in dB

Frequency
MHz Sample No. 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 *27 28 29

50 16 16 18 17 18 15 14 17 17 15

100 24 24 22 22 24 22 23 25 25 23

200 28 29 28 27 30 29 31 32 32 30

500 41 41 40 38 40 41 38 42 37 39

700 34 34 37 39 39 36 33 37 33 34

900 33 33 36 37 37 35 36 35 32 32

1200 31 35 45 45 45 36 35 40 35 37

1500 43 43 46 46 46 43 40 44 40 42

2000 48 48 44 "45 45 44 41 45 42 44

5400 41 42 44 44 44 45 44 45 44 45

9000 36 37 37 38 37 31 26 26 28 28

Table 3

INSERTION LOSS, PA DESIGN ATTENUATOR ASSEMBLIES

Power Loss in dB

One Piece Ground.-Shield Two Piece Ground Shield

Frequency
MHz Sample No. 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

10 8.5 9.2 8.0 7.7 8.2 7.5 8.5 8.9 9.2 8.0

50 37 36 36 37 38 37 37 37 39 36

100 36 36 34 33 35 33 35 36 37 35

200 43 43 40 40 41 41 45 44 46 43

500 52 53 52 52 54 49 48 52 47 50

700 55 54 57 59 57 49 47 52 48 50

900 51 51 54 54 54 50 A9 53 48 52

1500 47 47 49 48 49 44 43 47 42 45

2000 47 48 49 49 48 45 44 47 44 47

5400 42 47 45 47 47 47 47 50 50 49

900C 30 30 30 30 30 27 27 27 24 25
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3-3 STERILIZATION-ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING OF INITIATORS

Laurence J. Bement
NASA-Langley Research Center

ABSTRACT

Three types of electro-pyrotechnic initiators, developed for space

applications, were subjected to six dry heat sterilization cycles (135C -

36 hrs. each), and to post-sterilization mechanical and electrical environ-

ments. The performance of units subjected to sterilization and the other

environments was compared to the as-received performance of the initiators.

Results of various non-destructive, electrical and functional tests con-

ducted to compare performance of these units indicate that two of the three

units tested are promising candidates for use in interplanetary missions.

INTRODUCTION

The international body, Committee for Space Research, (COSPAk), has -

issued a guideline that all spacecraft entering another planet's atmosphere,

or contacting its surface must be biologically sterile; that is, probability

of the spacecraft carrying a viable organism shall be less than one in a

thousand. The most generally accepted technique of achieving sterility is

to subject the spacecraft * dry heat cycles, the terminal cycle being 24.5

hours in duration at a temperature of 125%, for the most thermally remote

point within the spacecraft. All spacecraft components must demonstrate an

ability to function following this heat cycle, as well as to resist the

environments the spacecraft experiences in accomplishing its mission. The

purpose of this paper is to describe the effects of sterilization heat cycles

and post-sterilization environments on three types of electrical pyrotechnic
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initiators, developed for space applications.

PROCEDURE

Selection of Initiators - The factors upon which selection of initiators

for this study was based are as follows:

(1) High temperature resistant materials

(2) Threaded cartridge body

(3) Hotwire

(4) One amp-one watt power dissipation

(5) Electrostatically insensitive

(6) Resistant to environments, (shock, vibration, vacuum, thermal

cycling)

The temperature envelope of the heat cycle used in this study, which includes

an overtest factor (greater than 24.5 hours at 125"C), is shown in Figure 1,

and the environmental test levels are listed in Table 1.

The three initiators selected for testing, each having a different

primary charge, were Hi Shear Corporation's dual-bridgewire PC 39-003,

Space Ordnance Systems' dual-bridgewire Non-Conductive Apollo Standard

Initiator, (NCASI, model No. S01-266-21) and the Single Bridge Apollo Standard

Initiator, (SBASI, model No. SO-10197-II). The manufacturers of these

initiators consider the chemical composition and internal design to be company

proprietacy; therefore, that information will not be included in tnis paper.

Performance Comparisons - The performance tests conducted in determining

the effect of sterilization and environments can be divided into three areas;

(1) non-degrading, such as X-rays, bridgewire resistance and ten-volt

insulation resistance checks, (2) electrostatic tests, the energy stored
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in a 500-picofarad capacitor with no series resistance, and (3) closed bomb

constant current test firings. The block diagram of the closed bomb firing

and monitoring system is shown in Figure 2.

Since the functioning time of these initiators is short, as low as 0.1

millisecond, a monitoring system with an overall frequency response of 20 kilo-

cycles was employed, providing an accuracy of 0.05 milliseconds. Figure 3

shows a typical firing record which has an equivalent paprr speed of 1100

inches per second, displaying a millisecond in 0.9 inches. The preset current

causes the bridgewire to heat, changing its electrical resistance, which pro-

duces an increase in the voltage drop across the device. The ratio of the

final resistance at bridgewire break to the original provides one basis of

comparison, R2/RI. The times from application of current to bridgewire break,

TBW, and to first indicated pressure, Tp, are also displayed. The peak pres-

sure and the time to peak pressure, Tpp, reveal the combustion performance

of the propellant within the closed bomb. Compiling the times to bridgewire

break, TBW, and to first indicated pressure, Tp, over the range of expected

current inputs, produces the function time plot shown in Figure 4. This plot

represents the function times of nine different units of the same type, each

fired at a preset constant current. For the ten amperes example shown, the

bridgewire broke at 0.4 milliseconds and the pressure rose at 4.4 milliseconds,

a 4-millisecond delay.

The performance comparisons made in this study are summarized in Table 2.

RESULTS

Since a detailed report and analysis of the three hundred units tested

in this study would be lengthy, only the major changes or accomplishments will

be noted.
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PC 39-003 - The test procedure for this initiator is shown in Table 3.

The 80-unit lot was divided into eight groups of ten each. The groups were

test-fired after being exposed to the environments indicated by an "X".

Group I estaLlished the as-received performance, Group 2 the effect of mechanical

environments, (vibration, shock and acceleration), and Group 3, the electro-

static sensitivity. Groups 4 through 7 were subjected to six heat cycles,

an.d post heat-cycie environments. The units in Group 8 were preconditioned

and fired at -195 0C (-320'F) and +250 0C (400'F).

The units subjected to six heat cycles experienced a change in bridge-

to-bridge resistance, increasing incrementally after each heat cycle from

40 megohms to greater than 1000 megohms. This increase forewarned a change

in electrostatic sensitivity which increased from bridge-to-case no-fires at

27 kilovolts and bridge-to-bridge firings at 23 kilovolts down to 3 kilovolts

in both modes. It is believed that this is due to the binder utilized and

could be corrected.

The effect of six heat cycles on firing performance is shown in the

PC 39-003 function time plots (Figure 5), where a shift is noted in time to

pressure rise. The minimum firing current decreased from 2.0 amperes to 1.6

amperes. The post-sterilization mechanical environment and thermal vacuum

tests produced slightly more scattered data, but no misfires.

The peak pressure performance plot (Figure 6) shows a good consistency

throughout the lot. The units test-fired at +205'C (400*F) produced an expected

high pressure, but the units test-fired at -195°C (-320'F) produced abnormally

high pressures which will be discussed later.

The resistance changes and timesto peak pressure are shown in Table 4.

The times to peak pressure nearly doubled after six heat cycles, and were
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over four times longer after environmental tests, which indicated a change

in propellant combustion. The time to peak pressure of the -195C (-320°F)

firings is less than one-third of that of the reference group. It is believed

that at -195°C the propellant becomes brittle and is shattering on ignition,

generating a large surface area which produces a more rapid combustion with

higher pressures and shorter function times.

NCASI - The test procedure for this initiator is shown in Table 5.

Twenty units were utilized in establishing the as-received performance in

Group 1, and ten were used in each of the remaining groups. Extra groups

were added to determine the effects of: electrostatic pulses on conventional

innition (Group 3), three heat cycles (Group 5), and six, 53-hour cycles

(Group 7).

In the electrostatic tests, conducted in Groups 3 and 4, large changes

in bridge-to-case resistance were observed, no matter what mode (bridge-to-

bridge or bridge-to-case) was tested. The resistances decreased incrementally

from greater than 1000 megohms to 30 megohms, leading to the conclusion that

the breakdown path was from bridge-to-case. No ignitions were achieved up

to 25 kilovolts in the bridge-to-bridge and bridge-to-case modes. The

minimum voltage to achieve ignition through the bridgewire was 20 kilovolts.

During the testing of this mode, several bridgewires broke and no ignitions

were achieved. To determine the effect on function time and pressure per-

formance of the electrostatic-induced change in bridge-to-case resistance,

the units in Group 3 were pulsed repeatedly from bridge-to-bridge and bridge-

to-case and test-fired with constant current in the closed bomb. No appreciable

change was observed.

Figure 7 shows the NCASI function time plots for the reference group,
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at currents of 15 amperes, or greater, there is a relatively large delay in

time to pressure rise. Tests at the higher currents produced by the electro-

static tests evidently caused a complete decoupling of the ignition process,

producing the misfires.

Subjecting the units to six heat cycles produced a shift in function

times and an increase in minimum current firing from 2.0 to 2.25 amperes.

(See Figure 7.) The electrostatic sensitivity remained unchanged. The bridge-

to-bridge resistance dropped sharply in all units during the first heat cycles;

in the worst case from 250 to 0.18 megohms. The extended heat cycles (53

hours) caused the minimum firing to increase to 2.5 amperes.

The group that had been aged six months after sterilization showed more

data scatter than those fired immediately.

The peak pressure performance of the NCASI tests in Figure 8 shows some

amount of data scatter which cannot be fully attributed to the effect of the

environments, but more probably to manufacturing quality control. Again,

high pressures were observed in the cold firings. The resistance change and

time to peak pressure shows a measurable effect of the environments (Table 6).

SBASI - The test procedure for this 110-unit group is shown in Table 7.

Twenty units established the as-received performance in Group 1. The electro-

static tests revealed no sensitivity to 25 kilovolts bridge-to-case, and the

minimum voltage to achieve ignition through the bridge was 20 kilovolts.

The effect of six heat cycles on the function time was very minimal,

as shown in Figure 9 which contains data from both the reference and the

heat-cycled group. The same situation prevailed in the six 53-hour cycles,

the post-sterilization environments and the units aged for six months.

The peak pressure performance in Figure 10 shows some data scatter

which cannot be attributed entirely to the effect of environments. For
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example the units in Group 6, (six 53-hour cycles), exhibited more conss-

tent performance than those in Group 5, (six 36-hour cycles), a less severe

test. Again, high pressures were observed in the -195°C (-3200F) firings.

The resistance changes and times to peak pressure, (see Table 8), show

a good degree of uniformity.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The three initiators selected for this study all met the initial

requirements, that of one amp-one watt dissipation and low sensitivity to

electrostatics and mechanical environments (shock, vibration and accelera-

tion). Abnormally high pressures were observed at -195°C (-320'F). All

units functioned after being subjected to six 36-hour heat cycles, but

some changes in performance were experienced.

The Hi Shear PC 39-003 initiator experienced a delay in function time,

and decrease in minimum firing current of 0.4 amperes due to heat cycling

which would not disqualify its use. owever, the electrostatic senstivity

of this unit increased nearly ten-fold from ignitions at 23 kilovolts (as-

received) to 3 kilovolts (sterilized). This lack of resistance to electro-

static voltages could result in inadvertent ignition.

The Space Ordnance Systems Non-Conductive Apollo Standard Initiator,

(NCASI model No. S01-266-21), exhibited ignition failures at high current

application, (greater than 20 amperes). Also, relatively low bridge-to-

bridge resistance was caused by the sterilization cycling, (0.18 megohms).

Heat cycling also produced an increase in minimum firing current of 0.5

amperes. Consideration should be given to these sterilization-induced

changes in the application of these devices.
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The Space Ordnance Systems Single Bridge Apollo Standard Initiator,

(SBASI, model No. S01-10197-11), resisted all environments very well, the

only possible problem being a scatter in peak pressure performance.

TABLE I
ENVIPONMENTAL TESTS

VIBRATION- ALL AXES

SINUSO)D,4L 0.5" DA 5 -52.5 cps 2 ocVmin
70 g 2 52.5 - 2000 CPS 2 ocVmin

RANDOM 0.1 g /cps 5-50 cps
2/cps 50- 2000 CPS 5 min

SHOCK - ± ALL AXES
TRAIltING EDGE

SAWTOOTH 80 g 7 ms 3 TESTS EACHDIRECTION

HALF sine 6000 g 0.2 ms 3 TESTS EACH

CONSTANT ACCELERATION - ± ALL AXES DIRECTION

300 g 5 min
THERMAL - VACUUM

< i x 106 torr THREE THERMNAL - 600 C 2HOURS

72 HOURS TOTAL CYCLES IN EIGHT TO
HOUR WORKING DAY 120 C 2 HOURS

TO
220 C
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TABLE 2
INITIATOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON TESTS

1. NON DEGRADING 2. ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVITY

A. BRIDGEWIRE RESISTANCES A. BRIDGE TO CASE
B. INSULATION RESISTANCE B. BRIDGE TO BRIDGE

a. BRIDGE TO CASE C. THROUGH THE BRIDGE
b. BRIDGE TO BRIDGE

C. X-RAY

3. TEST FIR!NGS - CLOSED BOMB

A. VARIABLE CONSTANT CURRENT INFJT
B. R2/R - CHANGE IN RESISTANCE

C. TBW - TIME TO BRIDGEWIRE BREAK

D. T - TIME TO FIRST PRESSURE INDICATIONp

E. PEAK PRESSURE
F. Tpp - TIME TO PEAK PRESSURE

G. F13 T 5 k,\%E PLOT
H. PEAK PRESSURE PLOT

TABLE 3
PC 39-003 TEST PROCEDURE

REFERENCE POST STERILIZATION TESTS
SIX

GROUP UNTESTED MECH. ELECTRO- STERIL. MECH. THERMAL ELECTRO- SIX COLD
ENVIRON. STATIC CYCLES ENVIRON. VACUUM STATIC MONTH HOT

SIX AGING FIRING

1 X
2 X
3 X
4 X

5 X X X

6 X X
7 X X

8X

TABLE 4

PC 39-003 RESISTANCE CHANGE AND TIME TO PEAK PRESSURE

R 2//R1 - RES. T pp- TIME TO PEAK

PC39-003 - GROUP CHANGE AVERAGE PRESSURE- MS AVERAGE

1. REFERENCE 1.370 0.689

2. ENVIRONMENTAL REF. 1.136 0.613

3. SIX HEAT CYCLES 1.148 1.259

5. SIX HEAT CYCLES + ENVIRONMENTM 1.181 3.2

8. -195o C, (-320o F) 1.148 0.160
+2050 C, (+4000 F) 1.192 0.363



TABLE 5
NCASI TEST PROCEDURE

REFERENCE POST STERILIZATION TESTS

STERIL. SIX COLD
GROUP UNrESTED MECH. ELECTRO- CYCLES MECH. THERMAL ELECTRO- MONTH HOT

ENVIRON. STATIC 3 6 ENVIRON. VACUUM STATIC AGING FIRING

2 X
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X X X
9 X X

10 X X
I __ X

TABLE 6

NCASI RESISTANCE CHANGE AND TIME TO PEAK PRESSURE

R2 /R I - RES. T - TIME TO PEAK

NCASI -GROUP CHANGE AVERAGE PRESSURE-MS AVERAGE

1. REFERENCE 1.173 0.197
2. ENVIRONMENTAL REF. 1.560 0.194
3. ELECTROSTAFIC PREPULSE 1.463 0.340
5. THREE HEAT CYCLES 1.506 0.218
6. SIX HEAT CYCLES 1.560 0.413
7. SIX 53 HOUR CYCLES 1.685 0.205
8. SIX HEAT CYCLES + ENVIRONMENTAL 1.652 0.188
10. S)X HEAT CYCLES + SIX MONTHS 1.532 0.174
11. -195 0C,(-3200F) 1.851 0.316
+ 2050C, (4000F) 1.27 0.0668

TABLE 7
SBASI TEST PROCEDURE

REFERENCE FOST STERILIZATION TESTS
STERIL. SIX COLD

GROUP UNTESTED MECH. ELECTRO- CYCLES MECH. THERMAL ELECTRO- MONTH HOT
ENVIRON. STATIC 3 6 ENVIRON. VACUUM STATIC AGING FIRING

I X

2 X
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 X
7 X X X
8 X X
9 X X

10 Ix X
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TABLE 8
SBAS! RESiSTANCE CHANGE AND TIME TO PEAK PRESSURE

R2/l- RES. T - TIME TO PEAK
pp

SBASI - GROUP CHANGE AVERAGE PRESSURE-MS AVERA-GE]

1. REFERENCE 1.252 0.189
2. ENVIRONMENTAL R EF. 1.422 0.228
4. THREE HEAT CYCLES 1.288 0.205
5. SIX HEAT CYCLES 1.095 0.518
6. SIX 53 HOUR CYCLES 1.328 0.244
7. SIX HEAT CYCLES

+ ENVIRONMENTAL 1.436 0.251
9. SIX HEAT CYCLES

+ SIX MONTHS 1.415 0,205
10. -195 0C, (-320'F) 1.382 0.150

+ 2050C, (4000F) 1.25 0.117

150-
135

1001

TEMPERATURE, oc

22

0 oI I

1 10 20 30 3740 45 50
TIME, hrs.

F c-ure I.- T:,plclcnl ~izat.-n lieat eyec.

BOBEDCRDERP
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T'igure 6.- PC39-003 peak pressure perfonnance.
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Figure 7.- NCASI function time plots.
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William L.Watton, Electric and Musical Industries (Electronic) Ltd, England, and 2

Malcolm G.Brown and William B.Scamaton,

Royal Armament Research and Dsvelopment Establi.shment, Fort Halstead, England.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an r.f. hazard measuring system developed under a con-

tract funded by the British Ministry of Technology for uso in electro-magnetic

compatibility trials of complete guided weapons. An instrumented inert

device replaces the actual E.I.E.D. for which information is required. A

signal voltage derived directly from the inert device is converted into an

audio frequency sigaal which is coupled electromagnetically through the skin

of the weapon under test. It is then converted into an accoustic signal

w1hich is piped to a remote decoder indicator where it is displayed on a meter

calibrated in terms of equivalen-V d.c. input to the instrumented inert device.

Measurements can be made both on bridge wire and conductive mix E.I.E.Da.

1. INTRODUCTIC

The radio hazard measuring equipment was designed as a field instrument

for measuring r.f. pick-up in igniter firing circuits when these circuits are

placed in intense e.m. fields, of the kind found in the vicinity of radio and

radar aerials which are radiating a large amount of pomer. Ideally the

equipment should neither interfere with the screening of the firing circuits

nor modify the r.f. field distribution. To ensure this the system employs

a specially developed telemetry lint:. Features of this link are:-

a. The pick up information is transmitted through the skin of any

screeninE enclosure, which may exist, without modification of this

skin.
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b. From the outside ot" this skin the information is conveyed by non-

electrically conducting means to a remote point. The observer

is thus located outsido the intense e.m. field. The equipment

consists basically of two parts: one being the instrumentation

of a dummy itniter, which replaces the live igniter in the weapon,

the other bcing the telemetry link which conveys the output from

thi instrumentation to a remote observer.

wo systems have in fact been developed 'hich, whilst operating on the

samae basic pr.., ipld, differ some-hat in the method of processing the infor-

mation for transmission; the Mk II version by improved instrumentation

giving increased sensitivity, greater ease of use and longer battery life.

Both systems have been used for assessing the r.f. hazard in bridge wire

devices, both of the unsupported wire, (fusehead series F.) and the supported

wire (Igniter series 200) types, which are shown schematically in figs. 1

and 2 respectively. Experimental wrk on hazard measurement in conducting-

composition devices has also been carried out using both the Mk I and 31k II

versions. Fig. 3 is a schematiu diagram of the c.c. igniter.

2. IGNITER INSRUMENTATI0N

2.1 Bridge Wire Igniters

The instrumentation, on both the supported and unsupported wire types,

consists of a small thermistor cemented to the igniter bridge vire with a

second thermistor located nearby; this latter giving ambient temperature

compensation. An r.f. filter is also incorporated into this assembly and

the whole is located within the normal dimensions of the igniter.

The two thermistors are connected as two arms of a bridge, thus any

change in resistarce of the sensing thermistor results in an unbalance of

the bridge.
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Fig. 4 is a schematic drawing of the series 200 igniter bridge wire

instrmentation. A printed circuit board (0.45-0.5cm) is fitted to the end

of the igniter and the components are attached. The circuit diagram of the

instrumentation is shown in fig. 5.. The compensating thermistor and the

two filtering capacitors are embedded in Araldite and the three instrumen-

tation leads emerge at the end opposite to the firing leads.

The instrumentation of wir bridge igniters is carried out by nMI(E)

Ltd. to individual requirements and fig. 6 shows two types (supported and

unsupported) of assembled, instrumented igniters.

2.2 Conducting-Composition (c.c.) Igniters

c.c. igniters are voltage sensitive devices and hence the parameter

measured is the r.f. voltage appearing across the igniter electrodes.

To this end a crystal diode voltmeter is used.

Since ary device used to measure the r.f. voltage appearing across

the igniter should disturb the circuit as little as possible, in particular

the impedance characteristics should not be modified, an inert filled ignitor

was used it order to simulate, as nearly as possible, the impedance/frequency

characteristics of the Jive devices. Furthermore the d.c. resistance of

this inert filled igniter was made similar to the maximm d.c. resistance

likely to be found in the corresponding live igniter; it having been shown

that the replaoement of an igniter by one of lower resistance cannot lead

to an increase in the r.f. voltage developed across the igniter. Since

the normal junction diode becomes inefficient at frequencies above the VHF

region, it waa neuessary, in the diode voltmeter, to use a point contact

type diode. The point contact diode, because of its large physical size,

cannot be mounted either inside or on the o.c. igniter and must bs connected
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across the igniter holder terminals. At high frequencies (twIGHz), since the

igniter impedance is low and reactive, standing waves exist in the firing

circuit which fee&,b the igniter and large voltage differences exist between

the point at wi~ich the diod is connected and the filling in 1he igniter.

This fact has led to difficulties in calibration as will be seen in Section

4.2.

Figs 7(a) and (b) show the two possible circuit oonftlurations which

can be used for tie diode voltmeter. The following points arise:.-

a. The series diode configuration relies, for its operation, on the

existence of a d.c. path through the igniter and/or firing circuit.

Provided that the d.c. resistance of this path is low, ccpared

with the load for the diode, the two circuits will give identical

d.c. outputs for identical r.f. voltages across the igniter.

b. The series diode will opeate, albeit with reduced efficiency,

domn -,o very low frequencies whereas the shunt diode oonfiguration

has a definite low frequency cut off.

c. Any d.c. voltage existing across the igniter will have no effect

when the shunt diode configuration is used.

On balance it was considered that the shunt diode circuit was the

better mne for hazard measurement and the series diode circuit

for diode calibration.

3. THE TELD Y LMNK

As the telemetry link is almost identical for the bridge wire and c.c.

systems it will be described with particular reference to the bridge wire

system anc" Any modifications required for use with c .c. igniters will be

brought out in the text.
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3.1 Hasard Measuring Equipment Nk I (JBMI:)

A system block diagram of the HEI in given in fig. 8. The thermistor

bridge is fed by a 3.000 EHz oscillator. The out of balance signal from

the bridge is amplified and then added to the output of a reference

oscillator whose frequency differs from the first by 63Hz. The tracking

components in the adiustment box provide a means of schieving an accurate

balance over a wide range of ambient temperature.

The two oscillators and the amplifier are contained within the orcillator

module and the output signal from this module, consisting of the combinod

reference and out-of-balance signals, is fed to the winding of a split core

transformer. This half core is placed against the inner surface of the weapon

skin whilst a second half core, which also carries a winding, is aligned with

the first but on the outside of the skin. Sufficient magnetic field

penetrates the A1in to induce a workable ou" , nt in the outide windings.

The induced signal is then amplified by a tuned amplifier which incorporates

an automatic gain control loop, operating on the keferenoe signal. This

provides a reasonably coatant output and compensates for variations in the

spacing of the split cores. This output provides the drive for the

accoustic link transducer.

The sound produced passes down a plastic tube to a second transducer

which, acting as a microphone, produces an electrical signal. Tha output

from the link is fed via a screened input selector to the indicator unit.

The indicator unit has a 3KHs broad band tuned amplifier having an

a.g.c. loop which maintains the levs1 of the reference signal constant at

the detector. The out-of-balance signal, and the reference signal are

added in a mixer and the 63Hz beat aignal selected and amplified in a tuned
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amplifier and the output displayed on a meter. r mintaining the

reference signal level constant, at the indicator unit detector, all gain

variations throughout the system can be ignored.

For use with the c.c. igniter a chopper module is added and this,

together with the crystal diode instrumentation replaces the thermistor

bridge. The 3KHz bridge supply from the oscillator module drives a chopper

circuit which alternately shorts and open circuits the d.c. output from the

diode voltmeter at the igniter termiavxs. The resulting chopped d.c.

is in a form which can be passed through the split-core transformer and is

amplified and fed to the oscillator module as was the out-of-balance signal

from the thermistor bridge. The complete modified data link system is shown

in fig. 9.

3.2 Hazard Measuring Equipment Mk II (HIM2)

A system block diagram of the HM2 is given in fig. 10. In this version

the thermistor bridge operates at d.c. and the output is amplified and used

to control the frequency of a pulse generator contained within the data

coding module. 1Wen the bridge output changes, due to a temperature rise of

the sensing thermistor, the pulse frequency also changes. The pulses are

fed on to the primary winding of the Lplit core transformer and from the

external secondary winding to the indicator; the method of transmission is

identical to that described in the HM system. However, at the indicator

unit the incoming pulses are amplified and integrated giving a d.c. output,

proportional to the unbalance of the bridge, which is displayed on a meter.

That part of the resultant d.c. from the integrator network, due to the

slightly different resistances of the thermistors at ambient temperature,

is backed off. These differences will vary with ambient temperatur% and
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thus the backing-off facility in used to set the systea sero and to correot

for ambient temperature drift. Once the system has been taeroed,t heating

of the igniter bridge wire, by flow of current in it, causes further

unbalance of the d.c. bridge. This further unbalance gives an increase in

the output voltage of the integrator network and this increase is displayed

on the output meter.

The only modification to this system, required for use with the c.c.

igniter, is the addition of a passive resistance network between the diode

voltmeter output and the data coding module,

In cases where the weapon screening is not continuous the magnetic link

may, if desired, be omitted from the system, in Yhich case the a&lifier

module is not required. Fig. 11. shows the general arrangement of the

HIE2 for the bridge wire measuring system.

4. CALIBUATI

. Bd Wire Devices

On the bridge wire igniters calibration is a relatively simple task.

It is achieved by injecting known d.c. current into the firing leads and

observing the output meter reading. In this way a direct calibration of

output meter reading against equivalent d.c. cucrent is obtained. Fig. 12

shows a typical calibration curve.

4.2 Conducting Composition Devices

The diodes used for the instrumentation are calibrated separately in

a coaxial measuring jig. The r.t. voltage across the diode to produoe

fixed levels of d.c. at the output is determined for several frequencies.

Calibration of the c.c. system is complicated by the fact that the
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diode instrumentation i'onitors the voltage, not at the ipiter itself, but

at its holder terminals for the reasons given in sect. 2.2. At hibher

frequencies voltage standing waves, between the igniter and its holder

terminals, give rise to large differences between the measured v.Itage and

the actual voltage appearing across the igniter. This phenomenon imposses

a frequency limit of 500 MHz above which small changes in Igniter-diode

separation, which are inevitable with the different holders in use, leads

to pronounced differences between the measured voltage and that appearing

across the igniter. Also as there is a wide variety of igniter ho'llers

it is not possible to calibrate each type, as this would involve measurement

of impedance at the point of voltage measurement and injecting a known power

into this ipedance. Hence calibration of individual combinations is

extremely difficult and for this reason only one calibration is produced

with the proviso that J t is not accurate at frequencies in e=ess of

500 MHz.

Fig. 13 shows the voltage pattern at various frequencies on a 100 ohm

line terminated with an impedance representing a typioa, o.c. igniter. The

curves of this figure are calculated for a completely artificial case and

are primaxIly intended to show the magnitude of the problem.

Work at EMI(S) is at present aimed to reduce the ese of the instru-

mentation so that it can be contained within the body of the igniter. In

this way lead lengths are very short and tho instrumented igniter can be

calibrated as a unit. Progress has been made possible by the recent intro-

duction of very small diodes. Partly because of the resulting compactness,

and party because the diode can be connected much closer to the effective

part of the igniter, it is hoped to extend the useful calibration to frequencies
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in tie region of 2Ms. Considerable extension of frequency has already

been obtanSed, but techniques are not yet finalised.

5. C WC LUDINIG REM&=

5.1 Comparison of the Performance of _HK2 with H.

A comparison of the performances of h2 with that of HI is given in

Table 1. Improvements not noted in the Table are:

a. the use of 3000 Hz for driving the thermistor bridge in HMM made

it necessary to balance resistance and reactance. This was
avoided in IM2 by using a d.c. bridge.

b. HME. required the use of thermistors selected for equality of

resistance and temperature coefficient. The limits were tight

and selection was tedious and costly. HN2 could work with wider

tolerances, and commercially selected peirs were adequate and less

costly.

c* the accuracy of indication of current in the bridge wire is

increased if calibration is carried out at an ambient temperature

0within 5 C of the working temperature. Provided this is done

the accuracy of HMX2 is within the stated limits for an ambient

0 0
temperature range of -5 C to +40 C.

5.2 Use in the fiold

Both equipments have been used in the field to measure pick-up in
C A"

production-type missiles when placed near high power transmitters. The'

extra sensitivity of HME2 has proved very useful, since an indication of

pick-up can be obtained under unfavourable conditions, and orientation or

other adjustment can then be made to maximize the reading. The equipments

have been approved by the British Ordnance Board who accept the readings
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obtained as valuable evidence in considering their reomendatiow ot hsety.

Two of the larger British airoraft companies have sets of MM22, uhioh an

used in development of prototypes and anoher set, enabling six igiters to

be monitored simultaneously, is held by a Qoverment I A D establisbmeuib for

testing overall systems.

British Crom copyright is reserved for the figures wbioh are publishAe

with the perission of The Controller of Her Britannic M&jesty'5 8tatioory

Office.

DISCUSSION

When using thermistors in detection circuitry coupled to EED's which are

in an RF environment, the possibility of RF pickup by the detection circuit

leads should be recognized. Shunt capacity of such magnitude that will pro-

vide a low impedance to the Irradiation frequencies may help the situation.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF HAZARD MEASURING EQUIPMENTS MK AND MK II BRIDGEWIRE DEVICES

rF - M ji2

Basic Sensitivity -26 dB -40 dB

Dynamic Range 15 dB 26 dB

Accuracy of Current Indication - 1.5d* t 2 dB*

Ambient Tempercture 2ange 0- 3 0 0 C 0-300 C

Continuous operr'ting time of 80 hrs. 3 weeks
units mounted indide missile

'Mnen calibrated at any temperature in Ambient Rnge.

0c. Devices

The calibration and frequency range depends upon the instrumentation

used, and this is still being developed.
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3-5 DISCHARGE OF AN ELECTROSTATICALLY CHARGED HUMAN

John T. Petrick
of

The Naval Weapons Laboratory
Dahlgren. Virginia

Charge Generation by Clothing:

Contact of various. layers of clothing is the most common cause of personnel charging.

This type of charging occurs whenever two dissimilar layers of clothing touch. The clothed

human can be ifriagined as the spherical body shown in figure 1. The body is shown covered

by four layers of fabric; the innermost being cotton undergarments, the next layer a wool

jersey and the following two layers the inner and outer layers of a nylon jacket. The

resistance, (R) is the total resistance to current flowing from the person to ground. In cases

where the floor is quite conductive and the person's shoes are insulators this resistance will

be the resistance of the shoes as measured by the Navy method outlined in OP5. In this case

the capacitance is that measured with respect to the conductive floor. For example, consider

a person with a capacitance of 200 pf and wearing rubber soled shoes. Now assume that the

shoe resistance is such that if we charge the body to a particular level and then terminate the

I charging, the net charge will be reduced to almost nothing in a total time of about 200

seconds. This fixes the shoe resistance at about 2X0 1 1 Ohms.

If the outer jacket is removed from our subject the charge generated at the interface of

the wool jersey and the nylon inner lining of the jacket will be freed. The jacket will have

charge of one polarity on its inner lining and the jersey will have an equal amount of charge

of the opposite polarity on its outer surface. Since the body was not initially charged, the

charge on the jersey will migrate, at a rate determined by the inner fabric layers' resistivity,

through the inner fabric layer and be distributed over the body and the remaining fabric.

Thus a potertial difference is produced on the human capacitor (C) and the body will

remain charged for about 200 seconds, provided that this potential is not excessive.
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To determine the body potential which may be expected after removing this jacket,

the charging characteristics of the jacket-jersey combination and the resistivity of each

fabric layer must be known The charging characteristics of any fabric combination may be

measured by either of two methods currently used at the Naval Weapons Laboratory.

The first method for fabric evaluation is to place belt type test samples of all the

fabrics involved on the device sketched in Figure 2. This device measures the charge

generated when the sample belts contact and separate as they pass over rotating rollers. The

charge produced is directly proportional to the total area of contact between the belts as

they move. Measurement of this charge is used to predict the voltage expected, during

removal of various types and layers of clothing by using only fabric samples, not complete

clothing articles or clothed personnel.

The other test method involves fabric covering of two metal drums, one with a sample

of the jacket inner lining and the other with a sample of the jersey. The drums are then

brought together and one is driven at a constant rate and grounded as shown in Figure 3. A

Faraday cage place around the ungrounded drum will provide a means for measuring any

charge on the fabric cover of this drum and any charge which may have already been

transferred to the drum. By connecting a capacitor to the Faraday cage the charge

generating characteristics of the fabrics may be determined by measuring the capacitor

voltage as the drums rotate. The rate at which the voltage rises ( AV/ At) is used in the

following relations to determine the current flowing onto a person when he removes his

jacket.
(I) c M C' (AV/6'T)

(2) A = 27rab + l(w+c)/2

(3) V = 0 2A u1C

Where: C' = capacitance of Faraday cage and additional capacitor,

A V/ AT = measured rate of voltage rise

a = sleeve length

b = average sleeve diameter
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= charge/time/area

c = chest size

I =jacket length

w = waist size

C = human capacitance

A = calculated total contact area of jacket-jersey

At approximately 50% relative humidity the rate of voltage rise was found to be 0.12

volts per second for a NOMEX@.nylon sample and a..wool sample. For a size 36 jacket a

total contact area was calculated to be 1,558 squareo'inches. The expected voltage when

removing a NOMEX jacket worn over a wool jersey is 2 057 volts for a person of 200pf

body capacitance. This value is in good agreement with voltage measurements made on an

individual in a similar environment when a nylon jacket worn over a woolen jersey is

subsequently removed.

The Maximum Charge Level:

In our spherical model we assumed that essentially all the charge generated from

removing a jacket or similar procedure will be drained from the individual in about 200

seconds. There is, however, another mechanism by which charge is drained from the body

and it is this mechanism which limits the potential found on an individual after charging.

This discharge phenomeman occurs when the electric field strength near the body becomes

sufficiently high to ionize the surrounding air thereby causing a net efflux of charge from

the body Since objects having sharp points on their surfaces also have very strong fields in

the vicinity of these points one expects these objects to begin losing charge 6V air ionization

at far lower charge levels than smooth objects, A person's hair and even the individual fibers

in his clothing will provide the high field site for this type of discharge to occur Thus a

voltage of about 30,000 volts is all that can be sustained by an individual for periods longer

than a few seconds.

OUCH!

Consider the circuit shown in figure 4. Again the spheroid is the body and the

resistance (R) and capacitance (C) have not changed. In this case the person has removed his

jacket and is about to touch the grounded object labelled A which may be an ordnance

@ Trade Mark
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item. As he approaches his capacitance (C) increases; however, this increase is usually

insignificant when compared to C, hence let his capacitance remain constant at 200pf.

At some body-objectil'e separation the potential difference in the gap between body

and object will cause the air in the gap region to ionize. The ionization will connect the

individual to ground within a few nanoseconds; complete body discharge and, probably,

exclamation of assorted profanities will ensue The resistance of the ionized air is negligible;

hence if bare skin contact is made the resistance of the body, skin, and the ground loop will

be the only resistive components limi ing the current flow There is, however, suffiient

evidence available to believe that the discharge circuit has a significant amount of

inductance, a portion of which may rightly be called human inductance. This inductance

limits the % ak discharge current and may cause circuit ringing. The current flow in a pure

R-C circuit is compared to that of a circuit with added inductance in figure 5.

The importance of the values of body capacitance, resistance, and inductance lies in

providing a suitable test to evaluate ordnance and fuels for electrostatic safety. Since it is

somewhat unsafe to charge a typical person to thirty thousand volts and see if he can ignite

these materials the obvious recourse is to build a simple circut which reproduces the

discharge. By applying this reproduction to the ordnance or fuel we may determine whether

ordnance or fuel is safe for handling.

Almost a year ago we began charging everyone within teach to voltages of about 5,000

volts. The person's capacitance was measured with an impedance bridge and tle resistance

and inductance were measured using the circuit shown in figure 6 The human capacitance

was fouid to average .bout 200pf with a range of 100pf to 4,000pf for various shoes and

personnel. The first discharge curves looked like the one shown in figure 7. From these

curves the human resistance was found to decrease with increasing voltage and have a range

of 25 to 60 Ohms for voltages from 2,000 to 8,000 volts. The inductance of the entire

discharge circuit was found to be about 4 microhenrys.

A nitrogen filled pressurized spark gap, triggered by pressure release, several feet of RG

19 cable, some carbon resistors and a small codi were used with a 120,000 volt power supply

to reproduce this discharge. The circutry used is shown in figure 8 along with a typical
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discharge current oscillogram of a 30,000 volt discharge. This circuitry, called the

electrostatic discharge simulator, is currently used to evaluate electroexplosive devices and

weapon systems for electrostatic safety

Measuring the Human Inductance and Resistance:

Recently, higher speed oscilloscopes have been used to record the discharge current of

charged individuals From these curves the fact became clearly evident that the measuring

circuitry influences the shape of the recorded pulse

At first a I Ohm low inductance resistor was mounted in a General Radio insertion

unit and connected directly to a Tektronix type 519 oscilloscope as shown in figure 9

Hopefully the skin resistance of the human would always be sufficiently large so that most

of the voltage drop is across the skin and not the I Ohm sensing resistor. This was the case

hence the oscilloscope did record the current flow occurring when a charged person was

grounded through a low resistance path. The traces shown in figure 10 (a) were recorded

from a person charged to 3,000 volts. The extremely short duration of this pulse and the

values of resistance and inductance, (6ns, 10 Ohms, and 5nh respectively) indicated that the

pulse was considerably different than the earlier ones and an explanation was sought.

The response of the earlier circuit was studied and apparently the inductance added by

the measuring circuit was so high that the total discharge time (IOL/R) was extended far

I, beyond its actual value The response of the present circuit was also studied and it was

found to have a natural resonance at almost the ringing frequency observed in figure 10. By

increasing the I Ohm resistor to 10 Ohms the ringing appeared on the beginning of the pulse

and was damped out before the discharge was complete See Figure 10(b) This result

confirmed the opinion that the response of the measuring circuit masked the actual

discharge A 10 Ohm resistor is too high to permit measurement of the human grounded

through a low resistance ground, hence it cannot be used

At this time a careful analysis of the measuring circuitry is being made and other

methods are being considered. One of the alternate current measuring methods uses a
.1

,i Rogowski coil which produces a representation of the current flow during discharge without

being directly connected to the discharge circuit This circuitry is sketched -.n figure 11 Using
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the Rogowski coil method the external circuit inductance and resistance can be minimized

and the values of resistance and inductance for the human may be measured quite

accurately Design information for the Rogowski coil can be obtained from Huddlestone

and Leonard's text Plasma Diagnostic Techniques

Conclusion:

In conclusion it might be said that in the near future the results of those tests olitlined

herein will provide valuable iiformation which will not only allow valid electrostatic

sensitivity tests for explosives but will additionally aid in explaining the variation of human

skin resistance with applied voltage, and determining the depth beneath the skin at which

the charge most effective dunng human discharge resides. The results wdl also enable

analysis of the possible bodily dangers involved in discharges of this nature, and give

considerable insight into the radio frequency response of the human body.

DI SCIjSS I ON

The upper limit of the capacitance of the human body to ground is open

to question. It has been noted that a person wearing conductive sole shoes

(similar to being barefooted) standing on a mylar sheet approximately 2 mils

thick, may show a capacitance ranging from 100 to 4000 picofarads, according

to Mr. J.T. Petrick of the U.S. Naval Weapons Lab. The study was made to

determine if it would be profitable to wear conductive shoes on naval vessels.

The mylar sheet simulated the non-conductive paint common on decks of naval

vessels.

I Cotton undergarments
2 WOolen Jersey
3 ylon jacket (inner nylon lining)
4 Nylon jacket (outer nylon lining),

R Total resistance to current
leaving body

C Human capacitance I'
SPHERICAL

BODY

Figure 1. Spherical Body Model for Clothed Human
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THE FIRST CIRCUIT FOR
MEASURING R AND L

TEKTRONIX
lO X PROBE

CHARGED
• 7" HUMAN

TEKTRONIX R
TYPE 551

OSCILLOSCOPE

~i I

PLEXIGLASS

TMETAL PLATE

SR=I Ohm

FIGURE 6

AN EARLY HUMAN
DI SCHARGE CURVE

TIME SCALE. I cm 0.5 ls

FIGURE 7
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3-6 EXPERIMENTS IN THE PROTECTION OF EED'S
FROM ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE

EDWARD G. PIERSON
CONAX CORPORATION
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

INTRODUCTION

Specifications for safety in the handling and application of electro-

explosive devices (EED's) now require that such devices successfully withstand

a 25 KV potential from a 500 picofarad capacitor applied between bridgewire

and case. Many disastrous accidents could have been avoided if the EED's

involved had this capability. The build-up of a static charge capable of

producing ignition has, for example, resulted from such simple operations as

spraying insulated metallic surfaces with a cleaning solvent dispensed from

a high velocity air gun. Inadvertent ignition occurs when the static discharge

takes a path from bridgewire to case leading through the ignition mix.

The insertion of a barrier of high dielectric strength between the bridge-

wire and the case that would withstand high static potentials is a common

approach to solving the problem. An alternate approach would be the creation

of a positive preferential discharge path free of ignitable material.

Dielectric barrier protection is complicated by the fact that many of the

ignition mixes involved promote electrical conduction. Additionally, barrier

protectfon may involve either excessive space or excessive inspection for

dielectric faults.

In considering a preferential discharge path, the desired breakdown

voltage should reliably occur somewhat above the system operating voltage. 'The

preferential path should be self-healing to return to its initial breakdown

level upon voltag, drop. The current rise time should approximate one micro-

second or less. While having infinite resistance below breakdown voltage, it

must not be damaged by microsecond pulse discharges reaching hundreds of amperes.
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At Conax Corporation, our chosen approach to safety from static discharge

was the creation of the preferential discharge path. Consideration was given

to the fact that there are many formerly qualified EED's which, except for

their inability to meet the static discharge requirement, have demonstrated

outstanding reliability. It was considered practical to add static protective

circuitry to these devices while still retaining all of their know attributes.

PRELIMINARY TESTING OF COMPONENT

The major component required for a preferential discharge path was an

automatic, voltage sensitive, avalanche switch that would function without

regard to the polarity of the charge. Such a device might be (1) spark gap,

(2) gaseous discharge lamp or (3) back-to-back solid state diodes. Cold

cathode gaseous discharge lamps with two or three electrodes are readily

available for test. Because small size and a non-conductive envelope were

desirable, we chose to first evaluate the tiny AC high intensity neon lamp

with two electrodes. This lamp is rated for only a few milliamperes continuous

operatLn and requires a 47,000 ohm current limiting resistor for operation

with 110 volts. Without the resistor, the lamp, could fail at less than 110

VAC when the current and time effect of overheating resulted in electrode

erosion or glass envelope rupture. The first question that needed an answer

was: 'Mould this tiny lamp without benefit of a current limiting resistor

withstand the 0.156 joules of energy to be dissipated from the 500 picofarad

capacitor charged to 25 KV?"

Our electrostatic discharge equipment included an NJE Corp. Model HP-5

powe, supply of 0-30 KV with two 1,000 picofarad 20 KV capacitors. Series

operation of the capacitors supplied a 500 picofarad capacitance chargeable to

30 KV. Parallel operation provided 2,000 picofarads at 20 KV. Low loss

switching from charge to discharge was provided by Jennings Model 4401 actuator
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with two Type RIG vacuum switches in SPDT arrangement.

1 :; To evaluate any instability of the breakdown voltage that might result

from the high amperage discharge in the lamp, we conducted breakdown voltage

evaluation tests before and after the high current pulses. For this we used

the Microdot voltage breakdown tester Model 1901-A. This equipment provided

a meter display of slow rising voltage until a selected breakdown current flow

of 10, 100 or 1,000 microampere value stopped the meter movement at the indicated

voltage level of conduction. Both one and four KV full scale deflections of the

meter were available.

Evaluation of the peak discharge currents at a time constant of approximately

ten nanoseconds was accomplished by using the single sweep trigger voltage adjust-

ment in an oscilloscope. A fractional ohm non-inductive resistor was inserted

with ore terminal to ground in series with the ACl lamp and the capacitor dis-

charge equipment. The oscilloscope sweep trigger level connection was made

across this resistor. As the capacitor discharges took place, the triggering

level was lowered until sweep of the oscilloscope was accomplished. The value

of the oscilloscope trigger setting was determined with a variable DC voltage

supply and voltmeter. The peak current flow through the AC lamp was calculated

by dividing the trigger sweep voltage setting by the value of the fractional

ohm resistor.

From these preliminary tests it was observed that the ACI lamps withstood

repeated discharges from the 500 picofarad capacitor charge to 25 KV without

benefit of any current limiting resistor. The same results were obtained with

2,000 picofarads charged to 20 KV. Microdot tests before and after the 25 KV

discharges showed that the breakdown value of the lamps had not been greatly

altered. The maximum deviation did not exceed a 6% rise and all readings were

well under the 130 volt maximum rated breakdown value. The peak currents were
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in hundreds of amperes.

FINALIZED DESIGN WITH FPLOSIVE TESTING

Our next step involved the incorporation of the ACI lamp into protective

circuitry and testing with live EED's. It has been shown that the lamp alone

can dissipate in excess of 0.156 joules per firing with intermittent duty. By

adding resistance in the preferential discharge circuit, a greater energy dis-

sipation can be handled without increasing the arc temperature in the lamp.

Figures 1 and 2 are schematic diagrams of our neon-resistor circuitry.

One lead of a 10 ohm 1/4 watt carbon resistor is soldered to join with two AC

lamps. The other lead from the resistor is grounded to the case of the EED.

For a single bridgewire device, as shown in Figure 1, each terminal of the EED

is connected to a free lamp lead. For a dual bridgewire device, as shown in

Figure 2, the free lamp leads are connected to only one terminal a each bridge-

wire.

The carbon resistor performs a dual function. It limits the percentage of

the total discharge energy that either the lamp or the bridgewire will be called

upon to absorb. Again if for any reason a lamp should become shorted, the

bridgewire would still receive better than 89% of the intended firing current.

Static discharge testing was performed on varicus EED types with and with-

out the preferential discharge path circuitry. Voltages ranged from five to

thirty KV. Capacitance was cither 500 or 2,000 picofarads. (Figure 3 shows

a test primer with protective circuitry). A small sampling of sequential tests,

first with and then without protective lamp circuitry is given in Table I. The

EED's in this sampling were single bridgewire, diazodinitrophenol base primers

with lead styphanate spot and diazo-chlorate mix. The pulse discharges started

at a 5 KV level and increased in 2 KV incremental steps. The
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effectiveness of the system is clearly demonstrated.

OBSERVATIONS

During tests conducted At Conax, two phenomena worthy of mention were

* observed.

The first observation is in reference to the 1/4 watt, 10 ohm current

limiting resistor. These resistors repectedly deci. ased in resistance by as

much as 20% with no visible outward signs of overheating. It is believed that

this occurred because the high current density pulses have changed the carboneceous

composition to a graphitic state. This change in resistance agrees with a figure

of 19-1/2% differential resistance given by National Carbon Co. for lampblack

base carbon before and ater graphitizing. In this application, the resistance

change to a lower value is of no operational concern.

The second observation is of great concern. It relates to the possible

effects of static discharge pulsing on bridgewire resistance stability. A

group of fifteen EED's having Karma alloy bridgewires coated with an ignition

mix of potassium perchlorate, powdered titanium metal and a silicone varnish

binder were subjected to random static discharge pulses. The devices hd re-

ceived a previous two-hour thermal soak at 212OF with no indicated changes in

resistance. Marked changes in bridgewire resistance for this device due to

static pulsing were observed and are summarized in Table II. For example,

one EED received thirteen pulses to reduce its resistance from 1.07 ohm to

0.82 ohm, a drop of 23-1/2%. Frequent reversal of the pulse polarity was

employed. We explain this phenomena as follows: - - - The Karma alloy has

a resistivity of 134 microhm per cm3, a coefficent of thermal expansion of

14 x 10-6 in/Co and is non-magnetic. Titanium has a resistivity of 55 microhm,

a coefficient of thermal expansion of 8.5 x 10-6 in/co and is also non-magnetic.
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It is also assumed that the metal particles in the mix are charged both

positive and negative. We believe that the mechanical bond on some of these

particles is relatively weak. With proper stimulating force such as a high

voltage positive charge applied to the bridgewire, any loose negatively charged

particles in close proximity would be attracted to the bridgewire with sufficient

force to make intimate contact and give up the excess electrons. Having done

this, the metal particle would no longer be subject to repulsion if and when a

reverse polarity pulse was applied to the bridgewire. With a change in polarity

further migration of loose particles having a positive charge would take place.

Titanium so deposited by electro-static precipitation has a unit conductivity

nearly 2-1/2 t-mes that of the Karma wire.

To partially restore the resistance of the bridgewire, it was found that

a one ampere no-fire current applied to the bridgewire for five minutes in-

creased the resistance by 17% when the previous decrease due to static pulsing

had been 24%. Recovery to better than 89% of the original resistance was not

accomplished.

Parcial Telease of the titanium from intimate contact with the Karma

wire is attributed to the 60% thermal expansion mismatch. Without resorting

to a Bruceton statistical analysis, it can only be surmised that the reduced

resistance of the bridgewire would not impair the operation of the device.

However, devices which must contractually hold a fixed bridgewire resistance

would be in serious difficulty if the required static discharge testing pro-

duced migration of metal particles in the ignition mix.

CONCLUSIONS

The tiny neon lamp ACI, chosen forzady availability small size and low

cost has met all of our special service requirements. While rated for only a
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few milliamperes continuous operation, it has handled our high amperage pulsing

without a single failure. The breakdown level is lower than the best of the

crude spark gaps many devices are now depending on.

Previously qualified EED's known to be incapable of meeting the present

static discharge requirements can now do so with the helpof this preferential

path circuitry. The neon/resistor combination can be incorporated in the EED

proper or inserted as a plug-in unit between mating connectors. Figure 4 is a

photograph of plug-in units for two and four pin connectors. Figure 5 is a

photograph of a cutaway section of an explosive actuated gas energy release

(EAGER-PAK) incorporating a pressure regulator and EED protected by our pre-

ferential discharge circuitry.

One word of caution should be given. With the preferential path of neon

V lamp and resistor circuitry, installed, a few minor changes in checK-out testing

might be required. No changes would be required in methods of bridgewire re-

sistance or in no-fire current testing. There would be no change in the 500

VAC dielectric testing if available lamps with 800 volt D.C. breakdown were

used. With the AC lamp, however, dielectric testing with over 50 volt A.C.

and a suitable current limiting resistor would only show the breakdown level

of the lamp. Lamps can fail under sustaineo conduction when overheating re-

stilts. To this we can only ask the question: - - - "Why should a 500 VAC

dielectric test be required when the device performs its safety function at

the 25 KV pulse level?"
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" " DISCUSSION

The problem of providing protection to EED's from e;ectrostatlc discharge

is being approached by use of shunt elements that become conductive when a

certain voltage 1s exceeded. Two ideas discussed:-re the use of a silicone

carbide p.eder and small neon lights, in conjunction with carbon resistors.

It is felt that the former type would, at present, occupy less volume, but

specially made neon elements could conceivably be made more compact. Silicone

carbide shunts can be tailor made to have breakdown voltages anywhere be-

tween about 200 and 1200 volts. The voltage breakdown of the neon lamps can
also be varied, The overall idea of the shunts ;s to provide a conductive path

to ground for high electrostatic voltages, but do not interfere with the

normal signal used to initiate the EED.
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3-7 DEMYTHOLOGIZING ELECTROSTATICS

By

L. D. Pitts

SINGER

Ordnance Products

INTRODUCTION

The lovely city of San Francisco was once popularly

called "Baghdad-By-The-Bay". In those days, not so long ago,

the citizens believed comfortably in many myths about their

city's virtues and perfections. In the past decade, San Franciscans

have had to shed their myths, often painfully, in order to face

the very real problems of intolerance, water and air pollution,

drug addiction, alcoholism, rising crime rate, traffic jams, and

high taxes.

The ordnance industry, including manufacturers and users,

is the victim of many myths about electrost-tic discharges. These

myths, ranging from the tragic to the ludicrous, are especially

important today. EED's are much more commonly used than formerly;

they are used in many potent weapons systems, including the most

potent, and even astronauts' lives depend on them. In fact,

aerospace specifications have been helpful in bringing many electro-

static myths to light.

My purpose in this paper is to attack the myths specifically

and one at a time. I hope your favorite myth is included.

My comments are based on several years of experience in

testing and designing EED's and on the analysis of data and comments

in the references. In two previous papers (References 1 and 2)

I have explored electrostatic design in a more orderly and (

generalized fashion than in this present paper.
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I will discuss philosophical, design, hardware, and

static sensitivity myths.

PHILOSOPHICAL MYTHS

Electrostatic design is so troublesome and confusing

to many engineers that they surround themselves with vague

dreams of perfect systems so that they can comfortably ignore

electrostatics -- until reality confronts them with a failed

acceptance test or a serious accident.

Myth 1 - Electrostatic design is unimportant because of

new "safe" initiation systems.

Anti-myth - Laser, flueric and other exotic initiation

modes are under study and may be widely applied in

specialized applications 10 years from now. But

the EBW experience has shown the difficulty of competing

with the hot wire EED, which has the virtues of low cost,

light devices and power sources, easily available power

supplies, proven reliability, rapid actuation, ease of

installation, and immense application flexibility. There

is considerable knowledge and experience in its design and

production. As long as hot wire EED's are used, electro-

static design will be important, for many present designs

are hazardous and electrostatic discharge has caused many

unnecessary tragedies.

Myth 2 - Electrostatically insensitive primary materials

make electrostatic design unnecessary.

Anti-myth - There is no way to prove that any material is

absolutely insensitive in all possible discharge modes. The

highly regarded secondaries, like PETN and RDX, have proved

very sensitive in certain conditions. Some pyrotechnics are

insensitive to contact discharges but fairly sensitive to

discharges across an air gap.
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Even if you have a primary material which is perfectly

safe to discharges (also stable and fast acting, and

with proper output),ignoring electrostatic discharges can

permit bridge resistance changes, mix degraation: insulation

resistance failure, or even EED firing if electrostatically

sensitive materials are used as intermediate or output

charges.

Myth 3 - Electrostatic discharge may be ignored for EBW's.

Anti-myth - Ignore electrostatic design and your ETW

will fire from electrostatic discharge or lightning perhaps

(Reference 3) or at least suffer bridgewire degradation or

serious sensitivity variations.

A curious phenomenon we have observed on welded EBW

bridges on unloaded headers when tested with EBW pulses

is an energy robbing arc, visible from pin-to-pin, triggered

(as in a triggered spark gap) by small arcs between the

bridgewire and the inside edges of the pins.

Myth 4 - EJ ctrostatic design is not pertinent to RF

sensitivity.

Anti-myth - It is the most important factor after bridge

system design. Mohrback and Wood of Franklin Institute

(Reference 4), site of much RF sensitivity testing, have

stated that there is often correlation between high discharge

sensitivity and high RF sensitivity.

This sensitivity is most pronounced at the highest test

frequencies, 1 to 10 GHz, where the breakdown voltage of

air is very low, making arcing possible for a few hundred

volts applied.
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EED's, which should be less sensitive to RF than DC,

can be designed for RF insensitivity by providing a

protective path for as low a breakdown voltage as

specifications allow, at least a 4:1 ratio of primer

path to protective path (Figure 1) breakdown voltage,

and as electrostatically insensitive a primer as other

constraints permit. The 4:1 ratio usually implies a primary

material with good insulation properties, particularly

high dielectric strength. Production techniques should

be employed which eliminate sharp points such as loose wire

ends in the bridge system and remove metal particles

from the cup surface (particles present after pin grinding).

Myth 5 - EED's cannot stand repeated discharges.

Anti-myth - If it is changed in any way by repeated

discharges, it is an inferior EED. If the customer can

guarantee a device will not see repeated discharges in its

handling and application, he can guarantee it will not

see even one. A person who swallows this myth would

buy a car whose brakes were guaranteed to work well just

once.

Myth 6 - A device safe to a 25 KV discharge from 500 pf

(the standard discharge) is perfectly safe.

Anti-myth - These values are supposedly the human body

maxima (Reference 5), though Tucker (Reference 6) suggests

the voltage may be as high as 40 KV. However, other electro-

static sources such as plastic bags, missiles, large equip-

ment, and lightning induction may store higher voltages or

represent larger capacitances. Burger and Rost (Reference 3)

have detailed the firing by lightning induction of an EED

(containing Al-KCl0 4, which is supposedly an insensitive

mix, and pistol powder) which was specified as being safe

when tested with a 25KV discharge from 600 pf.
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For the pin-to-pin mode a broken bridgewire can

compromise an otherwise adequate design.

Myth 7 - No one has ever proposed a standard electro-

static discharge development program.

Anti-myth - I have. Reference 2 also includes a more

detailed electrostatic discharge specification than any

I have seen.

Myth 8 - The electrostatic test circuit should have

5,000 ohms in series with the EED.

Anti-myth - If the test is intended to simulate non-

human sources such as plastic bags and missiles, no

resistance should be employed since such sources may

have essentially zero resistance.

Even for simulation of human sources the 5,000 ohms

determined by Franklin Institute (Reference 5) may be

quite high since Tucker's data for humans (Reference 6)

yields equivalent series resistances as low as 600 ohms.

Myth 9 - Lead styphnate EED's are inherently unsafe.

Anti-myth - Many are quite safe. A 25¢ lead styphnate-

primed electric olasting cap is considerably less sensitive

to electrostatic discharge than a $10 power transistor, such

as might be employed in a missile guidance system.

Of course, there are poorly designed $10 EED's (using lead

stypnate or a pyrotechnic) which are inferior to 25¢

transistors in discharge performance.

Generally what should be regarded as unsafe is any design

which does not have insulation in series with the sensitive

primary material or whose protective device has a breakdown

voltage greater than 3KV.
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DESIGN MYTHS

Engineers I have known, including some very bright

ones, calmly accept a variety of myths about electrostatic

design, some sophisticated and some simply ridiculous.

EED users with no experience in EED design and manufacture

are particularly liable to accept any plausible rumor about electro-

static design.

Myth 10 - Dielectric strength, expressed in volts/mil, is

independent of dielectric thickness.

Anti-myth - Dielectric strength is the measure of critical

electric field for breakdown at some particular distance.

For distances typical of EED's the best simple approximation

for breakdown voltage is:

V = N /dB
where VB = Breakdown voltage

N = Constant for material

d = Material thickness

Thus the breakdown voltage is only three times as great

at 9 mils as at 1 mil. Breakdown voltage increases but

dielectric strength decreases with increasing distance.

CAUTION: Be very careful using single value dielectric

strengths from vendor data sheets. Dielectric strength

may have been tested for a thickness anywhere from 1 mil

to 1 inch.

Myth 11 - Dielectric constant is related to dielectric

strength.

Anti-myth - Dielectric constant enables calculation of the

capacitance of a material in a particular geometry and has
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no particular relationship to dielectric strength, the

highest electric field intensity a material can withstand

without arcing over.

Myth 12 - Breakdown voltage of two series dielectrics is

always the sum of their separate breakdown voltages.

Anti-myth - If a gaseous dielectric develops corona

(partial discharge), almost the entire source voltage

will appear across a solid dielectric in series. Figure 2

illustrates this behavior in the Corona Region, where the

breakdown voltage of air is a small fraction of that for

mylar. Here system breakdown voltage is just the breakdown

voltage of the mylar.

Beyond this region is the Partial Corona Region where

corona also occurs, but not until the applied voltage

significantly exceeds the breakdown voltage of air.

The divergence of the data from the curve predicted by

summing the breakdown voltages of air and mylar is plainly

evident in Figure 2.

Incidentally, our tests show that in common configurations

electrostatic discharge corona will not initiate normal

lead styphnate and other primaries. Corona energy is

quite small and distributed throughout the primer volume.

Myth 13 - Electrical breakdown instantaneously follows

application of overvoltage.

Anti-myth - If it did, protective gaps might not require

a 4:1 breakdown voltage ratio.

Data for an air gap (Reference 7) show time to breakdown

decreasing from 100 nanoseconds near the threshold electric

field to .5 i1anoseconds at four times the threshold field.

Presumably, solid insulation has a different response time.
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Myth 14 - Voltage division on series insulation paths

inside an EED is determined by material resistances during

discharge testing.

Anti-myth - All EED's break down someplace. Thus,

the explosives and insulating materials are exposed to

discharges for only a few microseconds, a period when the

EED capacitances determine the voltage division.

Myth 15 - A protective gap (sometimes called "spark ring")

is a dramatic new concept.

Anti-myth - Remember Ben Franklin's lightning rod.

Almost all EED's have such a mechanism, though it may not

have been intentionally designed and may not work well.

There are many ingenious schemes for providing a protective

breakdown path such as use of variable pin spacing, metal

powders with low breakdown voltage and plated plastic films.

A convenient protection device is a zener diode. Certain

common zeners, when built into firing cables, can protect

detonators which are very sensitive to discharges. Yet

the zeners will not affect the normal firing pulse.

Myth 16 - A protective gap will work reliably if the break-

down voltage of the protective gap is less than that of the

protected gap (primary explosive path, for instance.)

Anti-myth - Figure 3 refutes this for ratios (breakdown

voltage of protected gap to protective gap) less than 3:1.

A safe ratio should be 4:1 for air. It might differ some-

what for solid insulation.
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For lesser ratios at slight overvoltages statistical

considerations will permit some breakdowns of the protected

gap prior to breakdown of the protective gap. At large

overvoltages breakdown times are so short that the protective

gap cannot serve its intended function and both gaps

break down.

Significantly, Figure 3 predicts that a device with a

2.2:1 ratio would be safer for a 15 KV discharge than for

a 9 KV discharge.

Inadequate protection ratios are the principal cause

of erratic response (some fire, some don't) of certain
EED designs to electrostatic discharge.

Myth 17 - Adequate protection ratio is obtained by protective

path design only.

Anti-myth - The protected path is equally importan in
obtaining a 4:1 breakdown ratio. Concentrate on designing

thick insulation of high dielectric strength (polyester

films and ceramics, for instance) in series with the primer

mix. For primary explosives, use of fine. particles pressed
at high pressures may be helpful in obtaining higher

dielectric strength.

Myth 18 - Electrostatic discharge energy for ignition of a
given EED type (pin-to-case) is about the same as its hot

wire ignition energy.

Anti-myth - While the absolute minimum energy required to

initiate the primary material in laboratory conditions might

be of the same order of magnitude for hot wire and discharge

stimuli, both initiation systems are extremely inefficient

for EED's.
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The hot wire system losses are primarily thermal conduction

losses to the header or pins. Discharge losses are usually

a function of the voltage required to overcome the dielectric

strenqth of the primary material and other series insulation.

A protect ive path can absorb most of the discharge energy.

Since the energy losses are independent, hot wire and

electrostatic discharge initiation energies for a given

EED type can easily differ by several orders of magnitude.

Myth 19 - A poor design will survive discharge tests if

5000 ohms is in series with the EED.

Anti-myth - Though the 5000 ohms may absorb most of the

discharge energy, it does not prevent the full test voltage

from appearing across the primer for some brief period

before the system breaks down. If the primer should break

down, due to poor design, there may still be enough energy

available to ignite the primary material.

Our experiments show that both normal lead styphnate and

Zr/MoO 3 (both 3 mils thick) can be initiated from a 500 pf

capacitor charged to 4 KV with 5000 ohms in series. Since

specified test voltages for EED's are commonly 9 or 25 KV,

these materials could be initiated in certain device

configurations.

The 5000 ohms could be helpful with somewhat insensitive

primers or in the pin-to-pin mode, though there is still

the possibility of trouble due to pin-to-case-to-pin arcs.

HARDWARE MYTHS

There is a category of myths which are not evident until one

gets to th( tcst or hardware staqe. These myths, often unstated

,)sc;ur ,L )I F , can be quite co ;tly.
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There is no substitute for intelligent experience.

Aristotle would never have conceived the myth that men have more

teeth than women if he had but looked in Mrs. Aristotle's mouth.

Myth 20 - If some EED's pass dischatge testing and some

fail, production personnel are to blame.

Anti-myth - Erratic response is usually caused by

inadequate breakdown ratio (less than 4:1) provided by

the design engineer. Prove it yourself by taking the

units which survived and retesting them several times.

Some will fire in the subsequent tests.

Production problems generally cause 100% failures, due for

instance to use of cleaning solvents which leave conductive

residues.

Myth 21 - It is sufficient to test a few prototypes at

the specified voltage.

Anti-myth - The designer (or second-source engineer)

should know from actual test data the failure voltage of

an unprotected device, the protection breakdown voltage

ratio, and assembly precautions, (See development program
in Reference 2). Tests at the specification voltage are

uninfozmative and often misleading.

Myth 22 - Nothing can happen to the bridgewire in discharge

testing.

Anti-myth - Discharge testing (without series resistance)

often causes bridgewire resistance change, particularly a

decrease due to pseudo-welding near the inside edge of a

pin. Resistance changes can also occur at the welds due to

rewelding and electromechanical stress (which can actually

make an unconfined bridgewire jump several mils). In certain

cases at high voltages the resistance may increase due to spark

erosion of the bridgewire.
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Myth 23 - A needle electrode always has a lower breakdown

voltage than a ball electrode for a constant gap distance.

Anti-myth - Most common metals develop thin oxides of

relatively high dielectric strength on their surfaces

in the presence of air. These oxides on a needle can

triple the breakdown voltage required for a particular

air gap. Round and flat electrodes have enough surface

area that the oxide film has little effect. Thus, a

ball electrode, which has a higher breakdcwn voltage

than an unoxidized needle, may break down at half the

voltage required for an oxidized needle.

Needles can be used reliably if cleaned with an abrasive

before each test or if made of non-oxidizing materials such

as platinum. Considerable static sensitivity testing is

invalid due to the use of oxidized needles.

Myth 24 - Cleaning with a mild chemical reagent is sufficient

for a ground header.

Anti-myth - Grinding imbeds small metal particles in the

header surface, shortening the insulation path (particularly

for R ') and lowering the breakdown voltage across the header.

We raised the breakdown voltage (for both 500 pf discharge

and 60 Hz sources) for 10 "clean" ceramic headers more than

50'% in each case by spraying them briefly with abrasive

powder from an S. S. White Airbrasive tool.

Myth 25 - Insulation resistance is always a non-destructive

test.

Anti-myth - I have seen quite a few poorly built and

poorly designed EED's blow up in this test.
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Myth 26 - Plastic bags are ideal packaging for EED's.

Anti-myth - Plastic bags can be killers. They easily

build up and maintain sufficient electrostatic charge

to be hazardous to completed or in-process EED's. Plastic

safety shields and face masks can also be dangerous unless

sprayed with an anti-static coating or plated with a thin

metal film,

Myth 27 - Resistivities of lead styphnate and lead azide

are unimportant to their handling qualities.

Anti-myth - The high resistivity (1013 ohm-cm) of lead

styphnate can permit it to build up large charges on itself

and cause autoinitiation. In some plants small quantities

of graphite are added to lower resistance and minimize the

self-charging, though the additional graphite significantly

increases the.lead styphnate sensitivity.

Lead azide has a much lower resistivity (1010 ohm-cm) which

may in extreme cases cause autoinitiation by simple ohmic

heating (no arcing). This condition is indicated in the

interesting but alarmist work of Hanna and Polson (Reference 8).

Calculations indicate it would be difficult to raise an

entire .003 mm azide particle to ignition temperature with

4 x 10-3 ergs. )ut the energy may have been localized near
the probes used to provide ulectrical contact.

ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVITY MYTHS

Sad to say, present electrostatic sensitivity testing itself

has the quality of myth. It does not measure what it is supposed

to measure and it offers very little practical insight into

explosive behavior.
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Show me an engineer who really believes in electrostatic

sensitivity testing and I will show you a man who believes

in fairies and trolls - and who is rather weak in chemistry,

physics, and electricity.

Myth 28 - Electrostatic sensitivity testing produces

consistent data.

Anti-myth - Observe the "random numbers" for sensitivity

compiled from various sources in Table I.

Myth 29 - Electrostatic sensitivity test parameters

can be chosen arbitrarily.

Anti-myth - The wide range of data in Table I is due

to this misconception.

Of the many parameters which can be significant in sensi*;ivity

testing capacitance, voltage, sample thickness, and

consolidation pressure, can be singled out as especially

important.

In many tests the voltage is held constant and the capacitance

varied or vice versa. it is necessary to vary both, as

in Figures 4 and 5 to obtain a practical insight into the

material's behavior and to find a true minimum for the

particular test configuration.

Sample thickness determines the voltage required to

break down the explosive in a given test configuration,

and thus has a strong effect on the minimum capacitor energy.

If the powder is not compressed it will be blown around

in a dust by an arc. The result is an erratic test of
a dust.
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A partial list of the parameters which should be

carefully examined and reported in a thorough electro-

static sensitivity test is presented below:

1. capacitance 12. contact or air gap

2. test voltage 13. electrode configu-

3. humidity ration

4. sample thickness 14. consolidation
pressure

5. particle size 15. quality of contact

6. oxidized needle electrode 16. spark location

7. confinement 17. temperature

8. statistical effects 18. sample area

9. data presentation 19. impurities

10. manufacturing process of powder 20. stray capacitance

'1. pulse rise time 21. circuit impedance

Myth 30 - Primary explosives and pyrotechnics respond to

electrostatic sensitivity testing in much the same way,

even though minimum energies may be quite different.

Anti-myth - One would be surprised if the response were

similar since primary explosives commonly have much smaller

critical volumes than pyrotechnics and the initiation process

very probably consists of the heating of the critical volume

by the hot air in the discharge arc.

We performed a test to verify the different responses of lead

styphnate and a Zr/MoO 3 mix, a typical primary and a metal-

metal oxide pyrotechnic.

In these tests the powders were compressed to 16,000 psi to

prevent electrostatic repulsion effects. Steel phono needles

(cleaned after each test) were used as top electrodes. The

bottom electrode was flat except for a step to hold the

plastic charge cup. Material breakdown was monitored with
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an oscilloscope. The needle was moved to a different

point on the Zr/MoO3 after each voltage application

which produced breakdown. The top electrode was in

contact with the explosive for these tests.

From the voltage vs capacitance graph of Figure 4 and

the energy vs capacitance graph of Figure 5, a convenient

method of presenting sensitivity data, two differences

are clear.

First, the lead styphnate never breaks down without firing

while the Zr/MoO breaks down at voltages far below the3
firing voltage for small capacitances.

Second, firing energy is a strong function of capacitance

for lead styphnate but the Zr/MoO3 firing energy is

independent of capacitance in this capacity range. Thus

we cannot indicate which material is "more sensitive"

unless the capacitance is specified.

One can conclude from this data that Zr/MoO3 (and probably

many other pyrotechnics) can break down without the critical

volume reaching initiation temperature and that many electro-

static sensitivity data for lead styphnate (and probably

other primaries) are confused by the relatively large amount

of energy the test capacitor must store in ordez to achieve

the voltage necessary to break down the lead styphnate and

release the small amount of energy (likely a few ergs)

necessary for initiation.

Myth 31 - Electrostatic sensitivity testing yields

reliable data pertinent to the handling and processin

of explosives.

Anti-myth - How can even detailed sensitivity testing

cover all the different handling situations an explosive
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inay be exposed to so that one can say what the

likelihood of ignition is in any situation?

Below is a partial list of the different handling

conditions an explosive may be exposed to:

1. different shape implements 8. density
(electrodes) 9. motion

2. moving air (air 10. pressure
conditioning)

3. light 11. source resistance

4. fixed and moving 12. source inductance

"electrodes" 13. source capacitance

5. stray electric fields 14. source voltage

6. humidity

7. temperature

If you want to know how sensitive an explosive is in a

given situation you just have to simulate that situation

and vary the important parameters during your tests.

Hanna and Polson did this somewhat with the Jones loader

(Reference 8). Otherwise you are just making a guess and

you might as well admit it. In one case explosive A may

be 10 times as sensitive as explosive B. In another case

the opposite may be true.

Myth 32 - Pyrotechnics are less sensitive than primary

explosives.

Anti-myth - Some are; some are not. Pyrotechnics with

fine zirconium and magnesium powders are particularly

sensitive. For a 500 pf source Zr/MoO3 is appreciably

more sensitive than normal lead styphnate (Figure 5).

Unfortunately the factors which make a pyrotechnic

sufficiently heat sensitive for use on the bridgewire

and the factors producing electrostatic sensitivity
are not usually independent of each other.
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CONCLUS ION

In liqht of ihe refutation of electrostatic myths,

thotie are a few X Si tive idea, to keep in mind.

1) Lloctrostatic design is very important to the

ordnince industry and always will be.

2) An electrostatically safe EED can be designed
using practically any primary material if adequate

internal insulation and protection breakdown voltage

ratio are provided.

3) EED hardware should be thoroughly and intelligently

tested so that all anomolies present are observed and

understood.

4) Electrostatic sensitivity testing is very interesting

but not to be trusted.

If the winds of reason and experience will blow and dispell

the mythy smog surrounding electrostatics, more EED's will be

manufactured which reflect the increasing matur~ty of our industry.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVITY DATA

Lead Styphnate
Initiation Information Source
Energy (ergs)

11100 - 9,000 Bureau of Mines (1944)

9,000 Bureau of Mines (1953)

4,000 Reynolds Lab, Atlas Chemical

20 ACD Lab, Atlas Chemical

3.8 - 112 Franklin Institute

Lead Azide

56,000 - 70,000 Bureau of Mines (1944)

70,000 (dextrinated) Bureau of Mines (1953)

62,000 (dextrinated) Reynolds Lab, Atlas Chemical

62,000 (PVA) Reynolds Lab, Atlas Chemical

100 (dextrinated) ACD Lab, Atlas Chemical

2 (PVA) ACD Lab, Atlas Chemical

2 (RI 1333) ACD Lab, Atlas Chemical

400 - 18,00% Franklin Institute

70,000 - '80,000 (dextrinated) Franklin Institute

.004 Mason and Hanger
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3-8 InlTIATIw OF IcTROECPLOSIVE DrVICEs
BY LIGHTNING*

By H. S. North, Safety Engineering
Sandia Ccrporation, Albuquerque, N. M.

Introduction

The users of electroexplosive devices have been concerned about

the effects of atmospheric potential gradient for many years, but the

use of END's was limited, and most facilities had lightning protection

on buildings for assembly and testing. As the use of EMD's has in-

creased in numbers and applications, much of the assembly and testing

is done in field locations where work is stopped when hazardous potential

gradients exist. The approach of storm clouds with lightning is def-

initely a good time to shut down, but how about wind and dust-generated

potential gradients? Most of our work is in the deserts of New Mexico

and Nevada, where it is very dry and a moderate wind can generate 5000

v/m; if we do get any rain, it comes with much thunder and lightning.

In fact, the mountains west of Socorro, New Mexico, are considered by

atmospheric physicists as an excellent location to study lightning and,

for this reason, is the site of the Lanpuir Laboratory Atmospheric

Research Facilities operated by the New Mexico Institute of Mining

Technolosr (NMIIT).

Sandia Laboratories, operated for the Atomic Energy Cmission by

Sandia Corporation, is involved in extensive field testing of both con-

ventional and nuclear explosives. This requires installstion and handl-

ing of ED's under field conditions where the potential gradient is a

major consideration. We use grounding straps and antistatic clothing

to minimize the hazards, and have continuous recording potential gradient

meters to warn of high potentials. This equipment is set to sound an

*This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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alarm when a preselecte4 potential is reached. We now use 2000 v/z

as the value for stopping work in open areas, and the approach of

electrical storms stops work in all areas, including lightning-

protected facilitier.

The 2000 v/a is for our test sites and nay or may not be applicable

at other locations. We used data from six to seven years of experience

of recording potential gradients to arrive at this value. This data

indicated that a value of 2000 v/m may be approached many times and

then fall off; but if this value is exceeded, it will generally then

go to much higher readings in a short time (15 to 30 minutes). The

metrz we use covers the range of -10,000 to +10,000 v/m, and these

vulues are exceeded during storm conditions.

Other approaches to reducing the hazards of atmospheric electricity

have been to make the D less sensitive and to design firing circuits

to shield against static electricity. There is no problem determining

the firing energies required for the EED's; the problem is what energ

can be expected fruc atmospheric potentials in the form of static

charges and induced currents. The NNW had studies underway to measure

the fine structure of lightning, and we discussed the problem with

Dr. Marx Brook who was directing these studies at Langnuir Laboratories.

He was interested in the problem and agreed to our fielding an experi-

ment in conjunction with hit study if Sandia Laboratory provided funds

and instrumentation for the additional work.

Test Setup

We decided to use the go, no-go method of instrumentation. This

consisted of placing fourteen different NED's, with lead wires 50 to

200 feet long, in an open meadow near the measuring instruments used

for Dr. Brook's study. The devicet and the lead wires were typical of

fleld-test setups. The END's ranged from sensitive lead azide and lead

styphn&te detonators through explosive bolts, blasting caps, squibs,

pressure cartridges, and rocket initiators to exploding bridgewire

detonators. Each ZED was attached to a film switch to indicate firing
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time, then placed in a box with a 1/2-inch plywood separator to prevent

one device from inaitiating the next. The leads were placed on the ground

radiating from the box. These leads or antennae, as you choose to look

at them, were attached to one side of the EED bridgewire and the other

side was attached to a comon ground rod. As the EED's were fired by

the lightning, they were replaced by a like device. All the types of

EED's were fired during the 1-month exposure, and some types were fired

several times.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation used to measure the lightning parameters con-

sisted of:

1. Field measurement: NMIMT field mill

2. Field change:

a. Slow Antenna -- This is a high-input impedance instrument

with a time constant of approximately 10 seconds. The

long-time constant allows one to follow the field varia-

tions faithfully over the period of a flash, but the

output returns to zero level between flashes. The oat-

put of this antenra system was recorded on an Ampex

FR-1300 tape machine, along with thunder records from a

capacitor microphone and the IRIG-B time code.

b. Fast Antenna -- This instrument has a very short-time

constant and emphasizes the most rapidly changing events

in the flash. The output of this antenna was recorded on

an FR-1400 with a direct record response of 1.5 megahertz

(Mz).

The film switch activation and the IRIG-B time code vre recorded

on L, CEC recorder, and in this way the lightning stroke causing the EED's

to fire could be identified.

The data from the field measurements was read from the records and

reported by Dr. Brook (Ref 2). The type of device and time of firing

was reported by Mr. Burger (Ref 1). The data is not cmplete for all
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the strokes that caused ED's to ir-itiate beoause of power loss or

other damage from direct strikes on transmission lines and allied

equipment. However, the results of these tests do give sme indi-

cation of electrical fields that will initiate XED's.

Conclusions

The electrical fields associated with firing EED's and same fields

where no devices were fired are shown in the table. The electrical

field was measured by the slow antenna to provide readings of the maxi-

mum potential. The distance to the stroke was determined by measuring

the time from flash to thnkder; also Dr. Brook (Ref 2) calculatad the

distance frc electrical field changes. The data shown represents our

initial attempt to find some correlation between potential gradients

and hazards to field operations involving explosives; it is very meager

and for only one location but dces indicate orders of magnitude.

Strokes of 17, 30, or even 56 kv per meter did not fire liD's, while

100 kv and up did fire them; and distances leas than 3 kilcmeters pro-

vide such values.

Our objective was to determine safe limits of potential gradieats

for use during field operations. I believe our limit of 2000 v/M gives

us an adequate factor of safety for this ttst setup. I want to point

out here that this data did cover the fu.l range of sensitivities of

explosives, but only one type of antenw system was tested. There are

many more systems as well as location, that could affect the limiting

values. As an example, recently we had a case where a firing circuit

was activated when static electricity provided the firing signal for

a silicon-controlled rectifier usad as a switch, thus detonating the

explosive charge.

Future

There is much work left to be done. In fact, we have created more

questions than answers. I believe for future studies re would want to

measure currents and potentials at the bridgaire, study potential

gradient prior to the stroke af, a possible means of forecasting high

gradients, and to set limits for our warning systems. We would also
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like to field-test design features of new firing systems and NED's.

To do these things, it would be desirable to know in advance where the

stroke will occur; and at Langmuir Laboratories they are installing a

cable across a canyon that is expected to attract lightning strokes.

They are also constructing a large lightning antenna on a mountain

with a lead into instrumentation for measuring currents. Both of

these facilities should provide strokes at a known location and measure

their structure.
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DISCUSSION

The manner in which an EED with attached antenna initiates in a lightning

field may be difficult to detect and may depend on antenna configuration.

Initiation may occur from current flow thrcugh the bridgewire, or from a

static spark from bridgewire to case. Tests in a given field with EED's

that had loop antennas with the case isolated from ground and loop antennas

feeding through the bridgewire to ground initiated, qhile those with loop

antennas with the case grounded did not, From these tests it was assumed

that initiation was caused by current flow and not static spark.
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No. of
Electrical Devices Distance (k-M)

Date Field (v/a) Fired Calc Meas.

8/4/66 242,ooo* 8 1.8 1.0

30,400*
33,400*

26,600*

205,000* 2 1.9 2.2

8/7/66 9,000
11,000

9,500

8/8/66 97,000 8 2.4 2.0

16,000

15,000

56,000

8/9/66 No record 1 NR lR

17,OO

13,000

14,000

8/17/66 4,20c
3,500

9,000

8/26/66 Recorder off scale 1 NR NR

38,000

35,000

38,000

*All five readings recorded in 10-minute period. Z3D's expended

in first stroke could not bt replaced prior to other strokes.
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3-10 LIQUID DESENSITIZED INITIATORS

by
Robert W. Heinemann

Background

The safety of initiators of hazardous reactions has always provided

major technical problems,, Thus, initiators should be safe to manufacture,

assemble, store aid transport, yet must function with a high degree of

reliability in many military and commercial applications. Strong desire

for maximum safety has led to the development of some highly insensitive

electrical initiators, which reomire a vast amount of electrical energy

for initiation. Exploding bridgEwire (EBW) detonators, originally developed

for the Atomic Energy Commission, re examples of such devices. These are

relatively expensive and require special accessories for proper use.

Consequently, they have found only li'ited acceptance to date. Most

commercial and military initiators are capable of being functioned at

relatively low energy levels and therefo-e present a degree of hazard

when handled manually. Because of this h~zard, most military initiator

and fuze assembly operations are conducted remotely and under carefully

controlled processes. The result has been a high safety record in United

States munition plants.

Unfortunately, there are many operations in existence which do not

lend themselves to such remote operations. Thesi operations involve

instances where initiators are manually placed in direct contact with

relatil,'ely large quantities of hazardous materials While numerous pre-

cautions are taken to provide "maximum protection" .'or the person performing

this pperation, there is a small, but finite probability, that the initiator

may accidentally be functioned furing the operation. While much progress

has oeen made in providing safety equipment and procedures to reduce the
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probability of an accident to a minute quantity, it has not altogether

been eliminated. Reasons for accidental initiations include static electricity,

electromagnetic radiation, induced voltages, accidental impact, equipment

failure and human error.

Design Objective

The basid reason for the initiation is the fact that when

an initiator sees the proper stimulus, irrespective of whether applied

purposely or accidentally, it will function. While this is desired when

the stimulus is purposely applied, it is extremely undesirable during the

handling operations. It occured to me that a process could be devised

which would permit the initiator to be temporarily desensitized for a

sufficient time frame to permit increased safety during the assembly

operations. In my literature search for a process which would lend

itself to implementation, I came across two pertinent facts. The first of

these involves the desensitization of explosives by liquids. Numerous

hazardou3 explosives are shipped under water, water/alcohol or other fluids

in order to minimize or to eliminate the possibility of a premature explosion.

The second fact was obtained through a study of initiator design requirements.

The designer has been continuously plagued by a poor functioning reliability

when the active materials contain trace quantities of moisture. It appeared

to me that a liquid oould be permitted to enter the initiator through a

poroub opening and fill the spaces between particles, In many initiators

there is appreciable space for the entry of liquid between particles, Thus,

lead azide, compressed into a detonator at 15,000 pounds per square inch,

has only a density of 3.1 grams per cubic centimeter. Lead azide has a
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crystal density of 4.6 grams per cubic centimeter. This leaves more than

30% space between the lead azide particles at the 15,000 psi loading pressure.

This holds promise of meeting the objectives of permitting incorporation of

a sufficient quantity of desensitizer to yield the desired quenching action.

If the liquid were volatile, it could vaporize at a later time and permit

the initiator to perform its normal function.

To evaluate this approach, two flash and one electric detonators

were fabricated in such a way that at least one opening wis closed off with

a pvrous material, such as filter paper. The detonators were immersed in

a volatile fluid and weighings conducted on some to determine the rate of

fluid entering the detonators. It was found that most of the fluid capable

of being held entered these initiators within a few minutes. Initiation

attempts were completely futile on these wet initiators even when energies

several times their functioning requirements were applied. The output of

such detonators is normally measured by their ability to blow holes through

or to dent metal discs. Exposure Time tests showed that such initiators

became slowly armed and after some delay time began to exhibit signs of

"output" in terms of dents, For the specific test conditions it was

possible to obtain no "output', in less than 5 minutes of exposure, while

obtaining proper output in 15 minutes. This data was obtained with several

hundred test units, indicating that the original premise of temporary

desentization was valid. An extremely significant aspect was-arrived at

during weighing at various exposure times. It was found that only a few

milligram quantities of desensitizer are required to produce the desired

desensitization. This indicates that surface phenomena may control the
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initiation process to a very high degree.

Alternate Designs

There are cases, especially in the testing phase, where

considerable manual handling is involved, yet rapid arming is desired after

the handling phase in order to maintain maximum safety during the assembly

operation. The rapid arming can be obtained by providing the initiator with

a means of heating in order to obtain the subsequent rapid arming. A small

:-eating unit integral to or surrounding the initiator would meet the objective.

Some initiators, especially those containing pryotechnic mixtures, are

somewhat unstable, and some are deteriorated by exposure to air. Two

approaches can be utilized to increase safety in their utilization. One

approach is to seal off the open end with a cap, tape or the like to permit

storage without deterioration. The seal is removed just before use.

Another approach is to construct the initiator as a multi-component unit,

with the units separated from each other by a porous tube containing a low

density absorbent material. This material would absorb the desensitizer

and prevent the propagation of the initiation between the components by

stifling any flame. When dry, on the other hand, it would propagate

through the material. Probably the best way to construct the components

would be to separate the same into a primer and flash initiated acceptor

unit containing the output material.

Desensitizers

In general, any inert liquid can act as the desensitizer for

initiator constituent. The desensitizer must be so chosen as to meet the

requirements of the conditions under which it is used. Thus, a desensitizer
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with a relatively high volatility at the ambient temperature condition

would not be practical for a test area where there is a long waiting time to

arming. On the other hand, items which require extensive handling for

assembly purposes and which will not be used for months or years subsequently

would use desentizers with a much lower volatility. Since the ambient

temperature would range fron Arctic to Tropics, a wide range of desensitizers

may be desired. The inclosed table shows a chart of proposed desensitizers

with their range of usable temperatures. It should be cautioned that any

desensitizer selected would have to be checked for compatibility (non-reactivity)

with all mterials composing the .initiator (although for short time exposure

there will be little reaction in most cases.) From a theoretical viewpoint,

the liquids with a higher specific heat will tend to be better desensitizers

and are preferred.

Ramification

The ramification of this investigation is that it may open a

new approach toward rtaining a considerable increase in safety in operations

which require n,'nual handling of initiators. This appears to be possible

through a relatively minor modification of initiators. While it cannot be

categorically stated that it can be applied to all initiators, it does

appear to warrant serious consideration, based on the apparent considerable

increase in safety which it could provide. It appears especially applicable

to operations which require the manual insertion of initiators into high

energy materials, such as explosives, propellants or pyrotechnics. The

most likely areas to benefit involve the following:

a. Blasting c. Mining Operations

b. Manual Fuze Assembly and Disassembly d. Aerospace Device Connections

c, Testing
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LIQUIDS FOR USABLE TEMPE-ATURE RANGE

OF

"__._ Min Chemical Compound

19C 160 n-propanol

170 140 sym. quatro-chloro difluoroethane

)40 100 ethanol

)30 90 methanol

100 70 1, 1, 2 trichloro; 1, 2, 2 trifluo'oethane

100 60 sym-quatrofluoro dibromoethane

60 30 isopentane

55 20 trichloro fluoroethane

30 -10 dichloro fluoroethane

20 -20 sym. quatrofluora dichloroethane

-20 -60 methyl chloride

-60 -90 dichloro fluoroethane

DISCUSSION

Some liquids that can be utilized to desensitize high explosives used

in initiators and primers are water, methyl chloroform, methanol, and ethanol.

Desensitization is required during the handling and loading of explosives for

initiators. Other compounds such as the Fluronote series sold by the 3M

Company have been noted to break up under certain conditions and caused ex-

plosions. This has been noted particularly with the use of metallic powders

in rather large quantities.

The incorporation of a small amount of bulking agent can also cause de-

sensitization.
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3- Ii IN'1STRU'lE?1TATIO, FOR IIAKING BROADBAND

4IEASUREMENTS ON .LECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES

Jack G. Hewitt, Jr.
Denver Research Institute

University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210

INTRODUCTION1

Ordnance systems must be certified to compalibility with range

safety requirements so that accidental initiations are prevented. Usually

a worst-case mathematical analysis of a system in a specified environment

is made to determine whether it meets range safety specifications. flow-

ever, it is sensible to require that certain measurements be made to veri-

fy the applicability of the models used in the analysis. In particular,

electroexplosive device sensitivities for all modes of initiation for all

frequencies must be determined by measurement, and stray energy coming into

the electroexplosive devices from ordnance subsystems in various environ-

ments should be measured.

Electromagnetic compatibility measurements on ordnance systems

present some unique problems. Measurements must be made from DC to 10 gliz

although ordnance subsystems are designed to operate only at DC and low

frequencies. High frequency characteristics of these subsystems are diffi-

cult to predict due to uncontrollable variations of lead dress, parasitic

impedances, connector contacts, shielding etc. In addition, broadband

measurements are made with equipment usually having a characteristic im-

pedance of 50 ohms so that some type of probe-coupler is required to con-

nect to the ordnance circuit. Ideally the probe-coupler should not per-

turb the electrical characteristics of the ordnance circuit and its effect

on the electrical measurements should be negligible or nulled by compensation.
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Since the purpose of electromagnetic compatibility measurements

is to search for stray energy which is supposed to be below a specified

level, it is necessary to have equipment that can respond over an ex-

tremely wide frequency range without continuous adjustment or substitu-

tions of components. The best available instrumentation for ordnance cir-

cuitry uses thermal sensors which detect stray energy dissipated as heat

in the component measured or electrical detectors which respond to the

peak voltage between the points of contact. The best method of measuring

the broadband electrical characteristics of small ordnance components and

circuits uses microstrip transmission line and microwave integrated cir-

cuit techniques as nrobe-couplers to assure accuraie and meaningful data.

*THERiL SENSORS

Thermistors and thermocouples are commonly used for broadband

power measurements. Thermistors are operated in pairs so that one senses

ambient temperature while the other senses the heated eJement temperature.

They are connected in a bridge circuit so that output is proportional to

temperature difference. Sensitivity is limited by the slight but unavoid-

able difference in thermistor characteristics, which cause bridge unbal-

ance as ambient temperature changes. Time response of thermistors depends

on size and geometry. Thermocouples sense temperature difference between

the hot and reference junctions and require no bridge circuit or balancing.

They are self contained, low impedance power sources which can drive gal-

vanometers, voltage controlled oscillators and level detecting circuits

directly. Ambient temperature changes have no effect on a thermocouple

and there is no intrinsic limit to thermocouple sensitivity. Sensitivity
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is limited by the characteristics of the galvanometer or input amplifier.

Time response depends on size and geenetry.

Broadband electrical power measurements are made with a power

head consisting of a heating element which is electrically isolated from

a thermal sensor. The heating element is designed to have a co"stant

specified impedance over an extremely wide frequency range and to provide

maximum heating of the thermal sensor. VSWR and sensitivity are measures

of how well the power heads arc designed to meet these conditions. Com-

mercial power meters designed with a 50 ohm coaxial input typically operate

from a 10 M.Iz to 18 PlIz with a maximum VSWR of 1.75. The useful range of

power measurement for a thermistor type meter is 1 microwatt to 10 milli-

watts and for a thermocouple type meter 0.03 microwatt to 1 milliwatt.

Broadband electrical power measurements on ordnance systems can

be made in a similar manner by using inert electroexplosive devices in-

strumented with heat sensors. The instrumented electroexplosive device is

the power head of a power meter. See Figures 1 and 2. The header and

bridgewire assembly presents the same impedance characteristic as a real

electroexplosive device. Sensitivity is maximized by selecting the best

heat sensor and designing it to receive the maximum amount of heat without

making electrical connection to the bridgewire circuit. Experience has

shown that thin film thermocouples are the most sensitive heat sensors for

this application and that the pattern of the films can be optimized to ac-

commodate various types of electroexplosive devices. (See Figure 3). The

minimum detectible power from DC to 10 GHz is 1 to 10 microwatts depending

on the geometry of the electroexplosive device, and the upper limit of

power is 10 to 100 milliwatts. This sensitiity is less than the commer-
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cia] thermocouple power head because the bridgewire-header configuration

is small anc ;is not been optimized as a heating element whereas the

heating element in a commercial power head is larger and especially de-

signed to transfer maximum heat to a larger sensor. Typical DC calibra-

tions are shown in Table 1.

The response of thermocouple instrumented electroexplosive de-

vices as a function of frequency can he determined by using the bridgewire

as a bolometer for a reference measurement. Then the bridgewire of an

instrumented electroexplosive device can be heated to the same temperature

for all frequencies and thermocouple outputs recorded1 , 2 . Tables 2 and 3

show the data referenced to thermocouple output at DC. Thermocouple in-

strmentation always becomes slightly more sensitive a. microwave fre-

quencies due to self heating of the hot junction by induced currents.

These come primarily from the coupling of the bridgewire loop and the

thermocouple loop as shown in Figure 2. Although these loops are supposed

to be perpendicular, some coupling inevitably occurs. Data of Table 2 show

less than a 3 db rise at microwave frequencies while the data of Table 3

show less than a 6 db rise except for 2 items which probably have mis-

aligned or non-perpendicular loops. Ihe difference between the geometries

of the bridgewires and headers is why the frequency calibrations differ.

Time response is important for electroexplosive device instru-

mentation because actual devices are sensitive to heat resulting from

single impulses of electrical energy and pulse trains. The thin film

thermocouple is formed on a Formvar substrate which is thinner than the

metallic films, thereby minimizing heat capacity. Time constants range

from 5 to 20 milliseconds depending on size and geometry. Since inert
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bridgewires have comiarable time responses, the instrumented electroex-

plosive device can neasure the affect of transients 3. Transient response

sensitivity is determined by measuring the peak thermocouple output volt-

age which is proportional to an impulse of input energy. See Figure 4.

The constant of Droportiorality depends fn bridgewlre time constant,

fthermocouple time constant and DC sensitivity; it ranges from 100 to 500

microvoltn per millijoule. This range of sensitivities is adequate to

drive electronic compensating networks which can provide automatic read-

4out that compares the effect of measured steady or pulsed stray energy

with a predetermined electroexplosive device sensitivity level to various

types of pulses and DC4 .

Thermal detectors are particularly suited to ordnance measure-

ments in the pin-tp-pin mode because they respond to heat which is ul-

timately responsible for initiation. Also they sum the effects of heating

over the entire frequency range.

Another mode of possible electroexplosive device initiation is

pin-to-case or bridge-to-bridge. This mode is characterized by high im-

nedance and requires high voltages thinitiate breakdown and heat or to

cause dielectric heating. Although thermal detectors for this mode have

not yet been developed, it would be possible to simulate the effective

resistance of the powder with a high resistance sheet heating element and

use a thermal detector to make a power head for pin-to-case power measure-

ments.

ELECTRICAL DETECTOPUS

Electrical detectors use miniature diodes to probe the voltage

difference between two circuit points. See Figure 5. Diode detectors have
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a high impedance input and sensitivity is limited by diode rectification

efficiency, n3ise and output impedance, and by the noise, bandwidth and

input impedance of the low frequency or DC amplifier. Small signal diodes

are operated in the square-l region so that diode output current is

proportional to the square of the input voltage. Intrinsic diode sensi-

tivities are about 10 microamps per microwatt f.,r silicon point contact

types and 18 microamps per microwatt for hot carrier or Schottky types.

Practical sensitivities are reduced by lead parasitics, etc. The dynamic

diode resistance or video resistance is about 1000 ohms. Tharefore, if

the threshold sensitivity is limited by the amplifier at 1 microvolc with

an input resistance of 100,000 ohms, the minimum detectible diode power

is f- 6 microwatts corresponding to a diode voltage of about 31 micro-

volts. Thirty one microvolts across a 1 ohm birdgewire is 10-3 micro-

watts of power dissipated in the bridgewire. This sensitivity is about

three orders of magnitude better than the thin film thermocouple.

Since the diode detector has a dynamic impedance around 1000

ohms it has negligible effect on electroexplosive device measurements in

the pin-to-vin mode. However, in the pin-to-case mode the diode's loading

is not negligible and measured data can be in error. It is possible to

add a series resistance to the diode either externally or by obtaining a

diode with a larger dynamic resistance, but then sensitivity is reduced.

Note also that the addition of a re!Sstor would increase diode noise even-

tually causing an even greater decrease of sensitivity.

The major disadvantage of electricai. detectors is the frequency

response calibration. Since the quantity measured is voltage, the impedance

between the points of measurement must be known before power dissipation
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can be deteziined. Also the parasitic impedances of the detector package

and leads resonate to cause peaks and valleys in the calibration curve

above 1 GHz.

A wideband microcircuit amplifier was developed to determine if

the diode detector sensitivity could be increased and the input impedance

changed for use in the pin-to-case :.,ode 5 . The microcircuit amplifier is

small enough to be inserted in an inert electroex:plosive device as a pre-

amplifier for the detector. The amplifier is shown in Figure 6. It is

usable over a frequency ranga of 1 to 500 Ifltz and input and output im-

pedances vary around 100 ohms. Table 4 shows a comparison of sensitivities

of electroexplosive devices instrumented with diode detectors with and

without the microcircuit preamplifiers in the pin-to-pin mode. No attempts

were made to optimize impedances for the pin-to-case mode or to increase

signal to noise ratio.

HICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINE ADAPTORS

Standard equipment for electromagnetic measurements from DC to

10 GlIz usually has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms and uses coaxial

transmission line connections. It is best suited for measuring components

which can be male an integral part of a coaxial geometry and which pro-

duce a low VSWR on the transmission line. Frequently broadband compati-

bility measurements must be made on miniature components not readily

adaptable to a coaxial geometry or on low impedance components such as

electroexplosive devices. Attempts to connect these devices to a 50 ohm

coaxial system for broadband measurements are unsatisfactory for the

following reasons% (1) the low impedance devices typically produce VSWR's

in the range of 25 to 200 reducing accuracy to an impt' ictical level, and
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(2) thle coaxial .daptor adds considerable impedance often masking the com-

ponent under Leqt, and although it is possible in principle to measure

the adaptor impedance by itself so as to subtract its effect from the

total, the degree of uncertainty of the resulting impedance is often

greater than its value. It is possible to improve these measurements by

using a transtaission line geometry which allows for component insertion

or connection with a mininmm addition of spurious impedance. It should

have the followag, characteristics: (1) transmission should be low loss

Ta*' mode; (2) the structure should be open, exposing both the grounded

and ungrounded conductors, and (3) the geometryj should concentrate electro-

magnetic field energy in a small cross-section. The transmission line

geometry best fitting these characteristics is microstrin.

Figure 7 shows a picture of the basic 'iicrostrip configuration.

The transmission lire is formed by a strip conductor of width w and

thickness t on a dielectric slab of thickness h. The bottom side of the

dielectric slab is covered with an extensive ground plane. Electromag-

netic waves propagate in a quasi TEM mode as long as the half wavelength

in the dielectric is less than w and/or h. If tne dielectric is alumina

ceramic with a relative dielectric constant of 9.6, the characteristic

impedance is 50 ohms when 1i = h. Typ. cally w=h=O.025 inches and t=0.0004

inches. It has been determined that 94% of the electraiagnetic field

energy is contained in the dielectric imnediately under and within about

0.025 inches of the strip conductor6 .

'ticrostrip transmission line adaptors have been used to

connect electrooxpLosivc devices to 50 ohm coaxial systems for high fre-

quenc, pin-to-pin and pin-l o-cas;e elecroexplosive device -Iensitivity
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measurements. Siee Figure 8. This allows the system's 50 ohm characteris-

tic impedance to be brought directly to the header of the electroexplosive

device as shown in Figure 9 with negligible addition of parasitic impe-

dance to obtain more meaningful and accurate firing sensitivity data.

The receptacle on top of the microstrip transmission line as shown in

Figure 8 adds less than 2 picofarads capacitance. Figure 10 shows a

microstrip transmission line adaptor designed to make accurate impedance

versus frequency measurements on a deposited film bridge for an electro-

explosive device. These measurements which are necessary for obtaining

power dissipation from diode detector measurements could not be made with

practical accuracy using coaxial type adaptors.

CONCLUSION

Three most useful concepts of instrumentation for making elec-

tromagnetic compatibility measurements on ordnance components and systems

have been discussed. These are: (1) the thin film thermocouple which

measures heat generated by stray electromagnetic energy and is easily

used from DC to over 10 G11z, (2) the electrical diode detector which

measures stray voltages and is easily used from 0.1 MHz to 1 GHz and (3)

the ap2lication of microstrLp transmission line techniques to make con-

nections to miniature components under test without adding parasitic im-

pedances which destroy the accuracy and usability of the measured data.

In general, instrumentation for the pin-to-pin mode is adequate while in-

strumentation for the pin-to-case mode Is inadequate. Since pin-to-case

problems such as dielectric heating are more likely to occur at higher

frequencies it is reasonable to consider developing thermal detectors

which simulate the pin-to-case impedance and heating characteristics.
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Also use of microstrip transmission line techniques and miniature diodes

in conpratible beam lead packages should be investigated with the aim of

improving impedance simulation.

TABLE 1

Typical Calibrations of Thermocouple
Instrumented Electroexplosive Devices

100 ma no-fire 4.5 ohm cold bridgewire resistance
3iridgewire Bridgewire Average 1 Thermocouple
Current Power Bridgewire Output

Temperature
Rise

(ma) (hMicrowatts) (OC) (jWicrovolts)

0.5 1.1 0.008 0.5

1 4.5 0.032 2

5 11 0.8 52

10 45 3.2 210

20 180 13 830

60 1,700 120 7700

I amp no-fire 0.19 ohm cold bridgewire resistance

Bridgewire Bridgewire Thlermocouple

Current Power Output
(ma) (7icrowatts) (.'4icrovolts)

5 5 0.5

10 19 2

25 120 12

50 480 48

100 1,800 180

250 12,000 1200

500 54,000 5400
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TABLE 2

Frequency Response of Sandia Corp.
Instrumented Electroexplosive Devices

Values are ratio of thermocouple output at frequency listed to I)C
output in db

Frequency Serial Serial Serial Serial
(MHz) 3063 3.06 3107 3109

50O 0 0.3 0 0

1000 0.3 0.3 0 0.1

2000 0.7 0.8 0 0.1

3000 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.4

5000 1.1 - 0.5 0.6

7000 1.4 1.3 0.5 0.6

9000 1.9 2.2 0.7 1.2

TABLE 3

Frequency Response of Apollo
Standard Instrumented Initiaturs

Values are ratio of thermocouple output at frequency listed to DC
output in db

Frequency Serial Seriall Serial Serial Serial Serial Serial

MHz 4289 4290 1 4292 4293 4491 4494 4503

100 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0

200 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4

450 0.7 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 018

960 1.4 1.4 2.7 1.4 1.5 1.0 2.3

2100 2.7 2.4 4.7 2,6 3.0 2.4 4.8

5000 4.1 3.7 6.7 3.9 4.4 3.7 6.7

9100 4.7 4.6 7.1 4.8 5.2 4.2 8.1
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~TABLE 4

Calibration of Sandia Corp. Electroexplosive Device
Ulth and 'Jithour-Iticrocircuit Preamplifier

Values are voltages in millivolts across the 4.5 ohm bridgewire
necessary to produce a 10 microvolt detector output

Frequency (MHIz) Bridgewire Voltage (Millivolts)

With Preamplifier Without Preamplifier

10 0.16 1.3

20 0.15 1.3

00 0.18 1.3

I00 0.22 1.5

140 0.31 1.5

180 0.33 1.2

220 0.35 1.1

260 0.36 1.2

300 0.40 0.91

340 0.40 0.73

380 0.40 0.82

420 0.36 0.64

460 0.35 0.58
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Sweep Speed,
20 mx/cm
Vertical Sensitivi-

ty, 200 pv/cm
Bridgewire Resis-
tance, 1.14 ohms
Impulse, 3 ampere -
200 lsec
Impulse Sensitivi-
ty, 440 pvolts/
mii ijoule

Fig. 4 Impulse Response of Thermocouple Instrumented
Apollo Standard Initiator

Fig. 5 Diode Detector
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Fig. 8 Microstrip Transmission Line Adaptor

Fig. 9 Microstrip Transmission Line Adaptor with Electroexplosive
Device Connected

Ii

Fig. 10 Microstr;p Transmission Line Adaptor for Measuring
Deposited Film Bridge Characteristics
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DISCUSSION

A thermocouple placed near, but not touching, an exposed bridgewire can

measure heating caused by electrical energy delivered to the EED. The re-

I sponse of the thermocouple must be faster than the bridgewire response, so

it can be used as a valid detector. Measurements of this type to determine

the response of exposed bridgewires to various stimuli can be correlated

to actual firings of live EED's to help in defining what is actually setting

the device off.

3
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ABSTRACTS - SESSAR. FOUR

4-I Some Initial Investigations of the Laser Initiation Mode8to J. Barb'i ci,
of Explosives d G. KesaZer

An experimental investigation was carried out to examine the feasibility of directly
detonating secondary explosives using radiation from a ruby laser (6943A). Secondary
explosives included PETN, HMX, RDX, and tetryl. Most of the effort was devoted to a
statistical evaluation for the Initiation energy of PETN. Findins show that, although a
more sensitive mixture can be detonated through a light guide, attenuation of the radia-
tion is too great to make this method practical for secondary explosives.

4-2 The Development of a Solid-State Explosive R.F. Flagg, E.J. Stecker and
Initiator L.E. HoZlander

Detailed results are presented of the RSD of a new generation EED derived from solid state
technology. The work includes a study of the basic resistance-temperature properties of a
number of solid state materials, a theoretical and experimental investigation of both the
steady state and the dynamic properties of the device. A mathematical model of the electro-
thermodynamic system is constructed and various effects calculated and compared with
measured values. Non destructive testing of key parameters has been demonstrated.

4-3 Effect of Reduced Ambient Pressure on the Hot-Wire Sensitivity of Primary
Explosives, Metal-Oxidant Mixtures, and Black Powder H.S. Leopold

The hot wire sensitivity of Initiating materials can change under vacuum conditions.
Lead azide, silver azide, black powder, and mixtures of Zr/KCiO4 require slight;y more
energy for Initiation under vacuum conditions. Basic lead styphnate and normal lead
styphnate require slightly less energy for Initiation under vacuum conditions. The
loading density affects the energy differential. Hypotheses are proposed for the observed
cnergy changes.

4-4 Functioning Time of a I-Amp/1-Watt Detonator Scranton Nesbitt

The insensitive electric initiator used in this study is a l-ampere/l-watt no fire,
5-ampere/5-watt all fire detonator developed by the Navy and currently In use in several
Naval and non-Naval applications. Functioning time characteristics are given for con-
stant current inputs of I to 5 amperes and for various capacitance-charging potential
combinations. Results of pulsed constant current and capacitor discharge Bruceton
studies are also included.

4-5 The Propagation of Reaction Across a Lead AzIde-PETN Interface CaZvin L. Scott

Lead azide was investigated for its ability to initiate PETN in the approximate dimensions
and confinement commonly used for electro-explosive devices. Fixtures containing the
explosives were viewed by a high speed smear camera. It was found In separate experiments
that for tne given conditions PETN was initiated high order at the lead-azide-PETN Inter-
face when: (1) the lead azide density was between 2.61 and 3.54 gm/cc (loaoing pressure
of 5K tn 30K psi), (2) the adsorbed moisture content was less than 0.8 percent for the
lead azide pressed at IOK to 20K psi, and (3) the 0.150-inch diameter column contained
100 mg ar more of the lead azide pressad at 10K psi.

4-6 On the Combustion Propagation of Tungsten Delay Powders Rowitha Zirmer-GaZZer,
Martin Zimner

The combustion of tungsten delay powders containing bariumchromite and potassium perch-
lorate as oxidizing agent has been Investiaga under various environmental conditions.
The results are interpreted to develop a semlqvglitative combustion model and to provide
a basis for predictably controlling the burning rate.
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4-8 Isveloen of %I kttonuators Utilizing Ferrite-Ceramic Component and the
Effectouclear Rdiation of These Coponents Nancy B. wil-loughby and

StanZey .. Ad*Zman
In the past 15 years, a multiplicity of hardware has been developed for protecting
EED's and initiation circuits from the effects of RF radiation Induced energy. Army
programs have Indicated the dissipative type attenuator utilizing ferrite components to
be most desirable and have resulted in the operatiohal use of such devices. It has becn
reported that ferrites Can generate significant currents under nuclear radiation. Con-
sequently, a program was initiated to determine the effects of nuclear radiation on
various ferrites and on attenuators; Intrinsic electrical properties and attenuation
were measured before and after exposure.

4-9 Response of SCOUT Destruct Charges to High Heat Fluxes A.E. Pierard

An experimental program was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the SCOUT missile
destruct system zo an abnormaliy high temperatu.re environment such as might be caused
by a combustion gas %tAV lto the destruct system tunnels. Direct impingement failed
to initiate the charge; however, detonation did occur when the gases engulfed .the
charges under the environmf nt enclosure. This papzr presents a description of the test
apparatus, a discussion of the test procedures used, and an anaiyb;s of rssults of the
tests.

4-10 dx/dt vs. Time Det-nation Monitoring DonaZd Baker Noooe

Work was performed in continuous detonation velocity measurements. Using electronic
differentiation, v/t plots (rather than the more usual x/t plots) produced Interesting
results. The technique is believed to be suitable to studying fundamental detonation
propagation mechanism as well as being of immediate Importance in quality control.

4-11 Evaluation of Detonating Cord by Framing Camera Technique J.W. BZain
B. V. CarZaon ad A.H. Sith

An experimental technique for evaluating detonating cord was developed using high speed
otion picture photography. Explosive performance of 2.5 grain per foot to 13 grain

per foot RDX - aluminum or lead Jacket - detonating cords were photographed by the Cordln
Camera technique at frame speeds of two microseconds and one microsecond per frame.
Performance characteristics of each ccrd type were established and evaluated for missile
design applications.

4-12P Comparative Effects of CW and Radar Signals on EED
Bridgewire Tenperature O.W. ,aye8 and CharZee CarZeon

The RF no-fire sensItivity of EED's in the bridgewire mode Is often measured in terms
of continuous wave (CW) power input. The no-fire power level thus determined Is sometimes
considered applicable to pulsed (radar type) RF signals, on an average power basis. This
practice does not allow for bridgewire temperature fluctuation. An equation has been
developed to account for bridgewire temperature fluctuation and implement the use of
CW power sensitivity data under pulsed power conditions. The equation gives the effec-
tive relationship of CW and pulsed'signals, based on the peak temperature of the bridge-
wire for the steady state pulse cycle.

4-13P EBW Firing Unit-Detonator Compatibility Tests R.G. Amicone and AM.G. KeZy

Tests with a variable waveform EBW firing unit and an EBW spark gap detonator determined
that the current parameters )p (peak current) and tp (time-to-first peak) of the damped
sinusoidal output could notbe used alone to define-the compatibility between detonator
and firing unit. Sensitivity tests at -65°F indicated that secondary current peaks may
play a part in the Initiation of the detonator.

4-14P Determining Ratings of RF Suppression Devices P.F. Mohrhach, R.F. Wood, and
R.ll. Thopeon

Surveying present methods of characterizing RF suppression devices indicated that there
is no accepted standard of rating. Attention was focused on methods of determining
minimum loss of a two port network. It was decided that, in general, there are two
methods: (I) Measure the ratio of load power to Input power for all possible termi-
nations of the two port network and then solect the maximum ratio; (2) Measure a trans-
mission or transformation parameter of the network for a number of terminations and
compute the minimum loss from the results. Various approaches to measuring the minimum
loss of an RF suppress/ 0 device are discussed.
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4-1 SOUE INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE LASER
INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES

Modesto J. Barbarisi
Edward G. Kessler

Feltman Research laboratories
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

Modern technology, especially in the military, would welcome

the ability to safely detonate secondary explosives directly, without

need for a sensitive primer. Ideally, the stimulus must not only be

reliable but also offer increased safety over some of the other stimuli

presently used. Primers, for example, are very sensitive to heat and

friction, making them extremely dangerous to work with. EBW as well

as hot bridgewire systems are in many applications sensitive to RF

radiation, thereby presenting the danger of premature firings.

With the development of efficient lasers, a new stimulus has been

made available. This form of coherent radiation seems to lend itself

well to such an application. Focusing properties of coherent radiation

are capable of producing high temperatures, while intense shocks might

be produced with the higher power Q-switched lasers. The concept

proposed is to use laser radiation as a stimulus for detonating secondary

explosives directly. Such a system in cases where applicable, would

greatly decrease the dangers involved in the employment of secondary

explosives. This would be accomplished by eliminating the need for a

sensitive prlnary to induce high order detonation. Simultaneity of

explosions as well as immunity to RF radiation and electrostatic hazards

are other advantages of laser initiation. Direct ignition by intense
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electromagnetic radiation would be safer as well as more reliable than

systems using primers since no arming devices which might result in

mechanical or electrical failure would be necessary.

The ability to reliably detonate a secondary explosive with laser

radiation would also be extremely useful in explosive sensitivity tests.

Presently in the production of secondary leads, boosters, and chargers,

reliability tests are usually performed in conjunction with detonators

involving a primary explosive. These detonators exhibit considerable

energy variation and therefore good sensitivity tests are difficult.

Sensitivity tests employing EBW devices are limited, since although one

might have an accurate knowledge of the energy input to the wire, the

amount of energy imparted to the explosive is not accurately known

especially in cases where cxothermic materials are used. With the use

of a laser system precise energy and power measurements would be possible

with the desired result of extremely accurate sensitivity measurements.

The approach used is an experimental one for the chief purpose of

establishing feasibility and justification for continuing programs of

this nature. Experimental possibilities involve enough work to keep

investigators busy for years. All of the theories and information applicable

to conventional stimuli might be investigated for laser initiation. Such

things as initiation by the adiabatic compression of trapped gas, hot

spot theory, addition of a suitable grit to induce hot spots are just

some of the many avenues open to investigators. Since nearly all secondary

explosives do not begin to absorb appreciably until below 3500A, and

available laser radiation does not approach the ultra violet, investigations

involving second harmonic generation might be particularly interesting.
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Dielectric breakdown of explosive materials due to the extremely

intense electric fields present in laser radiation offers other interesting

possibilities.

A complete research program to investigate the laser initiation of

explosives wouL2 include a large effort to understand and describe the

mechanism by whiC.~ . i e light energy is transported into the initiation

of the explosive and the following growth into an explosion. Such a

description has yet to be fully defined for stimuli presently used.2

I it should be ua..irxstood therefore that the chief aim of this program was

not to investigate the coupling mechanism, but rather to first establish

feasibility and sec-ndly to set some limits on the conditions necessary

for reliable detonatiors.

This present investigation was limited to the radiation of a ruby

laser. Free running as well as Q-switched techniques were used. The

selection of secondary explosives was influenced only by their relative

use in the military today. PETN, Tetryl, hivX, and RDX are some of the

widely used explosives in military items.

In such an investigation there were many variables to consider.

Such things as explosive grain size, density, confinement pressure, and

relative humidity are just some of those associated with the explosive.

Other variables characteristic to the laser are power, energy, frequency,

etc. We considered the variation only of those parameters which would

seem to have the greatest effect on our results. Energy and pressure

for example were considered variables while such things as temperature

and grain size were assumed constant.
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EXPERMENTAL PROCEDURE

The laser used in these experiments was a pulsed ruby rod (6943A),

with a piano total internal reflectance configuration. The ruby rou

had a diameter of 5/3 inch and a length of 6 inches. A 50% reflecting

mirror at che front end was found to give excellent lasing action.

?umping action was provided by two FX/..7 Xenon flash lamps manufactured

by EG&G. With the configuration described above, Q-switching vas only

possible from the front end of the rod. In cases where Q-switching

was desired, a cell filled with a passive liquid Q-switch solution

(Maser Optics, Inc.) was placed in the beam path bet-geen the front end

of the rod and the external 50% mirror.

Although a passive liquid gives excellent switching, it is, in

certain respects, less reliable than other means of Q-switching such as

Pockel cells, rotating mirrors, etc. First, the liquid is a self

activating device and cannot be controlled as easily as some of the

other devices. Secondly, the switching characteristics of the liquid

depend on both the concentration of the liquid and the energy output

of the laser. This makes it more difficult to obtain a good single

pulse using a liquid switch. However, with proper monitoring, the

liquid solution can give good results.

The laser head was aimed to fire through a hole into an explosive

barricade. A front surface mirror was placed in the barricade to

reflect the beam down onto the explosive sample (See Figure 1). The

mirror was used to displace the laser head from a direct line of sight

of the explosive and thus protect the laser from flying fragments.
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A hydraulic ram was placed under the test sample. Its purpose

was to compress the explosive when necessary, inside a die against a

glass block. The glass block allows the laser light a path to the

sample while keeping the sample under pressure.

To monitor energy, we had placed a glass beam splitter outside

the barricade in the laser path at an angle, to reflect 5% of the

incoming beam into a thermopile. This external thermoplie was calibrated

as to include losses introduced by lenses, mirrors and other sources of

light attenuation which might be present in the beam path. Thus the

thermopile was calibrated as to give the amount of energy hitting the

explosives.

For initiation time measurements, we had run a DuPont "Corfon"

light guide into the barricade. The interior end was pressed against

the glass block. There it conducted both the light of the laser striking

the test sample indicating relative power, and the light of the detonation,

to an EG&G "Lite Mike". The resultant output was displayed on a Tektronix

585 oscilloscope. We define the term 'initiation time' to be the time

between the arrival of the first laser spike at the target and the onset

of the detonation. When necessary, a lens was inserted in the path of

the laser beam so as to focus it onto the top surface of the test sample.

Energy measurements were taken by sampling a portion of the beam with

a high speed light detector operated in an integration mode (not shown

in figure). This integrated picture of the laser output, combined with

both the thermopile reading of total energy and the initiation time

measurement, allows one to calculate the amount of energy imparted before

initiation. Energy could be varied by using filters, or a variable

aperature in the beam path.
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EXPERIMENTATION

Preliminary Trials

Our first attempts were designed to determine feasibility of laser

initiation of explosives. These first experiments were not detailed

considerations, but rather a gross effort to determine whether or not

explosives could be detonated using a laser. We fired at a pyrotechnic

mixture (consisting of 50% KNO3, 25% nickel powder and 25% aluminum

powder) lead styphnate, lead azide, HMX, P TN, and tetryl.

The laser power supply has a capacity of 1600 mfd. giving energy

input to the laser cavity of 7200 Joules when fired at 3000 volts. These

first experiments were conducted with the laser fired at 3000 volts since

this was well above the lasing threshold of our cavity assuring us of

lasing on each shot. The laser output [0.1 - 20 Joules depending on

both the mode of operation and the temperature of the rod] was focused

onto the sample surface using a 9 cm focal length lens. These first

attempts gai.. the following results:

The pyroteeb.xie mixture responded readily to the laser radiation.

With the laser operating in the free running mode, it was found that

this mixture had an average initiation threshold of approximately .0053

Joules per square millimeter exposed (Table I). When the laser mode was

changed to Q-switch, it was found that the initiation threshold of this

same mixture was lowered below the measuring limits of our instruments.

The pyrotech &. mixture was also initiated by focusing the laser beam

into a plastic light guide and placing the other end of the light guide

into the mixture. It can be mentioned here that none of the secondary
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explosives could be detonated using this lite guide method. If,

however, the secondary powder was mixed with the pyrotechnic mixture,

then the light guide proved successful in achieving detonation. These

few initial attempts at using light guide as a means of transporting

energy sEem to indicate simply that the light guide attenuates the

radiation to the point where it is no longer effective as a stimulus

for the explosive. Consider however, the possibility that with second

harmonic generation of the beam, the absorption coefficient of the

explosive might be high enough to permit reliable laser initiation of

secondary explosives through a light guide.

Attempts at initiating lead styphnate and lead azide resulted in

information similar to that fok the pyrotechnic mixture. With a free

running laser lead styphnate required about .0007 J/mm2 for initiation,

and lead azide about .007 J/mm2 . Initiation times for both were 7pisec.

However, when these same explosives were radiated with a Q-switched laser,

the energy sensitivity of both was increased beyond the measuring limits

of our equipment. The initiation times decreased to belowO.5sec.

For the secondary explosives, no detonation could be excited in

the loose powder, using either the free nnning or the Q-switched laser.

By adding a black coloring agent to the powder we achieved partial

consumption. This coloring agent probably had tne effect of inducing

hot spots (because of its greater absorption coefficient) which in turn

increases the probability of initietion. Consumption by using a coloring

agent was only completed when the sample was compressed to 7500 psi.
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This confinement pressure proved to increase the sensitivity of the

secondary powders enough so as to cause detonation even without

the aid of a coloring agent. This might be explained by the fact

that initiation by adiabatic compression of trapped gas is more

probable at higher confinement pressures. PETN confined at 7500 psi

would detonate with reliability. At this same pressure, Tetryl would

partially detonate, however it the pressure is increased to 13,500 psi,

reliable detonation is achieved. HMX was unaffected at 7500 psi but

at 13,500 it showed reliable sensitivity. Again, in all cases, the

probability of response was much increased when radiated by a Q-switched

rather than a free running laser. This, combined with the fact that the

Q-switched laser has considerably less total energy than a free running

laser (See Figure 2) gives strong indication that a functional relationship

between threshold of detonation and applied stimulus would not be simply

energy dependent, but depend also on power. It is recalled that the

pyrotechnic mixture mentioned earlier as well as lead azide and lead

styphnate also followed this behavior.

Initiation Threshold for PETN

From initial experimental work we learned that the control of all

parameters is of extreme importance. Such things as grain size,

temperature, pressure, energy all influence experimental results. Thus

it soon became apparent that in order to get meaningful and reproducible

results it would be necessary to monitor all experimental parameters.

.In certain cases this presented no real problem. For instance, temperature
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-, and pressure could be kept reasonably constant. In the case of grain

size an attempt was made to acquire a relatively pure and uniform

explosive powder. Properties of the radiating source such as power,

energy and frequency are particularly important since it is the

functional dependence of detonation on these parameters which is under

investigation.

Our initial work was to define the energy sensitivity of the

explosive assuming power to be relatively constant. As there is no

exact go-no-go point, a statistical evaluation of the results had to

be undertaken. The energy threshold should be of the form shown in

Figure 3.

In order to adequately define the cumulative distribution function

from the data, it is important that energy be varied enough to assure

energy levels in the data that provide 100% detonations and energy levels

that provide no detonations. If these limits were not reached, the threshold

caZS'e could not be adequately defined. In attempting to define the

energy threshold, we often exceeded the limits of sensitivity of our

measuring equipment without covering the lower bounds of the threshold

fl curve.

The following sets of experiments were carried out in an attempt

to completely cover the energy threshold curve. If the energies were

varied over an order of magnitude, yet still failed to cover the

threshold curve, the deviation was considered too great to provide

useful information. Then some parameter was varied for the next series

in an attempt to reduce the deviation.
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The first set of experiments were run at 7,500 psi with the PETN

placed inside the focus of a 9 cm focal length lens. The beam covered

an area of 2 cm2 . We thought that although there might be local

dissimilarities in sensitivities due to any variations in grain size,

by covering a large number of grains with the beam, the differences

should average out, edwe should get better cousistency. The incident

energy was varied from .09 to 1.95 Joules without covering the threshold.

We then switched to focusing the beam on the surface, using the 9 cm

focal length lens. The area of illumination at the target was 2 mm2.

We covered an energy range from .013 to .055 Joules with erratic results.

Recalling that Tetryl failed to detonate at 7500 psi, and initiated

at 13,000 psi, we decided to increase the confinement pressure on our

PETN samples to 13,C00 psi. Our hope was to reduce the spread of

initiation energies previously encountered. With this increase in

pressure, reliable detonations were achieved at a somewhat lower input.

When the data provided reasonable coverage of the curve, we used a

maximum likelihood method to estimate the mean and standard

deviation (0') of the curve.

The equation of the probability curve is
E

1) VR~ t A

The best estimates ofiA andU" are chosen according to the maximum

likelihood method. In this prccedure the best estimates ofA.and 01

are taken to be those which maximize the quantity T % m 1-?,(E))
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where & is the probability of success in the ith trial and s is the

number of successes, and (I-Pj) is the probability of failure in the jth

trial and n.-s is the number of failures. A full analysis of this method

has been given by Golub and Grubbs3 and Kessler4 has adapted it in a

manner suitable for use on a high speed computer.

The data, while more consistent than our previous results, indicate

a spread of more than an order of magnitude was necessary to completely

define the threshold curve.11 2
= .1486 J/m

= .5035 m2

A- = .0439 J/mm2

Initiation time = 50 W

With the accumulation of data and its statistical evaluation, the

reasons for our large deviations of threshold energy jwee becoming

apparent. First, our assumption that power was relatively constant

during these experiments was incorrect. Statistical results became

more consistent if approximate values of power levels were injected

as a variable along with energy.

The free running laser was giving us unequally spaced spikes of

more or less randomly distributed power levels. Also, as~the initiation

time varied, we could not accurately estimate which portion of the laser

train was responsible for the actual detonation. Our new need to

know the exact power output of our laser caused us to switch from a

free running to Q-switched mode. An exact measurement of power would

require knowle ge of the time duration of each energy pulse. With our

*When normalizing the stimulus-response curves for explosives, it is
necessary to transpose the stimulus input to a log base.
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present equipment exact measurement of such ultra fast pulses (4.15 ne)

was impossible. Approximations were used one of which assumed that

our newly installed liquid Q-switch was giving a clean single pulse.

The deviation was reduced by use of the Q-siItched laser, however

we have no accurate estimation of the power. It was discovered during

the tests that the Q-switching solution would deteriorate with time

and produce several giant spikes. This could introduce considerable

error in the data.

,= .025 J/mm2

A= .080 J/mm2

,A-'20'= .008 J/n 2

Initiation time = 420 Ps

It is apparent that the energy threshold is reduced by the increased

power of the Q-switched spikes, thus it appears that our thresholds are

a function of power as well as energy. Our experiments could not

accurately take into account the power relationship.

A good evaluation of the power threshold will require an ultra

fast detector as well as a scope of similar rise time. Such equipment

is now on order. We also hope to be able to resolve any fine structure

associated with the Q-switched pulses, which is beyond the capabilities

of our present detection system. If such fine structure exists, a

knowledge of its form would improve power estimates.

DISCUSSION

It is our contention that the laeer detonation of explosives is a

function of both power and energy. At this time we cannot fully resolve

the power as the rise times are beyond the capabilities of our present
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equipment. In the analysis of present data, we get a variation of

apparent threshold energies greater than an order of magnitude. We

believe that if we were to hold power at a constant value, the energy

threshold deviation would be reduced to a reasonable value.

We suspect that if we were to monitor both power and energy in our

coverage of the threshold, we would find a normal bivariate distribution

of the form.

I A r
I!,-4e - .

• a.

where is the variance of E, Wp is the variance of P and /

is the correlation coefficient between P and E.

I iThe cumulative distribution function of P is of the form of

Figure 4. There is a minimum rate of application of energy below which

detonation will nottake place. Above the threshold, the amount of

energy necessary for initiation decreases as power increases. Finally

there should be a point where further increase in the rate will not

reduce the energy requirement.

We feel we can adapt an analysis similar to the monovarient case

to the bivarient distribution to find best estimates of the five

parameters involved when power is accurately measured.

An energy-power relationship of this form has been obtained using

various sources of power and energy5 such as stab initiators, hot

bridge-wire electric initiators and conductive mix electric initiators.
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McGirr made mention of the fact that superfine RDX required about

500,000 ergs to detonate in a capacitor discharge spark sensitivity

test, with a capacitor voltage of 100 volts. However, this same

explosive required only 22,500 ergs to detonate when the discharge voltage

was increased to 300 volts. This seems to be a clear indication that

considerably less energy is needed for detonation if the rate of

application (power) is increased.

CONCLUSIONS

With the experimental work thus far completed, we feel very

strongly that the direct initiation of secondary explosives is not only

possible, but also very practical. Such a system has potential not only

in devices but also in explosive sensitivity analysis as well as

experimentation. At this point we do not draw any conclusions concerningLthe type of initiation mechanism except to note that most of the results

in this report would fit into a thermal initiation theory.

Without having gone into any investigations conce-ing variation of

the radiating source such as second harmonic generation, to effect

absorption, or any variation of the explosive itself, such as grain size,

ambient temperature, o:, introduction of foreign material, we feel that

the initiation of secondary explosives is dependent on both power and

energy of the radiating source.

Reliable detonations have been achieved with energy inputs as low

as .025 J/(mm)2. There is no reason to doubt that this value can be

reduced since he bivariate distribution predicts lower energy require-

ments for higher power inputs.
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With the ultra fast rise time equipment which we expect to have

shortly, we will attempt to define the exact form of this bivariate

distribution. The natural course to follow after that would be to

investigate some of the many variables mentioned earlier and to see

how they effect this distribution.
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Table i

INITIATION ENERGY OF PYROTECHNIC MIXTURE

ENERGYAREA DETONATION*

0 - .0037 J/,m2  0 0 0 0

.0037- .0042 o o o o o o o X

.0042 - .0047 0 0 0 0

.0047 - .0052 o o X X X X X X

.0052 - .0057 o X X

.0057 - .0062 X X

.0062 + X X X X

=A mean = .0053 J/mm2 *

(r = standard deviation = .0015 J/mm2

+ 2T = .0083 J/mm2

7R - 2,r = .0022 J/am2

fEach experiment is characterized in the following manner:
X = ignition
0 = no ignition

**For an explanation of the method of calculation see Page 4-1.1o
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FIGURE 2
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DISCUSSION

A lumincus plume emanates from a surface impacted with a laser beam. A

questioner asked for ways of determining if the observed light output was

the result of detonation or this plume and whether the explosive was detonating

or deflagrating.

Results of back-up plate examination indicated that the explosive had

detonated (this results in a definite indentation with characteristic

markings). Without a detonation one sees the laser spike itself on the photo-

cell trace. When detonation occurs, the laser spike is obscured. This in-

dicates strongly that detonation is taking place.

In reply to a question concerning the photocell lens focal length,

Mr. Barbarisi indicated that a lens with a 9-cm focal length was used.

With partial switching using a long Q switch, functioning time (delay

from arrival of laser light to arrival of explosive light) was on the order

of 20 microseconds. A single giant probe resulted in functioning times of

less than one microsecond.

The energies per unit area applied to the PETN were on the order of 10-5

2joules/mm . A good reliable detonation may require as much as 0.02 joules/
42 2

mm . The spot size used in these experiments was on the order of 0.5 mm

and only the center of the beam was used in order to obtain a uniform pattern.

Other agencies reported difficulty in obtaining uniformly intense laser

spots. Alignment of the beam generally causes non uniform spots. A good

alignment technique and good optical equipment help to eliminate this problem

and simplify alignment.

Explosive goemetry effects were asked for including sensitivity to initia-

tion and time to detonation. It was stated that originally a weight of 1 gram

of PETN was used. This was cut to about 1/4 gram because of damage to compo-

nents. Other geometry effects have not been investigated.

A comment was made concerning the use of a glass bead at the light ex-

plosive interface. The bead acted as a lens, focusing the light on explosive.

The direction of the incoming light was not critical. It worked very well.

It was suggested that the explosive materials be pressed into a column

contained in a transparent material and that a smear camera be used to de-

termine propagation velocity.
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4-2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLID
STATE EXPLOSIVE INITIATOR

Robert F. Flagg, Ernest J. Stecker
and Lewis E. Hollander, Jr.*

Holex Incorporated
Hollister, California, 95023

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of the first true electroexplosive
devices several decades ago, a number of novel techniques
for initiating explosives have been proposed. Some of
these have had attendant physical limitations and short-
comings which prevented their wide acceptance, others
have enjoyed only limited acceptance. A few have re-
ceived widespread acceptance and make up the bulk of the
explosive initiators installed in military, space and
commercial explosive systems today.

Generally, up until the early 1960s, the bridgewire
electroexplosive device initiated by f om a few volts
to tens of volts potential, made up the bulk of the
electroexplosive devices in use. With the increasing
power and number of RFI generating sou.rces, the problem

of premature initiation of these devices became acutel
and alternative methods sought to perform the initidting
function. The exploding bridgewire concept sought to
avoid this failing, and has been generally successful,
except that increased complexity and weight is necessary
for most systems. To counter this problem and to re-
cover the original simplicity of the bridgewire, the
heat-sinked bridgewire capable of dissipating I watt
continuousIy, i.e., the 1 amp, 1 watt cartridge, was
developed. We fecl the trends presently favor this
general approach. However, the exploding bridgewire
devices have their suppo rters and even more complex
systems such as the LEED3 have recently been introduced.
While these specialized systems have merit in unique
situations and warrant our careful inspection, in our
opinion there is, and will be for an indefinite time,
a requirement for a simple, low cost, lot; weight, re-
liable initiator, capable of being nondestructively
tested and operated from existing common power sources
without complex interface equipment.

* Consultant
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The solid state (semiconductor) initiator, SSI*, has
these properties. It is basically a standard bridgewire
initiator that has had its bridgewire replaced by a

small piece of a semiconducting material. The exterior
of the SSI appears identical to the standard bridgewired
part; however, its electrical and functioning character-
istics are markedly different and much improved over the
original characteristics.

For example, most conventional bridgewires have a
resistance which generally increases with temperature,
although some designs use alloys which attempt to main-
tain an approximately constant resistance. The resis-
tance of the semiconductor element of the SSI has both
large positive and negative temperature coefficients,
being positive in regions where positive coefficients
are advantageous and negative in regions where negative
resistance coefficients can be put to advantage. This
nonlinear behavior of the resistance is the crux of the
SSI.

There are two key parameters of interest to the user
of electroexplosive devices. These are the firing thres-
hold condition and the firing time at a given firing
signal. For conventionaj'devices a "no-fire" current and
an all-fire current are generally specified. These describe
the boundary and account for the fact that for the con-
ventional bridgewire part, it is a broad diffuse boundary,
rather than a sharply defined one. In contrast, a single
value characterizes the fire-no fire boundary of the SSI.
The firing time description for both kinds of electroexplo-
sive devices is generally very similar.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Resistance-Temperature Properties of Semiconductors

The ideal material for the initiating element of an
electroexplosive device would have three properties 1,
an initial increase in resistance with increasing input
power 2, a sharp well-defined maximum and 3, a rapidlydecreasing resistance with further increase in power.
This immediately suggests a material having two types

of conduction, selected by the level of input power.
Precisely, this effect can be found in doped semicon-
ductors.

There are two basic types of conduction in semicon-
ductors, intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic conduction

* U.S. Patent 3,392,576, L. Hollander, July, 1968.
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is the thermal activation of carriers from the valence
band into the conduction band. This occurs only in very
pure specimens of semiconductors where there are no inter-
lying impurity atoms which aee activated at temperatures
lower than the basic intrinsic band gap of the semiconduc-
tor material. Thus the higher the temperature the larger
number of carriers that are activated from the valence
band to the conduction band, the lower the resistance for
the material. The resistivity (R) of a semiconductor
material is given by -l

t (ne ere + nh ePl (1)

where ne is the number of electrons, nh is the number of
holes in the valence band, e is electronic charge, and
Ve is the mobility of the electrons, and JVh is the mo-
bility, or drift velocity per unit electric field for
the holes. This resistivity has a nearly I/?, (where T
is the absolute temperature) temperature dependency.
The temperature dependence of P will vary as

- A exp (Eq/2KT) (2)

where Eq is band gap of the semiconductor, K is Boltzman's
constant, T is in absolute temperature. Thus, the larger
the band gap, the steeper the temperature dependence of
the intrinsic conductivity, which as noted is desirable
for the devices discussed here.

The second type of conduction of importance is impur-
ity conduction (extrinsic) where into the basic host
lattice are introduced impurity atoms which are either
donors (for n-type) which supply excess electrons, or
acceptors which supply excess holes (for p-type). Since
these acceptor and donor sites are activated by energies
far smaller than the basic band gap, they are activated
at much lower temperatures by virtue of the fact that
the activation energy required is smaller.

It is now apparent that we have two sources of
carriers activated at different temperatures. At low
temperatures the impurity sites contribute the majority
of the carriers and are responsible for the conductivity
of the material. As the temperature is raised, all the
impurities of the impurity band are used up, and as the
temperature is increased further, the carriers from
the valence band begin to contribute to conduction. In
the region where the carriers from the impurity band are
already ionized and in the conduction band but no sig-
nificant contribution from the valence band has yet been
achieved, the mobility,pu , plays a major role. This is
the region in which we are interested. The mobility has
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a temperature dependence in the reverse direction; i.e.,
the higher the temperature, the greater the lattice
vibrations resulting in lower carrier mobility and higher
resistance. For example, boron in the silicon lattice
has an activatioa energy of the order of .045 e.v.
(electron volts), as shown in Fig. 1, and is almost com-
pletely ionized at room temperature. The intrinsic band
gap for silicon is 1.106 e.v. Therefore, as the temper-
ature is raised above room temperature, the resistance
of silicon, boron doped, will in general rise, as shown
in Fig. 2. However, at some point, depending on the
density of the boron doping, the intrinsic carriers from
the valence band become predominant. Beyond this point,
the resistivity drops rapidly with a I/T temperature
dependence. The temperature at which this occurs is
precisely fixed by the relationship of the boron doping
density and the energy band gap of the silicon lattice.
The higher the doping level the higher the temperature
at which this inflection takes place. For a practical
design, one need only to match the inflection point of
the semiconductor material with the ignition temperature
of the primer that one wishes to initiate.

It should be noted silicon was selected in the pres-
ent work primarily because it is readily available, very
strong and the processing techniques for it are well
developed. In principle, other semiconductors also have
promise, but to date none have demonstrated superior
all-around performance.

2.2 Mathematical Model of the SSI

It is very desirable in any investigation of a new con-
cept to construct a mathematical m~odel of the physical system
under study. The complexity of the model need not be great,
only of sufficient detail to accurately describe the effects
of interest. The model serves three purposes. It provides
a focus for understanding the device, it aids in directing
the experimental efforts which would otherwise have to rely
on intuition, or "cut and try" methods, and most importantly,
it provides a tool for design.

Consider the thermodynamic system shown schematically
in Fig. 3 consisting of a semiconductor element of length,
width and thickness; 1, w, d respectively, having a volume
V and a mass m. Electrodes are attached to either end over
the entire cross section A and assumed to have a negligible
resistance compared to the resistance R of the semiconductor
element. The junction between the electrode and the semi-
conductor is assumed ohmic. The resistance of the element
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is given from first principles by

R = e /wd (3)

where t is the resistivity of the material.

The First Law of Thermodynamics requires that the rate
of change of the internal energy of the element, Eint be
equal to the power input minus the loss power, or

m Cp dT = 2 T-To) (4)

The heat transfer coefficient, , and the specific heat,
Cp, are assumed constant.

No general solution to Eqn (4) is possible in the present
case because of the behavior of R(T) which can only be rep-
resented in a tabular fashion or at best, as an exponential
over only a very limited range of temperature. However,
special cases are possible and warrant inspection for the
insight they allow into the behavior of the SSI.

2.3 Steady State Behavior

Under "no-fire" steady conditions, when the temperature,
T, of the semiconductor mass is in a state of equilibrium,
the electrical power to the element is just balanced by the
power lost through heat conduction. Since time variant
terms are absent, the equation describing the system re-
duces to

El (T-To) (5)

It is important to note that for the SSI, equilibrium
at any arbitrary temperature is not possible. For j con-
stant, and noting that T has no physical limitations on
its maximum, but that R(T) does have a maximum, it is clear
that there is a maximum potential that is permitted under
equilibrium conditions, which is given by:

Eto * Ro. Rto. - (Tto - To) (6)T o t

This voltage, the maximum voltage that may be applied to
the device and steady state conditions obtained, is given
the name "turnover voltage." The temperature and resis-
tance ratio corresponding to the turnover condition can be
obtained from a knowledge of R (T-To) versus T. Steady
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voltages beyond this value are not possible.

In practice one can expect that at any voltage less than
the turnover voltage, the temperature will approach a
steady temperature asymptotically and then remain at this
temperature indefinitely. If the ignition temperature of
the explosive is greater than this value, the part will
experience "no-fire."

2.4 Dynamic Behavior

The dynamic case is of interest since it enables one
to predict the electrical functioning time of the device.
Eqn (4) can be nondimensionalized to yield

dT/d" = Z/(R/Ro) - (T-1) (7)

where

T - T/To

= t/

'1= m Cp/j

Z - E2/RoT o

Z is effectively a "driving potential function" and is
a constant for any given problem. Ztois defined as that
value of the driving potential which will just cause fir-
ing at t a - , i.e., Z evaluated at the turnover voltage.

Zto may be evaluated independently of the actual turnover
voltage since from Eqn (6) it can be written in terms of
Rto/Ro and Tto/To directly.

Generally, numerical solutions of Eqn (4) are required
since R(T) data exists only in tabular form. However,
closed form solutions are possible for special descrip-
tions of R(T), and while they will not give accurate
answers that can be used directly in design calculations,
they provide insight into the dynamic response, hence are
of interest.
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For example, consider an ideal case where the resistance
temperature characteristics are given by

R =1
T< Tto 0(8)

R =0
"o T > Tto

The nondimensional dynamic equation reduces to

dT= 1 + z- T (9)

which may be integrated directly to yield:

T= Ln Z/Ztol (10)

If losses were negligible, then the terms 1 -

would not appear in Eqn(4) and the equation for the
response becomes

t= 1

Eqn (7) and its corresponding lossless relation
were programmed for solution on an IBM 360 computer,
using an interpolation scheme for R(T) based on an ex-
ponential fairing of two adjacent points. No particular
programming problems occur. Values were obtained for a
range of driving functions from 1.25 Zto to 6 Zto. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that the nondimensionalized tempera-
ture time curves have a negative curvature as a result
of the resistance increasing with temperature, up to
the turnover temperature. Beyond the turnover tempera-
ture the curvature is positive and increasing with temp-
erature and time. At the later stages the curves are
nearly vertical, indicating a very rapid deposition of
energy into the semiconductor mass as the resistanct of
the device goes to zero. The curve corresponding to Zto
is asymptotic to the turnover temperature at T

This behavior is to be contrasted to a constant
resistance wire which gives a straight line in T - T
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space or a 1 +OT type resistance wire which gives an
negative curvature parabola in this space.

The functioning time versus driving potential curves
are shown in Fig. 5.

it can be seen that in the idealized lossless case
that Zt corresponds to that driving potential which
causes ?urnover at t -T. Increasing the driving func-
tion decreases the amount of time required to function.
Since Z 49 E2, it can be seen that the functioning time
decreases as I/E2.

For the idealized lossy cases, the firing time
approaches a as Z -"-Zto, i.e., as E-9,Eto. Increasing
the driving function results in a marked reduction in
firing time and for Z )Zto the firing time approaches
the lossless case as the shorter firing times do not
permit losses to be significant.

It can also be seen that the data for real materials,
in this case, O.2ohm-cm silicon, follows generally these
two ideal curves.

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

3.1 Steady State Experiments

Knowing the resistance-temperature characteristics
of the semiconductor material and using the steady state
equation, (5), enables one to calculate the voltage-
resistance or the voltage-current characteristics of an
actual device. This has been done for a typical device
and the results appear in Fig. 6. The voltage has been
nondimensionalized by the turnover voltage and the re-
sistance by the maximt, m resistance. Included on the
figure is V-R data obtained for several SSI devices.

The data corresponding to the upper part of the
curve is obtained by using an adjustable potential power
supply. The lower part of the curve can be obtained
using an adjustable current supply to limit the currenit.
It can be seen from the figure that the agreement be-
tween the predicted and measured voltaqe-resistance
values is good, indicating that the R(T) values measured
for the initial calibration and the R (T) of the actual
device are similar, and that the heat transfer coefficient
is indeed nearly constant. As the semiconductor material
that was used in these tests was "off the shelf" grade
with a very wide tolerance in resistivity + 25%, this
variation is understandable. For production, resistivity
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tolerance can be narrowed significantly with only minr
increase in cost.

This particular property, the predictability of the
V-R curve, provides a nondestructive means of determin-
ing the turnover voltage from a simple single point
test, by measuring the voltage and resistance ratio at
one point and knowing the shape of the curve.

For example, consider Eqn. (5) evaluated at the
turnover point and at some test potential less than
the turnover voltage. Taking the ratio of these two
values yields

Eto 1K.F (R) (12)
Etest

where

K -Rto (Tto - To)
Ro

and

F (R) = Ro. (T-To) "I

O IF-

K is a constant and is known from a "calibration\

of the semiconductor material. F can be evaluated from
a knowledge of R(T).

Some typical predicted and measured values are given
in Table 1 from which it can be seen that the turnover
voltage can be predicted within a few percent.

An instrument* that determines the turnover voltage
automatically, which has been developed at HOLEX for
field and laboratory use, is the subject of a separate
report. This instrtment operates on a somewhat differ-
ent principle that, fiven here, but produces the same
result.

3.2 Dynamic Measurements

The parameters which control the firing time are the
heat transfer coefficient, the mass of the element, and
the driving potential. Decreasing the mass of the ele-
ment reduces the time, since there is less material to

Pat. Pending
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be raised to the turnover temperature. The firing time
decreases approximately as (E/ F)2, except near the
turnover voltage, where the ti4 °approaches infinity as
the firing voltage approaches the turnover voltage
from above.

In pr.nciple, firing time can be predicted from a
knowledge of E/Eto,I and m. The turnover voltage and
heat transfer coefficient can be determined, using the
steady state procedures previously noted. The mase of
the chip can be accurately determined by direct mec.;ure-
ment.

Measured and predicted firing times for typical
devices are included in Fig. 5. It is seen that the
measured electrical functioning times are generally
longer than the predicted values, but having the same
general behavior and trends as the predicted values.
The discrepancy is that the present heat transfer repre-
sentation does not account for transient effects.
Recall that in the model,§ is assumed constant. In
reality there are two components to the heat transfer,
a transient component and a steady component. Since
the "transient heat transfer coefficient" is initially
added to steady state co-fficient, losses are greater
and the time to reach the turnover temperature will be
proportionately longer. However, in the present sim-
plified analysis, the trends are properly represented,
only the absolute values are in error.

This same general tyne of transient behavior is
observed in transistors,/ a near-neighbor of the present
device, and for them allows a higher power rating for
pulse duty than for steady state duty. It should also
be appreciated that for the SSI, the total firing time
is made up of the electrical functioning time, plus a
chemical time which accounts for the finite length of
time it takes for the chemistry to progress. Detailed
measurements indicate that of the total function time,
approximately 30% is due to the chemistry.

4. QUALIFICATION TESTS

Detonators embodying the principles set forth in
the previous sections have been designed and manufac-
tured. The detonators, shown in Fig. 7, are presently
being tested according to MIL-23659, and to date have
passed with no problems. It would be appreciated that
this particular specification was written for the stan-
dard 1 watt-l ohm bridge and EBW devicesw hence some
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of the specifications had to be modified to accommodate
the SSI. However, the spirit of the specification is
being religiously respected.

The initiators have been "no-fire" tested by apply-
ing 0.8 of the turnover voltage for a period of one hour.
The measured resistance change was 1.5%, which is approx-
imately the noise level of the instrumentation used.
Other units were given 2000 cycles of 0.8 Eto 15 seconds
on--15 seconds off, with the same result. The chip
temperature of this condition was approximately 300°C.
The units functioned normally when fired at 2 Eto.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The above theoretical and experimental study has
given the physical basis of the solid state initiator,
SSI, and demonstrated that practical devices can be
made which embody these physical principles.

It has been shown that the use of semiconductor
material permits a great latitude in bridgewire resis-
tance and in locating the fire-no fire boundary, as
well as a higO degree of accuracy in defining that
boundary.

This will permit devices whose electrical character-
istics are optimized to minimize EMI and/or to allow
optimum matching to existing power supplies, be they
1 volt or 100's of volts.

Further, it has been demonstrated that the turnover
voltage, i.e., the "fire-no fire" boundary, can be
accurately predicted using nondestructive techniques.
Presently firing times can be predicted up to an empir-
ical constant, which reflects our present ignorance of
the transient neat transfer coefficient. However, a
more accurate determination of the transient heat trans-
fer should permit much better accuracy. Present efforts
at HOLEX are directed to this end.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of Measured and Calculated
Turnover Voltages

Ro Eto calc Eto meas

(ohms) (volts) (volts)

92 23.2 23 + Z3.5

45 17.6 18 + 0.5

49 18.0 18 + 0.5

49 20.9 21 + 0.5

49 21.5 20.5 + 0.5

47 22.2 ?1.5 + 0.5

29 13.6 14.2 + 0.5
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DI SCUSS ION

The firing of the solid state initiators (SS;) which have a negative

resistance characteristic in parallel may cause one squib to take more

than its share of power. A circuit composed of a couple of capacitors,

perhaps separated by diodes, which prevent one from feeding back to the

other after the fashion of an ionization probe which is used for measuring

detonation velocity, may be the answer according to Mr. Flagg of Holex Corp.

The SSI's are very temperature dependent and the turnover voltage will

change with temperature, also the fire-no-fire boundary will shift with

temperature, as is true with conventional EED's, The turnover voltage at

a particular temperature can be determined by actual measurement at the

temperature in question.

The resistance-voltage characteristics of the SSI can also be presented

as resistance-current. The SSI appears to act as a current limiter.

The SSI can be designed for use with almost any chosen power supply, but

at the moment are made compatible with a 28-volt source. If the supply is

overpowered (100 volts) the functioning time would decrease.

The nondestructive tests will not detect whether the primary explosive

is in contact with the semiconductor element. The bulk of the heat transfer

is through the leads, so any change in heat transfer due to the explosive

mix in contact with the semiconductor material cannot be seen.

The turnover voltage is independent of the functioning time. The units

discussed in this paper have the following characteristics:

1. designed for 28-volt power supplies;

2. cold resistance of 50 ohms;

3. 0.2 ohm-cm material; and

4. functioning time less than 20 millisecond at 28 volts.
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4-3 EFFECT OF REDUCED AMBIENT PRESSURE ON THE
HOT WIRE SENSITIVITY OF PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES,

METAL-OXIDANT MIXTURES, AND BLACK POWDER

Howard S. Leopold

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spri-ig, Maryland

I NTRODUCTION

The high altitude use of electroexplosive devices

(EED's) in the Polaris and other missiles and the increasing

amount of vacuum chamber experiments have created another

pressure environment for Navy EED's. Previously, EED's

were designed to function at tropospheric pressures* or

the higher pressures of various ocean depths. To overcome

any possible low pressure effects, hermetically sealed EED's

are usually employed so that the hot wire/explosive interface

is not exposed to the reduced pressure. The possibility of

air leakage out of defective hermetically sealed devices and

reports of both decreased and increased EED sensitivity

under vacuum conditions made it advisable to examine in

greater detail the effect of reduced pressure on the hot

wire sensitivity of initiating materials.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The explosive material under test was loaded into an

aluminum charge holder force-fitted onto a standard two-pin

*Sea level up to 7-10 milep. from earth's surface.
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phenolic initiator plug, as shown in figure 1. The initiator

plug had been previously bridged with a 1-mil diameter nichrome

wire.

The loaded initiator plug was mounted in a test chamber

as shown in figure 2. The test chamber was fitted with a

transparent plastic window so that the intensity of the

explosive flash could be observed. The test chamber was

pumped down by a two-stage vacuum punp to the desired vacuum

test range of 5-15 microns and a McLeod gauge was used to

measure the pressure. The vacuum test range used corresponds

to an altitude of 80 kilometers or 260,000 ft. as shown in

figure 3. The pump down of the test chamber and measurement

of the vacuum usually required 3 to 5 minutes, which is the

duration of the explosive or pyrotechnic exposure to the

chamber conditions.

Bruceton tests were used to determine the mean firing

energy.1 When paired Bruceton tests were run, such as a

comparison of the explosive hot wire sensitivity under

ambient and vacuum conditions at the same loading pressure,

the tests were made by first firing 10 shots under vacuum

conditions and then 10 shots under ambient conditiona with

the procedure repeated until the two Bruceton tests were

completed.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Zirconium/Potassium Perchlorate Mixtures

To test the effect of vacuum on the hot wire sensitivity

of fuel/oxidizer mixtures, ZrAC104 was used. This mixture

is typical of mixtures being used by commercial producers to

obtain 1-amp/l-watt no fire electroexplosive devices.

Zirconium in the subsieve size state is an easily ignited

fuel. In this fine size it will ignite at a temperature

of 180-2000C in air.2 Larger size zirconium particles will

generally require higher temperatures. Potassium perchlorate

shows incipient decomposition at 4000C, melts at 5880 C, and

decomposes rapidly above 6000C.2 Ellern has reported that

in pairing an active fuel with an inactive oxidizer, the
~2
fuel determines essentially the ignition point. The energy

required for hot wire ignition of Zr/oxidizer mixtures has

been found to be relatively independent of the type of

oxidizer, agreeing with Ellern's statement.
3

Five Zr/KC104 compositions ranging from fuel poor2
and . amount of stoichiometric fuel) to stoichiometric

1 2
(chemically balanced) to fuel rich (11 and 11 amount of

stoichiometric fuel) were prepared by dry tumbling Zr(JAN-

Z-399A, 3±1 micron average diameter) and KC104 (< 44 microns).

These mixes were pressed into the charge holders at 10,000 psi,

a commonly used loading pressure.
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Figure 4 shows the results of fifty shot Bruceton tests

run to determine the mean firing energy and dispersion under

both ambient and vacuum conditions. In general, more energy

is required for ignition under vacuum than under atmospheric

conditions, with the least amount of additional energy

required with the stoichiometric composition. Mixtures differing

the most from stoichiometric require more energy for

ignition under both vacuum and ambient conditions. It is

believed that the higher energy needed for the ignition of
2

the 12 fuel rich mixture is due to the higher concentration

of zirconium which rapidly conducts heat away from the wire/

mixture interface. The heat is dissipated throughout a

larger mass of the mixture, thereby requiring greater energy

input to reach the ignition temperature. On the extreme

fuel poor side, the volume of fuel (zirconium) in the mixture

is now fairly low (- 15%) and more difficult to ignite.

The dispersion of the energy required for igniting the

mixtures is much higher than the dispersion for single

primary explosives. The 4 fuel poor mixture had very poor
pressing properties and an extremely large energy dispersion

probably due to movement of the mixture when exposed to

'vcuum. The other mixtures had good pressing properties and

stayed intact under the test conditions.

Xt is believed that when Zr/KClO4 mix.tures are fired

under ambient conditions, the Zr can initially react with
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tha interstitial air in the voids of the mix. A possible

explanation for the greater energy, requirement under vacuum

conditions where interstitial air is not present is that

additional energy is reguired to decompose the KC104 so that

it can furnish the necessary oxygen for ignition. The

results are indicative only of the energy required for

ignition and not indicative of the strength of the ensuing

propagation which appears to he much weaker under vacuum

conditions. Russian investigators have found the ignition

of stoichiometric Zr/KC104 pellets under vacuum conditions

results in the reaction of only 10% of the Zr.
4

Extreme care should be taken if extrapolations are made

from the test results to other fuel/oxidizer combinations.

The reported results are for short term exposure to vacuum.

If the vapor pressures of the mixture constituents differ

widely, long term exposure could result in drastic changes

in composition. The results reported should be typical of

an active metal fuel paired with a fairly inactive oxidizer.

If the fuel is a poor conductor instead of a metal, an energy

increase under vacuum conditions may not be observed.* if

there is specific interest in the use of an active metal/

oxidizer composition under vacuum conditions, various loading

pressures should be investigated to determine if a loading

pressure effect also exists.

*See Basic Lead Styphnate results.
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Primary Explosives

Figure 5 shows the results of fifty shot Bruceton tests

with four different primary explosives under both atmospheric

and vacuum conditions. The explosives were loaded at 10,000

psi. Both styphnate explosives appear to require less energy

under vacuum conditions, while both azides appear to require

more energy under vacuum conditions.

Additional Bruceton tests were run at different loading

pressures to further examine the sensitivity changes.

Dextrinated lead azide and basic lead styphnate (BLS) were used

for the additional tests since these two explosives exhibited

the largest sensitivity change of each type of explosive.

Basic Lead Styphnate

Figure 6 shows the Bruceton te3t results with BLS.

The sensitivity of the BLS remains fairly constant under

atmospheric conditions as the loading pressure is varied.*

Under vacuum conditions, the decrease in initiation energy

is greatest at the lower loading pressures where the

most voids are present. The sensitization effect disappears

at the high loading pressure with approximately the same

amount of energy required as under atmospheric conditions.

The following hypothesis is offered as an explanation

for the decreased ignition energy of BLS under vacuum

conditions when abundant voids are present. The bridgewire

when heated by the electrical discharge under ambient

*Previous unpublished experiments with normal lead styphnate

(NLS) have shown the same effect.
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conditions can transfer heat to the initiator plug, explosive

particles, and interstitial air as shown in figure 7. Under

vacuum conditions, heat can only be transferred to the

initiator plug and explosive, since a vacuum cannot conduct

heat. This results in a greater heat transfer efficiency to

the explosive. Since the difference between ambient and

vacuum can be readily observed with Bruceton testing, it

appears that air can remove a portion of the heat from the

bridgewire which is not utilized in the explosive ignition.

To partially confirm the hypothesis offered, further

Bruceton tests were run with BLS in an atmosphere of

helium which has a lower heat capacity than does air and in

an atmosphere of sulfur hexafluoride which has a higher heat

capacity than does air. The BLS was loaded in the initiator

plug at 10,000 psi. The test results are shown in Table 1.

The 50%/ firing energy appears to vary with the heat capacity

of the gas. E. Jones has shown that as the excitation time

approaches zero, (such as we might observe with a capacitor

discharge) the quantity of beat absorbed presumably varies

with the thermal capacity of the gas (if the gas is thermally

stable). 5 With longer excitation times, the diffusibility

of the gas becomes more important and the heat loss should

vary with the thermal conductivity of the gas. The results

support the original hypothesis. It is believed that this
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effect was not observed with the Zr/KC104 mixtures because

the thermal conductivity of Zr is approximately 1000 times

greater than that of air, making any heat transfer through

air negligible in comparison.

Lead Azide

Bruceton tests were conducted with milled dextrinated

lead azide over the same loading range used for the BLS.

As shown in figure 8, less initiation energy is required

as the loading pressure is increased. Stresau and Rowe6

have reported this effect for PVA, Service, and dextrinated

lead azide and also for silver azide. Under vacuum conditions,

the same decrease in initiation energy is observed as the

loading pressure is increased. The extra initiation energy

required under vacuum conditions diminishes as the loading

pressure is increased.

Lead azide, though also a fairly poor conductor like

the styphnates, exhibits an opposite effect from the styphnates

in that it requires more energy under vacuum than under

ambient coneitions. It appears that whatever the operative

mechanism, it is strong enough to outweigh the air beat loss

factor. Investigative tests eliminated the possibilities of a

catalytic effect of oxygen or air upon the decomposition of

lead azide, loss of a sensitizing volatile component under

vacuum conditions, and azide crystal strains as possible

causes of the observed phenomenon. This led to the following
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hypothesis as a common explanation to account for the dual

phenomena of both increased hot wiie sensitivity at higher

densities and the decreased hot wire sensitivity under vacuum

conditions. It is an extension of Yoffee's explanation

for the decomposition of liquid azides under vacuum conditions.
7

In lead azide the burning stage is absent with detonation

commencing almost immediately. If the decomposition of lead

azide is examined on an expanded time scale before detonation

commences, the following phenomena occur:

1) Heat from the hot wire raises azide electrons to a

conduction band N 3±N + e
3 3

2) These electrons combine with lead ions to form lead

nuclei Pb++ + 2e - Pb

3) The azide radicals form nitrogen molecules in an

exothermic reaction 2N3  3N2 + 232 K cal(8)

The nitrogen molecules formed are quite hot and energetic.

It is believed at the lower loading densities where the

interstitial spaces are quite numerous, these hot molecules

can rapidly move away from their origin at the wire/lead

azide interface. See figure 9. As the density of the lead

azide is increased and the interstitial spaces and paths

become less numerous, the diffusion of the hot molecules is

hindered. The extreme case might be a small closed air

pocket, where the hot wire in addition to heating adjoining

lead azide crystals, also heats the air, creating a slight
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pressure rise which tends to momentarily restrain the nitrogen

molecules keeping them close to the'crystal surface. Some

restraint of the hot nitrogen molecules assists in the

transfer of part of their energy to the decomposing crystals,

accelerating the decomposition. Though this might first

appear to be in contradiction to LeChatelier% Principle,

experiments on ignition temperatures and thermal decomposition

have shown there is only a small pressure coefficient for

pressures as high as 25,000 atmospheres.8

It is believed that the reason more. energy is required

for initiation under vacuum conditions is that there are

no gaseous molecules to restrict the movement of newly formed

nitrogen molecules away from their formation sites. Hence

more energy is required to produce a faster initial decompo-

sition so that sufficient hot nitrogen molecules will remain

in situ to accelerate the decomposition. It appears that

though the primary mechanism for initiation of the azides

is thermal, there is a very deiinite secondary gaseous

effect. This effect manifests itself in the increased

sensitivity at higher loading pressures and in the decreased

sensitivity under vacuum conditions.

Black Powder

Black powder is occasionaly used as an initiating agent.

It requires much higher initiation energies than needed fox
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the commonly used primary explosives. Bruceton type and

Probit type tests were run under vacuum and ambient conditions

with black powder meal (finest granulation available) loaded

directly on the bridgewire as shown in figure 10. Note

4that less initiation energy is required for black powder, a

material whose burning rate is pressure dependent, as the

loading pressure is increased. Under ambient conditions,

the energy dispersion is quite high and a forceful ejection

of red sparks is observed when firings occur. When fired

under vacuum conditions more energy is required for initiation,

the energy dispersion decreases considerably, and the

combustion is weaker appearing as a blue flash. A blue

flash was considered the criterion for a fire under vacuum

conditions.

The initiation of a 3 component mixture such as black

powder (KNO3/C/S) is considerably more complicated than a

single explosive. Though the actual mechanism of initiation

and burning is still obscure, the main functions of each mix

ingredient are known. The KNO3 is the oxygen producer and

the C is the main combustible material. The S makes the

powder more readily inflammable and forms K-S complexes,

preventing part of the CO2 evolved from forming potassium

carbonate and reducing the amount of gas evolved.

It is well known that the burning rate of black pcwder

is pressure dependent and the preformance below one atmosphere
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pressure is poor - decreased light cutput and considerable
9

unburnt residue are observed. It has also been observed that

increasing pressure lowers the delay to ignition by a hot

wire.9  It is interesting to compare the increased sensitivity

of black powder as the loading pressure is increased to that

of the azides for which a pressure dependent initiation has

also been postulated.

More energy is required under vacuum conditions for

black powder and lead azide as would be expected for a pressure

dependent initiation. However, there is a difference between

the black powder and lead azide in that the vacuum and

ambient initiation energy of lead azide tend to converge as

would be expected with higher loading pressures while those

of black powder tend to diverge. It appears that the initiation

energy curves obtained for black powder under ambient and

vacuum conditions should not be compared too closely since

different reactions occur under each condition. The red

sparks observed under ambient conditions are typical of a

carbon combustion with all 3 components reacting, while the

blue flash observed under vacuum conditions is probably

indicative of a reaction dominated by KNO3 combining with

the more inflammable S.

SUMMARY

In sunmrary, the most important practical implication

is that there is no drastic change in the 50% firing energy
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for styphnates and azides between atmospheric conditions

and vacuum at practical loading pressures. Trouble would

only be expected when marginal firing units are used with

azides. Firing reliability using marginal firing units

would actually be increased with styphnates under vacuum

conditions. Multi-ingredient initiating materials such as

fuel/oxidant mixture8 or black powder, which require an

oxygen transport mechanism for functioning, are poor materials

for use under vacuum conditions.

This work was supported by the Naval Ordnance Systems

Comma nd.
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Table 1

Effect of Atmosphere on 50% Firing Energy of BLS

Atmosphere Heat Capacity (STP) 50% Firing Energy Sigmla
_______________(ergs) (log units)

Vacuum -- 13,310 - ~0.019

Heim02 0cal/cm /0C 14,370 0.035

Air 0.35 X 10-3 ca1/cm 3/0C 14,580 0.013

Sulfur hexafluoride 1.03 X 10 -3ca l/c 3 /OC 14,910 0.016

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE-2
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FIGURE 7

HEAT LOSS FROM BRIDGEWIRE

FIGURE 6
EFFECT OF LOADING PRESSURE ON
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FIGURE 8
EFFECT OF LOADING PRESSURE ON

50% FIRING ENERGY OF MILLED DEXTRINATED
LEAD AZIDE IN AIR AND VACUUM
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FIGURE 9
DECOMPOSITION OF LEAD AZIDE
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FIGURE 10
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4-4 Functioning Time of 1-Amp/i-Watt Detonator

Scranton G. Nesbitt II

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a great deal of interest shown

in the functioning characteristics of the Mk 101 type

40
* 1-amp/i-watt insensitive electric detonator. The character-

istics of greatest interest are the required firing energy

for various types of electrical irtputs and the functioning

times of the detonator for these inputs.

A ribbon type bridge element is used to obtain the

desired eledtrdcal characteristics. Figure 1 shows the

bridge element on a glass/kovar plug as it is used in the

detonator. The bridge element is photoetched from 1 mil

thick evanohm material. The ribbon part of the element, on

which the lead azide ignition charge is loaded, is 10 mils

wide. The "sawtooth" pattern around the perimeter of the

element provides a relatively safe electrostatic discharge

path from the bridge element to the charge holder. The

resistance of the bridged plug is between 1.0 and 1.5 ohms.

The Mk 101 type detonator assembly is shown in Figure 2.

The ignition assembly of this detonator consists of the
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conventional glass/kovar plug, the evanohm bridge element, a

plastic insulator, and an aluminuT charge holder. Dextrinated

lead azide is pressed at 10K psi into the charge holder

cavity and onto the bridge element. It is primarily this

ignition assembly that determines the functioning character-

istics of the detonator.

This detonator is a revised version of the WOX-69A

detonator that was developed by the Navy about four years

ago . This d2tonator meets the recommended no-afire

requirements of Specification MIL-I-236592 . That is, it

will pass 1-ampere of current or dissipate 1-watt of power,

which ever is greater, for five minutes without initiating.

This requirement is designed to help reduce the hazard of

initiation from electromagnetic radiation or other spurious

electrical sources.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Experimental apparatus was built to study the functioning

time for constant current and capacitor discharge inputs to

the detonator. The constant current input was accomplished

with wet cell storage batteries and a solid state constant

current regulator3  A mercury switch provided a relatively

sharp current step to the detonator. A Millisecond (pulse)
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Switch* was used for pulsed constant current Bruceton tests.

This device provides a sharp square wave current pulse which

can be set to any duration from 10 to 250 millisec. At a

given setting the pulse duration is reproducible within

1 millisecond
3.

The firing circuit for the capacitor discharge tests

consisted of a variable potential power supply which charged

the capacitors through a 10K ohm resistor. This firing

circuit also employed a mercury switch which allowed the

capacitors to discharge directly through the detonator4

A Tektronix 551 Dual Beam Oscilloscope and a Polaroid

camera were used to record the functioning times. The

potential drop across the detonator, when the mercury switch

closed, provided the triggering signal for the oscilloscope.

Several methods are available for determining the tii

of detonator output. Sensitive mechanical switches, ionization

gauges, and optical schemes have been used for this measure-

ment in the past. In the tests reported here an-optical

method which has proven to be rL-liable and convenient was

used. In this method the light emitted from the detonator

when it ruptures was transmitted by a Crofon Light Guide

(light pipe) to a silicon photo-duo-diode. The electrical

signal from the rhoto-diode was amplified and transmitted

*Developed by Professor L. A. Rosenthal of Rutgers University

and consultant to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak.
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to the input of one channel of the oscilloscope. The

functioning time was measured as the time from the beginning

of the oscilloscope sweep to the beginning of the light

signal. The light pipe transmits radiation of wavelengths

from 3,100 to 13,300 angstroms, while the photo-diode

responds to radiation of wavelengths from 4,000 to 11,000

angstroms. The "light pipe amplifier"*, which contained
5

the photo-diode has an overall rise time of 4 microseconds

It was found that if the light pipe was pointed directly

at the end of the detonator, it would pick up enough light

to give a sharp output signal on the oscilloscope even if

the light pipe were 10 or 15 cm from the detonator. When

used at this distance a sharp signal was obtained with a

minimum of damage to the detection equipment; on the average,

less than 1/4 inch of light pipe was destroyed in nach shot.

FUNCTIONING TIMES

Continuous Constant Current Results

Even though there are probably not too many actual

applications where a true constant current power supply is

used to fire an electro-explosive device, constant current

functioning data are useful in characterizing such items.

The data provide a functioning characteristic by which

different devices can be compared. Using an evanohm bridge

element, an Ohnfs law conversion of the constant current data

*Developed by Professor L. A. Rosenthal
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,I should give reasonably good information for constant Potential

firing sources, because the resistance of the bridge element

changes very little as its temperature increases.

Constant current functioning times were studied at five

clrrent levels ranging from 2.0 to 5.0 amperes. The term

"functioning time" refers to the time between the beginning

of the electrical input and the rupturing of the detonator

cup. The results of these five tests are shown in Table 1.

Twenty-five detonators were fired at each of the five current

levels.

Since the bridge resistance of this detonator is held

within the limits of 1.0 to 1.5 ohms, the input power

(P 2(P= I R) will be within the limits given.

in Military Specification MIL-I-236592  previously

mentioned in connection with the 1-amp/i-watt no-fire stimulus,

there is also an all-fire stimulus given. It states that an
EI

electro-explosive device of this general group should function

within 50 milliseconds from a 5.0-ampere input. From Table 1

it is apparent that the 5.0 ampere stimulus is easily met.

Inspection of Table 1 shows in addition t)'at at a 2.0 ampere

input the functioning time at the 5-watt level could be

greater than 50 milliseconds. At 2.0 amperes besides havinv

a rnther long average functioning time, 81.7 milliseconds,

the spread of the observed functioning times for the detonator
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is very wide - 22 to 164 milliseconds. From the data it

appears that if it were desirable 'o have relatively accurate

control of detonator functioning time, 3.0 amperes would

be about the minimum constant current which should be

considered.

From these constant current tests it was also possible

to get an idea of how the differences in bridge resistance

affect the functioning times. Table 2, which is divided

into five sub-tables, one for each current level, shows the

relationship between the bridge resistance and the average

of the functioning times for the detonator at each resistance

level. The detonators for these tests were picked at random,

and thus without consideration to bridge resistances. Even

though the number of detonators in each resistance level

varies widely, there is a definite trend established. As

expected, the average functioning time decr-ases as the

bridge resistance increases.

A curve of firing current versus average functioning

time is shown in Figure 3. From this it is evident that the

functioning times for currents below 2.0 amperes would

become very long. However, this type of detonator can

function at a current input of 1.5 amperes. When prolonged

currents between 1.1 and 1.5 amperes were used there were cases

in which the detonators become hot enough to melt the solder

seal between the cup and the plug befole the detonator fired.
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In these cases the cup with the PETN base charge was blown

off the ignition assembly by the internal pressure that built

up during heating. If the current was continued the lead

azide in the charge holder fired several seconds later. Thus

it is recommended that currents less than 1.5 amperes not be

used to initiate this type detonator.

Pulsed Constant Current Results

Pulsed constant current Bruceton tests were conducted

at 2.5 and 3.0 amperes. Tests were not conducted at currents

above 3.0 amperes because the appropriate Bruceton step sizes

were of the same order of magnitude as the inaccuracy of

the pulse length settings. The results of these two tests

are given below.

Current Sample Pulse Length for a Observed Functioning
(amps) Size 50% Firing (milli- Times of Fires (millisec)

(millisec) sec) Average Minimum Maximum

2.5 50 26.4* 8.03* 20.6 7,O 30.0

3.0 48 18.1 1.97 16.4 12.1 19.5

*(These values should be considered as approximate values,
since the ratio of a to the Bruceton step size was -4 and the
recommended limit is about 2.56.)

The information in the last three columns of this table

was collected by observing the light output from the detonators

that fired in the Bruceton test. In the 2.5 amperes test there

were 27 fires out of 50 samples and in the 3.0 amperes test

there were 24 fires out of 48 samples.
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Capacitor Discharge Results

Capacitor discharge firing circuits are used in many

applications, and there have been many inquiries concerning

capacitance-charging potential combinations and the energy

needed to initiate this type of detonator. Similarly, interest

has been expressed concerning the functioning times associated

* iLh capacitor discharge initiation.

Capacitors ranging from 50pf to 3000of were used both

in Bruceton tests to find the 50% firing potentials and in

tesL% tu find the functioning times at each capacitance for

variuus char,3inq potentials.

tlable 3 gives the results of the capacitor discharge

Bruceton Tests. Logarithmic Bruceton steps were used for the

variable charying potentials. Thus the standard deviation is

expressed in log units.

The Bruceton 50% Firing Potential is l-re charging

potential at which half of the items tested should initiate.

The 50% Firing Energy is the energy stored in the capacitor

as calculated from the 50% firing potential and the capacita'IL:

of the capacitor.

Because of the wide range of capacitances needed for these

tests and in consideration of what capacitors were immediately

available, more than one type of capacitor had to be used.

The two smallest capacitors, 50ouf and l00uf were high quality

oil-paper capacitors (meeting MIL-C-25); the 350uf, 700uf,
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and 3000uf capacitors were high quality Compulytic aluminum

electrolytic capacitors (meeting MIL-C-62); and the 1000Lif

capecitcr was a Tantalum electrolytic (non-solid electrolyte)

capacitor (meeting MIL-C-3965). The 100O if capacitor is

under consideration for use in a Navy Fuze to fire the 1-amp/

1-watt detonator. Since inquiries have been received about

using electrolytic capacitors in actual applications, they

were used in these tests. However, it should be noted that

electrolytic capacitors are not normally considered accurate

enough for characterizing electro-explosive devices. Thus,

the part of these data generated from this type capacitor

should be considered accordingly. When measured at 120 cps

the electrolytic capacitors used were found to be within

approximately 10% of their stated values.

In the actual Bruceton test approximately half of the

detonators will fire; however, the chargin,, potential at

which they fire will range from one or two Bruceton steps

below the 50% Firing Potential to a couple of steps above.

The data in the last three columns of Table 3 was obtained by

recording the functioning time of tlose detonators which

fired. It should be noted that each number in the "Average

Observed Functioning Time"column is not the average function-

ing time at the 50% potential, but is the average time associated

with all the fires. The average of the charging potentials

for the fires ranged from about 0.3 to 1.6 Bruceton steps above

the 50% potential.
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As expected the 50% firing energy increases as the

capacitance increases. Since the'RC discharge time constant

becomes larger as C increases, there is an increasing thermal

loss from the bridge element to the surrounding material,

particularly to the glass/kovar plug. This leads to the

increase in the Average Observed Functioning Times shown in

Table 3. The data also show the detonator to act rather

adiabatically as far as firing energy is concerned for RC

input times of less than -4.0 millisecond. However,
firing time continues to decrease as the firing potential

is raised. Besides the value of the capacitance, there

are other characteristics of the capacitors which affect the

energy required for initiation as well as the functioning

time. However, no attempt was made to measure or account

for such characteristics as impedance, equivalent series

resistance, power factor, and leakage which are considered

to be secondary factors. The solid line of Figure 4 is a

plot of the 50% firing potential versus capacitance. The

broken line is an iso energy line of 1 x 106 ergs. Generally,

the 50% firing energy increases as the capacitance increases.

The results of fixed potential capacitor discharge

functioning time tests are given in Table 4. The same

capacitors were used in these tests as were used in the

Bruceton tests. Except for the 50uf capacitor, tests were

made with each capacitor charged to each of these charging

potentials. Because of power supply limitations the 50uf

capacitor was only tested at to potentials. Fifteen detonators
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were tested at each charging potential; their functioning

times were recorded photographically from an oscilloscope as

previously described.

There are two numbers given in each space in the charging
potential columns. The first number is the charging potential;

while the second number, in parenthesis, is the calculated

energy stored in the given capacitor at the given potential.

The average functioning times in column T are associated

with capacitors charged to energies of from 2 x 105 to

7 x 105 ergs above their 50% firing energy. At these

energies, which were the lowest studied, the observed functioning

times had quite a large spread. Howeve; all the charging

potentials listed in column Vl, except the one for the

100uf capacitor, are considered adequate for the reliable

initiation of Mk 101 type detonators for the capacitors used

in this study. Of course, at higher potentials the functioning

time spreads become smaller and the average functioning time

becomes shorter.

CONCLUSION

The Mk 101 type detonators used in this study meet the

l-amp/l-watt no-fire requirement. Functioning times for two

types of electrical inputs, constant current and capacitor

discharge, have been studied. This typc detonator can be

reliably initiated by a constant current of 2.0 amperes or

greater and by capacitor discharges of 15 x 105 ergs from a
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50uf capacitor or 20 x 105 ergs from a 3000f capacitor.

Average functioning times as low as 3.38 milliseconds for a

5.0 ampere constant current input and .023 milliseconds for

a capacitor discharge input from a 50pf capacitor at a potential

of 100 volts were observed. Tables 1 and 3 give complete

functioning time results.

These studies were supported by the Naval Ordnance

Systems Command.
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TABLE 1
CONSTANT CURRENT FUNCTIONING TIMES

CURRENT FUNCTIONING TIMES (MILLiSEC) POWER LIMITS (WATTS)

(AMPS) AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM 1 OHM 1.5 OHMS

2.0 81.7 32 164 4.0 6.0

3.0 12.9 7.5 22 9.0 13.5

3.5 7.84 3.0 10 12.3 18.4

4.0 5.24 .1 7.2 16,0 20.0
5.0 3.38 2.6 5.0 25.0 37.5

L I__I_______

*(THIS TIME IS NOT CONSISTENT WITH OTHER TEST DATA AND COULD
HAVE RESULTED FROM FAULTY SCOPE TRIGGERING; NEXT MINIMUA-
3.8 MILLISECONDS)

TABLE 2

FUNCTIONING TIMES AS A FUNCTION OF BRIDGE RESISTANCE

R AVERAGE NUMBER OF R- AVERAGE NUMBER OF
RESISTANCE FUNCTIONING DETONATORS RESISTANCE FUNCTIONING DETONATORS

IN OHMS ITIME-MILLIS.C AT R IN OHMS _TIME-MILLISEC AT R

A - 2. 0 AMPERES C - 3.5 AMPERES

1.0 164 1 1.2 8.9 131.1 ill 2 1.3 7.5

1.2 81.4 15 1.4 5.8 6
1.3 69.0 5
1.4 45.0 2

D - 4. 0 AMPERES

B - 3. 0 AMPERES 1.i 6.8 1
1.2 5.4 1 0

1.I 20 2 1.3 5.4 9
1.2 14.6 5 1.4 4.4 5
1.3 12.9 10
1.4 10.4 E - 5.0 AMPERES
1.5 7.5 1

1.2 5.0 1
(IF THE QUESTIONABLE TIME OF 0. 1 MILLISECONDS I. 3 .7 10
IS DROPPED, THIS AVERAGE FUNCTIONING TIME 1.4 3.2 9
BECOMES 6.0 MILLISEC.) 1.5 2.9 5
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TABLE 3
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE BRUCETON RESULTS

50% FIRING O* SAMPLE OBSERVED FUNCTIONING TIME OF FIRES
CAPACITANCE (LOG UNIT) SIZE (MILLISECONDS)

(f) POTENTIAL ENERGY

(VOLTS) (ERGS) AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM

50 61.70 9.5x105" .0096" 25 .129 .07 .32

100 45.3 10. 3x10 5  .0212 27 .247 .09 .83

350 24.3 10. 3xi05  .0205 25 .691 .47 > .95

700 17.5 M. 7x10 5  .011 25 1.O0 .70 1.6

1000 IL.7 13. 9x10 5  .0125 50 1.15 .70 1.8

3000 10.1 15.3xlO5  .0147 25 3.24 1.8 4.7

*(THESE VALUES SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS APPROXiMATE VALUES. SINCE THE RATIO OF q TO THE

BRUCETON STFP SIZE DID NOT FALL WITHIN THE RECOMMENDED LIMITS. 6)

TABLE 4 CAPACITOR DISCHARGE FUNCTIONING TIME

CAPACITANCE V1 (VOLTS) T1* V2 (VOLTS) T2  V3  T3
(p) (E-ergs) (MILLISEC) (E-ergs) (MILLISEC) (E-ergs) (MILLISEC)

50 77.5 .05 100.0 .2
(15x105 .045 (25xio5) .023

100 50.0 .1227 65.0 .0513 100.C 0238
(12.5405)  (21.2x105) (50. Ox10 5)

3 ',) 30.0 41.4 13 53.070
(15.75x,0 5) 2943 (30. 0x10 5) (50.0xd05)

70 20.7 .53 25.4' 29.3 .211I (15. Ox10 5) . (22. 5xlO5) 341 (30. 0x0 )  .2

1000 20.0 .627 24.5 .313 30x1 ) .214
1000 1)(0.o 05 4. 45

300 11.5 2.21 14.1 18.3

(22..21os5 (30.ox 1.05 oxo .52

V (E) - CHARGING POTENTIAL (ASSOCIATED ENERGY)

TI - AVERAGE FUNCTIONING TIME ASSOCIATED WITH POTENTIAL Vj, ETC.
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4-5 THE P1 )PAGATION OF REACTION ACROSS
A -,EAD TZIZ 73-PZTN INTERFACE

C'avi '_ , Scott

U. S. NAVAL OADNANC2 LABORATORY
Whnite Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

In a fuze train, the transition from deflagration to

detonation normally occurs in the detonator. Detonators,

generally, have been designed empirically. The main

consideration being whether or not the detonator could

reliably initiate the succeeding train element. Little

was known about what happened within the explosive column

of the detonator.

Many electric detonators, such as the one shown in

Figure 1, contain lead azide (PbN6) as the intermediate

charge and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) as the base

charge. The build-up from deflagration to detonation of

these explosives in typical detonator dimensions was the

subject of this study.

Some of the parameters which affect the build-up to

detonation of PbN6 and PETN are loading density, particle

size, colUmn length, column diameter, confinement, and

moisture content. The parameters which were varied in this

study were:

(a) Density (loading pressure)

(b) Moisture content

(c) Column length of PbN6
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
A high speed smear camera was used to photograph the

explosive events occurring in an arrangement of normal lead

styphnate (NLS), PbN6 and PETN. From the photographs,

measurements were made of the velocity of burning and/or

detonation in each explosive column. The photographic

observations could be followed to the end of the PETN

column.*

The camera record was obtained by observation of the

explosive system in an aluminum- MA** cylinder shown in

Figures 2a and 2b (type A fixture). A PMMA rod pressed into

and parallel with the side of an aluminum cylinder formed a

window which served as a section of both the outside and

the inside surfaces of the cylinder. Preliminary experiments

showed this fixture to be adequate for use with explosives

pressed to 45 K psi.

Another type of fixture, shown in Figure 3 (type B

fixture) was also used in this work. A PMMA block on the front

of the fixture forms the window for viewing the loaded explosive.

This fixture was used for explosives pressed from 5 to SOK psi.

*A thin layer of an inert 'mxture of graphite and plaster of

Paris separated the explosive column from the air. This thin

layer isolated the end point of the PETN explosion from the

subsequent reaction of the shocked air.

**Polymethyl methacrylate (a transparent plastic)
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Figure 4 is an actual photographic record. An

accelerating detonation wave in the PbN6 can be seen.

This detonation wave propagates to tha PbN6-PETN inter-

face where the PETN is initiated. Almost immediately,

a stable detonation wave propagates through the PETN

column.

A detailed analysis of the preceding photographic
record is shown on Figure 5. At a distance 0.25 mm into the

PbN6 the propagation velocity is 1350 meters per second.

Approximately one microsecond later - 3.25 mm into the

PbN6 - the detonation velocity has reached 4300 meters per

second. Less than one-half microsecond later the PETN

is initiated. The PETN detonates stably at 7900 meters

per second.

DENSITY STUDY

This study was done to find the effect of the PbN6

density on the initiation and growth to detonation of the

PETN.

Both types of fixtures were used. In one part of the

study the PbN and PETN were both loaded at the same pressure6
and the resulting densities were measured. Loading pressures

of 5 to 50 K psi were used.

In a second part of this study, the PbN6 and the PETN

were loaded at different pressures in the type B fixtures

as follows.:
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(a) PbN6 at 30 K psi and PETN at 10 K psi

(b) PbN6 at 50 K psi and PETN at 10 K psi

These two systems permitted a study of the effect of the

PbN6 detonation velocity on the initiation of PETN of

constant density.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE DENSITY STUDY

The results for the PbN6 and PETN loaded at 5 K psi and

10 K psi, respectively, were similar. A photographic record

(Figure 6) representing the 10 K psi loading condition shows

that after the NLS is initiated, an accelerating detonation

wave proceeds from the PbN6 to the PETN. The PETN appears

to detonate immediately.

For loading pressures between 15 K and 30 K psi,

immediate detonation of the PbN6 no longer occurs. Figure

7 is typical of the group. It can now be observed that the

PbN6 begir, low order then makes the transition to high

order detonation. When the transition occurs, the PbN6

detonates both forward toward the PETN and rearward toward

the NLS. The PETN initiation at the interface seems

unaffected by the density variation and the change in the

PbN6 detonation. In other words, the transition to high

order detonation takes place in the PbN6 at a sufficient

distance from the PETN interface to create a pressure pulse

sufficient to detonate the PETN upon its arrival.
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As the PbN6 loading pressure was increased from 30 to

40 K psi, the transition to detonation did not occur in

the PbN6. The low order firing of the PbN6 , however, was

sufficient to initiate che PETN, which then grew to high

order detonation. See Figure 8.

For PbN6 loading pressures of approximately 45 and 50 K

psi, the photographs showed no detonation waves. These

photographs show only burning throughout the PbN6 column

across the PbN6-PETN interface and through the PETN column.

This phenomenon is indicated by the luminous trace in the

photograph, see for example Figure 9, for 50 K psi loading

conditions.

In the preceding experiments, the PbN6 and the PETN

columns were loaded at the same pressure. The next two

photographs (Figure 10 and Figure 11) show characteristics

for the PbN6 pressed to 30 K psi and 50 K psi, respectively,

and the PETN loaded at only 10 K psi. PbN6 at 30 K psi

initiated PETN to a high order detonation; at 50 K Psi, it

only caused the PETN to deflagrate.

MOISTURE STUDY

The objective of this phase of the work was to determine

the effects of moisture on the initiation and growth to

detonation of the PbN 6 and PETN.

Dextrinated PbN6 and PETN were exposed to an atmosphere

of 90% relative humidity at 300C. The PbN6 equilibrates
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2
at 0.8% water by weight and the PETN is nonhygroscopic.

One perce nt and higher moisture contents in PbN6 or PETN

were obtained by the mechanical addition of water.

Aluminum-PMWA cylinders (Type A, Figure 2a) wer_:e loaded

with NLS (60 mg), PbN6 (4 increments of 30 mg each) and PETN

(6 increments of 25 mg each) as shown in Table 1. When

water was added mechanically, it was introduced from a

micrometer syringe into an explosive increment by putting

the desired amount on the surface of the previously pressed

increment, then pouring and pressing the explosive on top

of it. Pressure was applied slowly until the water was

taken up into the explosive. Then the final required

loading pressure was applied.

The averz-e densities, where determined, are given in

Table 1. Included also in Table 1 are density values of

the dry explosives which were used as standards. Density

values for explosives with moisture contents of 5, 10, and

20% were not recorded. The densities of the wet explosives

are in good agreement with the standards except that of

PbN6 loaded at 10 X psi. Here, the density values are

significantly higher than those of the standards. No

attempt was made to explain this condition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE MOISTURE STUDY

The results of this phase of the investigation can be

divided into the following groups:
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(a) Explosives having moisture content less than 2%.

(b) Explosives having moisture content of 2% or greater.

For the I0, 20 and 30 K psi loading pressures (both

PbN 6 and PET; the test shots containing less than 2%

moistur.i achieved high order detonation. Test shots

numbered 47A, 52A and 72A, show detonation velocities for

PETN of the same order as those of the standard 36A--7900

m/sec. Even the time interval of about 11 microseconds for

the initiation of the PETN, after the NLS initiation, is

approximately the same.

In the case of the photograph obtained for Fixture No.

77A which had the PbN6 and the PETN with a very small amount

of water added mechanically to each increment, the final

ij PETN detonation velocity was also about the same as those

of the dry explosive--7900 m/sec. However, unlike the others,

stable detonation did not occur until the end of the third

4' PETN increment. Also, the initiation of the PETN occurred

some 6 microseconds later than the 11 microseconds cited

for test shots 36A and 72A.

The mechanically added water decreases the detonation

velocity of the Pb1. For 10 K psi loading conditions, Figure

12 shows the comparison of reactions of dry explosives,

explosives with adsorbed moisture, and explosives with mechanically

added water. Figure 12 was composed from the analysis of

some of the photographs where the PbN6 contained <0.8% adsorbed

moisture and was pressed at 10 K pei. It shows that the

reaction time of PbN- has been significantly slowed due to

the mechanically added water.
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Also, tests were run with PbN6 and PETN exposed to 94%

relative humidity and then loaded at" 20 K psi. The PbN 6

and the PETN detonation velocity curves are shown in Figure 13.

The PbN6 curve has two regimes with the second regime

representing the transition to high order detonation,

suffi.cient to cause the PETN to detonate at the PbN6-PZTN

interface. At a loading pressure of 20 K psi, the absorbed

moisture in the PbN6 has no appreciable effect on the normal

reaction as compared with dry PbN6.

The effect of adsorbed moisture is evident at the 30 K

psi load~nr pressure. The PbN6 did not make the transition

to high order detonation within the PbN6 column. Even so,

the PETN did attain stable detonation in the fourth PETN

increment. Figure 14 shows the comparison of the velocity

curves of the PbN6 and of the PETN of 59A with the standard

44A. Note, also, that the moisture laden explosive system

took more time to propagate to the end of the column.

In the tests of the systems cont*nini~ng 2% or more

moisture no photographs were obtained that showed either

PbN6 or PETN burning or detonating. Upon examination of

the damaged fixtures, it appeared that the PETN did not

detonate or burn, but was blown away by a low order reaction

of the PbN 6 . Figure 15 shows a comparison of the damage of

the fixtures (c to g) as the amount of moisture wlas decreased
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Sin the PbN 6 and the PETN. Note that the damage to the

fixtures increased as the amount of moisture decreased.

COLUMN LENGTH STUDY

In the test shots 36A and 37A (Table 1) which were

prepared as standards, 120 mg of PbN6 loaded in 30 mg

increments was sufficient to initiate PETN. Discrete

reaction velocity curves of the PbN6 and the PETN were

observed on the photographs. Since the quantity of PbN

was more than sufficient to initiate the PETN, a determination

was made of the amount necessary to initiate PETN to%
inmediate high order detonation.

The aluminum-PMMA fixtures were loaded with NLS, PN 6W,

and PETN. Loading of the PbN6 and the PETN was at 10 I psi.

The test plan called for varying tha amounts of PbN6 down-

wa.rd from the 120 mg. All the fixtures were tested in the

usual manner using smear camera photography.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE COLUMN LENGTH STUDY

When the PbN6 weight was about 5 mg, high order

detonation of the PETN occurred only in one of six tests.

Burning of the PETN occurred in the others. The burning

velocity near the end of the PETN column was about 900 meters

per second and is apparently on the increase. This would

suggest that a longer column of PETN may attain high order

detonation. These teots show that when about 5 mg of PbN6

is used, initiation of PETN to high order detonation is

• . marginal.
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When more than 10 mg of PbN was used, detonation

occurred in the PETN in every case;' but where it occurred

varied from shot to shot. As the amount of PbN6 was

increased, stable detonation of PBTN occurred closer and

closer to the PbN6-PETN interface. Only when the PbN6

weight was 100 mg or more did the detonation of PETN start

high order at the PbN -PETN interface.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation show that due

consideration must be given to all parameters affecting

the operation of a typical electric detonator to obtain

maximum efficiency. Loading pressures, explosive materiAls,

column diameters, and column lengths used in this investigation

were typical of production detonators that perform satisfactorily.

In the typical detonator configurations, burning

dextrinated PbN6 such as that encountered at loading densities

of 45 K and 50 K psi has insufficient power to initiate

PETN high order. To initiate the PETN immediately to high

order detonation, the density of the PbN6 should correspond

to loading pressures of 5 K to 30 K psi in a column of PbN6

long enough to allow the PbN6 to attain stable detonation.

For PbN6 loading pressures between 35 K and 40 K psi, PETN

will be initiated but must build-up to stable detonation.
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Small amounts of moisture in PbN6 have an adverse effect.

Moisture can cause a low velocity detonating regime for the

PbN6 before it makes the transition to high order detonation.

If most of the PbN6 column undergoes low velocity propagation

before the transition to high order detonation, PETN will be

initiated but not high order. The attainment of stable

detonation will be, then, dependent upon a long enough

column of PETN. If more than 2% moisture is present in the

PbN6, it will not make the transition to detonation and the

PETN will not be initiated. Secondly, even with the small

amount of moisture that PbN6 Adsorbs at 90% RH, the loading

pressure must be reduced if the normal explosive reaction

of the PbN6 is to be obtained. For ideal functioning, the

PbN6 moisture content should be less than 0.8% at loading

pressures from 5 to 30 K psi.

For a column diameter of 0.150 inch with heavy

confinement, at least 10 ing of PbN6 is required to reliably

initiate 120 mg of PETN when both are pressed at 10 K psi.

However, the PETN does not detonate immediately. It burns

first and finally makes a transition to detonation. Only

when the PbN6 weight is about 100 mg or greater does the

PETN detonate at the PbN6 -PETN interface.

The data obtained from this study and, in part, the

conclusions drawn are highly dependent on the geomet-y,

confinement, and explosives used in the experiments. None-

theless, the general trends of what can be expected in a
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detonator are believed to be valid. Absolute values,

however, can be expected to change as the paramiters are

altered.

This work was supported by the Naval Ordnance Systems

Comma nd.
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FIGURE 2A
ALUMINUM-LUCITE FIXTURE WITH A CIRCULAR LOADING
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FIGURE 2B
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF FIXTURE,

TYPE A, AT THE BASE
OF THE LOADING COLUMN

LOADING COLUMN

0:'020.0'.050 INSIDE

WINDOW

BRIDGEWIRE

0'10 OUTSIDE
WINDOW

3/8" LUCITE ROD
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FIGURE 3
LUCITE BLOCK TYPE FIXTURE WITH A

HEMICYLINDRICAL LOADING COLUMN (FIXTURE TYPE B).@

LOADING COLUMN *

.075
INERT LAYER 0.075"

PETN
PbN 6

NLS -LUCITE

LUCITE WINDOW TO
LOADING COLUMN IBIGWR

METAL BASE FOR
SUPPORT OF LOADING

LEADWIRES COLUMN

0EXPLOSIVES LOADED DIRECTLY IN FIXTURE. DETAILS SHOWN OUT OF FIXTURE FOR CLARITY OF DRAWING.

FIGURE 4
TYPICAL HIGH-SPEED CAMERA PHOTOGRAPH

CAMERA SLIT

20
~t

SHOCK WAVE IN AIR 15

PETN DETONATION 10 u

WAVE

PETN PnN 6 INTERFACL 5

PN 6 DETONATION WAV0

INITIATION OF L.S

20 15 10 5LOADING FIXTURE

--- TIME (MICROSECONDS)
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I FIGURE 5
DETONATION VELOCITY CURVES OF PbN 6 AND PETN WITH SOME
ACTUAL VELOCITIES INDICATED AT POINTS A, B AND ALONG CC,

Is5 LOADING COLU,,N

INErAT

C. LAYER

UPET

Lu

10 AVER. DENSITY
1.58 GM/CC

CuCI TIE A4 6 ~ PbNo

TIME (MICROSECONDS)

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
LOW VELOCITY DETONATION IN PbN 6 , FOLLOWED BY

HIGH VELOCITY DETONATION IN PbN6 AND PETN

35B SHOT IDENT. NO.

Pb6IAT 25 K PSI , 20
PETN j

io

0

20 15 10 5 0

TIME (MICROSECONDS)

FIGURE 8
LOW VELOCITY DETONATION IN PbN6

AND HIGH VELOCITY DETONATION IN PETN

-2030BSHOT IDENT. NO. 1

N AT 40 K PSIPETNI

0

20 15 10 5 0

TIME (MICROSECONDS)
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FIGURE 9
LOW VELOCITY DETONATION IN PbN 6 AND

DEFLAGRATING PETN
: 14B SHOT IDENT. NO., 15

Pb6AT 50 K PSI

PETN 10

20 15 10 5 0

TIME (MICROSECONDS)

FIGURE 10

20T A 10 K 0 PS 10

TIME (MICROSECONDS)
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FIGURE 11
LOW VELOCITY DETONATION OF PbN 6 AND

DEFLAGRATING OF PETN

1OB SHOT IDENT. NO. 15

PETN AT 10 KPSI 10

5

20 1s 10 5 0

TIME (MICROSECONDS)

FIGURE 12
REACTION OF EXPLOSIVES LOADED AT 10 K PSI

71A,

72A 36A 77A
72A EXPLOSIVES EXPOSED TO 5

94% R.H.. 26*C. (ADSORBED MOISTURE)

36A DRY EXPLOSIVESI

77A WATER ADDED TO THE EXPLOSIVES j
10 *PETN

0 I

05 10 15 20
TIME (MICROSECONDS)
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FIGURE 13
REACTION OF EXPLOSIVES LOADED AT 20 K PSI

40A 61A

40A - DRY EXPLOSIVES 40A I
61A - EXPLOSIVES EXPOSED TO

1061A94%R H. 2rC

I PETN c

.3 z

4 0
z u

NLS

..),. 0

o5 10 15

TIME (MICROSECONDS)

FIGURE 14
REACTION OF EXPLOSIVES LOAD AT 30K PSI
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FIGURE 15
DAMAGE TO FIXTURES AS THE AMOUNT OF

WATER IN THE EXPLOSIVES VARIED

(E) 76A (F) 77A (G) 72A (H) 36A

2% WATER <2% WATER 94% RH STANDARD

10 K PSI 10 K PSI 10 K PSI 10 K PSI

(A) (B) LEAD (C) 54A (D) 55A
UNLOADED STYPHNATE 10% WATER 5% WATER

FIXTURE ONLY 10 K PSI 10 K PSI

TABLE 1

AVERAGE DENSITY OF PbN 6 AND PETN INCLUDING MOISTURE CONTENT

FIXTURE NO. MOISTURE CONTENT DENSITY OF DENSITY OF
(%) PbN8 (GCC) PETN (G/CC)

EXPLOSIVES AT 10K PSI.

47A 0.8+ 3.08 1.5
62A 0.8 3.03 1.56
72A 0.8+  3.02 1.55
77A <20' 3.30 1.56
76A 2.0' 3.43 1.62

35A 2.0-9 1.57
37A * 2.97 1.67

CXPLOSIVES AT 20K PSI.

6IA 0.8+  329 1.69

40A * 3.29 1.69
41A * 3.30 1.69

EXPLOSIVES AT 30K PSI.

59A 0.8+ &62 1.74
80A 0.8+ &56 1.75

44A 3.54 1.76
45A * 3.54 1.74

+ ADSORBED MOISTURE

WATER ADDED FROM MICROMETER SYRINGE

DRIED EXPLOSIVES FOR USE AS STANDARDS
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4-6 THE COMBUSTION PROPAGATION OF TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDERS

by
R. Zimer-Galler

Naval Ordnance Staticn
Indian Head, Pid.

INTRODUCTION

A predictably controllable and consistent burning rate is a primary

requirement for delay compositions used in cartridge-actuated devices.

To find proper ways in which the reaction rate may be influenced, it is

necessary to gain some understanding of the physical and chemical reactions

involved in the burning process. Investigations are carried out on the

combustion of delay compositions with varying proportions of tungsten,

barium chromate, potassium perchlorate, and diatomaceous earth. The

different components are characterized as individual compounds by the

following elementary physical and chemical reactions:

3000C 5250C
KCLO4 rhomb. ---- KCLO4 cub. KCLO4 liq. K C L + 202

7730C 15000C
KCLsolid > - liq. subl. t KCLgas

BaCrO4 1400C). BaO + 0.5 Cr20 + 0.75 0
42 3 ~*07 2

14730C
W + 3/ 2--- -WO3 solid a WO3 liq.

The oxidation of tungsten by gaseous oxygen is known to start under
(1,2)

formation of oxide particles on the surface of the metal . Therefore,

diffusion of oxygen through the oxide layer is to be considered as a

possible rate-determining step.

In this report, the physical states are determined at which the main

reactions take place. There is a discussion of how the different com-

ponents are involved in the burning process, how they interact with each

other, and how changes in composition affect the burning.
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DISCUSSION

HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS

Although tungsten delay powders often are called "gasless compositions",

it is quite obvious that gaseous reactions are involved in the burning

process. Potassium chloride, as a product of potassium perchlorate, is

subliming. The formation of smoke and a pressure-buildup in the delay

composition, which results in an increase in volume and large cracks in

the composition after cooling, is observed in high-speed motion pictures

(Figure 1). The extent of solid phase/gas phase reactions in the overall

chemical process has been determined by gas-volumetric measurements.

Reactions with the outside atmosphere depend on the oxygen balance of the

system. Whereas in an overoxidized system, oxygen is released, in an

underoxidized system, atmospheric oxygen is consumed. The formation of

subliming potassium chloride depends on the burning temperature and on

the pressure of the system,

The following methods have been applied to search for a possible

liquid phase:

High-Speed Motion Photography with Maguification

No meiting is observed when a sample of tungsten delay powder

containing diatomaceous earth is burned (Figure 2). Partial fusion of

the reacted product is seen in a burning sample of tungsten delay powder

without diatomaceous earth (Figure 3).
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Microscopic Investigation of the Structure of the Cooled Slag

The sample with diatomaceous earth shows little indic-.tion that

partial melting had taken place during burning, while the sample without

diatomaceous earth shows evidence of melting (Figure 4).

Differential Thermal Analysis

No melting endotherm had been detected before the exothermic reaction

occurred nor thereafter at the investigated temperature up to 1000°C.

From these results, it is concluded that there is no homogeneous

liquid-induction zone. Only partial melting is observed in the reacted

zone.

DECOMPOSITION OF THE OXIDIZER

Since the burning of tungsten compositions is affected by environmental

conditions, a solid/solid phase reaction between tungsten and potassium

perchlorate or barium chromate appears unlikely. It is assumed that the

first step in the burning process of tungsten delay compositions is the

decomposition of the oxidizing agent under formation of gaseous oxygen.

Differential thermal analyses (DTA), of tungsten - BaCrO4 mixtures

in inert atmosphere do not show any thermal reaction in the investigated

temperature range up to 1200 0C. Attempts to burn tungsten delay powder

without potassium perchlorate failed. This indicates that KCLO4 is important

to initiate the burning process. Differential thermal analysis of tungsten-

KCLO4 mixtures, as well as the regulare delay compositions (Figure 5), show

an endotherm at about 300*C, characteristic for the crystalline transition of

KCLO4 from the rhombic to the cubic lattice. The decomposition temperature is re--
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duced in presence of tungsten below the melting temperature (5700C) of

KCLO4. No melting endotherm is detected for any of the mixtures. The

main exothermic reactions occur at approximately the same temperature

(503-509 0C) for tungsten - KCLO4 and tungsten - KCLO4-BaCrO4 compositions

with tungsten concentrations from 30 to 75% covering a large burning

rate range (approximately 0.1 to 3 cm/sec). Therefore, thermal decomposition

of the oxidizer does not seem to be rate-determining.

THE REACTIONS OF TUNGSTEN

Heats of Reaction

The heat of reaction (AHr) is used as a design criteria for the

overall chemical reaction of burning tungsten delay powder. As shown in

Table 1, the heats of reaction measured in a Parr bomb calorimeter AHParr,

are higher than the heats of reaction AHf(1 ), calculated from heats

of formation for the following chemical reaction:

W, BaCrO4, KCLO4  -0WO, BaO, Cr203, KCL, 02 (I)

This leads to the assumption that other reactions are involved in the

combustion process. The formation of barium tungstate (3) is considered

as a reaction which accounts for additional heat release:

BaO + W03 - BaWO4 + 74.5 kcal/mole (2)
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TABLE 1: CALCULATED AND MEASURED HEATS OF REACTION OF TUNGSTEN DELAY

POWDERS IN CAL/G.

W(%) BaCrO4 (%) KCL0 4 (%) SiO2 (%) AHf( 1 ) Hf( 2 ) rHarr

30.5 59.5 10 - 177.3 300.9 285

30.5 54.5 10 5 190.6 314.2 317

75.0 15.0 5 5 117.25 161.35 181

The values AHf(2) calculated for the total heat released in reactions (1)

and (2) are comparable with the measured heats of reaction AHrParr ,

The following correlation is used for an estimation of the temperature

Tr at which the reaction takes place"

AH = E TrXiC i dT +E Li +* z f dT + L (3)
J J

Ta Tr

where

X. weight fraction of the i-th component of unreacted product1

Qi= heat capacity in (cal/g degree) component of unreacted product

Li = latent heat of each phase change i of unreacted product in

(cal/g)

X. = weight fraction of the j-th component of reaction proeuct3

Q. = heat capacity of the j-th component of reaction product in

(cal/g degree)

L. = latent heat of each phase change j of reaction product in

(cal/g)

Ta = ambient temperature, 25 C

Tf = final temperature
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Since the thermal properties of tungsten are rather well defined, the

calculations have been carried out for the 75% - tungsten composition. For

BaCrO 4 a specific heat of 0.108 cal/g *C and for diatomaceous earth a value

of 0.183 cal/g*C at room temperature have been experimentally determined.

,he specific heat of tungsten is described over a temperature range

between 1000C and 9000C by the following expressi6n (4 ) . Cp = 0.032036 +

0.045292 X 10 -4t. The specific heats of the other components are also

takcn from the literature(5):

For the crystal - phase change of potassium perchlorate, a value of , = 27

cal/g has been derived from the endotherm in a thermogram measured with a

differential scanning calorimeter. The heat of transition for tungsten

trioxide is reported to bo 1.77 cal/g (5 ) . The final temperature Tf = 1192°C

has been experimentally determined. Heat losses to the surroundings have

been neglected. According to the calculated value Tr, reaction takes place

at a temperature higher than that measured by differential thermal analysis

(5070C), at a heating rate of 20°C/min, however, before the final burning

temperature Tf is reached.

In contrast to most other compositions, tungsten delay powders do

not reach a maximum burning rate for a stoichiometric composition with

maximum heat of reaction and maximum reaction temperature. The burning

rate increases with tungsten concentration, independent of the oxygen

balance of the system.

Particle Size Effects

The effect of particle size on the oxidation reaction of tungsten in

oxygen atmosphere has been investigated by differential thermal analysis.

As illustrated in the thermograms (Figure 6), the temperature at which

tungsten reacts with oxygen is a direct function of the metal-particle
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size. As the metal surface becomes smaller by increasing the particle

size of tungsten or by decreasing the tungsten concentration in the delay

powder, diffusion of oxygen through a metal-oxide layer on the surface of

tungsten particles is considered as a rate-controlling reaction. The

effect of tungsten-particle size on the burning rate becomes more pro-

nounced the smaller the tungsten content of a delay composition.

Temperature Profiles

Temperature profiies along the lateral surface of cylindrical samples of

burning delay powder, pressed at 30,000 psi, have been measured wit.h a two-

color pyrometer operating at 0.56 and 0.65ew. As the reaction front

passes a 1-mm slit arrangement, the recorded temperature changes exhibit

three (3) regions: induction zone, main reaction zone, and cooling zone.

From the temperature-time and temperature-distance profiles (Figure

7), the thermal diffusivities a have been derived. Neglecting heat losses

to the surroundings and assuming that heat is transferred by conduction only,

the general heat transfer equation has been used:

3T A a2T

The burning rate is directly proportional to the thermal dif-

fusivity, but inversely proportional to the temperature-distance gradient

of the system.

An increase in potassium perchlorate concentration from 5 to 10%

increases the burning rate and raises the burning temperature of the under-

oxidized 75% tungsten composition. It does not have a measurable effect
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on the burning rate or the temperature of the 30.5% tungsten composition

in which enough oxygen for complete combustion of tungsten is furnished.

The Effect of Diatomaceous Earth on the Burning

Diatomaceous earth is uded in delay powders to improve the loading

characteristics. It does not undergo or catalize any chemical reaction

during the combustion process, as shown by differential thermal analysis

or microscopic investigation of the slag. The differential thermogram of

tungsten delay powder without diatomaceous earth shows the same exothermic

peak temperature as samples containing 5, 10 or 15% of diatomaceous earth.

Under the microcope, silica particles could not be mechanically isolated

from the bulk of the burned material. However, by repeated fuming with

hydrochloric acid, adding water, and filtering off water-soluble chlorides,

and by separating the silica from undissolved tungsten with a density

column, diatoms were found,

The effect of dietomaceous earth on the burning temperature of delay

compositions is shown in Table 2 and Figure 8. The burning temperature

is reduced, and the linear-burning rate r is raised with increasing amount

of diatomaceous earth. The drastic difference in the mass-burning rate

between the composition without diatomaceous earth and the compositions

with diatomaceous earth is related to different physical states. The

burning temperature of the sample without diatomaceous earth is high

enough as to cause liquefaction of tungsten trioxide (m. p. 14730C),

which possibly forms a molten layer on the surface of tungsten.
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TABLE 2: THE EFFECT OF DIATOMACEOUS EARTji ON THE COMBUSTION OF 30.5%

TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDER*)

SiO2 () Density(g/cm3) r(cm/sec) rn(g/cm 2sec) Temp(°C)

0 5.218 0.0905 0.472 1512, 1512

5 4.878 0.1365 0.666 1437, 1427

10 4.908 0.1367 0.670 1285, 1328

15 4.472 0.1428 0.639 1140, 1134

*) 10% KCLO4, rest BaCrO4

CONCLUSIONS

1. Solid phase/gas phase reactions are involved in the burning of tungsten

delay powder. There is no evidence of a liquid-induction zone.

Partial melting of the reaction products, which depends on the tempera-

ture of the system, has been observed.

2. Tungsten trioxide,as a primary reaction product,undergoes secondary

reactions with decomposition products of barium chromate.

3. There is no correlation between the burning rate and heat-of-reaction

or the reaction temperature.

4. Diatomaceous earth, which acts as a heat sink, increases the burning

rate. The inverse correlation between burning temperature and mass-

burning rate is related to changes in the physical state.

5. The specific surface area of tungsten is considered as the main

burning-rate-controlling factor.
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FIGURE 1: BURNING TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDER
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FIGURE 2: BURNING TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDER CONTAINING DIATOMACEOUS EARTH

FIGURE 3: BURNING TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDER CONTAINING NO DIATOMACEOUS EARTH

5% DIATOMACEOUS EARTH NO DIATOMACEOUS EARTH

FIGURE 4: BURNED TUNGSTEN DELAY POWDER
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4-8 DEVELOPMENT OF RF ATTENUATOR UTILIZING FERRITE - CERAMIC
COMPONENTS AND THE EFFECT OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ON THESE COMPONENTS

In the past fifteen years, a multiplicity of devices have been

developed for protecting electric initiators and initiation circuits from

the effects of energy induced by RF radiation. Most of these have been

reflective type filters, some have been of the dissipative variey; others

have combined both features. I am all in favor of dissipation but I must

admit there is a place for reflection also. So let us now reflect.

The dissipative type attenuator is basically an energy converter.

RF energy is converted into heat. Therefore, one need not be concerned

with the possibility of reflected RF energy introducing problems elsewhere

in the system. Moreover the dissipative attenuator can be designed so that

it has practically no effect on a normal firing pulse. This is of great

importance in most systems where space and weight limitations are rigorous

and power supplies are not much better than marginal as a consequence.

The energy differential between 90% reliability and 50% reliability is not

very great for many initiators and degradation of the firing pulse cannot

be tolerated no matter how efficient the RF suppressor utilized. Addition-

ally, the dissipative filter has no resonant points.

On the debit side it is theoretically possible for the heat generated

by the dissipative attenuator to cook off the explosive charge in the

initiator if the design does not provide a suitable heat sin,. However,

it is extremely unlikely that such a situation would be encountered because

prolonged exposure at very high levels would be required to obtain an
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initiation in this fashion. Of more import is the difficulty frequently

involved in obtaining ferrites with the desired characteristics. Here

our requirements run counter to those usually specified for the manufacture

of ferrites. We seek lossy material while the manufacture strives to produce

non-lossy material. One man's gold is another man's garbage.

Reflective filters are more readily available than are dissipative

attenuators, do not present even a theoretical cook-off problem and do not

require hard-to-obtain ferrites. However, they integrate the normal firing

pulse so that system reliability may be degraded; or, if the power supply

in the system is marginal, may ever prevent f1ring the initiator at all.

The RF energy reflected may introduce problems elsewhere in the initiation

system, telemetry, or other e)ectronic and electrical components. Resonant

points which are open windows for the admittance of RF energy may exist at

certain frequences.

Some devices are hybrids which combine both dissipative and reflective

elements. In effect they make use of the capabilities peculiar to both

approaches. Unfortunately, they also preserve some of the disadvantages

of both. For particular applications where the advantages outweigh the

drawbacks or where they are not significant, hybrid filters may provide

an excellent solution of RF problems.

In point of fact, one of the two general types or the hybrid type may

be suitable for a specific application; unsuitable for others. A knowledge

of the merits and demerits of each particular device and a thorough under-

standing of the system to which it is to be applied is necessary for a

judicious selection to be made. My personal opinion is that dissipative

type attenuators should be used in all cases because they are relatively
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foolproof, have no resonant points, and do not affect firing current.

As I remarked before, I am in favor of all types of dissipation.

A major objective in all our RF suppressor development programs has

been good attenuation (20 db or better) at frequencies as low as 100 KHz.

It has been difficult to get appreciable attenuation below IMHz while still

maintaining good attenuation across the rest of the frequency range of

interest, i.e. 100 Mlz to 20GHz. We have conducted programs to develop

improved ferrLtes and ferro-ceramic components to give us better low

frequency attenuation. This has met with some success but we are not yet

at the point where we can unequivocally recommend the incorporation of a

particular material into electric initiators on a production basis. One

of the problems has been that improvement in one characteristic essential

to good attenuation usually results in degrading another important charac-

teristic. We must seek some combination of generally improved parameters

rather than fruitlessly attempt to optimize individual factors.

We know that RF attenuation of ferrites is increased by high initial

permeability and high loss tangents. These are the important properties

which are the key to successful ferrite attenuators. Of equal import is

the ability of the attenuator to withstand the "thousand natural shocks

to which electroexplosive devices are heir" to paraphrase Shakespeare

slightly. A "natural shock" which we must consider is the effect of nuclear

radiation on these components.

Investigations of surface space-charge layers on barium titanate have

indicated this material to be sensitive to radiation in that significant

voltages may be generated under certain conditions. Similar effects have

been observed in other ferroelectrics. The use of such materials in

electronic circuits and as initiation system components which might be
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CXj),,SLd Lk' a nuc lear radiation environment compelled us to determine the

eff.ct o f such ex'posure on these components. The effects of immediate

inte.-st wert magnLitudC ol voltage generated and energy transferred under

different It.vels of radiation, effect on attenuator capability and the

possibility of physical breakdown. We embarked upon a preliminary

investigation to gain insight into the problem before conducting any

larg e-scal program.

One inch diameter, silvered, unpoled, flat barium t 4 tanate discs were

ixp)kscl to flash electron radiation and monitored for voltage generation. (Fig. 1)

Secondary effects and extraneous noise had to be eliminated or at least

suppressed in order to obtain meaningful information. The samples were

placed in the direct central beam of the electrons using appropriate sample

(Figs. 2 3)
holders. Cables, electrodes, etc were well shielded to reduce noise levels.

Oscillographs were taken without a sample to obtain the imprimatur of the

triggering signal so as to differentiate it from signals generated by the

sample. Readings taken with the samples indicated voltage generation, the

amount being dependent on the dose. The character of the pulse generated

varied with the side of the sample facing the beam. About 1.7 to 1.9

volts maximum initial pulse was generated in four microseconds at 0.7 to

3.5 Megarads. This was followed by a damped oscillation starting with an

amplitude of + 0.4 volts which was damped out in 130 microseconds. At

7 to 10 Megarads, the maximum initial pulse was two volts and at about

12 Megarads it was 2.4 volts. Similar damped oscillations followed.

Reversing the sample; a maximum voltage of 1.5 volts was generated in two

microseconds at 12 Megarads. Characteristic oscillatlon started with an

amplitude of + I volt and damped out after i4 microseconds. The highest

voltage pulse obtained with any sample was 3.5 volts after 0.7 Megarads.
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tLead zirconium titanan in the form of circular discs of various

sizes was irradiated by flash electrons to doses from 1.1 to 14 Megarads.

Capacitance and dissipation factor measurements were made before irradiation,

(Fig. 4)
and two days and ten days after irradiation. In some cases these values

changed with time. No definable trend could be discerned because different

mixes of the same material and supposedly identical materials from different

manufacturers exhibited wide differences in behavior.

Insertion loss measurements on actual attenuators before and after

irradiation indicated improved attenuation below 150 MHz and slightly

decreased attenuation at the higher frequencies. The true significance of

this data is questionable because the devices tested had low attenuation in

the low frequency range to begin with so that an increase of 2 db looms very

large on a percentage basis. ilowever, a definite pattern of improved low

frequenc:y performance did emerge and the possibility of improving low

frequency capability of attenuators by irradiating them or their ferro-

electric components merits further exploration.

Again using flash electron techniques, the change in magnetic

properties of different groups of ferrites was investigated. In general,

the attenuating properties of a ferrite are governed by complex permeability,

complex permittivity and magnetic and electrical loss tangents. Absorption

is increased by high initial permeability and high loss tangents. These

requirements are directly opposite to those called for in commercial use.

Four samples of five different groups of manganese-zinc-iron ferrite

systems were studied. Permeability and Q as a function of frequency were
(Figs. 5, 6)

plotted for each sample before and after irradiation. Three grcvps(T-l,

9170 - D/10 and 0-7) exhibited an increase in permeability (up to 1 MHz)

which decreased after two weeks but remained higher than that before irradiation.
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There was a minor increase in permeability from 1-4 MHz and a decrease

in permeability above 4Mfl .. In general Q increased at lower frequencies

up to 5 Mlz.

One ferrite (9170-AE) exhibited an increase in permeability around

I MHz which became greater after two weeks. At higher frequencies this

trend was reversed. Q followed the same pattern except for a significant

decrease at higher freq,,encies.

Ferrite H showed decreased permeability at low frequency. Part of

the decrease was eliminated after two weeks. At 5 MHz there was no

sigiificant change. Q increased over the range 0.5-5 MHz.

These tests indicated the possibility of increasing low frequency

permeability of the Manganese-Zinc ferrites by irradiation. More intensive

investigation at higher dose levels is in order. However, the increase in

Q noted in some cases is undesirable.

DOSE MEASUREMENTS

The dose from the flash electron tube was measured at different distan-

ces from the window by cellophane dosimetry. Blue cellophane paper (coamer-

cially available) was used as the dosimeter. Radiation bleaches the

dye in the cellophane resulting in a change in transmittance which is approx-

imately linear with dose at 6,550 Angstroms. Small pieces of cellophane

were cut off from different sections of a sheet and were sandwiched between

rigid Lardboard shaped to fit the sample holder of the Beckman Spectro-

photometer. The percentage transmittance of seven samples was measured at

6,500 Angstroms before and after irradiation. Since the dose per pulse
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was not high enough, each cellophane piece was radiated for more than three

pulses. Cellophane samples w;ere located at different distances and were

radiated at different times through the duration of the experiment. This

was to monitor the repeatability of the electron dose from the tube as It

was used. The percent transmittances of the samples were taken at different

times before irradiation to check any changes due to time duration.

Sper^rophotometer settings: Scanning Time 2

Scale Expansion 2X

Time Constant 0.2

Range 0-10

Sensitivity 20

It was more convenient to get a trace of percentage transmittance vs.

wavelength in a convenient range and then read the value of percentage

transmittance at 6,550 Angstroms. (Fig. 7)

Distance from Source Average Dose/Pulse
(inches) (megarads)

5/16 1.4

7/16 1.33

1/2 1.07

9/16 0.89

5/8 0.67

1-7/16 0.22

1-5/8/3 0.08

1-3/4 0.075

42 @ 85' Negligible
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The tlash electron tube was operated by the trigger system at 24KV

illSted of the maximum 30K in order to conserve tube life. The dose was

monitored at different time intervals. Maximum energy was 540Kev. Accord-

ing to specification the dose was one Megarad pulse at inch from the face

of the LuI).

The wort, reported on nuclear radiation effects indicates the need for

developing a program to determine not only the nature and magnitude of

these effects but the mechanism by which they occur. This brings us into

the somewhat esoteric realm of crystal mechanics, surface space charge

layer, and charge release mechanisms. Perhaps we shall be in a position

to report from that rarefied atmosphere at the Seventh EED Symposium.

DISCUSSION

It appears that no work has been done with ferrites in the area of ferrite

ohase shift and disparity effect in respect to RF attenuators for EED's.
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Fig. 4

rior | nor
Frequency Irradiation fter Irradiation Irradiation After Irradiation

816/68 81/23/68 9(6/68 Q(1) Q (2) Q (3)

mo 1) (Z) n V(3)__ _____I

SAMPLE #1 -- 20 pulses

.1 5497 4718 539Z 24 28 28 OD= .575
.5 4196 3707 4179 2 1 1.80 ID= .305

1.0 2623 2528 2443 1 1 1.07 H= .150
2.0 1452 1685 1495 0.9 0.9 0.85
3.0 1301 1357 1222 0.8 0.9 0.78
4.0 995 982 868 0.8 0.7 0.60
5.0 806 725 650 0.6 0.6 0.48

SAMPLE #2 -- 20 pulses

.1 4390 4064 4810 28 31 31 OD=. 580

.5 3474 3649 3815 2 1 2.0 ID= 305
1.0 2716 2322 2405 1 1 1.14 H. 150
2.0 1639 1555 1410 1 0.96 0.88
3.0 1343 1271 1137 1 0.96 0.77
4.0 1013 937 856 0.8 0.71 0.63
5.0 768 697 631 0.6 0.57 0.50 1

SAMPLE #3 -- 10 pulses
CM.

.1 4266 3941 4414 22 28 25 OD=. 570

.5 3460 3153 3405 2 1.9 1.98 ID=.305

1.0 2654 2365 2365 1 1.36 1.30 H=.150
2.0 1482 1754 1577 1 0.1 1.01
3.0 1278 1372 1216 0.8 0.92 0.77
4.0 1006 945 840 0.8 0.66 0.57
5.0 637 652 557 0.5 0.49 0.41

SAMPLE #4 -- 85 pul-s
Ito.

.1I 4736 4976 5474 19 21 23 OD=. 580

.5 3805 3981 3981 2 1 1.62 ID=. 305
1.0 2623 2488 2364 1 1 1.02 H=. 150
2.0 1639 1576 1451 0.9 0.84 0.81
3.0 1197 1218 1063 0.7 0.79 0.66
4.0 866 818 743 0.6 0.56 0.51
5.0 599 579 517 0.4 0.45 0.39
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4-9 RESPONSE OF SCOUT DESTRUCT

CHARGES TO HIGH HEAT FLUXES

A. E. Pierard
J. A. Bottorff

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION

ABSTRACT

An experinental program was conducted to determine the sensitivity and

possible premature operation cf the Scout missile destruct system when sub-

jected to an abnormally high temperature environment such as might be caused

by a combustion gas leak into the vehicle Destruct Environmental Enclosure.

Linear shaped cnarges, loaded with 180 grain/foot waxed RDX, were tested by

subje-ting them to radiant heat fluxes from 20 to 420 BTU/ft -sec and mea-

suring ignition time versus heat flux. Ignition times ranged from 37
milliseconds at 420 BTU/ft 2 -sec to 26 minutes at 20 B 2/ft -sec. Tcst

specimens were ls0 subjected to heat by solid rocket motor exhaust gases.

The latter experiments provided for direct impingement of the high velocity

rocket exhaust gases on thq tent specimen and also for the hot gases to fill

the volume under an enviromiun aover normally employed around the charges.

Direct impingement faild to initiato the charge; however, detonation did

occur when the gases angulfed the charges under the environment enclosure.

Witness plates in the latter tests indicated that part of the charge merely

burned whereas part of the charge underwent a high order detonation.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation discussed in this paper was conducted by the Issiles

and Space Division (NSD) of LTV Aerospace Corporation under NASA Langley
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2,ntract N " 1-6020 to study the effect of a high hea flux on the Scout

Vehicle destruct charges.

I'he I-,D-NPISA Scout is a four stage vehicle, each stage being powered

o: t solid rockett motor. Linear shaped charges are located on the first

t:,r. e .taes to provide the capability for flight termination. The linear

shaped charges are located under an environmental cover along the entire

>mlngth of each motor.

The explosive charges are fabricated by loading 2A waxed RDX into 3/8

.ncn i.D. ilur.inu.. tubing and pressing into a chevron shape. The charge

loading; is approximately 180 grains/foot. The 0.028 inch thick aluminum

walls are prir:.ed rith zinc chromate and painted with Enamel Gloss.

jtage separation on the Scout Vehicle is accomplished by gas pressure

developed on igniticn of the next motor. The build up in pressure from the

exhaust gases causes release of the burned-out motor from the vehicle.

Although the vehicle has been designed to prevent exposure of the destruct

system of t,,, spent stage from the hot exhaust gases of the thrusting stage

at separation, the possibility of an accidental initiation of the destruct

system does exist. Such an occurrance could cause damage from flying debris

to the thrusting stage.

Another possible mode of failure is the accidental initiation of the

destruct system by the impingement of hot gases from a leak in a solid rocket

motor, although again, the system is designed to avoid such an occurrance.

Both of these possible modes of failure involve rapid exposure of the

destruct system charges to a hot gas environment. Such a situation is not

amenable to theoretical analysis because of the unknowns such as convective

heat transier coefficients to the specimens, the radiative and conductive

heat transfer properties of the painted surfaces and structural weakening

of the aluminum sheath during heating which can reduce confinement of the
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explosive. Therefore, it was decided to conduct experimental tests in

which test specimen destruct charges were subjected to rapid heating to

determine the autoignition time and characteristic of the ignition.

The tests described in this paper consisted of two different types.

In the first type of test, the specimens were subjected to static radiant

heating. Radiant heat tests were conducted because of the relative ease

ir providing a range of heat flux conditions and the predictability of the

environments. In the second type of test destruct charges were exposed to

flow of hot gases front a small solid rocket motor. These latter tests more

closely duplicated the conditions of a potential failure mode. The non-

alumized propellant of the small rocket motors had a lower combustion temp-

erature and different gas composition than the alumized propellant used in

the Scout rocket motors. However, by correlating the test data with the

results of the radiant heat tests, the specimen ignition time that would be

obtained with the Scout motor propellant could be predicted.

RADIANT HEAT TESTS

The objective of this series of tests was to evaluate the sensitivity

of the destruct charges to high heat fluxes by exposing samples to known

radiant heat fluxes ranging from 20 to 420 BTU/ft 2-sec and to measure the

time required for the sample to autoignite.

Two different series of radiant heat tests were conducted; one series of

three tests was conducted at low heat flux and the other series of three

tests was conducted at high heat flux. The high heat flux tests, 160 to

2
420 BTU/ft -sec, were conducted after experimental results revealed that

testing at lower flux levels produced ignition times longer than three seconds.

These long delays are not considered significant because a motor leak of this

duration would in icself cause catastrophic destruction of the stage. On

the other hand, a delay of this magnitude, at stage separation, iould
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-.'ovide tivme for the spent stage to move a safe distance from the thrusting

stage before charge initiation.

Low Heat Flux Tests

s he three specimen used for this series of tests were identical and con-

sisted of sections of production destruct charges similar to those used on

$,cout Vehicle.

The test apparatus consisted of a low temperature furnace in wnich

radiant heat was applied by pyrometric reflectors No. PM 99685-B. Each reflec-

tor was fitted with five 10 inch - 2000 watt G.E. tublar lamps No. 2MW-3.

The reflectors were air cooled. The reflectors were adjusted so that the dis-

tance from the nearest lamp to the specimen was one inch.

The radiant heat was manually controlled by means of a 200KW Research

Incorporated "Thermac". This controller is essentially an ignitron tube type

pulser using sixgle phe.se 60 cycle current.

Following the design and fabrication of the test equipment, operational

checks and calibration runs were performed to assure that the test require-

ments could be met. The system was calibrated using :a copper slug type

calorimeter, Alabama Automation Model C-7. This calorimeter measures heat

by the rate of temperature rise in a thin plate. A continuous writing, single

channel, hinneapolis - Honeywell, Brown Recorder was used to record the temp-

eratures. The heat flux measured by the calorimeter was correlated with its

distance from the lamps and the voltage drop across the lamps. This cali-

bration data was used to determine the heat flux to a test specimen knowing

the specimen distance from the lamps and the voltage drop across the lamp.

To conduct a test, a specimen was placed in position, the voltage drop

was adjusted to the proper valve and the lamps were turned on and were allowed

to remain on until the charge initiated. The time to initiation was determined
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by moni**oring a thermocouple mounted on the specimen. The thermocouple,

facing toward the lampu, provided a first indication of heat to the specimen

and indicated when initiation occurred by a termination in the signal. Temp-

eratures as measured by the thermocouple were not considered valid because of

direct exposure to the incident radiation.

2
Tests were conducted at flux levels of 20, 50 and 75 BTU/ft -sec. The

results are shown below in Table I and graphically in Figure 1.

TABLE I

RESULTS OF LOW HEAT FLUX TESTS

FLUX TIME TO
LEVEL IGNITE

(BTU/t Ise (sec

20 26

50 8

75 3.5

High Heat Flux Tests

The test specimens for this series of tests were specially prepared by

loading a 13 inch length of 3/8 inch O.D. aluminum tubing with eight inches

of waxed RDX to a loading of 180 grains/ft and the remaining 5 inches with

Boraxo soap as an inert filler. The inert filler was used in the low temp-

erature tests in order to reduce the total quantity of explosive, and hence,

the amount of required shielding. The tube was crimped to the configura-

tion of the Scout shaped charge and end caps were installed. Figure 2 shows

a typical specimen. All samples were painted similar to the production hard-

ware except for some stripes on the inert section wbich aided in reducing the

data which was recorded by a high speed movie camera.
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A special high temperature resistance furnace shown in Figure 3 was

used to provide the required heat fluxes. The furnace consisted of a 12-

inch long, 2-inch I.D., by 3/8-inch .hick wall graph-ite tube oriented ver-

tically and clamped at both ends with copper electrodes. The electrodes

were supported on a one-inch thick, 12-inch wide by 18-inch long Supramica

high temperature board. Power cables connected the furnace electrode3 to

the power supply. The furnace tube was plugged at the bottom with a graphite

block and was thermally insulated circumferentially to a thickness of two

inches with layers of 1/4 inch carbon fel t. Two layers of fiberglass cloth

were wrapped around the outside of the carbon felt to inhibit burning of the

felt. A 1/2-inch diameter hole cut through the thermal insulation in line

with a 1/4-inch diameter hole drilled through the wall of the graphite tube

provided a line of sight into the furnace for the optical pyrometer tempera-

ture measurements. The furnace was observed to heat uniformly over a 6 to 8

inch long section at the furnace center.

The power supply for the furnace consisted of a 150 kw, ignitron tube

controlled, power circuit with a multi-tapped, impedence matching, output

transformer. The resistance of the graphite tube was approximately 10-2 ohms

and the 10 volt, 15,000 amp, secondary tap was used for these tests. A special

power supply remote control potentiometer was installed to allow the operator

to be stationed behind a blast shield.

A guided free fall drop tower, shown in Figure 4, was used as a means

of inserting the test article into the furnace. This system allowed position-

ing of the specimen in the furnace with an elapsed time from initial entry in

the furnace to final positioning of only 40 milliseconds. The drop tower con-

sisted of a vertical pole 20 feet .ong, anchored at the base to the furnace

structure and supported by four guy wires at the top. A carriage was made
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to slide on two taut cable guides attached to the vertical pole. A 3/8 inch

I.D. coupling was used to attach the specimen to the carriage. Set screws

held the specimen in the coupling. The carriage vith. a 'ummy specimen

installed can be seen in Figure 3. A quick release 'tch was installed at the

top of the drop tower and the latch was actuated by means of a string extend-

ing to thc operator's station behind the blast shield shown in Figure 4. The

drop tower was adjusted such that the lower nine inches of the specimen would

extend into the furnace along the furnace's vertical centerline. Movies of

the tests indicated that the specimens did not touch the furnace wall. The

free fall travel of the carriage was 16 feet.

Instrumentation was provided to measure furnace temperature, timing of

events, and power supply voltage and current. The furnace temperature was

measured with a Pyrometer Instrument Co. Micro Optical Pyrometer, Serial No.

M-4936 with a 1300 to 58000F range. Timing of events was recorded by a

Fairchild Model HS 100, 16 m high speed camera at a film speed of 1000 frames

per second. The accuracy of the timing of events was ± 5 Ms.

Checkout of the apparatus consisted of approximately two dozen drops

made with a dummy specimen installed on the drop tower. High speed movies

weee taken of four drops. Prior to conducting the series of tests, the

furnace was heated to approximately 4500°F to demonstrate its design adequacy.

A test specimen was prepared prior to each test and loaded on the drop

tower. The furnace was heated to the required temperature and monitored with

the optical pyrometer located approximately five feet from the furnace behind

the blast shield. After recording temperature and power supply readings, a

ten second countdown was initiated. At 0 minus one second the camera was

turned on at 0 seconds the latch mechamism 0s released allowing the speci-

men to enter the furnace at approximately 0 plus 1 second.
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2
The heat flux for these tests ranged from 160 to 420 BTU/ft -sec. The

high sp-ted film revealed that the paint burned off prior to ignition. The

furnace temperature and event timing data are presented below. A plot of

ignition time versus heat flux for these tests conducted at low heat flux

is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE II

RESULTS OF HIGH HEAT FLUX TESTS

Furnace Heat Time of Time to Ignite
Temp Flu Insertion After Insertion
(OF) (BTU/ft -sec) (milliseconds) (Nillisecondsl

3850 16o 43 547
4500 289 33 625
5000 420 37 375

The resulting shock after initiation of tne charge caused the graphite

furnace tube and its thermal insulation to disintegrate, requiring replace-

ment of these components.after each test. Figure 5 shows the furnace after

one of the tests. The timing data was obtained from the high speed movies.

The explosive yield (noise) of the 4500°F test seemed to be lower than the

other two tests, although there is no plausible explanation for this.

Figure 2 shows the 45000F specimen after the test. The aluminum appeared to

have been near its melting point at the bottom end, and all paint had been

burned off on the lower 6 inches. The specimens painted with the yellow

paint appeared dull, rusty colored near the top. Not enough of the lower 8

inches of the specimens were recovered to make an observation of their

appearance,

HOT GAS IMPINGEMENT TESTS

The objective of these tests was to evaluate the vulnerability of the

Scout destruct charges to hot propellant gases which might be vented under
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the tunnel and impinge directly upon the destruct charges. The test

specimens were section of actual Scout production charges consisting of

standard aluminum tubing of 3/8" 0.. loaded with 180 grains per foot of

waxed RDX explosive and pressed to a chevron configuration. The charges

were cut to provide a length slightly longer than the third stage X-259

motor case. Two charges were then assembled over a previously fired

X-259 motor case, and covered with a fiberglass tunnel cover to simulate

actual Scout installation. The assembly just prior to testing is shown in

Figure 6.

The hot gas for impingement on the specimens was provided by .6KS 40

or 1KS40 solid rocket motors used as spin motors on the Scout Vehicle. The

propellant in these motors is Atlantic Research Corporation Arcite 362 14

which is a nonaluminized composite propellant having a flame temperature of

22840K. The .6KS3o motor has a nominal burn time of 0.642 seconds and a mass

flow of 0.192 pounds/second. The nominal burn time of the 1KS40 motor is

1.07 seconds and the mass flow is 0.199 pounds/second. Variation of mass

flows and exposure vimes could be achieved by employing combinations of

motors.

Instrumentation was provided to measure the outside surface temperature

of the destruct charge tubes as a function of time. Temperatures were mea-

sured at six different locations with iron-constantan thermocouples and were

2'ecorded on a viLicorder. Timing events were obtained with a high speed movie

camera operating at 1000 frames/second. Witness plates were placed under each

charge at each end of the motor case. These witness plates were identical to those

used for acceptance testing of destruct charges for the Scout Vehicle. High

order detonation of the RDX is necessary to cause the destruct charges to

cut the witness plates.
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The motors were positioned internal to the X-259 chamber and located

with the nozzle pointing toward the case as shown in Figure 7. A hole

drilled through the X-259 motor case allowed gas to vent into the destruct

tunnel. High speed motion picture cameras were turned one second before

current was applied to the gas generator squibs.

The first test firing utilized a .6K!!O motor exhausting through a 1/4

inch diameter hole in the motor case.'-The hole in the case was located

between tie two destruct charges. The hot exhaust gases erroded the under-

side of the fiberglass case but did not enlarge the drill hole. The only

effect inside the tunnel was smoke deposits.

The conditions of the second test were similar to those of the first

except that tha motor exhausted through a 3/4" diameter hole in the motor

case. After this test, it was found that the wiring insulation had started

to melt and a heavy smoke deposit was produced. Slight erosion of the fiber-

glass at the top of the tunnel was noted.

The third test consisted of firing three (3) 0.6KS40 motors through a

1" x 4" rectangular hole in the fiberglass motor case. The results of this

test are shown in Figure 8. All materials in the vicinity of the rocket

exhaust suffered severe damage, but no detonation occured. Three or four

inches of each charge were melted away and the explosive was missing from

another 5 to 7 inches on both sides of the burned out section, leaving the

hollow aluminum tube. All of the insulation was burned away from the exposed

section of the wire bundles and somn- of the wires were burned through. The

wire at the left side of of the photograph was used to cupport the destruct

tube and wire bundle for the purpose of indicating their location in the photo-

graph. The mounting bracket had broken loose from the case.
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The fourth test utilized a 1KS4O rocket motor for the gas generator

and the gases were directed through a 1/2" hole into the tunnel region. The

damage was more extensive than for firing of the 0.6KS40 motor but less severe

than for firing of three 0.6KS40 motors. Ignition of the destruct charges

still did not occur even though the thermocouples recorded 800 to 900°F on the

surface of the destruct tubes.

Test Number five employed two KS40 spin motors placed side by side and

each fired through a separate 1/2 inch hole drilled inihe case. The motors

were programmed to fire sequentially -th an approximate overlap in burning bf

20 milliseconds. After 1.268 seconds of burn time the destruct tube initiated

and failed the motor case the entire length of its cylindrical section.

Figure 9 is a view of the motor rase (a section of case between the two

charges was wired into its original position for the photograph). Fraying of

the fiberglass is also obvious at the top of this picture. Figure 10 is a

photograph of the retrieved witness plates. The two plates joined by tape

were originally located at the aft end of the motor case. The other two

plates, shown as 3 pieces, were located at the forwurd end of the motor case.

These witness plates indicate that the two charges did not undergo a high

order detonation aft of the gas vent hole but foruard of the vent one charge

underwent high order and the other was in a transition from low order to high

order detonation over the wftr~sr plate. The relationship of the radiant

heat flux from the gas to time of ignition produced by these two motors is

shown by a point on Figure 1.

A review of the high speed film indicated a very bright puff of smoke

1.034 seconds after ignition of the spin motors and detonation 0.230 seconds

later. This indicates that the charges may have ignited and separated into

two pieces without undergoing high order detonation at the time of the first

bright puff of light. This action could explain one half of the charge going low
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order and the other half going high order. The results of five tests

are sum=arized in Table III.

TABLE III

SUi2RY OF HOT GAS IMPINIt&ENT TESTS

GAS XMMEP OF VENT HOLE APPROX. OAS FLOW
SOURCE GAS Gi0EATORS (in) TIME (sec.) RESULTS

.6KSiO 1 0.25 dia o.64 Smoke Damage Cnly

.6KS4O 1 0.75 dia 0.64 Slight Erosion of
Fiberglass

.6Ks4o 3 1 x 4 o.64 Mielted Charge-No
Detonation

lKS40 1 0.5 dia 1.0 Damage more Severe

than one .6KS40

But no Ignition

14S40 0 0.5 dia 1.264 Detonation of
each Charge

CONCLUSIONS

1. High heat fluxes, as may be experienced by engulfing the destruct charges

in rocket motor exhaust gases, cen oause ignition in less than 1 second.

2. Initiation does not appear likely with direct impingement of the high

velocity exhaust gases. These tests results concur with previous testing

conducted on the destruct system.

3. Engulfment of the charges in the hot exhaust gases will cause initiation.

This action may be high or low order detonation. A more extensive test effort

is required to resolve the mechanism for initiation to high or low order.

4. Prediction of function time appears feasible based only on radiation from

the gas.

DISCUSSION

At Lockheed, RDX in lead sheaths that were subjected to gas flames of

about 4500OF at velocities of 2000 fps did not detonate the RDX. All that

occurred was burning of the RDX that was in direct contact with the hot gases.

The gases melted and eroded the lead and left the RDX core mostly unburned.

The compression pressures used in forming shaped charges (FLSC) romposed of

RDX and 2 percent wax in a 3/8 in. O.D. aluminum tubing was estimated to be
between 20,000 and 25,OOC psi.
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FIGURE 9 MOTOR CASE AFT~ER TEST OF TWO 1&40 O TORS FIRE S'IQUNIAJ

FIGURE 10 WITNESS PLATES AFTER TEST WITH TWO 11(540
MOTORS FIRED SEQUENTIALLY
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4-10 dx/dt vs TIME DETONATION MONITORING

Donald Baker Moore and Roy McLeod

Explos ive Technology

[NTRODUCTI ON

Detonation Velocity measurement in explosives and explosive products is

of considerable interest as a means to understanding basic phenomena as

well as being a practical measure of performance and quality. Most

conunonly detonation velocity is estimated by mc.itoring the elapsed time

between arrival of some manifestation of detonation rrogress between two

or more known positions. In the ideal case this manifestation may be the

ionization zone within the detonation front short circuiting switches or

ionization probes. More commonly the observable will be the motion of a

surface, or the result of motion of a surface of some material in contact

with the explosive, if not the explosive surface itseLf. This paper

presents results obtained from metal sheathed explosive cord, but the

2 technique is applicable to and has been used with bare cast and extruded

explosives.

Frequently it is desired to measure the reproducibility of detonation

velocity in explosive cord, or other items. It is immediately apparent

that when elapsed time measurements are made over fixed distances the

standard deviation of the velocities calculated should be proportional to

the square root of the distance measured, but the relative standard

deviation, or coefficient of variation, which is a more common measure of

precision, should be inversely proportional to the square root of the

distance measured. From this it follows that, unless care is used in

stating exact experimental conditions, an explosive cord with velocities

estimated over two inch distances might show a coefficient 3f variation

of two percent, where if the same product were measured over one meter
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distances it could be expected to appear to be better than one-half

percent.

Considerations of this nature, in addition to questions of fundamental

detonation mechanics, indicate the desirability of point estimates of

detonation velocity, or continuous detonation monitoring as a function of

distance.

TECHNIQUE

The "continuous wire" method has been in use for some years as a means of

measuring detonation front displacement as a function of time. This tech-

nique consists of installing a resistakee mire or wires either in the

explosive, or immediately adjacent to a metal sheath about the explosive in

such a manner that either the ionization front in the explosive, or the

motion of the metal sheath will progressively short the resistance wire.

This short will proceed along the resistance wire with a displacement more

or less directly relatable to the displacement of the detonation front.

If either a constant voltage or constant current source is connected in

series with the resistance wire, a change in current or voltage across the

wire will be observed whose magnitude can readily be determined and which

can be then directly related to the location and motion of the progressive

short.

Early measurements by the authors and others using constant voltage sources

were inconvenient to interpret, however, later measurements by Amster (Ref.

1), and others using constant current sources yielded output voltages

dire tly proportional to displacement and were directly readable. The

exact details of the circuitry and connections are not given here but are

fully documented by others such as Price, et al. (Ref. 2) and Pitts (Ref. 3).
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1; The results of the continuous wire method yield displacement vs time data

which can then be graphically differentiated to get estimates of velocity

vs distance or time. Although other means have been used in special

circumstances for measuring displacement or velocity directly, particular-y

those using microwaves (Refs. 4 and 5), the continuous wire method remains

the simplest and for most purposes the most useful. Considering the limita-

tions of precision in using an oscilloscope, and that this technique is most

useful for observing relative velocity variations than for absolute measure-

ment, elaborate constant current power supplies and temperature compensation

have proven unnecessary. In fact we have had considerable success with a

single transistor biased so that its current output is only a negligible

function of load variation within the lImits used.

It was rerrarked above that what is frequently desired is not simply an

average detonation velocity, but point estimates or, preferably, a con-

tinuous record of detonation velocity as a function of displacement. This

has usually been cbtained from the continuous wire technique output by

graphical differentiation of the resultant oscilloscope trace. The authors

have for some time eliminated this step by the comparatively simple means

of electronically differentiating the displacement-time data as it ih
generated by the progressive shorting of the continuous resistance wire.

This is accomplished readily by inserting the normal displacement-time,

or x-t, data into an operational amplifier set up for differentiation, and

displaying the output dx/dt vs t, on a dual beam oscilloscope or. one channel,

using the second channel for displaying the usual x vs t information. The

results shown in the figures were obtained using a Tektronix Type 0 pream-

plifier in a Typ'e 555 oscilloscope. Input and Feedback impedance were

adjusted to obtain satisfactory gain and frequency response. (Zi'0.0001
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microfarad, ZfMO.Ol megohm). With these settings and using 15.2 milli-

amperes through 199.1 ohm/foot single silk insulated Karma wire, output

voltage changes of 10 millivolts per centimeter change in resistance wire

length were obtained. This gives for the x-t trace at a vertical scope

sensftivity - 0.5 volt/centimeter a scale of 50.. (displacement)/ecope

vertical centimeter and two microseconds/horizontal centimeter. For the

dx/dt trace with a vertical scope sensitivity - 0.05 volt/centimeter, a

scale of dx/dt - 5mm/microsecond corresponds to one centimeter vertical

deflection. These scales are indicated in the figures.

RESULTS

Figure 1 is a record using the above parameters to monitor the detonation

of five grain per foot, lead sheathed, RDX filled explosive cord. The

bottom trace is the usual x-t record, the top trace is the electronically

differentiated dx/dt record. It will be observed that the record shows

an instrumented cord length of i00mm and that the dx/dt record shows a

varying "velocity" ranging from about six to eight millimeters/microsecond.

As mentioned in the beginning the word velocity must be used carefully,

particularly in this measurement, since what we actually observe is a

closure, or rate of closure, produced by the motion of the lead jacket

expanding and shorting the resistance wire.' Variations in rate will be

due to both real variations in explosive deeonation velocity, and variations

in jacket thickness from point to point along the explosive column length.

Figures 2 and 4 show similar observations on-the same lot of cord except

that in both cases the cord had been carefully bent in two places ninety

degrees about a one-quarter inch radius and then straightened. Effort

was taken to prevent perturbing the cord between the bends. The results

clearly show disturbances in both the x-t and dx/dt Zraces and indicate

that in spite of precautions, the cord performance has been altered along

its entire length, in addition to the two anticipated major effects.
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Figure 3 is another example of the same cord which was handled careful i,

with every attempt being made to preserve its integrity before firing and

is representative of observed velocity variations in good cord.

Figure 5 is a reference shot showing the electrical Poise in the circuit

when steady state current existed in the resistance wire and the cord was

not detonated, but an electrical detonator was fired n'ar the cord. This

figure is included to demonsurate that while the electronic differentiation

technique can be notably noisy, in this case the major variations ob,;nrved

are appreciably in excess of the electrical noise level.

CONCLUS1IONS

We have used a modification of the continuous wire technique for monitoring

the detonation velocity in explosives, and the velocity of propagation of

metal sheath disturbance in metal clad explosive cords. The device of

electronically differentiating the normal x vs time curve to obtain a dx/dt

vs time plot has proven useful, and challenging. hile it has lent itself

well to examination of the perfoimance of products, it has simultaneously

given us a means of detailed examination of that performance such as we have

not previously known. Further work will he required to enable us to dif-

ferentiate between that portion of the observed effects which is due to real

variation In explosive detonation velocity, and that which is contributed

by variations in the sheath thickness or hardness. In the meantime, while

this technique does not yield numbers of the apparent precision And

accuracy obtainable by simple elapsed tirfie measurement, neither d6es it

conceal what may be real and significant variables in explosive performance.
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V= 0mn /Us ec

v=0

X0O
2psec-

Fig, I dxldt vs t. and x vs t reLord of detonation In five griln per linear foot,
lead sheathed, RDX filled explosive cord, undimag'ed.

V=IOmmfpusec

X= 100mm

x=0

C Fig. 2 Record obtailned from similar cord bent and restralghtened.
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V= 10mm/as ec

x=0

Fig. 3 Record from undamaged cord, similar to Fig. 1.

V= l0mm/isec

X=0

Fig. 4 Record from cord bent and restraightencd as in Fig, 2.
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4-|i EVALUATION OF DETONATING CORD BY FRAMING CAMERA TECHNIQUE

JIM W. BLAIN, BERTIL V. CARLSON, ALLAN H. SMITH

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY

ABSTRACT

An experimental technique for the evaluation of detonating cords was developed

based on high speed motion picture photography. Explosive performance of several

RDX-metal sheath systens were photographed using the framing camera technique at

frame rates of 5 x 1O5 and 1 x 106 frames/second (2 microseconds and 1 microsecond

per frame). Performance characteristics of each system were established and

evaluated for missile design applications.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important uses of detonating cord in the design of a missile is

to separate structural members (i.e., separate two sections of the iissile body).

There is a scarcity of publisbed information on the fundamental behavior o. the

detonating cord relating the detonation products of the explosive to the behea'tior

of the metal sheath and further, to the ability of the metal sheath to perform

useful work such as breaking a metal joint or separating a metal skin. The

designer now has to rely on his past experience with similar applications of

detonating cord and on destructive tests which empirically relate basic design

parameters of the detonating cord to the final destructive action of breaking

the metal. Unfortanately, these tests do not always predict the ability of the

detonating cord to break the metal joint.

* The work reported in this paper was performed at Lockheed Missiles & Space

Company under\U.S.N. Contract N0003066CO186
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Recently we experienced this non-predictability when attempting to correlate the

joint separating capability of detonating cords which were manufactured by

different vendors who used dissimilar manufacturing processes and which were tested

at different time phases in a long range program. In addition, variations in ex-

plosive behavior were obseived between lead sheathed detonating cord and aluminum

sheathed detonating cord when it was confined inside either LMSC Zipcord, poly-

urethane plastic tubing or fiberglass sheathing.

In order to better understand the performance of the detonating cord, its ability

to break a metal joint and its ability to expand a polyurethane tubing, a special

high speed photographic technique was developed to observe the detonation process

and subsequent fragmentation of the metal sheath. In this techniqae, a sample

of detonating cord was detonated and the detonation process was recorded by a

framing camera at frame rates of one microsecond per frame. The details of

this technique, the analysis of the detonation process and the detonating cord

characteristics that are pertinent to the application of breaking a metal joint

are discussed in this paper. Experimental correlation of the performanc. -9, the

detonating cord to actual separation Joint design or to confinement in plastic

tubing was not complated In time for presentation in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Since the purpose of the study was to investigate the dynamic behavior in the micro-

second time region of small size detonating cords, a technique was develop using

the Cordin 1.2-million froines/second framing canera. Figure 1 depicts the overall

test settp, comprising of acamera, strobe lamp and sample test fixture.
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The procedure for accomplishing the test program was as follows:

An 8-inch (20 cm) long sample of detonating cord was secured in the test fixture

exposing an approximate 6-inch (15 cm) length to the camera field. Replaceable

adapter collets were made to fit the various sample diameters. Immediately behind

the sample was placed a 1 mm x i mm paper grid. This grid was used as a reference

scale in data reduction. The test fixture also accommodated a 1/h-inch thick plexi-

glass window (placed approximately 1.5 inch in front of the sample) which protected

the camera lens from the blast and fragments.

In order to obtain the high zpeed initiation event necessary for camera timing, the

samples were initiated with an EBW detonator. For this particular test series, a

Reynolds Industry's P/N 167-4314 EBW Detonator was employed (Reference 1). The

detonator was attached to the end of the cord and placed in a protective tubular

member which indexed the initiation point approximately 1 inch (2.5 cm) away from

the start of the length passing through the camera field.

Initial calibration tests indicated that the sample was not sufficiently se.f-

illuminating for proper definition of the metal jacket. Consequently, a high inten-

sity xeon strobe la;%- in the front lighting mode was found necessary to provide

maximum jacket fragment resolution.

The Cordin camera was posttioned on center with the sample at a distance giving a

field-of-view of 6 x 6 inches (13 x 15 cm) - appropriate connections were made with

the strobe lamp, high pressure nitrogen supp2.r (camera mirror drive) and EBW firing

circuit. Sequencing of the camera, detonator and strobe was accomplished automati-

cally through the Cordin Instrumentation Console. Vendor data (Reference 2) claims

a total system accuracy (jitter) of ± 0.016 microsecond.
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The end product of the test was a length of 35 mm film (black and white or color)

which usually contained 21 - 25 frames of information. As noted, the majority

of the tests were made at a frame rate of one million frames/second. Data acquisi-

tion w.as accomplished by analysis of enlarged 8 1/L&" x 11" still photographs and

tabulation was made of th3 desired measurements, time increment, etc., necessary

for parametric computation. To illustrate the behavior of lead and aluminum sheath

detonating cords, a short, animated-type film has been prepared for presentation at

this symposium. Beginning with 2.5 grain and progressing through 13.0 grain deton-

ating cord sizes, each detonation process event is displayed on the screen several

times.

EXPERIMTAL RESULTS

This particular test series was comprised of approximately 30 tests involving 2.5,

3.5, 4.0, 7.0, 11.0 and 13.0 grain per foot detonating cord which contained either

RDX or HKX explosives in either lead or aluminum sheaths. Each test sample was

detonated in the test fixture (Figure 1) and the resultant detonation process was

recorded by the framing camera (Figure 1). As dramatically illustrated in Figures

2 and 3, selected frames taken at a rate of 5 x 105 or 1 x 106 frames per second

clearly show different detonation processes and fragmentation patterns between

lead and aluminum sheaths. Several frames from each film strip were enlarged to

8 1/2" x 11" prints for analysis of the detonation process and fragmentation

patterns.

All of the tested detonating cords exhibited the same destructive patterns: A

nonreactive zone, an expansion zone and a metal fragmentation zone. These zones

are illustrated in Figure 4 along with the various measurements that were uied in
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the data reduction process. The nonreactive zone was the undetonated detonating

cord ahead of the detonation front. The expansion zone was selected to start at

jthe detonation front and to cover the expansion of the detonation products and the

metallic sheath until the sheath started to rupture and fragment. A slight error

was introduced into the calculation of the specific volume of -he detonation pro-

ducts by this selection since the expansion front was assumed to be at a fixed

angle with the centerline of the detonating cord. Analysis of the radial expansion

of a Comp B/Copper cylinder system (References 3 and 4) with respect to time indi-

Qsted the radial expansion to be linear except for the first 15% of the total

expansion. The fragmentation zone was selected to start to the beginning of the

sheath fragmentation and extend over the sheath fragmentation and expended detona-

tion products.

A representative print was measured for the detonation parameters: Expansion of

the metal sheath (both linear and angular radial expansion) length of expansion

zone, linear and angular displacement of the metal fragmentation pattern. These

parameters were then combined with other detonating cord parameters such as core

weight, explosive detonating velocity, and physical dimensions to calculate sev-

eraji detonation characteristics: Metal fragmentation velocity, expansion time,

expansion wall velocity, volume of detonation products when metal sheath starts

to fragment, and mass ratio of explosive to metal and/or plastic materials. Tables

1 and 2 present a sun~mary of the measurements and calculated detonation character-

istics for the test detonating cords.
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COMPARISON OF EQUATION OF STATE

FOR DETONATION PRODUCTS WITH EXPERf'NT

The behavior of the detonation products in the expansion section of the detonating

cord can be analyzed by a simplified method and then compared to the theoretical

equation of state for detonation products from a RDX system and from a metal-

explosive system. This comparison allows a relative assessment of the capability

of the explosive to expand, accelerate, and fragment the metal sheath for several

mass ratios (mass of explosive to metal or to metal and plastic). In addition, it

can be used to determine the relative pressure of the detonation products at the

end of the expansion zone.

The pressure-volume-energy behavior of the detonation products for a

metal-explosive system was most thoroughly described by J. W. Kury, et al.,

(Reference 3) at the Fourth Symposium (International) on Detonation. This metal-

explosive system was selected for comparison of the detonetioa process because of

its sim:larity to the detonating cord in explosive to metal mass ratio and in the

explosive and metal materials and on t k #'Yilability of experimental data on the

detonation behavior.

The experimental system used by Kury was a 1.0 inch diameter cylinder of Comp B

confined in a copper tube with a 0.102-inch thick wall. Results from the expansion

of the copper wall indicated the detonation products expanded essentially along the

Chapman-Jouquet (C-J) isentrope and that this expansion relationship was not sensi-

tive to the explosive used. Another NxdIUntal relationship of interest to the

expansion of the copper tube was the pressure-volume region. The relative volume

expansion relationship is presented in Figure 5 and the pressure-volume relationship
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in Figure 6. Also presented is the theoretical relationships for the detonation

products of RDX and Comp B (Reference 3 and 5).

A comparison (Figure 5) of sheath expansion and the related detonation products

volume for the various detonating cord configuration. is made with the theoxfetical

curve for RDX and the curve for the experimental Comp B/Copper system.

For a lateral detonation system, Kury (Reference 3) predicted the detonation

products would effectively transfer energy to the metal wall until the specific

volume (V) reached an approximate value of 7 at an expansion ratio (R/Ro) of

approximately 2. The experimental data for the detonating cords indicate the deto-

nation products volume (V) is between values of 5 to 7.5 for expansion ratios of

4.5 to 5. This is goo& experimental agreement for the effectivity of energy trans-

fer since the detonating cords are starting to rupture and fragment at this state.

The higher expansion ratio is attributed to the lc.wer mass ratio (Me/Ms - 0.01 to

0.23) of the detonating cords. It is readily apparent the detonating cord system

does not approach the theoretical relationship for RDX nor for the Comp B/Copper

cylinder system with a mass ratio of 0.43.

Based on the expansion of the detonation products in the copper cylinder and on

the experimental results (Reference 3) which indicated the expansion relationship

is not sensitive to the explosive used, one can use the pressure-volume relation-

ship (Figure 6) to estimate the pressure of the detonation products when the metal

sheath rupture5 and fragments. To further support the applicability of the P-V

relationship for the Comp B/Copper cylinder system to the detonating cord systems,

the data for both RDX and Comp B fall on t' theoretical curve of Figure 6 within

experimental error. The experimental det:r. ion products specific volume (V)
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range of 5 to 7.5 cc/gm would relatively correspond to a detonation pressure rangp

from 2.1 to 3.9 K bars (30,870 to 57,330 psi) at the time of metal. sheath rupture.

MATERIAL EFFECTS

Major physical parameters of the detonating cords evaluated for their effects on

performanr' are:

1. Explosive

a. RDX, HMX

b. Core Weights 2.5, 3.5, 7.0, 11.0 and 13.0 grain/foot

2. Sheath

a. Type - Lead (Pb), Aluminum (Al), Nylon

b. Combination - Metal, Metal and Plastic

Detonation characteristics of the detonating cords experimentally determiued are:

1. Expansion zone time, expansion angle, ratio (R/Ro), specific volume (V)

of detonation products, mass ratio (Me/Ms) and sheath wall velocity.

2. Fragmentation zone-fragmentation angle, pattern and size of fragments,

and fragment velocity.

Experimental values for the detonation characteristics are presented in Table 1

for the expansion zone and in Table 2 for the fragmentation sone.

A review of the 2xpansion zone characteristics presented in Table 1 shows the lead

sheathing either with or without a plastic covering gave the smaller angle of ex-

pansion (2.80 to 4.8*) when compared with aluminum (3.90 to 10.60). An increase

in the explosive weight (grain/foot) gave a similar increase in expansion angle.

Also, the wall velocity of the expansion zone is slower (0.33 to 0.65 mm/second)
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for lead sheaths than for aluminum sheaths (0.49 to 1.30 nm/gaecond). WMX explo-

sive detonating cords were not studied in sufficient detail to draw any firm

comparisons as only one HMX detonating cord was studied. Another significant

fact is the apparent insensitivity of the experimental mass ratio (0.013 to 0.23)

on the specific volume and on the expansion ratio (R/Ro).

Kury (Reference 3) showed the Comp B/Copper cylinder system had a maximum metal

wall velocity of 1.63 mm/gsecond before the wall ruptured. For comparison, he

presented a maximum veloc ty of 1.71 mm/psecond for a 90% RDX-01% Kel F explosive

and 1.86 mm/iLsecond for HMX explosive for similar explosive - copper cylinder

systems. Hoskins (Reference 5) gives an experimental value of 1.64 versus a

calculated (Gurney theory) value of 1.70 nm./psecond for the metal wall velocity

Just before rupturing of the same Comp B/Copper cylinder system. Hoskins also

showed the plate velocity relationship for metal plates at mass ratios in the

detonating cord range to be insensitive to the type of metal tested: i.e., mild

steel, aluminum, copper and brass.

The results for the fragmentation section (Table 2) showed several important factors.

One, in particular, is the different fragmentation pattern and particle sizes for the

metal sheaths. Another interesting comparison between lead an& aluminum sheaths

showed the expansion angle and the fragmentation angle were the same for lead while

the fragmentation angle was greater than the expansion angle for aluminum. Fragmen-

tation pattern are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9. These represent the fragmentation

size and pattern for lead and aluminum metal sheaths. Of note, is the very small

fragment sizes for lead as compared to the long, sliver fragment sizes for

aluminum. The more ductile lead sheath exhibited a more uniform fragmentation

pattern.
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An interesting explosive detonation pattern and resultant fragmentation pattern

was observed with the 3.5 grain/foot aluminum sheath (Figure 9). The long slivers

appeared to be generated in a spiral motion by a detonation front that was rotating.

This rotation caused the slivers to be formed at an angle of approximately 300 to

the normal direction of detonation. The spinning detonation wave frcnt (Reference 6)

has been recognized as a marginal propagating detonation condition in gaseot s deton-

ation systems over long runs. It may represent the same condition in condenn;ed

explosive systems. Also the spiral pattern may be the result of the manufacturing

process which induced a spiral stress pattern in the aluminum sheath. The 4.0 grain

RDX pictures in Figure 2 also show the spiral fragmentation pattern.

Fragment velocities which were measured at the beginning of the fragmentation zone

are presented in Table 2 for the experimental detonating cords. Also presented for

comparison is a calculated fragment velocity for each experimental detonating cord.

The calculated fragment velocities were based on the simplified Gurney equation

(Reference 7) for cylinders which related mass ratio (Me/Ms) to the fragment velo-

city. Both the experimental and calculated fragment velocities are rearranged as

a ratio with the maximum achieveable velocity for RDX and are presented in graphical

form in Figure 10 as a function of the mass ratio. It was assumed for the Gurney

equation that the maximum velocity for the Comp B systems could be used for the RDX

systems within experimental error. Hoskins (Reference 5) indicates a value of 2.91

mm/pseconds for the preferenced Comp B/Copper cylinder system. His experimental

value for the fragment velocity ratio is presented in Figure 10 for reference purposes.

The experimental fragment velocities show fairly good agreement with the calculated

Gurney fragment velocities for the experimental mass ratio range of 0.01 to 0.4.

SevevrJ generalities for the experimental fragment velocities are observed in the

comparison with the Gurney equation values. The lead sheath detonating cords show
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excellent agreement while the aluminum detonating cords exhibit more variability.

This relationship has been observed in applications where' both metal sheathed

2.5 grain/foot detonating cords have been ecased in polyurethane plastic tubing.

A lot-to-lot variability of approximately 14% is observed between the two samp1ad

of 7.0 grain/foot aluminum and nylon sheath detonating cords. No significant ef-

fect can be attributed to th,% plastic stmathing. The overall variability indicated

in Figure 10 suggests a more rigorous or a refinement of the 4=alytic method for

data reduction and should be made to reduoe experimental error an& to obtain a more

precise detonaing cord evaluation.

SUMKARY

The framing camera technique does provide a method for obtaining data useful in

characterizing detonating cords. Expansion parameters of the detonation cords can

be used to predict gaseous pressure levels of tlv. detonation products at the time

of sheath rupture. Fragment pattern., sizes ahd velocities can be predicted for

various sizes and types of detonating cord. Fragment velocities agree fairly well

with those predicted by the Gurney equation for *Vlirers in the mass ratio level

below 0.5.

Information resulting from the detonation cord study is presently being utilized

in development mis separation systems. It is al umop lamed to use the ame

information in establishing improved menufacturing processes for the aluminum

detonating cord in the 2.5 and 11.0 grain/foot RDX sizes. It is also evident that

analysis of basic detonation phenomena aA related physical parmeters for deton-

ating cords and probably including flexible linear shaped charge cord, can be

applied and translated into design criteria in aerospace ordnexice applicaticna.
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Examples where this type of information is needed and useful are -

- evaluating detonating cord for use in separation Joints and other energy

and shock loading designs.

- evaluating destructive forces, overpressures and fragmentation damage to

surrounding structures and equipment.

- evaluating detonating cord for use inside plastic and/or metal tubing.

- completely characterizing detonating cord.

- determining performance and quality of detonating cord.

- for research and development of new detonating cords and for improvement of

present detonating cords.

- failure mode analysis of detonating cord (i.e., initiation and propagation

anomolies).
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TABLE I COMPARISOI OF IANSION 7NE CHARACTERISTICS

DETONATION

M E:OMANSION PRODUCTS DET-NATION WALL

CORD SIZE & SHEATH MASS RATIO TD ANGLE RATIO VOLUME VELOCITY VELCITi (V,)

EXPLOSIVE (gr/f) NATERIAL Me/1 (5)  lisec cf R/Ro (cc/gn) oi/usec. r~m/tsec.

2.5 - RDX Pb + Nylon 0.013 7.72 2.8 8.6 19.4 6.65 0.33

2.5 - RDX Pb 0.020 2.72 3.5 3.5 4.3 6.65 0.41

2.5 - RDX Al 0.095 2.75 3.9 4.3 5.5 7.18 0.49

3.5 - RDX
(W Al 0.131 3.19 4.o ).. .; 7.49 0.53

3.5 - RDX(2 )  Al 0.223 4.24 3.3 5.0 7.6 7.59 0.43

4.0 - RDX Al 0.383 N.D. 7.8 11.D. H.D. F.1O 1.10

7.0 - RDX(3)  Al Nylon 0.103 2.44 .6.8 4.5 5.4 7,S7 0.94

7.0 - DX(4)  Al Nylon 0.103 1.? 5.6 4.1 5.0 7.90 0.77

11.0 - RDX A. + Nylon 0.21 2.35 8.1 4.4 5.3 7.(6 1.09

11.0- z~5X P + Plyetylen . ? 5.70 o.8 5.0. 5l.278506

13.0 -RO-X Al + Nylon 0.23 2.0 1. . . .09 1.3011.0 = 4mX Pb + Polyvethylene N.D. 5.O 8 ND .. 7.85 0-65

NOTES: (1) Lot 1712-1
(2) Lot 1711-1
(3) Lot 1713-4
(4) Lot 1715-1
(5) 14_ - rp.ts of .she.h includes plastic uiiere indicated.

N.D. = Not Determined

STABIX 2 CWMPARISON OF FRAG ATION ZONE CHARACTERISTICS

Mo)SZESET ATIO PARTICLE NL FRAM= FRAMATION

.P -- , (5).SIZE 0o ELOCITY(V f) VELOCITY (v )
xLOSVE a (aprox.-inch) /Psec. /sec.

2.5 - RDX Pb + Nylon 0.013 pellets 0.2 x 0.05 2.8 0.33 0.33

2.5 - RDX Pb 0.020 rods 0.5 x 0.05 3.5 O.l 0.41

2.5 - RDX Al 0.095 slivers 1 x 1/32 5.8 0.73 0.88
3.5 - RDX(l) Al 0.131 slivers 3 x 1/32 9.3 1.23 1.02

j.5 - RDX (2  Al 0.223 slivers 3 x 1/32 8.3 1.09 1.31
4.0 -RDIX Al 0.383 pellets 0.1 x 0.05 9.3 1.31 1.65
7.0 - RrX(3)  A1 + Nylon 0.103 slivers 2 x 1/32 8.3 1.14 0.91

7.0 - RDX 4 )  Al + Nylon 0.103 slivers 2 x 1/32 7.3 1.00 0.91

11.0 - RDX Al + Nylon 0.21 rods 1/2 x 1/16 11.5 1.53 1.27

11.0 - 104X Pb + Folyethylene N.D. rods 1/4 x 1/32 4.8 0.65 N.D.

13.0 - RDX Al 4 Nylon 0.03 rods 1/2 x 1/3 11.7 1.42 1.32

NOTES: (5) slivers .. .

pellets m

rods

(1) Lot 1712-1
(2) Lot 1711-1
(3) Lot 1713-4
(4) Lot 1715-1
N.D. = Not Determined
(6) Franentation velicities calculated from Gurney Equation for Cylinders (Ref. 7).

0~ a s4-1/(M/1) where V1  2.91 r./Iseo. (Ref. 5)
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1 - Wa11 Velocity- (VW) =VD sin 2a

8+8
2 - hI8.pent Velocity - (V f VD sin 22
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Figure 10. Comparison of Experimental Fragment Velocity Ratio with
Gurney Equatior for Cylinders

DISCUSSION

A question was aimed at determining how close to critical the explosive
diameters were. The reason ror the question was to attempt to explain dif-

ferences in framing pictures between the work of Dr. Cook and the stuoy re-
ported here. The answer was that standard cord of from 2-1/2 to 13 grains

per foot were used. If a half grain is not below critical diameter then the

others were over it. There is no correlation to Dr. Cook's aquarium method.
The environment for these studies was air. The cord was manufactured by

Ensigi Bickford by a swaging process that displayed the spiral fragment pat-

tern. Some of the cord was supplied by another vendor.
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' 4-12P COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF CW tJD RADAR

SIGNALS ON EED BRIDGEWIRE TEMPERATURE *

0. W. Mayes, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Western Division

and

Charles Carlson, formerly Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

The engineer who evaluates EED circuits for RF susceptibility faces many

quandaries. One of these concerns the sensitivity of the EED itself. EED

sensitivity is commonly expressed in terms of continuous wave (CW) paver input.

But the RF environments for susceptibility evaluations usually include radar

signals. The question arises: how much error is introduced by assuming that

EED sensitivity is identical for radar and CW signals? This paper provides an

answer for one mode of EED sensitivity, namely, the normal (pin-to-pin)

bridgewire heating mode.

While power input is used as a practical index of EED sensitivity, it is

an indirect measure, at best. A more fundamental but intangible messure is

temperature of the prime charge. A fairly direct measure, and one that lends

itself to analysis, is temperature of the bridgewire. It is therefore

convenient to use EED bridgevire temperature as a common reference in comparing

the effectiveness of different types of power input signals.

Such a comparison between CW and radar type RF signals is made here, in

two parts: a qualitative approach to the problem, followed by a parametric

analysis to provide a working formula.

Based on work done for Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
mder contract DA-30-069-AMC-333Y.
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QUALITATIVE APPROACH

The relationship between bridgewire power input and temperature is time

variant because of thermal lag within the EED. Consequently, as show i*

Figure 1, the temperature response trace does not resemble the power input

trace.

Figure I also illustrates that the EED thermal lag damps out any

significant temperature fluctuations at radio frequency. Thus, a DC pulse and

and RF pulse of the same average power produce essentially identical

temperature responses in the bridgewire. Therefore, it is conventional to

refer to average power in describing a single RF pulse. Note, however, that

it is the peek temperature of the bridgewire that provides a common reference

for EED sensitivity levels.

Consider an RF power input pulse of relatively long duration, so the

bridgewire temperature rises to a maximum value and stabilizes. As shown in

Figure 2, this typifies tht CW condition often ured in measuring EED REF

sensitivity levels.

Next, assume that the long pulse is broken up into a series of short pulsec,

maintaining the same average power Re cl. This requires that the average

power 2er pulse (or simply pulse power) be increased in proportion to the

power-off time between pulses, as shown in Figure 3. For actual radar signals,

the ratio of pulse-on time to pulse-off time is much less than that shown in

Figure 3; hence the ratio of pulse power to cycle average power is much greater,
ranging in order from 102:1 to 104:!

It is seen from Figure 3 that the bridgewire temperature fluctuates about

a value which would be produced by applying the cycle average power.

Accordingly, an RF susceptibility evaluation basad on EED CW sensitivity
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levels and radar cycle average powers does not account for the peaks of

temperature fluctuation. On the other hand, an evaluation assuming continuous

application of the pulse power is unduly conservative.

However, as shown in Figure 1, there is some lesser value of cycle

average power input which produces a stcady state peak temperature rise equal

to the stabilized temperature rise at the CW sesitivity power level. If that

equivalent cycle average power value were known, it could be used in place of

the CW sensitivity power level to provide a more accurate susceptibility

evaluation. The objective of this paper is to provide a simple means of

making such a conversion.

The problem may be viewed in terms of bridgevire temperature fluctuation.

As seen from the previous illustrations, there are four factors which condition

the fluctuation, namely:

1. Pulse duration )
(Radar signal characteristics)

2. Time between pulses )

3. Bridgewire heating response )
(EED thermal characteristics)

4. Bridgevire cooling tendency )

From the considerations thus far, it may be estimated that the pulse duration,

being a very small part of the cycle period, is of secondary importance

(assuming constant pulse energy). Further, it is apparent that an increase

in any of the other three items tends to increase the fluctuation.

In 1961, a report entitled The Response of Electroexplosive Devices to

Transient Electric Pulses, by Kabik, Rosenthal, and Solem, (1)described the

thermal behavior of EED's in terms of the following properties:

Cp = Bridgewire effective heat capacity (energy/At)

y a Bridgewire effective hea loas coefficient (energy rmte/at)

(1) U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,

Maryland, Report NOLTR 61-20, June 1961.
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The report used these parameters as the basis for a differential equation which

related instantaneous bridgewire temperature to a time-variant power input.

From this equation, the report derived: an expression for the bridgewire

peak temperature rise produced by a radar signal; an expression for the

bridgewire stabilized temperature rise produced by a CW signal.

The following analysis briefly reviews the equations of the referenced

report and uses them to give the power relationship between radar and CW

signals for equivalent bridgewire temperature rise. This provides a

conversion factor for application to EED CW power sensitivity levels.

ANALYSIS

The differential equation giving the temperatre-time relationship of

the EED bridgevire Is:

C Me+ ye P(t)

where

C a heat capacity of device, watt sec/OC
p

y W heat loss coefficient, watts/0 C

8 x temperature rise above ambitut, OC

P(t) a power input, watts

Under steady-state conditions, the temperature rise of the bridgewire

during the time that a radar pulse is present is equal to the temperature
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tdrop during the interval between pulses. The magnitude of the temperature

fluctuation is given by

12 r, ( 1 2 R
2 l V _2R- exp Cp (2)

where

8 2 peak temperature rise, 0 C

e9 a minimum temperature rise, 0C

I a pulse current caused by radar mignal, amp
P

= resistnce of bridgewire at temperature rise 01, ohms

a a temperature coefficient of resistivity, ohms/°C

t r duration of radar pulse, sec

The peak temperature rise in the bridgewire is given by

1 2R -1 2R t
2 ._ _ 2, [...... __ . _ ( 3 )I2 R a- 12l, exp" - exp (-ptd) A3

where

td • time between pulses, sec

The relationship between these temperatures and times is shown in Figure 4.
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For a typical radar signal, t is in the order of microseconds. Also,
r

12 H1 is normally less than 100 watts. For typical values of y, Cp, and a,
p 1

a good approximation to

1 2 t
exp CP

CP

is

(Y - I2R CL) t
- 1 r

Cp

Equations (2) and (3) can then be simplified to

12R te 2- 1 " 1

p

and

12 R. t

p [ l exp t

Equation (5) gives the steady-state peak temperature rise of the bridgewire

for a radar sign&l.

The quantity I2 R1 is the power dissipated in the bridgewire at the

beginning of the radar pulse. If the bridgewire reoistance increases with

increasing temperature (a > 0), the power dissipated will decrease slightly
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during the time of the pulse. For practical purposes, the power dissipation

may be assumed constant, then

P te2= 1 (6

Cpd

where

P p power dissipated in the bridgewire during the radar pulse,p

watts.

The time variant temperature rise of the bridgewire upon application of

a constant RF current, I cw, is

12 R -( 1 2 R a) t

- I a I - exp 1w a (T)eew 1 12 R C
7ew a

where

y > 1 2 R a
cw a

!e = bridgewire temperature rise at time t, °Ccv

I = constant wnplitude RF current, amp

R a Bridgewirz -enistance at e - 0, ohmsa

t a elapsed time from application of signal, sec

Under steady-state conditions, t approaches infinity, and equation (7)

reduces to

2 R
Iw He * l a (8)

c- 27
ewa
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where

e = the steady state temperature rise of the bridgewire for

a CW signal.

If the bridgewire resistance changes with temperature, the actual power

dissipated in the bridgewire is

P 1 2 R 1 2  R (1+ ) (9)cw cv cv Ow a cv

where

P = steady state CW power dissipated .n the bridewire, wattscv

R a resistance of the bridgewire at temperature rise 0

Rearranging equation (8) to

O 2 Ra (l + cv

and substituting in equation (9),

P w a Y8ec (10)

Equation (10) gives the steady state CW power dissipated in the bridgewire

and is seen to be a restatement of the basic differential equation (1) for

conditions of constant power input. Equations (6) and (10) provide the
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-means for relating equivalent radar and CV power dissipation levels in term

of bridgewire maximum temperature rise, as follows:

For the condition Be 8

P tP y= 2  . pr1 (11)

1p [1 exp (' td)]

C
By definition -2 . T, the EED thermal time constant, seeY

Rewriting equation (11)

P

F - c T 1 (12)
(l -e d

It is convenient, however, to work with the radar cycle average power, Prat

instead of the pulse power, P .P

Considering cycle energy

(tr + td)
P - P (13)p ra

Substituting in equation (12)

(t r + (-)d) (1
P W ra T (l e*'t d/T,
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Since t is measured in milliseconds and t is at most a few microseconds,
d r

t may be approximated by (t + td r d

Also.

t + t
r d F

pr

where

F = radar pulse repetition frequency, cycles/sec
pr

Rewriting equation (14)

P 1ra T Fr (I- e" - K
P pr prcw

Where K is a multiplication factor to convert RED CW power sensitivity values

to radar power sensitivity values.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 is a plot of equation (15). If the thermal time constant (r)

and the pin-to-pin CW sensitivity are known for a particular EED, its

sensitivity to radar signals of knowu pulse repetition frequencies (F pr) may

be found from Figure 5. The largest sensitivity corrections result from the

smallest T'2 and F 's.
pr
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Figure 6 is an inverse plot of equation (15). It is of interest mainly

to show that for large values of Fr F pr the exponentiol function vanishes,pra pr]i

and the power sensitivity ratio is simply equal to F Fpr

Figure 7 plots bridgewire temperature fluctuation (e2 - e ) as a function

of peak temper&ture (e 2). For small fluctuations the increase is nearly

linear with (T F pr)- . Beyond the knee of the curve, however, a condition

of complete fluctuation is approached, where tne temperature decays during

each pulse cycle to essentially the ambient value. In this region, EED's

may be treated as being "energy" sensitive rather than "power" sensitive,

since "thermal stacking" is absent, and the peak temperature is derived from

the energy of a single pulse.

As noted in the introduction, this paper deals with EED sensitivity in

the normal, bridgewire heating mode. The results should be used with the

knowledge 'what EED's have anomolous modes of RF sensitivity that may govern

in a particular susceptibility evaluation. Where voltage sensitivity is a

factor, radar signals may be an aggravation, since the ratio ot radar pulse

voltage to CW voltage (for a given power input) ranges, in order, from 10

to 100.

Consider, however, the fact that thore is no basic requirement for an

EED to be sensitive in modes other than its normal firing mode. The existence

of anomolous sensitivity in modern EED designs has caused a defeatist attitude

in some quarters. Spurious RF behavior of EED's is accepted as inevitable.

It is submitted that a bonafide need exists for applied research effort to

advance the state-of-the-art in this area.
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4- 3P EBW FIRING UNIT-DETONATOR COMPATIBILITY TESTS

by Raymond G. Amicone, Michael G. Kelly

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

INTRODUCTION

The prime objective of this program was to determine if the current waveform
parameters, peak current (IP) and time-to-peak (tp) are adequate criteria to define the

capability of a firing anit used to supply an EBW detonator with the proper electrical
input. If these parameters can, indeed, define EBW detonator-firing unit compatibility
then both detonator and firing unit designers will have a common basis for their designs.

The EBW detonator used in these studies I was the McCormick-Selph Part No.
805630K, Douglas Aircraft No. 7865742-1-005 "N" (Fig. 1). The firing unit that pro-
duced current waveforms of variable amplitude and duration was the General Labora-
tories Associates P/N 42439-B, Serial No. 00 1.

INSTRUMENTATION

A General Laboratories Associates (GLA) Variable Waveform Firing Unit
P/N 42439-B was used for the majority of the tests. It is designed to provide an
exponentially damped sinusoidql waveform (within the limits of the minimum break-
do- !t voltage of the internal spark gap tube) with an adjustable time to first peak (tP)
of trom 0.46 to 3.4 psec and a first peak amplitude (I.) betweeni 340 and 9200 amperes.
Variations in these parameters are obtained by changirg cable length, capacitor size, and
series inductance.

For calibratio, the Shunt Isolator (GLA P/N 42063) is used in place of the EBW
detonator. The isolator's input resistance is similar to that of the EBW and such that a
500 ampere current peak into the isolator will yield a I volt peak across the output. A
Tektronix, Model 551 Dual Beam oscilloscope was used to observe the shunt isolator
output and, thus, calibrate the firing unit. Oscillographs of firing unit waveforms
(Fig. 2) were taken with the aid of the shunt isolator.

The GLA Variable Waveform Firing Unit contains storage capacitors which must

be charged to voltage levels ranging from 700 to 3000 volts dc. A meter on the front
panel of the firing unit monitors the voltage on the storage capacitor with an accuracy
of 1%. External electrostatic voltmeters were used periodically to check the panel meter
accuracy.

1Amicone, R.G. and Kelly, M.G., "EBI lhng Unit-Detonator Compatability Tests", Franklin Institute Res'arch
Laboratories, Final Report F-C1968, November 1968. Contract NAS8-20404 NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
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FIRING PROCEDURE

An EBW initiator checkout unit, Model 421A1, S/N 5 was supplied by NASA to check
voltage breakdown between each of the two pins and case (resistance should exceed 100
megohms at 1200 volts) and the gap breakdown voltage (between 0.6 and 1.2 kilovol ts).
The McSA 805630K detonators (diagrammed in Figure 1 were mounted on steel plates
'/4 inch thick, 2-2 inches square and conditioned for a minimum of 2 hours before firinb in
the environmental test chamber at ither +1 25°F or -65°F depending on the test run. The
detonator to be tested was positioned in the protective firing fixture so that the steel witness
block was sandwiched between the output end of the detonator and a backup positioning
block. The connector end of the detonator extended through a hole in the firing fixture. The
detonator snorting plug was removed and the detonator was mated with a keyed firing cable.
A stream of dry nitrogen was continually directed at the connector to insure a moisture free
fitting.

GAP BREAKDOWN =
600- 1200 volts

a; 0

BRIDGEWIRE
0.17 ± 0.03 n0

Ac

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Fig. 1 McSA 805630K EB W Detonator

A set of curves giving the relationship between fring unit capacitor voltage and peak
output current (Ip) for each t value are shown in Figures 3A, B and C where Figure 3A,

B and C represent epch of the three possible capacitor values, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.OF, respectively.

For any given capacitor value the values of t p may not be exactly 0.57, 0.8 and 1.6 psec as
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mentioned earlier, rather, they are as close as the variables of the firing unit would permit.

In the case of the 2pF capacitor (Figure 3C) only two pulse times were attainable. These

curves, which were derived from numerous calibrations were used throughout this program

to define the capacitor voltage-peak current relationship.

A go, no-go type of firing criteria had to be established for use in the staircase and

probit type test procedures. In tests of the detonator alone, a burst, even a small one, in

the output end of the detonator was considered evidence of a fired item. Anything less than

this, such as a "pimple" on the end or a case sheared off near the base of the detonator were

considered misfires. In the ease of the detonator-MDF combinations the firing criteria was

the complete consumption of the explosive core of the MDF test lead.

TEST PLAN AND RESULTS

Sensitivity of EBW-MDF Combination

Although not the prime objective, the first part of the test program called for a

definition of the peak current (lp) sensitivity of the EBW detonator-MDF combination at

an ambient temperature of -65°F for pulse conditions of 0.57, 0.8, 1.6/psec. to first peak
(tp). These pulse widths were achieved with the GLA variable waveform firing unit using

a 1.0,uF capacitor and variable cable length and inductance. Approximately 20 detonators

and MDF assemblies were used at each pulse width and the firing plan was as specified by

the Bruceton technique which follows the procedure outlined in the Bruceton report2 .

With this technique the pulse width is fixed and the stimulus (in this case the voltage on the
firing unit capacitor) is either raised or lowered by a fixed logarithmic increment, depending

upon whether the preceeding nbservation was a non-fire or a fire. When the data are pro-

perly analyzed an estimate of the mean and standard deviation may be made.

The criteria for a fired EBW-MDF combination is the complete consumption of the

explosive core of the MDF test lead. Figure 6 shows expended test leads and detonators

from one of the Bruceton tests. The MDF assembly is shown above the EBW assembly in
each grouping. The small ring shown in some groupings is the main charge sleeve, a part of

the EBW detonator which may be seen still partially intact on serial numbers 1380, 1110
and 1667. Fragments of the casing are also shown in some groupings. The lower right of
Figure 4 shows the remains of the EBW detonators and dent blocks which were used to

approximate the starting level for the above test.

%tatlstical Analysis for a New Procedure is Sensitivity Experiments, July 1944, Prepared by Statistical Research Group,
Princeton University (SRG Report No. 40) for the Applied Mathematics Panel NRDC and redesignated AMP Report 1OI.R.
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Although the test plan called 'or three tests using nominal tp values of 0.57, 0.8

and 1.6ps with a IpF capa citor, tyo additional tests were run. The first was at a nominal
t value of 0.57ps witf. a 0.5p F capacitor; the second at tp = 0.pis with a IpF capacitor
but at +1 25OF. The results of the five sensitivity tests are summarized in Table 1. The
actual pulse time-to-peak (tp) is given in this table as well as the mean value of peak current

obtained when the capacitor is discharged into the shunt isolator.

It may be seen in Table I that there is a large increase in the peak current sensitivity
of the EBW-MDF combination when the ambient temperature is raised from -65°F to +125 0 F,
all other factors being held constant. The magnitude of the change is 5 amperes per OF or
about 0.25% per OF. This temperature dependence seems normal for the gold alloy wire
(Secon 443) used in the EBW detonator. A second point of much interest is the large difference
in the peak current sensitivity when the time-to-peak is held nearly constant and only the
size of the firing capacitor is changed. In particular, with a 1.OpF capacitor and tp = 0.65p
sec. the mean Ip was 3300 amperes; with a 0.5pF capacitor and tp = 0.57,u sec. the'mean
lp was 1780 amperes. These results seemed to indicate that t p and Ip would not completely
define the compatibility between the detonator and firing unit; and subsequent tests were
modified accordingly.

Sensitivity of EBW Detonator as a Function of Input Parameters Ip and t p

The second part of the test plan called for a definition of the "all-fire" probability

level (99.9% with 95% confidence) of the EBW detonator as a function of time-to-first-peak
(tp) and storage capacitor size (C). The mean or 50% peak current (Ip) sensitivity was first
to be established at nominal t p values of 0.57, 0.80 and 1.60ps, ,mith C = 1.0pF. Fixed level
testiag was then continued at the projected 66% and 90% firing level for capacitor values of
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0uF and tne three nominal t p values. Steel dent blocks were to be used to

measure relative output.

The test plan was modified to make preliminary test of approximately 15 EBW's
at each capacitor value and pulse time. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 2.
To conserve detonators the test at C = 0.SpF, t = 0.57p*s was not fired; rather, the voltage
and current sensitivities were extrapolated from the EBW-MDF combination test results
listed in Table I. This action was justified by a comparison of the 1.0.p F, peak current
sensitivities (at all t p values) in Tables I and 2 that showed the mean peak current required
to fire the EBW's alone i3 less than that required by the EBW-MDF combination by a constant
logarithm-c increment (this may be seen in Figure 5).

In Figure 5 all values of mean peak current sensitivity except the two high tcmpera-

ture tests from Tables I and 2 are plotted as a function of time-to-peak for each capacitance

value. Figure 6 is a plot of the mean capacitor voltage sensitivity data of Table 2 (excepting
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the high temperature test) as a function of time-to-peak. The data of Table I were not
plotted in Figure 6 because the difference is relatively small.

The curves of Figure 5 convincingly illustrate that the parameters peak current and
time-to-peak current cannot be used to define the compatibility between the EBW spark
gap detonator and a firing unit used in these studies. As an example, if we selected a tp
value of 1.Ops in Figure 5, the peak current value necessary to produce 50% firing of the

EBW would be 930, 1860 or 2850 amperes depending on the firing capacitor used to
achieve the desired tp. Since the output waveform of the firing unit employed in these
tests is a damped sinusoid we may conclude that the detonator used in these tests is being
initiated, in part, by energy supplied after the first current peak.

Whereas Figure 2 showed oscillographs of only the first current peaks as recorded
with the shunt isolator, Figure 7 shows a major portion of the entire current waveform for
fixed values of tp and Ip (1.5us and 1300 amperes) but for three different capacitor values.
It is apparent from this figure that when the capacitance, C, is increased from 0.5 to 2.OgF
the magnitude and the number of peaks after the first peak decreases. If we concede that
current peaks in addition to the first peak contribute to initiation then the results shown in
Figure 8 are not surprising.

It must be stressed that the above conclusions are specifically applicable to the
detonator we tested and that we have no right to generalize since the input requirements
with other EBW detonators may vary considerably depending on their construction. Leopold 3

discusses this in detail and suggests mechanisms whereby these differences may occur.

When we compare the peak currents for 50% fire at +1 25°F with the corresponding
test at -65°F (Table 2), the difference is 490 amperes or about 2.5 amperes per OF. This is
about half the change discussed for the high temperature EBW-MDF combination. We may
infer from this difference that the high temperature in the EBW-MDF test not only affects
the EBW input sensitivity but also the relative output strength of the EBW.

Determination of "All-Fire" Levels for EBW Detonator

An additional objective of this test program was to establish the "all-fire" (99.9%
firing probability with 95% confidence) level in terms of Ip and t p. Originally, this objective
applied to all three capacitance values and was later mcdified to include only the 0.5 and
1.0pF values. The results of the Bruceton tests summarized in Tables 1 and 2 were used to
estimate capacitor charging voltages required for 66% and 90% probability of fire for each
C and t p value. Approximately 17 detonators were tested at the 66% and 43 at the 90%
level. Steel dent measurements were made on all firings and the ambient temperature was
651F throughout testing. The data are summarized in Table 3.
3Leopold, H., "Initiation of Explosives by Exploding Wires: VIL Effect of Energy Termination on the Initiation of

PETN by Exploding Wirer " NOLTR 65-56, June 1965 (AD618-67S)
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The data in Table 3 were combined with the Bruceton data and analyzed by the

Probit 4 and Logit 5 techniques. The results of these analysis are listed in Table 4 and plotted
in Figures 8 and 9. Although both the 99.9% and 0.01% firing probability points, with 95%

confidence were computed in the Logit and Probit analyses, only the 99.9% with 95%
confidence points are plotted in Figures 8 and 9. It should also be noted that in the Logit
analyses in Appendix B the figures shown in parenthesis in the "Number Fired, %" and "1"
columns are estimates based on an initial calculation. This technique is described in the cited
reference on the Logit analysis and is useful for making more accurate X2 calculations.

Figures 8 and 9 represent the response of the 805630K EBW detonator to the

first current peak of the GLA Variable Waveform Firing Unit output for various t p values

an6 storage capacitor sizes of 0.5pF and 1.0pF, respectively. The x2 analysis showed that
there was no pronounced advantage in the fit obtained by either the Probit or the Loit
method.

The Logit method does give wider limits to the predicted "all-fire" and "no-fire"
(0. 1% with 95% confidence) values. The overall results shown in Figure 9 for the L.OPF

firings are in fairly close agreement with data derived previously 6 on the same detonator
under similar firing conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this program was to determine if the current waveform

parameters Ip and t p could adequately define the capability of a firing unit to supply an
EBW detonator with the proper input requirements. If these criteria were proven ade-

quate, then both EBW detonator designers and firing unit designers would have a common
ground to assess compatibility. It seems clear from the results that parameters other than

I and tp will be required to define the sensitivity of the Mc/SA 805630K EBW spark gap
detonator to the output of the GLA Variable Waveform Firing Unit. The prebable reason
is that the GLA fing unit, and the majority of other EBW firing units, produce " damped
sinusoidal waveform which has secondary current peaks after the first peak (Ip and t
pertain to the first peak) and the 805630K detonator is apparently sensitive to a combination

of energy provided by the main peak and the secondary peaks. Another EBW detonator
would not necessarily behave in this manner.

4Finney, D.J., Probit Analysis, A Statistical Treatment of the Silmold Response Curve, Cambrl4ge Press, 1947
5 Berkson, J.. "A Statistically Precise and Relatively Simple Method of Estim&.tng the Dio Assay with Quantal Reponse,

Based on the Logistic Function", Journal of the American Statistical Aisociation, Sept 1953
6Amicone, R.G., Goldie, V.G.. "Compatibility Test of Firing Unit and EBW Detonator", prepared for Genejal Laboratory

Associates, Inc. under NASA Contract No. NAS8-14004.
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The 805630K detonator contains a spark gap in one of the two input pins (in the

header) whicl, is set to break down at 900 ± 300 volts. Thus, unless the potential supplied

by the firing unit exceeds 900 ± 300 volts no current is applied through the bridgewire.
Since the voltage from the GLA firing unit is also a damped sinusoid, the spark gap itself
may contribute to the secondary peak senstivity of the 805630K detonators.

Figure 6 brings out an interesting and possibly useful fact. As the time to first

peak is reduced, the firing voltage needed on the storage capacitor becomes relatively

independent of the size of the capacitor. This fact might be useful for the design of a

firing unit where restricted space is a consideration.

Since we have shown that Ip and tp are inadequate for defining the compatibility
between the GLA firing unit and McSA 805630K detonator the question as to the existence
of a "compatibility" parameter or parameters arises. The recent literature7 '8 gives much
evidence indicating that parameters such as the rate of energy input to the bridgewire, secon-
dary energy input after initial current burst, and burst current may be significant in predicting
the performance of EBW detonator-firing set systems. A means of monitoring the actual
current while filing and a knowledge of the RLC parameters of the firing circuit are usually
required for these parameter measurements.

No actual firing currents were observed during this test program since it was not

within our province to tamper with the parameters of relatively fixed firing systems; however,
if further investigation of compatibility parameters is to be pursued it is recommended that
both current and voltage of the firing waveform into the EBW be observed. The presence of
a spark gap within the 805630K detonator may make the dynamic firing voltage an impor-

tant parameter.
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T"~l 1

PRELIMIN,Y SEA4ITIVITY ESTIMATES

OF EBW-MDF COM8INATION
(Bruceton Twil)

Storage Actual Ambient Sample Mvn Mean Peak
Capacitor Pulse Time Temperature Size Capacitor Voltage Std. Dev. Current

_F)_ (p s) (OF) (volts) (log olts) (amperes)

10 065 -65 15 1681 .060 3300

1.0 0.80 -65 15 1697 .0188 2600

1 0 0.80 +125 15 1108 .0141 1650

1.0 1.5 -65 15 1341 .0147 1130

0.5 0.57 -65 15 1800 .0076 1780

Table 2

PRELIMINARY SENSITIVITY ESTIMATES

OF EBW DETONATORS
(Bruceton Tests)

Storage Actual Ambient Sample Mean Mean Peak
Capacitor Pulse Time Temperature Size Capacitor Voltage Std. Dev. Current

(pjF) (Ujs) (OF) ivolts) (log units) (amperes)

0.5 0.57 -65 15 1730* .0076 1640

05 0.80 .65 15 1602 .0142 1090

0.5 1.40 -65 8 1540 .0148 670

1.0 0.65 -65 20 1639 .0107 32M0

1.0 0.80 -65 20 1551 .0458 2350

1.0 0.80 +125 17 1243 .0318 1860

1.0 1.50 -65 17 1264 .0121 1065

2.0 0.80 .65 15 1485 .0196 3730

2.0 1.50 .65 14 1171 .0099 1580

'Extrapolated from Tablo 1. See Text
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Table 3

TESTS AT ESTIMATED 66% AND 90% LEVELS

(EBW Alone)

Storage Actual Applied Detonators
Capacitor Pulse Time Capacitor Voltage Number Fired

(pF) (ps) (volts) Tested Number %

0.5 0 57 (mean from Bruceton data = 1730 volts)
0.5 0.57 1734 17 13 76
0.5 0.57 1785 43 40 93

0.5 0.80 (mean from Bruceton data = 1602 volts)
0.5 080 1634 17 15 88
0.5 0.80 1643 43 35 81

0.5 1.40 (mean from Bruceton data = 1540 volts)
0.5 1.40 1568 17 8 47
0.5 1.40 1650 42 36 86

1.0 0.65 (mean from Bruceton data 1639 volts)
1.0 0.65 1672 17 12 71
1.0 0.65 1749 43 41 95

1.0 0.80 (mean from Bruceton data = 1551 volts)
1.0 0.80 1582 17 14 82
1.0 0.80 1630 43 42 98

1.0 1.50 (mean from Bruceton data = 1264 volts)
1.0 1.50 1289 17 8 47
1.0 1.50 1360 43 40 93

Table 4

FIRIIG PROBABILITY AS FUNCTION OF PEAK CURRENT
(Analyzed by Probit and Logit Methods)

Storage Actual Sample Type Amperes for Indicated Firing Probability Degrees
Capacitor Pulse Time Size of (*with 95% confidence of
luF) (Us) Analysis *99.9% 50% *0.1% Freedom x.

0.5 0.57 83 Probit 1970 1650 1395 8 8.21
0.5 0.57 82 Logit 2380 1590 1097 6 1.51
0.5 0.80 75 Probit 1250 1080 950 4 1.42

0.5 0.80 75 Logit 1325 1080 875 3 0.97
0.5 1.40 71 Probit 825 680 560 8 1.06
0.5 1.40 '69 Logit 895 680 520 5 0.58

1.0 0.65 d0 Probit 3730 3210 2790 4 1.07
1.0 0.65 80 Logit 3875 3210 2660 3 0.44
1.0 0.80 80 Probit 2810 2275 1860 6 12.10

1.0 0.80 80 Logit 3250 2270 1570 5 6.67
1.0 1.50 77 Probit 1260 1080 925 4 2.45
1.0 1.50 77 Logit 1325 1080 880 3 1.21
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C=. F
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VERTICAL SCALE = 1000 amps/div VERTICAL SCALE = 500 amps/div VERTICAL SCALE = 500 amps/div

Fig. 2. Current Waveforms Into Shunt Isolator (GLA Firing Unit)
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ft.4. ExpetedMBF Test Leads and EBW Detonators (From 0.57 ps Bruceton Test)
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4-14P DETERMINING RATINGS OF RF SUPPRESSION DEVICES

P. F. Mohrbach, R. F. Wood, R. H. Thompson

ABSTRACT

Surveying present methods of characterizing RF suppression
,evices indicated that there is no accepted standard of rating. Atten-
tion was focused on methods of determining minimum loss of a two port
network. It was decided that, in general, there are two methods:
(1) Measure the ratio of load power to input power for all possible
terminations of the two port network and then select the maximum ratio;
(2) Measure a transmission or transformation parameter of the network
for a number of terminations and compute the minimum loss from the
results. Various approaches to measuring the minimum loss of an RF
suppression device are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Present day weapon systems use numerous electrically initiated

explosive devices to accomplish many functions. These devices are sub-

ject to inadvertent initiation or degradation by stray electromagnetic

energy from communication and radar transmitters. Electroexplosive

system designers must choose components and designs that will reliably

fulfill their intended mission and yet be safe from electromagnetic

energy. The designers' problems are particularly difficult in today's

'.eapons because they seldom know the electromagnetic environments in

which the system must operate.

One of the techniques employed to minimize the hazard to radio-

frequentj (RF) energy is to insert an RF suppression device between the

EED and the circuit that picks up the energy. These suppression devices

can protect the EED by causing a mismatch to occur between the EED and

its circuit (reflecting the power); it can absorb the energy and dissi-

pate it in the form of heat, or a combination of the two can be utilized.

Obviously these devices must be able to handle the normal firing current,

withstand the input voltage, and dissipate the power without failing.
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This paper discusses some of the methods of testing such devices for

these parameters.

The overall object of this project was to develop cquipment

capable of determining the overload ratings of RF suppression devices

in the frequency range of 0.1 MHz to 10 GHz. Input powers as high as

LO0 watts were to be considered. The Naval Weapons Laboratory (NWL)

and The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories (FIRL) agreed early

in the project' that the parameter of interest in evaluating RF suppres-

sion devices is the worst case attenuation. When the prospect of ob-

taining a single high power system over the entire frequency range of

interest appeared bleak, it was then agreed that we would devote our

effort to specification of dB measurement systems that would function,wc

each perhaps only in its own frequency band, over the entire frequency

band of interest. In addition, these systems were to be capable of

measuring any RF suppression device but could use low power techniques

in contrast to the high input power requirement considered previously.

Networks with worst case attenuation up to 50 dB were to be included.

Measurement systems that were as simple as possible to operate, without

sacrificing too much in accuracy, were to be specified wherever possible.

It should be noted in the ensuing discussion that only the

high points of various measuring systems are touched upon due to time

limitations. In most cases a considerable amount of mathematical de-

velopment, specialized equipment development and proof tests suppcrt

the findings. The bulk of this supporting material can be found in The

Franklin Institute Research Laboratories Report F-C2050, "Determining

the Maximum Continuous and Maximum Overload Ratings of Radio Frequency

Suppression Devices", November, 1968. This report was prepared for

the U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, on Contract

No. N00178-67-C-0171.
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2. DBwc MEASUREMENT SYSTEMlS

2.1 Matched Input and Output System

One of the most direct methods of determining dE Is by
wc

means of a system such as shown in Figure 1. While such a system can

be set up for any part of the FF frequency spectrum, it is most easily

used where distributed component matching systems (double stub and line

stretcher-shorted stub combinations) are available. ThiL normally

in the range above 40 MHz. If in a system of this type, a ..tching

system is lossless and capable of matching a device's impedance, all

the recorded lossycan be attributed to the device; however, if the

matching system is loss and/or cannot match a device's impedance, some

of this recorded loss is not truly the device's worst case attenuation

but is the combined loss of the device and the matching system.

I IF
IAUFLIFIERI

RF -- -J LOCAL

GENERATOR OSCILLATOR20 dBg _. ATCH"'I- TEST--.. MATCHING IOd CRYTA

P'AD I CTIOJ SAPL SECTIONI PAD. MIE

Figure 1. Worst Case Attenuation Measurement System

Some specification for matching system loss must be made if

duplicate measurement systems are to be constructed and their results

compared. Such a loss parameter could be developed if a specification

of loss (in dB for instance) in terms of VSWR is acceptable. Obviously,

VSW4R is not a sufficient parameter to completely define loss since the

same VSWR can be associated with an infinity of impedances to be matched;

however, a specification of this type (VSWR) ignores losses due to

line l.,ngth variation which is always less than a half wavelength. Since

most of the loss in a distributed matching system is associated with

the variable line's contacts (finger stock) such a parameter specifying
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lcs might be an acceptable error parameter. We tried to evaluate the

losses of our distributed matching systems in teLms of VSWR in order

tc determinL the ease of measurement of such a parameter as well as to

get a general idea of our matching system loazeb,

To obtain a wide range-of VSWR values, a series of test sam-

ples was constructed using disk resistors of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10 and

50 ohms which shunted the input of a 50 ohm attenuator pad. In addition,

since all of the components in the measuring system had a 50 ohm char-

acteristic impedance.(except the disk resistor), it was possible to

eliminate the second matching section so that the loss in one matching

section at a time -ould be determined. The final results of this study

are shown in Figure 2 where the VSWR values were computed from impedance

measurements of the disk resistor networks, and the matching loss was

obtained by subtracting the losses of the disk resistor and 10 dB pad

(which were computed) from the actual dB readings made with the measur-

ing system. It can be noted that the matching error increases both with

VSWR and with frequency. Indications are that the bulk of the loss oc-

curs at :the sliding fingers in the tuning sections.

2.2 Attenuation as a Function of 1Iput Impedance Loci

It can be shown that the worst case attenuation (dB), the

minimum loss, of a passive linear two port ne-°-k can be determined

from a plot of the input impedance of the n Oien the network is

terminated in all possibl3 reactive loads. Specifically

dBwc - +4.348 (1)

where 8 - cosh (T/p) and r/p can be determined from the input imped-

ance plot. In general, the input impedance (Z in) plot of the network

for reactive termination of the network -zll be a circle as shown in

Figure 3. It is assumed that all possible reactances have been used as

terminations.

44
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Im Z CIRCULAR LOCUS
r

.%-

F Re{1z"I}

Figure 3. Input Impedance Locus for Reactive Termination of a
Two Port Lossy Network

Assuming that the circle is centered at a real coordinate 6

and imaginary coordinate c and has a radius r, then Tip for the network

can be shown to be

6T p (2)r

and dB can be computed directly from Equation (1).wc

As an example, consider the ideal network in Figure 4a. We

may calculate Z ir. for three reactive loads and obtain

ZLd (ohms) Zin (ohms)

+j0 4.40 +j5.92

-jl0 6.10 +j3.98

+Jl0 8 6 +J8

If we plot these three points on linear paper with Re{Z in as the

abscissa and im {Z } as the ordinate, a circle can be constructed,
in

and the center of the circle and radius can be determined. This is

shown in Figure 4b.

From this figure 6 -6.46; e = 6.0; and r -2.06 (all in ohms).

The T/p ratio of this plot is 3.14 and the dB from Equation (1) is
wc

7.87 dB.
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I ASSUMED
INPUT INETWORK VALUES

Z, =.2 + P

Z, 4 +j5

0 ----------------- 6+j7

4 Figure 4a. Ideal Network

CIRCULAR LOCUS OF Z111
FOR NETWORK OF FIG. 4-Il1
TERMINATED IN THREE

7 REACTIVE LOADS

6.0
5 * REACTIVE LOAD POINTS

Im{Z14 4 - i G/ .4~10 2O

2 .0

012-j

0 II 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 to Ii
R* (Z In)

Figure 4b. Input Impedance Locus Method Applied to Network of
Figure 4a.
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For high attenuation filters, the 6/r ratio becomes large

and extreme accuracy in measuring Zn becomes necessary. For example,

for a 23 dB 50-ohm pad, at the same three load conditions, the input

impedances are,

ZLoad(ohms) Bin(ohms)

+JO 49.50 +JO

-j 10 49.54 -JO.190
+J 8 5050 +jlO

The radius of this impedance circle is 0.50 ohms, 6 50 ohms, T/p

100 and c 0. For these loads the input impedance varies only about

2% and extreme measurement accuracy would be required.

2.3 Attenuation as a Function of Reflection Coefficient

A scheme similar to the above and which requires that the

input impedances be known for various reactive loads deals with reflec-

tion coefficient locus in the following manner.

If the input reflection coefficient y of the network I8mea-

sured in relation to a real characteristic impedance Z then0

Zin -R
i o (3)

in +R

It can be shown by conformal map)ing techniques that the reflection

coefficient locus will also be circular for purely reactive terminations.

This circle is defined by
2rR

y 6R + 1) 2 _ r K2 + ER2

2(6R + 1)
uy R + 1)

2  r 2 )2

R R. R

2eR
V - 2 2 2

(6R + 1) rR + cR
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where Z 6 = 6, Z R = C, Z r rand r, u yand V are respectively
o R o Re o R Y Y

the radius, real coordinate and imaginary coordinate of the center of

the circle in the reflection coefficient plane.

Noting from Equation (2) that

r rR

and solving Equation (4) for the- ratio
rR

6 R r 1-A2
-r -= -X- + -(5)rR 2 2ry

whr 2 2 2
where A = u + v ; i.e., A is the distance from the origin of the y

Y Y
plane to the center of the reflection coefficient circular locus.

A 23 dB WCattenuation is associated with a T/p value of 100.
If we insert this value in Equation (5) and remember that both A and r

Y

must be less than one, we can see that the r /2 tezrT of Equation (5)Y
must be of very small value; hence,

200 r 1 - A 2  (6)
Y

f dBwc equal to 23 dB. The most faborable measurement condition

(that which gives the largest radius r ) is that in wnich A - 0. Mani-

pulatton of Equation (5) shows that this condition can be obtained by

selecting

2 2z r (7)

Even under this special selection, however,

r (8y 200

and the diameter of the reflection coefficient circular locus is only

1% of the maximum reflection coefficient magnitude of one.
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If the accuracy of the reflection coefficient measuring

equipment was approximately ± .02 (on a reflection coefficient plot

whose maximum magnitudp must be one) then the determination of dBwc

with this equipmenL for a 23 dB network would be extremely difficult.

In summary, we find that the reflection coefficient method

suffers from the same limitation as the input impedance method: very

high accuracy equipment is necessary for the measurement of high values

of worst case attenuation.

2.4 Multiple Impedance Measurements

With this method, we are dealing with a technique that has

been used by FIRL for several years. We measure the input impedance

of a network with a short circuit termination (Z sc) of the network and

then with a 50-ohm termination (Z5 0). This is repeated with the net-

work reversed. A computer program then calculates the dB case andwc

Z from these measurements. An accurate impedance bridge is requiredwc

to obtain meaningful answers. It was found with this technique that if

devices with high attenuation are to be measured (above 25 dB) the in-

put impedance is changed very little by output load terminations and

accuracy is lost. This approach appears to be valid, however, for de-

vices having attenuation values of 20 dB or loss.

2.5 Attenuation From a Knowledge of the Network's TPL Surface

2.5.1 General Characteristics of the TPL Surface

It can be shown that a two port four erminal passive network

can be completely defined by three real parametersq P, T, and a. The

load/input power ratio then can be expressed in terms of real (x) and

imaginary (y) parts of the load impedance and the three parameters as,

= 2 ~2px()
Pload /in 2 + 2 2 (9)

(X+T) + (y+) p
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In using Equation (9) we are only interested in the surface

in x, y, z space for which x a 0, -- s y : + -, and Z 2 0. These re-

strictions dictate that T/p > 1, T > 0, p > 0, - 0 S -+. If we plot

this function in the xy plane, xz plane and yz plane we obtain typical

sections as shown in Figure 5 to 7 respectively.

The practical significance of Equation (9) is only appreciated

if we attempt to determine accurately the three real parameters from

measurements on an actual network.

2.5.2 Solutions by Assuming Measured Values to be Roots to a
Real TPL Surface

The report referenced in the introduction presents the algebra

which solves three equations of the form of Equation (9) simultaneously for p,

T, and a. Three inputs are required and one load must be complex, other-

wise the a parameter will be undefined. A computer program was written

in Fortran IV coding, and trials were made with ideal inputs from as-

sumed paper networks as well as measured values on a ferrite filter at

0.1, 1 and 3 MHz. It was observed from this work that deviations as

as small as + 1% from true inputs resulted in imaginary values for p,

T, and a. It was reasoned that, every combination of p, T, and a has

a TPL (terminated power loss) surface, but every TPL s urface defined

by arbitrary measured points is not associated with real values of the

parameters. Since overall measurement errors could easily approach

+ 10%, the above method will not serve our purpose too well. A little

thought into the matter, however, indicated that if we were able to

generate a real TPL surface that represented the best fit in a root

mean square (rms) sense to the measured pollits we would have a fairly

valid approach.

2.5.3 Solutions by RMS Fitting of Measured Values to a Real

TPL Surface

A computer program is absolutely essential for this technique

since it is based on an iterative process that is repeated thousands of

times. In essence, the technique is based on the following steps:
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Fig. 6 XZ Section of TPL Surface

[Fig. 7 YZ Section of TPL Surface



(i) Measure various output/input power ratios at known load
1, impedances for the given network.

(2) Make an initial choice for a TPL surface by selecting real
values for the p, T, and a parameters.

(3) Using the loads from 1 and the parameters from 2 or 5,
calculate a set of output/input power ratios from the gen-
eral TPL Equation (9).

(4) Compare these with the measured ratios in 1.
(5) Increment p, r, and a in the direction of decreasing error

and form a new TPL surface; repeat steps 3, 4, and 5.

(6) Stop the process after a given fit has been obtained or
after n iterations.

Based on present computer costs, a network can be analyzed

for about $6 or less. Redundant measurements can also be made and

various combinations can be run and results averaged. The method is

limited in frequency range to the extent that it is dependent on whether

input power and load power can be determined with any degree of ac-

curacy and if the true value of the load impedances are known. The

system is also most effective for attenuations greater than 10 dB.

3. SUMMARY OF THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE
VARIOUS MEASUREMENT SCHEMES

3.1 Matching

The matching system method has several desirable features:

1. A relatively inexperienced person can make the measurements
although maintenance of the system requires considerable
skill.

2. Only one measurement need be made at each frequency.

3. The system can be made almost direct reading--often nothing
more than a simple subtraction of two dB values is necessary
for a final reading.

4. The theory is simple and readily comprehended.
5. The equipment, at least in the coaxial tuner frequency

range, is available commercially.
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6. The method allows measurement of the power transfer of the
network directly and since the load power measuring equip-
ment is voltage measuring equipment having very high gain,
very high values of worst case attenuation can be measured.
For present detector systems and available low power gen-
erators the upper limit on measurable attenuation is on the
order of 80 dB.

The disadvantages of this system are all attributable to the

matching sections. At the higher frequencies where coaxial line

stretchers and shorting stubs ran be used as matching sections, the loss

in the matching components when the components are used under high VSWR

conditions can cause fairly large errors in worst case attenuation read-

ings. Itt its frequency range the matching components, if perfect, could

match any impedance to any other; hence, the error in the measurement

is due only to the loss. As mentioned earlier the loss in a matching

section contributes to the error by two separate means, (1) it limits

the impedance transferring qualities of the matching system so that g

true match is not achieved and (2) it actually dissipates power. Both

of these contributions tend to make any measurement of dBwc appear

higher than it actually is.

At the lower frequencies, where variable length coaxial com-

ponents are still commonly used as matching sections, the variable

length may not be sufficient to match any impedance to any other. Here

the matching approach may indicate a value of dB much higher than the

actual value since the network being measured will not be correctly

terminated or the input line to the network will not be flat, or both.

The flatness of the input line can be checked with a directional coupler

in most cases; however, the correct termination is not known, therefore,

it can not be checked. Higher frequency systems that use double stub

tuners are also susceptible to this source of error.

At the lower frequencies where distributed parameter compon-

ents, such as coaxial line stretchers and shorting stubs can not be

economically applied, variable lumped components are employed. In

general, lumped variable components suffer from the same problems as

their higher frequency counterparts. At frequencies between 1 and 10
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MHz a lossless (or hi Q) variable inductance is extremely difficult to

construct and is, in general, severely limited in its range of variable

reactance.

In summary, the matching approach to measuring worst casa at-

tenuation has many desirable features but it has practical problems

particularly at the lower frequencies where the systems must be hand

tailored to the network to be measured. It has been our experience

that any practical RF suppression device can be evaluated by this method

but much engineering effort may be necessary.

it 3.2 Reflection Coefficient and Multiple Impedance Measurements

A. Reflection Coefficient

Determination of the input impedance or input reflection coef-

ficient locus, has the following advantages:

1. Lquipment is commercially available.

2. The concept is simple.

3. Relatively unskilled personnel may be employed.

The most important disadvantages are:

1. Even under the most favorable conditions, worst case at-
tenuations of greater than 23 dB can not be determined

with presently available equipment.

2. At the lower frequencies the purely reactive terminations

necessary for thee required measurements are difficult to
obtain.

B. Multiple Impedance Measurements

The advantages are:

1. The equipment required is available commercially.

2. Results can be cross checked b'y further measurements.

3. A complete characterization o the network is obtained
from the equivalent circt.it.

4. The theory is straight-forward.
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The disadvantagis are:

1. Use of a computer is almost mandatory.

2. High values (23 dB or more) of worst attenuation can not
be measured accurately with presently available equipment.

3. A large variety of equipment is necessary to cover the
frequency band of interest.

4. A skilled technician is essential to make the measurements.

3.3 Relating to a Network's TPL Surface

A. Root Method

We have shown that power measurement errors as small as 1% can

completely invalidate the approach. Since the power measurements across

highly reactive impedances may well be 10% or more in error, we consider

this approach untenable.

B. RMS Approach

The determination of three real power transmission constants

by a "best fit" procedure, has not been thoroughly investigated but

based on our present knowledge, the advantages appear to be as follows:

1. Results can be checked by further measurements.

2. Measurements of both very high and very low dB networks
can be handled with available equipment. wc

3. The necessary computations give the three real power trans-

mission constants as a by-product of the dB computations
and hence TPL can be calculated for any known load.

4. The power measurements that make up the input data can
sometimes be checked by other measurement methods.

5. The measured input data are essentially TPL ratios. These,
i themselves, ere useful for certain applications of many
RF protective devices.

The disadvantages are:

1. A computer is absolutely necessary to evaluate the input
data economically.

2. The pcwer input data, especially that associated with highly
reactive impedances, can be seriously in error with available
measurement equipment.
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I 3. The theory is relatively complicated.

4. A skilled measurement technician is necessary to obtain
reliabla data.

5. Several measurements are necessary to evaluate any one
protection device.

6. Several different sets of measurement equipment would be
necessary to use this approach over the entire frequency

band of interest.

In conclusion, there appears to be no completely satisfactory

universal system for determining the worst case attenuation of a device

over the entire frequency range of interest and for all values of at-

tenuation and input impedance. However, if one has some information on

possible attenuation and input conditions, one can choose a system

which, when properly applied, can be expected to give reliable results.
All of the system suffer somewhat from present equipment limitations

especially in terms of accuracy of equipmett, possible losses in slid-

ing contacts, components and frequency range of the equipment. Our

1, technology is constantly improving the quality of instruments and such

improvements should be constantly monitored and incorporated into the

measuring systems whenever feasible.
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5-) Evaluation of the Susceptibility of SPRINT Ordnance to L.D. Kiehm and
Electromagnetic Radiation (U) W. D. Raymond

(U) During the transportation sequence of a missile system, such as SPRINT, between
factory and launch site it is exposed to known and unknown RF fieids. Rather than
totally depend upon a "worst case analysis" alone, it was elected to empirically deter-
mine that SPRINT ordnance presented no hazard to life or property when immersed in the
EMR environment in the so-called "transportation mode." This paper will present the
preliminary tests, field test instrumentation design and calibration, and data analysis.

5-2 The Application of Heat-Resistant Explosives to Advanced Weapons
ano Space Syst!ms (U) E.E. KiZmer

(U) This paper concerns some of the properties and applications of several Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory developed heat re3istant explosives. Applications of these materials,
in new weapon systems and manned spacecraft systems such as APOLLO will be discussed.
In addition, comparison of the performance of conventional RDX-MDF's and heat resist;nt
MDF's after extended periods of heating will be presented.

5-3 A Simplified Approach to the Sensitivity of Conductive
Mixes (U) W.S. Hall

(U) In order to explain fully the behaviour of conductive mix EED's, it is necessary
to admit at least three firing mechanisms. For each of these 3-separate and independent
sensitivity threshold can be recognised. From measurements on devices based upon carbon
as the conuuctor, values for each of the thresholds can be deduced. Predictions may be
made concerning the future potential of conductive mixes particularly in relation to
the low voltage system which would match some important future requirements.

5-4 Detonator Initiation by a Remotely Located Flash Charge (U) M.E. Anderson and
James E. Means;

Vincent J. Meniche li;
Lien C. Yang

(U) Analytical and experimental studies have been performed to establish the feasibility
of remotely initiating a detonator with the radiant energy emitted from a small pyrotech-
nic or explosive flash charge. Two types of flash charges were usedp (i) The qM23 photo-
flash cartridge, and (2) an explosively excited argon gas bomb. The primary requiremnts
for the flash charge were that it be small, rugged, and emit radiation isotropically.
Two techniques were examined for initiation of the detonator. The primary requirements
for the detonator and sensor were that it be inexpensive, safe, and reasonably insensi-
tive to critical alignment toward the flash charge. Several field tests were performed
to establish at what distances from the flash charge each of the techniques could be
expected to function.

5-5 An Experimental Investigation of a Flueric Exolosive Ignition E.L. Rakowsky;
Device (U) A.P. Corrado

(U) The objective of this study was to define the Seometry and operating parameters af-
fecting the. performance of a resonance tube as a flueric ignition device. Several models
of varying geometric proportions were designed, fabricated and tested over a range of in-
let pressures using both air and helium as the working fluids. The conclusion is postu-
lated that the "Pneumatic Match" represents P quantum increase in safety, reliability,
and simplicity of initiation devices.
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Stephen P.D. 6nith
5-6 Nuclear Hardened Explosive Devices (U) Robert E. Betts, and J.E. Tur~rentine

(U) This paper presents work done in an attempt to overcome the adverse effects of a
nuclear environment on an electroexplosive device. One imethod being tried is the use
of laser light for EED ignition. Both Neodynium and Ruby type lasers are being used in
our exploratory program to determ~ne the effects of frequency. Investigation is being
carried out to determine various levels of laser ligh energy and how parameters affect
the transmission of laser light to the EED fiber optic!,. Materials of construction of
EED igniters are also being investigated.

5-7 A Percussion/Electric Primer for Machine Gun Ammunition (U) D.A. Schlachter and
N. J. Puig

(U) The design of a combination percussion/electric primer for 20mm gun systems is
discussed. This primer will provide greater interchangeability of 20mm ammunition among
various gun systems. One major design consideration has been to provide protection from
inadvertent initiation by radio frequency energy. This has been accomplished by a
capacitive voltage divider to decrease the induced rf voltage across the conductive mix.
Both ceramics and plastic-clad metals have been studied for use as dielectrics in the
capacitive network.

5-8 Remote Actuation of Line Controlled EED's by Jack O'Krepky;
Electromagnetic Illumination (U) H. H. Thompson

(U) This research program and paper presents an approach to clear enemy line controlled
mines by induced heating of EED's using long waves. The presentation is expected to in-
clude Target Definition, Test Data, Analyses of Data and Proposed Hardware.

4-7 Pressure Thresholds for the Initiation of L.N. Cosner and R.G.S. Sewell,
Composition B J.E. Sinclair

Experiments were conducted In which the donor-receptor and related techniques were used
to study the initiation of explosives by shock waves. The distance traversed by the
accelerating wave and the time required to traverse that distance are shown to be directly
related to the initial shock strength. An empirical equation of the exponential type is
shown to fit the experimental observations. Analytical expressions to describe the general
case are derived from the empirical equation.
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